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Dealers Say `Fever' 
Igniting Other Sales 
Radio Measurer 
Pulse Fades Out 

By DOUG HALL 
NEW YORK -What had been ex- 

pected by many observers for some 
time has finally happened: Pulse is 

out of business. 
The Pulse, which has been meas- 

uring radio since 1941, has been 
shut down by Richard Roslow, pres- 
ident and son of the founder, Sidney 
Roslow. 

To stations, the shutdown prob- 
(Continued on page 94) 

By DICK NUSSER 
NEW YORK -The phenomenal 

retail suc2ess of RSO's "Saturday 
Night Fever" LP has stimulated 
heavy stcre traffic leading to in- 
creased sales of a wide range of 
product, i national survey of key 
dealers discloses. 

The do ible pocket LP is also cred- 
ited with bringing a more diverse 
range of customers into stores, more 
so than previous top -selling LPs 
Thz pattern seems to follow the in- 
duätry tradition whereby one gian. 
hit draws additional sales. 

The Pc lygram- distributed LP ha; 
attracted customers of all ages ant, 

Continued on page 92,) 

Cristy Lane is the Name, is the long- awaited first alt um (Ti LS by he Icvely 

lady with the mystic smile, Cristy Lane. Conclusve proof tha: master- 

pieces don't happen overnight. Highlights include: tl-e currert smash, 

"I'm Gonna Love You Anyway" (LS GRT 156) plu! "Shake Me I Rattle," 
"Let Me Down Easy," "Midnight Blue," "I Can't Tell Yoe," By The nay." 
Posters available: 320 -1252. A dynamic album of 12 great songs on 

LS CRT Records 8 Tapes #8027. (Advertisement) 

DISCUSS PIRACY, COMPUTERS, TRADE RELATIONS 

Music Industry Leaders 
At Venice For IMIC '78 

DISCO CLUBS 
RIDE CRUISES 

By RADCI,IFFE JOE 
NEW YORK -Discotheques are 

rapidly developing into one of the 
most favored forms of entertainment 
among cruise ship passengers. 

According to Thomas Vaughan of 
Juliana's of London, a major disco 
design and construction firm and 

(Continued 00 page 40) 

By ELIOT TIEGEL 

VENICE- -The world's Lading 
decision makers are here to partici- 
pate in IMIC 78, the Intern isional 
Music Industry Conference, which 
this year keys itself to such Jiverse 
topics as combatting the cancer of 
piracy, harnessing compute- tech- 
nology and improving trade rela- 
tions between East and West. 

The summit meeting of eading 
international presidents and hoard 
chairmen of the global mu ;lc and 
recording industries, has attracted a 

(Continued on p tge 79) 

5 Digital Systems To 
Highlight Calif. AES 

First Direct -Disk 

Studio Operating 
By JIM McCULLAUGH 

LOS ANGELES -The rapidly ac- 
celerating audiophile recording 
market has O.-en birth to what is be- 
lieved to be the first studio ever as- 
sembled exclusively for direct -to- 
disk recordings. 

Called M&K Direct -To -Disk Stu- 
dios, the unique facility actually 
doubles as a front showroom for 
Jonas Miller Sound in Beverly Hills, 
one of the mast prestigious high -end 
audio salons in the world. 

Miller anc partner Ken Kreisel 
'Continued on page 66) 

By STEPHEN TRAIMAN 
NEW YORK -At least five digital 

recording systems will be demon- 
strated at the anticipated biggest 
Audio Engineering Society meeting 
ever, opening its four -day 60th con- 
vention Tuesday (2) at the Los An- 
geles Hilton. 

A first -ever U.S. display of the 
Victor of Japan (JVC) digital audio 
recording /playback processor will 
join previously seen but advanced 
models of systems by Technics, Mit- 
subishi, Soundstream and 3M. 

The digital systems will highlight 
an overflow exhibit lineup of more 
than 130 companies that are using 
close to 50 demonstration rooms, ac- 
cording to Jacqueline Harvey, AES 
exhibits coordinator. Included are a 
dozen on hand for the first time at 

(Continued on page 56) 

U.K. Warning: Envision 

Doubling Antipiracy SS 
By PETER JONES 

LONDON -The U.K. industry 
will soon have to double its budget 
for fighting piracy, bootlegging, 
counterfeiting and home taping, 
Geoffrey Bridge, director general of 
the British Phonographic Industry. 
warned a meeting of dealers here. 

The yearly amount currently 
(Continued on page 79) 

MOVE DLIT OF THE FAST LANE GET INTO KENDUN RECORDERS. A 

Low-Pre-;sure Sanctuary In A High Pressure Business (Turn to the KEN DUN 

RECORCERS /SIERRA AUDIO SPECIAL in center of book). 
(Advertisement) 

(Advertisement) 

The Movie 
5.5.5... 5 

.5.5.5 .: 5 . .. 5555 j5 
"5.04%. . . .. ... . : . :.. ... 

5555 5 : . ¡ 5 
Soon to be playint 

in theatres 
everywhere. 

IMP 7099 -The Record 
,..... ..... . ... . . 5. 555. 5 ..,, , ...,, :::4f.: ...:::::'' 

;.; . ;.;::: :;; ::: ... :: ::. ... ....... . . . . 5._: ... ... . . ... 5 .5. . , i i .5555: 5i :::. 55 55 
1 r/- 5 5555 55. 5 See, 5 original motion picádre so Ylidi ack 5555555 . 5 S: :: 555:: ...555 .... :. ;.; ;;; SS ;; » ;;1;; .rwailable from Casablanca Record : : 55 

555.5 055S556 ; 55 and FilmWorks, Inc. 5 5555. .5.5: 55555555 555 .. 
55 

©1978 Columbia Pictures, A Division Ot Columbia Pictures Industries. Inc. 
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THE NEW HEAD EAST SINGLE IS 
GETTING PICKED UP EVERYWHERE. 

"SINCE YOU BEEN GONE"O2. 
From "Head East''SP 4680 

ON A8cM RECORDS 
Produced by Jeffrey Lesser 
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General News 

WELCOME TIME - President Carter greets Jo Walker, executive director of the Country Music 
Assn. to the White House reception, capped by some excellent live country music entertainment. 

Others in the photo are unidentified. 

100 STORES IN 1980 

Grapevine & Camelot 
Expansion Projected 

By JOHN SIPPEL 
NORTH CANTON, Ohio- setting machine and silk screen sign 

Founder /president Paul David of shop. 
Stark Record Service blueprinted And investigating more private 
his program to win a second "Re- labelled product, following the suc- 
tailer Of The Year" NARM award (Continued on page 14) 
for approximately 125 management 
staffers at a four -day convention at 
the Sheraton Belden Inn Monday 
(24) through Thursday (27). 

David and key executives at the 
ninth annual convention outlined 
an aggressive plan that included: 

Opening two to four Grapevine 
superstores and six to eight Camelot 
stores annually through 1980, bring- 
ing the chain's total to over 100 
stores. 

Beefing up inventory and serv- 
ice thereto to the present 30. Fischer 
Big Wheel and 10 Clarkins racked 
departments. 

Rejuvenating Camelot store 
fronts and in many cases remodeling 
interiors. 

Establishing long distance hot- 
lines to and from the giant head- 
quarters here. 

Updating and streamlining the 
vital paper flow and resultant inven- 
tory levels. 

Expanding the advertising/ 
promotions department with a self - 
contained recording studio, type- 

UA- SOVIET 
DEAL FIRMED 
LONDON -United Artists is to 

release Russian pop product in the 
U.K. and UA product is to be 
pressed and distributed in the Soviet 
Union. UA is also to launch its own 
classics catalog. 

Cliff Busby, U.K. managing di- 
rector of United Artists Records, 
signed the licensing agreement here 
with Nicolai Gordeev, vice president 
of the Soviet trading organization 
Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga. 

Following a visit to Moscow in 
January last year by Artie Mogull, 
UA president, and Harold Seider, 
international division president, ne- 
gotiations were opened which con- 
tinued through 1977. Responsible 
for the crucial negotiations was Ron- 
nie Bell, UA's international promo- 
tion manager in London, who vis- 

(Continued on page 80) 

Billboard photos by Warren Mattoy 

WASHINGTON COUNTRY -- Loretta Lynn performs during an evening of relaxed entertainment 
at the White House reception for the CMA's board of directors. See additional photos on page 88. 

Cam pus shows 3 EX -KALI DJs 
Up Quality And File $24 Mil S 
Profits In '78 

By ED HARRISON 

LOS ANGELES -With the ex- 
ception of some schools in urban 
markets, this has been an improved 
year for campus concerts in terms of 
quantity and quality, with program- 
mers projecting it to continue next 
fall. 

Factors contributing to the in- 
creased campus activity are varied: 

Improved technical know -how 
in production that comes with expe- 
rience. 

The trend towards co- promo- 
tions with professional promoters to 
better insure name acts at low risks. 

More touring acts, though not 
necessarily big name acts. 

Musical diversification to at- 
tract a varied and broader range of 
concertgoers. 

Schools in metropolitan areas 
such as Houston, Richmond and Los 
Angeles were handicapped as pro- 
moters brought the major attractions 
into city venues. 

And while the majority of pro- 
grammers report more shows this 
year, it took strong acts to sellout. 

Phil Lobel, director of the Univ. of 
Colorado program council, reports a 
25% increase in the number of shows 

(Continued on page 99) 

By AGUSTIN GURZA 
LOS ANGELES -Three ex- 

KALI-AM employes whose charges 
of payola against the station brought 
on an FCC investigation, filed suit 
in Superior Court here Friday (21) 
alleging breach of contract, defama- 
tion, conspiracy to interfere in busi- 
ness relations and intentional inflic- 
tion of mental anguish. 

The suit asks a minimum of $24.6 
million in damages as well as imme- 
diate reinstatement to their jobs. 

Plaintiffs Jose Valdes, J. Fernan- 
dez Moreno and Victor Trujillo, all 
former announcers at KALI, allege 
in the suit that KALI personnel, 
management and ownership con- 
spired to accept payola and fired 

them without cause as part of a pay- 
ola coverup after the trio had taken 
their allegations to the FCC (Bill- 
board, Jan. 28, 1978). 

In addition, Trujillo charges that 
the defendants attempted to bribe 
him in order "to secure cooperation 
in the coverup scheme" and fired 
him when he refused to accept the 
bribe. 

Named as defendants in the 57- 
page action were United Broad- 
casting Co. Inc. of Washington, D.C. 
and its president Richard Eaton; 
Tele- Broadcasters Of California, 
Inc., the subsidiary which operates 
KALI; Philip A. Malkin, the outlet's 

(Continued on page 24) 

Supreme Court Considers 
Japanese Import Taxation 

By MILDRED HALL 

WASHINGTON -Both Zenith 
and its opponent Treasury spokes- 
men took some brickbats on their in- 
terpretations of U.S. trade laws last 
week during the Supreme Court 
hearing on Zenith's petition for 
countervailing duties against the 
Japanese consumer, electronic im- 
ports. 

Rogers, Gayle, Dolly Parton Bag Top Country Honors 
LOS ANGELES -A surprise twist 

capped the 13th annual Academy of 
Country Music awards, presented at 
the Shrine Auditorium here Thurs- 
day (27). 

Kenny Rogers swept the album, 
record and song of the year cate- 
gories with "Lucille" and also won 
as top male vocalist; while fellow 
UA act Crystal Gayle was named 
top female vocalist for the second 
straight year with "Don't It Make 
My Brown Eyes Blue." 

But RCA's Dolly Parton turned 

By PAUL GREIN 

around and won the top award -en- 
tertainer of the year. Stella Parton 
accepted for her absent sister, who 
became only the second female to 
win the entertainer prize, following 
Loretta Lynn two years ago. Dolly 
was also nominated for album of the 
year and best female vocalist for 
"Here You Come Again." 

The other big surprise came when 
L.A.'s KGBS -FM was named radio 
station of the year, beating cross- 
town rival KLAC -AM, which had 
won every year since the category's 

inception in 1970. KGBS, the 
50,000 -watt sister station of KTNQ- 
AM, will soon begin carrying exclu- 
sive remotes from the Palomino in 
North Hollywood, something 
KLAC has done in the past. 

To no one's surprise, the Palo- 
mino won its 13th consecutive award 
as top country nightclub, and its 
house band, the Palomino Riders, 
emerged as best non- touring band of 
the year. 

The top new vocalist prizes went 
to Elektra's Eddie Rabbitt and 

Warner- Curb's Debby Boone, who 
was also nominated for record and 
song of the year for "You Light Up 
My Life." Sister Lindy accepted 
Debby's award, thanking the coun- 
try academy for honoring Red Fo- 
ley's granddaughter. 

The Jim Reeves memorial award, 
for furthering international accept- 
ance of country music, went to 
Tulsa -based booking agent Jim Hal- 
sey. The Pioneer award went to the 
Sons of the Pioneers, who also tied 

(Continued on page 99) 

At issue is whether Japan's rebate 
of an excise tax for its manufac- 
turer /exporters requires a counter- 
vailing duty here because it consti- 
tutes a subsidy unfair to U.S. 
competitors, under U.S. trade law. 

The Supreme Court decision will 
affect prices and trade practices in- 
volving over $1.5 billion annually in 
Japanese imports of audio /video 
products, from television and radio 
sets to tape players and VTRs. 

In a conflict begun in 1970, Zenith 
won against the Treasury Dept. un- 
der a 1977 New York Customs Court 
ruling. But the company sub- 
sequently lost in the U.S. Court of 
Customs and Patent Appeals, which 
upheld Treasury's refusal to impose 
the countervailing duty (Billboard, 
April 22, 1978). 

A large group of importers, ex- 
porters and makers of Japanese au- 
dio /video products- including Pio- 
neer Electronics, Sanyo Electric, and 
some 460 importers in the Foreign 
Trade Assn. of Southern Califor- 
nia- wanted to submit amicus briefs 

(Continued on page 56) 
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General News 

ExecutiveTurntable 
Lou Simon becomes senior vice president /marketing director for Phono - 

gram, Inc. /Mercury, Chicago. In a concurrent move, Jules Abramson, a mem- 
ber of the firm's national marketing staff for nearly a decade, has been named 
to the newly created post of senior vice president /associated labels. Both 
moves reflect an expansion of the marketing department. Simon comes to 

Phonogram from Polydor, Inc., where he was 
executive vice president /general manager 
since October of 1975. Prior to Polydor, Si- 
mon was part of the Phonogram /Mercury 
organization 17 years. ... Jack Woodman 
named vice president, marketing, at GRT 
Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif. He joined the com- 
pany in 1972 as advertising and sales promo- 
tion manager and most recently was vice 
president, sales, Music Tapes.... Don Foster 

appointed national artists relations director for Motown Records, Los Angeles. 
A veteran of more than 10 years with the label, he has served in varied posi- 
tions dealing with artists, most recently coordinating all activities for Smokey 
Robinson and Billy Dee Williams. ... Terry Barnes named to the newly 
created post of director of creative services for Ariola, Los Angeles. She was 

previously executive assistant to the senior 
vice president and formerly administrative 
assistant to the executive vice president at 
Casablanca Records, Los Angeles. ... John 
Williams has resigned his post as vice presi- 
dent and general manager of Monarch 
Record Manufacturing, Long Island, N.Y.. 
and will announce new plans shortly.... Joe 

Woodman 
Mansfield appointed vice president, market- Foster ing, at Columbia Records, New York, from 

vice president, merchandising, at CBS. ... Leonard Scheer joins Arista, New 
York, as vice president, sales and distribution, from head of his own produc- 
tion company, Palis Music. ... Peter Karpin is named director, a &r, at CBS 
Records International, New York, moving from manager of artist develop- 
ment and artist relations at CBS Records, Australia. ... Norman Weiser, 

former director and senior vice president of 
the Polygram Corp., where he is serving as 
consultant, is named president of SESAC, 
New York. He succeeds Alice Prager, who 
becomes chairman. ... Barney Lane steps 
from regional marketing and promotion di- 
rector at CTI Records, covering Maryland, 
Washington, D.C., and Virginia, to national 
sales coordinator, based at the company's 
New York headquarters.... Sy Warner now 

vice president of sales, U.S. and Canada, for Total Entertainment /Omni Rec- 
ords, New York. He was director of sales and promotion at London. Also at 
Total /Omni, Debbie Weinstein joins as manager, a &r services. She has been a 
student at Syracuse Univ.... Daniel Glass appointed executive vice president 
of Farr Records, Somerville, N.J., from national disco coordinator.... Artie 

Dunnings joins RCA Records as manager, 
r &b promotion, East Central region. For- 
merly independent promotion man for CTI, 
he is based in Cleveland, and covers key mar- 
kets in that city, Cincinnati and Pittsburgh. 
... John Penney takes over as national AOR 
promotion director for Amherst Records, 
moving from a morning DJ spot with 

Karpin WDBS, Durham, N.C. He succeeds Bruce Mansfield 
Moser, who joins Doug Dombrowski to 

launch their own independent promotion and merchandising firm. Latter was 
general manager in charge of promotion and sales at Amherst Records, and his 
duties have been absorbed by Larry Silver at Best & Gold. ... Amy Sexauer 
and Victoria Carlotti join Polygram Distribution, New York, as national sales 
communication administrator and singles sales coordinator respectively. 

Former was administrator assistant to vice 
presidents of sales and product development 
at Polygram, latter was national singles sec- 
retary. ... Cathy Littrell appointed to the 
new post of production coordinator for the 
marketing department of Elektra /Asylum 
Records, Los Angeles. With the label two 

iyears, she had been assistant to the vice presi- 

Weiser dent of marketing.... John Davis and John 
Tiller named co- national singles promotion 

directors for Butterfly Records, Los Angeles. Davis comes to the label after 
serving as director of promotion for Elektra /Asylum in Los Angeles and New 
York for five years, while Tiller was with United Artists in Minneapolis... . 

John Daniels appointed executive director of a &r for Savoy Records while also 
continuing as a producer for the Elizabeth, N.J.- headquartered label.... 
Ralph Tashjian named national promotion representative at Island Records 
basing at the label's West Coast offices. Prior to joining Island, he was national 
promotion director at Motown Records. ... WEA changes include: Patti 
Oates to promotion manager representing Warner Bros. product in North and 
South Carolina. She joined WEA in July of 1977 as a promotion person for 
Warner Bros. product in the Atlanta area secondary markets. Curtis Jones, a 
Southwest regional album promotion manager for Epic, replaces Oates. Roy 
Rosenberg becomes WEA's promotion representative for Atlantic product in 
the New York /New Jersey market after having been the New York promotion 
manager for Mercury. Jerry Washington takes over for WEA as promotion 
representative for black product in the Memphis /Nashville /Little Rock re- 
gional market. He was an account executive with radio station WDIA in Mem- 
phis. And Marty Markiewicz is appointed promotion person representing 
Elektra /Asylum product in the Hartford /Albany region. He was New Eng- 
land promotion director for Salsoul.... Fran La Maina named executive vice 
president of Dick -Clark Television Productions, Inc., Los Angeles, and of all 
Clark affiliated companies in Los Angeles. La Maina has been with Clark 
since 1966, joining the company as controller, and was most recently vice presi- 

(Continued on page 104) 

Billboard photos by Bonnie Tiegel 
Jim Mazza: "It's happening a lot faster than we anticipated," says the presi- 
dent of fledgling label EMI America. "Our first record is already on the charts 

and the artist roster has now risen to five." 

J. J. Jordan: Now director of na- 
tional promotion for EMI America, 
generals a staff of 15 district pro- 
motion managers around the coun- 

try. 

EMI AMERICA New Label `Happening Quickly,' 
President Mazza Happily Reports 

By JIM McCULLAUGH 

LOS ANGELES -"It's happening 
more quickly than we anticipated," 
states Jim Mazza, president of EMI 
America, Capitol's embryonic pop 
label. 

Launched officially last fall (Bill- 
board, Dec. 17, 1977), the Capitol 
Industries -EMI, Inc. offspring has a 
charted record with its debut single 
"Bluer Than Blue" by Michael 
Johnson and now has an artist roster 
numbering five. 

The label expects to issue one al- 
bum per month through the May to 

O 
September period. 

Q Signed, in addition to Johnson, 
O are San Francisco rock 'n' roll band 
m Spellbound, Kim Carnes, Canadian 

artist Walter Zwol and a soon to be 
m announced established act. 
w The established act, according to 
rn Mazza, "has been around for nine or 

cö 
10 years, is from another label, has a 

} great concert following since it 
Q works year round, but hasn't quite 
M clicked recordwise. It's the kind of 

act, though, to establish a label 
around and it's exactly where we 
want to be imagewise." 

In the past several months, EMI 
America has established corporate 
headquarters at 6464 Sunset Blvd. in 
Hollywood and has recently hired 
15 district promotion managers 
around the country working exclu- 
sively for the label. 

J.J. Jordan, director of national 
promotion, generals the field staff 
which is in the unique position now 
of only having one record to work. 

Other members of the executive 
nucleus include Don Grierson, vice 
president of a &r, and Bill Straw, di- 
rector of business affairs. Effective 
May 15, Gilles "Frenchy" Gauthier, 
international promotion manager 
for Capitol, joins as head of public- 
ity and artist development. 

A FIRST AT 
SUMMER CES 

By STEPHEN TRAIMAN 
NEW YORK -The Summer CES 

will highlight a software and hard- 
ware display for the first time, in- 
corporating audio and video records 
and tapes, merchandising elements 
and innovative audio playback 
equipment, June 11-14 at Chicago's 
McCormick Place. 

Jointly announced by Jack Way - 
man, EIA /CES senior vice presi- 
dent, and Joe Cohen, NARM execu- 
tive vice president, the exhibit will 
occupy a prime place in the main 
registration area, assuring both traf- 
fic and interest. 

(Continued on page 56) 

"The philosophical thrust of the 
company," elaborates Mazza, who 
doesn't invite comparisons of EMI 
America to other labels, "is to ap- 
proach the album market and hope- 
fully generate three or four singles 
from each project. 

"We originally gave a lot of 
thought about direction and philos- 
ophy," continues the ex -vice presi- 
dent of marketing for Captiol Rec- 

Don Grierson: "We're not looking to 
stack up a bunch of artists and start 
throwing product out into the 
street," says EMI America's a &r 

chief. 

ords. "Should we be an Elektra/ 
Asylum, a Private Stock, a Portrait? 
We are getting compared to Portrait 
now but the truth is we will move 
forward and have hit records no 
matter where they come from. We 
are not going to spend our time get- 
ting caught up in philosophies. Un- 
like Portrait we have a separate pro- 
motion staff." 

Initially, however, both Mazza 
and Grierson want to keep the artist 
roster limited, flexible and creatively 
manageable. 

The emphasis will be on pop and 
rock 'n' roll with r &b and country a 
few years down the road. 

"You need a separate promotion 
staff for that," adds Mazza, "and 
that's something we will eventually 
do. You have to be in those areas to 
be a major record company." 

Explaining the Michael Johnson 
signing, Mazza adds, "That was a 
situation where we heard a few 
tracks on a Thursday and three 
weeks later we are on the charts. 

That's how fast we are able to react 
and respond to something we are in- 
terested in. It's like the old days of 
the record business." 

The Johnson tapes were brought 
to Grierson's attention by Jim 
Golden, who at one time rah the 
RCA- distributed Wooden Nickel la- 
bel. 

"The thing that's unique," contin- 
ues Mazza, "about Michael Johnson 
is that we are not approaching it as a 
hit song or hit record. We are ap- 
proaching it as a hit artist." 

Both Mazza and Grierson indi- 
cate they liked the Midwestern 
singer /guitarist's work because of 
his powerful demographics and they 
feel he has the potential to reach 
James Taylor or Billy Joel status. 

The LP, which will be titled "The 
Michael Johnson Album" is being 
produced in Nashville by Brent 
Maher and Steve Gibson and is due 
June 15. 

"We've already started radio com- 
mercials around the country," notes 
Mazza, "now during the develop- 
ment of the single discussing the up- 

(Continued on page 94) 
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Her new album will take 
you into your quiet times. And Kate's 

unfettered, unadorned style 
will show you the way back to sense* 

and sensitivity. 

Kate Taylor's music promises 
to stay as simple as the way she lives her 

life. Sometimes soft and sultry, other 
times righteous and raw. Just a 

few classic songs everyone knows. Plus 
originals by members of her family 

and other dose friends. 

In a relaxed setting to make us all 
feel at home. 

Taylor." 
A new album produced 

by james Taylor and Lew Hahn. 
_ C i umbia Records and Tapes. 

® "Columbia" ® are trademarks of CBS Inc. © 1978 CBS Inc. 
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ABC Restructuring Draws Results 
1st Quarter Report Reveals Markedly Reduced Losses 

LOS ANGELES -On the heels of 
a substantial restructuring of ABC 
Records comes a first quarter finan- 
cial report which says the label's 
losses are markedly reduced on 
slightly lower revenues. 

Although label president Steve 
Diener will give no figures, he does 
say, "We went into 1978 with a defi- 
nite plan of where we wanted to be 
this year. 

"The first quarter shows we have 
exceeded our sales objective consid- 
erably. Much of this is based on con- 

By JEAN WILLIAMS 
a result of trying to give the com- 
pany a new identity. The logo, an 
ABC musical note, has become so 
well known we had pins and stickers 
made." 

He feels the new logo is an identi- 
fying mark not only for the company 
but also its acts. With ABC slashing 
its artist roster nearly in half, Diener 
says the company can better concen- 
trate on those acts which it has under 
contract." 

Diener, pleased with the com- 
pany's progess in terms of support- 

ABC Records president Steve Die- 
ner speaks of a positive first quarter 

financial report. 

servative accounting. Toward the 
greater part of the second half of 
1977, we went through a lot of or- 
ganizational changes and now we're 
starting to see the results of those 
changes." 

Among the changes ABC Records 
has initiated in the past several 
months are a new logo, reducing its 
artists roster by nearly half, pulling 
its international and publishing di- 
visions together, developing new 
merchandising tools, bringing its 
promotion, creative services, sales 
and marketing under one head, go- 
ing to independent distribution, 
tightening its communications lines 
and combining its Nashville oper- 
ation under the ABC logo. 

"At the end of the first quarter, 
we're also finding that our sales out 
of Nashville are up 25% over last 
year. It's all about concentration and 
energy," says Diener. 

"Our purpose here is to get cate- 
gories out of music. We're doing it 
with our black music as well as 
country," he continues. "Some of the 
things coming out of Nashville are 
as pop- oriented as anything else. 
They're producing music that's not 
only country-an extension of this is 
Barbara Mandrell on Dot whose lat- 
est single `Woman To Woman' has 
gotten not only pop and country air- 
play but is being,played on r &b sta- 
tions." 

ABC's departments are now struc- 
tured with Gary Davis, vice presi- 
dent of marketing also overseeing 
creative services headed by Herb 
Wood; sales with B.J. McElwee and 
Charles Stewart; and promotion 
with Bill Craig and John and Dino 
Barbis. Mark Meyerson is vice presi- 
dent of a &r and Judy Painter heads 
up publicity. Six months ago the la- 
bel combined its promotion staffs. 

"The advantage of this move is for 
us to be on top of the daily business 
and our priorities. It gives us the 
ability to react quickly to what we 
want to do," says Diener. 

With ABC's facelift came a 
change of logo. "This came about as 

Merchandising programs are a vital 
sales tool, notes the executive. 

ing its acts, notes, "We have 
awarded more gold and platinum 
records than possibly in all the past 
five years. 

"We now have a good, balanced 
roster with jazz, country, pop, r &b 
and gospel. Although our roster is 
much smaller than some of the other 
labels, last year we were the second 
most nominated at the Grammy 
Awards." The label racked up nine 
nominations. 

"We have taken certain acts on the 
label that had a base and gone way 
past what they ever did. We sold 
three and four times the number of 
units on certain acts that we estab- 
lished such as Steely Dan, Jimmy 
Buffett and Rufus. Marilyn McCoo 
and Billy Davis Jr. are extremely im- 
portant to us." 

Diener insists the success of these 
acts is based on putting emphasis on 
promotion staffs by going to great 
lengths to tighten up the label's com- 
munications in the field dealing with 
its priorities and objectives. "We 
also put a lot of energies into tour- 
ing. During certain periods, 25 %- 
40% of our acts are touring at the 
same time. 

"Since our obligation is to break 
and make our acts well known, not 
just the Rufus, Steely Dans and 
Marilyn and Billys, we have done 
things with the Crusaders, Stephen 

`Born Again' AM 

Format Hits L.A. 
By RAY HERBECK JR. 

LOS ANGELES -Probably the 
first all- music, contemporary Chris- 
tian radio format will receive its 
baptism, so to speak, on May 4 here. 
It's not "Jesus rock" or gospel. But 
something new for a major market. 

Bonneville International's KBRT, 
sister to L.A.'s number one KBIG- 
FM, will drop its traditional MOR 
syndication package in favor of an 

(Continued on page 33) 

Bishop, Tom Petty, Don Williams, 
Freddie Fender and the Dramatics. 
We have gotten behind all these 
acts." 

Some of the more recent merchan- 
dising tools ABC is using for its acts 
include a standup cardboard display 
of a lighthouse for Jimmy Buffett. 
"We have also put together some 
merchandising campaigns for the 
Quadraview which involve an elec- 
tronic device which displays jackets 
in the stores." 

Joe Sample of the Crusaders, with 

Billboard photos by Bonnie Tiegel 

Our organization is now based on 
communications." 

his first solo LP "Rainbow Seeker," 
has a display called Sample Sample 
and ABC is giving away his sample 
EPs at the retail level. According to 
Diener, the firm has given away 
more than 100,000 in its first two 
weeks. 

"We're also using the Synoptocon 
which gives us the ability to film our 
messages to retailers. On this film 
are our new releases and we even 
have some of our executives talking 
to each other on film. 

"There are some others using this 
type of machine but I believe we're 
the only company with a portable 
unit which our staff people can carry 
with them when they visit stores. 
ABC's Synoptocon will also be used 
to take its message to the inter- 
national market" 

And to deal better in the inter- 
national markets the firm has com- 
bined its publishing and inter- 
national wings. The two divisions 
merged about two months ago under 
the direction of Jay Morgenstern. 

"This consolidation makes a lot of 
sense to us because overseas the 
publishing and record interests are 
starting to fuse more than ever. And 
focusing in on this has helped us in 
artists development plus it has 
helped to bring more attention to 
our publishing catalog." 

ABC's move to independent dis- 
tribution has also proven successful, 
says Diener. The firm maintains its 
own branches in California and 
New York. 

"There has been a trend in the 
past few years where certain labels 
have left independent distribution. 
This has helped us by being there at 
the right time but we feel a true sense 
of energy, drive and realism in work- 
ing with independents and they are 
delivering for us. 

"They have helped with our cata- 
log with the black, country and gos- 
pel situations because they can zero 
in where they are strongest. This is 
why our country and black sales are 
as strong as they are." 

The label is also stepping up its 

(Continued on page 99) 
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Winning 
votes 
Everywhere... 

SUSIE ALLANSON 
Single "Maybe Baby" 
From her soon- to -be- released debut album 

WBS 8534 

BELLAMY BROS. 
New album Beautiful Friends 
Featuring the hit "Slippin'Away" 

BSK 3176 

DEBBY BOONE 
Single "Baby, I'm Yours" 

BSK 3130 

T.G. SHEPPARD 
Album T.G. 
Featuring the singles "Mr. DJ" and "Don't Ever Say Good -Bye" 

BSK 3133 WBS 8525 
e. 

HANK WILLIAMS, JR. 
Single "You Love The Thunder" 

vV13S 8564 

4 
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Warner Country Is Curb country 
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Financial 
BEST FISCAL YEAR 

Schwartz Brothers Ups Net 55% 
NEW YORK -Crediting both its 

wholesale and retail operations, 
Schwartz Brothers, Inc., reported its 
best fourth quarter earnings ever to 
notch record sales and profits in the 
fiscal year ended Jan. 31, according 
to president James Schwartz. 

With the fiscal year changed be- 
ginning Feb. 1, 1977, from a calen- 
dar period, the October 1977 -Janu- 
ary 1978 period had record net 
income up 55% to $449,521, com- 
pared to $289,925 for the October - 
December 1976 period. Sales rose 
9% to $9.605 million for the current 

SENIOR 
MARKETING 
EXECUTIVE 
AVAILABLE 

For record label. 
Major agency 
experience. 

Contact 
Jeffrey Alan 
540 Madison Avenue 
New York, NY 10022 

period, up from $8.782 million the 
prior year. 

Fourth quarter earnings exceeded 
those for the entire fiscal year, as did 
the similar period in 1976. 

Profits for the just -ended fiscal 
year rose 58% to $551,637 or 73 cents 
per share, from $349,636 or 46 cents 
a share for the comparable year ago 
total. Total sales were up 17% to 
$29.262 million, from $25.007 mil- 
lion the previous fiscal year. In the 
"rump month" of the fiscal year 
changeover of January 1977, net in- 
come was $22,156 on sales of $1.732 
million. 

Two new Harmony Hut stores are 
planned for 1978 in Gaithersburg 
and Frederick, Md., shopping malls, 
Schwartz says, which will extend 

For information 
regarding 
major market 
quotes, 
please call: 
Douglas Vollmer 
Dean Witter Reynolds Inc. 
16255 Ventura Blvd. 
Encino, Calif. 91436 
(213) 788 -9250 or 872 -3333 

Look to 
Dean Witter Reynolds Inc. 
Members New York Stock Exchange, Inc. 
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"ONE WITH 
THE 
UNIVERSE" 

gotta 
get 
out of 
town. 
ITS EASY. 
CONVENIENT ANO 
ECONOMICAL WITH 
AMERICAN'S 
ANYTIME /ANYWHERE 
LIMOSINE SERVICE 

24 HRS. 7 DAYS 
CALL TOLL FREE 
800 -822 -9703 - N.J. 
800 -631 -2183 - U.S. 
AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE 8 TRAVEL CLUB 

LIMOSINE SERVICE 
90 MONMOUTH ST.. RED BANK. N J 07701 

ADVERTISING SPACE SALESMAN 

Billboard 
If you are an aggressive, organized self- starter with 
advertising space and /or sales experience, we have 
a position open in Chicago. 

The territory is the mid -west and Canada, selling to 
the record and consumer electronics industries. 

Send complete resume and salary requirements to: 

Ron Willman 
Billboard 

1515 Broadway 
New York, NY 10036 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
No phone calls, please. 

sales and profits for the 17- outlet 
Washington -based chain that added 
two stores in August 1977, and the 
newest outlet in the Cherry Hill 
(N.J.) Mall this March. 

On the retail side, the strong 
fourth quarter reflected solid holi- 
day season volume in the music in- 
dustry, with business from the two 
new stores more than offsetting a 
small unit closed in Falls Church, 
Va. 

Addition of the London Records 
line for regional distribution during 
the year boosted wholesale oper- 
ations, as did the implementation of 
continuing operating efficiences and 
demand for hits on other distributed 
labels, including 20th Century-Fox, 
Arista and Motown /Tamla, 
Schwartz noted. 

Subsequent to filing the first 
quarter figures, the company de- 
clared a special cash dividend -its 
first ever -of 10 cents per share pay- 
able May 25 to stockholders of 
record May 10. Schwartz Brothers 
has not adopted a continuing divi- 
dend policy, with future dividends 
depending on earnings and finan- 
cial conditions. 

Schwartz looks for continuing 
growth this year from both the inde- 
pendent distribution business and 
the Harmony Hut retail operations. 

STEPHEN TRAIMAN 

RCA Lists Pop 
Catalog At $7.98 

NEW YORK -Virtually all the re- 
maining RCA pop catalog is raised 
to $7.98 list for LPs effective May I, 
following an April 14 announce- 
ment by Dick Carter, division vice 
president, field marketing. 

Country product and most r &b 
catalog remains at $6.98 for now, the 
label reports. Top artist product 
went to $7.98 list late last year, and 
most new releases are at that level. 
All tape releases remain at $7.98. 

Included are more than 200 LPs 
by some 120 artists, including the 34 
Elvis Presley LPs that had not been 
raised. There are a few exceptions, 
including the just released Evelyn 
"Champagne" King LP, but for the 
most part dealers are now paying 
$4.23, versus $3.65 for the former 
$6.98 product. All will carry a new 
AFL 1 code. 

Dealers have had no definite 
word on an overall RCA wholesale 
price increase, but most expect one 
soon, since the label is virtually the 
only branch operation not to have 
raised its levels since the current 
round began. 

AFM Dickering 
Networks' Pact 

NEW YORK -Talks between the 
American Federation of Musicians 
and the three television networks 
were going to the wire as the contract 
between the musicians and the net- 
works was scheduled to expire Fri- 
day (28). 

The AFM is reported seeking a 
20% increase in pay for the musi- 
cians from the current $25 per hour 
for rehearsals and $90 for a half - 
hour variety show with two hours of 
rehearsals. 

The new contract will cover work 
on live and tape shows, and all other 
programs using music except for tv 
films. 

Market Quotations 
As of closing, April 27, 1978 

1976 
High Low NAME as High P -E (Sle Low Close Change 

45'/. 34% ABC 8 376 45% 44% 44% -% 
39% 34% American Can 7 116 39'4 38% 39 Unch. 
14'/x 9% Ampex 13 1895 141/2 14% 14% + 1 

3% 21 Automatic Radio - 5 3'/. 3% 3'/. Unch. 
251 22 Beatrice Foods 11 348 241 24% 24% - '/. 

55 43'/. CBS 8 417 54% 53% 54 - % 

18'/. 13% Columbia Pictures 4 876 18% 17% 18% Unch. 
131 8'/e Craig Corp. 4 29 10'/. 101 10'b - % 

40/ 311 Disney, Walt 14 926 38% 37% 38 - % 

3% 2% EMI 6 225 31/4 2% 3% + 'h 

13 8% Gates Learjet 6 33 12% 12 12 - % 

14'/. 11 Gulf + Western 5 426 13% 13% 13% - 1 
121 9% Handleman 7 171 12 11% 12 Unch. 

4% 3 K -tel - 7 4 3% 4 Unch. 
6'/. 4% Lafayette Radio - 28 6'/. 6% 6% Unch. 

35 22% Matsushita Electronics 10 23 33% 331 33% - % 

46% 321 MCA 9 128 46% 451/2 45% - % 

40% 26'/. Memorex 7 406 39% 38% 391 + Y. 

521/2 43 3M 14 643 50% 49% 501/4 - % 

45% 35 Motorola 13 1076 44% 43% 43% - % 

28'/x 24% North American Philips 6 33 28% 27% 28% + '/. 

16% 10 Pioneer Electronics 13 9 16 16 16 - % 

10% 61 Playboy 19 83 9% 81 8% - 1 
291 22% RCA 9 802 28% 28 28% - % 

8'/e 6% Sony 15 266 8% 81 
131 9'/e Superscope 68 22 11% 1136 11% 
411/. 29% Tandy 7 583 37% 36% 37'/. - % 

9'/s 5% Telecor 7 36 8% 8 8% + % 

5% 2% Telex 13 404 5% 51/4 5'/. - 1 
2% 11 Tenna 16 236 2'/. 21/4 - 1 

15% 12'/4 Transamerica 6 646 15'/. 15'/. 15% + 
30% 20% 20th Century 4 1805 30'/. 29/ 291/2 + 36 

40/ 29'/. Warner Communications 7 254 39 38 38 - 1'/. 

161/4 111/4 Zenith - 366 14% 14% 14'/. - '/. 

OVER THE P -E Sales Bid Ask OVER THE P -E Sales Bid Ask 
COUNTER COUNTER 

ABKCO Inc. - 6 6 6% Integrity Ent. 7 17 2% 3 

Electrosound Koss Corp. 51 42 5% 5% 

Group - 21/4 3 Kustom Elec. - 48 2% 3 

First Artists M. Josephson 8 40 15% 16 

Prod. 3 65 536 5% OrroxCorp. - 63311/16 315/16 
GRT 5 43 1% 2% Recoton 12 - 31/2 4 

Goody Sam 8 - 6% 7 Schwartz Bros. 5 - 2% 3% 

Over- the -Counter prices shown may or may not represent actual transactions. Rather, 
they are a guide to the range within which these securities could have been sold or 
bought at the time of compilation. The above information contributed to Billboard by 
Douglas Vollmer, vice president, Dean Witter Reynolds, Toluca Lake office (213) 872- 
3333, 788 -9250, member of the New York Stock Exchange, Inc. 

Cap -EMI Sales Up, 
But Income Falters 

LOS ANGELES -Third quarter 
net income was off while sales were 
up for Capitol Industries -EMI, Inc. 

Net income for the third quarter 
ended March 31 was $765,000 or 23 
cents per share on sales of 
$48,700,000. 

That compares to net income of 
$1,712,000 or 52 cents per share on 
sales of $45,380,000 in the same 
quarter last year. 

The effective tax rate for the quar- 
ter was 41% as compared to a tax rate 
of 16% during the same quarter last 
year, which resulted from a capital 
gain and other miscellaneous ben- 
efits, according to the company. 

For the nine months ended March 
31, Capitol's net income was 
$4,853,000 or $1.47 per share on 
sales of $159,369,000. 

That compares to net income of 
$7,713,000 or $2.34 per share on 

sales of $157,601,000 for the same 
period last year. 

There were 3,297,333 average 
shares outstanding this year versus 
3,302,781 last year. 

"Conditions experienced during 
the first half of this fiscal year," 
notes Bhaskar Menon, president and 
chief executive officer, "persisted in 
the third quarter. Sales of recorded 
music were lower than last year pri- 
marily as a result of rescheduling re- 
leases of a number of key artists. 

"Additionally, net income was ad- 
versely affected by increased record- 
ing, marketing and talent develop- 
ment costs." 

The board of directors declared 
a'quarterly cash dividend of eight 
cents per share payable June 15, 
1978, to shareholders of record May 
25, 1978. 

Off The Ticker 
Recoton Corp., with a solid fourth 

quarter reversing a prior year loss, 
reported a 5% increase in net income 
for the fiscal year ended Dec. 31 to 
$240,000 (including a $25,000 tax 
benefit), from $228,000 in 1976. Net 
sales were up 12.6% to a record 
$9.403 million from $8.349 million 
the prior year. Fourth quarter net 
was $90,000, compared to a $30,000 
loss in 1976, with sales posting a new 
high of $2.597 million, up 19% from 
$2.177 million the prior year. Presi- 
dent Bob Borchardt of the Long Is- 
land City, N.Y. -based consumer 
electronics accessories firm, antici- 
pates a good 1978 based on sales of 
the Clean Sound record cleaning 

system, Black Magic record /tape 
care products and CB radio acces- 
sories. The company also completed 
the sale of $1.75 million of 10% notes 
due 1988, with proceeds to be used 
to reduce short -term bank loans. 

* * * 
Tandy Corp., parent of the Radio 

Shack chain, reports a 32.5% profit 
dip for the first quarter ended 
March 31, to $8.664 million from 
$12.832 million, and a 12.6% drop 
for the first nine months of fiscal 
1978, to $49.125 million from 
$56.206 million the prior year. Prof- 
its in the 1976 -77 period include a 
loss of $2.257 million on discon- 
tinued operations. 
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General News 
PROTEST PRICE INCREASE 

15 Conn. & R.I. Indie Retailers 
Join Boycott Of CBS Product 

NEW YORK -The dealer boycott 
against CBS product begun by Al 
Franklin in Hartford, Conn., last 
week as a protest against the recent 
CBS price increase is spreading to 
other area independent retailers. 

Fifteen of the largest independent 
dealers in Connecticut and Rhode 
Island met at the Cutler Record 
Shop in New Haven Wednesday 
(26) and agreed to temporarily sus- 
pend buying CBS product, and to 
de- emphasize the CBS product they 
have in their stores until CBS recon- 
siders its recent pricing decision. 

This allows multiple stores to buy 
records at 29 cents each less than the 
full wholesale price of $4.37 paid by 
the single independent dealers. 

"This is no longer a lot of bullshit. 
We are serious," says Jason Cutler, 
spokesman for the group. He says 
the dealers at their meeting dis- 
cussed the feasibility of forming 
their own group for combined buy- 
ing and advertising. 

They also considered the possi- 
bility of bringing court action 
against CBS, but decided at this 
point to limit their actions to eco- 
nomic pressure. 

Another meeting was set for May 
10. 

By ROMAN KOZAK 

We feel that the CBS pricing pol- 
icy is totally out of line," says Cutler. 
"There is no reason in the world why 
a single full -line dealer who does a 
$1.5 to $2 million a year business 
should have to pay more for product 
than somebody who has three hole - 
in- the -wall outlets and a closet for a 
warehouse. 

"How can a company legally im- 
pose a limit of three stores for a dis- 
count and expect to get away with it? 
How is that not antitrust ?" asks 
Franklin, who attended the meeting. 

He says that since the story of his 
boycott broke in Billboard last week, 
he has gotten calls from dealers in 
six major markets around the coun- 
try who are planning actions of their 

Frisoli Speaker 
NEW YORK -John Frisoli, presi- 

dent of Polygram Distribution Inc., 
talks on the problems of distribution 
and several aspects of his company's 
rapid development at a May 1 meet- 
ing of the Music and Performing 
Arts Lodge of B'Nai Brith. Session 
begins at 7:15 p.m. at Sutton Place 
Synagogue, 225 E. 51 St., Manhat- 
tan. 

YOUNG LAWYER 

Many articles 
published on the 
music business in 
top music trade. 

Will be admitted 
in N.Y. and Calif. 
by end of 1978. 

Resume available. 

Box 870 
Billboard, 1515 Broadway 

N.Y., N.Y. 10036 

We cat them "Instant Album Co- 
vers". We have 39 in full color 
(scenic views, graphic designs, reti- 
gious, etc.) which can be imprinted 
with your own artist and title (á 
photo if you wish) at a fraction of 
the cost of a custom cover. (Of 
course we also do custom covers.) 

/-`£ee -Myles Assoc.,7nc 
160 East 56th Street Dept. N2 

IMP NYC, NY 10022 Tel: 758 -3232 

Supplying the grephic needs of the record lat1tstyslles t952. 

Over Stock Sale 
SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER 

8 TRACK TAPES 

Limited Quantities Only $598 each 
All orders C.O.D., f.o.b. 

Call Now! D & S SALES (803) 859-C 30829640 9-308140 1 

own to counter the CBS price rise. 
Cutler emphasizes, however, that 

the retailers are not mad at only 
CBS. They see the CBS price rise as 
only the most blatant action of all 
the manufacturers who are sacri- 
ficing the single independent dealer 
to pursue the chain accounts. 

"What the manufacturers don't 
seem to realize is that if they drive 
the independent full -line retailer, 
the backbone of the industry, out of 
business, the manufacturers them- 
selves are going to find themselves at 
the mercy of the chains. 

"A few years from now the big 
chain can come to the manufacturer 
and say `I have 230 stores and I own 
Texas, now what are you going to do 
for me ?' " he says. 

"Or the manufacturers tell us to 
expand. Get the three stores and the 
warehouse. But why should we? 
Why does a full -line retailer, who 
may do $2 million business in one 
store be forced to expand if he 
doesn't want to ?" 

CBS Plant 
Cost In Ga. 
At $50 Mil 

NEW YORK -While the strike - 
that has closed down the CBS record 
pressing plant in Pitman, N.J., 
dragged on to its fourth week with 
no early end in sight, CBS Records 
has confirmed the location of its pro- 
jected fourth and largest manufac- 
turing facility (Billboard, Nov. 19, 
1977). 

The projected plant in Carrollton, 
Ga., is expected to be operational in 
mid -1980. It will employ 3,000, and 
will be, according to CBS, the largest 
such installation in the world. Lo- 
cated 51 miles west of Atlanta, the 
manufacturing complex will also be 
the largest single construction outlay 
in CBS history, costing a projected 
$50 million. 

Georgia Gov. George Busby adds 
that the facility "represents the larg- 
est initial employment ever an- 
nounced in Georgia or the South- 
east." 

"The decision to locate this new 
facility in the Southeast was based 
on consideration of demographic 
projections and service require- 
ments of our customers," says Bruce 
Lundvall, president of the CBS Rec- 
ords Division. "This area is the fast- 
est growing region in the nation. 
Concentrations of population, buy- 
ing power and record demand are 
shifting southward." 

Plans call for the construction of a 
643,000 square foot building. It will 
be a fully integrated, multi -purpose 
manufacturing and distribution 
complex, and will encompass manu- 
facturing of phonograph records, 
blank magnetic tape, injection 
molding of cassette components, 
tape duplication and printing. 

The site was located after an ex- 
tensive confidential search con- 
ducted by the Atlanta office of 
Landauer Associates. 

In addition to the strike -bound 
Pitman plant, CBS has also pressing 
facilities in Santa Maria, Calif., and 
Terre Haute, Ind. It has a tape plant 
at Danbury, Conn., a printing plant 
at Hawthorne, N.J.; and a research 
and development center in Milford, 
Conn. 

"We have made this commitment 
(Continued on page 99) 

HOWDY FOLKS -Leif Garrett meets his fans at Atlanta's Turtle Records and 
Tape outlet where he autographed copies of his LPs and also appeared at a 

March of Dimes fund -raising event. 

ON LICENSING RATES 

Tribunal Conducts 
Open Deliberations 

By MILDRED HALL 
WASHINGTON -The Copy- 

right Royalty Tribunal will con- 
duct its deliberations on compul- 
sory licensing rates for music use 
by public broadcasters in open 
meeting Thursday (4). 

Tribunal chairman Thomas 
Brennan says the commissioners 
will probably not reach a final 
determination on rates at this 
meeting. 

But the final rate decision by 
the Tribunal will also be decided 
in open meeting, the chairman 
says. 

Under the new copyright law, 
music use by noncommercial 
broadcasters is subject to com- 
pulsory licensing, unless volun- 
tary agreements have been 
reached. 

SESAC and BMI have made 
such agreements, but ASCAP is 
trying for substantially higher 
rates. 

At last gasp in the rate pro- 
ceedings, the public broadcasters 
and ASCAP were still a long way 
from a rate acceptable to both 
sides. 

Rebuttal comments submitted 

by ASCAP to the Tribunal pro- 
posed $1.8 million annually for 
the first two years of a five year li- 
cense, a 50% discount from its 
original request for $3.6 million. 
Succeeding annual discounts 
would shrink to 20% by 1982, 
bringing the final rate up to $2.88 
million in that year. 

The public broadcasters' top 
offer was $475,000, more than 
$1.3 million below ASCAP's low- 
est proposed rate, and more than 
$2.4 million below ASCAP's pro- 
posed 1982 rate. All of this gives 
the Tribunal little to work with in 
the way of compromise. 

SESAC's voluntary agreement 
calls for $50,000 a year from the 
public broadcasters. BMI would 
get $250,000 in the first year, sub- 
ject to adjustments keyed to rates 
set for ASCAP music by the 
Tribunal. 

Interested parties are invited to 
attend the meeting, but will have 
no active role unless a member of 
the Tribunal should want to ask a 
factual question of an observer at 
the meeting. 

Boosted Postal Rates Probable Soon 
WASHINGTON -By May 13, the 

Postal Rate Commission is expected 
to announce the next raise in special 
fourth class pound rates for mailing 
records and tapes, books and films at 
40 cents or more for the first pound. 

A possible 15 cents rate for first 
class mail has already leaked out of 
the independent Rate Commission's 
current deliberations on across -the- 
board raises. The Postal Service and 
the White House favored a special 
citizens rate of 13 cents and a busi- 
ness mail rate of 16 cents. 

The rate raises were requested by 
the U.S. Postal Service last July, and 
must be acted on by the Rate Corn - 
mission within 10 months. The raises 
are part of the program to phase out 
government subsidy for different 
classes of mail, making them self - 
supporting. 

The Postal Service has proposed a 
55 -cent per pound rate for records 
and tapes in 1979. 

If the Rate Commission goes 
along with the Postal Service, the 
special fourth class mailing rate this 
year will go to 40 cents the first 
pound (with discounts for pre -sort- 
ing); 14 cents each additional 
through seven pounds, and 8 cents a 
pound thereafter. 

The Board of Governors of the 
Postal Service which usually goes 
along with the Rate Commission's 
decisions will have the last word on 
whether or not the rate proposals are 
approved. 

For the Record 
LOS ANGELES -Scott Price, not 

Scott Ferris, works within Pol- 
ygram's Cincinnati office in mer- 
chandising. He was incorrectly iden- 
tified in last week's story about 
Swallens department store person- 
nel who have left to work for other 
record merchandisers. 
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General News 

Kemp Mill Chain Brackets D.C. 
8 -Store Web Bases Growth On Pricing And Promotion 

WASHINGTON -A self- styled 
"aggressive" pricing policy and a 
sharp eye for promotions have made 
the relatively young Kemp Mill 
Record Store chain a factor to be 
reckoned with in the Washington 
area market. 

"We've been selling price since 
our inception 41/2 years ago." says 
Kemp Mill's buyer and general 
manager Howard Appelbaum. 
"Price is what we're all about." 

Apparently. the chain's policy is 

working. Starting with just one store 
in suburban Wheaton, Md., it has 
grown quickly to its present eight 
outlets. with three new stores open- 
ing in the last six months. 

Appelbaum says the chain regu- 
larly sells $7.98 list albums for $5.99, 
"with lots of albums featured at 
$4.99 and $3.99. And we sell mul- 
tiple set albums at a good price, too," 
he says. 

Prerecorded 8- tracks and cassettes 
retail for $4.99, with numerous spe- 
cials each week. The chain also de- 
pends on blank tape for about 10% 

to 15% of its business, "but mostly, 
we sell albums," Appelbaum says. 
Its blank tape offerings include most 
of the major brands, including Max - 
ell, TDK, Scotch and Capitol. 

But price is not enough, according 
to Appelbaum. The chain has been 
taking an active part in promotion to 
bring customers into its stores, work- 
ing closely with record companies 
and local radio stations. 

"Recently, we had Little Feat in 
for an appearance and autograph 
signing session in our Falls Church, 
Va., store, and we drew about 1,000 
people," Appelbaum says. "We had 
Horslips in our Wheaton store, and 
it drew well, too, though not as big as 
Little Feat because it's a newer band 
in this country. 

"We've got a promotion going 
now with Capitol and WPGC in 
connection with the McCartney and 
Wings album. 'London Town.' in 
which the winner will go on a trip to 
London. 

By BORIS WEINTRAUB 

"We had a howling contest in con- 
nection with the Warren Zevon 
'Werewolves Of London,' and it 
sounds sort of silly, but 300 persons 
showed up just to howl. Radio sta- 
tion DC -101 was there with tote bags 
and T -shirt giveaways, and the win- 
ning howler got album prizes. We're 
getting very promotion- oriented." 

Appelbaum, who is 25, says that 
working with radio is an obvious 
way to go because radio "has been 
proven an effective medium to ad- 
vertise music." Most of the chain's 
advertising budget is split between 
radio and daily newspapers. 

But the chain is branching out 
into television, Appelbaum says. 

"We produced our own ads, with 
actors and directors and every- 
thing," he says. "It seems like a good 
idea, to combine the audio and vis- 
ual elements, and make the whole 
greater than the sum of its parts." 

Appelbaum says the aggressive 
advertising and promotion policies 
are dictated by the fact that most of 
the chain's outlets are located in 
small strip shopping centers rather 
than in major shopping malls. 

"Passive retailing may work if you 
have a built -in clientele, like they do 
on the malls," he says. "But we have 
to work harder because we don't 
have that." 

Kemp Mill also stocks its stores 
differently, depending on the out- 
let's location. In its outlet in the city's 

Georgetown section, it may be heav- 
ier in show albums and MOR, while 
its downtown store, one of the three 
opened recently, and its Forestville, 
Md., store, which have a greater 
black clientele, carry more r &b and 
jazz albums. 

"There are lots of people who 
want to own records and not all want 
to buy the same kinds of records," 
Appelbaum says. 

"Basically, though, we have to sell 
what people want, and that means 
we have to sell the hits. But we have 
a lot of depth. We carry all the Bea- 
tles, Pink Floyd, Linda Ronstadt 
and Beach Boys albums. 

"We don't carry everything in the 
Schwann catalog, but that's because 
customers have to pay for that kind 
of service and we're selling price." 

Appelbaum says the chain has 
taken no stand yet on the new in- 
creases in wholesale prices. 

"We're going to lay back and see 
what happens," he says. "It hasn't 
been in effect long enough to force 
any changes yet. We want to hold 
the line, but it's rough on the re- 
tailer." 

Appelbaum says most Kemp Mill 
customers are between the ages of 16 

and 30, and are about equally di- 
vided between male and female. He 
says the chain can sell just about any 
kind of music except classical, "be- 
cause that's hard to merchandise. 
But anything else, we've got it." 

Exec Beliefs Countered 
In 2nd Consumer Study 

By STEPHEN TRAIMAN 

NEW YORK -Key attitudes of 
the phase two consumer study both 
reinforce and contradict some of the 
major premises from the first phase 
involving interviews in the RIAA 
market expansion project co- 

move up 
to high-speed 
tape duplication 
for less 
than $10k 

Open -reel master, 
three slaves, from $15,995. 

Add -on 1800 foot bin loop, 
from $3,785. 

Average output 
C -30 200 /hr, 
C -60 100 /hr. 

Expandable to 
five slaves, 
from $3,050 each. 

Bidirectional 
QC machine, from $2,950. 

Call or write for full specifications and pricing. 

DP -1010 
16:1 Duplicator 

OHM Otari Corporation 
981 Industrial Rd., San Carlos, CA 94070 
(415) 593 -1648 TWX: 910 -376 -4890 

15 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IN HIGH -SPEED TAPE DUPLICATORS. 

sponsored by the EIA /Consumer 
Electronics Group (Billboard, July 
2, 1977). 

Confirmed in both studies con- 
ducted by Response Analysis of 
Princeton. N.J., were the facts that 
record buying can span youth to 
older generations, consumers find 
"non- sampling" of records a prob- 
lem, the quality of recordings is de- 
teriorating, and records are good gift 
items -but only to those whose tastes 
are known. 

Consumers contradicted hard- 
ware and software industry execu- 
tives on the beliefs that (1) records 
are no longer discretionary items - 
they're regarded as luxuries and one 
of the first items to go: (2) the indus- 
try doesn't need another shot in the 
arm like the Beatles -eclectic tastes 
in music and the variety available 
are meshing for strong current sales: 
(3) retail stores are attractive and 
displays aren't confusing- except for 
"teen appeal" outlets, consumers 
feel comfortable shopping, and dis- 
plays make records easy to find. 

Home taping is one area of prime 
future concern, with nearly half the 
total 10 households and 62 members 
of seven consumer panels in the 
study having facilities for copying 
friends' albums as a substitute for 
buying their own, taping off the air 
or preparing specially edited tapes 
from records owned or borrowed. 

There may be a vague notion 
about something "illegal," but no 
evidence of guilt feelings on taping 
borrowed albums, with the practice 
justified on economic terms, and 
most satisfied with the quality of 
taped- from - record or radio music. 

More and better tape equipment 
at lower prices -and some of the ex- 
perimental households use pretty 
cheap equipment as is- coupled 

Billboard photo by Grier Lowry 

Fix Up: Joe Salpietro, retail sales manager for Lieberman's Enterprises, Kan- 
sas City, supervises rackjobber activities at six Venture stores in Greater Kan- 

sas City. 

27 -UNIT CHAIN 

Displays Up Profits 
For Venture Stores 

By GRIER LOWRY 
KANSAS CITY, Mo.- Manage- 

ment of a major multi -store discount 
chain doesn't question the salutary 
role records, tapes, accessories and 
stereo equipment have in creating 
traffic, volume and a favorable prof- 
its picture. 

Venture Stores, Inc., with 27 stores 
spaced through the Midwest, and 
with office and warehouse head- 
quarters in St. Louis. has six stores in 
the greater Kansas City market. Ac- 
cording to Mike McCay, stereo 
buyer, and Steve Copilevitz, soft- 
ware buyer. both at the St. Louis 
base, they exemplify the direction 
the company is headed in putting 
these departments on a rapidly 
growing profit and volume basis. 

Jim Howard, manager of Venture 
on Noland Road. Independence. the 
number one volume store in the 
market, recently dwelt on the experi- 
ence at his store with a well organ- 
ized, well run and energetically pro- 
moted music department. 

"Among the favorable outgrowths 
of surging software and accessories 
sales is a younger buyer situation. 
Generally, our music department at- 
tracts buyers in the 16 -to -30 -age 
range." Howard explains, "which 
pulls our overall customer age aver- 
age down to between 30 and 32. A 
younger customer average is a desir- 
able retailing ingredient. 

"Our record and accessory section 
ranks in the middle among 96 de- 
partments in total dollar volume- 

but in the top third on profits, and 
there are several factors behind the 
improved profit picture," says How- 
ard. 

"First, we switched our rackjob- 
ber account to Lieberman, Kansas 
City. A tie -up on its full -service con- 
cept has been a boon to business and 
profits. As result. we were able to 
convert to a 100% self- service de- 
partment and eliminate an employe. 

"Moreover." he adds. "our past 
promotional program was rife with 
loss leaders. We tested and discov- 
ered that with the right merchandise 
displayed in the right place at the 
right time -and in adequate num- 
hers-we didn't need loss leaders. 

"Best promotional reaction comes 
from our company's flyers-we get 
30.000 out at this store -with equip- 
ment, software and accessories rep- 
resented at attractive prices but not 
loss- leadered," Howard says. 

At the Independence Venture. 
and other units, the music depart- 
ment is located on two main traffic 
aisles, one of them forming the "race 
track" which extends around the en- 
tire store. A year ago the waist -high 
barrier which enclosed the software 
department and tended to give the 
"bullpen" effect, was removed and 
the department thrown completely 
open. This improvement in accessi- 
bility and visibility produced a 
quick upturn in business. 

(Continued on page 70) 

with a rising price for records, and 
the industry can expect that what 
may now be a small matter (very 
debatable), will become more perva- 
sive, the study analysis concludes. 

Also drawn from the consumer in- 
terviews and household experiences 
was the possibility of attracting 
former buyers back into the market 
at least at some modest purchasing 
level, and the appeal of "greatest 
hits" albums to serve the interest of 

both infrequent buyers as well as 
younger, frequent consumers. 

Of interest to the audio hardware 
industry are the conclusions on 
record and tape playing equipment 
by the consumer panels. 

High -end owners go through a 
thorough procedure on equipment 
decisions, while low -end owners got 
theirs in a more haphazard man- 
ner- gifts, hand -me- downs, etc. 

(Continued on page 92) 
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General News 

100 Grapevine, Camelot Stores Seen By 1980 
Continued from page 3 

cessful introduction of the Camelot 
blank tape line. 

The convention was told that 
Camelot store leasings now are 
scouting 2,600 to 2,800 square foot 
locations, a jump over the present 
1,800 to 2,200 square foot mall loca- 
tions in service. 

Larry Hodgson, chief of the 
Grapevine superstore link, an- 
nounced that the second such super- 
store will open in July in nearby Ak- 
ron. The 16,500 square foot free- 
standing outlet will be managed by 
Bob Boza. 

David stated that Grapevine 
stores offer Stark a greater flex- 
ibility. Mike Terlecky, general man- 
ager of the first Grapevine, Flint, 
Mich., spent the longest time during 
the confab taking over a half hour of 
questions from Stark employes 
about his store, its inventory and its 
procedures. 

At no time did David or Jim Bonk, 
his recently appointed executive vice 
president, discuss dollar goals. The 
only indication of the firm's growth 
came when Mike Spence and Fred 
Katz of WEA, Cleveland, presented 
David with a plaque for the firm's $4 
million volume accrued in 1977 

REVELATION FOR MANY 

Employes Fly Away To 
Enjoy CBS Plant Tour 
INDIANAPOLIS - Approxi- 

mately 120 Stark Record Service 
management personnel learned 
of the technological support ac- 
corded their 69 Camelot /Grape- 
vine owned -and -operated retail 
outlets and the more than 40 
racked locations they service 
with records and tapes Wednes- 
day (26). 

The group was surprised when 
CBS -bankrolled buses trans- 
ported them to the Akron /Can- 
ton airport where they boarded 
an Allegheny Airlines jet which 
transported them here for a day- 
long visit to the CBS record man- 
ufacturing and tape duplicating 
facility. 

They toured the world's largest 
and most complete tape and 
record manufacturing plant un- 
der the supervision of Rich Ko- 
dalle, Cleveland branch man- 
ager, and Bob Petrie, account 
executive for CBS with Stark 
Record Service. 

They were greeted by John 
Kotechi, national account chief 
and Ken Lemrey, vice president 
of manufacturing, who founded 
the plant 25 years ago. 

Lemrey explained that the 
plant opened with 36,000 square 
feet and is now Terre Haute's 
largest industry, employing 
5,000. The plant which encom- 
passes tape, record and tape case 
manufacturing facilities along 
with Columbia Record Club op- 
erations, can produce more than 
300,000 12 -inch LPs, 350,000 

seven -inch 45s, 210,000 8- tracks 
and 85,000 cassettes in a single 
day's production. 

Lemrey told the group that in 
1977 the plant produced 101 mil- 
lion LPs, 76 milion 45s, 19 mil- 
lion cassettes and 70 million 8- 
tracks. 

The plant is completely self - 
sustaining except for the blank 
tape it uses which is produced in 
Danbury, Conn. 

Lemrey, a production expert, 
confirmed the exclusive informa- 
tion carried by Billboard that 
Columbia would be opening a 
fourth "and perhaps largest" 
production facility somewhere in 
Georgia. Lemrey estimated that 
the plant would be operational 
and totally self- sustaining, ex- 
cept for raw tape, by 1980 or 
1981. 

The Stark Records Group was 
told it was the largest single 
group ever to tour the plant. The 
retail entourage viewed an LP as- 
sembly line of 80 automatic and 
72 manually operated LP 
presses, each on a 22- second pro- 
duction cycle, and a singles pro- 
duction line of 31 injection mold- 
ing machines. 

The young Stark management 
personnel, averaging out about 
27 years of age, marveled at the 
proficiency and automation ex- 
hibited in the plant, which has 
mushroomed so rapidly that a 
plant spokesman said its total 
square footage in the city could 
not be estimated. 

TERRY WOODFORD APPOINTED 

Alabama Gov. Names Commission 
By BILL JARNIGAN 

MUSCLE SHOALS -Gov. George 
Wallace has made his appointments 
to the newly created Alabama Music 
Hall of Fame Commission. 

Terry Woodford, president of 
Wishbone Studio, represents the 
Muscle Shoals recording industry 
and Northwest Alabama on the 
board of directors. 

Woodford, along with his partner 
Clayton Ivey, is the producer of 
"Angel In Your Arms," the l' /4 mil- 
lion selling single by Hot. 

He is also active in the Nashville 
chapter of NARAS. He is an instruc- 
tor in the commercial music pro- 
gram he founded at the Univ. of 
North Alabama in Florence. 

Elvin Stanton, assistant press sec- 
retary to Gov. Wallace, says the 
other members appointed are: 
James R. Smith, of Cullman; attor- 
ney Richard Groendyke, Birming- 
ham; Speaker of the Alabama 

House of Representatives Joe 
McCorquodale, Jackson, and Mont- 
gomery media executive Cyril Bren- 
nan. 

Smith is Hank Williams Jr.'s man- 
ager. 

The Hall of Fame is to be built in 
Colbert County, which plugs itself 
as the "hit recording capital of the 
world." 

Muscle Shoals Music Assn. execu- 
tive director Buddy Draper says, 
"That slogan was determined by the 
fact that Muscle Shoals produces 
more hit records per capita than do 
other recording centers." 

The Hall of Fame will be state - 
funded. However, $1,000, donated 
by Ampex Tape Corp., is already in 
the till. The money was given to 
Hot's favorite recipient, the Hall of 
Fame, by the company since the 
trio's gold record was cut on Ampex 
tape. 

which was $1 million over the prior 
year. 

Bonk explained and showed a 
new rosewood, brown and red 
horse -head store logo which will 
gradually be adapted to all the 69 
existing stores. Interiorally, stores 
will be refurbished, with the largest 
stores requiring greater renovation, 
being improved as late as early 1979. 

Bonk also said that 8,000 to 10,000 
square feet of additional office space 
is planned at the home base here. 
The expansion would include room 
for the introduction of data process- 
ing equipment. 

Bonk and Joe Schott, chief finan- 
cial officer, reviewed a $2 million in- 
ventory increase in stores over the 23 
state area. Larry Monfort, national 
operations manager, emphasized 
the need for store personnel to care- 

CONVENTION FOCUS 

fully bird dog inventory levels when 
they reorder. 

Gerry Gladieux, advertising man- 
ager, and his assistant, Linda Wil- 
son, will be operating by about Au- 
gust a recording studio which will be 
producing in -house tv spots for 
racked locations and stores. 

In addition, they will soon be able 
to create and produce specific store 
signs in their own silkscreen shop. 
Gladieux hopes to be able to set type 
and produce his own ready for cam- 
era artwork for all his locations by 
the year's end. 

Stark's growing impact in the in- 
dustry was visible in the mounting 
participation by suppliers of all. 
types. In 1977 24 exhibitors partici- 
pated in the final day's event staged 
at this hotel. 

This year, 49 exhibitors have 

forced Gladieux to take the "show- 
room" to the Tangiers Restaurant, 
Akron. The number of home office 
label executives increased by 150% 
over last year. 

The Stark convention was a mini - 
NARM. The conventionites saw the 
NARM merchandising and adver- 
tising films along with filmed pres- 
entations from A &M Records, CBS 
Records, Capitol Records, Motown 
Records and WEA. 

The only new film was the A &M 
presentation, which differed from 
others because it integrated home 
office executives, many of whom 
deal consistently with the chains but 
are not known personally. It was a 
clever innovation. 

In next week's issue more cov- 
erage of specific seminars at the con- 
vention will be carried. 

Stark Outlines Label Promo Tie 
NORTH CANTON, Ohio -Stark 

Record Service executives outlined 
the organization's finely tuned 
procedures for encouraging its 100 
field management staffers to partici- 
pate in label promotions at the or- 
ganization's convention here Tues- 
day (25). 

Vice president of marketing /pur- 
chasing Joe Bressi explained how he 
ignites the planning after he is con- 
tacted by a label representative seek- 
ing cooperation. 

Bressi said he must consider 
whether the program offers saleable 
product; can be advertised in all of 
the 79 Camelot /Grapevine Stores; 
carries extra dating, because in buy- 
ing the necessary 100,000 to 200,000 
additional units needed, extended 
credit is required; provides addi- 
tional discount enabling Stark to 
stock inventory for several order 
cycles; pumps in enough point -of- 
purchase material; presents extra in- 
centives for full store employe in- 
volvement in the way of a contest; 
and proffers any unusual handling 
aids wherein the label assumes nor- 
mal Stark servicing, such as bulking 
tape orders or shipping in -store dis- 
play materials to individual stores. 

Once Bressi determines the valid- 
ity of a sales pitch, operations man- 
ager Larry Monfort must clear the 
internal hurdles. 

These include: Does the program 
fit not only the 79 retail stores oper- 
ated by Stark, as well as the approxi- 
mately 40 Clarkins and Fisher 
Racked departments Stark services? 

Can even the smallest stores and 
departments handle it? Can present 
store staff levels carry it out? How 
does Stark price it? Are there con- 
flicts such as other simultaneous la- 
bel promotions, imminent physical 
inventories or a competing mall pro- 
motion or February or June store 
clean up? 

Does the competition get it and 
might it undercut us pricewise? Does 
product within the framework of a 
program fit all the stores? Is Stark 
ahead or behind its sales forecast in- 
dicating a solid promotion might be 
warranted? 

Is the point -of- purchase display 
material good enough? What other 
point -of- purchase material might be 
suggested to the label to strengthen 
the impact? Does point -of- purchase 
material fit store display areas? Can 
the prize or prizes be distributed 
equally to all stores? 

Are the important small prizes for 
clerks such as free albums and T- 
shirts included? Does the entire 
point -of- purchase program adapt it- 

By JOHN SIPPEL 
self to good photography which can 
be sent back to the labels thus earn- 
ing points for Stark to repeat its 
number one retailer rating won at 
NARM recently? 

After Monfort received sugges- 
tions and resultant approval of 
Stark's regional and district super- 
visors he prepares a short report for 
Jim Bonk, executive vice president, 
the attendees were told. 

Advertising chief Gerry Gladieux 
then projects an advertising pro- 
gram to secure the necessary volume 
quotas. Bressi secures the dollars 
from the label. Layout designer 
Vicki Hiben and staff artist Paul An- 
thony create the print ads using me- 
chanical requirements designated 
by Gladieux. Fliers and sign work 
are coordinated. 

Gladieux consults with his re- 
gional sales reps on both print and 
radio buys. Radio spots are pro- 
duced outside, if individual store 
managers object, ad buys are re- 
scheduled. 

It's up to Lew Garrett, special 
products manager, to figure where 
support product will go. The number 
of album titles, length of the pro- 
motion and number of retail out- 
lets to be serviced enables Garrett to 
work out the delicate balance be- 
tween too little and too much. 

He must also figure when goods 
will arrive at the local warehouse, 
how long it will take to pack individ- 
ual store orders and how long it will 
take a truck to deliver to the individ- 
ual stores. 

Fox Agency To 
Augment Report 

NEW YORK -Beginning with the 
quarter ending March 31, 1978, the 
Harry Fox Agency will include the 
release date of each recording in its 
quarterly reports. 

The additional information is in- 
cluded, says Al Berman, president 
of the agency, because under that 
new copyright law publication of a 
new musical composition may be 
accomplished either through print 
or recording. Thus it is possible for 
a recording of a new song to be is- 
sued and registered with the Copy- 
right Office before the song makes 
its appearance and is registered in a 
printed form. 

In such a case it is possible for a 
new song to be "published" via re- 
cording without the knowledge by 
its copyright owner of the exact date 
of publication until some time later. 

Garrett must also program the 
shipping of point -of- purchase mate- 
rial from the warehouse if it was not 
dropped- shipped to stores by the la- 
bel. Garrett must also provide extra 
point material on specific acts which 
might be touring through various 
store areas during the program. He 
must also see that enough in -store 
demonstration copies of albums are 
received and allocate them to indi- 
vidual stores. 

Two weeks into the start of the 
program, several conference calls 
with regional personnel discuss how 
the program is going and what might 
be done to accelerate its pace. 

Bill Reese as regional director 
must weave together his stores' co- 
operation. He sees that ads are 
proofed and radio spots are moni- 
tored; product spread is adjusted for 
last -minute concert tours and 'spe- 
cific city artist appeal; excitement is 
maintained among stores' employes, 
especially when explaining high 
profit program product. At the 
plan's end, Reese and district man- 
ager Dan Switalski must see to it that 
proper returns are made and prices 
on sale product are adjusted in 
stores. 

Switalski encourages more fre- 
quent communication between re- 
gional staff and stores throughout 
such a program. He asks his man- 
agers to hold a planning meeting 
prior to the start of the program and 
subsequent meetings during the pro- 
gram to engender enthusiasm. 

Store managers must carefully al- 
locate floor space for displays, create 
easy accessibility to product and em- 
phasize sales product. Store traffic 
flow can easily be disrupted by awk- 
ward merchandising displays. 

After the program's final date, 
Gladieux explained the importance 
of returning ad tear sheets, notarized 
affidavits and other required docu- 
mentation for ad chargebacks. 

There is a 60 -90 day lapse before 
such chargebacks are fully honored 
by labels. Bressi explained that the 
program isn't completed at his end 
until returns are inventoried, stickers 
are taken off the shrinkwraps, re- 
turns are stacked, cartons are num- 
bered and are ready to be shipped. 

For the Record 
LOS ANGELES -ABC Records' 

recent price hike to a $7.98 suggested 
list with a cost of $4.44 to its distribu- 
tors also includes its "Orleans" 
double - pocket set -not $4.98 list and 
$1.89 to wholesalers as previously 
reported. 
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one would be less in danger 
From the wiles of The Stranger 
If one's own kin and kith 
Were more fun to be with. 

-Ogden Nash* 

Billy Joel. "The Stranger." 
Double platinum. On 
Columbia Records and Tapes. 
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General News 
Gladys Knight Seeks End 
To Buddah Pact In Court 

NEW YORK -Gladys Knight is 

seeking to have her current record- 
ing contract with Buddah Records 
declared inoperative, and is claim- 
ing compensation and damages 
worth $23.25 million, as part of a six - 
count suit filed in the New York Su- 
preme Court against Buddah, Arista 
and their respective presidents, Art 
Kass and Clive Davis. 

The artist is claiming insolvency 
on the part of Buddah, which, she 
says, has debts totaling approxi- 
mately $6 million and insufficient 
assets, earnings and cash flow to liq- 
uidate this. 

The suit refers specifically to a 
Feb. 23 letter circulated by the com- 
pany via attorneys Kazlow & Kaz - 
low, in which it proposes an arrange- 

NEW OFFICES 
TEED BY CBS 
PUBLISHING 

By GERRY WOOD 
NASHVILLE- Innovations on 

the national and Nashville level for 
April Blackwood Music are planned 
by vice president Rick Smith, set to 
visit here for the unveiling of the 
firm's new office building. 

One new program, initiated at the 
CBS Records convention in New 
Orleans, is getting together the full 
professional staff at April Black- 
wood, plus additional management 
personnel, for a quarterly roster re- 
view. 

The second roster review is slated 
for Monday- Tuesday (1 -2) when the 
company's officials from New York 
and Los Angeles journey here for 
the official opening of a newly relo- 
cated office at 31 Music Square 
West. 

The meetings will bracket open 
(Continued un page 84) 

ment and composition with 
unsecured creditors and sum- 
marizing arrangements made or 
being negotiated with secured cred- 
itors. 

The letter itself mentions the dis- 
tribution deal signed last October 
between Buddah and Arista, under 
which the former reduced its annual 
overhead by more than $2 million, 
from $200,000 per month to $40,000 
per month. 

Arista advanced to Buddah, con- 
tinues the correspondence, $450,000 
to enable it to complete the produc- 
tion of nine albums, and paid RCA 
$650,000 to release Buddah from its 
previous distribution deal. 

The letter admits Buddah's liabil- 
ities to be between $51/2-$6 million, 
of which more than $4 million is 
owned to seven creditors. But it 
points out that all the secured credit- 
ors have agreed to forbear on their 
claims. 

Knight's suit, filed on her behalf 
by attorneys Roth & Bucholz, con- 
tinues that Buddah's inability to ful- 
fill various functions led the label - 
in violation of its agreement with 
her -to assign these to Arista. 

She claims that Buddah, Kass, 
Arista and Davis were aware of all 
the breaches committed by their ar- 
rangements and of the implications, 
but conspired to prevent her from 
terminating her contract and from 
making new recording plans. 

They also kept from her, the suit 
says, the financial ills of Buddah and 
its inability (in its own name) to ob- 
tain recording studio credit, among 
other matters. Also concealed was 
the substantial role which Arista and 
Davis have undertaken in Buddah's 
affairs, according to the suit. 

This has interrupted and inter- 
fered with her career, Knight adds, 
and so she is seeking damages total- 
ing $20 million. 

FIRST PLATINUM DOUBLE' -Believed an industry first, Willie Nelson re- 

ceives platinum disks for two different albums on two labels at one time, fol- 
lowing a recent SRO concert with Waylon Jennings and Jessie Colter at Long 
Island's Nassau Coliseum. The Columbia artist is seen above getting his 
award for that label's "Red Headed Stranger" from Rick Blackburn, Nashville 
marketing vice president. Below, he and RCA's Jennings get disks for their 
joint album, "Willie And Way ion," with the two artists flanking Jerry Bradley, 

RCA's division vice president, Nashville operations. 

KLEIN SEEKS 
A DISMISSAL 
NEW YORK - Former Beatles 

manager Allen Klein will ask a Fed- 
eral Appeals Court Tuesday {2) to 
dismiss the indictment charging him 
with tax evasion. Klein's first trial on 
these charges ended in a mistrial 
Nov. 10 when the jury was still dead- 
locked after six days of deliber- 
ations. 

In the four -week long trial, the 
government sought to prove that 
Klein had received "money from the 
sale of promotional copies of LPs by 
former associate Pete Bennett and 
had not reported the income on his 
tax returns in 1970, 1971 and 1972. 

Tanya Aids Seals 
LOS ANGELES -Tanya Tucker's 

new MCA single, "Save Me," is a 
protest against the annual killing of 
200,000 baby seals in and around 
Canada's Magdalen Islands. Tucker 
co -wrote the song with Jerry Gold- 
stein, producer of her upcoming al- 
bum, which is due in late May. 

CONCERT 
PROGRAMS 

Posters, 
Financial Reports, 

Brochures 
and other 

on time quality 
job printing. 

By the Printing Division of 
Billboard Publications, Inc. 

2160 Patterson Street 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45214 

513 /381 -8450 
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SUTTON- CLOSEOUTS, OVER 

AND TAPES AT SUTTON 
8 TRACK TAPES 

Twenty -Five Cents ($.25) 

7504 Isaac Hayes -Tough Guys 

8 -TRACK TAPES 
Seventy -Five Cents ($.75) 

7807 Disco Gold # 1--Car Wash. Fifth of Beethoven.- "Sorry." 
"Hot Line." "Dau." others 

7808 Disco Gold m2- "Dancing Queen." "Rubberband Man.' 
"Night Moves." "Boogie Child." others 

7811 Disco Gold 0r3 --A Star Is Born : You Make Me Feel Like 

Dancing.- "Southern Nights." others 
7816 Disco Gold 44 -1 Wanne Gel Next To You." -Ain't Gonna 

Bump No More : "She's Gone." others 
7827 Disco Gold sr 5-"Hotel Calilernia." "Lucille." "Life In The 

Fast lane. others 

8 -TRACK TAPES 
One Dollar ($1.00) 

1029 Donny Hathaway -Extension of a Man 

7043 Dr. Jahn- Besitively Bonnaroo 
7231 Jackie De Shannon- Jackie 
7276 Manu Dibango -Makossa Man 

7293 Maggie Bell -Queen of the Night 
7301 Johnny Rivers -Road 

A.C.A. 

1 -0173 David Clayton Thomas 

I -0636 The Guess Who -Flavours 
11789 The Guess Who -So Long Bannatyne 
1 -1888 Jimmy Castor Bunch -It's Just Begun 
1 -1904 The Main Ingredient- Bittersweet 
2114 The Guess Who -Artificial Paradise 

SIGNPOST 

8404 Danny O'Keefe-0 Keefe 

UNITED ARTIST 

8461 Don McLean 

GAMBIT 

501 

502 
505 
507 

-518 
511 

517 

518 
519 
520 
521 

531 

532 

533 

Rad Stewart & The Faces 

The Guess Who 

Various -Super Soul 

The Beach Boys 

Jimi Hondrix & Little Richard 
Leon Russell 
Eric Clapton & The Yardbirds 
Various -The First Rhythm & Blues Fest. 

Jimmy Page Meets Brian Auger 
Jack Bruce with Graham Bond & Ginger Baker 
Jell Beck & The Yardbirds 
Various -Super Stars of Sal Jazz 

Gladys Knight & The Pips 

Rad Stewart & Sleampacker 

8 -TRACK TAPES 
One Dollar Twenty -Five Cents ($1.25) 

1658 

7010 

1205 

7254 
7259 

_7265 

7267 
7292 

8360 

8116 
8121 

8139 

8143 

8149 

8151 

8166 

36103 

ARCO 

_1013 The Chambers Bros.- Unlimited 
_6903 The Chambers Bros. -Right Move 

COLUMBIA 

13397 Bing Crosby -Crosby Classics 

LONGINES (Family) 
3 Marches of All Nations 12-tape set) 

_16 Nostalgic Melodies 12 -tape set) 

R.C.A. 

_1-0103 Jimmy Castor Bunch -Dimension Ill 
1 -0787 Jerry Reed -Mind Your Love 

UNITED ARTIST 

161 Don Mclean- Playin' Favorites 
315 Don McLean- Homeless Brother 
346 Bobby Womack -Greatest Hits 

Family of Mann -First light 
Donny Hathaway -Come Back Charleston Blue 
Aretha Franklin -live at Fillmore 
Doug Sahm & Band -Feat. Bob Dylan 
Terry Reid -River 
Aretha Franklin -Hey Now Hey 

Manu Dibango -Sal Makossa 
Aretha Franklin -Let Me Into Your Life 
Bonny Hathaway 

Aretha Franklin -With Everything I Feel In Me 

Billy Cobham -Total Eclipse 
Billy Cobham- Shabau 
Ace Spectrum -Low Rent Rendezvous 
Billy Cobham -A Funky Thide of Sings 
Aretha Franklin -You 
Billy Cobham -Life & Times 

Blue Magic -The Magic of the Blue 

8 -TRACK TAPES 
One Dollar Fifty Cents ($1.50) 

8010 
8012 
8016 

ATLANTIC 

7299 
7300 
36100 

_36117 
79100 
87213 

ARCO 

1010 

6901 
6904 
6908 

BLUENOTE 

259 Lou Donaldson -Sweet Lou 

X44 Bobby Humphrey -Satin Doll 

Various -Heavy Hits 

Various -Soul Train 
Various -Solid Gold 

Ace Spectrum -Inner Spectrum 
Billy Cobham -Crosswinds 
Focus- Hamburger Concerto 
Focus- Mother Focus 

Bill Wyman- Monkey Grip 
Aretha Franklin- Young. Gilled & Black 

The Stylistics- Ronkin' Roll Baby 

The Stylistics -Let's Put It All Together 
The Stylistics -Heavy 
The Stylistics -Thank You Baby 

- - - - - - - 

8 TRACK TAPES 
Call us for details on 

SUTTON'S 
INNOVATIVE 

1 5% EXCHANGE 
PRIVILEGE 

CAPITOL 

11261 

CHELSEA 

1005 

COTILLION 

8862 
8863 

DAKAR 

86916 

GORDY 

962 
_865 

966 

LONDON 

A4 

Brewer & Shipley 

Marjae -Bad But Not Evil 

Jonathan Edwards 
Livingston Taylor -Live 

Hamilton Bohannon- Insides Oul 

The Temptations -MI Directions 
The Temptations- Masterpiece 
The Temptations -1990 

Gilbert O'Sullivan -Alone Again (Naturally) 
85 Gilbert O'Sullivan-Back To front 
87 Gilbert O'Sullivan-I'm A Writer. Not A Fighter 

MERCURY 

11804 
1.1088 

M.G.M. 
4978 
4984 

MOTOWN 

747 

748 
752 

755 
_756 
761 

767 
772 

783 
784 

812 

17Do 

The Dells -No Way Back 

Ohio Players- Contradiction 

Donny Osmond -Donny 
Jin Stafford -Not Just Another Pretty Foot 

Michael Jackson -Got To Be There 
The Four Tops -Nature Planned It 

Jermaine Jackson -Jermaine 
Michael Jackson -Ben 
The Supremes 
Jackson Five- Skywriter 
Michael Jackson -Music & Me 

Diana Ross -Touch Me In The Morning 
Jackson Five -Gel II Together 
Willie Hutch -Fully Exposed 
Diana Ross -Last Time I Saw Him 

Diana Boss 8 The Jackson Five 

PEOPLE 

6602 Fred Wesley & The J.B,'s -Damn Right I Am Somebody 

POLYOOR 

6030 John Mayall -The Latest Edition 
3820 -046 The New Seekers -Never Ending Song of Love 

AARE EARTH 

543 Rare Earth -Willie Remmembers 
548 Rare Earth -Back To Earth 

R.C.A. 

1-0995 
1-1786 

SHELTER 

2108 

SOUL 

739 
740 
741 

The Guess Who -Power In The Music 
Jose Feliciano -That The Spirit Needs 

Leon Russell -Stop All That Jau 

Gladys Knight & The Pips -All I Need Is Time 
The Originals -Game Called Love 
Gladys Knight & The Pips -Knight Time 

STAK 

7507 Isaac Hayes -Truck Turner (2 -tape set) 

TAIRA 
318 

__ 322 _ 325 
_-327 

Smokey Robinson 8 The Miracles- Flying High Together 
Marvin Gaye -Trouble Man 
The Miracles - Renaissance 
Eddie Kendricks -Eddie Kendricks 

UNITED ARTIST 

3348 Hawkwind 

VERTIGO 

2006 Kraftwerk -Rail & Florian 

WARNER BROS. 

2674 Paul Stookey -One Nile Stand 
2677 Mary Travers -All My Choices 
2710 Alan Price -0 Lucky Man 

8 -TRACK TAPES 
One Dollar Seventy -Five Cents ($1.75) 

3411 

ASYLUM 

1003 

Badfinger-Ass 

Bob Dylan- Planet Waves 

ATLANTIC 

- .7015 Jonathan Eduards- Honky -Task Stardust Cowboy 
7286 The J. teils Band -ladies Invited 
7298 King Crimson -Starless & Bible Black 
8383 Delaney & Bonnie -Country Life 
8862 Jonathan Edwards 
11000 Sonny & Cher -The Beal Goes On 

18136 King Crimson -U.S.A. - - - - 

18141 Spinners -Pick of the Litter 4977 Tompall 
36101 Black Oak Arkansas- Street Party _4982 Gloria Gaynor -Never Can Say Goodbye 

_36102 James Gang -Miami 4988 Hank Williams Jr.- Bocephus 
36112 James Gang -Newborn 4990 Jerry Wallace- Greatest Hits 
81595 Eddy Harris -live at Newport 5009 Hank Williams Jr. 
88286 Barbara Lewis -The Best Of ... 

BODDAH 

5639 Gladys Knight & The Pips- Second Anniversary 

POLYDOR 

3002 John Mayall -Back To The Rats 
3005 John Mayall -Ten Years Are Gane 

CAPITOL 5012 John Mayall- Memories 

11332 Buck Owens -Monsters' Holiday 5023 Lily Tomlin -And Thal's The Truth 

_11353 Freddie Hart -Country Heart 'n Soul 5036 John Mayall- Moving On 

11359 The Eric Burden Band -Sun Secrets 5040 Tony Williams -The Old Bum's Rush 

11368 Pilot 5043 Mandrill -Composite Truth 

- 11426 Eric Burdon Band -Stop 5046 Roy Buchanan -Second Album 
5059 Mandrill -Just Outside of Town 
6040 James Last- Well -Kept Secret 

COLUMBIA 6046 Roy Ayres -A Tear To A smile 
0002 Ray Conniff -'s Marvelous 6047 Mandrill -Best Of ... 
0003 Johnny Mathis-Portrait of Johnny 6051 Lily Tomlin -Modern Scream 
0004 Percy Faith- Lara's Theme & Others 9002 Mandrill- Mandrilland'l -tape net 
0008 Tony Bennett-I've Gotta Be Me 16063 Gloria Gaynor -I've Gol You 
0010 Mitch Miller- Mitch's Greatest Hits 
0012 Robert Goulet-My Love Forgive Me RAPPLE 
0015 Percy Faith- Windmills of Your Mind Nilsson /Ringo Starr -Son Of Dracula 
0018 Miles Davis -In Person 

_10220 

0042 
0041 
0051 
0059 
0093 
0097 
0125 
0128 

Percy Faith -Bouquet 
Andy Williams -Call Me Irresponsible 
David Houston's Greatest Hits. Vol. 2 

Jerry Vale -My Way 

Bay Conniff- Invisible Tears 
Andy Williams -Great Sags From ... 
Tony Bennett -In Person 
Ray Conniff- Somebody Loves Me 

R.CA. 

_.I -0570 Nilsson -Pussy Cats 

- -I -06I1 Lou Reed -Salty Can't Dance 
I -0817 Nilsson -Quit On Mon Oei 

_1-0915 Lou Reed -Coney Island Baby 
1 -0954 Leslie West -The Great Fatsby 
1 -1031 Nilsson- Sandman 

0184 
0185 
0188 
1481 

Donovan -Mellow Yellow 
Percy Faith -Those Were The Days 

Johnny Mathis -Close To You 

Jerry Vale -Sings Great Love Themes 

REPRISE 

2095 T. Rex -The Slider 
_ _2187 John Sebastian- Tarzana Kid 

3250 
3251 

Ray Price -Collector's Choice 
Bay Price -I Fall To Pieces 

RSO 

3258 Tammy WyneOe -Take Me To Your World 
4806 Eric Clapton- There's One In Every Crowd 

3260 Tammy Wynette -It's Just A Matter of Time 

3264 Flatt & Scruggs -Recorded Live at Vanderbilt STAR 

3265 Flatt 8 Scruggs -Final Fling 5005 Isaac Hayes -Live at the Sahara 12 -tape sell 

_ 3267 Flail & Scruggs -Hear The Whistles Blow 
- 3269 Flatt & Scruggs- Sacred Sags UNITED ARTIST 

3270 Chuck Wagon Gang- Heaven Will Be Worth It 13 Allman Bros. -The Hourglass 12-tape sell 

3271 Chuck Wagon Gang -Hear The Gospel Story 
3272 Chuck Wagon Gang -fm Rejoicing VANGUARD 

3273 Chuck Wagon Gang -Lord Lead Me On _ _ 81690 Bully Ste. Marie -It's My Way 

3274 Mahalia Jackson -Great Sags of Love & Faith 83334 Bully Ste. Marie -Moonshot 
3275 Mahalia Jackson -World's Greatest Gospel Singer _86545 Country Joe A The Fish -The Best Of .. 
3277 Percy Faith Leaving On A Jet Plane __ _89265 Ian & Sylvia -The Best Of ... 
3278 Percy Faith Hollywood's Great Themes ____89280 Bully Ste. Marie -l'm Gonna Be A Country Girl Again 

3279 Percy Faith -The Beatles' Album 89312 Bully Sle. Marie -Moonshot 
3280 Percy Faith -Windmills of Your Mind 

3282 Andre Kastelanetz- Traces WARNER BROS. 

3284 Andre Kostelanetz -Today s Golden Hits _2652 Maio -Dos 
3285 Andre Kostelanelz- Shadow 01 Your Smile 2660 James Taylor -One Man Dog 

3286 Andre Kostelanetz- Scarborough Fair .2762 Radfinger-Badiinger 
3288 Benny Goodman -Sing Sing Sing __._2794 James Taylor -Walking Man 

3289 Benny Goodman -Trio 8 Quartet. 1937.38 _2827 Badlinger -Wish You Were Here 

3291 Duke Ellington's Greatest Hits Recorded Live 2912 James Taylor -In The Pocket 
3294 Louis Armstrong Saga 

3296 Harry James & Orch. -The Beal of the Big Bands 
3301 Tony Bennett -More Tony's Greatest Hits 
3302 Tony Bennett -The Very Thought 01 You 

3303 Jerry Vale -What A Wonderful World 

8 -TRACK TAPES 3304 Jerry Vale -More 

_ _ 
3305 
3312 

Jerry Vale -Born Free 

Count Basie & Arch.- Basic's Best Two Dollars ($2.00) 
- 
_30103 

3313 Big Brother & Holding Co. Feat. Janis Joplin 
Leonard Cohen -Sags of Love & Hate ABKO 

31724 Leonard Cohen -Live Songs 4224 Rolling Stones -More Hot Rocks 
32249 Lefty Frizzell -Sings Songs of Jimmie Rodgers 

- -32832 Jeffrey Comanor ASYLUM 
32898 Johnny Cash -The Johnny Cash Children's Album 5058 The Byrds 

_33561 Paul Horn & Nexus 

33731 Donovan- Barabajagal ATLANTIC 
33734 Donovan- Sunshine Superman /In Concert 7012 Bee Gas -To Whom 01 May Concern 

_65224 Leonard Cohen -Live Songs 7288 Graham Nash -Wild Tales 

_18131 Roberta Flack -Feel Like Makin Lave 

EPIC _ __83910 Rolling Stones -Jamming with Edward 

_32837 Paul Horn -Visions 
BELL 

GRUNT 81303 Melissa Manchester- Bright Eyes 

_ _1001 Jefferson Airplane -Bark 
1002 Kanlner /Slick- Sunftghter MERCURY 

_ 1 -646 Rod Stewart -Never A Dull Moment 
LONDON _1-1017 Red Stewart -Smiler 
8638 Savoy Brown -Boogie Brothers 
79860 Tom Janes -Body & Sal POLTOOR 

_6032 Roy Ayers Ubiquity- Change Up The Groove 

MERCURY R.C.A. 
50 Various- Country Sampler _ _1 -1743 The Klek's Greatest- Celluloid Heroes 
1.687 Toni T. Hall -The People In The Last Hard Town 

2-804 Spirit -Spirit oí'76 REPRISE 
1 -1021 The Joneses-Keepin' Up With The Joneses 2194 Maria Muldaur- Waitress in the Donut Shop 

_ 11029 10 CC -The Original Soundtrack 2249 John Sebastian -Welcome Back 
1 -1031 Love Craft-We Love You Whoever You Are 
I -1033 Tom T. Hall -I Wrote A Sag About It RSO 

I -1034 Hearlsfeld- Foolish Pleasures 
_ . 870 Bee Gees -Life In A Tin Can 

1 -1038 Ohio Players -Honey 4800 Bee Gees -Mr. Natural 
1 -1040 Hammersmith 
I -1041 Coke Escovedo -Coke WARNER BROS. 
I -1049 Charles Earland- Odyssey 2574 Faces -A Nod's As Good As A Wink 
I -1053 Spirit -Son of Sprit 2633 Van Morrison -St. Dominic's Preview _1 -1057 Johnny Rodriguez -Love Put a Sag In My Heart 2665 Faces -Ooh La La 
1 -1060 Streetwalkers _2712 Van Morrison -Hard Nose The Highway _I -1061 10 CC -How Dare You! 

- _1 -1064 Jerry Lee Lewis -Odd Man In 

_1 -1067 Bachman Turner Overdrive -Head On 

I -1074 David Byron -Take No Prisoners 
_1 -1075 

1.1083 
Faron Young -rd Just Be Fool Enough 

Streetwalkers -Red Card 8 -TRACK TAPES 
. 1 -1085 Coke Escovedo -Comic Al Ya Two Dollars Twenty -Five Cents ($2.25) 

1 -1091 

I -1093 
1 -1094 

Gabor Szabo -Nghl Flight 

Twiggy 
Spirit- Farther Along ATLANTIC 

Original Soundtrack- "Slumber Party' 7270 Belte Midler ._1-1097 
1 -1102 Hammersmith -It's For You 18155 Bette Midler -Sags for the New Depresson 

-1113 Charles Earland -The Great Pyramid _I 
-1118 Skyhooks- Living In 70's FAMILY PRODUCTIONS _I 

1 -1132 Thomas 'Coke' Escovedo -Disco Fantasy 82700 Billy Joel -Cold Spring Harbor 

1 -1133 Spirit- Future Games - 

William Bell- Coming Back For More POLYOOg 
_1-1146 

Roger Glover& Guests -Butterfly Ball & Grasshopper's Feast 3504 Ginger Baker Al His Best _56000 
3505 Jack Bruce At His Best 

RSO 

M.G.M. _4801 Eric Clapton -461 Ocean Blvd. 
703 Sami Jo 
4939 The Osmonds -Love Me For A Reason WARNER BROS. 
4952 Tim Hardin -Archetypes 2891 The Best of Faces -Snakes & Ladders - - IN - - - - - IN 
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RUNS OF MAJOR LABEL LP's 

S SPECIAL LOW PRICES... 
STEREO LP'S 

L. P.'s 
Twenty -Five Cents ($.25) 

42 Rev. C. L. Franklin- Pressing On 

62 Rev. C. L. Franklin -The 100th Psalm 
65 Rev. C. L. Franklin- Hannah. The Ideal Mother 
67 Rev. C. L. Franklin -Why Have The Mighty Fallen/ 
73 Rev. C. L. Franklin -I Heard It Through The Grapevine 
74 Rev. C. L. Franklin -Come Unto Me Lazarus 
75 Rev. C. L. Franklin -What 01 The Night 
76 Rev. C. L. Franklin -The Meaning of Black Power 
50043 Chuck Berry-Bio 
DED[E 

2011 Kool & The Gang -Music Is The Message 
2012 Keel & The Gang -And Good Times 
2014 Kool & The Gang -Light of Worlds 
2016 Keel & The Gang -Sprit of the Boogie 

2018 Kool & The Gang -Love & Understanding 
DISCO 

1001 The T.N.T. Orchestra -Together 
DOT 

26020 Joe Stampley -I'm Still Loving You 

M.G.M. 

4862 Hank Weliams Jr. -Alter You 

4971 Hank Williams Jr. -Living Proof 
4971 Tompall 
4984 Jim Stafford -Not Just Another Pretty Foot 
4990 Jerry Wallace -Greatest Hits 

4995 Jerry Wallace -Cumin' Home To You 

5014 The Great Tompall & His Outlaw Band 

MOTOWN 

669 Four Tops -Yesterdays Dreams 
724 Diana Ross -Everything Is Everything 
736 Supremas & Four Tops -Return of the Magnificent 7 

731 The Supremes -Touch 
751 The Supremes -Flay Joy 
752 Jermaine Jackson -Jermaine 
756 The Supremos 
761 The Jackson Five -Skywriter 
767 Michael Jackson -Music & Me 

715 Jermaine Jackson -Come Into My Life 

7M Willie Hutch -Fully Exposed 
800 Save The Children- Various 12 -rec. set) 

812 Diana Ross -Last Time I Saw Him 

NEIGHBORHOOD 

3000 Melanie -Melanie 
47005 Melanie- Stoneground Words 
PARAMOUNT 

6002 Lave Story- Original Soundtrack 

PRIVATE STOCK 

2002 Tom Paxton- Something In My Lile 
2021 Rod Stewart -A Shot of Rhythm & Blues 

ROCKY ROAD 

3601 Al Wilson -Show A Tell 
3700 Al Wilson -La La Peace Song 

SCEPTER 

5117 B. T. Express -Oo It Til You're Satisfied 

SPRING 

6713 Joe Simon -Easy To Love 

STAX 

3010 Wattslax -The Living Word 12 -rec. set) 
3014 Johnnie Taylor -Tayfared In Silk 
5507 Soul Children- Friction 
5509 Johnnie Taylor -Super Taylor 
5515 Staple Singers -City In The Sky 

TAMLA 

322 Marvin Gaye -Trouble Man 

20TH CENTURY 

464 Carl Douglas -Kung Fu Fighting 

UNITED ARTIST 

199 Bobby Womack- Lookin' For A Love Again 

237 Cher -The Very Best 01... 
334 The Fleetwoods -The Very Best 01... 
335 The Very Best of the Oldies. Vol. 2 

340 The Shirelles -The Very Best 01 ... 
346 Bobby Womack -Greatest Hits 

353 Bobby Womack -I Don't Know What The World Is Coming To 

377 Cher -The Very Best 01... 
378 Del Reeves-The Very Best 01 ... 
382 Little Anthony & The Imperials -The Very Best Of ... 
3M The Very Best Of The Oldies. Vol. I 

386 Slim Whitman -The Very Best 01 ... 
408 Mandrill -S did 
435 Cher -The Very Best Of ... Vol. 2 

5650 Johnny Rivers -La Reggae 

5651 Don McLean 
VOLT 

9501 The Dramatics -Dramatically Yours 

_ 

.5274 

2168 

1602 

4508 
4974 
4986 
5002 

'MERCURY 

50002 Nowlin' Woll- Message To The Young 

50042 Etta James 
60031 Muddy Waters -'Unk' In Funk 

DELITE 

2015 Kool & The Gang -Greatest Hits 

DUNHILL 

50110 Steppenwoll -For Ladies Only 

50177 Mighty Clouds of Joy -It's Time 

ELEKTRA 

75017 The Doors -Other Voices 

HARVEST 

11367 Babe Ruth 

ISLAND 

9333 Pete Wingfield -Breakfast Special 
MAM 

6 Big Jim Sullivan Plays Gilbert O'Sullivan 
1 Gilbert O'Sullivan -l'm A Writer. Not A Fighter 
MERCURY' 

-687 Tom T. Hall -For People In The Lut Hard Town 
-1032 Johnny Rodriguez -Just Get Up & Close The Door 
1033 Tom T. Hall -I Wrote A Smg About It 

-1038 Ohio Players -Honey 
-1057 Johnny Radriguez -Love Put A Song In My Heart 
-1064 Jerry Lee Lewis -Odd Man In 

-1067 Bachman Turner Overdrive-Head On 

-1076 Tom T. Hall- Faster Horses 
-1084 The Dells -No Way Back 
-1085 Coke Escovedo -Cumin' Al Ya 

-1088 Ohio Players -Contradiction 
-1113 Charles Earland -The Great Pyramid 
.1132 Coke Escovedo -Disco Fantasy 

M.F.P. 

T. Rex -Ride A While Swan 

M.S.M.' 
4982 Gloria Gaynor -Never Can Say Goodbye 

5008 C. W. McCall -Black Bear Rad /Convoy 

PHANTOM 

1258 The Leslie West Band -The Leslie West Band 

PICKWICK 

2066 Freddie Hart- Freddie Hart 12 -rec. set) 

2068 Charlie Rich -Charlie Rich (2 -rec. set) 

POLYDUR' 

5036 John Mayall- Moving On 

5059 Mandrill -Just Outside of Town 

6069 C. W. McCall -Wilderness 

PYRAMID 

9008 Andy Adams -Egg Cream 

RAPPLE 

10220 Nisson /Ringo Starr -Son of Dracula 

A.C.A. 

1 -0344 Dottie West -Country Sunshine 
1 -0438 Various -Love Italian Style 12 -rec. sel) 
1 -0817 Nisson -Duit On Mon Dei 

1 -1031 Nilsson- Sandman 
4830 The Guess Who -Artificial Paradise 

REPRISE 

2187 John Sebastian- Tarzana Kit 
SPRING 

6711 The Fatback Band -Night Fever 

STAX 

5522 Johnnie Taylor -The Best 01 ... 
SUN 

132 Charlie Rich -The Early Years 

UNITED ARTISTS 

329 The Hollies -The Very Best 01... 

U.K. 

56000 Roger Glover -the Butterfly Ball & The Grasshopper's Fast 

WARNER BROS. 

The San Sebastian Strings- Bouquet 

'POLYDOR 

Ian Lilian -Child in Time 

M.G.M. 

Bob Luman -Still Loving You 

Ell-L.A. 159 

Hank locklin- Sweetest 
Mel Tiflis & The Statesiders -M. M. Mel 

1041 Coke Escovedo -Coke 
1066 Skyhooks -Ego Is Not A Dirty Word 

-1075 Faron Young -l'd Just Be Fool Enough 
.1124 Skyhooks -living in the 10's 
1133 Sprit -Future Games 

1135 Streetwalkers- Vicious But Fair 
-1138 Twiggy -Please Gee My Name Right 
-1118 The Chi -Liles -Happy Being Lonely 

PRIVATE STOCK 

5000 Austin Roberts -Rocky 
6000 Oickie Goodman -Mr. Jaws 

L.P.'s 
Fifty Cents ($.50) 

AVCO 

11012 1Ille Anthony & The Imperials -On A New Street 
11013 The Chambers Bros. -Unbonded 

_69003 The Chambers Bros. -Right Move 
BUODAH 

5602 Gladys Knight & The Pips -"Claudine' )Soundtrack¡ 
5636 The New Birth -Blind Baby 

CASABLANCA 

1004 Hudson Brothers -Hollywood Situation 
CHELSEA 

5005 Disco Tex & His Sex -O- Lotto 
FIRST 

1001 Gladys Knight & The Pips -Golden Hits 

GROOVE MERCHANT 

502 Junior Parker -You Don't Have To Be Black 
510 Dakota Staloe- Madame Foo -Foo 

515 McGriff/Thompson/Freeman-Friday the 13th /Cook Cry. Jail 
518 O'Donal levy -Dawn of a New Day 

520 McGrill/Homes -Come Together 
521 Dakota Staton -t Want A Country Man 

525 Michael Longo- Funkia 

528 Buddy Rich -The Roar oí'74 
529 Jinmy McGriff -1I You're Ready. Come Go With Me 

532 Dakota Stalun -Ms. Soul 
3304 Michael Longo -900 Shares of the Blues 
3305 George Freeman -Man & Woman 

PRIVATE STOCK 

2003 Flash Cadillac /Continental Kids -Sons of the Beaches 
.2104 Jmo -Jinx 
UNITED 

7807 Disco Gold tt 1-"Car Wash.' "Filth of Beethoven." "'Sorry." 
"Hot Line." "Dazz." others 

7808 Disco Gold #2-"Dancing Omen." "Rubberbani Man. 

"Night Moves." "Boogie Child." others 
7811 Disco gold 43 -" A Star Is Born. -- "You Make Me Feel Like 

Dancing." "Southern Nights." others 
7816 Disco Gold tt4 -" I Wanna Get Next To You. "' "Hint Gonna 

Bump No More." 'She's Gone." others 
_ 7827 Disco Gold #5 -" Haley Calilornia." "Lucille." Lite " In The 

Fast Lane." others 

L.P.'s 
Seventy -Five Cents ($.75) 

BELL 

1112 Tony Orlando & Dawn- Tuneweaving 
1116 Filth Dimension -Living Together. Growing Together 
1130 Tony Orlando & Dawn -New Ragtime Follies 
1317 Tony Orlando & Dawn -Prime Time 

1322 Tony Orlando & Dawn II 

6052 Tony Orlando & Dawn -Candida 
6060 Fifth Dimension -Loves Lines. Angles. Rhymes 

CROWN 

641 Neil Sedaka -Neil Sedaka 
ENTERPRISE 

5007 Isaac Hayes -Joy 
CRT 

8001 Bobby G. Rice -She Sure Laid The Lonelies On Me 

KAPP 

5514 Cher -Foxy Lady 

M.C.A. 

2101 Cher -Bittersweet While Light 
2113 Cher -Dark Lady 

ROAD SHOW 

41001 B. T. Express- Non -Slop 

VIBRATION 

128 Shirley & Company -Shame Shame Shame 

WESTBOUND 

1004 Funkadelic- Greatest Hits 

1005 Ohio Players -Greatest Hits 

L.P.'s 
One Dollar ($1.00) 

L.P.'s 
One Dollar Twenty -Five ($1.25) 

ATLANTIC 

7265 Are!ha Franklin -Hey Now Hey 

VACO 

11010 The Stylistics -Ruskin' Roll Baby 

69001 The Stylistics -Let's Put It All Together 
69002 Van McCoy -Love Is The Answer 
69004 The Stytislics -Heavy 
69008 The Stylistics -Thank You Baby 

BLUENOTE 

259 Lou Donaldson -Sweet Lou 

344 Bobby Humphrey -Satin Doll 

BIG TREE 

2102 Brownsville Station -Yeah! 
89500 Brownsville Station -School Punks 

89501 Lobo -Just A Singer 
89510 Brownsville Station -Motor City Connection 

BUDDAH 

__5611 Norman Connors -Slewloot 
5612 Gladys Knight & The Pips -1 Feel A Song 

5616 Newport In New York- Recorded Live 

_5639 Gladys Knight & The Pips -Second Anniversary 
5641 The Trammps -The Legendary Zing Album 

CADET 

_ 50004 The Dells- Freedom Means 
50017 The Dells Sing Dionne Warwickes Greatest Hits 

CHESS 

_16 Rev. C. L Franklin -Nothing Shall Separate Me 

27 Rev. C. L. Franklin -Give Me This Mountain 
29 Rev. C. L. Franklin- Counting The Cost 
33 Rev. C. L Franklin -Sings 
38 Rev. C. L. Franklin Foolish & The Wise 

A.B.C. 

760 James Gang- Passie Thru 

809 Rufus Fat. Chaka Khan -Rags To Rufus 

888 Three Dog Night -Coming Down Your Way 

B99 Mighty Clouds of Jay- Kickin' 

APPLE 

3351 Mary Hopkins -Post Card 

3364 Badfinger -Magic Christian Music 
3367 Badfinger -No Dice 

ATLANTIC 

18116 Aretha Franklin -WAS Everything I Feel In Me 

36103 Blue Magic -The Magic of the Blue 

BLUETHOMB 

50 Mark- Almond -The Best 01 ... 
.6004 San Francisco -Lights Out (2 -rec. set) 

CADET 

319 Howlin Woll -The Howlin' Wolf Album 

637 James Moody -last Train From Overbrook 
60036 The Dells -Greatest Hits 

CAPITOL 

11273 Buck Owens -The Best 01 ... Vol. 5 

11353 Freddie Hart- Country Heart 'N Soul 

11399 Roy Drusky -This Lile of Mine 

CASABLANCA 

7005 T. Rea -Light 01 Love 

7031 Frankie Crocker -Disco Suite Symph. tt1 (2 -rec. set) 

CHESS 

L.P.'s 
One Dollar Fifty Cents ($1.50) 

ATLANTIC 

36101 Black Oak Arkansas -Street Party 
36111 Black Oak Arkansas -Ain't Life Grand 

AUDIO LATINO 

4095 Morris Albert -Alter We've Left Each Other Feat. Feeling 
COLUMBIA 

10002 Ray Conniff-'S Marvelous 
10003 Johnny Mathis- Portrait of Johnny 
10012 Robert Gould-My Love Forgive Me 
10032 Platt & Scruggs- Pickin. Strummin'. Stngin' 
10043 Flatt & Scruggs -Foggy Mountain Banjo 
10041 Andy Williams -Call Me Irresponsihile 

_ 10053 Lynn Anderson -Stay There Til I Get There 
10093 Tammy Wynetle -The Ways To Love A Man 

_ 10109 Jerry Vale -You Don't Have To Say You Love Me 

101M Donovan -Mellow Yellow 
10193 Tammy Wynetle -The Ways To Love A Man 

_10194 Tammy Wynetle- Tammy s Touch 
10195 Tammy Wynetle -We Sure Can love Each Other 

11481 Jerry Vale -Till The End of Time 

13252 Ray Price -Make The World Go Away 

_13253 Ray Price -Release Me 

_ __ 13277 Percy Faith -Leaving On A Jet Plane 
-The Builders -1540 Howlin Wolf -Evil _13278 Percy Faith- Hallywood.s Great Themes 

AJTTpH COMPANY 

3282 Andre Kostelanetz -Traces 
3284 Andre Kostelanetz- Today's Golden Hits 

3285 Andre Kostelanetz- Shadow 01 Your Smile 
3286 Andre Kostelanetz- Scarborough Fair 
3289 Benny Goodman -Trio & Quartet. 1937-38 
3290 Chico Hamilton -The Chico Hamilton Special 
3292 Duke Ellington & Orch.- Primping For The Prom 

3293 Duke Ellington -Monologue 
3296 Harry James & Orch. -The Beat of the Big Bands 
3301 Tony Bennett -More Tony's Greatest Hits 
3302 Tony Bennett -The Very Thought Of You 

3303 Jerry Vale -What A Wonderful World 
3304 Jerry Vale -More 
3305 Jerry Vale -More 
3312 Count Basie & Orch.- Basie "s Best 
3313 Big Brother & Holding Co. -Feat. Janis Joplin 
3397 Bing Crosby- Crosby Classics 

30469 Stonewall Jackson -Live at the Grand Ole Opry 
_31025 Charlie Byrd -Duda Nueva [The New Wave) 

31166 Murray McLauchlan -Song From The Streets 
32950 Jim Nabors -It's My Life 
33350 David Houston -A Mm Needs Love 
DUNHILL 

50178 Three Dog Night -Their Greatest Hits 
ENTERPRISE 

7507 Isaac Hayes -Truck Turner (2-rec. set) 
KAMA SUTRA 

2071 Charlie Daniels -Honey In The Rock 

MARLIN 

2203 The Ritchie Family --Lile Is Music 
PULYDUR 

6078 Roy Ayers -Red. Black A Green 
91112 Mandrill- Mandritland (2 -rec. set) 
PRIDE 

0014 Small Faces -The History of ... 
REPRISE 

6476 Kenny Rogers & The First Euhtion -The Ballad of Calico (2-rec. 
set) 

STORMY FOREST 

6010 Richie Havens -The Great Blind Degree 
UNITED ARTIST 

095 Jerry Wallace -Superpak 12 -rec. set) 
9906 Original Soundtrack -'Man of Le Mancha' 
M.G.M. 

_2/44 Those Glorious M.G.M. Musicals- Complete Soundtracks The 

Bandwagon' A "Kiss Me Kate' (2 -rec. set) 

MERCURY 

1 -1119 Thin Liizy- Johnny The Fox 

11086 Demia Rassos -Happy to Be 

11061 10 CC -How Dare You! 

L.P.'s 
Two Dollars Fifty -Cents ($2.50) 

IMPORTS 

201 

_201 
668 
843 

_871 
872 
876 
917 
942 

000 
092 
III 

134 

135 

145 

148 

21KI2 

2007 
50043 

50089 
50320 
50330 
50344 

_50345 
50351 

The Kinks -Lola 
The Planets Helst /London Philharmonic Orch. 

Bill Haley & The Comets -Rock Around The Clock 

The Platters -The Great Pretender 

Barbra Streisand- People 

Johnny Mathis -This Guys In Love WNh You 

The Platters -My Prayer 
The Nice -Fat. America 
Elton John Live 17:11:70 
The Country Side of Jim Reeves 
Jin Reeves -God Be With You 

Jim Reeves-We Thank Thee 

Paul Aaka -My Way 

The Best of Jim Reeves. Vol. 1 

Jim Reeves Golden Records 
Perry Como -Como s Golden Hits 
The Bee Gees -Massachusetts 
The Beatles-Feat. Tony Sheridan 
Shirley Hassey -The Wonderful ... 
Frank Sinatra -One For My Baby 

Frank Sinatra Swings 
Shirley Bassey -I Wish You Love 

Engelberl Humperdinck -Live at the Riviera 
The Beach Boys -Live In London 

Tom Jones-live at Caesar's Palace 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Save Freight and C.O:D. 
charges on domestic orders! 
Enclose payment in full with or- 
der, and Sutton will prepay the 
shipment. (If order is not com- 
pletely filled, a refund check 
will be issued immediately.) 

QUANTITY BUYERS 
SAVE -5% Discount on all orders 
of $1,000 and over. Choose from 
among the world's largest selec- 
tion of records and tapes includ- 
ing many collectors items - 17 
years' experience in the cutout 
industry. 

Quantities limited -first come, first served! All orders C.O.D., freight collect. Minimum order, 
$200.00; $50 deposit necessary with order. Foreign orders LC (Letter of Credit) only. 
This offer expires June 16, 1978. 

960 East Hazelwood Avenue 
Rahway, New Jersey 07065 
(201) 382-7770 
Jeff Sturman Al Bitensky 

SUTTON RECORD COMPANY 
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General News 
MUSIC INDUSTRY EXPERTS 

UCLA Will 
Billboard's 

LOS ANGELES -Top experts in 
various fields of the music industry 
will moderate a series of seminars in 
the fourth annual industry confer- 
ence co- sponsored by Billboard and 
the UCLA Extension. 

The series of weekly seminars 
scheduled this year between May 15 

and June 12 is titled "Forecast Of 
Ma-or Breakthroughs In The Music 
Industry" and will focus on the latest 
developments from recording tech- 
niques to radio programming. 

Hal B. Cook, formerly publisher 
of Billboard and currently executive 
producer, "Jazz Album Count- 
down," syndicated program, is coor- 
dinator of the series again this year 
after yielding the spot in 1977 to 
Ewart Abner. 

"The program will alert students 
and industry people to new tech- 
nology and procedures affecting all 
phases of the music industry, both 
the creative product and the way it is 

consumed around the world," Cook 
explains. 

Norman Winter, president of the 
public relations firm of Norman 
Winter Associates, will moderate the 
opening Monday, May 15 session ti- 
tled "The Music Press: Launching 
The Artist." 

With a panel of leading music ex- 
ecutives, this session will recreate a 
news conference designed to intro- 
duce a new pop artist. 

English performer Chris Rea 
(Magnet in the U.K., distributed by 
United Artists in the U.S.) will be the 
live subject of the press conference. 

Panelists in this first session will 

Present 
Seminars 
include Artie Mogull, president, 
United Artists Records; Russ Regan, 
president, Parachute Records; and 
Michael Stewart, president, Inter - 
world Music Group, Inc. 

Included on the press panel will 
be Dianne Bennett, Hollywood Re- 
porter; Richard Cromelin, Los An- 
geles Times; Regina Jones, Soul 
Magazine; and Maureen Orth, New 
West, New York. 

On Monday, May 22, independ- 
ent promoter Tony Scotti will mod- 
erate the panel "Talent Develop- 
ment: Grooming The Artist" which 
will feature a panel of top manage- 
ment personnel and explore meth- 
ods of building artist careers. 

"The Phonograph And Sound 
Recording After 100 Years," sched- 
uled for Tuesday, May 30, will be 
under the direction of Oscar.' Ku- 
sisto, former president of the audio 
products division of Motorola. 

With a panel of experts, Kusisto 
will present and discuss the latest 
technological developments in the 
industry, including a demonstration 
of direct -to -disk, cue -bi- phonic (the 
latest innovation in quad sound), 
digital recording, videodisk systems 
and more. 

Included among the audio experts 
for this panel will be Rex Isom, 
former chief engineer, RCA Rec- 
ords; John Woram, president, 
Woram Audio Associates; Jeff 
Weber, Pirouette Productions; and 
Steve Padgett, Technics Product 
Manager. 

On Monday, June 5, Billboard's 
(Continued on page 92) 

For Exciting Cut -Outs 

(IIJN''RYWIDE 
"RECORDS TAPE DISTRIBUTORS. INC. 

For the Best in Budget LP's 

YOU 
GET A 
LOT 
FOR A 
LITTLE. 

Send for our catalog. 

COUNTRYWIDE 
RECORD & TAPE DISTS., INC. 

200 Robbins Lane, Jencho, NY 11753 
(516) 433 -9550 (212) 380 -3900 

Telex 126316 Answer Back CWTRI- UI -JERI 

West Coast - (213) 865 -8158 

RECORDS 

PRESENTS 
7002 LOVE FOR SALE 
DEREK SMITH 

George Duvivier. Bobby Rosengarden 

7008 TRAVELING 
CHUCK WAYNE 

Jay Leenhart, Ronnie Bedford. Warren Chaisson 

7003 FIGURE AND SPIRIT 
LEE KONITZ OUINTET 

Ted Brown. Albert Dailey. 
Rufus Reid. Joe Chambers 

7004 ARIGATO 
HANK JONES TRIO 

Richard Davis. Ronnie Bedford 

Order from your favorite distributor or 
direct from Progressive Records, Route 4, 

Tifton, Georgia 31794 (912) 382 -8192 

OPENING NIGHT -National Record Mart's new Oasis store in Pittsburgh boasts 12,000 square feet of space and an 
inventory in excess of $1 million. The decor includes palm trees, water fountain, fresh plants, a seven -foot video screen 
for videocassette projections and a stage for in -store appearances. Opening night crowds above view the well laid out 

aisles of LP bins. 

London Preps Moody Blues LP Push 
NEW YORK -First new record- 

ings in 51/2 years by the Moody Blues 
will ship next month, when London 
releases the band's "Octave" album. 

The label is preparing a simulta- 
neous launch of the disk via 500 ra- 
dio stations throughout the U.S., 
and plans a major sales and in -store 
merchandising program in support. 

The British group has generally 
been viewed as defunct these past 
five years, while members pursued 
individual recording projects. 

Now there is talk of a worldwide 
tour together later this year, taking 
in the U.S., Britain, Japan and Aus- 
tralia. The act, whose management 
is handled by Jerry Weintraub, last 
performed here in 1973. 

"Octave" is also the Moody Blues' 
first album of new material to ap- 
pear on London since the quintet 
quietly dissolved its own Threshold 
label last year. 

There is no single from the LP 
presently planned. London says a 
decision on this will depend on radio 
reaction, and consultations with the 
group. 

The label adds that "Octave" was 
cut between September 1977 and 
this March, though it will not dis- 
close the recording location (one 
newspaper report pinpoints Los An- 
geles). 

Producer is Tony Clarke, long as- 
sociated with the band; cover art is 
by John Kosh, recent Grammy win- 

By ADAM WHITE 
ner for his work on Linda Ronstadt's 
"Simple Dreams" LP. 

The Moody Blues' contractual 
commitment to London is unknown, 
though some sources say that they 
re- signed for five years upon the 
rundown of Threshold. 

The latter, London -distributed, 
kicked off in 1970 with the act's "To 
Our Children's Children's Chil- 
dren" album. Their last LP together, 
"Seventh Sojourn," also appeared 
on the label, in October 1972. 

With the de facto disbandment of 
the group after that disk and its at- 
tendant world tour, Threshold fig- 
ured as vehicle for the members' solo 
projects and, in November 1974, for 
the greatest hits package, "This Is 
The Moody Blues." 

There were seven solo albums, 
two each from Ray Thomas and 
Graham Edge, one each from Mike 
Pinder and Hayward charted, 
though none spectacularly. 

Most successful of all post - 
Moodies projects was Hayward and 
Lodge's collaboration "Blue Jays." 
That disk went top 20 three years 
ago, during 23 weeks on the top 200, 
and also yielded two minor hit sin- 
gles, "I Dreamed Last Night" and 
"Blue Guitar." 

London did release a two -pocket 
pack of Moody Blues material last 
May, entitled "Caught Live + 
Five," but its content predated the 
group's members' individual albums 
by at least five years. 

NEWS GATHERING -KABC -TV newsman Larry Carroll interviews two BMI 
officials in Los Angeles for a report on the music industry which the ABC 
owned station launches May 15. Answering questions are Ron Anton, center, 

and Neil Anderson of BMI's L.A. office. 

The live tracks were recorded at 
the Royal Albert Hall in London in 
December 1969, and the five studio 
cuts came from 1967 -68. 

Nevertheless, the move -believed 
to have been made by Loncon Rec- 
ords to keep the group's name in 
public focus- netted sales of some 
400,000 for the LP. 

"Octave" carries the label's $7.98 
list price, applicable to all new prod - 

(Continued on page 99) 

Bill Graham Mgt. 

Inks Bobby Bare 
By SALLY HINKLE 

NASHVILLE - Bill Graham, 
known nationally as a breaker of tal- 
ent, has picked up his first Nash- 
ville -based act with the recently se- 
cured management pact with 
Columbia artist Bobby Bare. 

Bare, whose musical career spans 
nearly 20 years, joins a host of artis- 
tic notables under the direction of 
Bill Graham Management, a divi- 
sion of Bill Graham Presents, based 
in San Francisco, including Carlos 
Santana, Ronnie Montrose and Ed- 
die Money. 

Regarding the recent signing of 
Bare, Graham says: "We think 
Bobby is one of the most talented 
performers to spring from the coun- 
try music scene." 

Expounding on the recent agree- 
ment, Nick Clainos, vice president in 
charge of management for Bill Gra- 
ham, says the so- called Nashville 
"parameters" that seemingly tag the 
music and the acts springing from 
Nashville presented no effect on the 
decision to take on a Nashville - 
based artist such as Bare. 

"Nashville is like any other town 
to us," notes Clainos. "It's another 
city that has talent, and any city 
that's good enough to have held 
Bobby Bare for some 15 years is 
good enough for us to get involved 
in. 

"The bottom line is that we don't 
want to draw any lines, we don't 
want to change Bare and we're sure 
not going to turn our backs on him 
and what's going on in Nashville. 
We simply want to keep what's al- 
ready there, trim it around the edges 
and try to get more people to like it. 

"A large part of this whole deal is 
CBS," notes Clainos. 
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General News 

3 Ex -KALI DJs File Suit 
Continued from page 3 

current station manager; and Juan 
Rafael Meono, former KALI pro- 
gram director and central target of 
the payola accusations who was 
himself recently suspended from the 
Spanish- language station. 

Thomas Schattenfield, attorney 
for United Broadcasting, was also 
named as defendant and is charged 
in the suit along with his co- defend- 
ants of attempting "to avoid disclo- 
sure of the receipt of payola" and of 
refusing "to accept evidence offered 
by plaintiffs of the acceptance of 
payola by Meono and others." 

The suit says the defendants vio- 
lated the employment contracts of 
Valdes, Fernandez Moreno and 
Trujillo by "suspending (them) 
without good cause" and "in order 
to avoid disclosure of illegal behav- 
ior." 

The trio bases its request for dam- 
ages on the claim that the alleged ac- 
tions by the defendants caused the 
announcers to "lose popularity" and 
"deprived them of the opportunity 
to enhance their professional repu- 
tation and earning capacity as radio 
announcers." As a consequence, the 
three charge that defendants "seri- 
ously damaged (their) career pros- 
pects." 

The plaintiffs further allege in the 
suit that Eaton, Malkin, Meono and 
the other defendants "willfully and 
maliciously" had "disseminated the 
information in the broadcasting in- 
dustry" that the allegations of pay- 
ola were false and that the plaintiffs 

CIhad been suspended for insubordi- 
Q nation in refusing to turn over evi- 

mdence to substantiate their payola 
charges. 

These statements by Malkin, 
Meono, Eaton and others were slan- 
derous, the suit says, and caused the 

rn plaintiffs to "suffer great emotional 

c6 distress and mental anguish" and 
} "caused them embarrassment and 
< humiliation with respect to other 2 persons in the radio broadcasting in- 

dustry." 
In the suit prepared by attorney 

Andres Alonso Jr.. plaintiffs Val- 
des and Fernandez Moreno allege 
they were ignored by station man- 
ager Philip Malkin when they at- 
tempted to bring to his attention "ir- 
regularities" they claim to have 

discovered inside the station over a 
period of time from 1973 to 1976. 

Those irregularities, the suit says, 
included payola "payments to KALI 
personnel by artists, promoters and 
others," as well as: 

"secret interviews between 
Meono and various artists and pro- 
moters with the subsequent effect 
that the records of said artists and 
promoters were played repeatedly 
on KALI;" 

"the changing of labels by 
Meono in order to avoid the appear- 
ance that certain labels were being 
played repeatedly;" 

"changes on the radio logs by 
Meono to avoid discovery by others 
that the records of certain artists and 
promoters were being played repeat- 
edly on KALI." 

The suit further states that Valdes 
and Fernandez Moreno took their 
allegations to Malkin's superiors, in- 
cluding United Broadcasting presi- 
dent Eaton, after which Meono was 
removed from his position as pro- 
grammer. 

But, the suit says, "on or about 
Oct. 26, 1976, Meono was permitted 
by the general manager Malkin to 
resume control of programming 
through the use of the simple ruse of 
having another announcer desig- 
nated director of programming 
while actual control of program- 
ming was in the hands of Meono." 

A written complaint on the matter 
was sent to Eaton in February 1977, 
and signed by nine members of the 
KALI staff, the suit states. 

The following month, United 
Broadcasting attorney Schatten field 
was sent to Los Angeles to conduct 
an internal inquiry, but the suit al- 
leges that "the evidence of payola to 
Meono and the coverup by Malkin" 
was ignored by the defendants. 

The suit says the pair then began 
collecting affidavits from witnesses 
to corroborate their allegations and 

Arista /Careers & 
LOS ANGELES - Arista /Ca- 

reers Music Inc. has entered into a 
co- publishing agreement with Seven 
Bells Music, a publishing company 
owned by Eddie Kendricks and ad- 
ministrated by co- managers Mark 
Christini and Jeff Lane. 

Arista /Careers Music will now 

offered these to Eaton in October 
1977. 

"Eaton refused the tender of said 
affidavits and threatened plaintiff(s) 
Valdes and Fernandez Moreno with 
the loss of employment if (they) per- 
sisted," the suit alleges. 

The affidavits were also offered to 
and refused by Malkin and 
Schattenfield sometime prior to 
Nov. 1, 1977 when Fernandez 
Moreno was removed as musical di- 
rector and Valdes terminated as di- 
rector of news, the suit states. 

The defendants, the suit alleges, 
"in the latter part of 1977 agreed be- 
tween themselves to attempt to avoid 
disclosure of the receipt of payola 
and in their attempts refused to ac- 
cept evidence offered by plaintiffs of 
the acceptance of payola by Meono 
and others, and thereupon, ordered 
plaintiff(s) to cease further comment 
on the matter, stated that plaintiff(s) 
would lose (their) positions(s) if 
(they) took any further action and 
terminated said plaintiff(s) when 
(they) reported the matter to the 
FCC and supplied the FCC with 
documentary evidence of the pay- 
ola." 

As part of Trujillo's complaint, 
the suit says he was terminated in 
December 1977, a week after he re- 
fused to turn over copies of the affi- 
davits to Malkin. 

After his dismissal, the suit alleges 
Malkin told Trujillo that if he 
"would make a deal to give Malkin 
the affidavits, he would be rein- 
stated to his position." Trujillo again 
refused, and was "unconditionally 
terminated," the suit says. 

The suit alleges further that Mal- 
kin, acting on behalf of all the de- 
fendants. wanted to learn the iden- 
tity of the signers of the affidavits in 
order to "pressure them into silence 
regarding the payola received by 
KALI." 

Seven Bells Tie 

THE ORIGINAL 

ALAN FREED 
ALBUMS 

ALAN FREED'S 
MEMORY LANE 
Narrated by Alan Freed 
R42041 

ALAN FREED'S 
TOP 15 
R42042 
8% Programs Available 

ROULETTE 
RECORDS 

ROULETTE 

administrate the Seven Bells catalog 
world wide, according to Billy Me- 
shel, vice prsident and general man- 
ager of Arista /Careers Music Inc. 

In addition, Empire, a new rock 
band formed by former Angel bas- 
sist Mickey Jones, has been signed to 
a publishing binder with Arista /Ca- 
reers Music, Inc. 

Tenneco Ups PVC 
NEW YORK -Tenneco. a major 

supplier of PVC, the vinyl used to 
manufacture records, raised the 
price of PVC resin to 31 cents per 
pound, up a penny from 30 cents per 
pound effective April 1. 

The company also plans to raise 
the price of PVC pellets by a penny a 
pound to 41 cents effective Monday 
(1). 

NEW TEAM -Mike Chapman, newly signed to Arista Music plays a new song 
for Billy Meshel, the firm's vice president and general manager in its Los An- 
geles office. Chapman and partner Nicky Chinn's Chinnichap Publishing 
are signed to Arista /Careers Music in a global co- publishing arrangement. 

FILED IN 1971. 

Trial Date Due On 
Movie Music Suit 

By PAUL GREIN 

LOS ANGELES -In about a 
week a trial date should be set for a 
$300 million class action suit which 
was filed by composers and lyricists 
against motion picture producers in 
February 1971. 

The litigation -which centers on 
the issue of copyright ownership of 
film background music -was dis- 
cussed by Oscar- winner Elmer Bern- 
stein, president of the Composers & 
Lyricists Guild Of America, at the 
monthly meeting of the California 
Copyright Conference at Sports- 
men's Lodge here Tuesday (25). 

In the suit, the songwriters allege 
that motion picture studios have vio- 
lated sections one and two of the 
U.S. Antitrust Act. 

In addition to the damages, the 
songwriters are seeking to divorce 
motion picture and publishing con- 
cerns; to free all copyrights and get 
them into the open market. They 
also want retroactivity for all copy- 
rights within the statue of limitations 
and the monies they have earned to 
revert back to the composers and lyr- 
icists. 

Bernstein, who has been president 
of the Guild since 1970, says a major 
issue in the litigation is whether a 
composer is a salaried employe or an 
independent contractor. According 
to U.S. copyright laws, an employer 
has rights to the copyrights of his 
employes. 

Said Bernstein: "We are not em- 
ployes, concerned with hours, wages 
and working conditions. Employers 
don't supervise the manner and 
means in which we work -they are 

COMEDY TONIGHT -Gilda Radner left and Larraine Newman, regulars on 
NBC -TV's "Saturday Night Live," visit with Asylum artist Andrew Gold back- 
stage at the Bottom Line in New York on the first night of his soldout engage- 

ment there. 

only interested in the result sought: 
the end product. They commission 
us to write the score, which is then 
delivered to them at some point." 

Bernstein also said the Compos- 
ers' Guild cannot realistically be 
considered a union because it can- 
not successfully use the ultimate 
weapon of a union -a strike. Said he. 
"Studios have nothing to fear. They 
own all prior copyrights. so they 
could just pull scores from their li- 
braries indefinitely if the Guild de- 
cided to strike." 

Bernstein acknowledged that the 
composers would. in his view, settle 
for splitting the copyright with the 
studios. with the studios maintaining 
administration of the monies. But he 
added that he believes the prospect 
of an out -of -court settlement to be 
dim. 

He claimed that Lew Wasserman, 
chairman of the board of MCA, Inc., 
a defendant in this case, has said 
that he'd rather closed down his stu- 
dio (Universal) than give copyrights 
away. Concluded Bernstein, 
"Maybe the copyrights are more 
valuable than we even know." 

He said that NBC, another de- 
fendant in the case, has settled on 
the composers' terms. with all staff 
composers there retaining publish- 
ing rights. "NBC does not employ 
composers at the present time," 
Bernstein conceded, "but they've 
now committed themselves to that 
position." 

Most studios have a company pol- 
icy where they won't use a composer 
if he demands copyright ownership. 
The few exceptions Bernstein cited 
are the late Johnny Mercer. who got 
the rights back after a period of IO 

years: Henry Mancini, who got a 
percentage of the publishing 
monies; and the late Cole Porter, 
who agreed to do "High Society" for 
20th Century-Fox only if he would 
retain copyright rights. 

"This has always been the stand- 
ard practice," Bernstein said, 
"though now it's loosening up some- 
what. More composers have some 
involvement in publishing now." 

This case has had a long and inter- 
esting history. The composers initial 
motion for a summary judgment was 
not granted, and the judge threw the 
case out of federal court, saying it 
was a matter for the National Labor 
Relations Board. The Second Cir- 
cuit Court of Appeals later reversed 
that decision. 
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Billboard 
Pbyiist Top Add Ons 

dio Astion 
Regional Breakouts& National Breakouts 

S 
ingles Ro 

Playlist 

TOP ADD ONS - NATIONAL 
HEATWAVE -The Groove Line (Epic) 

GERRY RAFFERTY -Baker Street (UA) 

ABBA -Take A Chance On Me (Atlantic) 

D- Discotheque Crossover 

ADD ONS -The two key prod 
ucts added at the radio stations 
listed; as determined by station 
personnel. 
PRIME MOVERS -The two 
products registering the great 
est proportionate upward 
movement on the station's 
playlish as determined by sta 
tion personnel. 
BREAKOUTS -Billboard Chart 
Dept. summary of new prod - 
ucts exclusive of Add Ons and 
Prime Movers. 

Pacific Southwest Region 

TOP ADD ONS 

GERRY RAfFERTY -Baker Street (UA) 

EDDIE MONEY -Baby Hold On (Columbia) 
ABBA -Take A Chance On Me (Atlantic) 

* PRIME MOVERS: 

ANDY GIBB- Shadow Dancing (RSO) 

WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 

ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION- Imaginary Lover 

(Polydor) 

BREAKOUTS 

TRAMMPS -Disco Inferno (Atlantic) 

TAVARES -Mme Than A Woman (Capitol) 

BILLY JOEL -Movin Out (Columbia) 

KHJ -Los Angdes 

NONE 

* HEATWAVE- Always & Forever (Epic) 17-9 

* ALANTA RHYTHM SECTION-Imaginary 
Lover (Polydor) 24-18 

TEN -Q(KTNQ) LA. 

EDDIE MONEY -Baby Hold On (Columbia) 

GERRY RAFFERTY -Baker Street (UA) 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 19.9 

* TRAMMPS -Disco Inferno (Atlantic) 18-14 

KR -LA. 

ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION- Imaginary 
Louer(Polydur) 

GERRY RAFFERTY-Baker Street (UA) 

* SHAUN CASSIDY-Do You Believe In Magic 
(Warner /Curb) 29.21 

* ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RSO) 7.3 

KEZY -Anaheim 

CAFLY SIMON-You Belong To Me (Elektra) 

* DM ID GATES -Goodbye Girl (Elektra)16- 
12 

* ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION- Imaginary 
Lover (Polydor) 20 -16 

KCBQ -San Diego 

BONNIE TYLER-It's A Heartache (RCA) 

AB-Take A Chance On Me (Atlantic) 

* ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION- Imaginary 
Lover (Polydor) 22-16 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 14.9 

KFXM -San Bernardino 

EAR -N, WIND & FIRE-Fantasy (Columbia) 

* NATALIECOLE -Our Love (Capitol) 19 -14 

* JEFFERSON STARSHIP -Count On Me 

(Grunt) 20.15 

KERN -Bakersfield 

BARRY MANILOW -Even Now (Arista) 

ABBA -Take A Chance On Me (Atlantic) 

* AN DY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RS0) 29 -23 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 8-3 

KAFY -Bakersfield 

NONE 

* ANDY GIBB-Shadow Dancing (RSO) 30 -12 

* ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION- Imaginary 
Lover(Polydor)16 -9 

KRIZ - Phoenix 

ANDY GIBB-Shadow Dancing (RSO) 

* TAVARES -More Than A Woman (Capitol) 
19 -11 

* BILLY JOEL- Mov in' Out (Columbia) 17-10 

KTKT- Tucson 

GEORGE BENSON -On Broadway(WB) 

CARLY SIMON -You Belong To Me (Elektra) 

* ANDY GIBB-Shadow Dancing (RSO) 22-15 

* TRAM M PS- Disco Inferno (Atlantic) HB-25 

KQEO- Albuquerque 

MICHAELJOHNSON -Bluer Than Blue 
(EMI) 

LINDARONSTADT- Tumbling Dice 
(Asylum) 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 14 -3 

* ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RSO) 40 -29 

KENO -Las Vegas 

WARREN ZEVON -Werewolves Of London 
(Elektra) 

ANDYGIBB- ShadowDancing(RSO) 

D* BEE GEES -More Than AWoman (RSO) 8-1 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 15 -8 

Pacific Northwest Region 

TOP ADD ONS: 

ABBA -Take A Chance On Me (Atlantic) 
TRAMMPS -Disco Inferno (Atlantic) 
CARLY SIMON -You Belong To Me (Elektra) 

* PRIME MOVERS: 

ANDY GIBB- Shadow Dancing (RSO) 

CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good (A &M) 

WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 

BREAKOUTS: 
ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION- Imaginary Lover 

(Polydor) 

JIMMY BUFFETT- Cheeseburger In Paradise 

(ABC) 

MATHIS & WILUAMS -Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 

KFRC -San Francisco 

BONNIETYLER -It'sA Heartache (RCA) 

FRANKIE VALLI- Grease (RSC) 

* MATHIS &WILLIAMS-Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 20-12 

* ANDYGIBB- ShadowDancing(RSO) 14-7 

KYA -San Francisco 

ROBERTA FLACK-If Ever I See You Again 
(Atlantic) 

* ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RSO)22-15 

* GEORGE BENSON -On Broadway (WB)16- 
11 

KUV -San Jose 

DAVID GATES -Goodbye Girl (Elektra) 

BILLY JOEL- Only The Good Die Young 
(Columbia) 

* ANDYGIBB- ShadowDancing(RSO) 30-14 

* GEORGE BENSON -On Broadway (WB) 13- 

7 

KNDE -Sacramento 

Ds MICHAELZAGER BAND -let's All Chant 
(Private Stock) 

DIANA ROSS-You Got It (Motown) 

* JIMMYBUFFETT- Cheeseburger ln 
Paradise (ABC) 25 -19 

* LITTLE FEAT -Oh Atlanta (WB) 19- 15 

KROY- Sacramento 

JIMMY BUFFETT- Cheeseburgerin 
Paradise (ABC) 

CARLY SIMON -You Belong To Me (Elektra) 

* CHUCK MANGIONE-Feels So Good (A &M) 
3022 

* ANDYGIBB- ShadowDancing(RSO) 14-8 

Based on station playlists through Thursday (5/4/78) 

PRIME MOVERS- NATIONAL 

ANDY GIBB- Shadow Dancing (RSO) 

WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 
TRAVOLTA & NEWTON -JOHN- You're The One That I Want (RSO) 

KYNO -Fresno 

PATTISMITH- Because The Night (Arista) 

SEALS & CROFTS- You're The Love (WB) 

* ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RSO) 27-10 

* CHUCK MANGIONE-Feels SoGood(A &M) 
18.9 

KGW- Portland 

TRAMMPS- Drse.o Inferno (Atlantic) 

GEORGE BENSON-On Broadway (WB) 

* EARTH, WIND & FIRE - Fantasy (Columbia) 
15 -5 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 22.12 

KING -Seattle 

ERIC CLAPTON -Lay Down Sally (RSO) 

SEALS & CROFTS- You're the Love(WB) 

* ANDY GIBB-Shadow Dancing (RSO) HB-12 

* ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION- Imaginary 
Lover(Polydor)20.13 

KJRB- Spokane 

EDDIE MONEY -Baby Hold On (Columbra) 

ABBA -Take A Chance On Me (Atlantic) 

* ANDYGIBB- Shadow Dancing (RSO) 11-2 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 13-5 

KTAC- Tacoma 

SWEET -Love Is Like Oxygen (Capitol) 

EDDIE MONEY-Baby Hold On (Columbia) 

* CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good (A &M) 
24 -19 

* BONNIE TYLER -It'sA Heartache (RCA)29- 
26 

KCPX -Salt Lake City 

JIMMYBUFFETT- Cheeseburger In 

Paradise (ABC) 

ABBA -Take A Chance On Me (Atlantic) 

* GERRY RAFFERTY -Baker Street (UA) 25- 

18 

* ROBERTA FLACK -Closer I Get To You 

(Atlantic) 26 -21 

KRSP -Salt Lake City 

ABBA -Take A Chance On Me (Atlantic) 

BARRY MANILOW -Even Now (Arista) 

* ANDY GIBB- Shadow Dancing (RSO) 20 -1 

* TRAVOLTA & NEWTON-JOHN-You're The 

One That I Want (RSO) 18-11 

KTLK -Denver 

TRAMMPS -Disco Inferno (Atlantic) 

CARLYSIMON -You Belong To Me (Elektra) 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 21 -13 

* CHUCK MANGIONE-Feels So Good (A &M) 
25.20 

KIMN -Denver 

GERRY RAFFERTY- Baker Street (UA) 

MATHIS & WILLIAMS -Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 

* ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION- Imaginary 
Lover (Polydor) 15 -8 

* GORDON LIGHTFOOT -The Circle Is Small 
(WB) 20 -15 

North Central Region 

TOP ADD ONS: 

HEATWAVE -The Groove Line (Epic) 

CARLY SIMON -You Belong To Me (Elektra) 
TRAVOLTA & NEWTON -JOHN- You're The One 

That I Want (RSO) 

* PRIME MOVERS: 

ANDY GIBB- Shadow Dancing (RSO) 

WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 

ROBERTA FLACK- Closer I Get To You 

(Atlantic) 

BREAKOUTS: 

MATHIS & WILLIAMS -Too Much. Too Little. 

Too Late (Columbia) 

WARREN ZEVON- Werewolves Of London 

(Elektra) 

EDDIE MONEY -Baby Hold On (Columbia) 

CKLW- Detroit 

RUFUS/CHAKA KHAN-Stay (ABC) 

HEATWAVE -The Groove Line (Epic) 

* ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RS0) 26 -14 

* WARREN ZEVON -Werewolves Of London 
(Elektra) 1710 

WDRQ - Detroit 

SWEET -Love Is Like Oxygen (Capitol) 

HEATWAVE -The Groove Line (Epic) 

* JOURNEY -Wheel In The Sky (Columbia) 
20 14 

* STEELY DAN - Deacon Blues (ABC) 30 -24 

MAC-Flint 

TRAVOLTA & NEWTON- JOHN -You're The 

One That I Want (RSO) 

MATHIS & WILLIAMS -Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 

* ROBERTA FLACK- Closer I Get To You 

(Atlantic) 12-5 

* JEFFERSONSTARSHIP -Count On Me 

(Grunt) 10:4 

Z96 (WZZMFM) Grand Rapids 

SWEET -Love Is Like Oxygen (Capitol) 

EDDIE MONEY -Baby Hold On (Columbia) 

* ROBERTA FLACK -Closer I Get To You 

(Atlantic) 10 -3 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 12-5 

WAKY -Louisville 

CARLY SIMON -You Belong To Me (Elektra) 

HEATWAVE -The Groove Line (Epic) 

* PLASTIC BERTRAND -Ca Plane Pour Moi 
(Sire) 29-20 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 21 -14 

MGR- Bowling Green 

EDDIE MONEY -Baby Hold On (Columbia) 

BARRY MANILOW -Even Now (Arista) 

* TRAVOLTA & NEWTON-JOHN-You're The 

One That I Want (RS0) 24.17 

* GEORGE BENSON-On Broadway (WB) 30- 
24 

WGCL -Cleveland 

TRAVOLTA & NEWTON -JOHN- You're The 

One That I Want (RSO) 

ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RSO) 

* MATHIS & WILLIAMS-Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 13-1 

* CHUCK MANGIONE-Feels So Good (A &M) 
14 -8 

WSAI -Cincinnati 

ROBERTA FLACK -Closer I Get To You 

(Atlantic) 

* WARREN ZEVON- Werewolves Of London 
(Elektra) 2420 

* EDDIE MONEY -Baby Hold On (Columbia) 
13-11 

Q -102 (WKRQ -FM) Cincinnati 

CHUCK MANGIONE-Feels So Good (A &M) 

CARLYSIMON -You Belong To Me (Elektra) 

* ROBERTA FLACK -Closer I Get To You 

(Atlantic) 26 -19 

* DAVID GATES -Goodbye Girl (Elektra) 13-9 

WCOL -Columbus 

TRAMMPS -Disco Inferno (Atlantic) 

ANDY GIBB-Shadow Dancing (RSO) 

* MATHIS LWIWAMS -Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 21.7 

* EDDIE MONEY -Baby Hold On (Columbia) 
25-14 

WNCI -Columbia 

TRAMMPS -Disco Inferno (Atlantic) 

HEATWAVE -The Groove Line (Epic) 

* ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RS0) 20.12 

* CHUCK MANGIONE-Feels So Good (A &M) 
16-10 

WCUE -Akron 

GERRY RAFFERT'Y -Baker Street (UA) 

SEALS & CROFTS- You're The Love (WB) 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 22-6 

* ANDYGIBB- ShadowDancing(RSO) 18 -5 

BREAKOUTS- NATIONAL 

MATHIS & WILLIAMS -Too Much, Too Little, Too Late (Columbia) 
TRAMMPS -Disco Inferno (Atlantic) 
CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good (A &M) 

13 -Q (WKTQ)- Pittsburgh 

GERRY RAFFERTY-Baker Street (UA) 

CARLYSIMON -You Belong To Me (Elektra) 

* WARREN ZEVON-Werewolves Of London 
(Elektra) 12 -6 

* ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RSO) 27 -21 

WPEZ- Pittsburgh 

PETER BROWN -Dance With Me (Drive) 

HEATWAVE -The Groove Line (Epic) 

* TRAMMPS -Disco Inferno(Atlantic)17.11 

D* MICHAEL ZAGER BAND-Let's All Chant 
(Private Stock) 11 -6 

Southwest Region 

TOP ADD ONS: 

GERRY RAFFERTY -Baker Street (UA) 

SWEET -Love Is Like Oxygen (Capitol) 

MATHIS & WILLAMS -Too Much, Too Little. 
Too Late (Columbia) 

* PRIME MOVERS: 

WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 

TRAVOLTA & NEWTON -JOHN- You're The One 

That I Want (RSO) 

ANDY GIBB- Shadow Dancing (RSO) 

BREAKOUTS: 

TRAM MPS -Disco Inferno (Atlantic) 
JEFFERSON STARSHIP -Count On Me (Grunt) 
DOLLY PARTON -Two Doors Down (RCA) 

KILT- Houston 

SWEET -Love Is Like Oxygen (Capitol) 

MEAT LOAF-Two Out Of Three Ain't Bad 

(Cleveland International) 

* LINDA RONSTADT -Tumbling Dice 

(Asylum) 40-28 - 

* TRAMMPS- Discolnferno(Atlantic) 25-15 

KRBE - Houston 

GERRY RAFFERTY-Baker Street (UA) 

ANDYGIBB- ShadowDancing(RSO) 

* TRAM MPS -Disco Inferno (Atlantic) 24-14 

* SWEET -Love Is Like Oxygen (Capitol) 26 

19 

KUF- Dallas 

SWEET -Love Is Like Oxygen (Capitol) 

MATHIS & WILLIAMS-Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 

* ANDY GIBB- Shadow Dancing (RSO) 30 -15 

* WARREN ZEVON -Werewolves Of London 

(Elektra) 25 -12 

KNUS -FM- Dallas 

BILLY JOEL-Movin' Out (Columbia) 

EARTH, WIND & FIRE-Fantasy (Columbia) 

* DOLLY PARTON -Two Doors Down (RCA) 
23-11 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 11 -9 

KFJZ -FM (Z- 97) -Ft. Worth 

TRAMMPS -Disco Inferno (Atlantic) 

STYX-Fooling Yourself (A&M) 

D* BEE GEES-More Than A Woman (RSO)21- 
11 

* JEFFERSON STARSHIP-Count On Me 
(Grunt) 12 -8 

KINT -B Paso 

TRAMMPS -Disco Inferno (Atlantic) 

CARLY SIMON -You Belong To Me (Elektra) 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 19-4 

* JEFFERSON STARSHIP-Count On Me 
(Grunt) 16-11 

WAY -Oklahoma City 

EDDIE MONEY -Baby Hold On (Columbia) 

ABBA -TakeA Chance On Me (Atlantic) 

* TRAVOLTA & NEWTON -JOHN- You're The 

One That I Want (RSO) HB -10 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 19-13 

KOMA -Oklahoma City 

TRAMMPS -Disco Inferno (Atlantic) 

* TRAVOLTA & NEWTON -JOHN- You're The 

One That I Want (RS0) 31 -21 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (CEpitol) 22 -14 

KAKC -Tulsa 

GERRY RAFFERTY -Baker Street (UA) 

SAMANTHA SANG -You Keep Me Dancing 
(Private Stock) 

* BILLYJOEL- Movin' Out (Columbia) 28 -20 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck(Capitol)11 -4 

KW -Tulsa 

BONNIE TYLER-It's A Heartache (RCA) 

WET WILLIE -Make You Feel Uwe Again 
(Epic) 

* BILLYJOEL- Movin' Out (Columbia) 19-13 

* DOLLY PARTON -Two Doors Down (RCA) 
24-19 

WEIX -New Orleans 

GERRY RAFFERTY -Baker Street (UA) 

ANDYGIBB -ShadowDancingiRSO) 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 23 -8 

* JEFFERSONSTARSHIP- Count3nMe 
(Grunt) 15-7 

WNOE -New Orleans 

O'JAYS -Usta Be My Girl (Philadelphia 
International) 

LEIF GARRETT-The Wanderer (Atlantic) 

* ANDY GIBB-Shadow Dancing(RSO)21 -12 

* TRAVOLTA& NEWTON -JOHN -You're The 

One That I Want (RSO) 11 -6 

KEEL -Shreveport 

ANDY GIBB-Shadow Dancing (RSO) 

MATHIS & WILLIAMS-Too Much, Too little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capdol)13 -3 

* YVONNE ELLIMAN- If I Can't Have You 
(RS0) 9.2 

Midwest Region 

TOP ADD ONS: 

EDDIE MONEY -Baby Hold On (Colt. mbia) 

ELTON JOHN-Ego (MCA) 

HEATWAYE -The Groove Line (Epic) 

* PRIME MOVERS: 

ANDY GIBB- Shadow Dancing (RSO) 

TRAVOLTA K NEWTON-JOHN-You're The One 

That I Want (RSO) 

WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 

BREAKOUTS: 
ROBERTA FLACK- Closer I Get To You 

(Atlantic) 

MATHIS & WIWAMS -Too Much, Too Little. 

Too Late (Columbia) 

CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good (A. &M) 

WLS- Chicago 

TRAVOLTA & NEWTON- JOHN -You're The 

One That I Want (RSO) 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 28-18 

* MATHIS & WILLIAMS-Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 14.8 

WMET- Chicago 

WARREN ZEVON-Werewolves Of London 

(Elektra) 

GEORGE BENSON -On Broadway iWB) 

* MATHIS & WILLIAMS-Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 22 -12 

* CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good (A &M) 
26 -20 

(Continued on page 28) 
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THANK YOU FROM 

FOR A GREAT FIRST HALF 
OVER 3 MILLION AT THE BOX OFFICE 

IN TWO MONTHS 
CITY GROSS PROMOTER OKLAHOMA CITY, OK. 67,967.31 DON FOX 

DULUTH, MN. 34,204.76 BRUCE KAPP FORT WORTH, TX. 102,038.50 JACK ORBIN 

ST. PAUL, MN. 92,938.10 RANDY LEVY FORT WORTH, TX. 102,353.50 JACK ORBIN 

MILWAUKEE, WI. 60,156.25 RANDY McELRATH LUBBOCK, TX. 65,114.00 BRUCE KAPP 

INDIANAPOLIS, IN. 85,106.96 BRUCE KAPP /DAVE LUCAS AMARILLO, TX. 29,911.54 ART NEWBURGER 

CLEVELAND, OH. 78,145.50 BRUCE KAPP ABILENE, TX. 26,080.00 ART NEWBURGER 

DETROIT, MI. 91,392.50 RICK KAY CORPUS CRISTI, TX. 39,001.00 JACK ORBIN 

DETROIT, MI. 84,456.00 BRUCE KAPP /RICK KAY AUSTIN, TX. 37,375.00 JACK ORBIN 

SAGINOW, MI. 49,020.00 RICK KAY SAN ANTONIO, TX. 78,361.50 JACK ORBIN 

DAYTON, OH. 45,550.00 LARRY MAGIO /DICK WYMAN HOUSTON, TX. 182,696.00 ROBERT DUNCAN 

SOUTH BEND, IN. 40,641.14 BRUCE KAPP /DAVE LUCAS SALT LAKE CITY, UT. 73,944.76 JIM McNEIL 

GREEN BAY, WI. 44,027.40 RANDY McELRATH SAN DIEGO, CA. 93,488.50 GARY PERKINS 

MADISON, WI. 49,701.92 RANDY McELRATH BAKERSFIELD, CA. 40,839.62 ART NEWBURGER 

CHICAGO, IL. 241,061.48 BRUCE KAPP SAN BERNADINO, CA. 48,757.50 GARY PERKINS 

WATERLOO, IA. 70,128.16 BRUCE KAPP /JIM FOX LOS ANGELES, CA. 138,897.20 GARY PERKINS 

TOLEDO, OH. 44,820.00 BELKIN PRODUCTIONS FRESNO, CA. 53,997.60 GARY PERKINS 

KALAMAZOO, MI. 71,124.00 DAN KRESKE SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 108,750.00 BILL GRAHAM 

LEXINGTON, KY. 72,874.36 DAVE LUCAS SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 108,750.00 BILL GRAHAM 

NASHVILLE, TN. 59,580.68 STEVE GREIL M= DFORD, OR. 37,907.00 KEN KENNEAR 

ST. LOUIS, MO. 89,865.45 IRV ZUCKERMAN PORTLAND, OR. 60,213.00 KEN KENNEAR 

KANSAS CITY, MO. 72,739.77 IRV ZUCKERMAN SEATTLE, WA. 106,364.38 JOHN BAUER 

TULSA, OK. 52,037.03 LARRY SCHAEFFER SPOKANE, WA. 49,214.17 TERRY BASSETT 

THE NEW ALBUM SHIPS MAY 2 
AND THE TOUR CONTINUES 

DENVER, CO. 4/22/78 CHARLOTTE, NC. 5/11/78 CHARLES -ON, WV. 5/21/78 HEMPSTEAD, NY. 6/2/78 

BILOXI, MI. 4/27/78 GREENVILLE, SC. 5/12/78 PITTSBURGH, PA. 5/23/78 PHILADELPHIA, PA. 6/3/78 

BATON ROUGE, LA. 4/28/78 FAYETTEVILLE, NC. 5/13/78 BINGHAMTON, NY. 5/24/78 SYRACUSE, NY. 6/4/78 

ATLANTA, GA. 4/29/78 COLUMBIA, SC. 5/14/78 NIAGARA FALLS, NY. 5/25/78 LARGO, MD. 6/11/78 

LOUISVILLE, KY. 5/5/78 SAVANNAH, GA. 5/15/78 CINCINNATI, OH. 5/26/78 JACKSONVILLE, FL. 6/16/78 

TERRE HAUTE, IN. 5/6/78 RICHMOND, VA. 5/17/78 ALLENTOWN, PA. 5/28/78 LAKELAND, FL. 6/17/78 

MEMPHIS, KN. 5/9/78 ROANOKE, VA. 5/18/78 SPRINGFIELD, MA. 5/29/78 HOLLYWOOD, FL. 6/18/78 

ASHVILLE, NC. 5/10/78 GREENSBORO, NC. 5/19/78 POUGHKEEPSIE, NY. 5/31 /78 FORT PIERCE, FL. 6/19/78 

NORFOLK, VA. 5/20/78 ROCHESTER, NY. 6/1/78 

BEARSVILLE 
RECORDS BEARSVILLE RECORDS & TAPES AND AMERICAN TALENT INTERNATIONAL LTD. 
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Billboard i m Action 
Based on station playlists through Thursday (5/4/78) 

Ploylist Top Add Ons 

Ploylist Prime Movers * 

Continued from page 26 
WROK- Rockford 

MATHIS& WILLIAMS-Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 3225 

* CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good (A &M) 
22 -17 

WIRL - Peoria 

BILLY JOEL -Movin' Out (Columbia) 

MATHIS & WILUAMS-Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 12-6 

* TRAVOLTA & NEWTON -JOHN- You're The 

One That I Want (RSO) 21.15 

WNDE- Indianapolis 

TRAVOLTA & NEWTON- JOHN -You're The 
One That I Want (RSO) 

BARRY MANILOW -Even Now (Arista) 

* WINGS-With A Little Luck (Capitol) 20 -14 

* RAYDIO- lack & Jill (Arista) 10 -8 

WOKY- Milwaukee 

BONNIE TYLER -It'sA Heartache (RCA) 

ELTONIOHN- Ego(MCA) 

* ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RS0) 30.18 

* WINGS -WithA Little Luck(Capitol)19 -8 

WZUU- FM- Milwaukee 

TOBY BEAU-My Angel Baby (RCA) 

MEAT LOAF -Two Out Of Three Ain't Bad 
(Cleveland International) 

* ANDY GIBB-Shadow Dancing (RSO) 15-5 

* SWEET -Love Is Like Oxygen (Capitol) 6-2 

KSLQ- FM -St. Louis 

STEELY DAN - Deacon Blues (ABC) 

HEATWAVE -The Groove Line (Epic) 

* ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RSO)21-13 

* GEORGE BENSON-On Broadway (WB)17- 
I? 

KOOK -St. Louis 

NONE 

* TRAVOLTA& NEWTON-JOHN-You're The 
One That I Want (RSO)31-12 - 

* ELTON JOHN-Ego (MCA) 28-14 

KIOA -Des Moines 

EDDIE MONEY -Baby Hold On (Columbia) 

PLAYER -This Time I'm In It For Love (RSO) 

* TRAVOLTA & NEWTON- JOHN -You're The 
One I iat I Want (RSO) 17-5 

* ROBERTA FLACK -Closer I Get To You 
(Atlantic) 167 

KDWB- Miineapolis 

BONNIE TYLER-It's A Heartache (RCA) 

* ANDY SIBB-Shadow Dancing(RS0)25 -16 

* ROBERTA FLACK-Closer I Get To You 
( Atlantic) 23 -17 

KSTP- Minneapolis 

EDDIE MONEY -Baby Hold On (Columbia) 

CARLYSIMON -You Belong To Me (Elektra) 

* ROBERTA FLACK-Closer I Get To You 
(Atlantic) 20-15 

* WINGS-With A Little Luck (Capitol) 14-11 

WHB- Kansas City 

WIWE NELSON- Georgia On My Mind 
(Columbia) 

REOSPEEDWAGON- Roll With The Changes 
(Epic) 

* EDDIE MONEY-Baby Hold On (Columbia) 
3525 

* ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION- Imaginary 
Lover (Polydor) 18 -9 

KBEQ -Kansas City 

BILLYIOEL- Movin' Out (Columbia) 

MISSOL RI -Movin' Out (Panama Records) 

* ANDY G BB- Shadow Dancing (RSO) 24 -10 

* TRAVOLTA& NEWTON- JOHN -You're The 

One That I Want (RSO) 21.11 

KKLS -Rapid City 

LEBLANC &CARR- Midnight Light (Big 
Tree) 

TOBY BEAU -My Angel Baby (RCA) 

* ROBERTA FLACK- Closer I Get To You 

(Atlantic) 18-11 

* CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good (A &M) 
21-16 

KQWB -Fargo 

NONE 

* ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RSO) 22-17 

* MATHIS &WILLIAMS-Too M uch, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 25-20 

Northeast Region 

TOP ADD ONS 

ABBA -Take A Chance On Me (Atlantic) 

JEFFERSON STARSHIP -Count On Me (Grunt) 

BONNIE TYLER -II's A Heartache (RCA) 

* PRIME MOVERS: 

MATHIS & WILLIAMS -Too Much, Too Little, 

loo Late (Columbia) 

CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good (AGM) 

WINGS -With A Little Luck (Captiol( 

BREAKOUTS: 

ANDY GIBB- Shadow Dancing (RSO) 

SWEET -Love Is Like Oxygen (Capitol) 

BILLY JOEL -Movió Out (Columbia) 

WABC -New York 

JEFFERSON STARSHIP -Count On Me 
(Grunt) 

CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good (A &M ) 

* WINGS -WithA Little Luck (Capitol) 14-7 

* MATHIS & WILLIAMS -Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 13-9 

99-8-New York 

CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good (A &M) 

CHICAGO -Take Me Back To Chicago 
(Columbia) 

D* PETER BROWN -Dance With Me (Drive)15- 
6 

* BILLY JOEL-Only The Good Die Young 
(Columbia) 18-9 

WPTR-Albany 

WET WIWE-Make You Feel love Again 
(Epic) 

ABBA -Take A Chance On Me (Atlantic) 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 14 -3 

* CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good (A &M) 
188 

WIRY- Albany 

ROBERT PALMER-Every Kinda People 
(Island) 

SEALS &CROFTS -You're The Love (WB) 

* MATHIS & WILLIAMS -Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 29-19 

* CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good (A &M) 
6 -1 

WKBW -Buffalo 

SWEET -Love Is Like Oxygen (Capitol) 

ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RSO) 

* BILLY JOEL-Movin' Out (Columbia) 28-22 

* MEATLOAF- TwoOut Of Three Ain't Bad 
(Cleveland International) 14 -10 

WYSL -Buffalo 

ELTON JOHN-Ego (MCA) 

SPYRO GYRA -Shaker Song (Amherst) 

* GENESIS -Follow You, Follow Me (Atlantic) 
18.13 

* PLAYER -This Time I'm In It For Love (RSO) 
24-19 

WBBF -Rochester 

CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good (A &M) 

ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RSO) 

* TRAM MPS-Disco Inferno(Atlantic) 16 -12 

* KC& THE SUNSHINE BAND - Boogie Shoes 
(TK)20.16 

WRKO -Boston 

BONNIE TYLER -It'sA Heartache (RCA) 

ABBA -TakeA Chance On Me (Atlantic) 

* ANDY GIBB-Shadow Dancing(RSO)21.14 

* CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels SoGood(A &M) 
127 

WBZ- FM- Boston 

QUEEN- It's Late (Elektra) 

LITTLE FEAT -Oh Atlanta (WB) 

* NONE 

* 

F -105 (WVBF)- Boston 

EDDIE MONEY -Baby Hold On (Columbia) 

LINDA RONSTADT-Tumbling Dice 
(Asylum) 

* NONE 

* 
WDRC -Hartford 

CARLY SIMON-You Belong To Me (Elektra) 

GEORGE BENSON-On Broadway (WB) 

* MATHIS & WILLIAMS -Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 13-5 

* WARREN ZEVON- Werewolves Of London 
(Elektra) 28 -21 

WPRO (AM)- Providence 

MICHAEL JOHNSON- Bluer Than Blue 
(EMI) 

MEAT LOAF-Two Out Of Three Ain't Bad 
(Cleveland International) 

* MATHIS &WILLIAMS -Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late(Columbia) 25 -18 

* SWEET -Love Is Like Oxygen (Capitol) HB- 

28 

WPRO -FM- Providence 

GERRY RAFFERTY-Baker Street (UA) 

QUEEN-It's Late (Elektra) 

* SWEET- Love Is Like Oxygen (Capitol) 11 -9 

* ROBERTA FLACK- Closer I Get To You 
(Atlantic) 13-8 

WICC -Bridgeport 

HEATWAVE -The Groove Line (Epic) 

BARRY MANILOW -Even Now (Arista) 

* PARLIAMENT -Flashlight (Casablanca)17- 
12 

* ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RSO) 24 -20 

Mid- ANantic Region 

TOP ADD ONS: 

HEATWAVE -The Groove Line (Epic) 

O'MYS -Osta Be My Girl (Philadelphia 

International) 

BILLYJOEL -Movió Out (Columbia) 

* PRIME MOVERS: 

ANDY GIBB- Shadow Dancing (RSO) 

WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 

TRAVOLTA & NEWTON -JOHN- You're The One 

That I Want (RSO) 

BREAKOUTS: 

CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good (ABM) 
WARREN ZEVON -Werewolves Of London 

(Elektra) 

TRAMMPS -Disco Inferno (Atlantic) 

WEIL- Philadelphia 

D. DIANA ROSS -You Got It (Motown) 

SEALS & CROFTS- You're The Love (WB) 

* BARRY MANILOW -Even Now(Arista) HB- 
14 

* PLAYER -This Time I'm In It For Love (RSO) 

18 -12 

WZZD- Philadelphia 

DOUCHETTE -Mama Let Him Play 
(Mushroom) 

ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RSO) 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 26-14 

* GENE COTTON-Before My Heart Finds Out 
(Ariola) 21 -15 

WIFI -FM -Philadelphia 

EDDIE MONEY -Baby Hold On (Columbia) 

D PETER BROWN -Dance With Me (Drive) 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 21-11 

* TRAMMPS -Disco Inferno (Atlantic)16 -10 

WPGC -Washington 

BILLY JOEL-Movin' Out (Columbia) 

O'IAYS -Usta Be My Girl (Philadelphia 
International) 

* TRAVOLTA & NEWTON-JOHN-You're The 

One That I Want (RSO) 15-8 

* BONNIE TYLER-It'sAHeartache(RCA)25- 
19 

WGH- Norfolk 

NO LIST 

* 

* 

WCAO- Baltimore 

BARRYMANILOW- EvenNow(Arista) 

HEATWAVE- The Groove Line (Epic) 

* ANDYGIBB -Shadow Dancing(RSO)23 -9 

* WARREN ZEVON -Werewolves Of London 
(Elektra) 14 -5 

WYRE -Annapolis 

GERRY RAFFERTY-Baker Street (UA) 

ABBA-Take A Chance On Me (Atlantic) 

* ANDY GIBB-Shadow Dancing (RSO) 21 -13 

* TRAVOLTA& NEWTON- JOHN -You're The 

One That I Want (RSO) 24.19 

WLEE- Richmond 

BONNIE TYLER -It'sA Heartache (RCA) 

TRAMMPS -Disco Inferno (Atlantic) 

* ANDY GIBB-Shadow Dancing (RSO) 21-10 

* CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good (A &M) 
23-12 

WRVQ -Richmond 

BARRY MANILOW -Even Now (Arista) 

H EATWAVE -The Groove Line (Epic) 

* TRAVOLTA & NEWTON-JOHN- You're The 
One That I Want (RSO) 11-7 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 12-8 

Southeast Region 

TOP ADD ONS: 

O'JAYS -Usta Be My Girl (Philadelphia 
International) 

KC & THE SUNSHINE BAND -It's The Same Old 

Song (TK) 

GERRY RAFFERTY -Baker Street (UA) 

* PRIME MOVERS 

ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (R50) 
WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 
TRAVOLTA & NEWTON- JOHN -You're The One 

That I Want (RSO) 

BREAKOUTS: 

BONNIE TYLER -It's A Heartache (RCA) 

MATHIS B WILLIAMS-Too Much, Too Little. 

Too Late (Columbia) 

HEATWAVE -The Groove Line (Epic) 

WQXI -Atlanta 

MICHAEL JOHNSON -Bluer Than Blue 
(EMI) 

JIMMY BUFFETT- Cheeseburgerin 
Paradise (ABC) 

* ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RSO) 29 -19 

* BONNIE TYLER- It'sA Heartache (RCA) 17- 
11 

Z -93 (WZGC -FM)- Atlanta 

BILLY JOEL-Movin' Out (Columbia) 

0 'JAYS- UstaBe My Girl (Philadelphia 
International) 

* BONNIE TYLER-It'sA Heartache (RCA)21- 
14 

* DOLLY PARTON -Two Doors Down (RCA) 
28 -21 

WBBQ -Augusta 

BILLYJOEL- Movin' Out (Columbia) 

0 'JAYS -Usta Be My Girl (Philadelphia 
International) 

* ANDY GIBB-Shadow Dancing (RSO) 17 -10 

* SWEET -Love Is Like Oxygen (Capitol) 28- 
25 

WFOM- Atlanta 

GENESIS -Follow You, Follow Me (Atlantic) 

0 'JAYS -Usta Be My Girl (Philadelphia 
International) 

* TRAVOLTA & NEWTON-JOHN-You're The 

One That I Want (RSO) 13-8 

* ANDYGIBB- ShadowDancing(RSO) 25 -20 

WSGA- Savannah 

GERRY RAFFERTY -Baker Street (UA) 

ERIC CLAPTON -Wonderful Tonight (RSO) 

* ANDY GIBB -Shadow Dancing (RSO) 18-10 

* MATHIS & WILLIAMS -Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 19 -11 

WFLB- Fayetteville 

ROBERT PALMER-Every Kinds People 
(Island) 

MEAT LOAF -Two Out Of Three Ain't Bad 
(Cleveland International) 

* HEATWAVE -The Groove Line (Epic) 21.12 

* TRAVOLTA & NEWTON-JOHN-You're The 
One That I Want (RS0)15 -11 

WQAM- Miami 

* YVONNE ELLIMAN-If t Can't Have You 

(RSO) 11-6 

* GEORGE BENSON -On Broadway (WB)19- 
15 

WMJX (96X) -Miami 

SEALS & CROFTS-You're The Love (WB) 

KC &THE SUNSHINE BAND -It's The Same 
Old Song (TK) 

* BARRY MANILOW-Copacabana (Arista) 
30 -20 

* ANDYGIBB-Shadow Dancing (RSO) 17-8 

Y -100 (WHYI.FM)-Miami 

ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION- Imaginary 
Lover (Polydor) 

KC& THE SUNSHINEBAND- It's The Same 

Old Song (TB) 

* ANDY GIBB-Shadow Dancing (RS0)20-10 

* ROBERTA FLACK-Closer I Get To You 

(Atlantic) 16-8 

WLOF- Orlando 

MICHAELJOHNSON-Bluer Than Blue 
(EMI) 

MEAT LOAF-Two Out Of Three Ain't Bad 
(Cleveland International) 

* TRAVOLTA & NEWTON-JOHN-You're The 

One That I Want (RSO) 23.12 

* TRAMMPS -Disco Inferno (Atlantic) 26.15 

Q -105 (WRBQ -FM) -Tampa 

JIMMY BUFFETT- Cheeseburgerin 
Paradise (ABC) 

TRAM M PS-Disco Inferno (Atlantic) 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 14-10 

* CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good (A &M) 
22 -18 

01.105 (WBJW -FM)- Orlando 

MICHAELJOHNSON -Bluer Than Blue 
(EMI) 

KC& THE SUNSHINE BAND -It's The Same 
Old Song (TK) 

* ANDREW GOLD-Thank You For Being A 

Friend (Asylum) 14 -8 

* TRAVOLTA & NEWTON -JOHN- You're The 

One That I Want (RSO) 159 

WQPD - Lakeland 

MEAT LOAF-Two Out Of Three Ain't Bad 
(Cleveland International) 

CARLYSIMON -You Belong To Me (E)ektra) 

* LEIF GARRETT-The Wanderer (Atlantic) 
30-9 

* ANDY GIBB - Shadow Dancing (RSO) 29.10 

WMFJ- Daytona Beach 

BARRY WHITE-Oh What A Night For 

Dancing (20th) 

LOVE & KISSES -Thank God It's Friday 
(Casablanca) 

* MATHIS & WILLIAMS -Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 32-22 

* ANDY GIBB-Shadow Dancing (RSO) 22-17 

WAPE -Jacksonville 

JIMMY BUFFETT- Cheeseburgerin 
Paradise (ABC) 

BILLY JO ROYAL -Under The Boardwalk 
(Private Stock) 

* BONNIE TYLER -It'sA Heartache (RCA) 
HB-14 

* BILLYJOEL- Movin' Out (Col umbia)HO.17 

WAYS -Charlotte 

CARLY SIMON-You Belong To Me (Elektra) 

HEATWAVE -The Groove Line (Epic) 

* TRAVOLTA & NEWTON -JOHN- You're The 

One That I Want (RSO) 14-9 

* ANDY GIBB-Shadow Dancing (RSO) 10 -4 

WKIX - Raleigh 

HEATWAVE -The Groove Line (Epic) 

BARRYMANILOW -Even Now (Arista) 

* CARLYSIMON -You Belong To Me (Elektra) 
HB-25 

* EDDIE MONEY -Baby Hold On (Columbia) 
Hß-29 

WTOB- Winston -Salem 

GERRY RAFFERTY-Baker Street (UA) 

ABBA -Take A Chance On Me (Atlantic) 

* TRAVOLTA & NEWTON -JOHN- You're The 

One That I Want (RSO) 19 -12 

* CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good (A &M) 
6.1 

WIMA- Charleston 

RODSTEWART -I Was Only Joking (WB) 

BARRY MANILOW -Even Now (Arista) 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 10.5 

* MEAT LOAF -Two Out Of Three Ain't Bad 
(Cleveland International) 13.10 

WORD- Spartanburg 

GENESIS -Follow You, Follow Me (Atlantic) 

ROD STEWART-I Was Only Joking (WB) 

* STEELY DAN -Deacon Blues (ABC) 25 -15 

* MARY MACGREGOR -I've Never Been To 

Me (Ariola) 23 -14 

WLAC - Nashville 

HEATWAVE -The Groove Line (Epic) 

ISLE( BROTHERS -Take Me To The Next 
Faze (T -Neck) 

* GEORGE BENSON- 0 n Broadway (WB) 16- 

5 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 21-11 

KKK -Nashville 

GERRY RAFFERTY -Baker Street (UA) 

STEELY DAN -Deacon Blues (ABC) 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 17.10 

* JEFFERSON STARSHIP -Count On Me 

(Grunt) 14.8 

WHBQ- Memphis 

O'JAYS -Usta Be My Girl (Philadelphia 
International) 

FRANKIE VALLI- Grease (RSO) 

* ANDY GIBB- Shadow Dancing(RSO) 30-21 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 15 -8 

WMPS- Memphis 

NO LIST 

* 

* 
NW- Knoxville 

GERRY RAFFERTY-Baker Street; UA) 

PAUL DAVIS-Darl in' (Bang) 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capitol) 17 -7 

* WARREN ZEVON -Werewolves Of London 
(Elektra) 18-8 

WGOW- Chattanooga 

JIMMY BUFFETT- Cheeseburger n 

Paradise (ABC) 

BARRY MANILOW -Even Now (Arista) 

* WARREN ZEVON -Werewolves Of _ondon 
(Elektra) 22 -15 

* WINGS -With A Little Luck (Capital) 19-13 

WERC -Birmingham 

OJAYS-Uota Be My Girt (Philadethia 
International) 

MEAT LOAF-Two 0 ut Three Ain't Bad 
(Cleveland International) 

* TRAVOLTA & NEWTON- JOHN -You're The 

One That I Want (RSO) 13-4 

* MATHIS & WILLIAMS-Too Much, Too Little, 
Too Late (Columbia) 27 -19 

WSGN- Birmingham 

BARRY MANILOW -Even Now (Arista) 

ABBA- TakeAChanceOnMe(Atlaatic) 

* ANDYGIBB -Shadow Dancing(RSO)26.17 

* STEELY DAN-Deacon Blues (ABC) 27.13 

WHHY- Montgomery 

GERRY RAFFERTY-Baker Street (UA) 

MICHAELJOHNSON -Bluer Than Bue 
(EMI) 

* ANDREW GOLD-Never Let Her Slip Away 
(Asylum) 16 -8 

* MEAT LOAF -Two Out Of Three Ain't Bad 
(Cleveland International) 21-15 

KMY- Little Rock 

WARREN ZEVON -Werewolves Of London 
(Elektra) 

D BEE GEES -More Than A Woman (REO) 

* CHUCK MANGIONE -Feels So Good :A &M) 
14-8 

* ROBERTA FLACK-Closer I Get To You 

(Atlantic) 15 -10 
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Billboard Album Radio Action 
Ploylist Top Ad Ons Top Requests/Airplay * Regional Breakouts & National Breakouts 

Top Add Ons- National 
MARSHALL TUCKER BAND- Together Forever (Capricorn) 

U.K. -(Polydor) 
ALVIN LEE -Rocket Fuel Ten Years Later (RSO) 

THE BAND -The Last Waltz (W.B.) 

ADD ONS -The four key prod- 
ucts added at the radio stations 
listed; as determined by station 
personnel. 
TOP REQUESTS /AIRPLAY- 
The four products registering 
the greatest listener requests 
and airplay; as determined by 
stat on personnel. 
BREAKOUTS- Billboard Chart 
Dept. summary of Add Ons and 
Requests /Airplay information 
to reflect greatest product ac 
tivity at regional and national 
levels. 

Western Region 

TOP ADD ONS: 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND- Toget her Forever 

(Capricorn) 

LES DUDEK -Ghost Town Parade (Columbia) 

ALVIN LEE -Rocket Fuel Ten Years Later (RSO 

U.N. -(Polydor) 

*TOP REQUEST /AIRPLAY 
ELVIS COSTELLO -This Years Model 

(Columbia) 

GENESIS -And Then There Were Three 

(Mantic) 
HEART- Magazine (Mushroom) 

THE BAND-The Last Waltz (W.B.) 

BREAKOUTS: 
BEN SIDREN -A Little Kiss In The Night 

(Arista) 

CLIMAX BLUES BAND -Shine On (Sire) 

SAIL- (Cream) 

STRAWBS- Deadlines (Arista) 

KSAN -FM -San Francisco (Bannie Simmons) 

U.K.- (Polydur) 

ALPHA BAND -The Statuemakers Of Hollywood 
(Arista) 

BEN SIDRAN -A little Kiss In The Night (Arista) 

* THE BAND -The Last Waltz(W.B.) 

* ELVIS COSTELLO- This Years Model (Columbia) 

* NICK LOWE -Pure Pop For Now People (Columbia) 

* PATTI SMITH GROUP- Easter (Arista) 

KWST- FM- Los Angeles (Charlie Kendall) 

RAINBOW -Long Live Rock 'N' Roll (Polydor) 

LES DUDEK -Ghost Town Parade (Columbia) 

* ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION-Champagne Jam 

(Polydor:' 

* REOSPEEDWAGON -you Can Tune A Piano But 

You Can't Tuna Fish (Epic) 

* VAN HALER- (W.B.) 

* JOURNEY- Infinity (Columbia) 

KPRI-FM -San Diego (Cecile) 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND- TogetherForever 
(Capricorn) 

JOHN MILES -Zaragon (Arista) 

STRAWBS-Deadlines (kista) 
TODDRUNDGREN -The Hermit Of Mink Hollow 
(Bearsville) 

LES DUDEK-Ghost Town Parade (Columbia) 

STEVE HAC,KETT- Please Don't Touch (Chrysalis) 

* GEORGE BENSON- Weekend In L.A. (W.8.) 

* WINGS -London Town (Capitol) 

* GENESIS -And Then There Were Three(Atlantic) 

* WARREN ZEVON-Excitable Boy (Asylum) 

KOME -FM -San lose (Dana lang) 

MARSIMLL TUCKER BAND-Together Forever 

(Capricorn) 

IRRE EARTH -Band Together (Prodigal) 

SNAIL -(Ceam) 

* GENESIS -And Then There Were Three (Atlantic) 

* WARREN ZEVON- Excitable Boy (Asylum) 

* MN BURT-New Boots And Panties(Asylum) 

* HEART -Magazine (Mushroom) 

KZAP- FM- Sacra'nento (Bruce Meier) 

KFM LAM - Denver (Randy Sutton) 

* 
* 

* 

* 

CLIMAX BLUES BAND- ShineOn (Sire) 

STRAWBS- Deadlines (Arista) 

WILLIE NELSON- Stardust (Columbia) 

LES DUDEK -Ghost Town Parade (Columbia) 

JIMMY BUFFETT -Son Of A Son Of A Sailor (ABC) 

WINGS -London Town (Capitol) 

FM /ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK -(MCA) 

THE BAND -The Last Waltz (W.B.) 

KZEL-FM- Eugene (Stan Garrett) 

PAUL HORN -A Dream (Mushroom) 

ALVIN LEE -Rocket Fuel Ten Years Later (RSO) 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAN-Together Forever 

(Capricorn) 

PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE -Just Fly (RCA) 

TELEVISION- Adventure (Elektra) 

ARETHA FRANKLIN-Almighty Fire (Atlantic) 

* ELVIS COSTELLO-This Years Model (Columbia) 

* JACKSON BROWNE- RunningOn Empty (Asylum) 

* JIM MYBUFFETT -Son Of A Son Of A Sailor (ABC) 

* HEART -Magazine (Mushroom) 

KZOK -FM- Seattle (Mavis Markoff) 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND-Together Forever 

(Capricorn) 

LES DUDEK -Ghost Town Parade (Columbia) 

ALVIN LEE-Rocket Fuel Ten Years Later (RSO) 

TODD RUNDGREN -The Hermit Of Mink Hollow 

(Bearsville) 

SNAIL- (Cream) 

ROBERT PALMER- Double Fun (Island) 

* HEART -Magazine (Mushroom) 

* KANSAS -Point Of Know Return (Kirshner) 

* KARLA BONOFF- (Columbia) 

* JACKSON BROWNE -Running On Empty (Asylum) 

Southwest Region 

TOP ADD ONS: 
STEVE HACKETT- Please Don't Touch 

(Chrysalis) 

CARLY SIMON -Boys In The Trees (Elektra) 

U.K. -(Polydor) 
TODD RUNDGREN -The Hermit Of Mink 

Hollow (Bearsville) 

*TOP REQUEST /AIRPLAY: 
JEFFERSON STARSHIP -Earth (Grunt) 

GENESIS -And Then There Were Three 

(Atlantic) 

WINGS- London Town (Capitol) 

FM /ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK -(MCA) 

BREAKOUTS: 
PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE -lust Fly (RCA) 

GERRY RAFFERTY -City To City (United Art ists 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND- Together Forever 

(Capricorn) 

ALUN CLARKE -I Wasn't Born Yesterday 

(Atlantic) 

KZEW -FM- Dallas (Bob Shannon) 

SEALS &CROFTS- Takin' lt Easy (W.B.) 

ALLAN CLARKE -1 Wasn't Bom Yesterday 
(Atlantic) 

AIRWAVES-New Day (A&M ) 

BILLY FALCON- (UnitedArtists) 

U.K. -(Polydor) 

THE TIM WEISBERG BAND -Rota t ions (Un ited 
Artists) 

* WINGS -London Town (Capitol) 

* JEFFERSON STARSHIP -Earth (Grunt) 

* JOURNEY -Infinity(Columbia) 

K FWD-FM -Dallas /Ft. Worth (Tim Spencer) 

NO REPORT 

* 
* 
* 
* 

KLOlfM- Houston (Jackie McCauley) 

ME BAND-The Last Waltz (W.B.) 

ALVIN LEE -Rocket Fuel Ten Years Later (RSO) 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND-Together Forever 

(Capricorn) 

CLIMAX BLUES BAND -Shine On (Sire) 

BENSIDREM -A Little Kiss ln The Night (Arista) 

U.K. -(Polydor) 

* FM /ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK -(MCA) 

* GENESIS -And Then There Were Three (Atlantic) 

* JEFFERSON STARSHIP -Eart h (Grunt) 

* ELVIS COSTELLO-This Years Model (Columbia) 

GENE COTTON -Save The Dancer (Arida) 

STEVE HACKETT- Please Don't Touch (Chrysalis) 

* FM/ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK -(MCA) 

* PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE -Just Fly (RCA) 

* JEFFERSON STARSHIP -Earth (Grunt) 

* GENESIS -And Then There Were Three (Atlantic) 

Based on station playlist through Wednesday (5/3/78) 

Top Requests/Airplay-National 
GENESIS -And Then There Were Three (Atlantic) 
JEFFERSON STARSHIP -Earth (Grunt) 
THE BAND -The Last Waltz (W.B.) 

ELVIS COSTELLO -This Years Model (Columbia) 

KLEI -FM- Austin (Steve Smith) WAMS -FM- Cleveland (John Gorman) 

National Breakouts 
TELEVISION- Adventure (Elektra) 

PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE -Just Fly (RCA) 

ALLAN CLARKE -I Wasn't Born Yesterday (Atlantic) 
FM /ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK -(MCA) 

WAIV- FM- Jadwnville (Jamie Brooks) 

PURE PRIURIE LEAGUE-Just Fly (RCA) 

JOHN MILES -Zaragon (Arista) 

CARLY SIMON- Boysln The Trees (Elektra) 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND- Together Forever 
(Capricorn) 

STEVE HACKETT -Please Don't Touch (Chrysalis) 

U.K. (Polydor) 

* GENESIS -And Then There Were Three (Atlantic) 

* ELVIS COSTELLO- This Years Model (Radar 

import) 

* LITTLE FEAT -Waiting For Columbus (W.B.) 

* GARLAND JEFFREYS- One-Eyed Jack (A &M) 

WRNO -FM -New Orleans (Samba) 

CARLY SIMON- BeysIn The Trees (Elektra) 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND-Together Forever 

(Capricorn) 

GUMS BLUES BAND -Shine On (Sire) 

GERRYRAFFERTY -City To City (United Artists) 

GARIANDJEFFREYS -One -Eyed Jack (A &M) 

TODD RUNDGREN- The Hermit Of Mink Hollow 
(Bearsville) 

* WINGS -London Town (Capitol) 

* JEFFERSON STARSHIP -Earth (Grunt) 

* SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER /ORIGINAL 

SOUNDTRACK -(RSO) 

* EDDIEMONEY- (Columbia 

KY102- FM- Kansas City (Max Floyd) 

LES DUDEK-Ghost Town Parade (Columbia) 

TODD RUNDGREN -The Hermit Of Mink Hollow 

(Bearsville) 

CARLY SIMON- Boysln The Trees (Elektra) 

STEVE HACKETT-Please Don't Touch (Chrysalis) 

MEATLOAF-BatOut 01 Hell (Epic/Cleveland 
Int'I.) 

* REO SPEEDWAGON -You Can Tune A Piano But 

You Can't Tuna Fish (Epic) 

* GERRY RAFFERTY-City To City (United Artists) 

* FM /ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK -(MCA) 

* GENESIS -And Then There Were Three (Atlantic) 

Midwest Region 

TOP ADD ONS: 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND- Together Forever 

(Capricorn) 

ALVIN LEE- Rocket Fuel Ten Years Later (RSO ) 

THE BAND -Tm Last Waltz (W.B.) 

RAINBOW -Long Live Rock 'N' Roll (Polydor) 

*TOP REQUEST /AIRPLAY: 

REO SPEEDWAGON -You Can Tune A Piano 

But You Can't Tuna Fish (Epic) 

WINGS- London Town (Capitol) 

JEFFERSON STARSHIP -Earth (Grunt) 

JOURNEY- Infinity (Columbia) 

BREAKOUTS: 

GERRY RAFFERTY -City To City (United Artists) 

CHARLIE -Lines (Janus) 

FM /ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK -(MCA) 
TELEVISION- Adventure (Elektra) 

WWWW -FM- Detroit (Joe Urbiel) 

GERRY RAFFERTY -City To City (United Artists) 

CHARUE -Lines (Janus) 

* JACKSON BROWNE-Running OnEmpty(Asylum) 

* STYX -The Grand Illusion (A &M) 

* ERIC CLAPTON- Slowhand(RSO) 

* JEFFERSON STARSHI P -Earth (Grunt) 

WXRT -FM- Chicago (Bob Gelms) 

TODDRUNDGREN -The Hermit Of Mink Hollow 
(Bearsville) 

FM /ORIGINALSOUNDTRACK -(MCA) 

THE BAND -The Last Waltz (W.B.) 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND-Together Forever 

(Capricorn) 

ALVIN LEE-Rocket Fuel Ten Years Later (RSO) 

TELEVISION -Adventures (Elektra) 

* WARREN ZEVON-Excita ble Boy (Asylum) 

* CHARLIE -Lines (Janus) 

* ROBERT PALMER -Double Fun (Island) 

* ELVIS COSTELLO-This Years Model (Columbia) 

WLVQ- FM- Columbus (Steve Runner) 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND -Together Forever 

(Capricorn) 

RAINBOW -long Live Rock 'N' Roll (Polydur) 

* JACKSON BROWNE-Running On Empty (Asylum) 

* WINGS -London Town (Capitol) 

* REOSPEEDWAGON -You Can Tune A Piano But 
You Can't Tuna Fish (Epic) 

* JOURNEY -Infinity (Columbia) 

RICHARD TORRANCE- Dougle Take (Capitol) 

WE EARTH -Band Together (Prodigal) 

RICHIE FURAY -Dance A Little Light (Asylum) 

FLAME -(RCA) 

USA BURNS -(MCA) 

ALVIN LEE-Roc ket Fuel Ten Years Later (RSO) 

* GENESIS-And Then There Were Three(Atlantic) 

* JEFFERSON STARSHIP -Earth (Grunt) 

* FM /ORIGINALSOUNDTRACK -(MCA) 

* HEART -Magazine (Mushroom) 

WYDD -FM- Pittsburgh (Steve Downs) 

NO ADDS 

* JEFFERSON STARSHIP -Earth (Grunt) 

* WINGS -London Town (Capitol) 

* ERIC CLAPTON- Slowhand (RSO) 

* CARLY SIMON-Boys In The Trees (Elektra) 

WQF M -FM- Milwaukee (Lim Roherb) 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND-Together Forever 
(Capricorn) 

ALVIN LEE -Rocket Fuel Ten Years Later (RSO) 

U.K. -(Polydor) 

ALLANCLARKE -I Wasn't Born Yesterday 
(Atlantic) 

PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE -Just Fly (RCA) 

* HEART -Magazine (Mushroom) 

* REO SPEEDWAGON-You Can Tune A Piano But 
You Can't Tuna Fish (Epic) 

* WINGS- London Town (Capitol) 

* JETHROTULL-Heavy Horses (Chrysalis) 

KSHE -FM -SL Louis (Ted Haebech) 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND-Together Forever 
(Capricorn) 

ALVIN LEE -Rocket Fuel Ten Years Later (RSO) 

THE BAND -The Last Waltz (W.B.) 

* GERRY RAFFERTY-City To City (United Artists) 

* REOSPEEDWAGON -You Can Tune A Piano But 
You Can't Tuna Fish (Epic) 

* JOURNEY -Infinity (Columbia) 

* HEAD EAST -(A &M) 

Southeast Region 

TOP ADD ONS: 
MARSHALL TUCKER BAND- Together Forever 

(Capricorn) 

STEVE HACKETT- Please Don't Touch 

(Chrysalis) 

TODD RUNDGREN -The Hermit Of Mink 

Hollow (Bearsville) 
THE BAND -The last Waltz (W.B.) 

*TOP REQUEST /AIRPLAY: 
JEFFERSON SHIP -Earth (Grunt) 

ERIC CLAPTON -Slowhand (RSO) 

ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION- Champagne lare 

(Polydor) 

EDDIE MONEY -(Columbia) 

BREAKOUTS: 

ELVIS COSTELLO -This Years Model 

(Columbia) 

CLIMAX BLUES BAND -Shine On (Sire) 

AIRWAVES -New Day (A &M) 

FM /ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK -(MCA) 

WKLS-FM-Atlanta (Keith Allen) 

* 
* 

STEVEHACKETT- Please Don't Touch (Chrysalis) 

JEFFERSON STARSHIP -Earth (Grunt) 

ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION- Champagne Jam 

(Polydor) 

* WINGS- London Town (Capitol) 

* ERIC CLAPTON-Slowhand (RSO) 

WRQX.FM- Washington (Phil de Marne) 

* 

* 
* 
* 

NO REPORT 

THE BAND-The Last Waltz (W.B.) 

RICHIE FU RAY- DanceA Little Light (Asylum) 

TODD RUNDGREN -The Hermit Of Mink Hollow 

(Bearsville) 

STEVEHACKETT- Please Don't Touch (Chrysalis) 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND- Togetherforever 
(Capricorn) 

* JEFFERSON STARSHIP -Ea rth (Grunt) 

* JACKSON BROWNE-Running On Empty (Asylum) 

* EDDIE MONEY-(Columbia) 

* ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION- Champagne lam 
(Polydor) 

WINZ -FM -Miami (David Sousa) 

PURE PRMRIE LEAGUE-Just Fly (RCA) 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND -TogetherForever 
(Capricorn) 

* JIMMY BUFFETT-Son Of A Son Of A Sailor (ABC) 

* LITTLE FEAT-Wait ng For Columbus (W.B.) 

* JETHRO TULL-Heavy Horses(Chrysalis) 

* CARLYSIMON-VoyslnThe Trees (Elektra) 

WQSR-FM -Tampa (Steve Huntinglon) 

THE BAND-The Last Waltz (W.B.) 

TODD RUNDGIEN -The Hermit Of Mink Hollow 

(Bea myrtle) 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND-Together Forever 
(Capricorn) 

RINGO STARR -Bad Boy (Portrait) 

B.B. KING-Midnight Believer (ABC) 

CLIMAX BLUES BAND- ShineOn(Sire) 

* JIMMY BUFFETT-Son Of A Son Of A Sailor (ABC) 

* JOHN HALL -(Asylum) 

* ELVIS C OSTELLO-This Ye ars M odel (Columbia) 

* DICKEY BETTS& GREAT SOUIHERN- Atlantá s 

Burning Down (Capricorn) 

WKTK- FM- Baltimore (Lou Krieger) 

FM/ORIGINAL SOUNDTRMCK -(MCA) 

IAN THOMAS BAND -Still Here (Atlantic) 

ELVIS COSTELLO-This Years Model (Columbia) 

AIRWAVES -New Day (MM) 

* ERIC CUPTON- Slowhand (RSO) 

* IEFFERSONSTARSHIP- Earth (Grunt) 

* EDDIE MONEY-(Columbia) 

* ROBERT PALMER - Double Fun (Island) 

Northeast Region 

TOP ADD ONS: 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND -Together Forever 

(Capricorn) 

U.K.- (Polydor) 

RICHIE FUMY-Dance A Little Light (Asylum) 

CARLY SIMON -Boys In The Trees (Elektra) 

*TOP REQUEST /AIRPLAY: 
THE BAND -The Last Waltz (W.B.) 

GENESIS -And Then There Were Three 

(Atlantic) 

ELVIS COSTELLO -This Years Model 

(Columbia) 

WARREN ZEVON- Excitable Boy (Asylum) 

BREAKOUTS: 

DAVID IOHANSEN -(Blue Sky) 

PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE -Just Fly (RCA) 

ALLAN CLARKE -I Wasn't Born Yesterday 

(Atlantic) 

TELEVISION -Adventure (Elektra) 

WNEW -FM -New York (Tom Marrera) 

SPYRO GYRA- (Amherst) 

NATIONAL HEALTH -(Visa) 

WILLIE NELSON -Stardust (Columbia) 

ALLAN CIARKE-I Wasn't Bom Yesterday 

(Atlantic) 

BILL CHINNOCK -Badlands (North Country) 

DAVID JOHANSEN -(B lue Sky) 

* THE BAND -The Last Waltz (W.B.) 

* PATTI SMITH GROUP- Easter(Arista) 

* ELVIS COSTELLO-This Years Model (Columbia) 

* WARREN ZEVON -Excitable Boy (Asylum) 

WCMF- FM- Rochester (Gary RAlippie) 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND-Together Forever 

(Capricorn) 

TELEVISION -Adventure (Elektra) 

DAVIDIOHANSEN -(Blue Sky) 

AIRWAVES-New Day (A&M) 

CARLY SIMON- Boysln The Trees (Elektra) 

GERRY RAFFERTY -City To City (United Artists) 

* WARRENZEVON- Excitable Boy (Asylum) 

* TODD RUNDGREN- The Hermit Of Mink Hollow 

(Bea rsville) 

* VAN HALER -(W.B.) 

* THE BAND -The Last Waltz (W.B.) 

WBAB'FM- Babylon (Bernie Bernard) 

MARSHALL TUCKERBAND- TogetherFerever 
(Capricorn) 

LISA BURNS -(MCA) 

SEALS & CROFTS -Ta kin' It Easy (W.E.) 

ALLAN CLARKE -I Wasn't Born Yesterday 
(Atlantic) 

ALPHA BAND-The Statuemakers OfBollywood 
(Arista) 

GALE FORCE -Gale Force Two (Fantasy) 

* TODD RUNDGREN-The Hermit Of Mink Hollow 

(Bearsville) 

* STEELY DAN-Aja (ABC) 

* EDDIE MONEY- (Columbia) 

* GENESIS -And Then There Were Three (Atlantic) 

WMMR -FM- Philadelphia (Jerry Stereos) 

U1.-(Polydor) 

PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE -Just Fly (RCAr 

TELEVISION- Adventure (Elektra) 

ROBIN WILLIAMSON- (Flying Fish) 

RAINBOW -Long Live Rock 'N' Roll (Pdydor) 

RANDY BACHMAN- Survivor (Polydor) 

* ELVIS COSTELLO- Th is Years Model (Columbia) 

* FM /ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK -(MCA) 

* THE BAND -The Last Waltz (W.B.) 

* JIMMY BUFFETT -Son Of A Son Of A Saior (ABC) 

WGRQ -FM -Buffalo (John Vekhof) 

STEVEHACKETT- Please Don't TouchGluyalis) 

C WAX BLUES BAND -Shine On (Sire) 

RICHIE FORAY -Dance A Little Light (Asylum) 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND-Together Forever 

(Capricorn) 

GENESIS -And Then There Were Three (Atlantic) 

SPYRO GYRA- (Amherst) 

BILLY JOEL -The Stranger (Columbia) 

WINGS- London Town (Capitol) 

WLIR -FM -New York (D. McNamera /L Kleinman) 

SEALS& CROFTS -Takin' It Easy (W.8.) 

PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE -Just Fly (RCA) 

HEART -Magazine (Mushroom) 

THE SUTHERLAND BROTHERS -Down Tc Earth 

(Columbia) 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND -Together Fo-ever 

(Capricorn) 

RAINBOW -Long Live Rock 'N' Roll (Pol ytor) 

* THE BAND -The Last Waltz (W.B.) 

* EDDIE MONEY-(Columbia) 

* HEAD EAST -(A &M) 

* JERRY GARCIA BAND -Cats Under The Stars 
(Arista) 

WYSP -FM- Philadelphia (Stephen Johnson) 

CARLY SIMON-Boys In The Trees (Elektra) 

RICHIEFU RAY -Dance A Little Light (AsyWm) 

U.11-(Polydor) 

* 
* 
* 
* 

WINGS- London Town (Capitol) 

KANSAS -Point Of Know Return (Kirshner. 

STEELY DAN -Aja (ABC) 

ERIC CLAPTON- Slowhand (1250) 

WPLA -FM -New Haven (Gordon Weingarth) 

ALVIN LEE-Rocket Fuel Ten Years Later (FSO) 

ROY BUCHANAN-You're Not Alon e (Atlantic) 

WCHIEFUR .HY- DanceA Little Light (Asylum) 

STARRY BROWN-(Sire) 

MAC McANALLY-No Problem Here (Ariola 

MARIAMULDAUR- Southern Winds (W.B.) 

* JETHRO TULL-Heavy Horses (Chrysalis) 

* JEFFERSON STARSHIP- Earth (Grunt) 

* LITTLE FEAT-Wa it i ng For Columbus (W.B.) 

* MARSHALL TUCKER BAND- Together Forever 
(Capricorn) 

WSAN -FM- Allentown (Rick Haney) 

31I SPECIAL-Special Delivery (A &M) 

UAL- (Polydor) 

CLIMAX BLUES BAND -Shine On (Sire) 

TODDRUNDGREN -The Hermit Of Mink Hol'ow 
(Bea rsville) 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND-Together Forever 

(Capricorn) 

CARLY SIMON- Boysln The Trees (Elektra) 

* GENESIS -And Then There Were Three (Atlantic) 

* CHARLIE -Lines (Janus) 

* JETHRO TULL-Heavy Horses (Chrysalis) 

* BRITISH UONS -(RSO) 

Copyright 1978, Billboard Publi- 
cations, Inc. No part of this publi- 
cation may be reproduced, stored 
in a retrieval system, or trans- 
mitted, in any form or by any 
means, electronic, mechanical, 
photocopying, recording, or oth- 
erwise, without the prior written 
permission of the publisher. 
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THE ALBUNI IS BRILLIA \'I' 
WITII WARM SONGS TO HOT! 

Off 

t. 1978 CAPITOL RECORDS. INC. 

girliteStovAle) 

Produced by leim Fowley and Nick DeCaro for 
The Entertainment Cotipauy 

Executive Producer: Charles Koppeluran 
Management: Jeff aald 

Album SW-11759 59 
Single 4555 
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It's an unmistakable sounc. Aretha Franklin 
is orobably the most cistinctive anc feel ingful 

singer in all of music. Curtis Mayfield's 
Hair for working with great voices 

is a signature in itself. 

`Almighty Fire" is the second 
collaboration between Aretha and Curtis. 
Their music from the film "Sparkle "earned 
them a gold LP. Now, for the first time, an 
album that's first and foremost an album 

from Aretha, produced by Curtis. 

"ALMIGHTY FIRE" 
ON ATLANTIC RECORDS AND TAPES. 

r ® 
INCLUDES NEW SINGLE `ALMIGHTY FIRE "3468 
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Rodio-TV Pro9rommin9 
ABC's Shaw Predicts Less 
Drive Time Music In Sight 

By DOUG HALL 
NEW YORK -Less music and 

more news and information on FM 
radio drive time is the prediction of 
ABC -owned FM stations president 
Allen Shaw. 

Shaw made the prediction in re- 
marks before a group of students in 
broadcasting at the Univ. of North 
Carolina Wednesday (26) as he ex- 
plained that FM stations must move 
in this direction to "lure listeners 
away from established AM sta- 
tions." 

He added, "Our FM stations are 
playing less music in the morning 
and are tending to air more service 
features such as traffic and weather 
reports, time checks and expanded 
local and national news coverage." 

Shaw noted that preliminary re- 
search indicates listeners want more 
information and news than music in 
morning drive (5 a.m. to 9 a.m.). 

Shaw also pointed out other 
trends in FM radio, in particular: 
more precise positioning of special- 
ized music formats, and the use of 
sophisticated marketing techniques. 

"The nature of today's FM radio, 
and the radio industry in general, is 
fiercely competitive and highly spe- 
cialized. It is the responsibility of the 
broadcaster to determine the needs 
of the audience in his market -and 
fulfill them," Shaw said. 

He said this can be accomplished 
through research to identify au- 
dience preferences, lifestyles, con- 
sumer patterns and listening habits." 

Shaw said the trend toward more 
precise positioning of specialized 
FM music formats is "an example of 
radio's ability and willingness to 
serve its audience and at the same 
time provide advertisers with a high 
degree of accuracy for reaching spe- 
cific consumers." 

Shaw cited an increase in the use 
of "sophisticated marketing tech- 
niques, including television adver- 
tising, to help 'sell' radio to audience 
and advertisers. 

Again research comes into play. 
Because once we know as much as 
we can about the audience and ad- 
vertisers, we must further determine 
the most effective methods of mar- 
keting the radio product to them." 

He added that stations with top 
research and marketing teams are 
likely to benefit in the competitive 
arena and rank high in the market- 
place. 

Shaw pointed to an FM growth in 
the past eight years that has taken it 
from a 20.1 share of total radio lis- 
tening to a "vibrant and diverse in- 
dustry commanding a 44.6 share." 

New L.A. Format Found 
By `Born Again' KBRT 

Continued from page 6 

approach developed in- house. It will 
blend upbeat religious music with 
well -screened secular hits. 

Although KBRT is programmed 
at KBIG -FM's state -of- the -art facil- 
ities in Los Angeles, the 10,000 -watt 
daytimer is licensed to and broad- 
casts from Catalina Island. Due to 
salt water amplification across the 
26 miles of ocean, its signal can be 
heard clearly along the coastline to 
San Diego as well as throughout 
most of L.A. and Orange counties, 
which contain a population of 
nearly nine million. 

Of these, 21/2 million claim to be 
"born again" Christians, comprising 
a sizable hole in this market served 
by 78 signals, none of which plays 
the type of music projected for the 
reborn outlet by program director 
Gary McCartie, also assistant to 
KBIG -FM operations manager 
Fred Seiden. 

KBRT's former programming was 
provided by Bonneville Broad - 
cásting Consultants. Although the 
syndication firm has been 'Avery sup- 
portive and is behind us all the 
way," McCartie denies the switch 

Mars M ELLOW ROCK Soundhall , Disdains 
Develops 

DefinitKNX ion 
FM 

LOS ANGELES -Many in the ra- 
dio broadcasting industry look to 
KNX -FM p.d. Steve Marshall as the 
founder of the mellow sound, but 
don't look to Marshall for a defini- 
tion of that sound or an indication of 
where the sound is going. 

"We're going where the tides of 
fortune take us," Marshall says with 
a bit of whimsy, but he points out 
that the mellow sound has changed 
greatly since he put it on KNX -FM 
in 1973. "We've been evolving from 
MOR to AOR," he explains. 

"There's a constant refining proc- 
ess," he says. "We add as many as 30 
cuts a week to keep the sound cur- 
rent, not dated." 

Marshall agrees that the nation is 
growing older, but he says. "It is 
growing older in a different way. It is 
growing older with Paul Simon and 
James Taylor. We won't play the 
Mamas and the Papas. They're not 
recording. But we will play Buffalo 
Springfield and the Byrds. They're 
still around." 

For a format that once included 
Frank Sinatra and Nat Cole, Mar- 
shall holds the line today against 
MOR artists. Discussing records the 
station has broken in the past, Mar- 
shall points to hits by Janis Ian, Cap- 
tain & Tennille and Phoebe Snow. 

Another Beatles 
Show Available 

LOS ANGELES -Yet another 
Beatles extravaganza has surfaced to 
help stations ride the current wave of 
foursome nostalgia generated by 
"Beatlemania" and the upcoming 
"Sgt. Pepper" movie. 

O'Connor Creative Services here 
is syndicating "The Beatles -From 
Liverpool To Legend," which covers 
the fab four in 15 hours. 

Firm general manager Steve Ad- 
ler says the program, co- produced 
by RKO Radio, has been placed in 
the top 10 U.S. markets. 

He anticipates it will air on more 
than 250 throughout the year. 

a 
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Soft Voice: Steve Marshall keeps the mellow music moving. 

But he adds, "We wouldn't play 
Captain & Tennille today." 

He also points out the station 
broke "Rhinestone Cowboy," not by 
Glen Campbell, but by Larry Weiss. 

In fact Marshall points but Camp- 
bell gave KNX -FM credit for intro- 
ducing him to the song by their air- 
play of the Weiss version. Since 
Campbell did this on the "Tonight 
Show" it was a nice plug for the sta- 
tion. 

"We don't play Streisand, not 
even `Evergreen' and we're cutting 
back on Neil Diamond," Marshall 
says. 

Last year Marshall began consult- 
ing the other CBS FMs in the for- 
mat. These include WEEI -FM Bos- 
ton; KMOX -FM St. Louis; and 
WBBM -FM Chicago. With a target 
audience of 20 to 40-the core is 25- 
34- Marshall sees the format as an 
alternative to beautiful music, "but 
first and foremost we are a contem- 
porary station." 

Robert Nelson: KNX -FM's topper, 
works with Marshall to coordinate 

all aspects of the station. 

will provide a test run for a projected 
new format for Bonneville. 

"It's a project conceived, pro- 
duced and financed entirely by us," 
McCartie says. "Besides, I'm not 
sure there are that many markets 
which have the numbers to support 
this new format." He cites Atlanta, 
Dallas and Seattle, however, as 
prime candidates, adding that the 
criteria would include track records 
of strong box office support for 
Christian concerts. 

"One thing we looked at here was 
the growing popularity of contem- 
porary Christian concerts at Disney- 
land and Knott's Berry Farm," 
McCartie explains. Both entertain- 
ment parks are located within Or- 
ange County, which he says enjoys 
KBRT's strongest signal and con- 
tains several of the area's most active 
Christian centers. 

Timed to coincide with the first 
day of the new Arbitron rating pe- 
riod, KBRT's new music mix will 
feature three cuts by contemporary 
Christian artists to one secular selec- 
tion, an indication of how McCartie 
intends to go after younger listeners 
(18 -34) than the old KBRT (25 -34). 

"Any message will be found in the 
music," he explains, strongly indi- 
cating his disdain for "religious ra- 
dio," which includes blocked seg- 
ments of preaching or talk. "There 
will be nobody on the air saying 
'You've got to find Jesus!' " 

Instead, McCartie envisions the 
new format as an alternative for 
young, energetics and active Chris- 
tians seeking "an up, positive music 
station." 

It's a concept which was hatched 
in the mind of Jack Adamson, new 
president and general manager of 
both outlets, when he arrived in L.A. 
Feb. 1 to replace Joe Dorton, now 
head of Bonneville's Torbet -Lasker 
agency in New York. 

"Over breakfast that first day, 
Adamson said he wanted to `do 
something' in this market new and 
fresh, but very 'positive,' " McCartie 
says. "We hit on the `born again' 
movement, which some people claim 
will affect one out of three Ameri- 
cans by 1980." 

Besides, nobody wanted to tamper 
with KBIG -FM in any way. Solidly 
entrenched as the area's top outlet, 
the beautiful music station needed 
no help in its computer- assisted op- 
eration, which also employs live 
staff to add personality. 

McCartie says a similar setup will 
be used for the new KBRT format, 
which will use the slogan, "The time 
is right for 'The Brite Life.' " 

Live personalities will be inte- 
grated with computer- assisted pro- 
gramming, similar to the former 
KBRT method. But voice- tracking 
will be added to enable title and art- 
ist identification for every selec- 
tion- something offered by neither 
the old KBRT nor KBIG -FM. 
McCartie himself and KBIG staffer 
Jack Sender will be announcers. 

McCartie also points to the blend- 
ing of Christian and secular artists. 
He will screen the non -religious cuts 
as to lyric content carefully, but also 
will judge them for reflection of a 
"positive tone musically." 

Artists now slated for the playlist 
include Barry Manilow ( "Day- 
break") and the Bee Gees ( "How 
Deep Is Your Love ? "), plus Debby 
Boone, the Boone Sisters, B.J. 
Thomas, Barry McGuire, Andrae 

Crouch, Keith Greene, Karen Laf- 
ferty, Jamie Owens, Messenger, the 
Archers, Wendell Burton and 
Randy Stonehill. 

McCartie stresses the outlet can- 
not be classified as "Jesus rock," 
"gospel" or even "religious." He ex- 
plains that all those buzzwords ap- 
ply more to the very young or, most 
often, the older demographic groups 
interested in Christian program- 
ming. 

"The young Christians, aged 18 

through 34, have never had the op- 
portunity to choose to listen to a ra- 
dio station in this market, or actually 
anywhere else, which addresses itself 
to them specifically," he says. "And 
the unusual thing is that it's enabling 
us to add to our potential adver- 
tisers, rather than subtract or limit as 
some people may suppose." 

He explains that, due to the ab- 
sence of "preaching" or talk ses- 
sions, major advertisers such as air- 
lines will be anxious to tie 
themselves to the upbeat and posi- 
tive image of the music. 

Additionally, the born again la- 
bels and specialty outlets in the area 
will be a bonus. 

"I'm fulfilling a vicarious dream 
of probably hundreds of born again 
Christians in radio," McCartie adds. 
"They're in news, announcing, Top 
40 ... everywhere. But they've never 
had a place to call their own before, 
though I know they've all talked 
about it. I spoke with many of them 
while researching this format." 

McCartie has worked as a news- 
man and play -by -play announcer as 
well as a Top 40 and country DJ at 
KOL and KETO in Seattle and 
KTNT in Tacoma. He came to 
Southern California in 1973 to pro- 
gram KHOF in suburban Glendale. 
a "religious station at which I be- 
came totally frustrated," he says. 
McCartie blames the preaching and 
talk blocks. 

While at KHOF, he began part - 
time with KBIG and KBRT, joining 
full -time when Seiden arrived in 
May 1973. 

"Just as Fred Seiden and Joe Dor- 
ton did when they broke the new 
KBIG format," he concludes, "we 
will not be breaking into a major 
promotional campaign on this until 
late summer -after we've fine -tuned 
the format and have it sounding 
exactly as we want it." 

ABC Sale 
Of KXYZ 
Seen Soon 

NEW YORK - ABC is getting 
close to selling its Houston AM out- 
let KXYZ. The station was originally 
put on the market for $3 million, but 
the eventual buyer will probably 
pay close to $2 million. 

ABC -owned AM station president 
Chuck DeBare says there are several 
interested parties and he expects to 
have a deal wrapped up "in a couple 
of weeks." 

RKO Radio president Dwight 
Case turned down an offer to buy 
the station and DeBare suggests that 
the 5kw station would probably be 
better off with a smaller company. 

DeBare says he is already looking 
for another 50kw in a major market. 

(Continued on page 36) 
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34 Rodio-TV Programming 
LEVITE SPARKS FRICTION 

2 Buffalo Outlets Battling On Air 
As WGR, WBEN Rivalry Grows 

BUFFALO -The rivalry between 
two of this city's radio market's "big 
four" stations -WGR and WBEN - 
has been growing in intensity since 
Larry Levite became WBEN's presi- 

CAYTRONICS 
CLEANS ITS 

PROMO HOUSE 
By AGUSTIN GURZA 

LOS ANGELES - Caytronics 
Corp. has completed a thorough re- 
structuring of its promotion depart- 
ment which included a meticulous 
house -cleaning of its radio service 
system. 

Cesar Ortiz, a native of Colombia 
hired by the firm last October as na- 
tional promotion director, under- 
took the job of renewing the label's 
admittedly outdated radio mailing 
list. 

The result is not more extensive 
service, according to Ortiz, who says 
the new mailing list is actually down 
from a previous high of 1,800 sta- 
tions to about 1,150 now. 

The result, he says, is more effec- 
tive service. The label's product 
now, Ortiz believes, is going to active 
broadcasters and reaching the right 

(Continued on page 77) 

By JIM BAKER 

dent March 1 and now it's the talk of 
the area. 

And some of that talk is spilling 
onto the airwaves. 

As its major current promotion, 
WBEM is giving away a new subur- 
ban $64,000 house and the contest 
has received far more than normal 
response. WGR reacted by pointing 
out, on the air, just how much tax the 
WBEN winner will owe. 

"It's a dramatization," says Larry 
Anderson, WGR program director. 
"It starts out with the winner ex- 
claiming, `I can't believe I won a 
house!' Then there's a knock on the 
door and the voice says, `Excuse me 
sir, I'm from the IRS. You owe us 
$34,000 in income tax.' 

"By the time the winner is done, 
he'll end up paying $44,000 on this 
house," Anderson says, referring to 
the New York state tax and other ex- 
penses. "If he happens to be making 
$10,000 a year, he'll pay a tax on 
nearly $75,000 because of winning 
the house." 

WGR has been pointing this out 
more than occasionally in the on -air 
dramatizations. Levite has labeled 
the action "childish." 

"But I hope they keep doing it," 
the WBEN head quickly adds. 
"They're just calling attention to 
what we're doing. And we're going 
to be running giveaways 12 months 
a year." 

The WGR -WBEN rivalry doesn't 
stop there, either. 

Bill Irwin, station manager of the 
Taft -owned WGR, says Levite tried 
to hire Anderson and WGRQ -FM 
program director Steve Lapa away 
from him. 

"We're the kingpin and he's com- 
ing after everything we've got," Ir- 
win declares. "And I'm not about to 
let him have anything." 

Anderson claims Levite came af- 
ter him with no prior encour- 
agement. "He carne to me twice un- 
solicited," Anderson says. "He told 
me, `I've had plenty of time to think 
about this and I've decided you're 
my man (program director). Let's 
get together.' " 

Anderson says there's no doubt in 
his mind Levite offered him the p.d. 
job. And Irwin says Levite "is pitch- 
ing Steve Lapu to be manager of 
WBEN -FM. 

"I had six weeks to think'about it 
and after 81/2 years at WGR, I'm ex- 
tremely happy here," Anderson 
says. "Things are going so well. This 
may sound corny, but I actually feel 
I'd be betraying the station if I left." 

Levite, by contrast, acknowledges 
he and Anderson talked about the 
WBEN opening, but insists no offer 
was made. Anderson argues: "As far 
as I'm concerned, I was offered the 

(Continued on page 36) 

28 NETWORK TV SHOWS 

Cates Productions Gearing 
Country For Prime Time 

By PAT NELSON 

NASHVILLE- Country music's 
acceptance on the television air- 
waves has grown by leaps and 
bounds during the last few years. 

Networks that once feared low 
ratings from country programming 
have come to realize the staggering 
number of interested prime time 
viewers. 

Joe Cates and Chet Hagen, the ex- 
ecutive producer and producer team 
of Cates Brothers Co. in New York, 
have produced more network prime 
time country music specials than 
anyone in the field- almost always 
with strong ratings. 

Twenty -year veterans of special 
program production, the duo has 
lent its creativity to the country mu- 
sic field through the development of 
28 country specials on network 
prime time including "Fifty Years 
Of Country Music," parts 1 and 2; 
"Nashville Remembers Elvis On His 
Birthday;" Johnny Cash's "Spring 
Fever" special set to air Sunday (7); 
as well as previous specials with 
Cash, Mac Davis and a four -year 
run with "Country Music Hit Pa- 
rade." 

"Prime time television needs a 
mass audience, like 40 million 
people, to secure the kind of ratings 
that networks consider successful," 
Cates points out. 

"Believe it or not, country music is 
the only form of music that attracts 
enough prime time viewers to get 

Joe Cates: Veteran producer who 
has paved the road for country mu- 
sic on network prime time tele- 

vision. 

that large a share of the audience. I 

can't explain it, but we've done 28 
shows and I can show you the rat- 
ings." 

The team's expertise and credi- 
bility in special program production 
opened the network doors when 
Cates and Hagen first approached 
them with ideas of a country' music 
variety miniseries that evolved into 
"Fifty Years Of Country Music." 

"We had seen about 200 min- 
iseries, all dramatic, offered to tele- 
vision," Cates remembers. "So it oc- 
curred to us to go to the networks 

(Continued on page 84) 

"Spyro Gyra can be the Jazz Fusion album of the year. In -store play 
continues to boost sales."-Mike Wiener, buyer, Record World /T.S.S., 
Freeport, NY. 

"We've got Spyro Gyra coming out of our ears. The record is such 
a monster that it won't stay down. Album sales for Spyro continue to 
rise." -Larry Myles, buyer, Audies One Stop, Milwaukee, WI. 

"Sales in Spyro Gyra are moving. People come into the store, hear 
it on in -store play and buy. 100 pieces in the last week." -Dave 
Deutsch, LP buyer, Sam Goodys, Long Island, NY. 

355 Harlem Rd., Buffalo, N.Y. 14224 
toll-free arnherst records call 

Call 
718 Bee -1 600- 

828 -7041, in N.Y. State 

A Division of Transcontinent Record Sales, Inc. 

"Across the Board . . . 

Across the Universe, 

an experience united 
in Mind, Body and Spirit." 

"This is definitely an album not to hide in a corner of the store. We are giving it full 
exposure with displays and in -store play. Sales are better than some of the more pub- 
licized albums." -Bruce Webb, owner, Webbs Department Store, Philadelphia, PA. 

"Spyro Gyra is selling so well, we don't have to worry about whether it goes in the 
R &B, Jazz or Rock bin. It sells! Would you believe 180 pieces in three weeks ?" -Jim 
Deigman, LP buyer, House of Guitars, Rochester, NY. 

"Send us another copy for in -store play, we're wearing this one down. We can't get 
enough of Spyro Gyra and neither can our customers. It's Top 10 all the way." -David 
Odem, store manager, Evolution Tapes and Records, Houston, TX. 

"We like to get a nice rotation on our in -store play lists because there's a lot of good 
product; but Spyro Gyra -Wow! We can't keep it off our turntables because it keeps 
selling and selling. There's something to it. Not only in Pittsburgh but all of our stores 
are reporting the same kind of activity." -Jim Grimes, Vice -President and head buyer, 
National Record Mart, HQ Pittsburgh, PA. 

"Doing well wherever it is played in our stores. Starting to get re- orders on Spyro 
Gyra. " -J. Bressi, head buyer, Stark Records, North Canton, OH. 
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ON SATURDAY & SUNDAY NIGHTS, 
MAY 6th & 7th, 

HEAR MEL BROOKS SAY... 

At 

K1111 NM PLY.IIM.AN 

M I wS M AOF.UHE It VIS 

MIRK WA KNOW; 
Mtr&ñiS _. 

Sit511: MARTI ttiDM t\ 
TM M AMS tIIS 

EMMA*. tA.=6ROIhS 

3 W51E-MARTYFEUÀL4.' 
:IN M ANS . NADELI\E K.AN: 

F. W1JM]1.MEY, RROINiS 

'AM FFAdìMA," 
AIE7dNF "kW' 

6:. SNOOKS 

HEAR THE AUDIO PORTION ON 

SPONSORED BY 

pótÿdor 

PRODUCED BY^SONNY FOX P. STEVE FEINSTEIN FOR 

(SUPERS RS PRODUCTIONS) 
fo- further information call 

Interaudio Assoc. at (516) 483 -8321 

KADI 
KAZY 
KC-14 
KCJB 
KDKB 
KGON 
KISW 
KPOL-FM 
KQRS 
Y-94 
KRKE 
KSMB 
KWFM 
KY-102 
WAAF 
WMJQ 
WDVE 
WGRQ 
WHCN 
WSRD 

ST. LOUIS 
DENVER 
DES MOINES 
MIN DT 
PHCENIX 
PORTLAND 
SEATTLE 
LOS ANGELES 
MINNEAPOLIS 
HOUSTON 
ALBUQUERQUE 
LAFAYETTE 
TUCSON 
KANSAS CITA' 
WORCESTER 
ROCHESTER 
PITTSBURGH 
BUFFALO 
HARTFORD 
YOUNGSTOWN 

FM-95 
FM-107 
AM-1400 
FM-97 
FM-93 
FM-92 
FM-100 
FM-94 
FM-92 
FM-94 
FM-94 
FM-94 
FM-92 
FM-102 
FM-107 
FM-92 
FM-102 
FM-97 
FM-106 
FM-93 

WICB 
WILS 
WIOT 
98 ROCK 
96 ROCK 
WLPX 
WLVO 
WNOE-FM 
WODR 
98 ROCK 
WRCN 
STARVIEW 92 
LRS 102 
95 0 
WRVR 
WWWL 
WWWV 
WXLN 
WYSP 
WYXE 
WZXR 

ITHACA 
LANSING 
TOLEDO 
BALTIMORE 
ATLANTA 
MILWAUKEE 
COLUMBUS 
NEW ORLEANS 
RALEIGH 
CLEARWATER 
RIVERHEAD 
YORK 
LOUISVILLE 
CHARLOTTE 
NEW YORK CITY 

FM-91 
FM-101 
FM-105 
FM-98 
FM-96 
FM-97 
FM-96 
FM-101 
FM-94 
FM-98 
FM-104 
FM-S.2 
FM-102 
FM-95 
FM-106 

MIAMI FM -94 
CHARLOTTESVILLE FM -97 
SAVANNAH FM -97 
PHILADELPHIA FM -94 
MADISON FM -92 
MEMPHIS FM -103 

Art Director:Linda Kind Photographers:Swern /Bergonzi 
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Top 

LPs 
1945 -1976 

Jc+a! X'Aituvn's 

Top itP't 

i9'4"97M 
`7iíí3isìiazti+túít" 

I T¡ 

THE ONLY 
COMPLETE 

RECORD 

OF BILLBOARD'S 
"TOP LPs" CHARTS 

Joel Whitburn's Top LPs book and 
supplements include every artist and 
record to hit Billboard's "Top LPs" album 
Charts from '45 -'76. 

PACKED WITH INFORMATION INCLUDING: 

*Bate )month. day. year) record hit 

charts. 
Highest numerical position record 

reached. 
Total number of weeks on charts. 
Label and record number. 

PLUS: 

Soundtracks and original cast section. 
*Picture index of Top Artists and Albums. 

*Trivia Index of Interesting and useful 

facts. 
Chronological listing year by year 

of No. 1 records and much more. 

Be an authority on charted music. 
Order your set today! 

Record 
esearch 

P.O. Box 200 
Menomonee Falls. WI 53051 

Mail your check or money order to: 
Record Research Inc.. P.O. Box 200 
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051 

Top LPs '45.72 330 
Top Pop '55-'72 (Hardcover) 340 
Top Pop '55-72 (Sollcover) $30 
Top Pop '40-'55 320 

Top C &W '49-'71 325 
Top R &B (Soul) '49 -'71 S25 
Top Easy Listening '61 -'74 325 

SUPPLEMENTS 310 Each 

'76 '75 '74 '73 72-73 
Top LPs 

Top Pop Met 100) DODO 
Top Country 
Top Soul 000 
Top Easy Listening 

Overseas orders add $3.00 per book 

and 21.00 per supplement. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Rodio-TV Programming 

LENNY AT CONSOLE -Lenny White (foreground) greets some of his fans 
over KJLH Los Angeles as Eric Reed, production manager, watches the con- 

trols. 

LThe Legal Side 
By JASON 

WASHINGTON -What with 
"hypoing" almost a forgotten word 
now that jurisdiction has switched 
from the Federal Communications 
Commission to the Federal Trade 
Commission, contests, promotions 
and schemes during rating periods 
have reached new heights. 

However, there is always the over- 
zealous broadcaster who goes one 
step too far in attempting to create 
excitement and audience with the 
inevitable bottom line of FCC mon: 
etary fines or license revocation pro- 
ceedings. 

Within the past week, the FCC 
has fined a station in Virginia $5,000 
for misleading the public during a 
"Mr. Treasure" contest. The scheme 
was the traditional treasure hunt 
which in and of itself raises many 
questions and problems because of 
trespassing on private lands, de- 
struction of private and /or public 
lands, general deception and au- 
dience confusion. 

The particular contest involved a 
series of 100 clues with five clues 
aired each weekday on a repetitive, 
rotating basis, usually every quarter 
hour. 

On weekends, two new clues were 
introduced each day. The prize was 
a certificate which was placed in a 
small medicine bottle and partially 
buried in a semi -wooded vacant 
field several acres in size, across 
from a shopping center. The certifi- 
cate entitled its finder to a check for 
$2,000. 

Following a number of com- 
plaints from public and private citi- 
zens, the FCC conducted an investi- 

SHRINSKY 
gation and discovered that the 
"vacant field" was private property; 
the station initially gave clues refer- 
ring to geographical landmarks that 
were great distances from the field 
where the prize was hidden; most 
clues were meaningless, if not mis- 
leading with respect to the actual 
prize site; only a miracle would have 
given a contestant any opportunity 
to locate the prize site until the final 
few clues were given; private land 
was dug up and /or destroyed; and 
public buildings had their access 
blocked. 

The station was fined $5,000 and 
admonished because during the in- 
vestigation the staff had suggested 
that the contest's primary purpose 
was to draw crowds that would 
prove the station's effectiveness as a 
communication and advertising me- 
dium in the market. 

The prize site also carne under fire 
by the FCC because adequate pre- 
cautions and safeguards were not 
taken to insure against a contest -re- 
lated mishap, i.e., automobile acci- 
dent, etc. 

It is highly unlikely that the en- 
thusiasm built up by the station dur- 
ing the contest with its potential ad- 
vertising reward came even close to 
matching the $5,000 fine; the report- 
ing requirement imposed by the 
FCC upon the station at license re- 
newal time with respect to all the 
contents; and the overall ire of the 
Commission. 

Remember -"no one is ever too 
old to learn, but some people keep 
pushing it off." 

RD.toRD. 
By PAUL DREW 

LOS ANGELES -Dear P.D.: 
Should the No. 1 record be played 
more often than the other currents 
on the playlist ? -S.C. 

Dear S.C.: In most cases the top 
hits in any market are much stronger 
in sales and requests than the rest of 
the currents. If number I does not 
equal number seven, why play both 
with the same frequency? 

* * * 

Dear P.D.: I'm trying to get rid of 
screaming -shouting commercials, 
but I'm fighting a losing battle with 
the sales department. The yellers just 
keep a- comin'. What should I do ?- 
Dave- Midwest. 

Dear Dave: I suggest you meet 
with the general manager and the 
sales manager to explain your objec- 
tives in this area. Then, when future 
yellers arrive, offer to have these 
commercials re -done by someone on 
your staff at no cost to the advertiser. 

* * * 

Dear P.D.: What should I do with 
a record I think isn't right for my sta- 
tion, yet it's been top 15 in local sales 
for the past three weeks and is being 
played heavily by my competition? - 
L.H. 

Dear L.H.: The ones you don't 
play won't hurt you. Let your com- 
petitor program his station and you 
program yours. 

* * * 

Dear P.D.: I've heard the argu- 
ments both ways, and want to know 
what you think about the dayparting 
of music ? -A1- Northeast. 

Dear Al: The mood and the pace 
of the daytime isn't the same as the 
mood and the pace of the night, is it? 
The Schulke people have success- 
fully been dayparting their music 
segments for years. 

* * * 
Dear P.D.: We've been doing pas- 

sive music research at my station for 
about six months. Some of the people 
we reach are listeners and some are 
not. Does it matter when compiling 
the data ? -Perry. 

Dear Perry: When the political 
pollsters do their thing, do they in- 
clude the responses from those who 

2 Buffalo Outlets 
Continued from page 34 

job. I don't know why he's tap -danc- 
ing around now." 

Both WBEN AM and FM posts 
remain unfilled. 

In other radio news around Buf- 
falo: WBFO -FM, (the Univ. of Buf- 
falo station) has begun a daily jazz 
magazine show from 2 p.m. to 5 
p.m., hosted by John Hunt. 

Donna Dube, popular all -night 
deejay at WGRQ -FM, will leave in 
June to take an afternoon slot at a 
Hartford station. WYSL -WPHD- 
FM and WXRL are running epic 
specials, histories of rock 'n' roll at 
the former station and of country 
music at the latter. 

Sales Of KXYZ 
Continued from page 33 

ABC now has stations in New York, 
Washington, Los Angeles, Chicago, 
Detroit and San Francisco. How- 
ever, only two of ABC's stations are 
now 50 kw -WARC New York and 
WLS Chicago. DeBare also says 
KXYZ was at a disadvantage with a 
1320khz dial position. The station 
has reportedly been losing $150,000 
a year. 

are not registered voters (in the next 
election)? 

* * * 

Dear P.D.: I program a station 
that isn't in a major market and isn't 
part of a chain. How can I get some- 
one to critique my programming? - 
Gary. 

Dear Gary: Try contacting some- 
one with a good programming repu- 
tation in a similar situation, not too 
distant. See if you can do a swap. 
You go to his market and give him a 
critique and in return, he comes to 
yours. 

* * * 
Dear P.D.: Would you include 

one -stop and rack sales reports with 
store reports in making up the play - 
list?-C.D. 

Dear C.D.: If you use sales for 
your chart make -up, then it's final 
sales that count. Remember, it's 
what people are buying, not what's 
selling, that matters as a program- 
ming tool. 

New On 
The Charts 

Hotel 
"You'll Love Again"-* 

This six -man group on Mercury is from Bir- 

mingham, Ala. It was formed by Marc Phillips 
(lead vocals and keyboards) and Tommy Colton 

(guitar), who had previously teamed in Rainbow 

and Wooden Music. 

George Creasman (bass) joined the lineup in 

1975, after serving in a local act the Rainbow 
Band; Mike Reid (guitar) enlisted in April 1976 

after playing in Liquid Cross; and Michael Ca- 

denhead (drums) joined last fall. 
The newest member is Lee Bargeron (key- 

boards), the group's former sound man, who 

was added in mid -March. Hotel's first album is 

due May 15. 

The group has written a rock ballet entitled 
"Seasons," which is performed by the Birming- 
ham (Ala.) Ballet Co. 

Hotel is managed by Dain Eric in Antioch, 
Tenn., (615) 832 -6630. There is no agent at the 
moment. 

Plastic Bertrand 
"Ca Plane Pour Mi " -* 

This is the third new wave act on Sire to find 
a place on the Billboard pop chart. The Ramones 

hit first with "Sheena Is A Punk Rocker," "Rock- 

away Beach" and "Do You Wanna Dance," fol- 
lowed by the Talking Heads' "Psycho Killer." 

Plastic (real name: Plastoc) is an 18- yew -old 

who first came to the attention of French and 

Belgian audiences through combined new wave 

and disco play. This record, the title of which 

translates, "It Flies For Me," is a good- natured, 
exuberant rock exercise with lilting Beach Boys - 

styled harmonies. 

His U.S. management /booking contact is 

Sire Records in New York, (212) 595 -5500. 

NBC-TV Beaming 

Davis Special May 11 

LOS ANGELES -"Mac Davis: 
You Put Music In My Life" will air 
May Il on NBC. It is Davis' fol - 
lowup to his "I Believe In Christ- 
mas" show, which ranked sixth in 
the Nielsen ratings against 35 other 
season specials the same week. 

Guesting will be Art Carney, 
slated for a production number with 
Davis; Donna Summer and K.C. & 
the Sunshine Band. 

Art Fisher and Mike Post are pro- 
ducing the telecast, with Fisher di- 
recting. Sandy Gallin and Raymond 
Katz are executive producers. 
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,40EY 
RAVOLTA 

"I DON'T WANNA GO" 

=- 

HIS DEBUT SINGLE 

ON M1_LENNIUM RECORDS 

SHIPPING IMMEDIATELY! 

D 
ORE a EEO 
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fantvg PRESENTS 

AN UNLIMITED 
FIRST EDITION 

Produced by Freddie Gorman and THE ORIGINALS 

FANTASY INTERLUDE DON 'T PUT WE ON i'VE LOVED, 1`VE LOST, frVE LEARNED TEMPORARILY OUT OF ORDER 

LADIES (WE NEED YOU) TAKE THIS LOVE IT'S A, FIGHT THANKS FOR YOUR LOVE (HAPP:NESS IS YOU) 

GSTff,10, 
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NEW YORK -KZAP Sacra- 
mento general sales manager Don 
Early throws hands up over format 
labels. Develops "Daypart Sam- 
pler," a three -part mailer to be sent 

Bubbling UnderThe 

_HOT 100 
01 -KEEP ON DANCING, Johnnie Taylor, Co- 

lumbia 3 -10709 
02 -SLICK SUPER -CHICK, Kool & The Gang, 

Delite 901 

103 -GEORGIA ON MY MIND, Willie Nelson, Co- 

lumbia 3 -10704 
104 -TOO HOT FOR LOVE, THP Orchestra, But- 

terfly 1206 
105 -LOVE YOU, Brass Construction, United 

Artists 1120 
106 -IF YOU CAN TOUCH HER AT ALL, Willie 

Nelson, RCA 11235 
107 -A LOVERS QUESTION, Jacky Ward, Mer- 

cury 55018 

108 -OCEAN THOUGHTS & DREAMS, Dramat- 
ics, ABC 12331 

109 -SAN FRANCISCO YOU'VE GOT ME, Village 
People, Casablanca 896 

110 -I LOVE NEW YORK, Metropolis, Salsoul 
2060 

Bubbling UnderThe 

Top LPs 
201 -MANDRE, Mandre Two, Motown 7 -900 
202 - DRAMATICS, Do What You Wanna Do, 

ABC AA 1073 

203 -STYX, Best Of Styx, Wooden Nickel BWL 

2250 (RCA) 

204 -B.B. KING, Midnight Believer, ABC AA 

1061 

205- WHA -K00, Berkshire, ABC AA 1043 
206 -FRANKIE MILLER, Double Trouble, Chrysa- 

lis CHR 1174 

207- STIFFS, Stiffs Live, Stiff STF 001 (Arista) 
208 -GENE COTTON, Save The Dancer, Ariola 

SW 50031 

209 -38 SPECIAL Special Delivery, A &M 4684 
210 -BOBBY WOMACK, Pieces, Columbia 1C 

35083 

Vox Jox 
By DOUG HALL 

to buyers and planners at ad 
agencies in New York, Los Angeles 
to "demonstrate the true sound of 
the radio station." 

Monthly mailings include a one - 
hour cassette, an information re -' 
sponse card and a station newsletter. 
Early comments on the scheme. 
"Very fine local radio stations allow, 
even propagate, the labeling of their 
formats, their product, with mislead- 
ing format titles. Our customers will 
now be able to evaluate the environ- 
ment into which we program their 
announcements." 

Each month each of KZAP's DJs 
submits a tape of what they feel to be 
their best hour that month. These 
tapes are screened and the best four 
quarter -hour segments, each from a 
different daypart, are selected. The 
tapes are not telescoped so they 
demonstrate the actual sound of the 
station. 

* * * 
Two extra starters added at Lake- 

side Speedway stock car races in 
Kansas City. DJs John Leslie, Mike 
Morelock step from behind their 
mikes to drive stock cars around the 
half -mile dirt track. Morelock adds, 
"I think I'm pretty good in my little 
midget on the street, so I might be 
OK in this race" Says morning man 
Leslie, "I've been wanting to give an 
oval dirt track a try for a long time." 

* * * 

WUBE AM -FM Cincinnati gen- 
eral manager Verl Wheeler takes on 
added duties as general manager of 
KCKN -AM -FM Kansas City. Both 
stations are part of the Kaye -Smith 
group, owned by Danny Kaye and 
Lester Smith. Lorne Michaels, pro- 
ducer of NBC's "Saturday Night 
Live," named recipient of national 
achievement award for distin- 
guished work in national broad- 
casting. Award presented by Syr- 
acuse Univ. chapter of Alpha 
Epsilon Rho, the national broad- 
casting honor society. 

After more than three years on the 
7 p.m. to midnight shift at WQYK 
St. Petersburg, Jay Roberts moves to 
WSUN in the same market, same 
time slot. . .. NBC radio network 
vice president and general manager 
Marion Stephenson honored as 
"Woman Of The Year" by New 
York chapter of AWRT. 

* * * 

KTOW Tulsa staged a party for its 
clients that starred Roy Clark and 
Hank Thompson, but then that was 
not too difficult since Clark and 
Thompson own the station. In addi- 
tion to the station owners the party 
also included performances by the 
Oak Ridge Boys and the winner of 
an amateur contest chosen by 
KTOW listeners. 

* * * 
WCHV Charlottesville helped 

raise $1 1,000 for the March of 
Dimes in a local "SuperWalk '78." 
More than 350 walkers took part in- 
cluding seven staffers from the sta- 
tion. * * * 

Broadcast Foundation of America 
releases new series of European jazz 
concerts. Six half -hours recorded by 
Radio France includes Stan Getz, 
B.B. King, Archie Shepp, Elvin Jones 
and Sam Rivers. The tapes can be 
acquired for $40 from BFA at 52 
Vanderbilt Ave., New York, N.Y. 
10017.... Jo Anne Wallace, former 
general manager of Pacifica flagship 
station KPFA Berkeley, Calif., has 
joined WGBH Boston as program 
director. * * * 

Tom Adams' Electric Weenie, 
monthly joke sheet, celebrates its 
ninth anniversary this month. 
Adams is offering free copies as a 
birthday gift to readers of Billboard. 
He is located at 660 N. Mashta Dr., 
Ste. I, Key Biscayne, Fla. 33149. 

* * * 

Los Angeles classical outlet 
KFAC tied itself to the city's King 

Program Doctoring Beyond 
Basics Developed At Nova 

By RAY HERBECK JR. 
LOS ANGELES -Tom Yates 

founded his Nova Broadcast Serv- 
ices here about 10 months ago as an 
alternative to the standard "program 
doctor" consultancy operations 
which flourish in the industry. 

"It's easy to fix the basics," he ex- 
plains, defining them in the unflat- 
tering image often held of his field as 
organizing the music, tightening the 
playlist and "firing a few DJs until 
the station sounds right on the air." 
Yates says almost any consultancy 
can perform that function in only a 
few weeks when needed. 

"But it's the extra involvement be- 
yond those things that's harder to 
obtain," he says. "We want to give 
each station a personality and make 
it float." 

Yates points to his most recent 
success -production of KMET -FM's 
live coverage broadcast from the gi- 
gantic Jam II festival held March 18, 
1978, at Ontario Motor Speedway 
near L.A. 

"It was a one -time shot for me," he 
explains. "KMET recalled that I was 
program director of KLOS -FM here 
when Jam I was held, which made 
me the resident expert in L.A. on 
how to cover one of those events." 

But Yates went the extra step and 
offered some of the live coverage by 
phone feed to his two ongoing 
clients, WYDD -FM in Pittsburgh 
and WORJ -FM in Orlando, Fla. He 
also does market research for five 
other outlets. 

"The reaction was phenomenal," 
he says. "It was snowing in Pitts- 
burgh and I had Steve Downes, p.d. 
at WYDD, with me at Ontario. He 

Tut exhibit March 28 with a private 
showing of the artifacts for 1,100 lis- 
teners, local business executives and 
media representatives, preceded by 
a Bumptious reception featuring au- 
thentic Egyptian food, belly dancers 
and music. 

broadcast to his listeners from 80 de- 
grees in the shade. 

"That's what I mean by involve- 
ment," he continues. "Those listen- 
ers were shivering in the cold, but we 
were giving them sunshine and in- 
terviews with Ted Nugent and Bob 
Welch." 

(The KMET broadcasts did not 
include festival music; only inter- 
views, traffic reports, updates and 
progress stories.) 

"I'm fighting that calloused con- 
sultant image of making it tighter 
and firing people," he says. "In- 
stead, I'm trying to promote one -on- 
one communication with listeners to 
any of my stations." 

By one -on -one, Yates means a di- 
rect opposite of the formatted sta- 
tion approach now in vogue. "It's a 
bitch to fight that kind of success," 
he says. "But I believe personality in 
radio is coming back." 

Yates believes listeners want to 
feel a DJ is "giving a party and act- 
ing as host, very casual and musi- 
cally aware, but no hype." 

He says he considers a Nova sta- 
tion successful if the listeners look 
on the DJs "as people they'd like to 
meet even away from the station." 

His two client stations operate in 
two -book Arbitron markets and, 
judging by Yates' first outing with 
each, his approach appears to be 
popular. 

In the October /November book, 
WYDD in Pittsburgh rose from 1.5 

to 3.0 average quarter hour share in 
D 

12 +. And WORJ in Orlando rose .< 
from 3.2 to 6.1. More than 80% of the rn 
gains were in 18 -34 adults, Yates 
adds. `D 

"Our Jam II broadcasts hit these 5D 

markets just before the start of the to 
April /May book," he concludes. p 
"We feel it provided a great lead -in G0 

and, from feedback at the time, we ñ 
should receive even better numbers 

C in this next book." 
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Discos 
Juliana's Cruise Setups Must Weather Waves 

Continued from page 1 

one of the leading installers of ship- 
board disco systems, the disco con- 
cept has become as popular among 
cruise ship operators and their pas- 
sengers as it is among landlocked 
party lovers. 

In the past few years, Juliana's has 
installed discotheques among ships 
of the Karageorgis, Hadag, Chan - 
dris, Sun, Sitmar and Hellenic Med- 
iterranean Lines. The ships have 
ranged from small ferryboats plying 
the North Sea route to giant ocean 
liners engaged in global cruises. 

David Payne, Juliana's technical 
director, explains the design and 
creation of shipboard discos is sig- 
nificantly more challenging than 
their land -based counterparts. 

One of the major problems is vi- 
brations. Consequently, special 
shock absorbers and other vibration 
isolation principles must be em- 
ployed. The equipment must also be 
stabilized against the roll and pitch 
of the ship in bad weather. As Payne 
points out, shipboard party people 
are seldom thwarted by a little rough 
weather, so shutting down the 
equipment is out of the question. 

Modification is the name of the 
game in selecting equipment for 
cruise ship discos. As Payne explains 
it, his company starts off by selecting 
the equipment available and then 
modifying it to withstand the rigors 
of ship use and the often widely 
varying voltage frequencies found 
on the liners. 

Modifications are also imperative 
among the special effects used and 
some, like foggers and bubble ma- 
chines, are completely eliminated, as 
these tend to form condensations 
and, coupled with the rolling of the 
ship, can create hazards for the 
dancers. 

In outfitting a shipboard disco, 
Juliana's must also take into consid- 
eration the fact that the average 
cruise ship is usually away from its 

home base for upwards of two weeks 
at a time, thereby making it impos- 
sible to have a service person readily 
available in case of an emergency. 

The installers must therefore sup- 
ply a backup system and train dee- 
jays in the rudiments of trouble- 
shooting, so that the show can go on 
in the event of a crisis. 

Programming of the shipboard 
disco also differs radically from that 
of a land -based room. As Payne 

points out, the cruise ship disco ca- 
ters to a fixed clientele for the dura- 
tion of a run. "This means," he 
states, "that we must be innovative 
in programming the music so that 
the crowd keeps coming back for the 
two, three or four weeks, or for how- 
ever long the cruise lasts." 

In order to do this, the deejay and 
Juliana's technical director work 
closely with the ship's entertainment 
director to determine the age mix 

NATIONWIDE FEVER- They're dancing their shoe soles off to the sounds of the disco drummer in clubs across the 
country these days. In picture at left, Janet Cutting and Alponse Robles of Boston, danced off with the grand prize in a 

Casablanca Filmworks /Nightfall Magazine promotional contest for the new disco movie "Thank God It's Friday," with 
Donna Summer and the Commodores. While in picture at right, Chris Keller and Brian Smith made it to the finals of 
Miami's, California Club six -week long "Wednesday Night Fever" disco dance contest which attracted some of the top 

entertainment names in the country both as judges and spectators. 

Around 
Really move your disco sound... put it where you 

want it, with SOUNDSWEEP. 
SOUNDSWEEP provides an entirely new dimension 

to sound: movement! 
Flip the power on, and SOUNDSWEEP is ready to 

transform your disco into a moving, swirling, dance 
environment. Program SOUNDSWEEP to actually move 
the music around the dance floor - spinning, criss- 
crossing, zigzagging, - first in one direction, then the 
other, from slow and smooth to fast and frenzied, for 
one or both audio channels. 

Orchestrate the mood of your audience with any one 
of SOUNDSWEEP's over four billion possible sound 
effect combinations. 

Sound interesting? Contact PortmanShore Electronics 
for specific information about SOUNDSWEEP. 

SOUNDSWEEP. A truly innovative addition to any 
disco's sound system. 

FR PortmanShore 
ELECTRO\CS = = 

PortmanShore Elect onics 924 Westwood Boulevard, Suite 935 

Westwood Village, California 90024 (213) 478 -9811. 
Dealer inquines invled 

OTHER FIRSTS DIVULGED 

Brockport Club Has Song 
Named For It; Dance, Too 

NEW YORK -Club 2 ON 2, a 

10,000 square foot, $250,000 disco- 
theque in Brockport, N.Y., has be- 
come what is believed to be the first 
club of its kind in the U.S. to have its 
own theme song. The song, com- 
posed by Jimmy Barton, a Rochester 
musician, was commissioned by 
club owner John Hucknall and pro- 
duced by Todd Schafer under the 
auspices of Ann Rogers Advertising. 

The tune is titled, "2 ON 2," and 
the club's operators have created a 

dance to go with it. 

Club 2 ON 2 also features a num- 
ber of industry firsts in its sound sys- 
tem. These include special sub - 
woofers, computer designed by Al- 
tee and employ a unique construc- 
tion to achieve clean, efficient and 
effective response to 20Hz. The cabi- 
nets are 10 feet wide by eight feet 
high by three feet deep and contain 
four Altec 15 -inch special low fre- 
quency speakers in a reflex horn 
loaded array. 

Another first, according to Bill 
Levy, president of Seneca Sound, 
the company which installed the 
equipment, are the new Altec 604 - 
HP speakers. These are housed in 
the new 817A enclosures and sur- 
round the dance floor to provide up- 
per low and high frequencies. Al- 
tee's model 51 I E horns with 291 - I 6 
drivers provide the mid- ranges. 

Other sound components used at 
2 ON 2 include six Crown ampli- 
fiers, two Technics SL 1400 MK2 
turntables with Stanton cartridges, a 
Meteor Clubman 4 mixing console, 
Pioneer RT -707 tape deck, Crown 
electronic crossovers and two Altec 
1/3 octave equalizers. The entire 
package was supplied by Seneca 
Sound at a cost of $26,000. 

The $30,000 lighting system, also 

supplied by Seneca Sound, incorpo- 
rates fog and bubble machines, rain 
lighting, spinners, oscillating lights, 
sound to light modulation, chasers, 
synchronized color fade, strobes, 
mirror balls, illuminated dance floor 
and starburst patterns. 

According to Levy, these effects 
can be automatically sequenced or 
can be manually operated. Control- 
lers for the various Jight functions 
were manufactured by Litelab Corp. 
Levy also states that Club 2 ON 2 is 

one of the first in the country to in- 
corporate the Litelab new L 8000 
computerized memory controller. 

Both the sound and lighting sys- 
tems are said to have capability for 
additions and modifications in the 
future. The club plans to update 
both sound and lights on a regular 
basis. 

Music will be a blend of disco, 
pop and other tunes, mixed with live 
entertainment. 

The disco is located on the second 
level of a four -tiered converted su- 
permarket. The ground floor houses 
a pinball and electronic game ar- 
cade, while the third level features 
two bars with about 100 feet of bar 
space. The fourth level features a 

balcony overlooking the entire facil- 
ity and contains customer seating. 

The clubs decor includes exten- 
sive use of cedar and pine paneling 
to cover the walls, stairs and sound 
booth, railings, bar area and mold- 
ings. Live plants are used through- 
out for "rich, warm comfort." 

Club 2 ON 2 is managed by Lou 
Marcello, with entertainment and 
promotion coordinated by Steve 
Redmond. Redmond also operates 
the Starfire disco, a mobile oper- 
ation in the Rochester /Brockport 
area. RADCLIFFE JOE 

and music preferences of the passen- 
gers, and to create special events 
which would minimize the problems 
of sameness in the programming. 

These special events run the 
gamut of ideas from pajama and pi- 
rate parties to dance contests and 
golden oldie evenings. 

Also of primary importance is the 
selection of the deejay. "The person 
we choose must have a warm, extro- 
vert personality," states Vaughan. 
"She is expected to be a full -time 
hostess, remembering that, unlike 
her responsibilities in a land -based 
discotheque, her job does not end 
when she spins the last platter for the 
evening. 

"It continues on the decks and in 
the hallways and dining -rooms of 
the ship. She cannot relate to the 
passengers while they're in the club 
and completely tune them out when 
she meets them in the dining room 
or around the pool." 

Business arrangements with ships' 
operators vary from company to 
company. In Juliana's case, all 
equipment and record library re- 
main the property of the firm. A 
monthly fee is paid by the ship's op- 
erators for the supply of the enter- 
tainment. 

However, Vaughan stresses that 
the shipboard club is not outfitted 
with portable equipment. "It is usu- 
ally a permanent fixture, in use for 
the entire eight or 10 months of the 
year that the ship is in operation. It is 

collapsed at the end of the season 
when the liner goes into dry dock," 
he states. 
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STFIDIDI Clii WITI1 TIJXEIDC JUNCTION 

FLY 007 

The exciting new sounds of yesterday's favorites 
including the hit singles "Chattanooga Choo Choo," 
"Rainy Nigl-t in F'io" and "Moonlight Serenade." 

Don't miss their national tour. 

"that's how butterflies are made" 

CRT 
Produced by W. Michel Lewis 8 Laurin Rinder A Rinlew Proluction Executive Producer: A. J. Cervantes 
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BILLBOARD'S INTERNATIONAL 
DISCO FORUM IV 

JUNE 22-25, 1978 
NEW YORK HILTON HOTEL 
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Don't Let The Disco Industry 
LeaveYou Behind! 

Exhibitor 
Attention all Exhibitors: Reserve your exhibit or 
sound room space today! 

The Right Audience at the Right Time for your Product or Service! 
Who'll be exhibiting at Billboard's International Disco Forum IV? 
You, if you have something to offer in disco equipment or services, 
including the latest in video hardware and software for Discos. 

Who has successfully exhibited at Billboard's International Disco 
Forums? 
Successful Exhibitors at Billboard's first three international Disco 
Forums reads like a Who's Who in the Disco industry...and every one 
of them will be returning this year: 
Manufacturers and Distributors of Lighting equipment, Sound 
Equipment, Liquor dispensing equipment (including automation), 
Disco promotion material, Mobile Disco Equipment, Computerized 
Disco Equipment, Portable Dance Floors...and many more. 
Billboard's International Disco Forum IV will help to make 1978 the 
BIGGEST year for YOUR business. 
Billboard's International Disco Forum IV will be the SALES SHOW OF 
THE YEAR! 

The New York Hilton provides the perfect exhibit setting for optimum 
traffic flow: 

Over 200...8x10 booths (each booth includes draping on three 
sides, name sign, 24 -hour security.) 
The hotel's entire 5th floor for individual sound rooms and sound 
suites (all sound rooms equipped with name sign, 24 -hour security, 
all with baths, some with built -in bars; deluxe sound suites also 
include studio /twin bedroom). 

Reserve your Exhibit Space Now for the Biggest Billboard 
International Disco Forum ever! 

For Exhibit information, contact: 
Fred Favata /Exhibit Manager 

Billboard International Disco Forum IV 
Expocon Management Associates 

21 Charles Street 
Westport, Connecticut 06880 
Telephone: (203) 227 -2624 

Registrant 
ACT NOW. .. make your plans to attend Disco's 
most dynamic and exciting Forum and Exhibition 
ever. 
Billboard's International Disco Forum IV will have it all together... for 
you! You'll be part of today's Disco scene, participate in provocative 
discussions with: 

Disco Club Owners, Managers, Franchisers 
America's Top Disco D.J.'s 
Outstanding Disco Promotion and Marketing Mavens 
Experts in Disco Sound, Lighting and Video 
Disco Artists, Managers and Promoters 
...and More 

A Complete Disco update in just four packed days and nights. 
Partitcipate...help others as they help you. 
Billboard's International Disco Forum IV is your one chance this year 
to see and test all the best and latest in Disco Equipment at the 
hundreds of Forum Exhibits; to participate in the important decision 
making for growth of Disco Internationally in '78 -'79. 

Enjoy 8 Top Name Disco Acts for your entertainment. 
Disco Dancing to the special programming of the top spinners in 
the Disco World. 
Attend the premiere of Casablanca Filmworks /Motown Records' 
New Film "THANK GOD IT'S FRIDAY," certainly to be a sensation. 

Billboard's International Disco Forum IV...New York Hilton 
Hotel...June 22- 25,1978, New York City, NY. 

Disco Forum IV Registrants have access to all Forum and 
Exhibition Events! 

Mail your reservation form today! Contact: 
Diane Kirkland 

Forum Coordinator 
Billboard's International Disco Forum IV 

9000 Sunset Boulevard 
Los Angeles, California 90069 

Telephone: (213) 273 -7040 
Telex: 69 -8669 w... 

Registrants Registration Form 

H $240 EARLY BIRD RATE (before May 15, 1978) for the following 
registrant categories: Club Owners /Managers /Franchisers, Rec- 
ord Company Personnel, Equipment Manufacturers, Exhibitors, 
Promotion and Marketing, Managers, Artists and Radio Personnel. 
$270 REGULAR RATE (after May 15,1978) for the above categories. 

O $200 for Cisco DJ s Disco Forum Panelist, Students, Military, 
Spouses. 

Name(s) 

Address 

City State. Zip 

Mail completed form to: 
DIANE KIRKLAND 
Coordinator 
Billboard's International Disco Forum IV 
9000 Sunset Boulevard 
Los Angeles, California 90069 

Please register me for Billboard's International Disco Forum IV at 
the New York 'Hilton Hotel, June 22 -25, 1978. 

I am enclosing a check or money order, in the amount of (please 
check): 

Company /Disco 

You may charge your Disco Forum IV Registration if you wish: 
C] Master Charge (Bank Number 

Diners Club 
BankAmerica rd /Visa 
American Express 
Carte Blanche 

Credit Card Number 

Expiration Date 

Signature , 
REGISTRATION DOES NOT INCLUDE HOTEL* ACCOMMODATIONS OR 
AIRFARE. REGiSTRANT SUBSTITUTIONS MAY BE MADE. ABSOLUTELY 
NO REFUNDS AFTER JUNE 5,1978. 
Register Now! Registration at the door wi "I be $25.00 higher. 
All Information on hotel accommodations will be mailed to you 
immediately upon receipt of your completed registration form. 

Title(s) 

Billboard 
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Action Billboard's 
c Copyright 1978. Billboard Publications. Inc. No part of this publication may be reproduced. stored in a retrieval system. or transmitted. in any form or by any means. electronic, 
mechanical. photocopying, recording. or otherwise, without the prior written permission of the publisher. 

ATLANTA 
This Week 

1 VOYAGE -all cuts -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

2 IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW /GYPSY LADY - 
Linda Clifford -Curtom (LP /12-inch) 

3 COME INTO MY HEART /LOVES COMING -Baby Lnve- 
USA.European Connection -TK (LP) 

4 MACHO MAN /KEY WEST -Village People- Casablanca 

(LP) 

5 LET YOURSELF GO -T- Connection -TK (12.inch remix) 

6 ROMEO & JULIET -Alex R. Costandinos & The 

Syncophonic Orch.- Casablanca (LP /12-inch) 

7 BIONIC BOOGIE -all cuts -Polydor (LP) 

8 COME ON DANCE, DANCE -Saturday Night Band - 
Prelude (LP) 

9 NUMBER ONE-Eloise Laws- ABC(12 -inch) 

30 DANCE WITH ME -Peter Brown-Drive (TK) (LP/12-inch) 

11 GIMME SOME LOVIN ' /AFRICANISM- Kongas -Polydor 
(LP) 

12 LETS AU. CHANT /LOVE EXPRESS -Michael Zager Band - 
Private Stock (LP /12 -inch) 

13 THANK GOD ITS FRIDAY -all cuts -Casablanca (LP) 

14 I CAN'T STAND THE RAIN- Eruption -Ariola (12 -inch) 

15 GETTIN' THE SPIRIT/OH HAPPY DAY -Robert Kelly - 
Casablanca (LP) 

BALT. /WASHINGTON 
This Week 

1 IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW /GYPSY LADY - 
Linda Clifford - Curtom (12- inch /LP) 

2 SEVEN DEADLY SINS -Laurin Rinder & W. Michael 

Lewis -AVI (LP) 

3 VOYAGE -all cuts -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

4 AT THE DISCOTHEQUE- Lipstique -Tom N' Jerry 

(Salsoul) (LP) 

5 MACHO MAN /KEY WEST -Village People- Casablanca 

(LP) 

6 COME ON DANCE, DANCE- Saturday Night Band - 
Prelude (LP) 

7 COME INTO MY HEART/LOVE'S COMING -Baby Love - 
USA- European Connection -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

8 RIO DE JANEIRO -Gary Criss-Salsoul (12-inch) 

9 ROMEO & JULIET -Alec R. Costandinos & the 

Syncophonic Orch.- Casablanca (LP /I2-inch) 

10 GARDEN Of LOVE -Don Ray- Crocos (LP import) 

11 THINK GOD ITS FRIDAY -all cuts -Various Artists- 
Casablanca (LP) 

12 BOOGIE TO THE TOP/S- E- X -Idris Muhammad -Kudu 
(CTI) LP 

13 I CANT STAND THE RAIN- Eruption -Ariola (12-inch) 

14 DANCE WITH ME -Peter Brown -Drive (TK) (LP/ 12 -inch) 

15 STREET DANCE /MUSIC HARMONY 8 RHYTHM- Brooklyn 

Dreams -Casablanca (12-inch remix) 

BOSTON 
This Week 

I MACHO MAN /KEY WEST -Village People -Casablanca 

(LP) 

2 VOYAGE -all cuts -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

3 IF NY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW /GYPSY LADY - 
Linda Clifford -Curtom (LP /12-inch) 

4 I LOVE N.Y. -Metropolis -Salsoul (12-inch) 

5 COME ON DANCE, DANCE -Saturday Night Band - 
Prelude (LP) 

6 RIO DE JANEIRO-Gary Criss -Salsoul (12 -inch) 

7 COME INTO MY HEART /LOVE'S COMING -Baby Love - 
USA-European Connection -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

8 SEVEN DEADLY SINS -Laurin Rinder & W. Michael 

Lewis -AVI (LP) 

9 LET YOURSELF GO- T.Connection -TK (12 -inch remix) 

10 THANK GOD ITS FRIDAY -all cuts -various artists - 
Casablanca (LP) 

11 HOW MUCH, HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU -Love and Kisses- 

Casablanca (LP) 

12 LET'S ALL CHANT -all cuts -Michael Zager Band -Private 
Stock(LP /12-inch) 

13 LETS GET TOGETHER/TURN ON LADY- Detroit 

Emeralds--Westbound (LP) 

14 GRAND TOUR -all cuts -Grand Tour - Butterfly (LP) 

15 AT THE DISCOTHEQUE- Lipstique -Tom N' Jerry 

(Salsoul) (LP) 

CHICAGO 
This Week 

1 IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW /GYPSY LADY - 
Linda Clifford- Curtom (LP /12 -inch) 

2 VOYAGE -all cuts -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

3 I CAN'T STAND THE RAIN- Eruption -Ariola (12-inch) 

4 GETTIN' THE SPIRIT/OH HAPPY DAY- Roberta Kelly - 
Casablanca (LP) 

5 HOW MUCH, HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU -Love and Kisses - 
Casablanca (LP) 

6 GARDEN OF LOVE -all cuts -Don Ray- Crocos (LP 

import) 

7 ATTHECOPA -Barry Manilow -Arista (12-inch) 

8 LETS ALL CHANT -all cuts - Michael Zager Band- Private 

Stock (LP /12-inch) 

9 SHAME -Evelyn "Champagne' King- RCA(12-inch 

remix) 

10 COME ON DANCE, DANCE- Saturday Night Band - 
Prelude (LP) 

11 COME INTO MY HEART /LOVE'S COMING -Baby Love - 
USA-European Connection -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

12 THANK GOD ITS FRIDAY -all cuts- Various Artists - 
Casablanca (LP) 

13 DANCE WITH ME -Peter Brown -Drive (TK) (LP/ 12-inch) 

14 MACHO MAN /KEY WEST- Village People -Casablanca 

(LP) 

15 ROMEO & JUUET -Alec R. Costandinos A the 

Syncophonic Orch.- Casablanca (LP) 

DALLAS /HOUSTON 
This Week 

1 VOYAGE -all cuts -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

2 IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW /GYPSY LADY - 
Linda Clifford -Curtom (LP /12-inch) 

3 LET'S GET TOGETHER/TURN ON LADY- Detroit 

Emeralds -Westbound (LP) 

4 COME INTO MY HEART /LOVE'S COMING -Baby Love - 
USA- European Connection -Marlin RK) (LP) 

5 MACHO MAN /KEY WEST- Village People -Casablanca 

(LP) 

6 RIO DE JANEIRO -Gary Criss -Salsoul (12-inch) 

7 COME ON DANCE, DANCE- Saturday Night Band - 
Prelude (LP) 

8 THANK GOD ITS FRIDAY -all cuts- Various Artists- 
Casablanca (LP) 

9 LET YOURSELF GO- T-Connection -TK (12-inch remix) 

10 I FEEL GOOD -Al Green -Hi (Cream) (LP /12-inch) 

11 YOU REALLY GOT ME- Eclipse -Casablanca (LP) 

12 ROMEO & JULIET -Nec R. Costandinos & the 

Syncophonic Orch.- Casablanca (LP /12-inch) 

13 GRAND TOUR -all cuts -Grand Tour - Butterfly (LP) 

14 YOU ARE MY LOVE /PLAY WITH ME -Sandy Mercer -H &L 

(12 -inch) 

15 GIMME SOME LOVIN' /AFRICANISM- Kongas -Polydor 
(LP) 

DETROIT 
This Week 

1 IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW /GYPSY LADY - 
Linda Clifford -Curtom (LP/ 12 -inch) 

2 VOYAGE -all cuts -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

3 LETS GET TOGETHER- Detroit Emeralds- Westbound 

(LP) 

4 MACHO MAN /KEY WEST -Village People -Casablanca 
(LP) 

5 COME ON DANCE, DANCE -Saturday Night Band - 
Prelude (LP) 

6 COME INTO MY HEART /LOVE'S COMING -Baby Love - 
USA- European Connection -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

7 GET OFF/TINA'S SONG- Foxy -Dash (TK) (LP) 

8 THANK GOD ITS FRIDAY -all cuts -Various Artists- 
Casablanca (LP) 

9 GARDEN OF LOVE -Don Ray- Crocos (LP import) 

10 LET YOURSELF GO-T-Connection-TK (12-inch remix) 

11 SEVEN DEADLY SINS -Laurin Rinder & W. Michael 

Lewis-AVI (LP) 

12 LADY OFTHE NIGHT /GOT TO GET OUT OF HERE -Lucy 
Hawkins -SAM (12-inch) 

13 YOU ARE NY LOVE/PLAY WITH ME -Sandy Mercer -H &L 

(12 -inch) 

14 HOW MUCH, HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU -Love and Kisses - 
Casablanca (LP) 

15 ROMEO A JULIET -Alec R. Costandinos & the 

Syncophonic Orch.-Casablanca (LP) 

LOS ANGELES /SAN DIEGO 
This Week 

1 COME ON DANCE, DANCE- Saturday Night Band - 
Prelude (LP) 

2 VOYAGE -all cuts -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

3 IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW /GYPSY LADY - 
L inda Clifford -Curtom (LP/ 12 -inch( 

4 THANK GOD IT'S FRIDAY -all cuts -Various Artists - 
Casablanca (LP) 

5 COME INTO NY HEART /LOVE'S COMING -Baby Love - 
USA-European Connection -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

6 ROUGH DIAMOND -all cuts -Madleen Kane -Warner 
Bros. (LP) 

7 AT THE DISCOTHEQUE- Lipstique -Tom N'Jerry (Salsoul) 

(LP) 

8 NUMBER ONE-Eloise Laws -ABC (12.inch) 

9 HOW MUCH, HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU -Love and Kisses- 

Casablanca (LP) 

10 GETTIN' THE SPIRIT /OH HAPPY DAY- Roberta Kelly- 
Casablanca (LP) 

11 RIO DE JANEIRO -Gary Criss -Salsoul (12.inch) 

12 MACHO MAN/KEY WEST-Village People -Casablanca 

(LP) 

13 LETS GET TOGETHER /TURN ON LADY- Detroit 

Emeralds -Westbound (LP) 

14 LET YOURSELFGO-1-Conrectinr-TK (12-inch remix) 

15 LETS ALL CHANT -all cuts-Michael Zager Band- Private 

Stock (LP /12.inch) 

MIAMI 
This Week 

1 IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW /GYPSY LADY - 
Linda Clifford -Curtom (LP /12-inc) 

2 VOYAGE -all cuts -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

3 MACHO MAN /KEY WEST -Village People -Casablanca 

(LP) 

4 COME INTO MY HEART /LOVE'S COMING -Baby Love - 
USA-European Connection -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

5 THANK GOD ITS FRIDAY -all cuts -Various Artists - 
Casablanca (LP) 

6 HOW MUCH, HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU -Love and Kisses 

(Casablanca (LP) 

7 ROMEO & JULIET -Alec R. Costandinos & the 

Syncophonic Orch.- Casablanca (LP /12-inch) 

8 LETS ALL CHANT -all cuts -Michael Zager Band- Private 

Stock(LP /12-inch) 

9 COME ON DANCE, DANCE -Saturday Night Band - 
Prelude (LP) 

30 DANCE WITH ME -Peter Brown -Drive (TK) (LP /12-inch) 

11 GARDEN OF LOVE -Don Ray- Crocos (LP import) 

12 GETTIN'THE SPIRIT /OH HAPPY DAY- Roberta Kelly- 
Casablanca (LP) 

13 AT THE DISCOTHEQUE- Lipstique -Tom 'N Jerry 

(Salsoul) (LP) 

14 LET YOURSELF GO- Y-Connection -TK (12-inch remix) 

15 I CAN'T STAND THE RMN -Eruption -Ariola (12-inch) 

NEW ORLEANS 
This Week 

I MACHO MAN /KEY WEST -Village People -Casablanca 
(LP) 

2 IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW /GYPSY LADY - 
Linda Clifford -Curtom (LP/ 12-inch) 

3 VOYAGE -all cuts -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

4 COME ON DANCE, DANCE- Saturday Night Band - 
Prelude (LP) 

5 ROUGH DIAMOND -all cuts - Madleen Kane- Warner 

Bros. (LP) 

6 COME INTO MY HEART/LOVE'S COMING -Baby Love - 
USA-European Connection Marlin (TK) (LP) 

7 LET YOURSELF GO- T-Connection- TK(12-inchremix) 

8 THANK GOD ITS FIRDAY -all cuts -Various Artists- 
Casablanca (LP) 

9 WEST SIDE STORY /FIDDLER ON THE ROOF -Salsoul 
Orchestra -Salsoul (LP /12-inch) 

10 AT THE DISCOTHEQUE -Lipstique -Tom 'N Jerry 

(Salsoul) (LP) 

11 GETT1N' THE SPIRIT/OH HAPPY DAY- Roberta Kelly - 
Casablanca (LP) 

12 SEVEN DEADLY SINS- Laurin Rinder & W. Michael 

Lewis-AVI (LP) 

13 HOW MUCH, HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU -Love and Kisses- 
Casablanca (LP) 

14 LETS GET TOGETHER/TURN ON LADY- Detroit 
Emeralds -Westbound (LP) 

15 AT THE COPA-Barry Manilow-Arista (12-inch) 

NEW YORK 
This Week 

1 IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW /GYPSY LADY - 
Linda Clifford -Curtom (LP/ 12-inch) 

2 COME INTO MY HEART /LOVE'S COMING -Baby Love - 
USA-European Connection -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

3 RIO DE JANEIRO -Gary Criss -Salsoul (I2-inch) 

4 VOYAGE -all cuts -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

5 COME ON DANCE, DANCE- Saturday Night Band - 
Prelude (LP) 

6 ROMEO S JULIET -Alec R. Costandinos & the 

Syncophonic Orch.- Casablanca (LP) 

7 MACHO MAN/KEY WEST-Village People -Casablanca 

(LP) 

8 THINK GOD ITS FRIDAY -all cuts -Various Artists- 
Casablanca (LP) 

9 GARDEN OF LOVE -Don Ray- Crocos (LP import) 

10 ROUGH DIAMOND -all cuts -Madleen Kane -Warner 
Bess. (LP) 

1 I LET YOURSELF GO- T-Connection -TK (12-inch remix) 

12 LETS ALL CHANT -all cuts -Michael Zager Band -Private 
Stock (LP-12-inch) 

13 LET'S GET TOGETHER/TURN ON LADY- Detroit 
Emeralds -Westbound (LP) 

14 HOW MUCH, HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU -Love and Kisses- 
Casablanca (LP) 

15 BOOGIE TOTHETOP /S- E- X- IdrisMuhammad - Kudu 

(CTI) (LP) 

PHILADELPHIA 
This Week 

1 IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW /GYPSY LADY - 
Linda Clifford -Cullom (LP/12-inch) 

2 COME ON DANCE, DANCE- Saturday Night Band - 
Prelude (LP) 

3 RIO DE JANEIRO -Gary Criss -Salsoul (12 -inch) 

4 VOYAGE -all cuts -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

5 AT THE DISCOTHEQUE- Lipstique -Tom 'N Jerry 

(Salsoul( (LP) 

6 HOW MUCH, HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU -Love and Kisses- 
Casablanca (LP) 

7 THANK GOD ITS FRIDAY -all cuts -Various Artists- 
Casablanca (LP) 

8 SEVEN DEADLY SINS -Laurin Rinder & W. Michael 

Lewis -AVI (LP) 

9 GRAND TOUR -all cuts -Grand Tour -Butterfly (LP) 

10 COME INTO MY HEART /LOVES COMING -Baby Love - 
USA-European Connection -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

11 WHAT SHALL WE 00 WHEN THE DISCO'S OVERT- Richard 

Howson Orch. -AVI (12 -inch) 

12 MACHO MAN/KEY WEST-Village People- Casablanca 

(LP) 

13 I LOVE N.Y. -Metropolis- Salsoul (12-inch) 

14 GETTIN' THE SPIRIT /OH HAPPY DAY- Roberta Kelly - 
Casablanca (LP) 

15 ROMEO & JULIET -Alec R. Costandinos & the 

Syncophonic Orch. -Casablanca (LP/12-inch) 

PHOENIX 
This Week 

1 SEVEN DEADLY SINS -Laurin Rinder & W. Michael 

Lewis -AVI (LP) 

2 MACHO MAN/KEY WEST-Village People -Casablanca 

(LP) 

3 COME INTO MY HEART /LOVE'S COMING -Baby Love - 
USA- European Connection -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

4 COME ON DANCE, DANCE- Saturday Night Band - 
Prelude (LP) 

5 GRAND TOUR -all cuts -Grand Tour -Butterfly (LP) 

6 WHAT SHALL WE DO WHEN THE DISCOS OVERT- Richard 

Hewson Orch. -AVI (12-inch) 

7 IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW /GYPSY LADY - 
Linda Clifford -Curtom (LP /12 -inch) 

8 NUMBER ONE -Eloise Laws -ABC (12 -inch) 

9 THAT'S THE KIND OF LOVE I'VE GOT FOR YOU -Dusty 
Springfield- United Artists (LP) 

10 VOYAGE -all cuts - Marlin (TK) (LP) 

11 SUPERSUCK /LOVE MAKER- Wham -GRT (LP) 

12 CEU BEE & THE BURY BUNCH -all cuts -TK (LP/12- 
inch) 

13 HOW MUCH, HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU -Love and Kisses - 
Casablanca (LP) 

14 THANK GOD ITS FRIDAY -all cuts- Various Artists- 
Casablanca (LP) 

15 AT THE DISCOTHEQUE- Lipstique -Tom 'N Jerry 

(Salsoul) (LP) 

PITTSBURGH 
This Week 

1 MACHO MAN /KEY WEST -Village People -Casablanca 

(LP) 

2 COME ON DANCE, DANCE -Saturday Night Band - 
Prelude (LP) 

3 IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW /GYPSY LADY - 
Linda Clifford -Curtom (LP /12.inch) 

4 VOYAGE -all cuts -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

5 ROMEO & JULIET -Alec R. Costandinos & the 

Syncophonic Orch.- Casablanca (LP/I2-inch) 

6 COME INTO MY HEART /LOVES COMING -Baby Love - 
USA- European Connection -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

7 GRAND TOUR -all cuts -Grand Tour- Butterfly(LP) 

8 LET YOURSELF 60-7-Connection-DI (12-inch remix) 

9 I LOVE N.Y.-Metropolis-Salsoul (12-inch) 

10 LETS GET TOGETHER/TURN ON LADY- Detroit 

Emeralds- Westbound (LP) 

11 GETTIN' THE SPIRIT/OH HAPPY DAY- Roberta Kelly- 
Casablanca (LP) 

12 WEST SIDE STORY (Medley) /FIDDLER ON THE ROOF - 
Salsoul Orchestra -Salsoul (LP/I2-inch) 

13 YOUR LOVE IS SO GOOD FOR ME-Diana Ross-Motown 
(12-inch remix) 

14 THANK GOD ITS FRIDAY -all cuts -Various Artists - 
Casablanca (LP) 

15 SEVEN DEADLYSIND- Laurin Rinder & W. Michael 

Lewis -AVI (LP) 

SAN FRANCISCO 
This Week 

1 ROUGH DIAMOND -all cuts -Madleen Kane- Warner 

Bros. (LP) 

2 GETTIN' THE SPIRIT- Roberta Kelly -Casablanca (LP) 

3 IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW /GYPSY LADY- 
Linda Clifford -Curtom (LP /12-inch) 

4 COME ON DANCE, DANCE -Saturday Night Band - 
Prelude (LP) 

5 THANK GOD ITS FRIDAY -all cuts -Various Artists - 
Casablanca (LP) 

6 RIO DE JANEIRO -Gary Criss -Salsoul (12.inch) 

7 CELI BEE & THE BUZZY BUNCH -all cuts -TK (LP/12- 
inch) 

8 AT THE DISCOTHEQUE- Lipstique -Tom 'N Jerry 

(Salsoul) (LP) 

9 LET YOURSELF GO- T-Connection -TK (12 -inch remix) 

10 DANCE WITH ME -Peter Brown -Drive (TK) (LP /12-inch) 

11 VOYAGE -all cuts -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

12 YOU REALLY GOT ME- Eclipse -Casablanca (LP) 

13 COME INTO MY HEART /LOVE'S COMING -Baby Love - 
USA- European Connection -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

14 LET'S GET TOGETHER/TURN ON LADY- Detroit 
Emeralds -Westbound (LP) 

15 MACHO MAN /KEY WEST -Village People- Casablanca 

(LP) 

SEATTLE /PORTLAND 
This Week 

1 IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW /GYPSY LADY - 
Linda Clifford -Curtom (LP /12-inch) 

2 VOYAGE -all cuts -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

3 COME INTO MY HEART /LOVES COMING -Baby Love - 
USA- European Connection -Marlin (TK) (LP) 

4 MACHO MAN /KEY WEST -Village People -Casablanca 

(LP) 

5 I CAN'T STAND THE RAIN- Eruption -Ariola (I2-inch) 

6 LET YOURSELF GO- T-Connection -TK (12 -inch remix) 

7 THANK GOD ITS FRIDAY -all cuts -Various Artists- 
Casablanca (LP) 

8 GEM' THE SPIRIT/OH HAPPY DAY -Roberta Kelly- 
Casablanca (LP) 

9 COME ON DANCE, DANCE- Saturday Night Band - 
Prelude (LP) 

10 GIMME SOME LOVIN'/AFRICANISM- Kongas -Polydor 
(LP) 

11 NIGHT FEVER -Carol Douglas - Midsong (I2-inch) 

12 LETS GET TOGETHER- Detroit Emeralds- Westbound 

(LP) 

13 I FEEL GOOD -Al Green -Hi (Cream) (LP/12-inch) 

14 BIONIC BOOGIE -all cuts - Bionic Boogie- Polydor (LP) 

15 ROMEO & JULIET -Alec R. Costandinos & the 

Syncophonic Orch. Casablanca (LP /12-inch) 

MONTREAL 
This Week 

1 LETS ALL CHANT -Michael Zager Band -Quality (LP) 

2 I CANT STAND THE RAIN- Eruption -GRT (LP) 

3 MACHO MAN -Village People- Polydor (LP) 

4 VOYAGE-Voyage-RCA (LP) 

5 GALAXY- War -MCA (12-inch) 

6 DISCO DUB -David Boydell- London (12-inch) 

7 STREET DANCE -Brooklyn Dreams -Quality (12-inch) 

8 TUXEDO JUNCTION- Tuxedo Junction -RCA (LP) 

9 AT THE DISCOTHEQUE- Lipstique -Polydor (LP) 

10 FUTURISTIC JOURNEY -Bide Orch. -CBS (LP) 

11 RIO DE JANEIRO -Gary Criss -RCA (12 -inch) 

12 DANCE WITH ME -Peter Brown -CBS (LP) 

13 BAMALAMA -Belle Epoque-Solo (12 -inch) 

14 FEELIN' THE SPIRIT- Roberta Kelly - Polydor (LP) 

15 ACTION 78 -Erotic Drum Band -Down (12 -inch) 

Compiled by telephone from Disco D J Top Audience Response Playlists representing key discotheques in the 16 major U.S. Disco Action Markets. 

National 
Disco 
Action 
Top 40 

Copyright 1978. Billboard Publications, 
Inc. No part of this publication may be re- 
produced, stored in a retrieval system, or 
transmitted, in any form or by any means, 
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, re- 
cording, or otherwise, without the prior 
written permission of the publisher. 
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IF MY FRIENDS COULD SEE ME NOW/ 
GYPSY LADY -Linda Clifford -Curtom 
(12- inch /LP) 

VOYAGE -all cuts -Marlin 
(TK) (LP) 

COME INTO MY HEART/LOVE'S 
COMING -EASY LOVE -USA- 
European Connection -TK (LP) 

COME ON DANCE, DANCE -Saturday 
Night Band - Prelude (LP) 

MACHO MAN /KEY WEST /I AM WHAT I 

AM- Village People- Casablanca (LP) 

THANK GOD IT'S FRIDAY -all cuts - 
Various Artist- Casablanca (LP) 

LET YOURSELF GO -T- Connection -TK 
(12 -inch remix) 

ROMEO & JULIET -Alec R. Costandinos 
& the Syncophonic Orchestra - 
Casablanca (LP/12-inch) 

GETTIN' THE SPIRIT- Roberta Kelly - 
Casablanca (LP) 

RIO DE JANEIRO -Gary Criss -Salsoul 
(12-inch) 

LETS GET TOGETHER /TURN ON LADY- 
Detroit Emeralds -Westbound (LP) 

AT THE DISCOTHEQUE- Lipstique -Tom 
'n Jerry (Salsoul) (LP) 

SEVEN DEADLY SINS- Laurin Rinder & 

W. Michael Lewis -AVI (LP) 

DANCE WITH ME -Peter Brown -Drive 
(TK) (LP/12-inch) 

ROUGH DIAMOND /FEVER/TOUCH MY 

HEART -Madleen Kane- Warner 
Bros. (LP) 

HOW MUCH, HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU- 
Love And Kisses - Casablanca (LP) 

LET'S ALL CHANT -all cuts-Michael 
Zager Band - Private Stock (LP /12- 
inch) 

GRAND TOUR -all cuts -Grand Tour - 
Butterfly (LP) 

GARDEN OF LOVE -all cuts-Don Ray - 
Crocos (LP import) 

I CAN'T STAND THE RAIN- Eruption- 
Ariola (12 -inch) 

NUMBER ONE /ONE THOUSAND 

LAUGHS- Eloise Laws -ABC (12- 
inch) 

GIMME SOME LOVIN'/AFRICANISA/ 
DR. D00 DAH- Kongas- Polydor 
(LP) 

I LOVE N.Y. -Metropolis -Salsoul (12- 
inch) 

AT THE COPA -Barry M anilow- Arista 

(12 -inch) 

WHAT SHALL WE DO WHEN THE 

DISCO'S OVER ? -Richard Hewson 

Orch.-AVI (12-inch) 

WEST SIDE STORY (Medley) /FIDDLER 

ON THE ROOF -Salsoul Orch.- 
Salsoul (LP /12 -inch) 

CEU BEE & THE BURY BUNCH -all 
cuts -TE (LP /12 -inch) 

YOU REALLY GOT ME- WCLIPSE- 
Casablanca (LP) 

BIONIC BOOGIE (entire LP)- Bionic 

Boogie -Polydor (LP /12 -inch) 

YOUR LOVE IS SO GOOD FOR ME- 
Diana Ross- Motown (12 -inch Tornio) 

PLAY WITH ME /YOU ARE MY LOVE - 
Sandy Mercer -H &L (12- inch /LP) 

BOOGIE TO THE TOP /S-E -X -Idris 
Muhammad -Kudu (CTI) (LP) 

I FEEL GOOD -Al Green -Hi (Cream) 
(12-inch/LP) 

THAT'S THE KIND OF LOVE I'VE GOT 

FOR YOU -Dusty Springfield -United 
Artists (LP) 

SHAME -Evelyn "Champagne" King - 
RCA (12-inch remix) 

NIGHT FEVER -Carol Douglas- Midsong 

(12-inch) 

STREET DANCE/MUSIC, HARMONY & 

RHYTHM- Brooklyn Dreams - 
Casablanca (12 -inch remix) 

GET OFF /TINA'S SONG -Foxy -Dash 
(TK) (LP) 

LADY OF THE NIGHT /GOT TO GET OUT 

OF HERE -Lucy Hawkins -SAM 
(12 -inch) 

SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER -all cuts -Bee 
Gees -RSO (LP /12 -inch) 

*STAR PERFORMERS: Stars are awarded on the National Disco 

Action Top 40 chart based on the following upward move- 

ment. 1-5 Strong increase in audience response /6-15 Up- 

ward movement of 3 postions /1625 Upward movement of 4 

positions /26.40 Upward movement of 6 positions. 

Compiled from Top Audience Response 
Records in the 15 U.S. regional lists. 
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Discos 

Billboard photos by Paul Lester 
Star Show: Photos of old movie queens are showcased about the dance floor at the Circuit Theatre. 

NEW ORLEANS -A 73- year -old 
playhouse here has been poshly ren- 
ovated and is now New Orleans' 
most popular discotheque. The Civic 
Theatre, which plays only progres- 
sive disco, has been drawing crowds 
of about 500 on weeknights and up 
to 2,800 on weekend nights since it 
opened Dec. 1. 

The three men who operate the 

STAGE LIGHTING 

SPECIAL EFFECTS 

Mirror Balls Color Wheels 
Chasing Lights Color Organs 
Flashers Spotlights 
Strobes Dimmers 
Turntables Fog Machines 
Color Effects Bubble Machines 

Special Effect Projectors 

Send for our illustrated 
68 -page Catalog on 
Lighting and Special Effects. 

TIMES 
SQUARE 

Theatrical & Studio Supply Corp. 
318 West 47th St. New York. N.Y. 10036 

Tel (212) 245 -4155 

New Idea: Metal arrow with light bulbs pops down into the dance floor as an 
added environmental stimulus. 

Louisiana's Best: Old Playhouse 
New Orleans Civic Theatre Powerful Club Attraction 

Civic, Frank Mumphrey, Glen 
Mangason Jr. and S.J. Cerniglia, 
leased the building from real estate 
developer Joseph Canizaro last July. 
Since then, they've spent about 
$250,000 on renovation, they claim. 

The lighting and sound system 
were designed by Al Paez, president 
of the New Orleans Disco Assn., and 
Blackstone Productions of Austin, 
Tex. 

The lighting consists of several 
hundred feet of chase lights, two 
mirrored balls surrounded by neon 
tubes, Diversitronic strobe lights and 
Par 36 spotlights which are located 
on the dance floor as well as 

DISCO 
IMPORTS 

Retail DJ & Mail 
Order Service 

Call or Write us -We have the fastest serv- 
ice, best stock and cheapest retail price on 
imports. Send for our FREE separate list- 
ings of Imports, 12" Discs, Current Singles 
and Disco Oldies. 

DISCO -DISC 
71 -59 Austin SL. Forest Hills. NY 11375 

12121 261. 6690 -20 Minutes from Manhattan 

ALL ORDERS ARE SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY -WE 
GIVE PERSONAL ATTENTION TO YOUR NEEDS - 
WE HAVE THE BEST PRICES -TRY US. YOU'LL 
NEVER NEED ANYONE ELSE -ASK FOR DJ SPE- 
CIAL DISCOUNT. 

DISCO IMPORTS 12 "- LP's -7" 
France -Germany- Italy -England- Canada 

D DJ DISCOUNTS! 
discount. We offer DJ's a 

Contact us for 
special 

tails and our 
complete catalog of domestic w and Imported disco records. 

55 W. 42nd sr. 
NY, NY 10076 
212/7614661 

/221J069 

ael 7e1 Am. 
NY. NY 10001 
212/279-9060 ' 

e.nknAma.lc.rd KECCn 

NOW AVAILABLE: 
LP's dom -Boogie to the 
Top, Idris Muhammad; 

Thank God It's Friday 
(sndtrk); Dancin' in the 

Street, Trax; Rough Dia- 

MaMrchYn a 

mond, Madleen Kane; For You, 
Prince; Pulstar, McLaine Explo- 
sion; Man Machine, Kraftwerk; 
imp - Future Mystic Journey, 
Biddu Orch.; Hot R /S; Quartz; 
Back to Music, Theo Vaness; 
Garden of Love, Don Ray w /Cer- 
rone; Vamps (red vinyl); Stop 
Telling Lies, Hurricane Fifi; Erotic 
Discoteque, Freedom Machine. 
12" dom -Action '78, Erotic 
Drum Band; Make Love to Me, 
Kelly Marie; Mi Amore, Desiree; 
imp -Knights in White Satin, 
Linda Law. 

SINGLES 1929 -1978 
Originals 1. Reissues -Over 10,000 titles in stock 
Send 5125 for catalog. deductible against 1st order 
We ship UPS Within 24 Mows of Racdpt of Order 

By KELLY TUCKER 

throughout the club. A 15 -foot metal 
arrow with flashing sign bulbs raises 
and lowers into the dancers. 

A continuous slide show. created 
by Blackstone Productions, runs be- 
low the proscenium arch above the 
dance floor. The slides show faces of 
movie stars, op -art patterns and dis- 
torted nature photographs. 

Leroy Hagan, manager of the Ci- 
vic, says four white plexiglass col- 
umns with chase lights on the inside 
and outside will be installed soon. 
Like the arrow, the columns will 
raise and lower into the dancers. 

The sound system is made up of 
eight Cerwin Vega speakers 
mounted above the dance floor. The 
four bass speakers hang above the 
corners and four tweeter midrange 
speakers are mounted above the 
center. 

The DJs booth hangs above and 
to the back of the dance floor. It is 
equipped with two Technics MK II 
1500 turntables with LED readout 
control and a Clubman 4 mixer. The 
DJs are Paez, Skip Seever, Steve 
Scaffidi, Brian Burke and Willy 
Ladner. 

Some people are calling the Civic 
Theatre "New Orleans' Studio 54." 
Like Studio 54 in New York, the Ci- 
vic Theatre was once a spacious op- 
era house that has been extensively 
renovated. Also like Studio 54, the 

Reflected Lights: Dancers make 
their own light patterns in this slow 
motion photo as a revolving ball 

twirls above their heads. 

stage is used as the dance floor and 
the balcony is for lounging. 

The theatre was built by the Shu- 
berts in 1904. Since, it's been a play- 
house, an opera house, a movie 
house and a burlesque. 

Now. on the stage where Tyrone 
Power and Tallulah Bankhead 
thrilled audiences, dancers pound 
away on a 12,000 square foot pol- 
ished aluminum dance floor. 

The decaying auditorium area 
was restored by interior designer 
Charles Gresham. He gave it an 
overall light gray paint job, preserv- 
ing a chalky white finish for the 
Beaux Art filigrees along the bal- 
cony and stage fronts. Charles 
Reinike, a local artist, restored the 
gold leaf which trims the masks of 
comedy and tragedy and the pro- 
scenium arch. 

The orchestra and box -level seats 
were torn out to make room for 
white -topped tables and gleaming 
metal chairs. In the lower balcony, 
there are no tables or chairs. only 
cushions on the carpeted floor for 
exhausted dancers, and marble slabs 
to hold their drinks. 

Drinkers at the Civic Theatre 
never have to travel far for a refill. 
There are five bars, one on the sec- 
ond level and four on the main floor. 
One is located in the orchestra pit. 
Another, called the celebrity bar, is 

in a room in the back of the theatre 
where the walls are covered with 
photographs of acts that have per- 
formed at the theatre. 

The Civic opens at 9 p.m. and 
closes at 7 a.m. The cover charge is 

$3 Fridays and Saturdays. Every 
other night of the week admission is 
free. There is no dress code, but most 
of the clientele is well- attired and 
doormen are instructed not to admit 
anyone "scruffy looking." About 
80% of the customers are white, and 
most are in the 21 -28 age bracket. 
Required age limit is 21. 

an alternative 

light controllers $997 
FEATURES: sugg. retail price -25% 

1500 WATTS /CHANNEL PUSH LOGIC CONTROL 
MFR'S WARRANTY AGC OF 100 TO 1 602/264-2475 
DIMMING ILLUMINATED OPERATIONS 
CHASE /AUDIO CHASE 19 RACK. MOUNTABLE 12i(I(DFt a division otomnicomp 
COLOR ORGAN SATISFACTION & MORE 5150 n. 16th M. suite 253, phoenix, az. 65016 

Record 
Pool 
International 

In New York call Mike Pabone 
Tel 212/747 -0608 
Elsewhere in the U.S. call Toll Free 
Tel 800/221 -3235 

an affiliate of the 
Canadian Record Pool 

The first and most prestigious disc jockey organization in Canada 
is accepting U.S . disc jockeys into its membership. Strict mem- 
bership rules will apply. 
The latest European and Canadian 12" and LP's will be serviced. 
Cost to U.S. members will be $12.00 per every shipment of rec- 
ords, plus mailing charges. 
For further information call Mike Pabone. In Canada. call Mary 
Spana. 514 270- 6870. 
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Mother's 
Favorite 

Gospel 
2 'Record Set 
H Track Tape 

NASHBORO 27184 

PIiIZLW 
lbums, 

Hfirach 
Fs Cassette 

NASHBORO 7197 

NASHBORO 7198 

NASHBORO 27199 
_' lucurYi t 

NASHBORO 
RECORDS 

.714 
NASHBORO RECORD COMPANY 
1011 Woodland Street 
Nashville, Tennessee 37206 

Gospel 
Baker's `Noise' 
On Air 8 Years 

NASHVILLE -"A Joyful Noise," 
hosted by Paul Baker and acclaimed 
as the first "all -Jesus music" radio 
program ever syndicated, celebrated 
its eighth year of continuous broad- 
casting in April. 

Begun in April 1970 on charter 
station WLCY in Tampa /St. Peters- 
burg, the show was originally a half - 
hour mono production from which it 
has grown to a network of some 20 
stations coast to coast. Over the years 
it has been recognized as a pioneer 
for many similar shows now in exist- 
ence, boasting a full- stereo all -music 
format. - 

"I'm convinced the key to the stay- 
ing power of `A Joyful Noise' has 
been the fact that we have dared to 
be different as the trends of radio 
have changed," says Baker. "Some 
shows are stuck in such rigid formats 
that they can't be adaptable when 
the time comes." 

Credited with the maintenance of 
the high quality of the program and 
the timely distribution is Jack 
Bailey, head of GME Radio Produc- 
tions, which has been the exclusive 
distributor /syndicator of the series 
for nearly two years. 

"Another first for `A Joyful 
Noise,' " states Bailey, "is that it's the 
first religious PSA program that ever 
carried a subscription charge with it. 
That's just part of what it takes to do 
the job well and give our stations the 
best. All our subscribing stations 
think it's worth it to have the best 
and clean up some of the PSA gar- 
bage that's on the air." 

The second station to carry the 
program was KEYN AM /FM in 
Wichita, Kan. Roger Mundy, pro- 
gram director for both the AM and 

Major Promo On 

Jimmy Swaggart 
NASHVILLE - Promotional 

plans surrounding the first Jimmy 
Swaggart LP, entitled "Somewhere 
Listening," released under an agree- 
ment with the Benson Co. of Nash- 
ville, are underway with emphasis 
relying heavily on airplay and mer- 
chandising. 

Swaggart recently signed an 
agreement with the Benson firm 
calling for the production of new re- 
corded products, as well as exclusive 
distribution of Jim Records, the la- 
bel under which Swaggart records. 

Plans for Swaggart's release call 
for a 50- market gospel radio ad buy 
scheduled to begin in June, sup- 
ported by product sell -ins to Chris- 
tian retail and gospel distributor ac- 
counts in addition to rack sell -ins. A 
six - pocket free standing record dis- 
play, mobiles, bin cards and posters 
have all been designed to accom- 
pany the product. 

In addition, a four -color program 
is being designed for distribution at 
the Swaggart Evangelistic Crusades 
featuring pictures and background 
information as well as selected 
pieces of product. The program will 
be tagged with local retail and rack 
accounts supplying Swaggart prod- 
ucts in that area. 

Swaggart, one of the most recog- 
nizable members of gospel music, 
preaches daily on the "Camp - 
meeting Hour," a 30 minute broad- 
cast purported to be the largest daily 
religious broadcast in the world. 
Swaggart's 34 titles have sold more 
than six million units, an achieve- 
ment that places his sales among the 
largest in the gospel record industry. 

FM, remarks that "currently we are 
running the show one hour on FM 
and four hours on AM. We've used 
'A Joyful Noise' consistently now for 
eight years, which in my opinion 
says it all." 

Other earlier subscribers include 
WKDF, a progressive rock station in 
Nashville, and WFBQ -FM, Indian- 
apolis. 

Both Bailey and Baker show 
strong optimism for the future of the 
series. Baker is certain that the mar- 
ket for Contemporary Christian mu- 
sic of the kind he plays is just begin- 
ning to come of age and that future 
growth will continue to be strong for 
some time to come. Bailey added 
that increasing numbers of stations 
are becoming more willing to pay a 
subscription charge for a religious 
show to improve their over -all pro- 
gramming rather than to sweep PSA 
under the carpet as has been the atti- 
tude among many in the past. 

One of the attractive features to 
program- conscious stations has 
been that Baker has never solicited 
financial contributions on the air. 

"I invite my listeners to write me, 
which gets them personally involved 
in the show, but I've never begged 
them for dollars. I'd rather have 
them personally involved than fi- 
nancially involved. That's what has 
held my audience for eight years. 
They feel welcome, not obligated." 

Ernie Ford Will 
Head Fame Push 

NASHVILLE -Tennessee Ernie 
Ford has been appointed the honor- 
ary national chairman for the Gos- 
pel Music Hall of Fame's fund rais- 
ing drive. 

Ford, who has sold more records 
in the gospel field than any other 
artist, was the first president of the 
Gospel Music Assn. at its inception 
in 1964. 

The drive has a national goal of 
$1.5 million for the Hall of Fame, to 
be built in Nashville across from the 
Country Music Hall of Fame. Cam- 
paign activities began in Nashville 
with a local goal of $300,000. 

The Gospel Music Hall of Fame 
will contain a museum, a multi- 
media theater, an extensive library, 
a chapel and offices for the associ- 
ation in addition to the Hall of Fame 
area that will house plaques of the 
inductees. 

The Hall of Fame was established 
in 1969 with the first inductees in 
1971. There are now 25 members of 
the Hall of Fame with two added 
each year, one -living and one de- 
ceased. 

Back From Tour 
NASHVILLE -Nancy Honeytree 

and Mike Warnke have recently 
completed the biggest and most ex- 
tensive concert tour ever played by 
any contemporary Christian artists 
in Australia. 

Organized by Jesus People, Inc. of 
Perth, in cooperation with P.C. As- 
sociates of Fort Wayne, Ind., and the 
Dharma Artist Agency of Nashville, 
the tour consisted of 23 concerts and 
two leadership communication 
workshops in 26 days, including ap- 
pearances in Sydney, Melbourne, 
Hobart, Canberra, Brisbane, Ade- 
laide and Perth, marking the first 
time two leading Christian artists 
from America have been co- billed in 
the southern hemisphere. 
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JAMES CLEVELAND 
Live At Carnegie, Savoy 7014 

SHIRLEY CAESAR 
First Lady. Roadshow RSLA744G (United Artists) 

WALTER HAWKINS & THE LOVE CENTER CHOIR 
Love Alive, Light LS 5686 (Word /ABC) 

GOSPEL KEYNOTES 
Tonight Is The Night, Nashboro 7187 

JAMES CLEVELAND & CHARLES FOLD SINGERS 
Jesus Is The Best Thing That Ever Happened To Me. Savoy SG). 1105 (Arista) 

REVEREND MACAO WOODS 
Happy In Jesus Savoy 14463 

WALTER HAWKINS 
Jesus Is The Way, Light 5705 (Word /ABC) 

EDWIN HAWKINS & THE EDWIN HAWKINS SINGERS 
Wonderful, Birthright BRS 4005 (Ranwood) 

ARETHA FRANKLIN 
Amazing Grace, Atlantic 2906 

WILLIAMS BROS. 
Mama Prayed Fcr Me. Savoy 14462 

ANDRAE CRCUCH & THE DISCIPLES 
This Is Another Day. Light 5683 (Word/ABC) 

SARA J POWELL 
When Jesus Comes, Savoy 14465 

REVEREND MACAO WOODS 
Christ Tabernacle Concert Choir, Savoy 7001 

INSTITUTIONAL RADIO CHOIR 
He's Standing By, Savoy 14458 

GOSPEL KEYNOTES 
Ride The Ship To Zion. Nashboro 7172 

JESSE DIXON 
Its Alright Now, Light 5719 

EDWIN HAWKINS & SINGERS 
The Comforter. B rhright 4020 

REV. MILTON BRUNSON & THE THOMPSON 

COMMUNITY CHOIR 
Joy, Creed 3078 (Nashboro) 

THE PILGRIM JUBILEE SINGERS 
Now & Forever, Nashboro 7181 

MYRNA SUMMERS & THE COMBINED CHOIR OF THE 

REFRESHING SPRINGS C.O.G.I.C. 
I Found Jesus And I'm Glad, Savoy SR, 14407 (Arista) 

SENSATIONAL NIGHTINGALES 
See You In The Rarture, ABC,Peacock PLP 

ANDRAE CROUCH AND THE DISCIPLES 
the Best Of Andrae. Light LS 5678 (Word, ABCs 

JAMES CLEVELAND /SO. CALIF. COMM. CHOIR 
Savoy 14412 

JAMES CLEVELAND /RUTH SCHOFIELD EDITION: 
Savoy 14445 

SAVANNAH COMMUNITY CHOIR WITH REV. ISAAC DOUGLAS 
Stand Up For Jesus, Creed 2306 (Nashboro) 

MIGHTY CLOUDS OF JOY 
Live & Direct AB InA 

ERNEST FRANKLIN 
l'm Going To Sit Down. Jewel 0128 

DONALD VAILS CHORALEERS: 
Savoy 7019 

SENSATIONAL NIGHTINGALES: 
Jesus Is Coming. Peacock 59232 

ISAAC DOUGLAS 
Special Appearance. Creed 3081 (Nashboro) 

THE GOSPEL KEYNOTES 
Reach Out. Nashboro 7147 

HARRISON JOHNSON 
Don't Make War, Creed 3080 (Nashboro) 

ANDRAE CROUCH 
Live At Carnegie Hall. _fight 5602 

ANDRAE CROUCH & DISCIPLES 
Take Me Back, Light LS 5637 (Word /ABC) 

J.C. WHITE & SINGERS 
Phase I, Savoy 14467 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Only one company, 
The Benson Company, 
can proudly announce 
the exclusive distribution 
of the entire recorded artistry 
of Jimmy Swaggart 
on Jim Records. 

On April 20, his new album 
will be released and his fans 
will start for the stores by 
the thousands. Because when 
Jimmy Swaggart sings, 
America is 

3O111eú'heIE2 

Lce/l!/l: 

SO Me y e I.ctf;11111 
(R3628) 

1 1 

9e ased on Records, 
jomi the H artWarming. 
Impact, and reentree labels 
distributed by 
The Benson Company. 
365 Great Circle Road. 
Nashville, Tennessee 
37228. 
800 251 -8984 
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Soul 
Sauce 

Gala Party 
For DJ In 
Milwaukee 

By JEAN WILLIAMS 
LOS ANGELES -A testimonial 

dinner is being held for O.C. White, 
one of the country's best known DJs, 
who happens to spend the bulk of 
his time lending a hand to the corn - 
munity in which he serves. 

The tribute, pulled together by 
Lucky Cordell and Paul Gallis, with 
committee members Eddie Thomas, 
O.C: s wife Joyce and Larry O'Jay, 
music director at WAWA in Mil- 
waukee, is set for May 12 at the Pfis- 
ter Hotel in Milwaukee. 

White, a 17 -year staffer at 
WAWA, is hoping to draw Jerry 
Butler of Philadelphia International 
Records to be the star performer. 

Onhand will be the 20 -piece 
UWM Jazz Ensemble from the 
Univ. of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, un- 
der the direction of professor Andrew 
White (no relation). However, White 
is a Ph.D candidate at Union gradu- 
ate school in Yellow Springs, Ohio. 
He collected his master's degree in 
urban affairs a couple of years ago. 

White's pet project is his O.C. 
White Soul Club which consists of 
from 175 to 200 teens and young 
adults. 

"This is a manpower organization 
that bridges the gap between youth 
and senior citizens," says White. 
"Our aim is to help seniors in a way 

ix that will do the most good. a "Realizing that most of the seniors 
mliving in our community live on 

J fixed incomes and don't have the 

m money to do things like fixing up 

o their property when they are or- 

; dered to, my kids go in and repair 
boards, scrape the houses, clean the 

cd gutters, fix the roof, tend their yards. 
>- build fences, build or fix steps, plas- 
44 ter the kitchens and anything else 

that needs to be done." 
He explains that his "kids" recog- 

nize they are part of an organization 
and "we have officers -plus, every- 
body is promoted from within the 
group." 

He notes that two supervisors, 
Dwane Cunningham, who has been 
with him seven years, and Mary 
Davis, six years, were juvenile delin- 
quents when they came to him. 

"I go to the children's courts ask- 
ing to take the children in hand. 
Then I make a deal with them. If 
they want money, they sure as hell 
have to work for it. We also demand 
they save $25 a week from the more 
than $90 we pay them. In six months 
these kids see the value of saving 
their own money and take pride in 
earning it. 

"They live at home with their par- 
ents but they must come to work ev- 
ery day. The deal I make when I hire 
them for work is that if they hear me 
on the air every morning -no matter 
if there is two feet of snow on the 
ground and 20 degrees below zero, 
they know that I am working so they 
have to come to work too. They can 
miss a day when I miss a day and I 

have only missed one day in 20 
years," says White. 

White, whose memberships in- 
clude the Governors Youth Board, 
Governors Task Force on Energy 
Conservation and NATRA, has re- 
ceived citations for merit achieve- 
ment from NATRA each year since 
1964. He was also a vice president of 
NATRA. 

His close political involvement 
ties in to his work as a DJ. "It is my 
responsibility to get the message 

(Continued on page 49) 
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TOO MUCH, TOO LITTLE, TOO LATE- 
Johnny Mathis &Deniece Williams 
(N. Ke 1. Va,n Columbia 310693 
(Homewood House, BMI) 

ON BROADWAY - George Benson 
(B. Mann, C. Weil, J. Leiher), Warner Bros. 8542 
(Screen Gem -EMI, BMI) 

TAKE ME TO THE 

NEXT PHASE -Isles Brothers 
(E. Isley, M. Isley, R. Isley, O. Isley, R. Isley, C. 

Jasper), Columbia 88272 (Bovina, ASCAP) 

STAY- Rufus /Cluka Khan 

(R. Calhoun /Chaka Khan). ABC 12349 (American 
Broadcasting, ASCAP /High Seas, BMI) 

THE CLOSER I GET TO 

YOU - Roberta Flack with Donny Hathaway 

(1. Mtume, R. Lucas), Atlantic 3463 

(Scarab, Ensign, BMI) 

DANCE WITH ME -Peter Brown 
(P. Brown, R. Rans), Drive 6269 (T. K.) 

(Sherlyn /Decibel, BMI) 

THE GROOVELINE -Heatwave 
(R. Temperton), Epic 850524 
(Almo /Tincabell, ASCAP) 

NIGHT FEVER -Bee Gees 

(B. Gibb, R. Gibb, M. Gibb). RSO 889 
(Stigwood, BMI) 

USE TA BE MY GIRL -The O'Jays 

(K. Gamble, L Huff), Philadelphia International 
83642 (CBS) (Mighty Tree, BMI) 

RIDING HIGH - Faze -0 
(K. Harrison, T. Crum, R. Aikens, R. Parker R. Neal, 

Jr.), SHE 8700 (Atlantic) (Playone, BMI) 

BOOTIILLA- Bootsy's Rubber Band 

(W. Collins, G. Clinton), Warner Bros. 8512 
(Rubber Band, BMI) 

GET ON UP- Tyrone Davis 
(L. Graham), Columbia 310684 
(Content /Tyronza, BMI) 

FLASH LIGHT - Parliament 
(G. Clinton, B. Worrell, W. Collins), Casablanca 909 
(Rick's / Malbiz, BMI) 

REACHING FOR THE 

SKY-Peabo Bryson 
(P. Bryson), (P.B., ASCAP), Capitol 4522 

DANCE ACROSS THE 

FLOOR -Jimmy "Bo" Horn 
(H. W. Casey, R. Finch), Sunshine Sound 1003 (TN) 

(Sherlyn /Harrick, BMI) 

LETS ALL CHANT -The Michael Zager Band 
(A. Fields, M. lager), Private Stock 
45184 (Sumac. BMI) 

NEVER GET ENOUGH OF 

YOUR LOVE -LTD 
(R. Dahrouge). A &M 2005 (Sister 
John /Uignette. BMI) 

ITS ALL IN YOUR MIND -Side Effect 
(Johnson, Maha, Pation, Henderson, St. James), 
Fantasy 818 (Relaxed /Happy Birthday, BMI) 

SLICK SUPERCHICK -Kool & The Gang 

(G. Brown. Knot & The Gang), Delite 901 

(Delightful /Gang, BMI) 

OH WHAT A NIGHT 
FOR DANCING -Barry White 
(B. White. V. Wilson) 20th Century 
2365 (Sa- Vette. BMI) 

OCEAN OF THOUGHT AND 

REAMS - DREAMS-Dramatics DB. . Robinson, E r Davis), atics, ABC 12331 

(Groovesville, BMI /Conquistador, ASCAP) 

I COULD HAVE LOVED YOU - Moments 
(Not 
Fedora,sBMI) 

Stang 5075 (Unichappell /Begonia/ 

ITS SERIOUS -Cameo 
(G. Johnson, L Blackmon), Chocolate City 013 
(Casablanca) (Better Days, BMI) 

DAYLIGHT & DARKNESS- smokey Robinson 
(S. Robinson, R.E. Jones). Tamia 54293 (Motown) 
(Bertam, ASCAP) 

ALL THE WAY LOVER - Millie Jackson 
(B. Latimore). Spring 179 ( Polydor) (Sherlyn. BMI) 

MISS BROADWAY -Belle Epoque 
(E. Lemon, A. Wayman), Big Tree 76008 (Atlantic) 
(Prim Linea, ASCAP) 

ITS YOU THAT I 

NEED-Enchantment 
(M. Stokes, V. Lanier). (Desert Moon, 

Willow Girl. BMI /Desert Rain, Sky Tower, ASCAP), 

Roadsnow 1124 (United Artists) 

DUKEY STICK - George Duke 
(G. Duke), Epic 850531 (Mycenae. ASCAP) , 

MS. -David Oliver 
(D. Oliver, R. Robinson), Mercury 543 (Ele'corn/ 
Relaxed. BMI) 

EVERYBODY DANCE -Chic 
(Edwards & Rogers), Atlantic 3469 (Cotillion/ 
Kreimers /Chic. BMI) 

CONFUNKSHUNIZEYA -Con Funk Shun 

(M. Cooper), Mercury 547 (VAL -IE Joe, BMI) 

KEEP ON DANCING - Johnnie Taylor 

(J Shamwell & C. McCollough), Columbia 3 -10709 
(Groovesville, BMI) 

SUPERNATURAL FEELING- Blackbyrds 
(Saunders, Toney), Fantasy 819 (Blackbyrd. BMI) 
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YOU ARE, YOU ARE - Curtis Mayfield 
(C. Mayfield), Curtom 0135 (Mayfield, BMI) 

I CAN'T STAND THE RAIN - Eruption 
(B. Bryant, A. Peebles, B. Miller), Ariola 7686 

(Burlinglom, BMI) 

LETS GET FUNKTIFIED- Boiling Poim 
(C. Howard, W. Harrell, A. Daniels), Bullet 05 

(Bang) (Web IV /Brown Sugar /Funktified, BMI) 

WAITING ON LOVE - Johnny Bristol 
(J. Bristol), Atlantic 3421 (Bushka, ASCAP) 

I FEEL GOOD-Al Green 

(A. Green /F. Jordan /R. Fairfax Jr.), Hi 78511 
(Al GreenUec. BMI) 

AM I LOSING YOU- Manhattans 
(A. Fields, B. Morr, D. Slender), Columbia 3 -10674 
(Sumack /Scorpicorn, BMI) 

RUMOUR HAS IT -Donna Summer 

D 916 (Rick's, 8M 

Moroder, P. Bellotle), Casablanca 
BMI) 

LET ME PARTY WITH 

-Bunny Sigler 
(B. Sigler, K. Miller, R Earl, S. Miller), (Lucky 
Three /Suemay, BMI), Gold Mine 4008 ( Salsoul) 

FANTASY- Earth, Wind & Fire 

(M White, E. del Barrio, V. White), 
Columbia 310688 (Saggfire, BMI) 

DON'T YOU NOTHING- 
Ashford And Simpson 
(N. Ashford. V. Simpson), Warner Bros. 8514 (Nick - 

0-Val, ASCAP) 

THE ONE AND ONLY - Gladys Knight 
& The Pips 

(A. Bergman, M. Bergman, P. Williams), Buddah 
592 (Arista) (Famous /Ensign, ASCAP, BMI) 

YOUR LOVE IS SO GOOD 

FOR ME -Diana Ross 

(K. Patterson), Motown 1436 

(Porchester /Se na, BMI) 

GIRL CALLIN' - Chocolate Milk 
(A. Toussaint), RCA J 1222 (Marsaint, BMI) 

ATTITUDES -The Bar -Kays 

(J. Alexander, J. Dodson, A. James, W. Stewart. M. 

Board, C. Allen. H. Heinderson, L. Smith, F. 

Thompson), Mercury 550 ( Phonogram) (Bar Kay 

Warner Tamerlane, BMI) 

LOVE IS ALL YOU NEED -High Inergy 

(C. Drayton), Gordy 7157 (Motown) (lobete. ASCAP) 

FREAKY DEAKY -Roy Ayers 
(E. Birdsong, R. Ayers), Polydor 4451 (Phonodisc) 
(Michelle Bird /Roy Ayers Ubiquity. ASCAP) 

THIS TIME THEY TOLD THE 

TRUTH-Z.Z. Hill 
(F. Knight), Columbia 310680 (Two -Knight, BMI( 

DO YOU LOVE SOMEBODY - Luther Ingram 
(1. Baylor), KoKo 728 (Klondike. BMI) 

WHERE DID LOVE GO -Leroy Hutson 

(G. Askey), Curtom 0134 (Warner Bros ) 

(Andrask. BMI) 

TWO HOT FOR LOVE -THP Orchestra 
(B. Ley), Butterfly 1206 (Ample Parking, ASCAP) 

WORKIN' TOGETHER -Maze Featuring 
Frankie Beverly y 

(F. Beverly). Capitol 4531 (Pee, BMI) 

TOMORROW I MAY NOT FEEL 

THE SAME -Gene Chandler 
(L. Thompson), ChiSound 1168 (United Artists) 

(Carleen /Detrantz Moique. ASCAP) 

STAYIN' ALIVE -Bee Gees 

Gibb. R. Gibb, M. Gibb), RSO 885 ( Polydur). 

BMI) 

TRY AND UNDERSTAND-Jaisun 
(W M Stevenson) Jett Sett 101 (Mikim. BMI) 

OLD MAN WITH YOUNG 

IDEAS -Ann Peebles 
(G. Jackson /R. Moore). Hi 78509 (Cream) (Muscle 

Shoals Sound. BMI) 

I'M REALLY GONNA' 
MISS YOU -Billy Preston 

(B. Preston), A &M 2012 (Irving /Wep. BMI) 

IF I CAN'T HAVE 

YOU- Yvonne Elliman 
(Barry Gibb, Bobbin Gibb, Maurice Gibb), RSO 884 

(Stigwood /Unichappell, BMI) 

EYESIGHT -lames Brown 

(1. Brown, D. Brown). Polydor 14465 (Dynatone/ 
Belinda /Unichappell, BMI) 

ALMIGHTY FIRE- Aretha Franklin 

(C. Mayfield). Atlantic 3468 (Mayfield, BMI) 

AIN'T NO SMOKE WITHOUT 

FIRE -Eddie Hendricks 
(D. Bugatti. F. Mustier). Arista 0325 
(Blackwood, BMI) 

BOOGIE SHOES-K.C. & The Sunshine Band 

(H. W. Casey, R. Finch), TK 1025 (Sherlyn, BMI( 

BABY, I'M THROUGH -Emotions 
(1. Hutchinson), Stax 3200 (Fantasy) 

(Pamjokene, BMI) 

CAUSE YOU'RE MINE NOW -R.B. Hudmon 

(D. Daley), Cotillion 34613 (Atlantic) ( Unart/ 
Sunshine Rabbit, BMI) 

SUMMER SONG- Grover Washington Jr. 

(J. Blake), Kudu 942 (Motown) (Not Listed) 

IF I HAD MY WAY -Walter Jackson 

(l. Moore). ChiSound 1140 (United Artists) 
(Gaetano / Jadan, BMI) 
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L- O -V -E -U -Bass Construction 
(R. Mueller), United Artists 1120 (Desert Rain /Big 
Boro, ASCAP) 

LET THE MUSIC PLAY - Dorothy Moore 
(F. Knight), Maluco 1048 (TK) (Two Knight, BMI) 

WESTSIDE ENCOUNTER- Salsoul Orchestra 
(S. Sondheim, L. Berstein), Salsoul 72064 

(G. Schirmer, ASCAP) 

LET'S GO ALL THE WAY - Whispers 

(M Ragin, R. Burke, A. Vosey. J. Brown), Solar 
11246 (RCA) (Free Delivery, ASCAP /Wah Watson/ 
Joseph & Art, BM 

HEY SENORITA -war 
(S. Allen, H. Brown, M. Dickerson, L. Jordan, C. 

Miller, L. Oskar, H. Scott. I. Goldstein), MCA 40883 
(Far Out, MCA) 

LOOK UP WITH YOUR 

MIND -Lenny Williams 
(F Wilson, 1. Wieder), ABC 12345 (Screen Gems 
EMI/Traco, BMI) 

BLACK WATER GOLD - Sunshine Band 

(L. Zillery), TK 1026 (Su-ma/Rogan, BMI) 

WEEKEND LOVER- Odyssey 

(S. Linzer, D. Randell). RCA 11245 (Featherbed/ 
Desiderata /Unichappell, BMI) 

SHAME - Evelyn Champagne King 

(J. H. Fitch, R. Cross), RCA 11122 

(Dunbar /Mills & Mills, BMI) 

NUMBER ONE - Eloise Laws 

(P. Vegas, L. Vegas), ABC 12341 (Novalene, BM 

PLEASURE PRINCIPLE- Parlet 
(G. Clinton, R. Ford, B. Worrell), Casablanca 919 
(Rick's /Malbiz, BMI) 

ANNIE MAE- Natalie Cole 

(N. Cole). Capitol 4512 (Cole Aroma, BMI) 

RUNAWAY LOVE -Linda Clifford 
(G. Askey) Curtom 0138 (Andrask /Gemigo, BMI) 

JUST WANNA' MAKE A DREAM COME 

TRUE -Mass Production 
tillion 44233 (Atlantic) (Two 

Pepper 
perlia 

ASCAP) Pepper ASCAP) 

MEAN MACHINE -The Miracles 

(Griffin 
-Moore- GnHin) Columbia 3 10706 (Grimora/ 

April, ASCAP) 

FINE AND HEALTHY THING -Leon Haywood 

(W. Burton) MCA 40889 (Gem -Edd. BMI) 

I AM YOUR WOMAN, SHE IS YOUR 

WIFE- Barbara Mason 
(W. McDougal Ill), Prelude 71103 

(Veedone /Tramar, BMI) 

COME ON BACK TO ME 

LOVER-Margie Joseph g D 

(J. Bristol). Atlantic 3445 (Bushka, ASCAP) 

CHUMP CHANGE -Albert King 
(a Murphy, E. Morgeson ), Tomato 10002 

Groovesville, BMI) 

MY FAVORITE FANTASY -Van McCoy 

(V. McCoy), MCA 40885 (Van McCoy /Warner- 
Tamerlane, BMI) 

BABY I JUST WANNA LOVE 

YOUad Allen 
G Gana, J. Rottman). Alexander Street 007 

(Alexander Street. ASCAP) 

JACK AND JILL - Raydio 
(R. Parker, Jr.), Arista 0283 (Raydiola, ASCAP) 

TILL YOU TAKE MY LOVE -Harvey Mason 

(H. Mason. D. Foster). Arista 0323 
Masong. ASCAP) 

BALTIMORE -Ron Preyer 
(R. Newman), Shock 10 (Janus) (Hightree. BMI) 

YOU'VE BEEN A PART OF ME -wee Gee 

V Bullock, J. Fordham. S. Love), Junes 533 
(Lenise, BMI) 

SKOKIAN -Herb Alpert & Hugh Masahela 

(Not Listed), Horizon 115 (A &M) (Irving /Mu nsale 

We've Got Rhythm. BMI /Almo, ASCAP) 

FEEL THE FIRE -Peabo Bryson 

(P. Bryson), Capitol 4573 (Warner Tamerlane, BMI) 

MOONLIGHT LOVIN' -Isaac Hayes 

(I Hayes) Polydur 14464 (Afro. BMI) 

UP THE DOWN STAIRS -Wilson Williams 
(G. McGregor), ABC 12344 

(Relaxed /McGregor, BMI) 

SAY YEAH -Sam Dem 

S. Dees) Polydor 14455 (Dyno Dees, BMI) 

TRUST YOUR HEART -Bobby Womack 
(B. Womack. L. Ware, 0. Davis), Columbia 310672 

(Tracebob /Unart, BMI) (lobete, ASCAP) 

RISKY CHANGES - Bionic Boogie 
(G Diamond), Polydur 14450 (Diamond Touch/ 

Arista, ASCAP) 
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General News 

HUTCH'S HUNCH Willie Joins Norman Whitfield 
'For Creative Things Together' 

LOS ANGELES -Willie Hutch, 
with credits including film scoring, 
producing, writing and recording, 
has joined fellow Motowner Nor- 
man Whitfield at Whitfield Records 
because "In addition fo respecting 
Norman's creative ability, I wanted 
to be a part of his new growing com- 
pany. 

"We have talked a long time 
about doing some creative things to- 
gether," says Hutch. 

Hutch, who has always produced 
himself while producing and /or 
writing for other acts such as 
Smokey Robinson, the Jackson 5, 
Thelma Houston, the Miracles and 
others, plans to get involved in pro- 
ducing Whitfield acts. 

"But the first thing is to get my 
own thing off the ground," he says. 
For the first time, Hutch will be co- 
produced by someone else: 

Whitfield. "This is also my way of 
trying something different." 

He notes that he will not totally go 
in a new musical direction. How- 
ever, the combination of the two 
should produce something different. 

Hutch, who is best known for his 
hard -driving, funky sound, says he 
plans to get into "some different 
rhythm patterns." He has nearly fin- 
ished his debut LP for Whitfield 
with a projected June release date. 

According to Hutch, on the draw- 
ing board is a planned national 
showcasing. "I know I need more ex- 
posure all around if I am to get over 
as a performer." 

He adds that for the most part 
while with Motown, his energies 
were devoted to producing other 
acts. Now, he says, "my energies are 
shifting to pushing myself as a 
recording artist." 

Continued from page 48 

from the political machinery, take it 
back to my audience, give it to them 
in terms that it will understand with- 
out all the redtape that might be in- 
volved, then the people know what's 
really going on and can deal with it." 

He notes he has gotten personal 
commitments from political chiefs to 
attend his testimonial dinner -some 
of whom are Wisconsin Gov. Martin 
J. Schrieber, Congressman Henry 
Reuss, county executive William S. 
O'Donnell and Milwaukee Mayor 
Henry Maier. 

* * * 
Carolyn Franklin, sister of 

Aretha, wrote and performed "I 
Take This Walk With You -Down 
Life's Avenue" at the wedding of 
Aretha to actor Glenn Turman. The 
tune was the couple's wedding 
march. 

Carolyn later performed the song 
at a massive reception the Turmans 
tossed at the Beverly Hilton Hotel in 
Los Angeles, with some 600 well 
wishers onhand. 

Backing Carolyn was Barry 
White's Love Unlimited Orchestra 
with Gene Page conducting. 

Other acts to serenade the couple 
were the Four Tops who performed 
"I Love You Just The Way You 
Are," "Isn't She Lovely" and "Cat- 
fish." 

The Lon Fontain dancers, Papa's 
Results, a group that Carolyn man- 
ages and Aretha consults; Bernard 
Mason, guitarist; Eddie Hicks, 

Hutch has become known 
through his recordings as somewhat 
of a high energy artist -and with the 
trend apparently to a mellower 
sound, one might wonder if he will 
fit in. "There is a musical transition 
about every 10 years. When I re- 
corded for RCA in 1968 I did an LP 
called "Season For Love" which was 
extremely mellow. 

"I joined Motown in 1971 and its 
overall sound was high- energy, with 
more than 90% of its hits uptempo. I 

was there so I did that type of music. 
Most people don't know that I'm 
ballad- oriented and I'm doing some 
ballads on my new LP. 

"I'm glad the trend is back to easy 
to listen to music because I believe 
the staying power of an artist is his 
ability to make people listen to him 
and want to play his records long af- 
ter they fall from the charts. 

JEAN WILLIAMS 

Soul Sauce 
singer; along with singer Tennyson 
Stevens from Chicago entertained 
the gathering. Stevens sang "Can't 
Take My Eyes Off Of You." 

Aretha's latest concert cancella- 
tion was her scheduled performance 
at the Circle Star Theatre in San 
Carlos, Calif., May 5 -6. 

* * * 

Mecca Artists, Inc., has been 
tapped to pull together the enter- 
tainment for the Black Athletes Hall 
Of Fame Dinner set for the Waldorf - 
Astoria, New York, June 28. Bill 
Cosby is honorary chairman. 

Ruth Inniss will not only coordi- 
nate the show but will make all air- 
line and hotel reservations and se- 
cure transportation in New York 
where needed. 

* * * 

Nancy Wilson, actress Mira Wa- 
ters and Grover Washington were 
set to be among those paying tribute 
to the late Taaz Lang, manager of 
Philadelphia International's Teddy 
Pendergrass. 

The tribute, an open house splash 
and disco party celebrating the 
opening of Taaz' Higher Concept 
Beauty Center in Philadelphia was 
held Sunday (30). Lang was also a 
beautician. 

Lang was murdered last year on 
the doorsteps of her home. The 
crime remains unsolved. Producers 
of the event were Eva Ritter, Mira 
Waters, sister of the slain manager 
and Izzy Lang Jr. 

Norman Connor is in the studio 
with the Delfonics to produce two 
singles for them for Arista Records. 
Connor's new LP "This Is Your 
Life" features Elinor Mills on lead 
vocals -Elinor is the sister -in -law of 
Stephine Mills, former star of the 
Broadway musical "The Wiz." 

* * * 

A promotional /merchandising 
item being used by Fantasy Records 
in promoting the Originals' new LP 
"Another Time, Another Place" is 
an eight -page comic book which ac- 
companies all promotional mailings. 
A full -color poster has also been pre- 
pared. 

The comic book contains the his- 
tory of the Originals dealing with the 
group's 10 years with Motown, a 
double spread cartoon illustrating 
all the tune titles on its Fantasy LP 
and individual bios. There is also a 
crossword puzzle. 

* * * 

Tomato Records has released a 
new LP by blues master John Lee 
Hooker titled "The Cream." The 
double pocket album was recorded 
live in Palo Alto, Calif., at the Key- 
stone club. Some of Hooker's most 
famous tunes are included on this 
LP such as "Rock Steady," "T.B. 
Sheets," "Sugar Mama" and "One 
Room Country Shack." 

* * * 
Remember ... we're in communi- 

cations, so let's communicate. 

"`What do your rhythms say across the board ?" 
"73 copies in the first day and all I did was play it In 

the stoic. D. Schlangr owner, Just A Song, Albany, NY. 
"People get happy when they hear Spyro on 

in-store play, and they're happy when they buy 
it That got* feeling shows up in the sales." - 
Joan Miller, itnager, Vine Records, Louis- 
ville, KY. 

"Spyro Gym is a different sort of sound- - 
and our customers like it. In- store play is popu- 
lar with sales "increasing . George Daniels, 
owner, George's Music Room, Chicago, IL. 

"Spyro Gyra will knock your socks off!" - 
Howard Appelbaum, big buyer, Kempmill Rec- 
ords, Washington, D.C. 

355 Harlem Rd., Buffalo, N.Y. 14224 

Call toll -free 1- 800 -828 -7041, 
in N.Y. State call 716 826 -9560 

A Division of Transcontinent Record Sales, Inc. 
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litLF 
ktist, Label & Number 
(Dist Label) 

1 1 13 WEEKEND IN LA. 31 27 11 SHOUT IT OUT 
George Benson, 

Warner &os. 2WB -3139 

B.T. Express, 

Roadshow /Columbia IC 3501 * 11 2 SHOWDOWN 
Isley Bros., T-Neck 17 34930 (CBS) 

32 32 6 MACHO MAN 
Village People, 

Casablanca NBLP 7096 

3 3 12 STREET PLAYER 
Rufus /Chaka Khan, ABC AA 1049 33 34 3 WE CAME TO PLAY * 19 2 CENTRAL HEATING 

Tower Of Power, 

Columbia JC 34906 

Heatwave, Epic JE 35260 

34 31 25 BRASS CONSTRUCTION III 
5 5 19 BLUE UGHTS IN 

THE BASEMENT 

Brass Construction, 

United Artists LA755H 

Roberta Flack, Atlantic SD 19149 

35 20 9 STARGARD 
6 6 10 PLAYER OF THE YEAR Stargard, MCA MCA2321 

Bootsy's Rubber Band, Warner 

Bros. 80K 3093 36 36 13 LET ME PARTY WITH YOU 
Bunny Sigler. Gold Mind 

7 2 19 SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER 7502 (Salsoul) 

Various Artists, RSO RS.2.4001 

37 39 7 VINTAGE "78" 
8 4 2O FUNKENTELECHY VS. Eddie Kendricks, Arista AB 4170 

PLACEBO SYNDROME 
Parliament, Casablanca NBLP 7084 38 38 20 CHIC 

Chic, Atlantic SD19153 * 25 2 SO FULL OF LOVE 
O'lays, P.I.R. 1735355 39 41 4 SUNBURN 

Sun, Capital ST11723 
10 8 10 RAYDIO 

Raydio, Arista AB 4163 40 40 25 FLYING HIGH 

11 9 22 ALL 'N ALL 
ON YOUR LOVE 
Bar-Kays, Mercury 

Earth, Wind d Fie, Columbia SRM 11181 ( Polydor) 
IC 34905 

12 12 6 WARMER 
41 45 6 LOVE WILL FIND A WAY 

Pnaroah Sanders, Arista AR 4161 

COMMUNICATIONS 
Average White Band, 

Atlantic SD 19162 
42 42 7 FUNK IN A MASON JAR 

Harvey Mason, Arista AB 4157 

13 10 15 FANTASY LOVE AFFAIR 43 44 5 VOYAGER 
Peter Brown, Drive 104 (TK) Dexter Wansel, P.I.R. 

11 -34985 (CBS) 
14 14 13 REACHING FOR THE SKY 

Peabo Bryson, Capitol ST 11729 44 47 5 ERUPTION l Eruption, Ariola SW 50033 

l 21 4 YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE 
Johnny Mathis, Columbia IC 25259 MODERN MAN 

Stanley Clarke, Nemperor 
16 7 21 THANKFUL u 35303 (CBS) 

Natalie Cole, Capitol SW 11708 

46 43 5 WATSONIAN INSTITUTE 
17 17 13 WE ALL KNOW WHO Master Funk, DIM DJLP 13 

WE ARE 
Cameo, Chocolate City CUP gio.ro4 LOVELAND 
2004 (Casablanca) m7 Lonnie Liston Smith, 

Columbia IC 35332 

18 15 8 LETS DO IT 
Roy Ayers. Polydor PD- 1.6126 48 37 42 TOO HOT TO HANDLE 

Heatwave. Epic PE 34761 

19 13 15 ONCE UPON A DREAM 
Enchantment, 

Roadshow RS 811 (U.A.) 

49 55 2 EVER READY 
Johnnie Taylor, Columbia IC 35340 

26 12 RIDING HIGH 50 48 33 BARRY WHITE SINGS FOR 
Faze-O, SHE SH 740 (Atlantic) SOMEONE YOU LOVE 

Barry White, 20th Century T -543 
21 18 16 LIVE AT THE BIJOU 

Grover Washington, Jr., Kudu KUK 51 50 24 ONCE UPON A TIME 
3637 (Motown) 

Donna Summer, Casablanca 

22 16 13 GOLDEN TIME OF 
NBLP 7078 -2 

THE DAY 52 51 20 THE BELLE ALBUM 
Maze featuring Frankie Beverly, 

Capitol ST 11710 
Al Green, Hi HLP6004 

23 23 5 I CAN'T GO ON THIS WAY 53 
KW Lem UP THE YELLOW BRICK 

Tyrone Davis, Columbia 1C-35304 
ROAD 
Salsoul Orchestra, Salsoul SA 8500 

24 24 30 SENT IT 54 54 2 DAVID OLIVER 
Ashford B Simpson. 

Warner Bros. BS3088 
David Oliver, Mercury SRM 1183 

25 22 21 WHEN YOU HEAR LOU, 

YOU'VE HEARD IT ALL 

55 49 25 UVE 
Commodores, Motown M894 

Lou Rawls, Philadelphia 
International 35036 56 53 5 JOURNEY TO THE LIGHT 1Z (CBS) 

Brainstorm, Tabu 1A-35327 

26 30 7 LOVE BREEZE 
Smokey Robinson. Tamla 57 PLEASURE PRINCIPLE 

T-359 (Motown) Parfet, Casablanca NBLP 7094 

W 35 3 MAGIC 58 =10 LETS ALL CHANT 
Floaters, ABC AA 1047 Michael Zager Band, Private Stock 

PS 7013 

28 28 10 THERE'S NO GOOD 
IN GOODBYE 59 56 20 FUNK BEYOND THE CALL 

Manhattans, Columbia IC 35252 OF DUTY 

29 29 35 FEEUN' BITCHY 

Johnny "Guitar" Watson, 

DIM DJLPA714 

Millie Jackson, Spring 

SP1G6715 (Polydor) 60 IF MY FRIENDS COULD 
SEE ME NOW 

30 33 4 JAM /1980's 
lames Brown, Polydor PD16140 

Linda Clifford, Curtom CUB 5021 

(Warner Bros.) 
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As Of 4/24/78 
Compiled from selected rackjobbers by the Record Market Research Dept. of Billboard. 

1 NIGHT FEVER -Bee Gees -RSO 889 

2 LAY DOWN SALLY -Eric Clapton- 
RSO 886 

3 IF I CAN'T HAVE YOU- Yvonne 
Elliman -RSO 884 

4 STAYIN' ALIVE -Bee Gees - 
RSO 885 

5 I CAN'T SMILE WITHOUT YOU - 
Barry Manilow- Arista 0305 

6 WITH A LITTLE LUCK- Wings- 
Capitol 4559 

7 DUST IN THE WIND- Kansas- 
Kirshner 84274 

8 EMOTION -Samantha Sang- Private 
Stock 45178 

9 JACK & JILL- Raydio- Arista 0283 

10 YOU'RE THE ONE THAT I WANT - 
John Travolta & Olivia Newton- 
John -RSO 891 

11 THE CLOSER I GET TO YOU - 
Roberta Flack- Atlantic 3463 

12 EBONY EYES -Bob Welch - 
Capitol 4543 

13 GOODBYE GIRL -David Gates - 
Elektra 45450 

14 SWEET TALKING WOMAN- Electric 
Light Orchestra -Jet 1145 
(United Artist) 

15 THANK YOU FOR BEING 
A FRIEND- Andrew Gold - 
Asylum 45456 

16 IMAGINARY LOVER -Atlanta 
Rhythm Section -Polydor 14459 

17 COUNT ON ME- Jefferson 
Starship -Grunt FB -11196 (RCA) 

18 WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS - 
Queen- Elektra 45441 

19 MOVIN' OUT -Billy Joel - 
Columbia 3 -10708 

20 WEREWOLVES OF LONDON - 
Warren Zevon -Asylum 45472 

21 SHADOW DANCING -Andy Gibb- 
RSO 893 

22 NEVER HAVE TO SAY GOODBYE - 
England Dan & John Ford 
Coley -Big Tree 16110 

23 THUNDER ISLAND -Jay Ferguson - 
Asylum 45444 

24 RUNNIN' ON EMPTY -Jackson 
Browne -Asylum 45460 

25 FEELS SO GOOD -Chuck 
Mangione -A &M 2001 

26 FOOLING YOURSELF -Styx- 
A&M 2007 

27 EGO -Elton John -MCA 40892 
28 DEACON BLUES -Steely Dan - 

ABC 12355 
29 POOR POOR PITIFUL ME -Linda 

Ronstadt -Asylum 45462 
30 IT'S A HEARTACHE -Bonnie Tyler - 

RCA 11249 
31 FANTASY - Earth, Wind & Fire - 

Columbia 310688 
32 THE CIRCLE IS SMALL -Gordan 

Lightfoot- Warner Bros. 8518 
33 DO YOU BELIEVE IN MAGIC - 

Shaun Cassidy - 
Warner /Curb 8533 

34 SHORT PEOPLE -Randy Newman - 
Warner Bros. 8492 

35 SOMETIMES WHEN WE TOUCH - 
Dan Hill -20th Century 2355 

36 TOO MUCH, TOO LITTLE, TOO 
LATE- Johnny Mathis & Deniece 
Williams -Columbia 310693 

37 I'M GOING TO TAKE CARE OF 
EVERYTHING-Rubicon-20th 
Century 2362 

38 TWO DOORS DOWN -Dolly 
Parton -RCA 11240 

39 I CAN'T HOLD ON -Karla Bonoff- 
Columbia 310618 

40 DANCE WITH ME -Peter Brown - 
Drive 6269 

Rack LP Best Sellers 
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As Of 4/17/78 
Compiled from selected rackjobbers by the Record Market Research Dept. of Billboard. 

1 SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER - 
Soundtrack-RSO RS -2-4001 

2 EVEN NOW -Barry Manilow- Arista 
AB 4164 

3 LONDON TOWN- Wings -Capitol 
SW 11777 

4 SHAUN CASSIDY -Shaun Cassidy - 
Warner /Curb BS 3067 

5 POINT OF KNOW RETURN - 
Kansas- Kirshner JZ 
34929 (Epic) 

6 RUMOURS -Fleetwood Mac - 
Warner Bros. BSK 3010 

7 RUNNING ON EMPTY- Jackson 
Browne -Asylum 6E 113 

8 EARTH- Jefferson Starship -Grunt 
BXL1 2515 (RCA) 

9 SLOWHAND -Eric Clapton- 
RSO RS1 -3030 

10 FEELS SO GOOD -Chuck 
Mangione -A &M SP -4658 

11 NEWS OF THE WORLD- Queen- 
Elektra 6E-112 

12 TEN YEARS OF GOLD -Kenny 
Rogers- United Artists 
UALA 835H 

13 LIVE -Barry Manilow- Arista 
AL 8500 

14 THE GRAND ILLUSION- Styx -A &M 
SP 4637 

15 FOOT LOOSE & FANCY FREE -Rod 
Stewart -Warner Bros. BSK 3092 

16 CHAMPAGNE JAM -Atlanta Rhythm 
Section - Polydor PD 16134 

17 SON OF A SON OF A SAILOR - 
Jimmy Buffett -ABC AA 1046 

18 THE STRANGER -Billy Joel - 
Columbia JC 34987 

19 BORN LATE -Shaun Cassidy - 
Warner /Curb BSK 3126 

20 SIMPLE DREAMS -Linda 
Ronstadt -Asylum 6E -104 

21 WAYLON & WILLIE -Waylon 
Jennings & Willie Nelson - 
RCA AFL12686 

22 ALIVE II- Kiss -NBLP 7076 

23 THE STORY OF STAR WARS - 
Soundtrack -20th Century T -550 

24 YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE -Debby 
Boone -Warner /Curb WBS 8455 

25 WEEKEND IN L.A.- George 
Benson- Warner Bros. 2WB 3139 

26 AJA- Steely Dan -ABC AB 1006 

27 ALL'N' ALL -Earth, Wind & Fire - 
Columbia JC 34905 

28 OUT OF THE BLUE -Electric Light, 
Orchestra -Jet JTLA 823 
(United Artists) 

29 HE WALKS BESIDE ME -Elvis 
Presley -RCA AFL1 -2772 

30 STAR WARS /SOUNDTRACK -20th 
Century 2T 541 

31 SHOWDOWN -The Isley Brothers - 
T -Neck JZ 34930 (Epic) 

32 BLUE LIGHTS IN THE BASEMENT - 
Roberta Flack- Atlantic 
SD 19149 

33 FOREIGNER -Atlantic SD 18215 

34 EXCITABLE BOY -Warren Zevon- 
Asylum 6E -118 

35 LET'S GET SMALL -Steve Martin - 
Warner Bros. BSK 3090 

36 STREET SURVIVORS -Lynyrd 
Skynyrd -MCA 3029 

37 DOUBLE LIVE GONZO -Ted 
Nugent -Epic KEZ -35069 

38 MAGAZINE- Heart- Mushroom 
MRS 5008 

39 YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE -Johnny 
Mathis -Columbia JC 35259 

40 RAYDIO- Arista AB 4163 

C'right Meet Sets Airing Of Problems 
NEW YORK -Problems already 

encountered in the 1976 Copyright 
Act will be the topic of the two -day 
annual meeting of the Copyright 
Society of the U.S.A. to be held at 
Buck Hill Inn, Pa., beginning Sun- 
day (30). 

Prof. Harry G. Hann of the Cornel 
Law School with deliver the annual 
Donald C. Brace Memorial Lecture 

entitled "Cassandra Considers 
Copyright." 

There will also be a meeting of the 
trustees of the society, chaired by E. 

Gabriel Perle, vice president, law, 
for Time Inc., who is also the 
society's president. A question and 
answer workshop will be conducted 
by Prof. Alan Latman of N.Y.U.'s 
Law School. 

General News 
Rothstein Seeks 

Peaches Portion 
LOS ANGELES -Robert Roth- 

stein is asking for the return of his 
half of the stock in the Peaches retail 
chain in Superior Court here. 

He claims that Tom Heiman, 
founder /president, and Steve Neha- 
men, chief financial officer of 
Peaches, conspired to dupe him into 
exchanging his Peaches stock inter- 
est for 5.48% of Nehi stock in August 
1974. 

Rothstein argues that he had the 
concept originally that moved 
Peaches into the ranks of the top re- 
tail chains in the U.S. 

In 1974, he and Heiman agreed 
that Rothstein would be president 
and chief executive of Peaches for 
his lifetime. At that time, Rothstein 
claims he was bilked into making the 
stock exchange. 

He alleges that Heiman eased him 
out of Peaches in April 1976 in a set- 
tlement in which it was agreed that 
Rothstein was to get a salary and ex- 
pense account equal to what he got 
as Peaches president for the next five 
years and he could go into retail and 
compete with Peaches if he so de- 
sired. In July 1976, Heiman repu- 
diated the settlement. 

Rothstein claims Nehamen ad- 
vised him to take the stock exchange. 
Both Nehamen and Heiman knew at 
the time that the picture they 
presented to him of Nehi's finances 
was aberrated, in that certain liabil- 
ities and unpaid taxes were not dis- 
-closed bringing the book value 
down 50%. 

Rothstein wants up to $6 million 
in exemplary damages unless he gets 
his Peaches stock back along with 
30% of the Nehi stock. 

Doors Shutter For 
Oahu Retail Chain 

HONOLULU -The Vinyl Donut, 
a record store chain with four outlets 
on Oahu, is no more. The business 
was dissolved April I after the 
chain couldn't maintain credit with 
its chief Mainland supplier, City !- 
Stop. City 1 -Stop had alien worked 
out with the chain, and it exercized 
that lien when it became obvious 
that the store was having credit diffi- 
culties. 

Ill -planned over -expansion, cou- 
pled with poor sales around Christ- 
mas time last year and poor account- 
ing procedures, were the general 
reasons for the chain's dissolution. 

Vid Music Course 
To Reach Colleges 

NEW YORK -"All About The 
Music Business," a closed circuit 
video instructional series that 
recently completed a five -day run 
here, has been picked up for distri- 
bution by the Video Tape Network 
which services colleges nationwide. 

Ronald Zalkind, president of 
Practical Learning For The Arts, 
says many colleges expressed inter- 
est in video courses, which consist of 
40 half hour programs featuring 
leading music industry figures. 

In addition to the Video Tape 
Network deal, Zalkind says he hopes 
to add another dozen programs and 
take the series to Los Angeles' Cen- 
tury Plaza Hotel in the fall as well as 
New York. The debut New York run 
drew a capacity crowd of 350 regis- 
trants. 

Future production will depend on 
continued financial assistance from 
record labels, Zalkind says, pointing 
out that Practical Learning is a non- 
profit educational corporation. 

ATLANTA MANAGERS BRANCH OUT 

Buie, Geller Found 
2 New Organizations 

ATLANTA -Buddy Buie and Ar- 
nie Geller, managers of the Atlanta 
Rhythm Section, have formed the 
Buie -Geller Organization and BOO 
Records. 

The BOO logo was used for the 
first time on the new Atlanta 
Rhythm Section album, "Cham- 
pagne Jam," on Polydor. 

Though the Rhythm Section has 
been on Polydor since 1974, BGO 
will operate on a non- exclusive 
basis. Alicia Bridges, one of two new 
BOO acts, is signed to Polydor, while 
a band called Mose Jones is signed 
to RCA. 

"I Love the Night Life," a single 
from Bridges, a songwriting find of 
Bill Lowery who is described by 
Geller as "a highly visual act in the 
tradition of David Bowie, Liza Min- 
nelli and Barbra Streisand" is set for 
release at the end of April. Mose 
Jones, described as "an r &b -jazz 
crossover with Southern roots" will 
have an album out at the beginning 
of the summer. The quartet recorded 
for MCA about seven years ago. 

The concept of BGO, explains 
Buie, "is full Greer guidance, with 
production and management work- 
ing hand in hand together. A pro- 
ducer's work often goes down the 
drain if you can't control the rest of 
an artist's career. 

"That's why the Rhythm Section 

has always had everything done in- 
house. We do everything from the 
recording to the album design in At- 
lanta." 

Adds Geller, "I'm coming into this 
with the attitude of a former record 
company executive. We're taking on 
the role of an artist's company and 
we expect to remain relatively small, 
with four or five acts." 

Prior to his association with Buie, 
Geller was director of marketing at 
Polydor, with a special directive "to 
watch over the affairs of the Rhythm 
Section." Buie is one of the most 
prolific songwriters and producers 
in the South, with a record of hits 
that dates back to the days of Billy 
Joe Royal and Joe South. 

He is a partner with Bill Lowery in 
Low -Sal Music (which publishes 
ARS material) and has produced all 
seven ARS albums in addition to co- 
writing the band's hits "Doraville," 
"Angel," "So Into You" and "Imagi- 
nary Lover." 

A third principal executive at 
BGO is Gloria Buie, vice president 
in charge of business affairs, who 
oversees tour direction. Sharon 
Lawrence, formerly with Rocket 
Records, is in charge of creative 
services, and BGO expects to add a 
national promotion director within a 
short time. 

Carol Hall's Dream Comes 
True With Show's Opening 

By RADCLIFFE JOE 
NEW YORK -When the much - 

talked -about off - Broadway musical, 
"The Best Little Whorehouse In 
Texas," opened at the Entermedia 
Theatre here recently, it brought 
the musical career of Carol Hall, its 
composer /lyricist, one step closer to 
realization of the full musical style 
cycle for which she aspires. 

Hall, a warm, open artist with a 
sweeping range of creative talents, 
began her musical career at the age 
of 12 as a piano soloist with the Dal- 
las Symphony. Since then she has re- 
corded two albums for Elektra /Asy- 
lum, "If I Be Your Lady," and 
"Beads & Feathers," on which she 
sings all her own compositions. 

She was also the composer on an 
Emmy Award -winning television 
special, and subsequent gold album, 
"Free To Be You And Me." She is 

also the composer of the title songs 
of such movies as "Death Of A Gun- 
fighter" and "Rivals." 

Hall, whose songs have been re- 
corded by such entertainers as Bar- 
bra Streisand; Neil Diamond, Harry 
Belafonte and Mabel Mercer, is no 
newcomer to the theatre: 

Last season she composed the off - 
Broadway musical "Wonderful 
Beast" which was presented at the 
La Mama Experimental Theatre. 
She has also written the music for 
the Lion Theatre Company's 
"Love's Labors Lost" 

In between putting together the 
music and lyrics for "Whorehouse" 
she also found time to create a soon - 
to-be- released album for "Sesame 
Street" featuring Marilyn Sokol. 

The show, with book by Larry L. 

King and Peter Masterson, revolves 
around the legendary Chicken 
Ranch of LaGrange, Tex., which 
flourished from 1844 until 1973, 
when a sudden outbreak of public 
morals caused its demise. Hall has 
been able to corral, its last and prob- 

ably most colorful madam, Edna 
Milton Davidson, for a small part in 
the show. 

"The Best Little Whorehouse In 
Texas," is considered to be such a 
hot property that all rights have 
been snapped up by Universal Stu- 
dios for an undisclosed figure. 

Old-Time Radio 
Series Released 

NEW YORK -Fans of old -time 
radio can hear some of their favorite 
series again thanks to the new Nos- 
talgia Lane Records series recently 
debuted by the ERH Sales Corp. 

Radio broadcasts of "Dracula," 
"Tarzan" and Peter Lorre's "Mys- 
tery In The Air," are the latest three 
releases of the series that already 
contains 11 other titles, with more on 
the way. 

The LPs retail for $6.98 ($2.85 to 
distributors). Prepacks of 30 or 50 al- 
bums, containing from two to four 
copies of each title, are also avail- 
able. The pre -packs which open for 
display, also contain a four -color 
display card with the "Best Of Old - 
Time Radio" title. 

The Nostalgia Lane series is mar- 
keted through independent distribu- 
tion, arranged by the Herb Goldfarb 
Organization. Some other titles in 
the series include "The Lone 
Ranger," "Dragnet," "Abbott & 

Costello," "Sherlock Holmes" and 
others. 

ASCAP Cash Vote 
NEW YORK -Supplemental 

cash grants of $83,000 have been 
voted for 1977 -78 to writer members 
of ASCAP by the society's popular 
and standards awards panels. The 
total amount awarded for 1977 -78, 
over and above royalties, is 

$871,650, the society says. 
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Billboard 
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may be reproduced, 
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tern, or transmitted, in any 
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electronic, mechanical, 
photocopying, recording, 
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These are best selling middle -of- the -road singles compiled from 
radio station air play listed in rank order. 
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I CAN'T SMILE WITHOUT YOU 
Barry Manilow, Arista 305 (Dick James, BMI) 

WE'LL NEVER HAVE TO SAY GOODBYE AGAIN 
England Dan & John Ford Coley, Big Tree 16110 (Atlantic) (Dawnbreaker, BMI) 
FEELS SO GOOD 
Chuck Mangione, A &M 2001 (Gatos, BMI) 

TOO MUCH, TOO LITTLE, TOO LATE 
Johnny Mathis with Deniece Williams, Columbia 3.10693 
(Homewood House, BMI) 

THE CLOSER I GET TO YOU 
Roberta Flack with Donny Hathaway, Atlantic 3463 (Scarab /Ensign, BMI) 

READY FOR THE TIMES TO GET BETTER 
Crystal Gayle, United Artists 1136 (Aunt Polly's, BMI) 

WITH A LITTLE LUCK 
Wings, Wings 8812 (Capitol) (ATV, BMI) 

DUST IN THE WIND 
Kansas, Kirshner 84274 (Don Kirshner, BMI) 

I'M ON MY WAY 
Captain & Tennille, A &M 2027 (Pink Flower, BMI) 

YOU'RE THE LOVE 
Seals & Crofts, Warner Bros. WBS8551 (Dawnbreaker, ASCAP /Oaktree, BMI) 
YOU BELONG TO ME 
Carly Simon, Elektra 45477 (Snug /C'est, ASCAP) 

BEFORE MY HEART FINDS OUT 
Gene Cotton, Ariola America 7675, (Sailmaker / Chappel, ASCAP) 

GOODBYE GIRL 
David Gates, Elektra 45450 (Warner Brothers, ASCAP) 

TWO DOORS DOWN 
Dolly Parton, RCA 11240 (Velvet Apple, BMI) 

COUNT ON ME 
Jefferson Starship, RCA 11196 (Diamond Back /Bright Moments, BMI) 
WE'LL SING IN THE SUNSHINE 
Helen Reddy, Capitol 4555 (Lupercalia, ASCAP) 

IF I CAN'T HAVE YOU 
Yvonne Elliman, RSO 384 ( Polydor) (Stigwood, BMI) 

BABY I'M YOURS /GOD KNOWS 
Debby Boone, Warner Curb 8554 (Blackwood, BMI) 

THE CIRCLE IS SMALL 
Gordon Lightfoot, Warner Bros. 8518 (Moose, CAPAC) 

TAKE A CHANCE ON ME 
Abba, Atlantic 3457 (Artwork, ASCAP /Polar, AB) 

IMAGINARY LOVER 
Atlanta Rhythm Section, Polydor 14459 (Low.Sal, BMI) 

IFS A HEARTACHE 
Bonnie Tyler, RCA 11249 (Pi /GEM, BMI) 

THIS TIME I'M IN IT FOR LOVE 
Player, RSO 890 (House Of Gold /Windchime, BMI) 

GEORGIA ON MY MIND 
Willie Nelson, Columbia 3 -10104 (Peer, BMI) 

I WANT TO LIVE 
John Denver, RCA 11261 (Cherry Lane, ASCAP) 

BLUER THAN BLUE 
Michael Johnson, EMI America 8001 (Capitol) 
(Springcreek /Let There Be, ASCAP) 

SHADOW DANCING 
Andy Gibb, RSO 893 (Stigwood /Unichappell, BMI) 

THE LAST OF THE ROMANTICS 
Engelbert Humperdinck, Epic 850526 (W.B. /The Holmes Line, ASCAP) 

SWEET SWEET SMILE 
Carpenters, A &M 2008 (Sterling /Addison Street, ASCAP) 

THANK YOU FOR BEING A FRIEND 
Andrew Gold, Asylum 45456 (Luckyu /Special Songs, BMI) 
YOU'RE THE ONE THAT I WANT 
John Travolta & Olivia Newton -John, RSO 891 (Stigwood /Buffalo /Ensign, BMI) 
NIGHT FEVER 
Bee Gees, RSO 889 (Stigwood /Unichappell, BMI) 

ON BROADWAY 
George Benson. Warner Bros. 8542 (Screen Gems -EMI, BMI) 
I'VE NEVER BEEN TO ME 
Mary Macgregor, Ariola 7677 (Stone Diamond, BMI) 

FALLING 
LeBlanc & Carr, Big Tree 16100 (Atlantic) (Carrhorn, BMI /Music Mill, ASCAP) 

CHATTANOOGA CHOO CHOO 
Tuxedo Junction, Butterfly 1205 (Not Listed) 

LADY LOVE 
Lou Rawls, Philadelphia International 8 -3634 (CBS), (Mighty Three, BMI) 
EVEN NOW 
Barry Manilow, Arista 330 (Kamakazi, BMI) 

A LOVER'S QUESTION 
Jacky Ward, Mercury 55018 (Times Square /Eden /Unichappell, BMI) 
JUST THE WAY YOU ARE 
Billy Joel, Columbia 3 -10646 (Joelsongs, BMI). 

EMOTION 
Samantha Sang, Private Stock 45178 (Barry Gigg /Flamm /Stigwood, BMI). 
LAY DOWN SALLY 
Eric Clayton, RSO 886 (Polydor), (Stigwood, BMI) 
MORE THAN A WOMAN 
Bee Gees, RSO (LP cut) (Stigwood /Unichappell, BMI) 

YOU GOT IT 
Diana Ross, Motown 1442 (Society Hill /Brooklyn, ASCAP) 

OUR LOVE 
Natalie Cole, Capitol 4509 (Chappell, ASCAP) 

THE ONE AND ONLY 
Kasey Cisyk, ABC 12333 (Famous, ASCAP /Ensign, BMI) 

I'M GONNA TAKE CARE OF EVERYTHING 
Rubicon, 20th Century 2362 (Fon Fanfare /No Cibur, BMI) 
BAKER STREET 
Gerry Rafferty, United Artists 1192 (Hudson Bay, BMI) 
STRANDED IN A LIMOUSINE 
Paul Simon, Columbia 3.10711 (Paul Simon, BMI) 
MOVIN' OUT 
Billy Joel, Columbia 3 -10708 (Joelsongs, BMI) 

Classical 
All -Black 

Symphony 

For Philly 
By MAURIE ORODENKER 

PHILADELPHIA - The forma- 
tion of a National Afro -American 
Philharmonic Orchestra, a sym- 
phony orchestra exclusively of black 
musicians, was announced here by 
the Rev. Leon H. Sullivan, pastor of 
the Zion Baptist Church and 
founder of the nationwide Opportu- 
nities Industrialization Centers and 
other self -help programs in the 
black community. 

Pointing out that there are only 38 
black musicians among the 4,000 
members of American symphony or- 
chestras, he says a 100- member or- 
chestra is being assembled and that 
it will give its premiere performance 
on May 22 at the Academy of Music 
here. 

The orchestra will be conducted 
by James Frazier Jr., a Detroiter who 
was the first black conductor to lead 
the Philadelphia Orchestra and who 
guided the children's concerts of the 
local symphony for the past two 
summers. Frazier, who is also min- 
ister of music at Rev. Sullivan's 
church, says the opening concert 
would bring together black musi- 
cians from throughout the East. 

Apart from providing good mi- 
nority musicians the chance to work, 
Frazier says he hopes the Afro - 
American Philharmonic will con- 
vince other symphony orchestras to 
offer more opportunities to minority 
musicians. He hopes the black or- 
chestra will tour major cities and 
play concerts "where we can drama- 
tize the position of black musicians." 

Frazier declares he hoped also to 
establish a summer program mod- 
eled oft Tanglewood in Massachu- 
setts in which young black musicians 
could rehearse symphonic repertory 
and chamber music, and teach 
members of the community. 

The May 22 inaugural concert 
will include music by Shostakovich, 
Schubert and Beethoven; the pre- 
miere of Arthur Cunningham's 
"Night Bird," with jazz group Don- 
ald Byrd and the Blackbyrds as 
soloists; and Frazier's own "King 
Requiem" for chorus and orchestra. 
Pianist Armenta Adams Hummings 
is also listed as soloist for the concert. 

Classical 
Notes 

The Atlanta Symphony's April 18 rehearsal 
was moved to the Egyptian Ballroom of the Fox 

Theatre for recording checks run by Cleveland's 
Telarc Records. A mid -June taping is planned 
using the Soundstream digital tape recorder. 
"They have a fine symphony hall, but it just 
doesn't have the final bit of air or bloom re- 

quired for audiophile or demonstration record- 
ing," Jack Renner, Telarc president, explains. 
Telarc plans to tape the orchestra under con- 

ductor Robed Shaw in Stravinsky's "Firebird 
Suite" and Borodin's overture and "Polovtsian 
Dances" from "Prince Igor." 

Classical customers of the Camelot Music 
chain are offered the chance to win expense 

paid European vacations, with London Records 
and Philips picking up the tab. Philips is flying 
two Camelot customers to Amsterdam following 
a month -long sale on the Philips and DG lines, 
and London Records will jet a Camelot classical 
couple to the British capital. Members of the 
chain's Camelot Classical Club -some 20,000 of 
them -can register for the drawings at any 

store. ALAN PENCHANSKY 

s 
DG TEAM -In Manhattan to conduct the Metropolitan Opera, conductor Karl 
Bohm is introduced to his fans at Sam Goody's. Bohm, with Jim Frey, 
Deutsche Grammophon's U.S. chief, signed autographs for 11/2 hours. The 

83 -year old musician began recording for DG 25 years ago in March. 

I 

Pioneer's Chief Mitchell: 
`Grab Opera Ad Radio $$1 

By STEVE TRAIMAN 
NEW YORK -Classical sta- 

tions for the most part -unlike 
their rock counterparts -have 
done a bad job of getting a share 
of the $10 million U.S. Pioneer 
Electronics co -op money geared 
to local dealers sponsoring the 
New York City Opera fund -rais- 
ing efforts. 

Pioneer president Bernie 
Mitchell laid this rap on attend- 
ees at the recent Concert Music 
Broadcasters Assn. meeting here, 
in highlighting his firm's activi- 
ties on behalf of cultural institu- 
tions like the City Opera and the 
Metropolitan Opera. 

"Like most businessmen I 

know there's a difference be- 
tween a business decision and a 
cultural decision," he told the last 
day luncheon audience. "And 
like most businessmen I know 
that in my business life I owe my 
loyalty to the best interest of my 
business -and my board of direc- 
tors. 

"But I also owe a great deal to 
the hospitals ... and the police 
... and the schools ... and to the 
organizations that hold together 
the fragile civilization that we all 
live in. Like most businessmen, I 

feel a sense of commitment 
toward paying back some of that 
debt." 

Mitchell explained it was easy 
for him since he's in the music 
business, loves it and has a des- 
tiny intertwined with the destiny 
of the music world. 

His first chance came with the 
problems the Met was having in 
1976 with the possibility of 
scrapping the following season. 
"It seemed crystal clear to me 
that if America couldn't afford to 
create music it probably couldn't 
long afford to buy the hi fi equip- 

ment that reproduced music. 
And I was motivated by guilt and 
by fear as well as by love to do 
something," he recalls. 

That "something" was an in- 
novative fund raising program 
which through doubly matched 
gifts brought about $390,000 for 
the Metropolitan Opera. It cost 
Pioneer $100,000 out of pocket 
and another $100,000 in dona- 
tions to accomplish the goal, 
"and we probably got much of 
that back in publicity, goodwill 
and advertising value." the Pio- 
neer chief notes. 

"It was not a good business 
deal, but it was not a bad busi- 
ness deal either. It was an accept- 
able investment in music -with 
long -term possibilities." 

He saw the City Opera plight 
in late 1977 as equally obvious, 
and a tougher job in fund raising 
since it isn't as well known and is 
less grand. "But it's not less im- 
portant and it's not even less 
good, it just doesn't have the na- 
tional visibility to build a na- 
tional fund raising program 
around." 

Reasoning he couldn't be 
proud of himself or Pioneer if he 
just sat back and watched City 
Opera decline from lack of sup- 
port, Mitchell decided on a pro- 
gram to broaden the base of 
ticket sales and fund raising, in 
essence "creating the market" by 
paying the bill to get City Opera 
on the air. 

Pioneer sponsors the "King 
Biscuit Flower Hour" of taped 
live rock concerts over 214 rock 
stations in every major city (and 
many not so major), with 24 
broadcasts a year -12 recorded 

(Continued on page 57) 
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PHILIPS PRESENTS 

FESTIVO 
SERIES 

A MIDSUMMER 
NIGHT S 
DREAM 
Rae Woodland 
Helen Watts 

Concertgebauw 
Orchestra. Amsterdam 

Initial release of 20 LPs with simultaneous cassettes. Includes 
performances by Arrau, Davis, Grumiaux, Haitink, Jochum, 
Markevitch, Monteux, Souzay, Sell, and Szeryng. 

PHILIPS 
A product of Phonogram, Inc. 
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CHECK TYPE OF AD YOU WANT: 

REGULAR CLASSIFIED -85c a word. Minimum 
$17 00 First line set ail caps Name address 
and phone number to he included in word count 

DISPLAY' CLASSIFIED AD -One inch $38 00, 
4 times $34 00 each, 26 -times $32 00 each, 
52 -times $27 00 each Box rule around all ads 

INTERNATIONAL (Other than U- S- )- Regular- 
50c a word. Min $15 Dlspiay -$30 ea inch, $27 
ea. inch 4 or more consecutive times 

Box Number. c,o BILLBOARD, figure 10 addi- 
tional words and include $1 00 service charge 

DEADLINE- Closes 4:30 p.m. Monday, 12 days 
prior to date of Issue. 

CASH WITH ORDER. Classified Adv. Dept. 

CALL TOLL FREE (Except NY State) 
800 -223 -7524 

ADDRESS ALL ADS -BILLBOARD. Classified 
Ad Dept.. 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 
10036 or telephone (212) 764 -7433. 

Check heading under which ad is to appear 
(Tape & Cartridge category classified ad is not accepted.) 

D Distribution Services Cl Comedy Material 

D Record Mfg. Services, Supplies O Business Opportunities 

& Equipment D Professional Services 

D Help Wanted For Sale 

D Used Coin Machine D Wanted to Buy 

Equipment D Publishing Services 

El Promotional Services D Miscellaneous 

Enclosed is $ Check LI Money Order 

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER 

Or you may pay for your classified advertising on your credit card. 
American Express 

O Diners Club 
C) BankAmericard /VISA 

Master Charge 
Bank st (Required) 

Credit Card No. 

Card Expires 

Signature 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 7IP CODE 

Telephone No 

FOR SALE 

PREMIUM 

8 -TRACK BLANKS 
Lear Jet style cartridge was rubber roller 
Professional duplicating tape 90 lengths 
in 1 min increments. Private labeling 
available 

1 min to 45 min any quantity 68e 
46 min to 65 min any quantity 73e 
65 min to 80 min any quantity 784 
81 min to 90 min any quantity 83e 
Headcleaners 454 ea 

$25 00 minimum orders. C o 0 only 

PROFESSIONAL 8-TRACK DUPLICATORS- 51.295 

PROFESSIONAL 8 -TRACK CALIBRATORS & ERASERS 

Studio quality high speed operation. Com- 
plete warranty Write for literature 

BAllY ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
39 N. Rose, Mt. Clemens, Mich. 48043 

Phone: 13131 463 -2592 tin 

WE HAVE THE BEST 
CUT -OUT AND CURRENT 

record and tape list in America. 
LPs $7.98 list 8 track tapes $7 98 list 

our price $4.30 our price $4.45 

Dealers Only 
ALEX A. ARACO CO., INC. 

507 High Si.. surlington, N.J. 08016 
(609) 386 -3288 jy21 

POSTERS 

LIGHTING PRODUCTS 

Large velvet blacklight posters $1.25 
each. Money House blessing spray 
$13.00 per case of 12 cans. Strobe 
Lights $10.00 each. Optic ray sun- 
glasses $21.00 a card. 75 watt black - 
light bulbs $15.00 box of 25. Zodiac 
auto air freshener $12 a card of 48. 
4 Color Personalized Zodiac Car Tags 
$18.00 a doz. Fish nets 6' x 30'., $2.50 
each. 

TRI -CITY PRODUCTS 
99 B Guess St., Greenville, S.C. 29605 

Phone (803) 233 -9962 tfn 

BUDGET TAPES 
Have largest selection of original artist 8 
tracks in the country. Heavy in C&W, Rock. 
Religious and Spanish categories. Displays. 
signs and sales aids available. 

Call Bill (405) 364 -5034 or write: 

OKLAHOMA 
TAPES & RECORDS, INC. 

P.O. Box 946 
Norman, Okla. 73070 tin 

BUDGET TAPES & LP's 
and 

MAJOR LABEL CUTOUTS 
8- TRACK, CASSETTES & LP's 

Can service all your needs. 
For Free Catalog call or write: 

GENERAL MUSIC CORP. 
P.O. Box 1611, Charlotte, N.C. 28232 

(704) 377 -5623 tfn 

8 Track & Cassette Blanks 
Studio Quality Cartridge 

Low Noise. High Output Tape 

1 Min to 55 Min 70e 

56 Min to 70 Min 85C 

71 Min to 90 Min 99e 

$25 00 Minimum Orders C O D Only 

Andol Audio Products, Inc. 
4212 14th Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219 

(212) 435 -7322 tfn 

BUY DIRECT 
FROM MFR 

PRECISION MOLDED 
8 TRACK CARTRIDGES 

NORELCO STYLE BOXES 
C.O. CASSETTES 

Cassette Shells, guide rollers and 
Hubs Blank Cassettes C30, C60, 
C90, C120. Special lengths on 
request. 

Call or Write. 

DYNA -DAY PLASTICS, INC. 
1521 East Avis Dr. 

Madison Heights, Mich. 48071 
(313) 585 -6280 eow 

-DISCO MAILING LIST - 
Most current listing of over 750 
disco establishments in 39 states 
and over 100 cities -available 
now. $50. Make check payable to: 

MAILING LISTS UNLIMITED 
3208 Cahuenga Blvd.. West Suite 121B 

Hollywood. CA 90088 my20 

POSTERS 
We get them first 

Largest and latest selection of posters in 
the country. Send for FREE 52 page color 
catalog featuring complete selection of 
paper and velvet posters, paraphernalia, 
lights and rock star jewelry. DEALERS ONLY. 

FUNKY ENTERPRISES, INC. 
139 -19 Jamaica Ave. 
Jamaica, N.Y. 11435 

(212) 658 -0076 (800) 221 -6730 158 

8 TRACK & CASSETTE CUTOUTS 
BEST OF THE MAJOR LABELS 

COLUMBIA - LONDON - ETC. 

For a free catalog call or write: 
AUDIO DISTRIBUTORS 

1182 Broadway. New York. N.Y 10001 

(212) 725 -4570 
Dealers only -please tfn 

POSTERS 
Kiss Live 2. new individual posters of 
Kiss, Andy Gibb, Bee Gees, Dallas Cowboys 
Cheerleaders, Shaun Cassidy and many more. 

T SHIRTS 
Printed 8 Unprinled. Celebrities. Rock Stars. 
Photo and Rainbow glitters. Lettering. 

CAPRICORN SALES 
4018 Buena Vista Rd., Columbus. Ga. 31906 

(404) 563 -5353 IMO 

8 TRACK BLANKS 
Professional duplicating tape. Exact time 
loaded in 1 minute intervals from 1 to 100 
minutes. 

45e PLUS '/,C PER MINUTE 
Pay only for the length you need. 

CASSETTE BLANKS 
1st line low noise high output tape and 5 
screw cartridge, any length from 1 to 120 
minutes. 

C -90 AS LOW AS 59C 

Minimum order $25.00. May be assorted. 
COD only. 

LITTLE WAREHOUSE, INC., 1820 W. Schaaf 
Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44109. (216) 398 -9438. 

oc7 

MUSIC, JEWELRY, BOOK + PARAPHER - 
nalia boutique. 10,000 new and used albums and 
tapes. Low price. All or part. R.T.C., 3416 Lex- 
ington Rd., Louisville, Ky. 40207. (502) 774 -3646. 

my6 

Original Hits Original Stars 

8 -track tapes 
LP albums 

Cassettes 
. Exclusive Releases . . 

-Distributorships Available- 

Call or Write 
for 

Information 
304.523 -3951 

INTER -CONTINENTAL 

MUSIC CORPORATION 

816 7th Avenue 
Huntington, West Virginia 25701 tfn 

A LARGE SELECTION 
LP, 8 TRACK AND 

CASSETTE CUT -OUTS, 
OVERRUNS AND IMPORTS 

All categories: Major Labels. 

COME AND PICK 
Write or calf for free catalog. 

SUTTON 
RECORD COMPANY 

960 East Hazelwood Ave. 
Rahway, N.J. 07065 

(201) 382 -7770 my6 

ATTENTION RACK JOBBERS 
Surplus 8 -track and albums for sale 

we can supply 
ALL 

your 8 -track and album needs 
Call today Jim Adams 

(314) 343 -7100 

RECORD WIDE DISTRIBUTORS 
1755 Chase Drive 

Fenton (St. Louis), Mo. 63026 On 

MAJOR LABEL 
8 TRACK CUTOUTS 

AND CASSETTES 
Call or write for a free catalog to 

J S J DISTRIBUTORS 
2512 W. Fullerton, Chicago, III. 60647 

(312) 227 -0551 ttn 

WHILE OTHER PF:OI'LE AILE RAISING 
their prices, we are lowering ours. Major label LPs 
as low as íA)4. Your choice. Write for free listings. 
Scorpio Music, 2933 River Rd., Croydon, Pa. 
19020, USA. Dealers only. tfn 

LP'S AS LOW AS 354 EACH. ALL LABELS: 
Today's hits & Oldies. Listings 504 handling. 
Soelo -W Distributors, Rt. 7, Box 280 -D, Orlando, 
FL 32805. my6 

RECORD MFG. SERVICES, 
SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT 

RECORD PRESSING 
LP JACKETS PTD. & FAB. 

Quality 45 8 LP pressings. Dependable 
FAST Personal Service! Send us your 
tape and let us do the rest!! 

VILLE PLATTE RECORD MFG. CO. 
120 E. Cypress St., Ville Platte, La. 70586 

(318) 363 -2104 ttn 

FOR SALE 

DOLLY PARTON 
POSTER 

AVAILABLE 
FOR 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

Write or call for 
FREE CATALOG 

F D C, Inc. 
11331 Maryland Ave. 
Beltsville, Md. 20705 

(301) 937 -0230 my27 

EXECUTIVE AND CORPORATE PROTEC 
tion- Newsweek says "required reading." Scott 
Protective, P.O. Box 21306, Philadelphia, Pa. 
19126. (2151 782 -1300. my20 

COLLECTORS' RECORD OPTION - JAZZ, 
C /W, S /T, 0 /C, Blues, R &B personalities. Ray 
Macknic, P.O. Box 7511, Dept. R, Van Nuys, 
Calif. 91406. tfn 

SHRINK -WRAP EQUIPMENT. WRAP, RE- 
v:rap records. tapes. Free catalog. M. Lauer 
Mfg., 32118 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles, 

Calif. 91x118 121I) 737 -0440. tfn 

WANTED TO BUY - LYRICS AND MUSIC - 
to vocal POPULAR songs of the 20's, 
30's, 40's and 50's and also a book 
of VAUDEVILLE ROUTINES. 

Jerry: 135t/2 E. Second St. 
Port Clinton, Ohio 43452 

(419) 734 -3534 my2o 

WANTED 
USED SUPERSCOPE 

AUTOMATIC CASSETTE 
LOADERS IN GOOD 

OPERATING CONDITION. 

(516) 589 -4378 my6 

RECORDING STUDIOS 

RECORDING STUDIO IN 
WASHINGTON, DC 

TECHNIARTS is expanding and convert- 
ing its existing plant to warehouse. We have 
on premises an acoustically designed re- 
cording facility: 3,500 square feet; studio, 
control room, reception area. Improvements 
and betterments may be purchased for 
$25,000 and rent at $1,000 /month. Ex- 
perienced persons with capital and estab- 
lished credit only TECHNIARTS, 8555 
Fenton Street, Silver Spring, MD 20910, 
301 -585 -1118. myt3 

PROMOTIONAL 
SERVICES 

EXCLUSIVE DISCO DJ'5 ONLY -Y R1'.h. 

newly released Disco Records -most major lab,ls. 
Dues required. 814- 886 -9931. D P A, 631 Front, 
Cresson, PA 16630. tfn 

RECORD PROMOTION- INDEPENDENT 
promotion staff, seeks new accounts -have a very 

strong promotion staff. Contact: Great Philly 
Promotion Company, Inc., 1405 Locust St., 
Suite 1815, Philadelphia, Pa. 19102. (215) 
546 -5684. tfn 

HIT RECORDS WANTED FOR DISTRIBU- 
tion. King Record Dist., 800 E. Gulf Breeze Park- 
way, Gulf Breeze, Fla. 32561. Phone 904- 932 -2525. 

tfn 

GOLDEN OLDIES 

TRADING POST 

Don't Miss It'' Classified Adver- 
tising Closes Every Monday. 

"WANTED TO BUY," "FOR 
SALE," "SWAPPING" 
Use the headline that fits your 
needs. 

Regular Classified: 85¢ per word. 
Minimum $17.00 
Display Classified: $38.00 per col- 
umn inch. 
PAYMENT MUST ACCOM PANY 

ORDER TO: 
Billboard Golden Oldies 

Trading Post 
1515 Broadway, New York City 10036 

FOR SALE 

OLDIES 50S, 60S, 70S. 100 DIFFERENT $15.00. 
200 different ($33.00). 500 different $100. Also want 
lists filled. Becky Overton, 6464 West Quaker, 
Orchard Pk., N.Y. 14127. eow 

When Answering Ads . . . 

Say You Saw It in Billboard 

NEW, TOLL -FREE 

HOT -LINE FOR 

PLACING YOUR 

CLASSIFIED AD 
Just Dial 

800 -223 -7524 
Ask for Evelyn Warren. 

(IN N.Y. STATE (212) 764 -7433) 
Hot -line is for fast, personal service 
placing Classified Ads only. For all other 

business call the re- 
gional office nearest 

you. 

REAL ESTATE 

2700 SEAT THEATRE 
for rent on daily or weekly basis -centrally 
located to Manhattan, Brooklyn, Central 
New Jersey and Staten Island. Full stage, 
lighting and dressing room facilities. 
For info. 25 Hyatt St., Suite 207, Staten 

Island, N.Y. 10301. 

1212) 727 -1616- 10A.M. to 2P.M. 
my27 

RaDIO-TV 
maRT 

Rates: "POSITION WANTED" is 

$10 -in advance -for I inch, one 
time. No charge for Box number. 

"POSITION OPEN" is $20 -in 
advance -for one time. Box num- 
ber ads asking for tape samples 
will be charged an added $1 for 
handling and postage. 

Send money and advertising copy 
to: 

Radio -TV Job Mart, Billboard, 
1515 Broadway, N.Y. 10036 

POSITIONS WANTED 

DISCO DJ 
needs 

CHALLENGING POSITION 
IN A DISCOTHEQUE 

that values UNIQUE TALENT and EX- 
PERIENCE in programming music. Highly 
dedicated to DISCO industry. Have own 
record library and member of LA Record 
Pool. 

Write: Ben Tobias 
6861 Alvarado Rd., #2, 
San Diego, Calif. 92120 
(714) 287 -4867 268 -3370 Ext. 05 -M 

my13 

POSITION WANTED -FULL TIME 
PROGRESSIVE & AOR DJ 

1 YEAR COLLEGE AOR -AM EXPERIENCE 
Extensive Rock Background; Fantastic 
Radio Personality; 3rd Class Endorsed 
License. Will Work Days, Nights, Week- 
ends- ANYTIME. Definitely Willing To Re- 
locate. Available Immediately. 

For Resume & Tape, contact: 
DAVID L. BOGART 

1316 SOUTH LINCOLN 
AURORA, MISSOURI 65605 

(417) 678 -2298 my6 

HONEST, DEPENDABLE DJ 

WANTS ALL NIGHT SHOW 
Third Endorsed. 4Yi Years Experience. 

1- 904 -255 -6950 
MIKE HON 

373 Williams 
Daytona. FL 32018 my6 

DISCO DJ 
with 

5 YEARS' EXPERIENCE 
Seeks fuiltime Disco programming position 
in the northeast -will consider relocating 
elsewhere. For resume contact: 

JEFFREY CARLS 
4511 N. Front 

Harrisburg, Pa. 17110 
(717) 234 -0498 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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HELP WANTED 

TOUR PUBLICIST 
wanted for major group. Tour to 
begin in June for 5 months. Must 
be SHARP. Send resume. 

Box 7195, Billboard 
1515 Broadway 

New York, N.Y. 10036 my6 

SALES MANAGER 
National Experience for major tape case 

manufacturer. Salary commensurate 
with experience. 

BOX 7196 
Billboard, 1515 Broadway 

New York, N.Y. 10036 
my13 

REPS WANTED 
NATIONALLY known leading manufac- 
turer of excellent line of phonograph 
needles record /tape /audio accessories 
entering music field. Wants professional 
result- oriented aggressive organizations to 
sell /service music industry distributors, 
rack jobbers, one -stop etc. Top products. 
Top Commissions. Choice territories open. 
Forward resume /profile. Box *7189, BilI- 
board, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 
10038. my6 

DISCO DJ 
EXPERIENCED 

WILL PROGRAM TO 2,000 +. Send 
Resume to: 

Falls Electric Ltd. 
P.O. Box 1087 

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 44223 
(216) 929 -7123 my6 

CREAM OF THE CROP RECORDS IS LOOK - 
ing for experienced promotion man to promote 
records. Send resume to: Cream of the Crops 
Records, PO Box 2027, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514. 

my6 

FREE -LANCE EDITOR WANTED TO WRITE 
exciting articles on disco, hard rock, movies, 
careers, T.V., sports. Telephone: Behrens (714) 
556 -7130, Santa Ana, Ca. my13 

MUSIC OPPORTUNITY, CLASSICAL MU- 
sic sales- well -established, widely -distributed 
quality classical label of records and tapes of- 
fers a commissioned only sales opportunity. 
Substantial existing volume. Territory opening 
for Boston to Washington, D.C. Must have pre- 
vious sales experience, knowledge of classical 
music and be self- motivated. May also carry a 

non -competitive musical line. Contact Ms. J. 
Grow, V.P., Sine Qua Non Productions, telephone 
(617) 675 -1522 or write P.O. Box 1749, Fall River, 
Massachusetts 02722. my6 

DISTRIBUTING SERVICES 

ACCESSORIES 
24 HR. FREIGHT -PAID SERVICE 

Largest Selection at Lowest Cost Anywhere 

MAXELL MEMOREX SCOTCH TDK 
BASF AMPEX WATTS DISCWASHER 
SOUND GUARD SHURE PICKERING 

AUDIO TECHNICA RECOTON EVEREADY 
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

Al. , ROSENTHAL ASSOCIATES 
Dept. A. 29 E. Glenside Ave.. Glenside. Pa. 19038 

(2151885 -5211 tin 

MAKE MORE PROFIT WITH OUR LOWER 
prices on LPs, 8-tracks, and cassettes. Top 1000 
list updated weekly. Write Tobisco, 6144 High- 
way 290 W., Austin, Texas, (Mexican list avail- 
able also). tfn 

Advertising Brings Results 

RECORDING ENGINEER 
N.C. BASED 

16 track studio, 35/16 MM film production 
house seeks Audio Production Engineer. 
Send resume and references to: 

Box 7187 
Billboard, 1515 Broadway 

New York, N.Y. 10036 my6 

SITUATION WANTED 

CREATIVE 8 TALENTED INDIVIDUAL 
SEEKS MKTG. /PROMOTION POSITION 
MBA, Marketing 8 Finance 
B.A., Accounting 
3 Yrs. Retail Record Sales 
Jazz DJ, WTUL, New Orleans 
Music Critic, College News 
Owned and Operated Second -hand 8 
Cut -Out Record Stand 

Contact: Craig Shepard 
8200 Palmetto St. 
Apt. 204 
New Orleans, LA 70118 
(504) 482 -0204 my6 

BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 

LOUNGE 
AVAILABLE 

Strong experience in entertain- 
ment, coupled with knowledge of 
lounge operations. Available to 
financially responsible person. 
$10,000 security. 200 seats in 
509 -unit hotel. Contact: 

Charles Rosen 
Marco Polo Hotel 
Miami Beach, Fla. 

(305) 932 -2233 myl3 

Millions are available for new 
businesses or financially troubled 
businesses. Be your own boss. 
Bad credit or police record no 
problem. Send $5.00 and S.A.S.E. 
to: 

Omni -N, Box 6568 
Charleston, W. Va. 25302 

my6 

"NEW RECORDING STUDIO 
in 

BOSTON" 
Ideal location with large market potential 
seeks Capital. For further information 
please contact: Samuel Boroda. 

LE STUDIO. INC. 

715 Boylston St., Boston. Mass. 02116 

1617) 267 -2825 my29 

SCHOOLS d 
INSTRUCTIONS 

REI FIVE WEEK COURSE FOR FCC 1ST 
phone license. Six week course for Radio /TV 
announcer. Call or write today. REI, 61 N. Pine- 
apple Ave., Sarasota, Fla. 33577, and 2402 Tide- 
water Trail, Fredericksburg, Va. 22401. ifs 

General News 
BMI Speeds Cable Deal Through Suit 

NEW YORK -In an apparent 
move to speed up licensing agree- 
ments with cable television oper- 
ators, BMI has filed suit against 
Teleprompter Inc. in U.S. District 
Court here, alleging copyright in- 
fringement on four BMI tunes used 
in a Home Box Office broadcast last 
year featuring Helen Reddy. 

HBO vice president and counsel 
Peter Gross describes the suit as 
"part of the negotiation process" be- 

Tomato Ups Distrib 
NEW YORK -Bib of North 

Carolina and Universal of Phila- 
delphia have joined the list of dis- 
tributors handling Tomato Records' 
product. 

tween BMI and Home Box Office. 

That firm, according to ASCAP 
counsel Bernard Korman, has had 
an "experimental agreement" for li- 
censing ASCAP tunes since Jan. 1, 

1977. BMI has no agreements with 
any cable system, it claims. 

"We want to negotiate but they 
just haven't sat down," a BMI 
spokesman claims. 

"We're perfectly willing to repre- 
sent Teleprompter's interest in this 
matter," Home Box Office's Gross 
vows. 

A Teleprompter spokesman says 
he believes his firm, which did not 
originate the program, "is indemni- 
fied by Time Inc. and Home Box Of- 
fice in this matter." Time Inc. owns 
Home Box office. 

Now, you can have one of the world's 
most authoritative jazz 
publications delivered 
right to you at home. 

jazz journal 
International 

six the nue, the 
. the me, 
Me. Ha ino 

STRICTLY INSTRUMENTAL 

eHISTORY 
Or JAZZ 

nno,,.n 

This month's cover: Dizzy Gillespie 
Photo: Polydor 

Keep up with the world - 
wide Jazz scene ... 
NEWS 
REVIEWS 
INTERVIEWS 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
UK Ee.00 
European 1st Claw $27 US dollars 

2nd Class $20 US dollars 
Americas Air Mail $27 US dollars 

Air Freight $20 US dollars 
Rest of Wortd Surface Mail $20 US dollars 
Air Mail to: Australia. Far East, Japan, $30 

US dollars 
Air Mail to: Africa, India, Pakistan, $27 
Air Mail to: Middle East. North Africa, $25 

r 

Come on along and 
join the leaders - 
Mike Hennessey- 
Editorial Director 
Sinclair Traill- 
Editor 8 Founder 
30th year of 
publication 

w 
é: 

z 

MISCELLANEOUS 

REDUCED TO $62,500 
FOR SALE 

CONTINENTAL GOLDEN EAGLE 
40' BUS 

Converted to 1975 Model 

8V71 Diesel engine -5 speed Allison 750 automatic transmission -just 
overhauled by Stuart & Stevenson; single wheel tag axle -sleeps 6, seats 
12 plus driver -120 gallon fresh water tank -120 gallon holding tank -1 
engine mount A /C -2 roof mount 12,000 BTU A /C's -(2) 5,000 KW gen- 
erators-(1) 6,500 KW generator -140 gallon fuel tank -35 gallon gas 
tank -electric space heaters -20 gallon hot water heater -4 swivel chairs - 
2 dinettes -1 full bath with shower -wet bar with running pre mix -2 door 
refrigerator with ice maker and freezer -electric trash compactor -Jen -Air 
electric grill -colored TV, CB, stereo, AM /FM radio. 

Contact: JINX HILL -COTTINGHAM BEARING CORP. 
P.O. Box 44406, Dallas, Texas 75234 

(214) 243 -0100 my20 

THE ONLY ENGLISH - 
LANGUAGE SEMIMONTHLY 

NEWSLETTER ON AND 
FROM THE JAPANESE 

MUSIC INDUSTRY 

It Is Specially Designed 
For An Internationally 

Oriented Record Executive 
Who Needs To Be 

Constantly Updated On 
Happenings In The 

Japanese Record Market. 

Free Copy Offered 
Upon Request. 

MIMIC LAINI 
INTERNATIONAL 

THE NEWSLETTER 
CONTAINS: Single And Album Charts of Monthly New Releases A List 

tical Data General News, 
S 

Etc sential Information You 
. - 

t YEAR (24 ISSUES) SUBSCRIPTION RATE -150,000 YEN (APPROX. $600.) All Payments Must Be Made In Yen. Send Your Subscription Order And Inquiries To 

DEMPMSICBLABO,5 INC. 
11 -2, HIGHASHI- GOTANDA 

1- CHOME, SHINAGAWA -KU, 
TOKYO 141 JAPAN 

BILLBOARD 
Group Subscription 

Discounts 
Save 20% on subscriptions to Billboard for 
groups of 10 or more. For rates and informa- 
tion write: 

BOX 8019 
c/o Billboard, 1515 Broadway 

New York, N.Y. 10038 tin 

PLUSH OFFICES AND STUDIOS 

sublet by Miami Beach publisher. Ideal 

for SOUND STUDIO. LAW FIRM, AC- 

COUNTANT. Some housing available. 

BOX 7194, Billboard 
1515 Broadway 

New York, N.Y. 10036 
my13 

BILLBOARD IS 
ON MICROFILM: 

Hark copies of BILLBOARD are available 
on microfilm dating from November 1894 to 
December 1974. 

Microfilm copies of articles or charts from 
any of these issues may be obtained from 
Billboard Publications at a cost of $1.50 per 
page up to 5 pages. 

For prices on additional copies and for 
further mfnrmauon n,rit nit 

Bill Wardlow 
General Services 

Billboard Publications 
9000 Sunset Blvd. 

Los Angeles, Cal 90069 
213/273 -7040 

Say You Saw It in Billboard 

Skynyrd Short To 
Open With `Grease' 

NEW YORK -A film short, "A 
Tribute To Lynyrd Skynyrd" di- 
rected by Alan J. Shalleck, will open 
in more than 80% of the theatres 
showing the upcoming Paramount 
film "Grease." 

It is presented by Pepsi -Cola, 
though there will be no commercial 
interruption, only the Pepso logo 
over the opening and closing credits. 

The film was completed only a 
month before a plane crash claimed 
the lives of four members of the 
group. The film includes both con- 
cert shots and interview segments. 

1st Interworld LP 
LOS ANGELES- Interworld 

Music Group's first sampler LP is a 

compilation of Randy Newman 
songs. The sampler contains 28 
copyrights written by the per- 
former /songwriter. Samplers by 
other contemporary songwriters are 
also in progress. 

The firm is sending more than 
1,000 copies of "The Songs Of 
Randy Newman" to producers and 
a &r executives across country. 

Biograph Ups List 
NEW YORK - Biograph Records 

is raising the list price on its LPs to 
$7.98. 

COMEDY MATERIAL 

PROFESSIONAL 
COMEDY MATERIAL 

tThe Service of the Stars Since 1940) 
THE COMEDIAN" 

Original Monthly Service -$45 yr. pstg $8 
(Sample Order) 3 issues. $15, pstg. $1.80 
35 "FUNMASTER" Gag Files, $100 pstg. $8 

"Anniversary Issue," $30, pstg. $3 
"How to Master the Ceremonies," $10, pstg. $3 

Every item different, No C O D 's 
WE TEACH STANDUP COMEDY" via mall 

Payable to: BILLY GLASON 
200 W. 54th St., 

N.Y.C. 10019 tin 

"THE RADIO PERSONALITY" 
Be as fresh and alive as your audience 
wants you to be. Serious, topical humor for 
the air personality who strives to com- 
municate and entertain intelligently. 50-60 
usable one liners biweekly, all formats. 
Free sample and information. 

THE RADIO PERSONALITY 
1509 Country Club Court 

Franklin, Tenn. 37064 jnto 

"PHANTASTIC PHUNNIES" 
The new monthly service that is taking the 
radio -TV comedy world by storm! BIG YUKS- 
SMALL BUCKS! 3 out of 4 requests end up 
as subscribers! "PHUNNIES" can now be 
phound in London, Sydney, Panama Canal 
Zone, PLUS over 100 major markets in U.S. 
and Canada! Send $1.00 (gotta keep out 
riph -raph) phor over 200 line "PHUNNIES" 
issue, subscription inpho AND phabulous 
gipht!I 1343 Stratford Dr., Kent, Ohio 44240. 
(216) 673 -1134 my13 

COMEDY /UPDATE HAS BEEN PUBLISHED 
every other Friday since 1976. $2.00 brings cur- 
rent 4 -page issue. Candan Productions, 1700 

Mason St., Suite 17, San Francisco, CA 94133. 
my6 

FREE SAMPLE ISSUE OF RADIO'S MOST 
popular humor service! O'Liners, 366 -H West 
Bullard Avenue, Fresno, California 93704 (or 
phone 209/431- 1502). tfn 

DEEJAY SPECIALS! MONTHLY GAGLET- 
ter! Individualized Service! We have it all. FREE 
information package. PETER PATTER, P.O. 
Box 402 -B, Pinedale, Ca. 93650. 

"THE WEEKLY WIPE " -DEE ,1.1Y GAGS 
and .Jokes -No Record intro's -No .Junk -Free 
Sample -The Weekly Wipe. Box 3715 Jackson. 
Ga. 30233. tin 

UEEJAYS: NEW SURF'. -FIRE COMEDY 
11,000 classified une -line gags, $10. Catalog free. 
Edmund Orrin, 41171 -A Grove Place, Madera, 
California 93637. tin 

HUNDREDS OF DEEJAYS RENEWED 
again this year! Guaranteed funnier.' Free sample. 
Contemporary Comedy, 5804 -A Twining, Dallas, 
Texas 75227. Phone 214 /381 -4779. tin 

PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES 

ATTENTION PROMOTERS -PROFESSIONAL 
Sound Man with own equipment. Will traveL For 
bookings, Southern Sound Systems, P.O. Box 
1111, Scottsboro, Ala. 35768. (205) 259 -1056, (205) 
259 -1038. my6 

INTERESTED IN RECORDING AN ALBUM? 
Call the custom recording leader -Superior In- 
corporated, 329 Rockland Road, Department A, 
Hendersonville, Tenn. 37075 (615) 824 -5141. 

my20 
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Tope /Audio /Video 
Digital Recorders Highlight AES Technology 

Continued from page 1 

AES, and another six at the West 
Coast meeting fo, an initial showing. 
Late additions are Orange County 
Electronics and Cybersonics. 

JVC is demonstrating an engi- 
neering prototype of its digital proc- 

Exhibits Spur To Biggest Meeting In L.A. 
essor unit in conjunction with a 
VHS -format home video recorder - 
that system's comparable unit to the 
Sony PCM -1 adaptor utilizing its 
Betamax VTR -seen previously only 

ASR WEST -Happy Rawal, vice president, manufacturing, Motown Records; 
[Bob Goldman, plant manager; and Sani Rothberg, co- founder of ASR, left to 
right, inspect duplicating equipment at the opening of ASR's new 22,000 
square foot Canoga Park, Calif., plant. The San Fernando Valley tape dupli- 
cating plant employs 50 and presently has a 25,000 daily tape manufacturing 

capability, with room for a 400% increase when necessary. 

in Japan, and reproducing stereo 
signals in the PCM mode. 

3M is showing the West Coast 
its 32- channel digital audio master- 
ing system developed with BBC, 
recording at 45 i.p.s. with a claimed 
signal -to -noise ratio in excess of 90 
dB. Bowed at the New York AES 

PIONEER 
TV TUNER 

NEW YORK -With the recent 
improvement of the television trans- 
mission bandwidth to 15 kHz from 
the previous 5 kHz (Billboard, Jan. 
28, 1978). U.S. Pioneer Electronics is 
introducing a tv tuner component at 
suggested $250 list. 

The TVX -9500, which has been 
"waiting in the wings" for some 
time, allows the consumer to listen to 
the audio portion of a tv program 
through a hi fi system in a manner 
similar to simulcasts. Some of the 
same circuitry used in Pioneer hi fi 

FM tuners achieves a claimed sig- 
nal -to -noise ratio of 65 dB at 85 dB, 
with frequency response of 50 Hz to 
10 kHz. Unit will he available in 
mid -1978. 

GausslO'swill do 
what their 12'swill do. 
AND MORE. What the Gauss 15's did 
for your boss guitar, Gauss 10's will do for 
your lead guitar and vocalist. As a front 
end speaker, it gives them everything 
you've got. As a monitor, it gives you 
exactly what they're getting. What you 
hear is what they get. Clean sound. Up to 

gauss 

123db at 150 watts. Just how good is it? 
Ask any group that mode it. 

If that sounds good, see your Gauss 
Loudspeaker dealer for some good 
sound. He's a professional ... selling pro- 
fessional Gauss sound equipment ...to 
professionals. 

CETEC AUDIO 
13035 Saticoy Street 
North Hollywood, CA. 91605 
(213) 875 -1900 TWX: 910- 499 -2669 

CETEC INTERNATIONAL LTD. 
Sapphire House 
16 Uxbridge Rd. 
Ealing London W5 2ßP, England 
01 -579 -9145 
Telex: 935847 
Division o? Cetec Audio SOUND: FOR THE 

EDUCATED EAR. 

last November, the system report- 
edly will have three commercial 
models operational by year's end. 

Soundstream will demonstrate 
its 16 -bit digital computer system 
used recently for the first U.S. com- 
mercial recordings (Billboard, April 
22, 1978), and Mitsubishi will have 

its digital recorder with stationary 
head. using 1/4-inch tape at 15 i.p.s. 
On I\ missing system will be the new 
"super Sony" PCM adaptor shown 
at the recent NAB in Las Vegas, and 
due for extensive text recording at 
the CBS Studio in New York later 
this spring. 

Technics by Panasonic also is 

to show recent NAB debuts of an en- 
(Continued on page 59) 

High Court Studying 
Japanese Import Tax 

Continued from page 3 

request was rejected on procedural 
grounds. 

Ironically, as the Supreme Court 
justices backtracked through the his- 
tory of U.S. trade laws, it was 
learned that in the early years, only 
importers, not manufacturers, could 
petition for countervailing duties. 

Today the situation is reversed. 
The manufacturers, the government 
and the public are the only parties 
officially represented. 

Zenith's attorney, Frederick Iken- 
son, argued that two Supreme Court 
decisions ( "Downs versus U.S." in 
1903 and "Nicholas versus U.S." in 
1919) were precedents for counter- 
vailing against a commodity tax re- 
mission. 

The Downs decision called for 
countervailing duties on imported 
sugar from Russia, when that gov- 
ernment forgave its exporters the tax 
paid on domestic sales. The court 
ruled this a subsidy unfair to U.S. 
competitors. 

Solicitor General Wade McCree 
Jr., representing Treasury, said the 
cases cited by Zenith are not appli- 
cable, because additional bounty 
beyond the tax itself was granted to 
the exporter" and because of other is- 
sues involved. 

McCree said the Secretary of the 
Treasury does impose counter- 
vailing duties when the amount of 
the foreign government's rebate or 
exemption to the exporter goes he- 
yond the commodity tax itself. 

Justice Thurgood Marshall, un- 
derstandably sensitive about the ig- 
noring of a Supreme Court decision, 
wanted more details on just how the 
Treasury Secretary reached his cur- 
rent decision on the Japanese im- 
ports. 

Justice William Brennan re- 
minded the Zenith attorney that 
"the Court can change its mind in 
different eras, sometimes every 10 

years -and in this case it's every 80 
years," he added, counting from the 
1897 date of the first U.S. trade law 
enacted. 

The Solicitor General pointed out 
that Congress has been made very 
much aware of Treasury decisions 
over the years. and could have 
changed the law. 

But, he reminded the Court, Con- 
gress has never legislated against 
Treasury's stand on this "inter - 
nationally accepted trade practice" 
in its many amendments to the old 
law. 

The Zenith attorney saw it differ- 
ently. He argued that the 1974 Trade 
Act was intended by Congress to 
counteract Treasury's attitude. 

lkenson said the act helps manu- 
facturers by allowing them for the 
first time, to seek judicial review 
when the Treasury Dept. fails to im- 
pose a countervailing duty -as well 
as to challenge the amount of an im- 
posed duty. 

Justice Brennan said Congress 

may not have been more specit. 
about whether a bounty or grant is 

involved in the rebate of commodity 
taxes, "because the problem is so 
delicate they did not want to legis- 
late it." 

According to Court spokesmen 
the final decision could come any- 
time from four weeks to four months 
from the hearing date. Since court 
hearings on the question were expe- 
dited with unusual speed, and costly 
posting of bonds against a possible 
Zenith win, all parties involved are 
hopeful of the earliest possible deci- 
sion, from the Court. 

Software Joining 

CES Hardware 
In Display Area 

Continued from page 4 

The joint exhibit is a continuation 
of the exchange program that began 
at NARM in New Orleans, where a 
display of the latest in consumer 
electronics equipment highlighted 
the first -ever hardware presentation 
at the convention by five leading au- 
dio marketers. 

Cohen also will participate in the 
CES audio conference June 13, with 
a capsule 10- minute presentation on 
"Merchandising Software With 
Hardware." 

The display will incorporate such 
elements as some of the newest LP 
bins and prerecorded tape fixtures, 
the latter in tandem with a compact 
car stereo display; the new audio- 
phile disks and racks, in conjunction 
with one of the new equipment racks 
of high -end components, and a 
video software display, together with 
a television monitor and home 
videotape recorder system. 

Visual elements will he provided 
by the most innovative record com- 
pany in -store merchandisers avail- 
able at that time, tieing in the hottest 
product with a variety of displays - 
mobiles. die -cuts, 4 by 4s, rotators, 
etc. 

With an attendance in excess of 
50,000 anticipated at CES. Cohen 
sees the exhibit as a "fantastic op- 
portunity for the recording industry 
to present its wares." He hopes to en- 
courage one of NARM's rackjobher 
members to rack the wall area with 
music merchandise in an effort to 
stimulate a similar kind of entree 
into the pure consumer electronics 
store. 

Warman. who was most im- 
pressed with the Adam's Record & 
Tape mock store display put to- 
gether at NARM as a showcase for 
software merchandising, believes 
the CES exhibit can create similar 
visual excitement in addition to re- 
lating some of the obvious -but 
mostly overlooked- marketing tie - 
ins of software and hardware. 
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Tape/Audio/Video 

Pentagon Industries' newest addition to its 

accessory line is the CW -3 Cassette Winder, as a 

complement to its recently bowed C32 -S three - 
slave cassette copier. The 10 -pound unit is said 

to rewind three C -60s in 55 seconds, with indi- 

vidual tapes loaded or removed without affect 
ing operation of the other stations, according to 
Jim Dow, marketing vice president. 

The unit features precision -set torque to 

evenly wind the cassettes, ensuring better 

tracking and smoother tape handling. New 

winder operates off a 120 -volt power source 

with a 220 -volt capability optional. Suggested 

Pentagon CW -3 Cassette Winder 
claims rewind of three C -60s in 55 

seconds. 

Pioneer: Get 

City Opera Ad 

Broadcast $ 
Continued from page 57 

live in the U.S. and 12 in the U.K. 
Rock stations fight over the opportu- 
nity to carry it, he notes, with Pio- 
neer spending about $200,000 a year 
for sponsorship. 

The City Opera broadcast net- 
work, by contrast, now has 20 sta- 
tions with 10 broadcasts a year, 
Mitchell observes, and costs Pioneer 
a little under $200,000 a year. The 
"King Biscuit" program probably 
reaches 10 times the market at 
double the frequency as City Opera 
does for Pioneer. "So it's not yet a 
good business deal. But it's sure not 
a bad business deal," he maintains. 

Both programs generate mail, he' 
told the classical broadcasters. But 
while the "King Biscuit" mail is 
mostly young kids saying how much 
they like rock and how indebted 
they are to Pioneer for sponsoring 
the show, the City Opera mail is dif- 
ferent. 

Broadcast fidelity comments are 
over half the mail, performance 
quality comments run about 30% 
and appreciation of Pioneer spon- 
sorship is only about 20% of the 
mail, he reports. 

The "pot of gold" at the end of the 
Pioneer rainbow from the City Op- 
era program for Mitchell is to see it 
grow in quality, in frequency and in 
the number of stations that carry it. 
"I sponsor the City Opera live from 
Lincoln Center because they need 
me now and I know I need them 
too," he emphasizes. 

"The alternative to my sponsorhip 
looked to be unthinkable at the 
time -and I'm convinced that it 
was." 

He challanged more of the classi- 
cal broadcasters to get a "piece of the 
Pioneer pie" of $l0 million in co -op 
ad allowance that could be available 
to the stations that carry City Opera 
with local dealers acting as local - 

sponsors. 
"Pioneer will continue to sponsor 

City Opera until the alternative to 
our continuing becomes unthink- 
able to Pioneer," he concluded. "I 
hope that never happens." 

Tape Duplicator 
list is $165, with the unit previewing at the AES, 

May 2-5 in Los Angeles. 

* * * 

Exhibit space for the fourth Los Angeles 

VideoShow is sold out for the extended May 9- 

11 run at the Convention Center, according to 

producer Charles Tepfer of sponsoring Educa- 

tional & Industrial TV magazine. 

Attendance in excess of last year's 4,000 reg- 

istrants is expected, with more exhibitors and 

an added third day devoted to technical ses- 

sions on the applications and tradeoffs of new f- 
inch helical scan VTRs, advances in signal proc- 

essing and digital techniques. 

Conference sessions are morning only, with 

exhibits open from 11:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Cost is 

$25 for conferences, with exhibits free or $2 for 

non -registrants. Advance registration from L.A. 

VideoShow, Box 565, Ridgefield, Conn. 06877. 

+ ÌÏí"Ii 
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Maxell UD-XLI& 
They also outperform other tapes 

on this machine. 
People who own good hi -fi equipment 

consider Maxell UD -XL I & II the best tape 
money can buy. 

That's why owners of the best tcpe decks 
use Maxell more than any other tape. 

So it's only logical that if you stock a lot 
of good hi -fi equipment, you should be 

maxell IIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

selling a lot of Maxell tape. 
For more information on how you can 

profit from selling the world's finest high - 
performance tape, call your Maxell 
representative. And while you help your 
customers get more out of their machines, 
you'll be putting more into yours. 
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AES Convention 
Q &A INTERVIEW 

Stockharn Explores Digital World 
CHICAGO - Digital audio be- 

came a commercial reality in the 
U.S. this year, with several audio- 
phile record producers the first 
American companies to cross the 
technological threshold. These his- 
toric sessions are regarded as the 
vanguard of an industrywide move 
to digital sound. 

In this exclusive interview, Bill- 
board talks with one of the pioneers 
of digital audio, Dr. Thomas Stock - 
ham, inventor of the Soundstream 
digital tape recorder. The Sound - 
stream system is the first digital 
recorder used commercially in the 
U.S., and the first 16 -bit digital ma- 
chine used in record production 
anywhere. 

BILLBOARD: Are you refining 
the Soundstream system. 

STOCKHAM: Yes. We have wid- 

By ALAN PENCHANSKY 
ened the bandwidth of the machine 
which we feel is a big advantage up 
to a point, so that we now have a 
bandwidth well beyond 20 kHz from 
zero to well beyond 20 kHz. This is 

of course for audiophile recording, 
because in many other applications 
of tape recording frequency re- 
sponse beyond 20 kHz is overkill. 

And we have worked very hard on 
something that is not as rigorously 
defined as distortion noise -and that 
is sonic quality. People in the ultra 
high quality audio business evaluate 
an amplifier or a loudspeaker or a 
collection of such instruments in a 
subjective way. We have spent a lot 
of time relating to reactions of those 
people. 

B.: Are you studying the reactions 
of highly trained and cultivated lis- 
teners? 

S.: Right, trained ears, keen ears. 
The people who are engineering the 
records that we're doing for various 
companies are certainly qualified, 
people who work with Telarc Rec- 
ords, Crystal Clear. 

B.: Are there other refinements? 
S.: Yes, we have a system we are 

developing where we can correct 
overloads when we get back to the 
editing task. We have mathematical 
methods that will allow us to undo 
these overloads for the most part, 
each of them for the most part -by a 
method called interpolation and ex- 
trapolation. 

B.: Can you describe digital edit- 
ing? 

S.: Editing with digital recording 
is very difficult or impossible to do 
by cutting the tape- impossible if 

(Continued on page 62) 
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Over the past seven years BGW has turned 
a lot of professional heads around. We came 
out of nowhere to successfully challenge the 
stand -pat technology of the aging monarch 
of professional amplifiers. The most 
demanding buyers in the music business now 
rely on BGW: Studio owners. Recording 
engineers. Serious musicians. Everyone who 
makes his living from recorded or live sound. 
Performers and technicians alike have gotten 
behind BGW's legendary power, impeccable 
performance and workhorse reputation. 

Here's what's made BGW the most 
imitated product in the pro sound business: 

A full professional line starting with the 
MODEL 100: 30 watts per channel into 8 

ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, at less than 0.1% THD 
(80 watts mono); 

The MODEL 250 C. 100 watts per channel 
into8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, at less than 
0.1% THD (251 watts mono); 

The new MODELS 7508 and 750C: 225 
watts per channel into 8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20 
kHz, at less than 0.1% THD (720 watts mono). 

For the true sound professional, quality 
isn't a luxury. It's a necessity and something 
we build into every BOW amp. 

Contact our home office for complete 
technical specs. You'll understand why so 
many of your professional peers get behind 
BGW. And why the competition stays behind. 

See us at the L.A. A.E.S. Convention, L.A. Hilton, May 3 -6 

We're now #1 in Disco -Techl* 
`Billboard Disco Equipment Brand Preference Survey, April 1978. 

BGW Systems, Inc., 13130 5. Yukon Ave., Hawthorne, CA 90250. Telex: 66 -4494 
In Canada: Omnlmedla Corp., 9653 Cote de Liesse, Dorval, Ouebec H9P 1A3 

U.K., Webland International Ltd., 129 Walham Green Court Moore Park Rd., Unit F, London SW6 2TP.01 385 -9478. Telex: 25570 
International Inquiries please contact the factory. 
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Get Behind Usl 

DEALER SURVEY 

Semi -Pro Audio Mart Sees 

Healthy Growth Continuing 
By JIM McCULLAUGH 

LOS ANGELES -The profes- 
sional and semi -professional hard- 
ware market continues at a torrid 
pace for dealers around the country 
catering to these specialized areas. 

As the marketplace for recording 
and related equipment as well as 
sound reinforcement, radio and 
disco hardware expands, the pro au- 
dio dealer's business -and profit - 
ability-is still growing. 

The number of dealers, including 
pro only, pro and semi -pro, and pro 
and high -end consumer audio has 
increased in the past 12 months with 
many specialists opening their doors 
in key markets. A number of musical 
instrument dealers have also become 
active in pro retailing. 

Bill Lewis at LeBow Labs in Alls- 
ton, Mass., comments, "Business has 
been very good. In fact, we have al- 
ready sold four of Tascam's new 90- 
16 mixing consoles in the last two 
months. We are one of six franchised 
dealers in the country for the prod- 
uct which recently became avail- 
able. And they go out of here for 
$16,000. 

"There have been a great many 
smaller 8 -track studios in this mar- 
ket which have been upgrading to 
16 -track and that accounts for a seg- 
ment of our business," he continues. 

"And there have been a great 
many newer studios cropping up at 
the 8 -track level also." 

LeBow, which figures to do ap- 
proximately $ I.5- million this year in 
gross sales, retails such lines as 
Scully, Otani, Sennheiser, AKG and 
Neumann for pro use. 

The sizeable operation, the only 
one of its kind in the market, also 
specializes in audio /visual gear pro- 
viding equipment to radio and tv 
stations. 

"I have two full -time sales 
people," explains Lewis, "who deal 
with radio and tv stations exclu- 
sively." 

Lewis says LeBow advertises 
regularly in underground news- 
papers in the market in terms of pro- 
motion. 

Special effects devices have be- 
come strong in the market also, indi- 
cates Lewis, such as phasing and 
flanging devices. 

"There are certain sounds," ex- 
plains Lewis, "that customers are 
looking for in the studio and that ex- 
plains why they want these devices." 

Audio By Zimet's Sid Zimet indi- 
cates, "our business has been very 
strong and up over the last several 
months." 

Zimet, who has an outlet on Long 
Island, has separate pro and con- 
sumer audio under one roof. 

The increase in sales activity at the 
pro and semi -pro end Zimet attrib- 
utes to "newer products and promo - 

(Continued on page 61) 

Good -bye, 
paper labels 

imd 

Prints Right On Your Cassette 
(both sides) 

Itlllitt 

AUDIOMATIC CORPORATION 
Exclusive International Distributor 

i 
On- cassette printing in up to 3 colors 
plus full background color at speeds 

up to 100 units per minute 

Saves time.. money and problems 

the Apex Printer 
from 

and 
AUOIOMATIC CORPORATION 

1290 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS 
NEW YORK N V 10019 PHONE ,212 582 -4870 
CABLE AUDIOMATIC TELEX 12 -6419 

OVERSEAS OFFICE:4 RUE FICATIER 
92400 COURBEVOIE FRANCE PHONE 333 30 90 
CABLE AUDIOMATIC TELEX 6202E12 
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Exhibit Technology Spurs Biggest AES Convention 

Continued from page 56 

gineering prototypes of its PCM 
recorder, a fixed -head unit using the 
BS -1500 isolated loop open reel 
transport, and the only PCM 
adaptor claimed compatible with 
any normal signal bandwidth home 
VTR -including VHS, Beta and V- 
Cord formats. 

Also due are new pro versions 
of the RS- 1500US deck seen at the 
NAB, model RS- 1520US with front 
panel bias and equalization adjust- 
ment controls, and RS- 1800US, a 4- 
channel simul -sync version, plus the 
full "flat series" of rack -mountable 
components, including a digital 
tuner with microprocessor-con - 
trolled pre -programming unit. 

Another traditional hi fi com- 
pany entering the professional mar- 
ket for the first time with a major 
line is Sansui, which debuted its 
AX -7 mixer /reverb unit at the Sum- 
mer CES last June in Chicago. 

At AES, Sansui is also showing a 
high slew rate power amplifier with 
220 watts /channel RMS, a four - 
band parametric equalizer, a phono 
equalizer /mixer and another high 
slew rate integrated amplifier, along 
with its "super fidelity" accessories 
including unidirectional mikes, con- 
necting cables, resistance adaptors 
and mike boom stand. 

First -time AES exhibitors in- 
clude AB Systems, with a mixer/ 
preamp, two dual power amps, a 
mono bi -amp and a dual bi -amp; 
Aphex /TTX Ltd., with its Aural Ex- 
citer two- channel audio processor. 
console equalizer and a sub- group- 
er; Electronics Components Inter- 
national with a full line of switches, 
resistors and capacitors; Midas Au- 
dio (U.K.), new series of modular 
and p.r. system consoles with a direct 
track module for 16 to 40 -track con- 
figurations; Everything Audio, 
AMEK series 2000 console. 

Also: Heino Ilsemann GmbH, 
Bremen, West Germany, with a mu- 
sicassette packaging machine for au- 
tomatic loading of compact cassettes 
with literature into plastic boxes; 
Micor Inc., with the Coupland digi- 
tal synthesizer performance instru- 
ment with quad output; New Eng- 
land Digital Corp., with the 
Synclavier, claimed as the first corn - 
mercially available digital com- 
puter- controlled synthesizer, and 
the Blias model A high -speed 16 -bit 
computer system for real -time signal 
processing. 

Also: Swintek Enterprises with a 
new diversity music wireless system 
with claimed 86 dB signal /noise ra- 
tio, antenna amplifiers and duplex 
wireless intercoms; Tannoy /Orto- 
fon introducing the SPL /Tannoy 
4437A and 3118A three -way bi- 
amped studio monitor systems with 
electronic crossovers, HP filters and 
bass EQ; Ursa Major, with a digital 
reverb system; Valley People, with 
its Trans Amp IZ balance input 
analyzing device for critical stages in 
pro audio systems; and Wasatch 
Music Systems, featuring a new 
Hanger plus an equalizer, reverb 
unit, phase shifter, studio and live 
performance direct boxes. 

New West Coast AES exhib- 
itors include Barclay Analytical Ltd. 
with its BADAP 1 audio micro- 
processor; BTX Corp. with an 
SMPTE synchronizer; Hammond 
Industries with Beyer microphones 
and headphones, Audiophile racks/ 
trolleys, Klark -Teknik equalizers 
and delay units, and Meteor ampli- 
fiers and mixers; Harrison Systems 
with a new 48 -input console and re- 
mote 44 -input console- extended 
frame version of its 32/32B series for 
remote situations; SFW Audio with 
a line of high frequency horns and 
new high frequency horn buses, and 

Magnefax with loop bin master /cas- 
sette and 1/4-inch tape duplicating 
systems, and an automatic tape de- 
gausser. 

Tape duplicators on hand, in 
addition to Heino Ilsemann and 

Magnefax, include Accurate Sound, 
AS2400 duplicator, AS2600 trans- 
port and AS4000 cassette; Audio/ 
Tek, 1200 cassette duplicator, 210 
and 235 tape loaders, 400 limiter; 
Cetec Audio, high speed duplicator 

system, series 20A console, speaker 
systems and the King Instrument 
line of winders /loaders. 

Also: Electro Sound, which 
recently acquired Superscope Tape 
Duplicating division, will show 

those winders as well as its own - 

ES5000 Mark I Cartomatic auto- 
matic 8 -track loader, ES6400 64:1 
duplicator system with recently re- 
designed slave unit ES505 recorder/ 

(Continued on page 60) 

INTRODUCING THE MODEL 15. 
24 x 8. $9500: 

Remember when 
recording was simple? 
The only one you had to 
satisfy was you. As tracks 
of information have grown 
from 4 to 16 and beyond, so 
have the demands placed 
on the board operator. Now, 
instead of satisfying just your 
mix, there's everyone else's to 
consider. 

We've experienced the same 
frustrations: how to control and 
distribute this complex infor- 
mation. That's why we created 
the Model 15. We wanted to 
make complex mixing simple 
to understand and less 
difficult to do. 

It took engineers from three 
countries two years to build 
the first intelligently conceived 
board with the flexibility to go 
as far as your imagination can 
take it. 

That flexibility begins in the 
Model 15's basic 24 -in x 8 -out 
mixing section. Six more inde- 
pendent submixes- 

two 24 x 1, 

two 8 x 1, and 
two 8x2- 

enable you to 
blend infinite com- 

binations of signals. 
None are pre -assigned 

so that you determine what 
signals get routed and mixed 
and redistributed. 

You can cascade the submixers 
or use them independently in 8 
or 16 channel mixing. Create 
any cue mix, musician's mix or 
something unusual for a pro- 
ducer quickly and easily. 

With our operator- oriented 
design concept came new 
electronics. There's more 
headroom in the Model 15. 
And improved transient 

*16 x 8 version, $7500. 
Manufacturer's suggested 

retail price. 

response. Lower overall noise 
across the entire signal path. 
Even the power supply is 
housed in a separate unit 
reducing the possibility 
of hum. 

Our new switchable 6 -band, 
4 control equalization section 
lets you command a wider 
selection of frequencies. And 
our new channel assign sys- 
tem simplifies the signal flow: 
channel assigns 1 through 4 be- 
come 5 through 8 at the flick of 
a switch. Two color -coded 
LED's tell you visually 
what's happening. 

So if you want to satisfy 
everyone -and still con- 
centrate on your music - 
see the Model 15 today. 

TASCAM SERIES BY T EACH 
A new generation of recording instruments 
for a new generation of recording artists. 
In Canada TEAC is distributed by White Electronic Development Corporation (1966) Ltd. 

For your nearest TASCAM dealer, write TEAC Corporation of America, P.O. Box 750, Montebello, California. 90640. 
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Continued from page 59 
reproducer with 33/4 or 71/2 i.p.s. mas- 
ter, QCV quality control reproducer, 
Gemini cartridge winder and auto- 
matic tape splicer. 

Also: Infonics, high -speed in -cas- 

sette duplicator; International Au- 
dio, in- cassette copier and custom 
duplicator services; Otani, MX5050 
two, four and eight- channel record- 
ers, MX1308 1 -inch 8 -track recorder 
and 8:1, 16:1, 32:1 and 64:1 dupli- 

Pfanstiehl is CARTRIDGES MORE! 

PFANSTIEHL has all the popular ceramic and crystal replacement car - 
tridges -AT EXTRA MARKUP PRICES ... all the best selling MAGNETIC 
Cartridges by Empire. Shure. Pickering. etc. at competitive prices -and 

all from one convenient source -with no quantity requirements. 
PLUS, Pfanstiehl has THE ONLY CATALOG that gives you 

SET MODEL TO CARTRIDGE references! 

Irr r 
You'll like doing business with PFANSTIEHL! 

pt.didd WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION 
TODAY ON YOUR LETTERHEAD 

3300 WASHINGTON STREET / BOX 498 / WAUKEGAN. IL. 60085 

cator systems, and Pentagon Indus- 
tries, its new CW -3 cassette winder 
complementing the C32 -S three - 
slave cassette copier. 

Among other exhibit highlights: 
Speakers -JBL will have a pro- 

totype of the new 4313 three -way 
control monitor, eventual successor 
to the 431 I, and the 4310E, a self - 
powered broadcast monitor; Altec 
Lansing debuts its Mantaray horns, 
a new family of high frequency 
horns with constant directivity con- 
trol: Community Light & Sound 
bows a new line of Zoids packaged 
radial horns that eliminate wooden 
enclosures for use in touring sound 
systems; Klipsch & Associates will 
show its new Industrial series of the 
Heresy slant /monitor three -way sys- 
tem; Technical Audio Devices divi- 
sion of U.S. Pioneer has its PD -801 
beryllium diaphragm high fre- 
quency compression driver and PW- 
811 15 1/4-inch carbon fiber woofer. 

Disk Cutting -Gotham Audio 

JUST 5IPLE ARITHMETIC! 

disc mastering 
Cybersonics 

digital accuracy 

C ybersonjcs 

ADD IT UP; total direct drive +low weight+ 
digital desi;n +compact size+ 
unique simplicity = Cybersoncs 

¡mM 

2002 

Any way you cut it Cybersonics omutes 

For a demonstration of the latest, state of the art, Disc Mastering equipment see us at 
the 60th A.E.S. Convention at the Los Angeles Hilton. Booth 4 and 5, or Demonstration 
Room 461. 

Cybrsoncs 

CYBERSONICS INC. 
P.O. Box 8327 
Universal City, Calif. 91608 
(213) 786 -9098 

is previewing the new Neumann 
VMS 80 lathe, with Dr. Frank 
Hirsch of the firm on hand for the 
introduction and to present a paper 
on its technology at AES. Also due is 
a microprocessor -controlled disk 
mastering system from Cybersonics 
division of ABC Recording Studios. 

Electronics -Audio Industries 
has a unique digital "YoYo Re- 
hearse -A -Trak" system; Audio & 
Design Recording (U.K.), vocal - 
stresser and selective -band proc- 
essor; Automated Processes, pro- 
grammable audio components; 
BGW Systems, new models 750B 
and 750C 225 watts /channel power 
amps and model 203 preamp; Delta 
Lab Research, digital delay module: 
Crown international, new D -75 and 
SA -2 pro amplifiers; Dynair Elec- 

tronics, new System 21 switching 
system with audio, video, data and 
DC control crossover points. 

Also: Eventide Clock Works, èigi- 
tal delay line with pitch change plus 
remote /harmonizer with keyboard; 
International Electromagne:ics, 
model 231 31 -band graphic equal- 
izer; Micmix Audio Products, new 
Dynaflanger dynamic effects unit; 
Lexicon, new Prime Time digital de- 
lay system; Rauland -Borg, Spec- 
trum Master Log -8 automatic mike 
mixer; Roland Corp. (U.S.), Micro 
Composer modular synthesizer sys- 
tem; SAE, P300 300 watts /channel 
power amp and dual four -band 
parametric equalizer: Soundcraft 
Electronics (U.K.), first U.S. show- 
ing of its Series IS portable mixers: 

(Continued on page 62) 

AES Cites Seven In L.A. 
NEW YORK -Paul Klipsch will 

receive the AES silver medal, the 
society's second highest honor, and 
six others will be cited at the 60th 
convention awards banquet Thurs- 
day (4) at the Los Angeles Hilton. 

The founder of Klipsch and Asso- 
ciates in Hope, Ark., who built the 
speaker plant from a $50,000 invest- 
ment to a $10 million operation, re- 
ceives the silver medal -formerly the 
Emile Berliner award -for innova- 
tive contributions to loudspeaker de- 
sign and studies of acoustic distor- 
tion. 

John Eargle, now vice president of 
product development at JBL Sound, 
Northridge, Calif., and AES presi- 
dent in 1974 -75, will get an honorary 
membership for contributions to 
sound recording and reproduction 
and service to the AES. 

Fellowships will be presented to 
Ryosuke Itoh, director of engineer- 
ing, Sansui Electric, Tokyo, for engi- 
neering contributions to matrix 
quadraphony; Thomas Stockham 
Jr., founder of Soundstream Inc., 
Salt Lake City, for contributions to 
digital signal processing and digital 
recording of audio signals, and Leon 
Wortman, most recently marketing 
manager, Otani Corp., San Carlos, 
Calif., for contributions to the intro- 
duction of multichannel tape 
recording. 

AES citations go to DeWitt Morris 
and his wife Ethel, the former for 
services to the AES as Western vice 
president and contributions to the 
admissions policy, and the latter for 
many years of service in managing 
the West Coast office. He is 
presently executive vice president of 
United Recording Corp. and its sub- 

sidiaries, and general manager of 
United Recording Electronics In- 
dustries (UREI), both in Los An- 
geles. 

Awards will be presented by AES 
president Emil Torick, CBS Tech- 
nology Center, following remarks by 
convention chairman C. Dale Man - 
quen. 
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RECORD TABS 

GRAPHITE COATED LINERS 

CASSETTE TAPE 

8 -TR. LUBE TAPE 

DOUBLE FLANGED ROLLERS 

CASSETTE SHELLS 

SONIC - SCREW 

DONNAK 
INDUSTRIES 

P.O. Box 422 
Ridgefield, N.J. 07657 

(201) 945 -6820 
Telex: 133396 

No. 410 
FLAT SHIELD 

No. 470M 
CASSETTE FULL SHIELD 

No. 510 ®/ 
FLAT -FOAM SHIELD 

No. 570 
FULL -FOAM SHIELD 

No. 201 
CASSETTE 

SPRING PAD 

OVERLAND 

PRODUCTS 

P. 0 Box 6 

515 North Pierce St. 
Fremont. Nehr. 68025 
Phone 402 721 -7270 

No.901 No. 302 

SPECIAL CASSETTE PINS 

FOAM SHIELD 

No. 208 
8 TRACK 

CARTRIDGE 
SPRING PAC 

No. 508 
8 TRACK FOAM PAD 

SPECIAL DESIGNS ON REQUEST 
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AES Convention 
Dealers See Semi -pro Mart's Healthy Growth Continue 

Continued from page 58 
tions. We have begun holding in- 
store training seminars and demon- 
strations that are proving quite ef- 
fective." 

Zimet carries in addition to Sound 
Workshop customized mixing con- 
soles, such lines as Teac Tascam, Or- 
ban Parasound, dbx and Otani. 

"The clientele spectrum," adds 
Zimet, "is also broadening from just 
professionals who know what they 
want and what to do with it such as 

musicians and engineers but to 
people just getting started." 

Zimet also adds that healthy 
demo studio growth in the greater 
New York area has been contrib- 
uting to sales of semi -pro and pro 
recording equipment. 

"Business is as hot as it could be," 
says Al Levin of Washington Music 
Sales in the Washington, D.C., mar- 
ketplace. 

Washington Music is a huge musi- 
cal instrument dealer that added 
professional hardware six years ago. 

"There are more non -stars out 
there than stars at this point," ex- 
plains Levin, "and we have many 
fledgling musicians that are our cus- 
tomers. They want to learn how to 
record their own sound." 

Among lines carried by the outlet 
are TEAC Tascam, BGW, Yamaha, 
JBL, Gauss Cetec and Altec. 

Like Zimet, Levin also has the 
store conduct' in -store demonstra- 
tions and seminars, ordinarily in 
conjunction with the manufacturer. 

"We recently had one with 
TEAC," he notes, "that proved ef- 
fective. In fact, we have a Tascam 
80 -8 tape machine on the floor 
where customers can get an appre- 
ciation of the recording process." 

Jim Ford, Ford Audio & Acous- 
tics, Oklahoma City, indicates his 
pro business is up. 

"It's been real good," notes Ford. 
who has two outlets, one in Okla- 
homa and one in Tulsa which spe- 
cializes in professional and semi- 
professional recording equipment as 
well as sound reinforcement equip- 
ment. 

"We carry just about everything 
in those areas," continues Ford, "in- 
cluding such lines as TEAC Tascam, 
Crown, JBL, BGW, Ampex, Cetec 
Gauss, Eventide and Orban Para - 
sound. 

"We have been doing a lot of 
smaller studios such as 4 -track and 
8 -track facilities. In fact, we went 
with TEAC Tascam in our market 
about four years ago when this 
whole semi -pro market began to 
take off. We get a number of young 
musicians and studio entrepreneurs 
who are buying Tascam boards and 
Ampex tape machines." 

Ford adds his Tulsa operation is 
1,700 square feet while the Okla- 
homa outlet is 8,000 with an overall 
staff of 18. 

The outlets are "just beginning to 
get started advertising." 

Ford also notes that he attracts au- 
diophiles who might be interested in 
purchasing $300 JBL studio moni- 
tors for home use. 

Don Rijinski, owner of the P.A. 
Palace in Atlanta, comments, "Busi- 
ness has been booming in pro, semi- 
pro and in sound reinforcement." 

Rijinski, who has four Dirty Don's 
consumer audio stores in the Atlanta 
area, opened his specialist P.A. Pal- 
ace approximately one year ago and 
is 50% ahead of where he thought he 
would be initially with expansion 
thoughts on his mind already. The 
P.A. Palace also merchandises musi- 
cal instruments. 

"Our business is booming," he 
says, "because we are going out 
there and promoting and developing 
the market as aggressively as we can. 
We have been doing full -page ad- 

vertising in the Atlanta Journal and 
Constitution as well as radio spots. 

The P.A. Palace is 8,000 square 
feet with a staff of nine and among 
lines carried are Tascam, dbx, Re- 
vox, Otani and others. 

The operation has a policy, notes 
Rijinski, of continually conducting 
in -store training clinics and semi- 
nars for its pro and semi -pro prod- 
ucts both in tandem with suppliers 
as well as on its own. 

A strong selling vehicle has been a 
recording studio constructed on the 
premises which lets the customer 
base know "the biggest investment is 
not the room but selecting the right 
equipment. 

"We show customers," he says. 
"how easy it is to put together a room 
and what type of equipment to in- 
vest $1,000 in for their specific pur- 
poses." 

(Continued on page 63) 

"THE GAUSS HIGH SPEED TAPE 
DUPLICATING EQUIPMENT 

WE PUT TOWORK IN 196815 
STILLWORKING. THREE SHIFTS." 

"Gauss high speed tape duplicating 
technology was originally developed 
right in this department at Capitol in the 
lote 60's. And, the first ten machines 
are still in full operation at our Jackson- 
ville, Illinois facility. In fact, they're work- 
ing three shifts a day. They're even bet- 
ter machines than they were in 
1968... because we've continually up- 
graded them with new innovations 
from Gauss and our own engineers. To- 

day, they're performing at the leading 
edge of the technology. If they weren't, 
Capitol would find something better." 

At Gauss, we engineer the quality in. Modularly. Solid stare. 
That way, as we improve the technology, you can upgrade 
your equipment. We're engineers building for engineers. 

Richard P. Blinn, Director, 
Studio Operations & Electronic Development 

Capitol Records 

gby Cetec audio 

Gauss 10 MHz Bias System assures you 
lower noise and distortion. Wow /flutter is 

less than 0.05% RMS. And that's just the 
beginning of our engineering story. 

Name your format. 2- track, 4- track, 
8- track, cassette, or, reel -to -reel. Gauss 
delivers. And, you can change formats 
in less than 10 minutes. What's more, 
you can choose between 32:1 or 64:1 
duplicating with the flip of a switch. 

Here's the acid test: Ask anyone who 
owns a Gauss high speed rape repro- 
duction system what they think of their 
system. They'll tell you that Gauss 

engineering means high productivity, highest -quality sound 
reproduction and maximum reliability. If those are your 
criteria, we think you'll choose Gauss. 

auss CETEC AUDIO 
13035 Saticoy Street 
North Hollywood, CA 91605 
(213) 875 -1900 
TWX: 910- 499 -2669 

CETEC INTERNATIONAL LTD. 
16 Uxbridge Rood 
Eoling, London W5 2ßP, England 
01- 579 -9145 
TLX: 935847 
Divisions of Cetec Corporation 
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62 AES Convention 

Stockharn Explores Digital Recording World 
Continued from page 58 

your criterion for success is very 
rigid; very difficult if it's somewhat 
lax. The alternative is to take the 
original digital recording that you 
want to edit and do one of two 
things. The first one is what we're 
doing now and that is to read these 
recordings selectively into a com- 
puter that is equipped to do the edit- 
ing. 

B.: Are the tapes edited at your 
laboratories? 

S.: Yes, we have such a computer 
at Soundstream and it is part of the 
total system configuration that we 

make available as part of our con- 
tractual work. We will take the tapes 
back to Soundstream and we will se- 
lect certain portions and transfer 
them into the computer. These por- 
tions of the tape would be approxi- 
mately the portions you would cut 
out to do a cut and paste edit -plus a 
little more. 

Once these selections of the tape 
are read into the computer, the com- 
puter then has in its memory exactly 
the same numbers in exactly the 
same order as is on these sections of 
tape. And then by suitable program- 
ming of the computer and manipu- 

lation through a suitable console 
that's connected to the computer, we 
can take these sections of numbers 
and put them in the order we want, a 
process called concatenation. 

The ordering can't be done arbi- 
trarily because you can't concate- 
nate at random, you have to pay at- 
tention to continuity across the 
boundaries and finding the bound- 
aries rapidly, because with a million 
digits per second or 50,000 samples 
per second, you can get lost in that 
forest of numbers. 

The computer aids you in doing 
this. All you have to do is listen and 

do some intelligent things on the 
console and it finds the right places 
automatically without too much dif- 
ficulty, it concatenates the numbers 
into a final version which is then in 
the computer also. 

B.: Does the computer use a tape 
memory? 

S.: No, the computer has a differ- 
ent kind of memory, it's not tape, it 
has what we call a mask disk 
memory. The advantage of this 
memory is that it allows you to ac- 
cess anywhere, it's what is called a 
random access mass memory. It 
gives you the same accessibility as if 

OTARI's DP6000 
gives you duplications at 64:1! 

OTARI's DP -6000 duplicator is 
designed for quality sound 
duplications at the super high 

speed of 64:1! Its uniquely slanted 
loop bin insures smoothest 240ips 
transport of your 3 3 /4ips master. Up to 
10 slave units are centrally and 
automatically controlled. A quartz - 
crystal bias generator is employed, and 
crystal- coated ferrite heads assure 
clean, clear duplications for years on 
end. 

Behind this sophisticated system 
stands the proven reliability of Otani 

technology. Otani studio master re- 
corders, duplicators, QC monitors 
and tape loaders are meeting rugged 
everyday production schedules with 
the highest performance standard in 
every sector of audio recording and 
duplicating industries. 

U.S.A.: Otari Corporation, 981 Industrial Road, 
San Carlos, California 94070 
Japan: Otari Electric Co., Ltd., 4 -29 -18 Minami Ogikubo, 
Suginami -ku, Tokyo 167, Japan 
Stnyaporm Otari Singapore Representative Office, 2701 -A 

27th Floor, International Plaza, Anson Road, Singapore 2 

r 
Please send me details on 

Company 

Address 

Billboard 

you were to take the original tapes 
and cut them into one -foot lengths 
and put each little strip of tape in a 
pigeonhole and be able to pull any- 
thing out of any pigeonhole in an in- 
stant and put it together with any- 
thing else. There's no rewind, no 
searching. 

B.: After the computer has reorga- 
nized the selections what happens? 

S.: Once the final version is in the 
computer it's a simple matter to 
transfer it out of the computer onto a 
fresh tape on the same machine and 
take that tape and machine to cut- 
ting room and cut an audiophile 
disk. 

B.: You're promoting digital edit- 
ing for use with conventional tape 
recordings. Is it a more efficient proc- 
ess than physical splicing? 

S.: We feel digital editing defi- 
nitely is a cost- saving technique. The 
experience we've had is that once we 
get our editing system to the point 
where we've had some deep experi- 
ence with it -we've done four or five 
long- playing records -and we un- 
derstand the best way to do things, 
we will be able to edit not only bet- 
ter, while preserving the digital fi- 
delity absolutely, but a lot faster 
than you could with conventional 
tape. 

B.: The Soundstream recorder 
eliminates tape noise. Is this its key 
advantage over analog machines? 

S.: No. While that is the most 
striking thing, we believe it is not the 
most important thing. We know of 
systems that can make a conven- 
tional tape recorder very, very quiet 
indeed, but it doesn't make it sound 
like this. 

B.: What is its most significant 
feature? 

S.: First of all, there is no noise 
that is proportional to the signal. 
There are two kinds of noise in tape 
recording, background noise which 
is always there, and a noise that gets 
louder when the signal gets louder 
and goes away when the signal goes 
away, which is called modulation 
distortion -it provides a kind of 
masking effect that is almost sub- 
liminal. That's gone completely. 
There is no tendency to overload at 
high amplitudes, the thing is as clean 
right up to the top as it is throughout 
its entire range. And the time base is 
absolute, there's no wow and flutter, 
scraps flutter effects, things like that. 
There's no print- through. 

(Continued on page 67) 

Exhibit Technology 
Continued from page 60 

Orban Associates, Optimod AM 
limiter system; UREI, model 927 
digital delay line; Shure Bros., new 
model 50AC telephone acoustic cou- 
pler for feeding recorded material 
through a phone. 

Tape Recorders -TEAC will 
have its new model A -3440 four - 
channel open reel deck with simul- 
sync to replace the A -3340, with op- 
tional pro curve dbx interface avail- 
able; Scully Recording Instruments 
has a new 442L dual transport log- 
ging recorder with time clock, and 
MCI shows its new JH110A I -inch 
8 -track tape recorder (71 /15/30 
i.p.s.) with cue -up function. 

Accessories- Stanton Magnet- 
ics has its new Dynaphase model 35 
stereo headset with adapter plug; 
Bobadilla Cases, new line of light- 
weight economical road cases; Co- 
herent Communications, Artech 
wireless mikes; Diacoustic Labe, 
disk cutting styli; Duncan Electron- 
ics, smooth feel slide control modes; 
Tentel, miniature series of tape ten- 
sion gauges; Philip Audio Systems, 
Neutrik line of audio connectors and 
a new AKG studio condenser mike. 
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Dealers See Semi -pro Mart's Healthy Growth Continue 

Continued from page 61 

The P.A. Palace caters to musi- 
cians as well as customers interested 
in building a recording studio facil- 
ity. 

Three years ago Bananas At Large 
opened in San Raphael, Calif., as a 
musical instrument dealer. 

"But I realized," says the store's 
J.D. Sharp, "that there was an awful 
lot of interest growing in recording 
equipment and added an audio divi- 
sion less than two years ago. That 
portion of our business is now 65% 
of our overall activity and expand- 
ing." 

Sharp says he is franchised to sell 
Tangent and Sound Workshop mix- 
ing consoles as well as the Tascam 
series of semi -pro recording equip- 
ment and intends adding more 
equipment. 

Although advertising in local 
media that caters to musicians, 
Sharp says a lot of his business has 
been word of mouth. 

"One of the trends I've noticed," 
continues Sharp, "is that that people 
are creating rooms where they can 
do very fine quality basic tracks. 
And you can do that now with some 
of the newer equipment. 

"As outboard gear gets more so- 
phisticated and expensive such as 
the Aphex Aural Exciter or the Lexi- 
con digital delay the final mixing for 
master tapes will be done at those 
studios that can afford to have that 
equipment." 

"The semi -pro studio package, 
however, will continue to provide an 
environment that good basic tracks 
can be done with on a limited 
budget." 

Sharp divides the recording en- 
thusiast into two types, one being 
geared towards being a demo tape 
for publisher's ears with the other a 
potential master. 

"There seems to be a great interest 
from this marketplace," he notes, 
"for semi -professional recording 
equipment." 

Dave Kelsey, Audio Concepts, 
Los Angeles, a multi- faceted oper- 
ation that caters to pro and semi -pro 
needs, comments, "Our business is 
continually growing." 

Kelsey adds he is getting a lot of 
action from semi -pro studio pack- 
ages and is running several specials 
in conjunction with the AES in Los 
Angeles. 

"For example," he continues, "we 
will be offering a Sound Workshop 
mixing board, the TEAC Tascam 
80 -8 and the Technics open reel 
1500 tape deck for $6,900. Consid- 
ering the high cost of making demo 
records these days that's a pretty 
good package." 

Kelsey says he will try a slightly 
different marketing twist with these 
packages by offering them on a di- 
rect response basis with ads in maga- 
zines that cater to musicians. Later 
on, Kelsey may create a catalog of 
semi -pro recording packages. 

"We are getting an awful lot of ac- 
tion with smaller studio packages as 
well as larger projects," he says. 
"Customers who are putting to- 
gether studios for radio production, 
things like that. Our emphasis on 
disco and sound reinforcement elec- 
tronics is also growing and we have 
gotten more heavily involved with 
lighting equipment." 

Two months ago, Kelsey began 
running a small concession area in 
his store for disco records since he 
draws disco dee jays and disco own- 
ers to his facility. 

Ted Ave -Lallamote at David 
Beatty's Stereo with two locations in 
the Kansas City area explains that 
the high -end consumer audio oper- 
ation added a pro division just about 

two years ago with JBL, TEAC Tas- 
cam as well as microphone, mixer 
and sound reinforcement equip- 
ment and is doing around $10,000 a 
month in sales in that area. 

"That's $10,000 more than we 

were doing before we added it," 
Ave -Lallamote explains, "so it's plus 
business." 

The two stores are grossing 
around $2- million a year. 

He divides his customer base into 

the young musician who wants to 
own his own mixer, reel -to -reel tape 
deck and p.a. equipment, the cus- 
tomer who wants to put a small 
recording studio in his house, 
churches that want p.a. equipment, 

working musicians and professional 
recording studios in the area. 

Illustrating the studio growth in 
the Kansas City area, Ave- Lalla- 
mote notes, "Three years ago there 

(Continued on page 67) 

SCANDIR 
offers 

automatic 
packaging machinery 

& systems 
designed 

for 

stereo tape industry 

labelling- cartoning 
wrapping -bundling 

inserting operations 

MEMBER 

PMMI 
USA 

For information, call or write 

Scandia Packaging Machinery Co. 
P.O. Box 575, Allwood Station 
180 Brighton Road, Clifton, N.J. 07012 (201) 473 -6100 

over fifty years designing 8 building automatic packaging 
machinery and systems. 
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Tope /Audio /Video 
Displays Move Tape, Accessories, Stereo In Venture Web 

Continued from page 12 

Approximating $40,000 and 
$50,000, the software inventory is a 
multifarious mix of 14 different cat- 
egories with heaviest accent on 

country, r &b, easy listening, vocals 
and instrumentals. Browser boxes 
are employed for LPs and for 8 -track 
tapes and cassettes. 

Shoppers pick out tape and cas- 

settes, take them to the cashiers who 
open the plastic boxes in which they 
are packaged. This plan. which 
permits shoppers to handle and in- 
spect the tapes close -up, is preferred 

by the Venture management over 
the locked case setup. 

The focal feature of the inventory 
is Lieberman's "Top 950" titles. 
Compiled at the rack's Minneapolis 

TRIPLE YOUR IMPACT: 
A BOOTH,YOUR AD, AND 

YOU AT THE SUMMER CES 
At this year's monster June CES in Chicago, a booth alone may not be 

enough. In a crov.d of merchandisers clamoring for attention, Billboard can 
assure you the recognition you need. 

BILLBOARD's JUNE 17th ISSUE with the EXPANDED SUMMER CES SECTION can take your marketing 
message directly to the heavies at CES, whether they spend their time making tie rounds on the 

convention floor or catching up on their reading in their hotel room. 
Reps -Retailers -Equipment Purchasers of all persuasions -Bi !board's bonus distribution of the 

..une 17th issue will reach them at the CES convention.* 
Triple your impact ... Make your advertising reservation now. 

Contact your Billboard advertising representative today! 
'tf you are nol planning to altent the Summer L1.`, all the more reaum to advertiee in Bi1!I,, lyd'e frute 17th i +.cue ... l"ll put your jir,, al U.S. 

C.E.S. Issue Date: June 17, 1978 
Advertising Deadline: May 26, 1978 

Billboard® 

headquarters, this assemblage gets 
special attention in weekly re- stock- 
ing by Deon Catlett, the jobber sales 
rep who handles Venture's account. 

"Our Top 950 is the premium mu- 
sic in LPs, tapes and cassettes," de- 
clares Joe Salpietro, Lieberman's re- 
tail sales manager in Kansas City. 
"This music gets top display . posi- 
tioning on end displays and in the 
heart of the department." 

Distributor services provided the 
Venture stores include a TELXON 
system which speeds up deliveries of 
orders. With the use of this machine 
orders are phoned into the computer 
room at Lieberman's Minneapolis 
warehouse and merchandise or- 
dered on Monday is in the stores no 
later than Thursday. A tear -off 
ticket system is employed in auto- 
matically re- stocking staple sellers 
from Minneapolis. 

Venture and the jobber combine 
to keep the promotional pot con- 
stantly bubbling. Supported always 
by in -store displays and heavy p.a. 
play, the promotions frequently 
mesh with live appearances of artists 
in Kemper Arena, Kansas City. For 
a Barry Manilow performance, Toy- 
ota pickup trucks in the key spot in- 
side the entrance were loaded with 
400 LPs and 100 tapes and festooned 
with posters, banners, price sign 
($4.99) and other visual aids. AI 
some stores buckboard wagons were 
substituted for trucks. 

For a Shaun Cassidy concert, end 
caps and nine browser boxes filled 
with 700 LPs and 100 tapes of this 
artist's "Born Late" created a 70% 
sellout in three days. 

"We did something on the Cas- 
sidy concert that was new with us 
but it had a positive influence on 
Cassidy sales," Salpietro of Lieber- 
man says. "We passed out 10,000 
flyers to fans coming into the arena 
featuring the $4.99 Venture price on 
the 'Born Late' album. Radio spots 
on WHB, Kansas City, plus the fly- 
ers helped make this one of the best 
ever Venture promotions." 

"We've used some of the same 
measures in promoting 'Saturday 
Night Fever' with comparably good 
results," Salpietro reveals. 

"We at Venture have this theory," 
says Ralph Ayers, record depart- 
ment manager at the Noland Road 
store in Independence, "that the 
more blank and prerecorded soft- 
ware you get out on mass display in 
key traffic spots the more you sell. 
Which is why when we have a price 
deal going on blank tape we load the 
pegboard with that number." 

A $3.49 90- minute Memorex tape 
is the sales leader on the 12 -foot peg- 
board display featuring blank tapes. 
Other lines are AudioMagnetics, 
Tracs and Maxell. Basically Venture 
pricing on blank 8 -track tape and 
cassettes is $1 and $2 below list. A 
90- minute Tracs cassette for $1.40 is 
the promotional mainstay but a 
three -pack 90- minute Tracs also 
works well on promotions. 

The brand selection of carrying 
cases and LP organizers is enormous 
and includes brands such as Savoy, 
Dyna -Sound, 1- lelmac, Horian and 
Service. A 12 -unit Pickwick "Soma" 
carrying case pushed in the com- 
pany's weekly flyer at $1 off the 
regular $5.99 price pulls business. As 
does a Horian LP organizer, holding 
50 records, priced at $2.49. Venture 
also runs a "Dyna- Sound" tape and 
cassette revolving case for $5.99 on 
flyer promotion. 

A couple of Le -Bo cleaning aids - 
a cleaning cloth for 49 cents and a 
head cleaner, regularly $1.49 for 99 
cents -are highly -rated flyer traffic 
items in the "cleaning goods" sec- 
tion. The pegboarded display runs 

(Continued on page 67) 
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We have been quietly building 
our reputation for years. 
We thought it was time 

we spoke up a bit. 

For over ten years, Clair Brothers has been a pioneer in the PA 
industry and an _nnovator in sound system technology. We have 
provided sound services for top entertainers worldwide. Many of 
the aspects taken for granted today were first used by Clair Brothers. 
We were first to use four -way sound systems. We devised the 
slant monitor. We were the first to use motorized hanging units 
so necessary for high -powered coliseum- oriented productions. 

Over the years, we have used various equipment by other manu- 
facturers. Previoas to the unique design pictured above, the only 
quality PA boards were modified studio boards. Therefore, Clair 
Brothers designed a mixing board exclusively for the PA industry- 

specifically for high -quality live productions. This board is de- 
signed so that simple interfacing to multitrack recorders can 
superbly capture live events. The notable features of this board are: 
(1) it is highly portable; (2) remove one cover and it easily folds into 
its operating position; (3) comprehensive parametric equalizer; 
(4) highly accurate bargraph metering featuring simultaneous 
peak /RMS 100 segment plasma display on every channel; (5) unique 
side patch -bay for easy access, no more running around board; 
(6) total sensing throughout board for overload in any area. 

CLAIR BROTHERS is THE innovative sound company. 
Box 396, LITITZ, PA. 17543 (717) 733 -1211 
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Tope /Audio /Video 
Pop, Audiophile, Classical 
Disks Vie For Hi Fi Honors 

NEW YORK -Some 28 records 
released this past year are nomi- 
nated for 1978 audio excellence 
awards in the second annual critics 
poll conducted by Audio -Technica 
U.S. Inc. Included in three separate 
categories of awards are 10 pop/ 
rock, 12 classical and six audiophile 
(direct -to -disk, digital, etc.) record- 
ings. 

The disks were nominated by 
panels of knowledgeable music and 
audio equipment reviewers, for su- 
perior production, recording, manu- 
facture and other technical qualities 
that combine for sonic excellence. 

Criteria include wide dynamic 
range, wide tonal range or frequency 
response, clarity, live presence, min- 
imal surface noise, creative use of 
stereo or four -channel spaces and 
the sensitive mixing and balancing 
of voices and instruments. 

Ballots are on the way to music 
and audio experts nationwide to de- 
termine one winner in each of the 
three categories, with audiophile 
disks added to last year's first com- 
petition for pop /rock and classical 
selections. Results will be an- 
nounced in late spring, with produc- 
ers of the winning albums receiving 
plaques and record turntables. 

In the "audiophile" disk category, 
these six LPs were nominated: 

"Audio Symphony," The Grand 
Symphonic Orchestra, M. Kuma- 
gaya, conductor. (RCA Japan RVL- 
1). 

Beethoven: Piano Sonata No. 23 
in F, Opus 57 ( "Appassionata "), Ik- 

uyo Kamiya, piano. (RCA Japan 
RDC -4). 

Harry James, "Comin' From A 

Good Place." (Sheffield Lab 6). 
"Michael Murray Playing The 

Great Organ In The Methuen Me- 
morial Music Hall," (Telarc). 

"Seventeenth Century Italian 
Music," London Early Music En- 
semble, Christopher Hogwood, con- 
ductor (Gale). 

Randy Sharp, "The First In 
Line," (Nautilus). 

The 10 rock /pop albums nomi- 
nated are: 

Jackson Browne, "Running on 
Empty," (Asylum). 

Bruce Cockburn, "In The Falling 
Dark," (True North /Island). 

Lol Creme, Kevin Godley, "Con- 
sequences," (Mercury). 

Fleetwood Mac, "Rumours," 
(Warner Bros.). 

Billy Joel, "The Stranger," (Co- 
lumbia). 

Mink DeVille, "Cabretta," (Capi- 
tol). 

Ramones, "Rocket To Russia." 
(Sire). 

Phoebe Snow, "Never Letting 
Go," (Columbia). 

Steely Dan, "Aja," (ABC). 
Weather Report, "Heavy 

Weather," (Columbia). 
The 12 classical music nomi- 

nations are: 
Bach, Brandenburg Concertos. 

Leonhardt Consort. Gustav Leon- 
hardt, conductor (ABC). 

Berlioz, L'Enfance du Christ, Op. 
(Continued on page 67) 
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Sound Business 

Billboard photos by Bonnie Tiegel 

Showroom Studio: Steve McCormack, M &K employe who acts as an engineer on direct -to -disk dates for the company's 
label, sits behind a nine foot grand piano in a portion of Jonas Miller Sound's showroom area. The area is part of a 75 

foot by 75 foot larger one that converts to a direct -to -disk studio. 

M & K STUDIOS Audiophile Mart Growth 
Direct -To -Disk Facility St 

Spawns 
ructures 

Continued from page 1 

have formed RealTime Records, just 
issuing "For Duke," Duke Elling- 
ton's music recorded by Bill Berry 
and his Ellington All- Stars. 

Six more direct -to -disk albums 
have been cut by M &K, five at the 
studio site and two on location, all to 
be released in the near future with 
three additional projects scheduled. 

Product will go through M &K's 
already existing distribution net- 
work of 14 U.S. reps and a European 
and a Japanese distributor. 

pre -med student at Cal State North- 
ridge, indicates he has been perfect- 
ing recording techniques for years 
and all the equipment he's been us- 
ing has been modified to his own 
specifications. He joined Miller as a 
partner in 1971. 

Helping in the conversion from 
retail store to direct -to -disk studio, 
which takes roughly 30 minutes, is 
strategically placed compressed 
fiberglass positioned in front of the 
door, front window and other outlets 
from the area. 

Direct Disking: Ken Kreisel makes a point in the control room of the direct -to- 
disk studio he's assembled at M &K Sound Corp. in Los Angeles. To his right is 

a Neumann VMS 70 cutting lathe he's modified to his own specifications for 
these album projects. 

Suggested retail price of the LPs is 
$15 with distribution aimed through 
audio outlets. 

The recording studio area -which 
will be exclusively used for M &K 
projects- measures 75 feet by 75 feet 
and during the day acts as a front 
showroom and sales area for Jonas 
Miller Sound. 

The room has a 30 -foot ceiling 
with a nine foot false acoustic ceiling 
featuring 2x4 panels. 

The showroom area also features 
a nine -foot grand piano which has 
been used on many of the dates. 

The back area control room meas- 
ures approximately 24 feet by 29 feet 
and features a Neumann VMS 70 
cutting lathe, modified by Kreisel, as 
well as a completely non -active 24- 
track mixing console (no limiters, 
compressors, equalizers or other 
sound coloring devices), monitors, 
$30,000 worth of testing equipment 
and other related hardware. 

There's also a rear audio demo 
room that can be used on direct -to- 
disk dates. 

Kreisel, an audiophile and former 

Jonas Miller Sound, opened in the 
late '60s, had been one of the first 
dealers to stock direct -to -disk LPs 
(from Sheffield). 

"But I always knew," explains 
Kreisel, "that we would have to have 
our own direct -to -disk studio some- 
day, a place that would be integrally 
designed specifically for that type of 
project from microphone to cutting 
head." 

Much of the electronics modi- 
fications, indicates Kreisel, are 
proprietary. 

Describing the cutting lathe, he 
says, "It was like buying a Porsche 
and building it for racing. We've 
changed circuitry, for example, and 
there are no transformers. 

"What we have done," he contin- 
ues, "is to alter anything that can af- 
fect the sonic process. The whole 
idea is to eliminate steps which can 
color the final product." 

Last June M &K acquired the cut- 
ting lathe and began to build the stu- 
dio concept within the framework of 
the existing store on Wilshire Blvd. 

The studio was operational last 

September when the first project 
was cut. 

"We are continually refining the 
system," notes Kreisel, "and trying 
to make improvements as we go 
along." 

The "For Duke" LP was cut over a 
two -day period last January with 
Kreisel and Steve McCormack engi- 
neering with Steve Decker the lathe 
operator. Both McCormack and 
Decker are employes of M &K. 

Projects already recorded at the 
studio and set for release are "The 
Magnificent Bosso Voice Of Mi- 
chael Li- Paz," a basso singer with 
the New York City opera accom- 
panied by Zoltan Rozsnyai inter- 
preting, in part, Karl Loewe ballads; 
an Earl "Fatha" Hines album; and 
"I've Got My Fingers Crossed" with 
Ray Skjelbred and his West Coast 
Rhythm doing 1930s swing band 
music. 

Remote projects have included 
"Flamenco Fury," live Flamenco re- 
corded live at Los Angeles' El Mata- 
dor Club and the Roger Williams 
Chorale cut live at Saddlebrook 
Theatre at Mission Viejo, Calif. 

Upcoming albums include a 
recording of Beethoven's Ninth, the 
First Congregational Church of Los 
Angeles which has the largest pipe 
organ in the Western U.S. and jazz 
trombonist Bill Watrous. 

"It's a tremendous advantage hav- 
ing a studio of this type," adds Krei- 
sel. "The artists don't have to worry 
about a clock the way they do in con- 
ventional recording studios. 

"And it's a help in jazz record- 
ings," he continues, "because we can 
set levels and mikes and balances 
one way and not have to tear that 
down. We can pick it up the next day 
precisely where we left off." 

Ideally, indicates Kreisel, he likes 
the jazz sessions to be three three - 
hour dates, the first three hours for 
rehearsal and the other two sessions 
for cutting of each side. 

"It's also a natural setting. It's not 
the typical recording studio environ- 
ment and the musicians can position 
themselves naturally," he adds. 

Plating and pressing are handled 
by Teldec, West Germany. 

Initial first run pressings on LPs 
are 5,000 with reorders dependent 
on the acceptance of the LP. 

Jonas Miller Sound also merchan- 
dises direct -to -disk and audiophile 
recordings from other labels. 

The average price of an audio sys- 
tem sold at Jonas Miller runs be- 
tween $4,000 and $5,000 and Kreisel 
counts many producers and artists in 
the Los Angeles music community 
among his clientele. 
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After silence, that which comes nearest to expressing the inexpressible is music. 
Aldous Huxley 

Al 
KEND(JN RECORDERS Inc. 

Innovative Recording and Disc Mastering 
519 South Glenwood Place Burbank, California 91506 (213) 843 -8096 Telex: 691 138 
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KENDUN RECORDERS -SIERRA AUDIO 

Diversity 
By Design: 
The Key Ingredient 
To Success 

By JIM Me::JLLAUGH 

The board n studio 2, the original stu- 
dio which opened in 1971 a; an .3 -track 
room, and was rebuilt in 1372. 

State-of-the-art 24 -track recording studios. Mastering 
facilities of the first rank. Complete studio design and 
building company. 

As though it were a 24 -track master tape itself, Kendun 
Recorders, a 12,000- square -foot plus complex perched under 
the Burbank sun in Los Angeles, is a well mixed and smooth 
running blend of these and other related services. 

And after what can only be characterized as a phenomenal 
and well orchestrated six -year growth pattern, Kendun, 
springing from an 8 -track studio in 1971, exists today as a 

rather unique entity in the world recording industry; a major 
independent 
recording/ mas- 
tering house, co- 
specializing in 
both areas. 

Sierra Audio, 
the design and 
building wing 
under the same 
umbrella, adds 
the third special 
dimension. 

The producer: 
a 31- year -old 
native Californian 
named Kent 
Duncan. 

"What is it 
about an audio 
environment," 
asks engineer/ 
entrepreneur 
Duncan, "that 
has a Norman 
Connors and 
Tanya Tucker 
recording in 

studios 1 and 2 and Sergio Mendes and Paul McCartney using 
the two mastering rooms ... all on the same day? 

"What is it about an audio environment that can have 12 
out of 40 records on the jazz chart or close to 10% of all the 
charts on a given week? 

"What is a Kathryn King doing here working on 'La 
Daphne,' an Esmond Edwards doing John Handy, Snuff 
Garrett doing Carol Lawrence or a Jerry Goldstein doing War? 
Just what is it about a place that attracts that diverse a 

clientele ?" 
For starters, those clients and others are attracted by two K 

24 -track live recording/overdub/ mixdown studios which > 
feature state -of- the -art machinery and acoustics. They are 

The board in 
Kendun's studio 5. 

Studio 1: Not operational 
until June Df 1976, this is 
the big ie rodm, says 
Duncan "we always 
thought we were going to 
build someday." 

Cutting lathe in one of Kendun's two cutting rooms. 

Studio 5, 
opened in 19-E. 

The executive reception area's stained 
glass and wood ambience in close -up. 

Owner /founder Kent Duncan sports a 

Hawaiian lei in honor of his upcoming 
new studio project in Hawaii. "Studios 
are living things," believes Duncan. 
"You have to keep breathing life into 
them. They are just like a good friend." 

also attracted by two cutting rooms boasting equipment of 
equal caliber. And no doubt the wood -accented, Southern 
California laid back ambience is a plus. 

But the Kendun story is far deeper than the best 
transformers and modules money can buy or Californian/ 
Hawaiian hospitality would suggest. It's also a mix of other 
well- thought -out and executed tangibles and intangibles. 

"The key to all this is that it's a service business," states 
Duncan. "Sure, clients come here because it's got good 
acoustics and a good track record. And, sure, we've 
encountered everything that can go wrong on record and 
know how to fix it before it gets expensive. But people come 
here for service." 

Part of that "service" includes a separate creative services 
department which caters exclusively to the clients' needs. 
Office personnel is on hand day and night for any 
contingency. 

There's an organization chart for the approximately 35 
employes that systemizes chores from the most complex to 
the ordinary. 

There's a deliberately oversized and highly skilled 
maintenance staff, available day and night, which is 

constantly inputting suggestions. 
There are also some of the highest paid, most competent 

and renowned technical men and engineers in the recording 
industry on hand such as George Horn and John Golden in 
addition to Duncan and Carl Yanchar. Many of them switch - 
hit between Kendun and Sierra. 

"Carl and I," says Duncan referring to his vice president, 
"the two people who primarily make decisions, are engineers. 
That's a real key ingredient to the lot of success we've had." 

For that reason, executive decision -making interfaces nitty 
gritty day to day studio activity with a minimum of 
bureaucracy. If a new digital reverb costing $15,000 is 

needed, it's on the premises in reel winding time. 
In tandem to that is a separate r &d department headed up 

by Yanchar with almost day to day exchanges with equipment 
suppliers that is attempting to adapt digital and space 
technology as well as "quiet" medical electronics to the audio 
environment. 

That kind of forward looking thinking gives Kendun, 
Duncan is convinced, an unparalleled technical superiority for 
a studio complex. 

Above all, there is a decided organic attitude. 
"Studios are living things," Duncan emphasizes. "You have 

to keep breathing life 
into them. They are just 
like a good friend." 
(Continued on page K -8) 

The bar above Kent's office 
boasts a wall lined with gold 
records. 
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Fleetwood Mac 

Ñ Friends Of Kendun 
w 
> 
o 

The following artists have all recorded or mastered their music at 
Kendun Recorders: 

- 
Neil Diamond 

Stevie Wonder 

Alpha Band Percy Faith Love Unlimited Billy Preston 
America Firesign Theatre Orchestra Lou Rawls 
Paul Anka 5th Dimension Taj Mahal Smokey Robinson 
Brian Auger Ella Fitzgerald Mandrill Rose Royce 
Bad Company Fleetwood Mac Chuck Mangione Diana Ross 
Jeff Beck Dan Fogelberg Manhattan Transfer Rufus 
George Benson Fools Gold Bob Marlee & Runaways 
Bobby Bland 4 Tops The Wailers Pharoah Sanders 
Willie Bobo Aretha Franklin Martha & Sandpipers 
Debby Boone Gabriel The Vandellas Del Shannon 
Brothers Johnson Dizzy Gillespie Steve Martin Dinah Shore 
Jackson Browne Gillespie /Schifrin Dave Mason Sons of Champlin 
Buckingham -Nicks Eydie Gorme Johnny Mathis Percy Sledge 
Charlie Byrd Robert Goulet Sergio Mendes Spinners 
Captain & Tennille Grand Funk Railroad Cash McCall Star Wars 
Vicki Carr Grateful Dead Les McCann Steely Dan 
David Carradine Hamilton, Joe Frank Paul McCartney Stephen Stills 
Cheap Trick & Reynolds Maureen McGovern Donna Summer 
Checkmates George Harrison Rod McKuen Tavares 
Cher Heart Steve Miller Band John Travolta 
Joe Cocker Don Ho Geoff & Tubes 
Natalie Cole Lena Home Maria Muldaur Jethro Tull 
Alice Coltrane Thelma Houston Martin Mull Frankie Valee 
John Coltrane Impressions Jim Nabors Dionne Warwick 
Chick Corea Jackson Five Rick Nelson Johnny "Guitar" 
Don Costa Jermaine Jackson Willie Nelson Watson 
Count Basie Jefferson Starship Wayne Newton Barry White 
Country Joe & the Fish Billy Joel Nitty Gritty Dirt Band Andy Williams 
Mac Davis Quincy Jones Alan O'Day Paul Williams 
Neil Diamond Tom Jones Marie Osmond Al Wilson 
Dr. John K.C. & Sunshine Band Gilbert O'Sullivan Nancy Wilson 
Lamont Dozier Keane Brothers Alan Parsons Edgar Winter 
Bob Dylan B.B. King Mary Kay Place Bill Withers 
Earth, Wind & Fire Gladys Knight Noel Pointer Stevie Wonder 
Phil Everly Vicki Lawrence Jean -Luc Pont), Jesse Colin Young 
Fabian Trini Lopez Iggy Pop Frank Zappa 

Ch Jck Ma ngicne 

George Benson 

George Harrison 

Aretha Franklin 

Rufus and ..",haka Khan 

Gladys Knight & the Pips Pail McCartney 

Diana Ross Steve Martin 
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George Martin 
(seated) with 
John Golden 

Pat "Maurice" leraci 

Ella Fitzgerald 

Steve Barri Stephen Stills 

Friends Of 
Kendun 

Phil Schier 

Winston Monseque Jerry Goldstein, Ed Barton, Tanya Tucker and Kent Duncan. 

Shelley Duncan 

Kathryn King 
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"Why They Keep Coming Back 
SERGIO MENDES: 
A Major Influence 
From The Other American Continent 

Recently, Sergio Mendes put the finishing touches on his 
Brazil 88 album, his third at Kendun Recorders, this one for 
Elektra. His enthusiasm for the studio remains undiminished, 
and he cites Kendun as "one of the best around." Mendes 
both records and masters at the Burbank facility. 

"Kent and his staff try to make you feel at home," he says. 
They go out of their way to put you at ease and they 

understand what the artist needs." 
For Mendes' band, studio 2 is the best, providing the good 

feeling of a small, intimate room. Mendes brought an early 
band to the studio, worked with staff engineers, and has been 
coming back since. "They're all professionals and know the 
job," he says, although at present his primary engineer is 
Geoff Gillette, an independent. "But," says Mendes, "Geoff is 
really a Kendun man since he was the backup engineer 
supplied by Kendun for our first album done out there. We hit 
it off, and Geoff has been engineering for us since then." 

The service is excellent from start to finish. "When you 
come in for your session, your tapes are on the machine and 
ready to go," Mendes notes. And, he adds, they,stay with the 
project until it's put to bed, with Kendun's Terry Moore doing 
the mastering and Geoff Sykes lending a hand from time to 
time. 

One of the key features in Mendes' working relationship is 
the fact that Kent Duncan is personally involved in seeing that 
things run smoothly. "For this last album," says Mendes, 
"Kent came out to the house and talked over the details to 
make sure everything was going to be there and time would be 
available. The album took three months of daily work from the 
first tracks to the final overdubbing." 

Kendun always sees to it that the right equipment is there 
and if they don't have it, they'll try to find it. Mendes cites 
availability of a variety of mikes, harmonizers and the recently 
built acoustic live echo chamber. 

Mastering is one of the procedures at which Kendun excels. 
"It's one of the great facilitites," says Mendes, "and what's 
really excellent is that you can cut a reference record right 
there and Kent will go and play it in his office so you don't 
have to guess what it sounds like." 

Working at Kendun has its drawbacks. One is its 

Sergio Mendes: "You can cut a reference record 
right there and Kent will go and play it in his office." 

Burbank location, a long drive from the Mendes residence. 
"But on the other hand, you get a lot done because there are 
no distractions." In his long hours at the studio, Mendes says 
he has been rescued by many a turkey sandwich brought in by 
Duncan or staff. 

A recent project that highlights both the versatility of 
Mendes and Kendun Recorders was the recording of a film 
score by Mendes for a documentary about soccer player Pele. 
Cues were worked out in a dubbing studio, but the actual 
orchestration was recorded at Kendun. Mendes enjoys 
filmmaking and hopes for more such projects in the future, 
but his next task is recording Gilberto Gil, a superstar 
Brazilian, at Kendun. 

ROD MCKUEN: 
Kendun's First And Best Friend 

Rod McKuen and Kent Duncan have been working together 
for a long time -their history goes back some 200 albums 
now. "I think we mastered 200 albums there and overdubbed 
some 300 sides," says McKuen, and Duncan gives this 
massive support a lot of credit for the studio's ultimate 
success. 

McKuen says, "It's a family -run type shop. It has that kind 
of atmosphere. When we were there working 'round the clock 
until both Wade Alexander and I were ready to drop, someone 
would always go out for chicken 
or pizza and beer. I can't count 
the amount of that stuff we 

must have eaten! And 
Irene (Kent's wife) 
would always be around 
to see how things were 
going if Kent was out of 
town." 

It was almost a 

personal studio for 
McKuen at one time. 
Alexander, McKuen's 
personal manager and frequent coproducer, explains the 
situation: "Rod would come back from wherever he would be 
working and we'd immediately book into the studio to get as 
much recording done as possible before he left again." Adds 
McKuen, "Then one day I came back and said 'Let's get some 
time in at Kendun and Wade told me the place had changed, 
you couldn't just walk in and book time any more. But I must 
admit we brought it on ourselves, telling people what a great 
place Kendun was and bringing in other artists who would 
later book time for their own projects." 

McKuen and Alexander continue to master all their Stanya 
label albums at Kendun now that McKuen has a studio at his 
house, and they were responsible for bringing a good deal of 
Warner Bros. business that direction, having cut parts 
(master disks) at Kendun for various Warner Bros. projects. 
Warner Bros. liked what it heard and brought other albums it 
for cutting. 

Besides the fine sound quality, McKuen praises the 
engineering and maintenance, spearheaded by Carl Yanchar 
whom McKuen describes as "an outgoing and friendly persor 

for a basically introverted man," as engineer 
tend to be. Yanchar has engineered many 
McKuen projects and Duncan played a role it 
the mastering end for a while, but was soon 
off "tearing down and putting up buildings. 
Kent really enjoys the construction side of th 
business," says McKuen. 

The maintenance, according to McKuen, is 

excellent. "In no other studio in Los Angeles 
can you go session after session with no dow 
times while the engineers repair something ii 

the console or other recording equipment. 
And once in a great while a breakdown may 
occur, but Kendun has never charged us for 
the time spent waiting. That's important 
when you've got several union musicians 
sitting there idle." Additionally, McKuen 
adds, Kendun always has or can build 
equipment desired. 

The sound versatility of the rooms is 

important for McKuen and Alexander, since 

(Continued on page K -I0, 

Rod McKuen: "In no other studio in 
Los Angeles can you go session af- 
ter session with no down times." 

LARRY COX PRODUCTIONS, INC. 
Cooper, Epstein & Hurewitz 

Beverly Hills, California 
April 19, 1978 

Dear Kent: 

I must admit I suspected your eventual success when you 

opened a recording studio in your bedroom in a remote warehouse 
district in Burbank. I became convinced of it when you talked me 
into doing 16 -track product with a 4 -track board and a narration 
booth. 

And now, after working in all of your rooms, and after 
mastering one gold and three platinum -plus Starship albums with 

you -I still don't know any better. I don't know any better. 

Warmest regards, 

Larry Cox 

Larry Cox Productions, Inc. 
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CREATIVE SERVICES: 

Professional 
Assistance To 
The Creative 
Mind By SUSAN PETERSON 

Kathy Anaya, 
secretary. 

I! e've taken the term creative and added a new dimension to it," explains Leila 
Greenstone, director of Kendun Recorder's creative services department. When 
you think of creative you think of something concrete, like a sculpture that has 

been created. The terminology we're using is a cerebral thing -it's a creativity in dealing with 
people and there is no end product other than that the artists are happy with their end 
product." 

At the helm of this newly -labeled department, Greenstone, who would ordinarily be called 
a studio manager, has the latitude to become involved (as do all of her members) in any 
aspect of the studio that relates to their No. 1 purpose- servicing the client. 

Although the terminology "creative services" only came into being last November, 
Greenstone believes it has "always been a part of Kendun, part of why we grew so 
fast. It is something we've all done instinctively, but never gave a name before." 

Six years ago, when the company first formed (with nothing more than, 
according to Greenstone, "Kent, a dream, two portable Ampex machines and 500 Leila Greenstone heads up Kendun's crea- 

bucks") providing service was all up to the original three staffers -Greenstone, tive services operation, which covers not 

owner Kent Duncan and vice president Carl Yanchar. They also had the assistance only making office functions run smoothly 
of a public relations department consisting of two cats, who were a favorite but catering to whatever artists need to bol- 

attraction to the early clients. One of the studio mousers was so favored by Rod ster creativity during sessions. 

McKuen that he earned album credit on a McKuen LP. 
The famous feline was Duffy, who, relates Greenstone, used to love to lie on top of the console. The engineer would have to 
lift his tail to use the faders. One timE he woke up and meowed right in the middle of a vocal overdub. When they were listening 

to the playback, it evidently came IL st at the right moment, and Rod loved it. So, he left it in and Duffy got credit." 
The cats are no longer a part 01 the more saphisticated Kendun operation, but the friendly family -style atmosphere 
remains, and a primary goal of treat ve services is to see it continue. As Greenstone says, all of their efforts "go toward 

making a mood for the artist tat enhances creativ ty. They should get the mood the minute they walk in the door." 
At that moment, the clier t is usually greeted by Patty Vasquez, whose primary duties are receptionist and 

switchboard operator -bct as a creative services staffer, no such title is imposed, and she contributes in many 
other areas. In the same way, no other staffer would hesitate to offer a friendly greeting and cup of coffee. 

A big part of Kendun's creative services philosophy is to provide incentive to 
the employees to contribute in all areas of the operation. The stultifying effects 

of a definite title and defined duties are avoided by the idea, explains 
Greenstone, that "we're all here to service the clients. We have latitude as 

part of the creative services staff, and the titles aren't really there. We 
don't believe in the 'you aren't paid to think' philosophy." 

Making sure the studios are ready for the clients is the primary job 
of ass't. studio manager Jo Hansch, including providing necessary 

supplies, special equipment and setups. Hansch is also a cutting 
engineer, so he is of valuable assistance to the staff on technical 

matters. Explains Greenstone, "There are a myriad of other 
things he does as well. He's just the guy you go to for 

anything you need." That includes being on call 24 hours a 

day. 
Night manager 
Sue Evans 
holds down the 
fort from 5:00 
to 11:00 p.m., 
handling any 
needs that 
come up, 

(Continued on 
page K -10) 

atty Vasquez, creative serv- 
es staffer who con - 

ibutes warm greet - 
gs, cups of coffee 
id a well -run 
vitchboard. 

Valerie Godwin, an- 
cther creative serv- 

ices staffer, prima- 
rily books studio 

time and handles 
all attendant 

frenetic al- 
terations. 

Greenstone and Yanchar review the day's session scheduling, with an eye toward making any special 
setups required by particular artists. 

Kendu 
Recorders, 
for making 
us feel 
at home. 

Wayne Henderson, Prcprietor 

MASTER -ROOM TM 

Reverberation Chambers 

Used by 

Masters of the 
Recording Art 

at 

Kendun Recorders 
and throughout the world 

for 
Natural Sound Ambience. 

MIC M KC 
MICMIX Audio 
Products, Inc. 

2995 Ladybird 
Dallas, TX 75220 
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withthenew 
ttbxK922 cant 
noise reduction 
St's 

dbx 

and elimina 
Allthehiss 

It's a direct plug -in replacement for 
the Dolby "A" CAT -22 card. It inter- 

changes instantly with no adjustments. It gives you the flexibility to use both 
dbx and Dolby "A" formats with your existing Dolby main frame. It provides more 
than 30dB noise reduction and 10dB extra headroom. It eliminates the hiss which 
remains with Dolby "A ". It gives greater than 100dB dynamic range. It requires 
no level match tones. It's affordable. It costs only $250 per channel, or less than 
half the cost of a free standing noise reduction system. It can go wherever you go in 
its optional Halliburton travel case. It's the new world standard in noise reduction. 
It's available now from your dbx dealer whose name we'll supply along with com- 
plete product information when you circle reader service number or contact: 

Dolby is a trade mark of Dolby Laboratories. 

Xdbx, Incorporated 
71 Chapel Street 
Newton, Mass. 02195 
(617) 964 -3210 

Diversity By Design 
Continued from page K -3 

That philosophy saw a new, 6,000- square foot acoustic 
live chamber added in 1977 as well as two new cutting 
consoles costing close to $100,000 apiece. In fact, more 
than $370,000 was invested in equipment in 1977 to 
"stay ahead." 

"Fortunately, in college," adds Duncan, "I studied 
business along with electronics and that's enabled me to 
package this place to the financial community so we could 
grow at the pace we wanted to. 

"It's hard trying to translate to banks what we do here. The 
studio business has a poor track record with L.A. banks. it's a 

service business and heavily capital intensive. You have to 
prove that you are stable." 

And while studios have a tendency to go hot and cold, 
Kendun has been able to maintain a steady business pace 
throughout the years with an unbelievable 35 percent plus 
return on sales. 

From 1971 when it grossed $40,000 to 1975 when it 
grossed $1.2- million, gross has doubled every year. Now the 
operation is averaging 25 -30% annual growth. 

The philosophy to co- develop as a mastering and recording 
facility was a conscious one from the beginning. 

In fact, Duncan, who began his career doing remotes and 
mastering them, can be credited with pioneering a new breed 
of animal in the recording studio business -the independent 
disk mastering engineer. 

When he first met Yanchar, who at the time was running 
Conway Recorders in Los Angeles in addition to his own 
console building firm, the two of them envisioned that 
complete kind of operation, although the rapidity of Kendun'! 
maturation has surprised even them. 

Certainly the complex's history has been a mosaic of 20- 
hour work days, parallel projects, painstaking dedication, and 
a measure of good fortune. 

Beginning operations in 1971 as an 8 -track room (studio 2, 
converted to 24 -track in early '72) the site saw cutting rooms 
added in 1972 and 1973, studios 3 and 4. 

The original live studio was closed down in 1972 and rebuil 
as 24 -track (Kendun was the first studio to have 24 -track 
operational in Los Angeles), while studio 5, a third cutting 
room was opened in 1975. 

In June 1976, Studio 1 ( "the studio we always thought we 
were going to build someday "), a big live room, was 
operational. Studio 4, being reshaped as a half -speed cutting 
room, is set to be operational in July 1978. 

Key developments in the growth period include an 
association Duncan developed with producer Wade 
Alexander, working with poet Rod McKuen at the time, 
resulting in a great deal of McKuen -related business. 

"Rod was the mainstay of this whole thing at the time," 
recalls Duncan, and he did everything he could to promote 
us at Warner Bros." 

But Duncan's first love was mastering and when Kendun 
acquired its first lathe, Tom Hidley, the noted acoustician whc 
had formed Westlake, designed studio 3. That germinated thi 
seed for Sierra. 

Perhaps the most historic point, though, in Kendu n's 
formation came just two weeks after the cutting room was 
opened. Engineers Bob Margouleff and Malcolm Cecil appearec 
with an album called "Innervisions" by Stevie Wonder which 
was experiencing mastering difficulties. 

They showed up one Wednesday night," says Duncan 
recalling the marathon session, "at midnight and it was 
finished Sunday night. We cut 60 sets of parts plus 24 
references. It gave us a good workout. 

"But we did good work and as it turned out, it was a 

monster record." 
After that, Duncan bought several hundred pressings of the 

LP through Motown and sent them around to prospective 
clients. From that point onwards, Kendun hasn't looked back 

"I have to give my thanks," Duncan points out, to Record 
Plant owners Chris Stone and Gary Kellgran. They were 
wonderful to us and sent a lot of mastering business our 
way." 

Norman Granz and Eric Miller took Kendun the Pablo Label 
which resulted in "immense mountains of work" and the 
client list for both recording and mastering began to swell to 
the likes of Stevie Wonder, Quincy Jones, Billy Preston, Budd 
Miles, Jeff Beck, Sergio Mendes to numerous other top 
recording artists. 

The gold records continue to pile up. 
Sierra Audio laid dormant while Kendun was being 

sculpted and is now the Western Hemisphere agent for 
Eastlake as Hidley moved to Europe and metamorphisized 
Westlake into Eastlake. 

In the offing for the future are possible new studios for 
Kendun /Sierra, continued equipment and acoustic 
refinement, assemblage of studios in such diverse locales as 
Australia, Japan and the Philippines as well as the U.S., and 
new definitions for the word service. 

Or as Duncan might phrase it: "More biting the bullet." 
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HISTORY OF KENDUN: 

Torn Between The Desire 
To Create And Destroy 

Kendun began in response to Kent Duncan's demand for a 
new cutting room. His employers wouldn't give in to his 
urgent requests for needed changes and Duncan decided he 
needed a new room a whole lot more than he needed his 
employers. So he left to start his own engineering enterprise. 

Having found a paint contractor's building for rent, Duncan 
saw that with a little imagination the premises could become a 
first class recording studio, so he moved in -in fact. Glenwood 
Place became his business and residence as he and his father 
(a tile contractor) launched into the remodeling. 

Equipment was a necessary ingredient for the project 
begun in June of 1971 and for that Duncan turned to Carl 
Yanchar. an engineer who mastered from time to time at the 
studio Duncan was just leaving. Yanchar had a studio of his 
own and more importantly, a console 
building business, which contracted to 
provide a console. 

By November the do- it- yourself 
construction project was completed (that is, 
the first 8 -track room was ready to go: 
construction at Kendun never seems to end) 
and Duncan was ready to take on clients. But 
he needed someone to handle the booking. 
He found Leda Greenstone. 

, I was running a business of my own at the 
time." says Greenstone. describing her 
activities as support services for freelance 
engineers. "Kent needed someone to answer 
the phones and do the booking and knew I 

ryas working out of my home. So he called up 
and said. -want an office ?' I needed the 
motivation of having to -go to work.' so I saio 
)kay." In the early days, she maintained her 
Business and took care of the Kendun chores 
simultaneously and the tradeout worked fine. 

Greenstone cites the if you want it done. do it yourself" 
atmosphere as being important at that time. "Kent found an 
enormous old wood desk up in the loft of a paint shed out 
)ack." says Greenstone, "and he decided it was just the thing 
or me to use. So he climbed up and dragged it down all by 
iimself, virtually carrying the thing on his back." Greenstone 
hen proceeded to refinish the desk herself, ending up with a 
ery serviceable unit from which to deal with clients. 

By TOM CECH 

Duncan, meanwhile, continued to do 
mastering even as he was creating his 
own work environment. Even after 
Kendun opened, he maintained solvency 
by mastering elsewhere. 

Early clients included the "Continuing 
Education Of The Bar" program of U.C. 
Berkeley, for which Kendun produced cassettes 
of speakers on legal topics and Audio Digest 
Foundation, which required on-location recording of speakers 
giving talks to doctors, also a continuing education program. 
But the client who insured Kendun's future was Rod McKuen. 
Duncan had been mastering for McKuen and his producer 
Wade Alexander for some time and it was a natural step for 

them to bring their recording business to 

Gold records such as Stevie Wonder's 
"Innervisions" line the walls at Kendun 
Recorders (the Wonder disk was mas- 
tered at Kendun). 

Rod McKuen, the artist that en- 
sured Kendun Recorders' future 
when he founo the Kendun cre- 
ativity the right ingredient for 
numerous album projects. 

KENT DUNCAN'S 
WINGS 

As 
weil as 

Billboard's 
West 

Coast Office 

arranged by Travelure 

Specialists in meeting the 
stringent travel requirements of 
the Music Industry! 

The industries leading execu- 
tives and artists naturally demand 
the highest level of professional- 
ism in the execution of their travel 
arrangements. Travelure's spe- 
cialists consistently deliver this 
level of service. 

We are proud to include Kent 
Duncan and Billboard's L.A. 
office among our prestigious 
clients. 

Let one of our specialists 
describe our services for your 
organization or group. 

CALL (213) 247 -6960 

the new studio. The result was massive 
booking of time and a great deal of 
encouragement. 

However, an engineer was required to 
handle these bookings and Duncan tapped 
Yanchar for the job. Yanchar was already 
finding himself on premises at Kendun a 

large part of his working day, since he not 
only was engineering. le was also building 
and doing maintenance on the equipment. 

As the client list grew, Kendun began 
doing work for such firms as 20th Century, 
New York Times Music and Teddy Neely (of 
Jesus Christ Superstar). Advertising was 
mainly worn of mouth. but a few outrageous 
ads offering free beer and free fruit added 
to the Kendun impact. 

Greenstone tells an nteresting story of 
client satisfaction and amazement. "A 

singer's throat was bothering her and she asked if we had a 
lemon. I said we didn't but if she'd wait 30 seconds I'd get 
one. She was really freaked out when I walked across the 
street to our neighbor's lemon tree and picked a ripe one. 
'You couldn't do that in New York!' she said." 

After about eight months, Duncan was forced to sacrifice 
his on- premise living quarters to construction of the sought - 

after mastering room. which was done by Tom Hidley. Barely 
(Continued on page K -10) 

Kent Duncan at the board here is a far cry from the early be- 
ginnings when he found a paint contractor's building for rent 
and literally moved in to remodel. The remodelling never 
stopped. For a time after June 1971, Glenwood Place became 
Duncan's residence and he and his father, a tile contractor, 
started building Kendun from the ground up. 

To Kent Duncon 
&All The People 

At Kendun Recorders 

We've Enjoyed Cutting 
WithYou InThe Past 
And Look Forward 

To Cutting 
With You In The Future. 

"There's Magic 
Under Our Umbrella" 
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Friends Of Kendun Rick Nelson 

Lou Rawls 

Johnny Mathis 
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Captain andTennille Tom Jones Debby Boone Billy Joel 

History Of Kendun 
Continued from page K -y 

had the room been finished when Stevie Wonder brought 
'innervisions" in for mastering. Duncan did the lob in a 52 

hour marathon session and the resounding success that 
resulted put the out -of -the -way Burbank studio squarely on 

the map. 
After "Innervisions," the company was in a secure position 

for growth: that is, funds were obtainable for expansion. Says 
Yanchar, "Bank financing was used and financing became 
fairly easy to secure as our gross doubled every year for the 
first few years." 

With added capital, Duncan could no longer control his urge 
to tear down walls and the first studio was rebuilt. enlarging it 
from basically a redub facility to a full -fledged recording room 
complete with rhythm section. Next, a string room was added. 
The manufacturing plant next door was obtained to make way 
for more Kendun studios, depriving Burbank of yet another 
rubber V -belt factory. 

Meanwhile. the staff was constantly growing. After the first 
year. Kendun operated on basically a 24- hour -a -day schedule. 
The Influx of personnel created a fragmentation problem, 
because new employes no longer identified with the total 
operation. Greenstone explains, "We're concerned with the 
problem and that's why 'creative services' came about. This 
gives the employes a small unit to consider themselves part of 
and helps get everybody pitching in to keep things running 
smoothly." 

Sierra Audio was formed during construction of the first 
cutting room, as a dealer for Westlake Audio. But as Kendun 
moved into rebuilding the first studio, Westlake came apart, 
with Tom Hidley moving to Switzerland and forming Eastlake, 
which in turn made Sierra Audio its western hemisphere 
dealer. In the split, Kendun Recorders /Sierra Audio obtained 
the services of Russ Glidewell, who had been working for 
Westlake, as business manager plus most of the construction 
crew. 

By this time. Greenstone had not only become full time. but 
was finding herself swamped with work and the removal of 
the bookkeeping duties was a needed boon. Yanchar, too, was 
now a 100% Kendun staffer, having taken over the post of 
vice president as well as chief engineer, head of marketing 
and a host of other chores. Says Yanchar, "I was spending 24 
hours a day at Kendun, so I figured I might as well be on 

staff." 
The basic features clients cite as contributing to Kendun's 

popularity are that Kendun is "very friendly" and has "good 
vibes." Duncan describes his philosophy as to "provide an 

environment that makes it easier for musicians to create. And 

in that sense the studio staff is as much a part of the music as 

the musicians who piay it." 
Says Yanchar. We try to give them whatever they want. to 

provide the equipment needed for sessions. Even if they want 
to make a chicken play a glockenspiel. . . Well, you've got to 
draw the line somewhere.-- 

In November of 1975. Kendun began a bimonthly 
newsletter to clients. Greenstone says they did it for fun: We 
had nothing better to do that day. ..' But the newsletter. 
which features biographical notes on artists in the studio. 
describes the music they're into and provides other studio 
news, has been a success. "We've had tremendous 
feedback.' says Greenstone, "and been asked to include 
many nonclients on the mailing list." It also has proved to be a 

valuable promotional tool and an outlet "for all kinds of 
nonsense" such as a recent descriptionpf the Burbank Home 
For The Criminally Tall (Kendun's new echo chamber). 

The present studio setup includes two studios and two 
mastering rooms, numbered one, two, three and five. Studio 
four is presently being remodeled. Recent improvement 
includes the addition of the echo chamber complete with 
logos and street address. Finally, clients are able to identify 
the studio. "They used to come in hostile after an hour of 
trying to locate us." says Yanchar, but the friendiiness of the 
staff would calm them down. Now at least they know when 
they're here and we can start off on the right foot." 

Kendun's Best Friend 
Continued from page K -t5 

they produce a great deal of quadrophonic material on their 
Stanyan label. Notes McKuen, "Kendun was the first 
independent studio to have the encoder. Kent worked out a 

deal with Columbia so he could use the encoder and in return 
Columbia got free testing of the system." 

Bureaucracy never presented a problem. which was 
important for McKuen, since recording dates had to be 

structured around his constant traveling. Location, though, 
was at first considered a problem until it was discovered the 
privacy was a blessing. But it gave rise to an amusing 
anecdote. 

McKuen brought Liesbeth List of Holland (a singing, stage 
and film superstar in Europe) to record in America. She 

stayed as a guest at his Beverly Hills home and when McKuen 
and Alexander took her to her first recording session, she was 

expecting a plush studio in world- famous Hollywood. After a 

long drive she found herself surrounded by small factories in 

outer Burbank, not quite sure what these two men were up to. 

Her apprehensions were allayed, however, and the resulting 
record was a recent Grammy winner. 

The Creative Mind 
Continued front page h 

including booking time, answering phone calls and generally 
seeing to it that everything continues to run smoothly. That 
could include contacting the maintenance staff, which is 

available on a moment's notice through paging devices. or if 

the client requests. can be in the studio throughout the 
session. 

The two traffic people, Valerie Godwin and Kathy Anaya. 
take care of sessions booking. making up work orders, and 
the volumes of other paperwork involved in seeing that 
services are provided when and as requested, and all is 

properly documented. 
Greenstone, then, oversees all of this and more 

Responsible for booking engineers on the sessions, she feels 
it is an important part of her job to "make their lives as easy a 

possible. by getting all of the necessary information for them 
ahead of time. If the engineer is cool, calm and happy. then 
chances are, that's going to make the client happy. It's a 

pyramid effect :' 
She also is very involved in public relations. such as getting 

information on what's going on at Kendun to the trades, and 
contributing, along with all of the creative services staffers, t< 

the Kendun Newsletter which goes out to clients bimonthly. 1 

sample of the information dispensed to clients: 
"Construction has begun on a new client's lounge (sorry, no 
sauna yet)." 

In booking time, the staff is "always very happy to estimate 
for anyone what it will cost them -we can be pretty doggone 
accurate in helping a producer figure his budget," says 
Greenstone. During sessions, as the front office, they see to i 

that privacy is maintained, screening or completely blocking 
calls and visitors if the client so desires. They also see to such 
necessities as the storage and later, distribution of tapes anc 
masters. 

Then, of course, there is just a general area of 
troubleshooting -dealing with widely varying situations as 

they arise. During the course of the interview for this story, 
Greenstone continually had to halt to take care of such 
matters as squeezing in Pat leraci to cut the new 
Jefferson Starship LP, a missing drum stool mistakenly 
picked up by a rental agency, and rush messengering 
of a tape to a record company. She claims it is not 
unusual, when a session runs overtime, for the entire 
staff, "and I don't care how high the title" to rush in to help 
clean up- emptying ash trays and dumping garbage -forthe 
next session. 

Overall, whatever it takes to make the client happy, creativ 
(Continued on page K -15 
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When ! first met Kent Duncan he was wearing a Record 
Plant jacket. He was sitting behind a massive 
executive style hardwood desk, surrounded with a lot 

of electronic gadgets -telephone console and phone dialer, 
calculator, an expensive stereo set -and I got the feeling that 
this room was the nerve center of the Kendun operation; this 
desk a focal point. Not a bad assumption, as Duncan ran 
through a day's agenda with his assistant Leah Bernstein and 
tossed out points to consider to his second in command, vice 
president Carl Yanchar. whose desk was also in the room 
(temporarily they pointed out, and the historical course of a 

few weeks bears that out). 
Transition is the keynote at 619/621 Glenwood Place as I 

discovered in the next few weeks, going through doorways 
that lead directly to walls non -existent the visit before. You 
very nearly need a fresh "map of the premises" every time 
you show up. 

But on this particular day, Duncan's office was also 
Yanchar's and Bernstein's, housed the teletype machine 
which is the direct link to the world outside of Burbank, also 
housed the automatic typewriter used for Sierra Audio 
estimates and other correspondence and functioned as the 
conference room as well. Decorated attractively, as is the 
whole complex, the plush, laidback look of the room belies the 
activity taking place. Basically built of rustic wood and rock, 
the look is accentuated nicely with mementos brought back 
from the orient by Kent on his various business trips (Sierra 
Audio is building several studios in the Far East). A balcony 

Leah Bernstein, Kent's assistant, is the friendly greeter to all 
who come through the executive reception area in the middle 
part of the complex. She has long learned to be facile with a 

dozen different projects all happening simultaneously. 

above Duncan's desk contains the VIP bar, which is visited 
from time to time by various staff and visiting artists. 

Although Duncan typically begins his day in the early 
morning hours, reading various trade and technical journals 
to keep up on the fast pace of the stud ro business (4:30 this 
a.m. found him reading an article on new recording 
techniques by Phil Ramone), his first chore on premises is a 

tour of the studios, checking each one out to make sure no 
problems have developed in his absence, and chatting for a 
few moments with whatever clients happen to be working in 
the room. Today's tour turns out to be a painful ordeal, as 
does any activity that required much walking, as Kent is 
hobbling about on an injured foot, the result of excess 
enthusiasm at a recent staff party. 

"You see a few things that need to be taken care of; think of 
things you need to discuss with your people," says Duncan, 
explaining the motive for his 9:00 a.m. amble through the 
buildings. The tour takes only a short while and Kent returns 
to his office to face a mountain of paperwork that has 
developed in his absence (he has been gone about a week, 
pursuing various Sierra Audio transactions). 

Duncan asks Yanchar if something has been taken care of 
and there is a moment's confusion as they clarify exactly what 
the problem is. "We're going to have to get in the habit of 
writing memos rather than just shouting across the room," 
Duncan muses. Bernstein and Yanchar are in agreement. 
Duncan explains that in the past, Kendun business could be 
handled across the table, but its phenomenal growth rate is 
imposing certain formalities on the organization. 

"But," says Duncan, "one of the key factors in our growth 
is that we run this place like a business. The studios are on a 
regular schedule, booked round the clock, and we bill 
accurately for time and materials used. And we charge for 
missed appointments. 

"Basically, producers and musicians appreciate being able 
to count on that kind of professional treatment and once you 
establish that your studio is run as a business, they'll respect 
you for it and keep coming back." 

Duncan offers coffee, not your ordinary canned variety, but 
a fine Brazilian blend introduced to him by Sergio Mendes, 
who provided 20 pounds as a Christmas gift after Kent 
expressed a liking for it. "It's really good!" says Duncan, with 
his typically convincing enthusiasm. 

Duncan finds his massive airline ticket on his desk, 
featuring stops in Europe and the Far East, and paging 
through it briefly, discovers errors. "This will have to be 
changed immediately," he says to Leah, outlining the 
problem. The planned departure is for the next day. Bernstein 
gets on the phone to make the changes, attacking the 
problem in the same authoritative manner used by Duncan. 

One leg of the trip will include a visit with Tom Hidley of 
Eastlake Audio, who provides the plans for Sierra Audio studio 
construction. Among the topics to be discussed is 
construction of a model room for a major tape manufacturer. 

Duncan takes advantage of a momentary lull in the activity 
to point out what a force Kendun represents in recording. 

"Once in 1975 Kendun had been involved in the production 

A DAY WITH KENT DUNCAN: 

Three Days, No Nights, 
No Waiting 

of 58 of the records on Billboard's weekly charts. There's 
what, about 450 records charted if you combine all the charts 
together? That means we had a ninth of all the records 
charting that week," says Duncan, beaming. "I'll bet if we 
looked at this week's charts our share wouldn't be too far 
from that now." He cites some figures comparing his 
operation with Record Plant and I mention his jacket. He 
grins. "In this business you've got to have a sense of humor," 
he says. "But then, we can afford to. be big." 

Bernstein interrupts to give Duncan a present -the new 
Joan Baez album. He is suitably impressed. 

"Stevie, Dylan and Baez were always my favorites," he 
says, and Baez is the only one I have not recorded." He puts 
the record on the stereo and throughout the day we hear it 
maybe 10 times. It clearly has made an impact. 

Russ Glidewell, the business manager, comes in to discuss 
various things, including the stock portfolio for the Kendun 
profit sharing plan. Also, a bombshell. A major tape supplier 
has substantially raised its prices. "I told them we wouldn't 
pay it, we weren't informed of the increase and we sent in our 
quarterly order prior to the change." They discuss the 
advisability of changing brands. Glidewell wants to know 
Duncan's opinion. "Does our order go at the old price ?" 
Duncan agrees that since no notice was received they should 
hold out. 

Within moments the tape rep is on the phone and they go 
through the whole argument. Duncan wants to know when 
they will be given a larger contract -Kendun's volume 
certainly warrants it. There is some hedging. No one else 
is given that kind of price break. The dickering goes 
on for a moment and the conversatior ends amicably 
... with not too much settled. 

"Well," says Duncan, addressing Glidewell. "Tell 
me about the healthy finances of Kendun." 

"Kendun is too healthy," Glidewell states, and 
adds, "it's now in a 50% partnership with Uncle Sam." 

Conversation turns to cash flow, causing Duncan to 

to know. Its pointed out that Kendun is already getting the 
best deal on the West Coast. "We're buying the most tape on 
the West Coast," interjects Duncan. 

By the end of the meal the new contract has been more or 
less shelved (or ducked) by the two tape company reps. But as 
the entourage crowds back in the car (not without pain for 
Duncan, hobbling on his wounded foot) and returns to o 
Kendun, the more immediate point has been conceded. The , priororder will go at the old price. A second triumph, Kent is - 
returning with the salad promised for Bernstein ( "I forgot the m 
last three times," says Duncan. "I better not come back if I m 
forget the salad this time ... "). 

Kent approaches the afternoon with gusto, his morning 
earnings of $15,000 refreshing his natural exuberance. 

The first problem of the afternoon is to find a new computer 
programmer. Ambrose's prior trainer is deserting for New 
York. But Glidewell 
knows the brother of the 
chairman of UCLA's 
computer department 
and contacts him to see 
about tracking down 
someone who can do 
the job, possibly a 

graduate student. 
(Continued on page K -/7) 

Questions from all sides ... Kent is 

stopped in the reception area as he es- 
capes from business associates with in- 

quiries on construction and studio op- 
eration. 

Kent gets down to some serious business as the 
day draws to a close. From left are Jo Hansch, en- 
gineer and assistant studio manager; Sue Evans, 
night manager; Kent; Leah Bernstein, Kent's 
assistant; and jazz producer Eric Miller. 

expound on his financial philosophy -"You don't 
pay creditors, you owe them," he says. It's 11:30 
a.m. and the tape rep calls to schedule lunch. 

"They want to take us to lunch," says Duncan. 
"What time do you want to go ?" Glidewell is 
open, but doesn't seem to want to take the time 
out. Duncan settles the call and announces the 
reps will be arriving shortly. Glidewell returns the 
conversation to finances. "It's time to make 
some tax decisions," he says, and they discuss 
how to get a good over -all view of the Kendun- 
Sierra Audio financial empire. The decision is 
to call on the talents of Ambrose, the Kendun 
business computer, for a readout of the total 
financial picture, comparing every item with 
similar transactions the year before. 

Another quick tour of the premises to see 
that everything is on track: a fleeting 
discussion with construction personnel 
( "These door stops cost $10 apiece, the 
door closers cost $40.00. Do you want 
them ?" To which Duncan answers "Get 
them. The last ones wore out in a month. 
Get them! "); a look at some plans on 
the drawing board; a quick check to 
see if the front office is running 
smoothly. The tape reps arrive for 
lunch and are only kept waiting a short 
while. 

Lunch takes place at a French 
restaurant in Studio City and discussion 
between escargots and margaritas is good - 
natured small talk -with an occasional barb thrown 
in. "How about a bigger contract," Glidewell wants 

J-., 
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George Horn, chief engineer and head of mastering, is 

surrounded by the many machines and testing apparatus 
that serve as back -up and research at Kendun. 

DISK MASTERING: 

Client critique: John Golden demonstrates mastered disk for 
producer Robbie Porter of new LP by Marcia Hines, top Aus- 
tralian vocalist ... from Boston. 

Polishing A Performance w 

0 
a 

With all the sophistication and knowledge that 
producers, engineers and artists have today, 
there still remains one step in the recording 

process that remains a mystery to many -disk mastering. 
In the "old days" (pre -16, 24 and even 8- track), mastering 

was a simple process of transferring the mixed studio tape 
contents directly to a lacquer disk that would be shipped to a 

pressing plant for the final product. 
Sound simple? It was. But, today the simplicity has gone out 

the window and mastering has become one of the more 
complex processes that takes place in the studio. And, for 
Kendun, that complex procedure has become a specialty. Six 

years ago, the studio opened as a "mastering studio." Today, 
nearly 50% of its activity is in the mastering area. 

More than any other facet of recording, the mastering 
problems -both mechanical and psychological- remain. "It's 
only natural," explains John Golden, Kendun's recording 
director, that producers should want more of what's 
recorded in the studio on the master. With the improved 

o studio equipment and tape, the mixed tapes we get in here to 

ccmaster have an incredible amount of fidelity on them. There's 
p no problem in transferring that fidelity -every bit of it -to the 
m master lacquer disk. The problem develops when the disk is 

-I sent to the manufacturing plant and then a record pressing is 

E made -oftentimes it is physically impossible to have that 
có same fidelity played back on the disk that winds up in the ; home." 

The physical problem does not stem from the 
m manufacturing but from disk and playback equipment 

Q limitations. "I think," Golden says, "most people in the 
g industry now understand that the more time we put on an LP 

the less fidelity we're going to get. It's simply a matter of the 
grooves being too close together and the playback stylus 
limitations. Ideally, we don't like to go more than 18 minutes a 

side." 
The real problems develop, however, when master tapes 

arrive at the studio with 23, 24 or even 28 minutes of music on 
them. "There's no way a 23 minute disk is going to be as loud 
as an 18 minute disk. The longer the tape the closer we have 
to make the grooves on the disk and the closer the grooves the 
less level you're going to get. Playback is simply a function of 
stylus movement within the grooves and if the stylus is too 
restricted the playback will be as 
well." 

Understanding the 
limitations of the disk is 
one of the prime reasons 
why independent 
mastering studios have 
grown. "Not too long 
ago," Golden recalls, 

the producer would come into the label and turn over the 
master tapes. The next thing he would hear would be the 
finished product on a disk. He couldn't understand why half 
the things he put on tape weren't on the disk. The problem 
was that the label was simply a place where tape was 
transferred to disk or sent to a pressing plant to make the 
master. There was a real need for a go- between -a mastering 
studio." 

In a relatively short period of time, much like the recording 
process itself, mastering has become an art. The mastering 
studio Golden utilizes ( "I try to use the same one each time 
... you get used to the nuances and differences in sound ") 
contains nearly $750,000 worth of mastering equipment, 
more than half of it less than a year old. 

Golden spends all his time on mastering, as do Kendun's 
three other mastering specialists. The only way to become 
absolutely proficient, particularly in an area like records where 
there are so many different problems in each step, is to stick 
to one area -like mastering -and become familiar with the 
problems and solutions. We do one job ... mastering ... and 
that's it." 

Mastering is a tedious, meticulous job. There are elements 
in it that make the job particularly difficult. An LP," explains 
Golden, "may take months to record ... mixing may take 
some additional months and those two elements combine to 
present some unusual difficulties. For example, people's ears 
change from day -to -day and one tune that is recorded and /or 
mixed on one day may have no relationship to another that is 

going to be on the same LP. 
"One of the challenges in mastering occurs when we get an 

LP that has been recorded over a period of months in 
different studios and mixed over another period of time. We 

have to give a balance to the overall production so that it does 
not sound as if it was recorded at different times in different 
studios. The easiest LPs to master are, of course, those that 
were mixed by one engineer in one facility over a short period 
of time. The multi- studio mixes are tougher." 

"Every tape can benefit from help" is a truism in the 
mastering field. "There has to be a certain continuity; a flow 
to an album," explains Golden. If an LP goes from an upbeat 
tune to a slow one there have to be adjustments made so that 
there is a balance to the LP. Sometimes we might suggest 
resequencing. Usually, however, by the time we get the tape 
the liner copy and labels have already been locked in- that's 
really the challenge in this business." 

Is that challenge understood by those in the industry? 
"Many producers and engineers have become informed 
about sophisticated mastering techniques but for others, 
there still is a gap," Golden says. 

Jo Hansch points to a flawed groove in the test disk, dis- 

played on a video screen to eliminate need for clients to leer 
into an eyepiece. 

Geoff Sykes, also a mastering engineer at Kendun, where the 
complex procedure has become a specialty, comprising nearly 
50% of its activity. 

By RON TEPPER 

To bridge that gap, Kendun does something that is highly 
unusual and, for some in the industry, it might even be 

controversial. Every producer and engineer who comes to the 
mastering studio is given a special, 12 -page article that was 

reprinted from "Modern Recording Magazine." Titled, From 
Tape To Disc," the article is an explanation -in laymen's 
terms -of what mastering is all about; the limitations and why 
there are limitations; and the options producers and 
engineers have in the studio. 

Are producers /engineers insulted when given the article? 
"No. There are technical reasons why you can't do certain 
things and why you can do others on a disk. There are also 
some interesting tradeoffs you can make when going from 
the tape to lacquer disk and this article takes all those 
technical reasons and breaks them down into everyday 
language -language all of us can understand. I think that's 
important and all the people we've had utilize the studio 
agree. The article is extremely helpful with a difficult subject." 

Unlike some studios, Kendun prefers to have the producer 
and /or engineer involved. We like to discuss things 
beforehand," Golden says. "Acts come to independent 
studios because they expect more and we've got to deliver." 

Golden, as is the case with others in Kendun's mastering 
studios, has been in the studio business since the early 1960s 
when he was still in high school. He built his own two track 
studio in his parent's home before he was out of his teens and 
worked extensively with artists and studios across the country 
ranging from Gateway Recording (Pittsburgh) to Wally 
Heider's before he came to Kendun. 

The changes in recording have, of course, been numerous 
throughout those years. "The public has become much more 
aware of fidelity. Consumers have components and like it or 
not they hear a lot of things on disks they never used to 
detect. In the 1960s they bought records because of the 
particular song and content. If it had good fidelity, well, that 
was a bonus. Today, it has to sound good or the retailer (and 
manufacturer) will get it back." 

Kendun's mastering studios are preoccupied with quality. 
"About 50% of the lacquer disks we get are rejected because 
of some defect we spot." And before those lacquers ever 
arrive at Kendun, there is a rejection of anywhere up to 90% 
by the three or four lacquer disk manufacturers that are in the 
business. 

Interestingly, those lacquer disk manufacturers -and the 
recording industry-would be "out of business" if it were not 
for a U.S. court order that requires aluminum producers to 
continue to supply the aluminum cuttings that make up the 
lacquer disk. Several years ago, Alcoa, one of the largest 
aluminum manufacturers in the world, decided it was too 
costly and tedious a process to continue. The quality and 
milling requirements required by the recording industry just 
did not make it profitable for Alcoa. And, Alcoa allegedly 
would have suspended the manufacture of disks if it weren't 
for a court order -that still is in effect today -prohibiting 
the company from discontinuing the disk. 

"There are a great many painstaking, tedious processes as 

well as sophisticated equipment involved in everything from 
manufacturing the aluminum and lacquer disks to getting it 
down the way the artist wants to hear it in on the master but, 
basically, it boils down to one thing- mastering is a personal 
thing in a highly impersonal world. No two of us," says 

Golden, "do the same job the same way. Certain people have 

certain clients. It's your ears and the interpretation of what 
you're hearing. One guy might think it needs more bass than 
another. 

"The difference in our studios is twofold: first that personal 
touch and secondly we 
try and let the 
mastering equipment 
do as much as it can. 
The machinery in these 
studios has enormous 
capability and can help 
to turn out a superior 
product -if we utilize it. 
(Continued on page K -l9) 
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onsidering the strides Kendun has made since its 
inception in 1971, what's left for it to do? Expansion 
is one key and management hopes to bring Kendun 

facilities to more musicians around the world. Says Carl 
Yanchar in discussing current facilities, "Conceivably, I see 
this entire block being taken over by the Kent Duncan 
organization." But the most immediate expansion plan is the 
opening of a branch operation in a vacation area. 

Corresponding with planned growth was the recent 
addition of William E. Rogers as executive vice -president and 
general manager of all of the Kent Duncan organization. His 
direction of the management team will result in more 
capabilities, and as Rogers says, "Kent needs more time for 
the inventive and creative projects that have brought Kendun 
and Sierra so far sc fast. There's no stopping him now." 

For creative services, the future is likely to see expansion of 
the personnel training program. Still in its infancy, it will 
enable Kendun to share its experience and skill in studio 
operation with Sierra Audio clients. Experience is one of Sierra 
Audio's key selling points and it hopes to be able to market its 
management expertise as well as its acoustical and hardware 
sophistication. 

Research efforts loom around the corner, as the 
maintenance staff members of Kendun are all highly qualified 
engineers and already build circuits that respond to a number 
of artist demands. 

A more diversified technical staff may emerge, according to 
Yanchar, because in recent years the engineer, who formerly 
was responsible for all maintenance as well as handling the 
console during recording, is finding his role to be merging with 
that of the producer. As a result maintenance and 
construction of equipment is devel ping its own ide tity in 
the job market, with specialization occurring even here. 

Potentially, Sierra Audio may develop its consultation 
services, but for the short term, the company is designing and 
will license manufaoture of its own console. Consoles are hard 
to build profitably cn a one -shot basis and require 
considerable capital commitment to gear up for full 
production, thus leaving licensing as the most viable short 
term solution. Soma small products are already built by Sierra 
Audio, where in -house production can be more profitable and 
better satisfy the requirements of design in addition to the 
monitor. 

Changes in technology will prompt corresponding changes 
for the studio orgarization. Studio acoustics will become more 
and more refined, for instance, and the attempt to revitalize 
quad may have an impact in this area, as a quad room has 
problems not present in a typical stereo setup. 

Yanchar believes that Sierra Audio has no serious 
competition in the studio acoustics field and predicts future 
moves into other markets for the company. "We may build a 

mass produced version capable of functioning as a demo 

THE FUTURE: 

Planned Growth 
A Firm 

Guiding Hand 

studio or workshop for the serious musician," he says. "Other 
potential markets are radio and television broadcast studios 
and auditoriums and theatre ." 

Digital will have an impact within five years: "Sooner than 
you would expect," says Yanchar, "becausethe Japanese are 
already offering digital at the consumer level." Digital, 
unfortunately, faces the same kind of standards problem that 
has been haunting quad; however, the technology is there 
and waiting in the wings. The key will be consumer 
acceptance. 

Digital also will render obsolete current direct to disk 
progress, since the quality difference between direct to disk 
and digital is negligible. Digital encodes the musical impulses, 
virtually eliminating wow and flutter and surface noise, since 
in playback only the encoded signals are responded to. In 
conventional recordings noise is much more difficult to isolate 
from the mus c signal. 
Digital, of course, will 
mean more work for 
Sierra Audio, since the 
less noise added by the 
hardware, the more 
noticeable the 
acoustical conditions of 
the room become. 
(Continued on page K -17) 

Bernhard Handschuh (foreground) 
and Bob Moore, both maintenance 
engineers at Kendun, The future 
will bring a more diversified tech- 
nical staff, because in recent years 
maintenance and construction of 
equipment is developing its own 
identity in the job market. 

Bill Rogers, executive vice 
president, heads up administration 
for both Kendun Recorders and 
Sierra Audio and has been in studio 
related fields for the past ten years. 
He is seen here with his secretary, 
Martha Valle. 
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A Day With Duncan 
Continued from page K-13 

A phone company man checks in because Duncan's phone 
system (one of his toys, lines go everywhere and he has used 
up all the trunks on the street) is not quite up to par. Office 
changes require different lines to ring in the various locations. 
An inspection of the closets full of terminals follows as Kent 
catalogs what he wants to happen and what isn't happening 
now. 

Attention is turned to an ad being prepared for Sierra 
Audio. Kent wants changes and the ad rep indicates that Kent 
is almost impossible to please. But they are clearly on good 
terms. The ad is left in the hands of the artist for some minor 
type adjustments. 

Duncan, again touring the building, notes that the foot 
thick security gate into the courtyard has been ajdusted as 
required. But the connection for getting it open is out of place. 
He picks up the outside phone on the wall and talks to the 
front office. The message: Have it fixed!" He describes how 
he wants it set up. 

Returning to his office there is more trouble with his tickets 
and there has also been some communication concerning 
property he is buying on Maui, Hawaii. He takes time to make 
a few calls to find out what needs to be done. 

Afinal negotiation with Bill Rogers is handled by phone. Bill 
is joining Kendun /Sierra as executive vice president soon and 
wanted to clarify sales responsibility. 

Frank Clark, an engineer doing some mastering in one of 
the studios, wanders through to get a drink from the bar. Kent 
introduces him and briefly describes the special being 
planned. Clark spontaneously offers a testimonial to Kendun 
and Kent Duncan. 

You know," he says, "I've never had an opportunity to talk 
too much with Kent except to say hi when he checks to see 
how things are going, but he deserves a lot of credit for this 
place. It's really well run and the people know how to treat you 
right. They really go out of their way to make sure everything's 
on schedule and all the equipment's there when you need it. 
Even if you got a lousy sound, which you never would at 
Kendun, you'd come back just for the treatment they give 
you." He points out that he works at Kendun whenever he can 
convince the label or artists that it's the place to record and 
does all his mastering there. 

Kent is extremely pleased, saying as Frank leaves the room, 
"Did you get that on tape? Wow! I couldn't have gotten a 

better testimonial if I'd set it up. You know, I've talked to him 
from time to time in the halls, but I never realized he was so 

enthusiastic about this place!" and adds, "Of course, its only 
natural...." 

Eric Miller and Ed Michel, both independent jazz producers, 

stop in and after brief hellos (both are good friends) retreat to 
the bar upstairs. 

Kent has a few more details to deal with. One is a call to a 

prospective engineer. Kent and Carl have spent the day 
deciding whether to meet his price. After a short conversation, 
Kent announces he has just hired a new chief engineer. He 
turns his attention to a few papers and then joins Ed and Eric 
on the balcony for serious discussion and some 40- year -old 
scotch. 

Both Michel and Miller, like Clark earlier, have nothing but 
good things to say about the operation. Miller sums it up: 
"Studios open everyday, but the reason for Kendun's success 
is that here they really care about what they're doing and 
know how to put it all together. They provide the right 
ambience for a producer to work in and that's a very 
important facet of a studio. The key is that this place is built 
and run for the customer." 

At 8:00 p.m. when I leave for another appointment Duncan 
is just getting his second wind. I say goodbye from the door of 
his office, where Duncan is back at his desk, punching the 
buttons on his phone for one more urgent call....TOM CECH 

A Firm Guiding Hand 
Continued from page K -16 

Other innovations Yanchar sees are laser microphones and 
a "recording system. In the future," says Yanchar, "the 
separation of console and recorder will be ended. Instead you 
will have one giant digital machine combining the console 
with memory, or storage medium." He explains that even now 
separation is maintained only because of hardware history - 
different companies have been building the consoles and the 
tape machines. As a result a superfluous electronic step of 
level and impedance matching the machines has always been 
required, with its accompanying signal distortion and noise, 
slight though this may be. 

Whatever changes, Yanchar predicts Kendun- Sierra Audio 
will be in stride, ready to provide the latest technology to its 
clients. TOM CECH 
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Rod McKuen -Alone 
San Sebastian Strings - 
With Love 
Billy Preston - 
Nuthin' From Nuthin' 
Louie Bellson- Louie Bellson 
For Whom The Bell Tolls - 

Quad Soundtrack 

/O HANSCH 
Broadway Cast - 
Your Arm's Too Short To 

Box With God 
Rod McKuen- 
The Unknown War 
The Black Eagle 
B. B. King - 
Make Love To Me 
Alan O'Day - 
Started Out Dancing 
Dionne Warwick - 
Don't Take Your Love 

Away 

The electronic systems and acoustic environments of 
our three mastering suites are so sophisticated that they 
have attracted an international clientele. A quick, 
knowledgeable look at any edition of America's record 
charts will tell you why: Kendun's share of the top LP's 
and singles has reached 58 out of 400 charted hits. 
Not bad for the big, little studio in Burbank. 
The people. The gear. The gold records. They're all part 
of Kendun. 

l KENDUN RECORDERS, Inç 
Professional Recording and Disc Mastering 
619 South Glenwood Place, Burbank, California 91506 
(213) 843 -8096 Telex: 691138 
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INNOVATIVE FINANCE: 

A Professional 
Approach To 
Professional 
Clients 

Bookkeeper Robyn Bailey keeps the day's accounting up to 
date. Her office has one of three terminal screens that provide 
access to the Kendun computer. 

On the computer screen in the office of Kendun chief 
financial officer Russ Glidewell, a rocket ship 
appears at the push of a button. A countdown 

flashes on the right side of the screen, it hits zero, and the 
rocket blasts off, landing on the screen (so Glidewell avows) in 
bookkeeper Robyn Bailey's office. Just a quick demonstration 
of the far -ranging capabilities of Ambrose. Kendun's 16 
million word capacity computer. Most of the time, however. 
Ambrose is busily engaged in the more serious business of 
helping Glidewell keep the cash flow flowing for both the 
Kendun and Sierra Audio operations. 

As for Glidewell, there is likewise little time for computer 
games. Of his role at the company, he explains, Its very hard 
to define the job, but that's true of any comptroller in the 
world. basically because accounting is a mirror of the 
personalities and the activity of an organization." In mirroring 

the personality of the organization, the business end of 
Kendun believes strongly, says Glidewell, that in dealing with 
clients in a business sense, we try to make the flow match the 
personality of the people. We have guidelines rather than 
rules." 

That could -mean, for example "tempering justice with 
mercy" on touchy situations such as cancelled studio time, 
according to Leila Greenstone, director of creative services. 
"If I can sell the time, I don't charge. If someone has two 
weeks solid booked and the artist is in an accident and has to 
cancel, you have to use your common sense. But, if someone 
cancels repeatedly, or just gratuitously cancels a session at 
the last second, and there's noway to re -book it, you have to 
charge." 

Glidewell continues to explain that involvement in numbers 
is just a part of his work, adding that he has to know what's 
going on in all departments for various reasons. 

"I try to get involved in all decisions -sales, marketing, 
services that we offer, updating the appearance of the plant - 
in other words, utilizing the numbers that are generated by 
the accounting department to be able to make much more 
intelligent decisions in all areas. The interviewing of 
personnel, establishing credit with the clients, all point out 
it's not a cut and dried job." 

He insures that all of the bookkeeping is done for the day 
and all billing is correct. He also is very involved with the Sierra 
sales department. offering advice about pricing ani 
scheduling the completion of the job. Most of the necessary 
information about the availability and price of materials and 
equipment is on the computer. 

Glidewell believes Kendun to be the first recordirg studio to 
utilize a computer in 
such an integral role. 
He explains that the 
original reason they 
decided to acquire a 

computer was the 
time that was involved 
in typing and 
calculating invoices." 
But that use led to 
others. He continues, 
"First of all, it has 
allowed us to double 
the speed of getting 
invoices out. This 
helps the client too. 
because it allows them 
to keep their costs 
more up to date. We 
have a master record 
file for each client and 

the important data from 
the invoice, such as the 
number, date and 
amount is kept on that 
master record file. This 
file allows us to 
interface invoicing with 
accounts receivable so 
that during the 
invoicing program we 
have messages that appear in the middle of the program as to 
whether that client has exceeded his credit limits, or whether 
the client has past due invoices. 

"In the accounts receivable program, it allows us to keep a 

history of payment for each client. For example, we know how 
long it takes them to pay the invoices, so we can estimate 
what they have open and how long it's going to take us to 
collect that, and that has in turn allowed us to generate cash 
flow reports much more easily. 

"For example, on the 
accounts payable side. 
we have master 
records for each 
vendor that we 
deal with and 
when we enter 
the information 
for the purchase, 
we enter a due 
date, and have an 

Russ Glidewell, chief financial officer, communicates with Ambrose. Glidewell believes Kendun to be 
the first recording studio to utilize a computer in such an integral role, which includes invoicing, credit, 
accounts payable, inventory control, tax planning and mailing lists. 
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automatic check writing program that lists out a cash 
requirement report through estimated due dates. So I look at 
the cash receipt report based on the history of receivables and 
compare that to the report on accounts payable, and see 

whether or not I'm going to have a problem. That kind of 
sophistication has allowed us to create a much smoother feel 
for the operation." 

Also stored in the computer is informa :ion on materials 
available, updated daily through the invoicing program. There 
is a code that automatically removes an item (for example a 

roll of tape) from the inventory when it appears on an invoice. 
Using the computer data as a guideline, Glidewell notes, we 

find out that we're going to run out of tape long before we do 
it." 

Other areas in which computer data aids Glidewell and the 
company are in tax planning (projections allow them to plan 
income taxes, which are a major expense for any company, 
years in advance), and promotional mailings. The computer 
currently stores over 8,000 names and addresses, which can 
be called up all at once, or selectively according to certain 
codes. 

With this storehouse of valuable information to deal with, it 
is not surprising that Ambrose is provided with a duplicate 
back -up set of storage disks, kept at a separate location. 

As previously touched upon, Gildewell is very involved in 

planning and scheduling Sierra Audio projects. 
"In scheduling," he continues, "You have to take into 

consideration what stage the client is at. They may not have 
an investor yet, or no information to give the investor even 
though he's lined up. The usual situation is that they have 
decided to build, have contacted an investor or lending 
institution of some sort. The clients either have some capital 
of their own and need additional capital or a group has 
determined it will invest if it can be assured of a certain return 
on investment. So we would than take the information and 
offer to evaluate the site, and would give a quote based on the 
design, layout, material, equipment, training and a 

prospectus for the entire project, and determine whether or 
not the project was feasible from a cash flow and profit 
standpoint. 

"The time to build from a clean shell could be 90 to 120 
days, but this depends on a lot of things. If they have chosen 
to purchase a hard -to -get recording console, it may take six 
months to get. We know all those availabilities, and we can 
advise them in this respect." 

Another important aspect of the Sierra Audio business is 

the training program, which is offered to clients who are 
building studios. It is available to their office and bookkeeping 
staff, affording accounting advice, how to set up and 
maintain books, credit and personnel policies and that aspect 
of the recording studio which doesn't have to do with the 
actual session. Sierra Audio also offers a training program for 
the in -house engineers, both recording and maintenance, 
and both programs offer the opportunity to work side by side 
either in Burbank or at the location with Kendun's senior 
staffers. 

Glidewell notes that the program is still young, and so far 
the office operations training has been either over the 
telephone or providing outlines for them to follow, and 
interfacing with the client's investors as far as what sort of 
return on investment they could expect to receive. "We advise 
them on their spending habits and things of that nature," 
explains Glidewell, "so they can operate within their 
budgets." 

Overall, Glidewell expresses a great deal of satisfaction in 

the growth that he has been a part of at Kendun. Having come 
on board just three years ago as chief bookkeeper, he has 
watched the business build from a bookkeeping system that 
consisted of some spare -time assistance by Leila Greenstone 
and an outside accounting agency, to the sophistication of 
Ambrose. "Both Kent and I knew at the time that the growth 
was going to happen, it was just a matter of planning for it." 
Ambrose, which they installed, programmed and put on line 
in a speedy two months time, went into operation just over a 

year ago. 
Glidewell feels the company is powered by a common goal 

of working "to be at the front, and to us that means being the 
best. We want to be proud of what we do. This group of 
people, are very creative and intelligent on an individual basis. 
It's a compliment to be a part of it, and also very challenging." 

SUSAN PETERSON 

Disk Mastering 
Continued from page K -14 

We try to blend that capability with the creativity of the 
. producer, artist and engineer." 

And, judging by the round -the -clock activity in Kendun's 
mastering studios, that blend has been a success. The next 

project for John Golden as this interview was concluded, was a 

pair of 28 minute sides for Paul McCartney's new Capitol 
album brought in by engineer Geoff Emeorick. 

The Creative Mind 
Continued from page K -lU 

services provides. "If the artist feels like recording with blue 
lights in the ceiling, we'll change the lights," Greenstone 
summarizes. "If you can engender a feeling in the client that 
this is a place where he can come and work and have those 
good vibes necessary to creativity on his part, then we have 

been creative on our part. It's a very exciting thing to see 

happen." 

With Sierra Audio, 
Acoustical Performance 

Isn't A Chance Affair. 
It's Been Tested. 
And It Works... 
Pierce Arrow- 

Now accepting bookings 
for the Summer of 78. 

The Only Studio Built 
In The 70's That Is Ready 

for the 80's 
PIERCE ARROW RECORDERS 

PIERCE ARROW Recorders 1911 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60202 Telephone 312-869-6290 

A TOAST TO ONE OF THE BEST 

Kent Duncan and His Excellent Staff 

at Kendun Recorders 

McKinley Jackson Barney Perkins 
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Sierra Audio Builds More Than Studios 
We've built a reputation unparallelled in the history of acoustic design. 

A list of over 185 clients reds like a Who's Who of the recording 
industry... All of them still in business. 

We've assembled an experienced staff to take charge of construction, 
finance, and equipment interface. Together with acoustic design by Torn 

Hidley and project coordination by Kent Duncan, both accomplished 
recording engineers, they can answer instinctively any questions that arise - 
and some you may never have thought of. 

We've developed a systems approach to studio design and 
construction encompassing guaranteed acoustic design, thorough site 
analysis, realistic market assessnr_'nt, computer generated financial forecasts 
and business planning, comprehensive staff training, equipment selection 
and interface design to accommodate not only today's needs, but also 
tomorrow's innovations. 

We should build one for you. 

SIERRA AUDIO CORPORATION 
621 South Glenwooc Place 
Burbank. California 91506 

(213) 843 -8115 Telex: 691138 
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SIERRA AUDIO: 

The Only Studio Builder 
Offering An Acoustic Guarantee 

By RAY HERBECK JR. 

Sterra Audio was founded in 1976 by Kendun Studios 
owner Kent Duncan and dedicated to the proposition 
that not all studios should be created equal. Some 

should be endowed with Tom Hidley's approach toward 
acoustical design, the one element in studio construction 
today which can impart an edge of superiority. 

"Tom Hidley was the first man to come up with the idea of 
using an 'active trap' in the design of a studio," explains Jo 
Hansch, Kendun Recorders coordinator and a 

mastering engineer. He points out that 
the trapping principle was not 
invented by Hidley; rather, he 
was responsible for its 
application to studio design to 
increase separation between 
instruments being recorded. 

In other words, when a 

musician hits a note in a Hidley 
room, it goes into the microphone 
or disappears into the wall," 
continues Hansch. "When desired it 
can return with any pre -designed 
decay time to obtain the proper 
perspective for the particular 
instrument being recorded." 

Duncan's four Kendun studios were 
designed by Hidley, owner of Eastlake 
Audio in Switzerland. Each studio 
represents a variation on Hidley's acoustic 
theme. With these "samples" readily 
available, Duncan formed Sierra Audio as 
Eastlake's exclusive agent for Hidley's 
designs in North and Central America, 
Japan, Australia and Asia. 

Additionally, Duncan determined to build 
Hidley studios sold by Sierra, primarily because 
he has a background in construction. "Kent 
enjoys tearing down walls," says Carl Yancher. 
barely concealing a grin. "Seriously, his dad was 
in the construction business and Kent always 
enjoyed being involved in the execution of plans, 
down to the selection of materials. 

To complete Duncan's concept of selling "a 
whole studio," Sierra Audio also represents the 
product lines of Harrison, Ampex, Auditronics and 
Cadac. "We don't like to sell only bits and pieces, 
adds Yanchar. chief of planning and development at 
both Sierra and Kendun. 

End result is a unique one -stop studio shop. Through 
Sierra Audio, design, construction and complete 
equipment furnishing can oe obtained from one source 
by anyone in Sierra's sales territories. 

He adds that since recording and broadcasting in these 
Asian nations are virtually one and he same, Sierra Audio 
is also worldwide export agent for broadcasting equipment 
by Pacific Recorders and Engineering. "In the Far East." 
Yanchar explains. "it's like it was herein the early days of the 
industry. when the radio and television stations were also the 
places that did the recording." 

The latest development in Sierra Audio's "one-stop" 
approach is the evolution of a training program for clients, 
"Because we also operate the studios here," explains 
Yanchar, 'it's a natural training ground, ideally suitable for 
clients to visit while we're building their new studio. 

He adds that the training program is especially good for 
clients outside of the U.S., "where recording techniques are 

different Here they can learn U.S. techniques; all the details 
about the equipment they're buying which you couldn't get 

merely by reading the manual. It gives them a jump on 

experience." 
Included in the training program are mixing, mastering, 

maintenance, office and traffic booking procedures, credit 
policy and a mini- bookkeeping course. "It could take at least a 

month for any of the technical areas," adds Yanchar, "but 
less for the office training." 

Heading up the technical curriculum is Geoff Sykes, one of 
several Kendun staff mixers and also a mastering engineer - 
the only staffer to wear and use bo-h mixing and mastering 
hats. Sykes originally proposed the training idea to Duncan. 

"It started because I wanted to see all staff at Kendun use 

our own equipment in the same manner," explains Sykes, 
who started out 11 years ago as a DJ at KPFK in Los Angeles. 
"If we all do it one way, it makes sessions more efficient and 
there's never any guessing." 

Once the Kendun staff was "re- oriented" on the 
equipment, it was a logical extension for Sykes to suggest 
offering the program as a service to Sierra clients. "Many of 
them are going from small studios to 'the big time' with us," 
he explains. "So all of a sudden they've got this sophisticated 
equipment in a beautiful new studio, but they really don't 
know how to run it. 

"In addition, specific instruction is necessary on the use of 
a properly designed environment to convince engineers to use 
distant enough mike techniques to take advantage of the 
acoustics. 

"It's like, you've been working with a simple Tascam all 

Kent Duncan (left) often visits the site of a stu- 
dio being built by Sierra Audio. "We'll visit 
several available sites and offer an evaluation. 
Site selection of a proper shell or lot can crit- 
ically affect the cost of isolation constructing," 
Duncan says. 

Carl Yanchar (right) cites 18 -foot 
ceilings and at least 1,500 square 
foot work areas as important 
criteria in studio planning which 
uses a Hidley design. 

Both a mixing and mastering engineer, Geoff Sykes 
originally proposed the idea of trair ing 5.ierra clients 
in the areas of mixing, masterirg, maintenance, 
office and traffic booking procedures, ;redit policy 
and a mini -bookkeeping course. 

Andy Weis (right), Sierra Audio salesman, fills in a 

client about the company's "one- stop" approach 
whereby clients receive training while building their 
new studio. 

your rife, but now you're 
sitting down at a Harrison -and 

where do you start ?" He points out that he does 
not teach clients how to mix, just how to operate 

equipment. 
"Mixing is a matter of taste," he insists. "You can't tell 

someone what something's supposed to sound like. But the 
more they know about the equipment, the easier it will be for 
them to get the sound they want." 

Sykes takes clients through their paces in consoles, 
limiters, monitors and tape machines. "But it's not an 
engineering school. I won't take someone aside and say, 'This 
is a reel of tape.' We have to assume our clients already have a 

certain degree of technical proficiency :' He adds that the 
training program is an option, emphasizing it exists for clients 
to take advantage of. "But we don't force it on them. It's there 
if they want it." 

Yanchar goes on to explain that virtually anything is 

available at Sierra Audio if a client wants it. In fact, he 
explains, the first step taken with anyprospective Sierra 
Audio client is to "talk with them and find out how serious 
they are. The best way to do that is by giving them a definite 

idea of how much it's going to cost." He 

says the range now. depending on equipment 
selected, is anywhere from one -quarter to one -half million 
dollars. 

Once the bottom line is determined, either Yanchar or 
Duncan visits the client and inspects the site which has been 
selected. "We'll visit several available sites and offer an 

evaluation. Site selection of a proper shell or lot can critically 
affect the cost of isolation constructing," according to 
Duncan. 

"It's not often a client will want us to build a shell, since 
that's pretty expensive," he says. "However, it's a little easier 
from the aspect of complete control." 

One important consideration for any design to be 
implemented within an existing structure is ceiling height. 
"Because of the design we build," Duncan explains, "traps 
are installed in the ceiling and they take up from four to six 
feet in depth. Plus you 
have air conditioners." 
The ideal ceiling height, 
he says, is 24 feet or 
higher. 

"We make the entire 
ceiling space anechoic," 
he adds, "which means 
there's no reflection 
(Continued on page K -30) 
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Kendun People 
Jim Sintetos, second engineer. 

Denis Segar, maintenance 
engineer. 

Vencil Wells, maintenance engineer. 

,. Ili Ali ti 
Bob Tebo, second en- 
gineer. 

Ed Romano, maintenance engineer. 

Bob Bullock, recording engineer. 

Joe Laux, recording en- 
gineer. 

Dion Lamont, Rick Heenan, 
Kendun engineer and Mc- 
Kinley Jackson (al! from left). 
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Sounds Interchange in Toronto: The solution was to sink the studio five or six feet below the old floor level, so the new control room 
could overlook it and maximize space. Says manager McCluskey, "With the new rooms, bands can finish the mix a lot faster. We can 
move people through the studio faster, too, by shifting them into the new small studio for finishing up." 

Sierra Audio's first three studio projects illustrate the 
company's commitment to thoroughness and quality 
in both design and execution. Each project presented 

a different set of parameters within which Sierra Audio's team 
had to work. 

At Chuck Gray's Studio 6, Montreal, Quebec, things came 
full circle: The room had been designed back in 1972 by Tom 
Hidley prior to the formation of Eastlake. 

"We took the room over from the original owners," says 
Gray, "but they took their monitor system with them." Gray 
says his studio has used probably every kind of monitoring 
system on the market since then, "trying to get by." 

Eventually, Gray settled on a system of monitors using 
604E speakers. He placed them in the wall cavities, but points 
out that the previous operators "had to suspend speakers 
from wires because of transmission problems through the 
walls." 

Wanting to return the room to its original concept, Gray 
contacted Sierra Audio. Carl Yanchar personally supervised 
the renovation. 

"He wasn't just a technician who didn't know anything 
about making records," says Gray. "Yanchar was an 
experienced mixing engineer. He seemed to be going for 
something that he had inside his mind, that he was relating 
to." 

The result, according to Gray, was a control room 
redesigned "by somebody who had enough experience to 
realize it's not all just numbers. When decisions were made, 
they were based on mixing room time, not just theory." 

Gray says Sierra Audio made corrections in the room, 
"based on what they've learned in the past seven years or so. 
They installed their own monitors and a complete rack, and 
solved the problems which had been built into the room 
structurally." 

Originally, Gray had told Yanchar that he didn't want a 

monitoring system which would sound great in the room, but 
when removed leave nothing on the tape. "What we have 
now," he says, "is a situation where we can monitor at 
extremely low levels and get a really nice, even result quickly." 

At his first try using the new system, Gray mixed a 

complicated session using electronic and acoustic 
instruments. He finished the entire album in two days. 

"So now, instead of putting all our emphasis in the control 
room trying to figure out what we're listening to, and then 
trying to fit it into a familiar groove, we spend more time out in 
the studio," he adds, "where we're moving microphones 

around or whatever, trying to evolve a second order of 
techniques." 

The new facility opened last November, Gray says. And 
despite word getting out that Studio 6 now has "the most 
precise mixing room in the city," some engiineerscome into it 
and still want to use the old 604E system. 

"They're really into them," Gray explains, "and they expect 
to hear certain things, which won't be heard on the new 
system. So, we wheel in our old 604Es and let them use them. 
The difference now is, if somebody screws up using the old 
system and does it wrong, we can say, 'Well, you had the 
opportunity to do it right!' " 

Gray points to a very methodical approach used by Sierra 
Audio's team. "One step at a time, you know," he says, "they 
seemed to know what they wanted to achieve. They used 
elaborate techniques for tuning the room, new equipment 
with precise readouts on paper graphs." 

Gray is still experiencing the difference in the room. "It's 
unbelievable," he says. "Sierra Audio's ability to cope with 
existing design and built -in problems, and yet get results, is 
really impressive." 

Paul McCluskey, studio manager for Jeff Smith's Sounds 
Interchange, Toronto, Ontario echos Gray's reaction. "People 
are very enthusiastic about the sound of the new room," he 
says, adding that booking is now running 90 %. Prior to the 
opening of a new studio and control room last Halloween, 
booking averaged 70% for the preceding year. 

Prior to Sierra Audio's project, the company was operating 
one huge studio. "We could handle 50 musicians easily," says 
technical engineer Gary Penfound. "But we couldn't move 
sessions in and out very fast." 

The decision to add a smaller studio and control room was 
made by Smith, who contacted Kent Duncan. The problem 
was to build the new facilities within the existing plant of 
Sounds Interchange. 

"Well, we had this little hallway or foyer," continues 
Penfound, "and a lounge with a tv set and so forth, plus a 

little post production or dubbing room. Sierra Audio took 
those three areas out and put in the new studio and control 
room." 

The solution was to sink the studio five or six feet below the 
old floor level, so the new control room could overlook it and 
maximize space. In addition, a new 40- channel Harrison fully - 
automated control board was installed. The new facilities 
were coupled via closed- circuit television to the major studio. 
Both are now set up for tape lock and quad. 

Pierce Arrow Recorders in Evanston, Ill., under construction. 
When completed it will house two studios, a mixing room and 
mastering room. Says manager Frank Seater, "They've pro- 
vided a bang -up foreman and great plans. They've even helped 
us with our own financial presentations." 

"With the new rooms," says manager McCluskey, "bands 
can finish the mix a lot faster. We can move people through 
the studio faster, too by shifting them into the new, small 
studio for finishing up." 

Artist reaction has been positive, he adds. "We had the 
Stones here last year and they quite enjoyed the room. They 
started mixing their 'Love You Live' album here, until Mr. 
Richards ran into his problem." 

McCluskey says Sounds Interchange has been open since 
1973. Based on the response to the new facilities, "I could use 
about two more studios just like them right now, but we still 
have to pay for the first one!" 

The relatively high pricetag of custom work by Sierra Audio 
is also mentioned by Frank Seater, co -owner with Sammy 
Lynn of Star Studio in Milwaukee and the new Pierce Arrow 
Recorders, under construction by Sierra in Evanston, Ill., just 
outside Chicago. The two plants will be about 60 miles apart. 

"It is an expensive project alright," says Seater. "But it's 
turning out that doing it with Sierra is actually less expensive 
in the long run than doing it on your own, and making 
mistakes." 

Seater and Lynn previously had done it on their own and, he o) 
admits, had made m stakes. Star Studio opened in Milwaukee - 

five years ago. "And it's been a constant battle trying to get S9 

around problems wh ch were built into the acoustic design we 
used here in the first place," he says. "We've gone through 
modifications in monitor systems, equalization, room 
placement, board positioning ... everything." 

Seater points out it is all in the constant search "to 
reproduce exactly what is created in the room, you know. So, 
when we decided to open a new facility, we wanted to hire 
someone who had given this problem of acoustic design some 
serious thought, and who had come up with some solutions." 

Seater and Lynn spent nearly eight months on their own in 
search of the right person or firm. "We decided to build a 

studio which would incorporate the best thinking in terms of 
what we could identify with from our own experience, as well 
as a bit of the future. We'd rather have the first of the 1980- 
type studios than the last of the 1960 -type." 

Seater explains that only 15 years ago it was possible to 
record adequately in a garage. But the market now is 
developed to the point where radio program directors made 
decisions based more on the quality of a recording than on 
arrangement or performance. 

"The minute you set up a mike, a monitor system, a 

recorder, or even a wall or ceiling in an environment," he 
continues, "you're making compromises in sound. It has an 
additive or detractive effect on the finished product." 

Seater and Lynn met Tom Hidley in Paris at an industry 
show last March. Subsequently, they conferred with him again 
and he suggested that, if they were interested in his acoustic 
design concepts, they should contact Kent Duncan, whose 
Sierra Audio in Los Angeles represented him. 

"We talked with Duncan three or four times," says Seater, 
"and that was before he really knew the extent of our project. 
At that time, he was just gearing up to really launch his Sierra 
Audio operation, and we already were impressed with his 
presentation. He had the kind of information and 
organization we've never had access to. They gave us precise 
cost estimates on everything. 

"The presentations convinced us that Hidley's acoustic 
theories work. It isn't some guy sitting in a room figuring that 
something 'might' work. After all, we didn't particularly have 
any desire to be out on the prow of the ship in acoustic 
design." 

Seater and Lynn decided to go with Sierra Audio not only in 
studio design, but construction as well. "They've provided a 

bang -up foreman and 
great plans. They've 
even helped us with our 
own financial 
presentations," he 
adds. 

When completed, the 
new Pierce Arrow 
complex will house two 
(Continued on page K -30) 
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THANK YOU 

KENDUN 

FOR PROVIDING THE BEST 
SERVICES WE'VE EVER HAD 

ON THE WEST COAST. 

CHARLIE NUCCIO 

and 

ALL THE REST AT ISLAND RECORDS 
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Carl Yanchar, Kendun's vice president and chief of 
planning and development, is the technical overseer 
of nearly $2 million worth of state -of- the -art 

equipment spanning both live recording rooms and 
mastering studios. 

At first encounter, the insides of both mastering rooms and 
studio control areas resemble the bridges of space vehicles 
primed for intergalctic excursion. 

Closer musical encounters reveal startling equipment 

"New types of tape recorders are 
the first phase but the whole system 
will eventually be digital from start 
to finish." 
capabilities with hints of even greater sophistication to come. 

Studio 1, a live recording /overdub /mixdown room can 
accommodate 35 measuring 40 feet by 50 feet. The control 
room measures 26 feet by 26 feet. 

The interior of Studio l's control room contains a Harrison 
console with Allison automation programmer, two Ampex 
1200 24 -track recorders, a Studer A -80 4 -track with dbx's for 
tape delay, two Ampex ATR -100 2- tracks and two Dolby M- 

24s. The monitoring system is Sierra- Hidley with alternate 
JBL, Altec and Auratones. 

Available also is a cornucopia of outboard and accessory 
tools ranging from graphic and parametric equalizers, 
limiters, expanders, echo devices, digital reverb, harmonizers 
and others. 

Studio 2, the other live recording /overdub /mixdown room, 
can accommodate 16 measuring 40 feet by 30 feet. 

The control room features an API modified console also 
equipped with Allison programmer, Ampex 120024 -track, 
Ampex 4 -track and Ampex ATR -100 2 -track machine. 

Outboard gear for Studio 2's similar to 1 and equipment 
rotates between rooms, depending on need. 

Both the Harrison and API boards have been modified by 
Yanchar and Kent Duncan, president, both to customize to 
their client's needs and to improve the boards' performance. 

The three cutting rooms, Studics 3,4 and 5, contain Sierra 
Audio custom consoles, Sierra monitors and two Neumann 
cutting lathes apiece. 

The cutting rooms are closer to being identical," explains 
Yanchar, a USC graduate with a master's degree in 
electrical engineering, for important reasons. You can 
duplicate what you did in one room exactly in another room. 
They were built from the same set of plans and have identical 
consoles built from our own designs." 

In fact, Yanchar emphasizes, the main advantage for 
having them identical is for more rapid multiple production of 

Sophistication 
Of The 80's 
Manifested 
In The 70's 

Carl Yanchar, Kendun's vice president and chief of planning 
and development, is the technical overseer of nearly $2 million 
worth of state -of- the -art equipment. 

master lacquers. If a project has to be -e- mastered on a 

reorder basis, it can be done in either room and parts can be 

matched within 1/4 db as far as level and equalization, a 

tremendous time saver for an operation that is so heavily 
booked. 

Amazingly, practically every module for the consoles and 
tape machines have plug -in cards with ready spares on hand 
in case there is a failure in any system. There are also 
substantial cutting electronics back -up parts. 

"It's just a matter of plugging a module in," says Yanchar. 

On top of that there is a stock of spare parts so things can be 

repaired within 30 minutes after a breakdown." Maintenance 
people are also on hand around the clock. 

The consoles are replaced and upgraded periodically 
(approximately every three years) due to changes in function 
and technology. With tape machines it's even faster. 

Routine maintenance checks are conducted periodically 
when there are breaks in both studio and mastering activity. 

While acknowledging that other studios also have state -of- 

the -art equipment, Yanchar believes Kendun, because of the 
heavy engineering emphasis, manufacturer liaison and Sierra 
Audio connection, maintains a decided edge technology -wise. 

Practically three -quarters of Kendun's engineering staff 
hold degrees and have digital experience. 

Yanchar also offers another insight: "When you compare 
studios with sophisticated equipment there might not be 5% 

difference. A major difference, however, can be psychological 
If someone likes working with certain equipment and has had 
good luck with it, he'll come here. If not, it might color his 
interpretation. That happens. This equipment is not mass 
produced. That's why constant attention to psycho- acoustics 
detail is so important to providing a psychological edge." 

Hiring of engineers -the people who interface most often 
with the equipment -is handled by Yanchar who observes, "I 
look for a combination of experience and potential. There are 
people who have had experience but may not be capable of 

dealing with the types of problems we may have in the future 
such as digital technology and things like that." 

Already, Yanchar has his eyes looking towards digital. 
"Certainly," he says, we are investigating digital recording 

and looking at the various systems trying to determine if 
there's a proper time to get involved and at what level. We've 
already have equipment with digital technology such as digital 
delay lines, the EMT 250 Digital Reverb and various control 
systems in the Ampex ATR have digital logic." 

Yanchar estimates digital to be three (at minimum) to five 

years away. 
"It's a general term," he analyzes, "for a whole 

evolutionary thing that's going to happen. Right now everyone 
refers to digital as someone buying a digital recorder. The 
difference is just the way the information is stored. 

The music is stored as digital bits rather than an analog 
signal. It's converted 
into pulses. It will use 
tape but could also use 
any sort of memory 
system such as floppy 
disk or even a semi- 
conductor memory. 

New types of tape 
recorders are the first 
(Continued on page K -30) 
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ONE OF THE THINGS THAT MAKES JAZZ SUCH 
AN INVOLVING MUSIC IS THE ESSENTIAL 
INSTANTANEOUS INTERPLAY BETWEEN IM- 
PROVISING MUSICIANS. THE ABSOLUTE ES- 
SENTIALS FOR A STUDIO CAPABLE OF RE- 
PRODUCING THAT INTERPLAY ARE REALISM, 
ACCURACY, AND A WILLINGNESS TO TAKE 
THINGS SERIOUSLY. 

BETWEEN THE TWO OF US, WE'VE RE- 
CORDED, MIXED, AND /OR MASTERED OVER 
TWO HUNDRED ALBUMS AT KENDUN RE- 
CORDERS. 

WE MAY BE CRAZY. BUT WE'RE NOT DUMB. 

ED MICHEL & ERIC MILLER 

the jazz producers of the world 
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THE SWISS CONNECTION: 

American Technology 
Exported To The Old World 

cornerstone of Sierra Audio's success and a significant 
feature of the Kendun studios is acoustic design. 
Until recently, acoustics were the least studied 

aspect of a studio, but as electronics wizards narrowed 
distortion and other unwanted effects to the inaudible range, 
it became clear that the time had come to bring the rooms in 
which recording was done to the same level of sophistication 
as the machinery. In response, Tom Hidley (now chief of 
Eastlake Audio), an acoustics engineer, formed Westlake 
Audio with some associates and moved into the studio 
building business. 

Sierra Audio was formed by Kent Duncan to act as a 

Westlake representative for five western states; eventually 
Sierra Audio and Hidley split with Westlake but continued 
designing and building better studios to the point where, says 

Kent Duncan, 
"Acoustics are now 
half the game. 
Flexibility of mike 
placement is virtually 
dictated by the sound 
quality of the room. 
We try to provide the 
engineer with the best 
tool for his work." 
Thal and error has 
allowed Sierra Audio 
to produce what 
DL ncan believes is the 
optimal way to record: 

At last, Kendun has an identifiable Use a good mike in 

skyline. The building towering into the right place and cut 
the Burbank blue is the new en- it slat ... avoid signal 
trance to the complex and echo processing and go 
chamber. It was humorously dubbed, right to the machine." 
"Burbank's home for the criminally The Sierra Audio - 
tall" in a recent Kendun /Sierra Eastlake approach to 
Audio newsletter. acoustics is two-tiered. 

Tom Hidley, owner of Eastlake Audio in Switzerland, whose 
application of the active trap principle to studio design was a 

first. Sierra is Eastlake's agent in North and Central America, 
Japan, Australia and Asia. 

The executive reception area to the Kendun Recorders - 
Sierra Audio nerve center, where Sierra Audio, teamed with 
Tom Hidley, has accrued a track record of designing and 
building more rooms than the other major builders combined. 

One is mathematically oriented, designing traps and 
reflective surfaces to get the response desired. But this is only 
half the job, since ultimately decisions must be made as to 
exactly what acoustical conditions ought to be designed into 
the room. With a track record of designing and building more 
rooms than the other major builders combined, the team of 
Sierra Audio and Hidley has a wealth of data to draw on in 

making such decisions. 
Some of the developed criteria: The response in the control 

room, the center of analysis, should be such that power goes 
from the monitor, past the ears of the listener and disappears 
into the walls rather than coming back to distort what is 

heard. In the control room also, the sound should be well 
dispersed so that 
engineers, producers 
and other personnel 
coordinating the sound 
are all hearing the same 
thing. 

For the studio itself, 
experience has shown it 
desirable to create 
(Continued on page K -30) 
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TO 

KENDUN RECORDERS 
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Let's Cool It 

George Kossivas 

American Technology 
Continued from page K -29 

areas with different decay times. The rhythm section- drums, 
piano, bass, guitar- should be anechoic (no echo). An area of 
medium decay time ought to be provided for the horns and 
voices and strings, which sound best with natural 
reverberation and must have an isolation room. 

The control room requirements are met by choice of 
materials for the walls, angles of the walls, ceiling traps and 
monitors mounted in soffits rather than open, a conception 
that creates the necessary dispersion. Duncan notes, 
however, that quality control on speakers is deteriorating and 
this has caused difficulties in maintaining the quality of the 
monitor systems. 

Active traps are the key to the studio proper. The efficiency 
of the active trap is such that it is possible to completely 
isolate the various instruments with little or no use of baffles 
(although an individual producer may want to place them 
strategically in order to alter decay times). At its heart is a 

sympathetically tuned membrane, which is, says Duncan, 
the most efficient attenuator we can use." 
One of the great virtues of the active trap is that it takes up 

less space and while a 24 -foot ceiling is ideal, use of the traps 
makes it possible to build a studio within the confines of one 
floor of a typical office highrise, which can represent 
substantial savings when the alternative is knocking out the 
ceiling and taking up two floors of the building. The key to this 
is the ability to trap quarter and fifth wavelengths of 
frequencies to be attenuated. 

Carl Yanchar, Kendun Recorders /Sierra Audio vice 
president, who includes among his titles chief of planning and 
development, says the first step with a potential client who 
seems fairly serious about construction of a studio is to 
inspect the site, or if none has been chosen, discuss potential 
sites. Soil tests are done, since what's under the surface can 
have a strong bearing on how the building is constructed. The 
failure to check can be expensive, as Sierra once learned the 
hard way, having to make extensive repairs after building a 

studio with a water table six feet below the slab. 
Tests are also made for vibration in the area, created by 

such things as nearby railroads or airports, industry or in a 

highrise, the elevators. Outside noise, especially low 
frequency noise, the hardest to attenuate, determines the 
amount of isolation that must be built into the structure. 

In essence, the process of building a studio is to build a 

room inside a room. About 80% of the studios are built within 
an existing structure and there the first step is to saw cut the 
floor to isolate the foundation. The interior walls will be built 
inside the perimeter of the saw cut. 

Where a saw cut cannot be made because the floor lacks 
support, a floating floor is placed on top of the existing one, 
which can be done in a number of ways. One method is to 
pour a four -inch concrete slab on top of isolation material. 
Another process pours the concrete over springs, with the 
floor being raised by bolts at the center of each spring, after 
the concrete has set. But any of these methods makes the 
floor an expensive element to isolate. 

Several layers of walls go up, taking up from one to two feet 
of thickness, depending on conditions. The layers are built in 
stages and tests are done periodically measuring 
transmission loss, testing to see how much of the ambient 
noise from outside can get through. This isolation test is done 
by placing a calibrated speaker producing pink noise 
(constant energy per bandwidth) on one side of the wall and 
placing a microphone with a one -third octave filter on the 
other side to determine how much of the noise has been 
developed in each frequency band. 

The biggest problems are doors and windows, since, as 
Yanchar says, The smallest hole can create a leakage which 
undermines all the care you've taken in building isolation 
walls." As a result, double doors are used which close in a 

tight seal and windows are doubled as well as a sound lock. 
Inside the control room, electronic equipment, consoles, 

etc., usually need not be placed on separate platforms, with 
the exception of the lathe in a cutting room which is on a 

special pad to isolate all vibration. And a platform is built for 
drums, which require a rigid base. The trap to isolate the 
drums is directly above the platform, a notable improvement 
in isolation technique from the early days of recording when 
umbrellas and parachutes might be found above the drums. 

An important element in the studios is air conditioning, and 
this is isolated by using more ducts, placing at least four 90- 
degree bends in the lines and lining the ducts with fiberglass. 
The air conditioning unit itself must be placed on a vibration 
isolation platform. 

Unusual conditions call for unusual remedies and one such 
condition can be found at Kendun. A stamping machine next 
door was discovered to be the culprit behind a low frequency 
vibration affecting the studios, and to reflect the sound it was 
necessary to build a 14- foot -deep concrete box that runs the 
length of the building. The result looks like a sidewalk -but 
took eight truckloads of concrete plus isolation material. 

After the room has been isolated, the traps are constructed 
and it is this portion of the job that is purely one of 
mathematics. Once in place according to formula, absorption 
and transmission tests are run to check out the work. Says 
Yanchar: "After 185 rooms our formulas are fairly precise and 
the test results are usually perfect." If the room by chance 
fails a test, fine tuning adjustments are made ° "d the studio 
is ready for delivery, backed by a guarantee which is so radical 
in the industry a major firm backed out of a deal to jointly 
build a studio with Sierra Audio because it wasn't willing to 
take the risk. Unperturbed, the Sierra Audio team completed 
the job. TOM CECH 

Studio Builder 
Continued from page K -23 

and it's really an infinite third dimension. This increases 
separation and eliminates the ceiling as a factor in the 
recording process." 

He adds that the ideal studio space should be about 1,500 
to 2,000 square feet, of which 20% will be trap. "But it doesn't 
decrease your working area," he stresses, "because you don't 
need to use as many baffles when walls are constructed to 
improve absorption. Besides, baffles don't do that much good 
anyway, especially on low frequency information." 

Duncan stresses that the Sierra control rooms are multi - 
sided with no two walls parallel. "That way, you can control 
early reflections, an important aspect in obtaining good 
acoustic transient response without a completely dead room. 
The sound from the speakers goes by you and never comes 
back again. You need that for high level, high quality 
monitoring so you can hear exactly what's going on the tape. 
The room is really not a primary influence." 

Crucial to the success of a studio is the unique monitor 
system. "That's the heart of it," Yanchar says. "It's designed 
specifically for recording studios requiring wide dispersion, 
low distortion and high SPL." 

Yanchar adds that over the years those plans have produced 
185 studios throughout the world. "Because so many rooms 
have been built," he says, "it's evolved to the point where we 
can actually guarantee the acoustics of a room. They're so 
predictable. We'll guarantee certain specifications, such as 
frequency response, dispersion and a certain SPL, which is 
somewhat dependent on using the Sierra monitor." 

He points out that one of the earliest clients of Sierra Audio 
was "a fix -up job" for monitors in a room designed by Hidley 
while with his previous firm. The original monitors had been 
removed by the first owner and the sound since had never 
been the same until they were called in to install Sierra 
monitors again. 

The other two original clients were Jeff Smith's Sounds 
Interchange in Toronto, "where we built a mixing room and 
small studio," and a $1.2 million project called Pierce Arrow 
Recorders near Chicago, "which is a complex being built in the 
old Pierce Arrow motor car building." 

Most recently, Yanchar concludes, two new projects have 
entered the building stage. One is a massive complex for CBS - 
Sony in Tokyo comprised of three studios, two mixdown 
rooms, two mastering rooms, 6 editing rooms and an acoustic 
chamber; the other, a 5- studio complex for Cinema Audio in 
Manila, "which will also have game rooms, tennis courts and 
saunas." 

Other projects are underway in Australia and in Sierra's 
backyard of Los Angeles. 

Carl Yanchar 
Continued from page K -27 

phase but the whole system will eventually be digital from 
start to finish." 

Then, of course, one of the things we are looking forward 
to is the integration where you have a recording system rather 
than isolated pieces of equipment. Then you'll have one 
large piece of equipment with buttons that designate 
functions and you can do anything. Rather than separate 
recorder, separate controls and separate delay lines and 
equalizers, it will all be one unit. 

"The technology already exists in various places and in bits 
and pieces for that type of system. It's matter of testing the 
market with the digital recorder. That's the first step." 

The main advantage of digital recording, Kendun's chief 
technical man points out, is that all the disadvantages of 
conventional analog recording (noise, wow and flutter, print 
through, etc.) are eliminated or at the very least minimized. 

As far as current levels of equipment sophistication go, 
Yanchar, who has studied music also, believes the right 
amount of sophistication exists already. 

"For some people," he says, "2 -track is too sophisticated. 
It's more how you use it. They are all tools and if used properly 
can improve music tremendously." JIM McCULLAUGH 

Marketing Ideas 
Continued from page K-25 

studios, a mixing room and mastering room. Sierra currently 
is signed to build the first studio. Seater says, and more than 
likely, the Star Studio in Milwaukee will be renamed Pierce 
Arrow Recorders as well, once the new facility is operating. He 
sees it opening in April. 

"Having gone through all of this before without their kind of 
assistance," he concludes, "we appreciate even more having 
people of their calibre around to take the burden off our 
shoulders. 

"And, you know, on top of everything ... the great design, 
the new equipment -we're getting a Necam computer - 
automated mixing system in the control room -the 
professional approach ... on top of it all, the room itself is 
just beautiful... simply gorgeous!" RAY HERBECK JR. 
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A JBL MONITOR KNOWS ITS PLACE. 
A studio me litor is only ñ tool. It is not 

supposed to enhance, add to. subtract from, 
or in any way modify sound. 

That's you lob. 
What a stud o monitor is supposed to do 

is tell you precisely what's on tape. Because 
you have to know everything that's there. 
And everything that isn't. Before it's too late. 

That's why JBL monitors are in thousands 

of recording and broadcast studios around 
the world. In 'act, according to a rational 
survey by Billboard fvlagaziie, JBL's are ii 
more recortiirg studios than any other brand. 

A JBL monitor plays what it's tc .1 Ncthing 
more. Nothing less. if that sounds good to 
you. contact your netres- JBL Professional 
Products Studio Equipment Suopfrer. 

And -put a J3L monitor in ycur place. 

The 4301: Our nevies: 2 -way monitor. Com- 
pact and efficient, fot small broadcast coitrcl 
rooms and home studios. $168. 
The 4311: The most popL.Ia- monitor going. A 
compact, full -range 3 -way. $333 

The 4315: An ul -ra -s callow 4 -way fo- rnaximun 
sound in minimum space. $783. 
JBL studio monitors corne in three otter 
mode s too. All fully compatible for ,accurate 
cross -eferencing. 

JBL 

cEr IT ALL. 

James s _Lansing 50616, Inc. / Professional Civision, 8.500 balboa BoL lem d, Nortt- r dge Calif 
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Without music life would be a mistake. 
Friedrich Nietzsche (1844 -1900) 

KENDUN RECORDERS Inç. 
Professional Recording & Disc Mastering 

619 South Glenwood Place Burbank, California 915736 (213) 843 -8096 Telex 691138 
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AES Convention 
Tom Stockham 
Talks On Digital 

Continued from page 62 

B.: What about set -up time for re- 
mote recording? 

S.: It's much less time than for a 

conventional machine, because on 

the conventional machines they 
open up the racks and start tweaking 
all the equalization, getting the me- 
ters to zero VU up and down the 
rack. And we don't do any of that 
equalization, we don't touch any- 
thing that has to do with equal- 
ization because it doesn't exist with 
this. type of recording. People re- 
mark when we go to location from 
miles away -they live there -'My 
god, you're ready already.' 

B.: Was your system recently made 
compatible with the half -speed cut- 
ting process being used by many of 
the audiophile labels? 

S.: Yes. You play the tape back at 
half speed, and all the digital logic 
has to run at half speed, that's very 
easy to do. You slow everything 
down by a factor of two, the digital 
electronics has to be slowed down 
too. 

B.: Are the terms "digital" and 
"pulse code modulation (PCM)" sy- 

nonymous? 
S.: Scientifically, yes. The term 

pulse code modulation was used in 
the 40s when these ideas were devel- 
oped at Bell Labs to describe this 
method of modulation. PCM means 
the kind of thing that we're doing 
now. 

Disk Awards 
e Continued from page 66 

25. Janet Baker, etc. London Sym- 
phony, Colin Davis, conductor 
(Philips). 

Borodin, The Complete Orches- 
tral Music. National Philharmonic 
Orchestra, Loris Tjeknavorian. 
(British RCA). 

Boulez Conducts Varese, Ame- 
tiques; Ionisation: Arcana. New 
York Philharmonic, Pierre Boulez, 
4onductor (Columbia). 

Brahms, Symphony No. 3 in F, 

Opus 90. Chicago Symphony, James 
Levine, conductor. (RCA). 

Bruckner, Symphony No. 7 in E: 

Wagner; Siegfried Idyll. Berlin Phil- 
harmonic, Herbert von Karajan. 
(Deutsche Grammophon). 

Haydn, String Quartets Nos. 3 

and 4, Opus 76. Quartet Italiano. 
(Philips). 

Haydn, Trios. Amade Trio. (Ti- 
tanic). 

Liszt, Faust Symphony; Boito; 
Mefistofele Prologue. Boston Sym- 
phony /Vienna Philharmonic, Leon- 
ard Bernstein; conductor. (Deutsche 
Grammophon). 

Mahler, Symphony No. 9 in D. 
Chicago Symphony, Carlo Maria 
Giulini, conductor. (Deutsche 
Grammophon). 

Tchaikovsky, The Six Sym- 
phonies and Manfred, Opus 58. 

London Philharmonic. Mstislav 
Rostropovich. (EMI). - 

Benita Valente and Richard 
Goode, Song Recital. (Delmar 
I010). 

Displays Up Venture Accessory $$ 
Continued from page 64 

the gamut of kits, cloths, adapter. 
head cleaners, record centers, oil. 
tape and so on. 

Mike McCay, equipment buyer in 

St. Louis, is making a quality-up- 
grading move in the stereo division. 
In the past, Venture has stayed with 
low fi largely with the $99 to $199 
imported and domestic packages 

, comprising the bulk of the business. 
Now a potential is seen for merchan- 
dising mid f ï gear in the $300 to $350 
range. 

Says Sam Laboi. stereo sales man- 
ager at the Independence store: 
"Until now the turntable, receiver 

'Pro' Mart Up 
Continued from page 63 

were six studios listed in the Yellow 
Pages. Now there are 30 recording 
studios in the area." 

A Tascam 8000 recording studio 
package is set up in both stores, he 
indicates, for bands to use in a 

"hands on" way and that is proving 
an effective promotional tool. 

"Basically," he adds, "we offer the 
TEAC Tascam 8000 package which 
includes the 80 -8 8- channel deck, an 
8x4 mixing board and a 2- channel 
mixdown deck and that averages 
$10,000. We also offer a Tascam 
package for $4,000. 

"We have after hour sessions for 
bands who might be prospective 
buyers," he adds. 

Beatty's has also been using the 
semi -pro recording system in -store 
to merchandise high end stereo. The 
store brings in a local jazz act on 
Sunday which plays live with the 
signal being fed into each listening 
room. It's also recorded on the Tas- 
cam system with the signal later sent 
into the listening rooms. 

"That's a pretty original way of 
merchandising audio," says Ave - 
Lallamote, "and that way consumers 
can get a feel of what the recording 
and mixing process is all about at the 
same time." 

and two- speaker package for, say 

$115, has been our big gun. Now 
we're adding Panasonic to our two 
other main lines, Sondesign and 
Lloyds, and giving mid fi a big play. 

"We're seeing outfits like Sears 
and Penneys stocking $279 mid fi 
stereo that is incredibly well -de- 
signed and styled. You can't tell it 
from the `chi -chi' equipment." 

Nonetheless, this past winter the 
promotional emphasis was on the 
lower ticket goods in the $119 to 
$135 bracket for turntable, two - 
speakers and receiver. Christmas 
business got a big lift from a $ 139 

Sound Design speaker, receiver and 
turntable plus a cabinet as a throw - 
in. Another $139.88 Soundesign 
package for $119 landed a lot of 
business. All price specials benefit 
from display positioning on that 
"race track" aisle that extends 
around the stores. 

It's obvious Venture's stereo mer- 
chandisers aren't kidding them- 
selves. They see an opportunity to 
move mid fi but have no intention of 
reaching any higher. But they like 
very much their chances to do some 
healthy volume in that range. With 
the styling coming off production 
lines in that bracket they see it as a 

can't -miss proposition. 

Panasonic Ups Clegg 
NEW YORK -Almon Clegg has 

been named assistant general man- 
ager, product engineering division, 
at Panasonic headquarters in Se- 

caucus, N.J., general manager Adam 
Yokoi announced. He joined the 
firm from GE in 1974 as audio engi- 
neering department manager, and 
prior to that was at Illinois Central 
College. 

Name is B.I.C./Avnet 
WESTBURY, N.Y.- B.I.C. /Av- 

net is the new corporate name of the 
former British Industries Co. head- 
quartered here. Established 42 years 
ago to market British hi fi products, 
B.I.C. was merged with Avnet Elec- 
tronics in 1960 to form Avnet, Inc. 

Sound Business 
Illinois Studio 
Also Operating 
Equipment Store 

REEL MAGIC -Tom Clark, professional products salesman for Ampex Corp.'s 

magnetic tape division, hands out Golden Reel awards at Jack's Tracks Stu- 

dios, Nashville, in honor of Crystal Gayle's "We Must Believe In Magic" LP. 

Gayle received the plaque because the album was mastered on Ampex profes- 

sional audio recording tape and the firm donated $1,000 in her name to Bud- 

dies of Nashville. From left: Garth Fundis, Jack's chief engineer; Clark; Gayle; 

Allen Reynolds, producer; and John Donegan, assistant engineer. 

Studio Trock 
By JIM McCULLAUGH 

LOS ANGELES -At Filmways /Heider: Esther 

Phillips recording an upcoming Mercury album 

with Peter Chaiken and David Gertz handling 

engineering chores; Kim Carnes doing some 

work on her debut EMI America LP with Danny 

Moore producing with engineers Larry Hirsch 

and Geoff Howe; Curtis Mayfield recording his 

next Curtom LP with Steve Hirsch engineering 

along with Les Cooper; Sy Mitchell and Chris 

Mary mixing the first single to be released on 

the new Opus label by Debbie Miller; and Gro- 

ver Helsley engineering the theme for the up- 

coming motion picture "Spree." 

The Filmways /Heider remotes also spent 

three days at San Francisco's Great American 

Music Hall cutting Sonny Rollins in concert for 

Fantasy with Orin Keepnews producing the 

dates with Jim Stern at the board. Heider re- 

motes also cut Alice Coltrane at UCLA's Schoen- 

berg Hall with Ed Michel producing and Baker 

Bixby engineering. 

Activity at ABC Studios: Producers Chuck 

Jackson, Gene Barge and Marvin Yancey mixing 

Natalie Cole's upcoming line Capitol LP, Zoli 

Johnson at the board; Thelma Houston doing 

tracks, Barney Perkins and Zoli Johnson at the 

board; Livingston Taylor recording for Manhat- 

tan Island Records, Nick De Caro producing, 

Hank Cicalo and Al Schmitt Jr. behind the 

board; Blue Mitchell in for ABC doing overdubs 

on his second LP, Bruce Brown engineering; and 

for ABC and At Home Productions, Roland Bau- 

tista in with Wayne Henderson producing and 

Reggie Dozier behind the console. 

Kendun action: A &M artist Les McCann work- 

ing on vocal and instrumental overdubs with Joe 

Laux and Terry H. More engineering and Paul 

Risner supervising; Greg Venable in to supervise 

a new Andy Kim single with John Golden cutting 

for Epic Records; producer Glen Spreen working 

with automated mixdown in studio 2 on a single 

for Tyler, a new CBS artist, Terry H. More assist- 

ing; Bill McEuen in to cut a new Dirt Band al- 

bum for UA, Geoff Sykes cutting; and tracking 

dates held for Shaun Cassidy with Michael Lloyd 

supervising and Humberto Gatica, Geoff Sykes 

and Jim Sinteros engineering. 

Crazy Horse Productions also initiated a new 

album project at Kendun, co- produced by Kirby 

Johnson and Rick Heenan with Heenan also en- 

gineering assisted by Jackson Schwartz. 

John Klemmer mixing his next ABC LP at 

Mama Jo's Recording Studio with Steve Gold- 

man producing and Billy Taylor at the board. 

John Lee and Gerry Brown also completing their 

upcoming Columbia release there with Don Mur- 

ray at the engineering controls. 

Richard Simpson opens a new mastering fa- 

cility in Burbank called the Reference Point with 

Neumann equipment.... Bob Monaco produc- 

ing Tina Turner for UA /Roadshow at Conway. 

He's also finishing tracks on Darcus for RCA. 

* * * 
Out Of Town Notes: 

Michael Chapman finishing a new Rick Der- 

ringer LP for Blue Sky at New York's Hit Factory. 

... The Fanta mobile truck set to cut the "Rebel 

lam" at Atlanta's Fox Theatre with artists Sea 

Level, Dixie Drogs and Stillwater, Kurt Kinzel 

the mixer. 

Harvey Brooks will manage International Mu- 

sic Marketing's 24 -track Axis Sound Studios in 

Atlanta. In addition to his studio duties, he will 

be producing new acts for Big Peach Produc- 

tions as well as for his own production com- 

panies. 

At Woodland Sound, Nashville: Kyle Lehning 

producing the Wilson Brothers as well as Vicky 

Lehning, Mike Porter engineering; Joe South 

producing himself, David McKinley and Bob 

Langford engineering; Dave Burgess producing 

Cathy Barnes for Republic, Les Ladd engineer- 

ing; Tybark producing themselves; and the Oak 

Ridge Boys finishing an LP with Ron Chancey 

producing and Rex Collier engineering. 

Michael Henderson at United Sound Sys- 

tems, Detroit, overdubbing for an Arista project, 

Michael lacopelli engineering. Also there: Ray 

Parker Jr., of Raydio in to edit a new single for 

Arista, Michael lacopelli at the board; George 

Clinton working on an album project with Bernie 

Worrell for Arista and another Funkadelic LP for 

Warner Bros.; and the Dramatics in working on 

overdubs for Great Lakes Productions, produced 

by Tony Hester for ABC with engineering by 

Gerry Estes. 

Al Stone producing Sundiblue, and Indianap- 

olis-based rock group at Neon Cornfield, a new 

16- tracker in the Indianapolis area, Kirk Butler, 

and Michael Ebert engineering.... Former Mi- 

chael Stanley Band member Jonah Koslen and 

his new band Breathless cutting at Suma 

Recording Studio, Painesville, Ohio. 

CHICHAGO -A new retail outlet 
specializing in semi -pro recording 
equipment has been opened here in 

the form of a functioning recording 
studio. 

Tracks, which opened its doors 
recently in suburban Brookfield, Ill., 
combines the functions of retail 
store and operational I 6-track 
recording site. Owners are Larry 
Millas and John Pavletic, profes- 
sional musicians, who are promoting 
the semi -pro recording concert to 

managers, booking agents and musi- 
cians. 

"We're telling managers and 
booking agents to go ahead with that 
8 -track studio for their bands," 
Millas explains. "It makes a lot of 
sense for management companies to 

own studios and to crank out demo 
tapes all week." 

Millas says Teac's Tascam series 
recorders are the backbone of sys- 

tems promoted by Tracks, Equip- 
ment by Eventide, MXR, BGW, 
Sony, JBL, Symetrics, SAE and 
Soundcraftsman also is demon- 
strated in the 1,000 square foot stu- 
dio. 

TI 
MELJ2JION 
Now Made m The aui 

SALES ma 
Route 37. Sherman. Conn. 06784 U.S.A 

(203) 354 -9395 TWX 710 467 -0030 

Music Industry Seminar 
"This Business of Music" 

by distinguished author - 
M. William Krasilovsky 

Topics include: record 
company and record artist 

relations, songwriter contracts 
& publisher rights, international 

aspects of publishing and 
recording - and much more - 

Classes meet Monday 
evenings 6:30 -9 :30 PM June 

19th through August 7th 

This course is designed for: 
producer, artist, engineer and 

the serious student. 
for information contact: 
institute of audio research 
64 University Place 
New York, New York 10003 
212 -677 -7580 

Licensed - New York State Dept. of Education 
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68 Seymour Heller has managed the Treniers for 33 years and 
Liberace for 28. His publicly held company is strictly involved 
with music projects. At 56, Heller is a dynamo, zipping in and 
out of Las Vegas with regularity to visit his clients around the 
clock. Billboard's Paul Grein learned that being with Heller 
means starting a day early and ending around 4 a.m. This is his 
report: 

When you're the manager of an international celebrity like 
Liberace, you have to learn to cope with unexpected emer- 
gencies. 

Seymour Heller had just returned from lunch when his sec- 
retary gave him the bad news: "David Lazar called; there are 
problems with the Muppets show." 

m 
co 

o) 

cñ 

} Heller had been looking forward to Liberace's appearance 
on the show: it would be one of the showman's rare television 
appearances. "We cut out guest spots on variety shows four 
to five years ago," he explains, "after Lee did a Dean Martin 
show. You have to be in corny sketches where you're the butt 
of their jokes. They'll kid some controversial areas and all you 
can do is stand there." 

But Heller figured the Muppets show would be a good show- 
case for his top act, and he immediately returned Lazar's call. 

The problem centers around the music'selections Liberace 
is to perform on the show. The producers want him to do 
"Feelings" and "Fascinating Rhythm," which he knows, a 

boogie woogie piece of his choice, "Roll Over Beethoven," 
which he does not know, and "Gymnopedie," which he hasn't 
even heard of. 

"We can't do those numbers," Heller says when he gets La- 
zar on the line. "Lee won't do a number unless he's studied it. 
It may be very pretty, but he has no time to woodshed it. It's 
not like having somebody read something off an idiot sheet. 
He doesn't use sheet music and you can't expect him to 
memorize three numbers in two days." 

Obviously Lazar is putting up a protest, because Heller is 
forced to run down Liberace's tight schedule over the next few 
days. "Saturday morning he closes in Las Vegas, Sunday 
morning he flies to Palm Springs to visit his mother, Tuesday 
morning we get on a plane to London and Wednesday morn- 
ing you pick us up at the airport. 

"I'm not going to throw that at him," Heller insists. "It's no 
fair to throw Liberace a number he doesn't know after we gave 
you a bunch of numbers he does know." Heller is growing im- 
patient. "David, you better warn them that I don't think this is 
going to happen." 

But he agrees to listen. "Well I'll go over it with him and call 
you. But if he doesn't know it, we've got problems -you've got 
problems. You better tell your choreographer to start thinking 
of another number we can use." 

Before hanging up, Heller tries to put the problem in per- 
spective. "David, my main job as a manager is to protect my 
client. We're looking forward to the show and don't mean to 
be difficult." 

Off the phone Heller exclaims: "I hate uncalled for prob- 
lems. They're ridiculous; there's no reason for it." But after 
taking a moment to reflect he adds, "Don't make it sound like 
I'm mad at the Muppets." 

* * * 

Las Vegas." It was a gift from the Famous People Puppets of 
Canada, who toured with Liberace in 1972. 

The Heller family's Christmas cards going back to 1951 - 
the year Seymour married his wife Billie -are lined up on the 
wall and also reveal a show business connection. 

The 1951 card, taking off on the Rosemary Clooney hit of 
that year, reads, "Come on -a our house." The greeting from 
1952 says, "Going on record to wish you the greetings of the 
season." And the 1956 card, marking the birth of the first of 
the Hellers' three children, says "Introducing! World Pre- 
miere! Continuous performance at 11268 Homedale St. . . 

Personal management: Billie and Seymour." 
And matching directors chairs marked "Seymour" and 

A Day In The Life Of Seymour Heller 
Veteran Personal Manager For Liberace 
And The Treniers Lives Musical Life 

Seymour Heller: 39 years in 
the entertainment business 

working with performers. 

Billboard photos by Bonnie Tiegel 

Heller takes a call behind his pi- 
ano- shaped desk (below) in his 

Los Angeles office. 

Inside the building, Heller takes a look at some footage of 
"In Search Of ..." a syndicated prime time access series 
which is to begin its third season in the fall. Its music is by 
AVI's Rinder & Lewis. 

The episode that's being screened deals with reincarnation, 
and it prompts Harris to ask Heller if he believes in the phe- 
nomenon. "Sure," says Heller. "What were you before," asks 
Harris. "Julius Caesar's manager," comes the lighthearted 
reply. He made one wrong booking and they crucified him." 

Jokes over, Heller looks at some footage of "Secrets Of The 
Bermuda Triangle," a Warner Bros. film which opens in May 
in 1,000 theatres. It also features music by Rinder & Lewis. 

After that, he heads out to Almo Publishing on the A &M lot 
on La Brea. En route he passes a building at Gardner and Bev- 
erly which he says Liberace has just bought to be his L.A. 
home. Lee is in the process of selling his opulent Hollywood 
Hills home, which he has owned since 1958, because his 
neighbors wouldn't let him turn it into a museum. "We fought 
for two years on this," says Heller. "The case went before the 
L.A. City Council and the mayor, but we finally lost about a 
year ago." 

At Almo, Heller meets with Joe Carlton, director of the firm, 
to check on the sheet music art work for the "In Search Of 
.." theme and disco hits "Cocomotion" and "Le Spank." 

Heller also picks up 25 copies of each to take with him. 
While there, Carlton gives him a quick tour of the ever -ex- 

panding Almo offices. "We had two people in the stock room 
and now we have seven; we just can't get enough men," says 
Carlton. "Can you use one more? I've got an 18 -year old I have 
to get into the business," quips Heller. 

The belongings in Heller's home on Camden Drive in Bev- 
erly Hills tell a lot about him. A sign just inside the front door 
says, in careful embroidered lettering, "Our Father Who Art In 

"Billie" adorn the den, where at 8:30 a.m., Heller is chairing a 

breakfast executive board meeting of American Variety Inter- 
national. Also present are Ed Cobb, head of Producer's Work- 
shop, the parent company's production wing, and Ray Harris, 
president of AVI Records, which has 14 pop acts and three 
jazz acts. 

Harris and Cobb first merged with Heller and his long -time 
partner Dick Gabbe in 1965. When Gabbe died in 1967, the 
firm became Seymour Heller & Associates, diversifying into all 
aspects of the music business instead of just concentrating 
on management. Two years later it became AVI, and in 1972 
it became a public company, the only one in the industry 
which doesn't have non -music sidelights, according to Heller. 

The breakfast meeting is important because it is the last 
time the three men will be together for six weeks. Heller is to 
accompany Liberace to London where Lee has h s first ex- 
tended engagement at the Palladium since 1961 and he's 
then going to remain in Europe for IMIC. 

Harris explains to Heller that most of AVI's April releases 
are acquisitions made at MIDEM. He also brings the good 
news that the label has two records on the disco chart: "What 
Shall We Do When The Disco's Over" by the Richard Hewson Or- 
chestra and "Seven Deadly Sins" by Laurin Rinder and W. Mi- 
chael Lewis, who have produced big AVI disco hits by El Coco 
( "Cocomotion ") and Le Pamplemousse ( "Le Spank" and the 
infamous "Get Your Boom Boom (Around The Room 
Room) "). 

At the breakfast meeting, Heller sits near the phcne and at 
9:20 he takes his first call of the day from Roger Vorce of APA 
in New York, Liberace's agent since 1961. 

"You're late," Heller jokes. "You usually wake rre up at 7 
a.m. 

"He looks great and feels great," Heller is later heard to 
say, answering a question about how Liberace is holding un- 
der the strain of a 32 -day booking at the Hilton in Las Vegas. 

Heller is planning to fly to Vegas this afternoon and before 
he leaves his office he calls Krons, an exclusive Beverly Hills 
confectioner, to arrange for gifts to bring employes at the Hil- 
ton. At the close of every Liberace engagement, he gives 
presents to the girls in the entertainment office, the tele- 
phone operators and the girls who take show reservations. 

Sometime after 10 a.m. Heller arrives at Alan Lansberg Pro- 
ductions at Doheny and Wilshire in L.A. He is walking ahead 
on the sidewalk with Howard Lipstone, president of tie tv pro- 
duction factory, when he suddenly stops and turns. "Tell Paul 
what you just called me," Heller says. "Seymour's the king in Las 
Vegas; he gets the royal treatment wherever he goes," re- 
peats Lipstone, as Heller beams. 

Ed Cobb, Heller and Ray Harris, principals of AVI, have a break- 
fast board meeting in the den of Heller's Beverly Hills home. 

Actually two of his three children are already following his 
lead into the entertainment industry. Bruce, 22, is managing 
Johnny Green & the Green Men; after having sold Liberace al- 
bums, tapes, books, songbooks, pins, pendants and rings on 
the road for eight months last year. Elizabeth, who will be 21 
this year, is taking entertainment classes at UCLA, leaving 
only 18 -year old Hugh to catch the show business bug. 

When they leave Almo, Harris remarks to Heller, "They 
would love to have Lee's songbook." The collation of tunes 
Liberace has performed over the years went to Charles Han- 
sen Publishing after Harris was impressed with the sales the 
firm achieved with a Buddy Greco songbook. Harris claims 
Lee's songbook has sold more than 300,000 copies in less 
than eight months. 

At about 12:30 p.m., Heller heads for his new offices, one 
block east of La Brea and Hollywood, and receives a call from 
Susan Daniels, the entertainment buyer of the Broadmoor 
Hotel in Colorado Springs who wants to book Liberace. 

"I'm sorry," Heller explains, "but July 5 to Aug. 5 is Lee's 
holiday, and I can't dishonor that. He's a hard -working star, 
and I don't want to overwork him. He's too nice a client to 
make him work all the time;' Ever thinking, Heller pitches two 
of his other acts. "When are you going to buy the Treniers 
again or Vince Cardell ?" 

Heller explains that Lee used to work 42 weeks a year and 
that it has gradually nudged down to 30. "It will eventually go 
down to 20, but Lee never wants to retire," says Heller. Of this 
total, 13 weeks are in Vegas at the Hilton, two at Del Webb's 
Sahara Tahoe and three at John Ascuaga's Nugget Casino in 
Sparks, Nev., for a total of 18 weeks a year in Nevada show- 
rooms. 

But Liberace never works L.A. or New York. "We don't book 
him where he doesn't like the city or the promoter," says Hel- 
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ler. "Lee's best fans aren't city folks -we don't feel it there. 
We've turned down Radio City Music Hall and one -man shows 
on Broadway." 

Before and after lunch, Heller places some last minute 
phone calls. He calls the Hilton to check for messages and to 
see how tickets are selling that day. For the dinner show, 
1,200; and almost 1,000 for the second show," he says. "Not 
too bad; they might hold us over another day." (The room 
holds 1,500 on the main floor and 400 in the balcony.) 

Heller also arranges VIP seating arrangements for a fan of 
Liberace's who wrote in saying, "I made reservations -can 
you see that I get a good table ?" If they're that interested," 
says Heller, "I'll take care of them." 

Heller's office is decorated with furniture and trappings 
from Liberace's museum which never came to be. There is a 

Heller and Lou Benjamin, boss of the London Pal- 
ladium, negotiate bookings for Liberace in Benja- 

min's bungalow at the Beverly Hills Hotel. 

the two shows ?" Heller asks. "You can have four, " replies 
Benjamin. "No, just two," says Heller. "It's too much work. 
Next year we'll do the extra two shows. You've got the agree- 
ment now -except for the money." "No," quips Benjamin, "I 
won't let you take less." 

Heller starts kidding his relationship with Liberace, his 
client since 1950. "I shine his piano keys," he says. "I tune his 
piano- shaped swimming pool. He relates a story of acostume 
party at Liberace's house where Lee walked right past him and 
didn't even recognize him. And that was just Oast week at the 
Hilton," cracks Benjamin. 

"Somewhere I lost control here," says Heller, who must 
leave to go to the airport. In the car he explains why he prefers 
managing to booking, which he did for a time in the early '40s. 

"An agent deals with many artists: it you can't sell Liberace, 

At AVI's Producer's Workshop in Hollywood, Jackie DeShan- 
non listens to a playback of her upcoming album for Amherst. 
Rear, from left: Heller, producer Jim Ed Norman and engineers 

Eric Prestidge and David Ruffo. 

(At lunch his long -time assistant, Betty Rosenthal, observes 69 
that Heller is stronger with male clients. "The girls love him, 
but they walk all over him. He can be tough with a man, but 
the girls ..." "I'm putty," says Heller, finishing the thought.) 

For his 10 % -15% fee he works what he terms "doctor's 
hours." He tells his acts, When you're mad at somebody, I'll 

be the bad guy." And he is always protecting his acts, as when 
he turned down offers for Liberace to inaugurate Atlantic City 
showrooms. 

"I'm past the guinea pig stage," he says. "I won't put my 
clients in jeopardy. If they're hungry they should tighten their 
belt, not take something that could be detrimental, just to 
work." 

Friday rush hour traffic in L.A. is heavy, so Heller arrives at 
the airport at 5:40 for a 5:45 flight. He is whisked to the load- 
ing gate in a cart beeping away pedestrians in its path, but ar- 

rives at the gate moments too late nonetheless. His seats had 

been given away to standbys. 
Rainy weather also delays the next flight, slated for 7:15, 

which means Heller is grounded until 8:45. This must be irri- 
tating for a man who is used to having things fall into place, 
but Heller remains calm, rationalizing, "I guess this was 
meant to be. Lee takes a nap between shows; the late show 
will be looser." 

Finally the plane arrives in Las Vegas at 9:45 p.m. and Hel- 

ler is met by Eddie Fox, AVI's liaison there. 
Heller has three acts on hotel marquees, not quite up to his 

record of a dozen acts about 10 years ago, but impressive 
nonetheless. 

The Treniers, whom Heller has managed since November 
1945, are opening for Redd Foxx at the Silverbird. (They 
worked with Foxx about 15 years ago at a club in L.A. when 
they were the headliners.) Four of the nine members of the 
soul vocal group have been in it since 1949. 

Heller rushes to catch a flight to Las Vegas to 
visit with several of his performers wcrking 

there. 

A brief nap during the eve- 
ning flight to Vegas. 

desk made out of a piano, a 1975 award to Lee from the Amer- 
ican Guild Of Variety Artists for best instrumental act of the 
year, a photo of Lee at the Royal Albert Hall in 1956 and a Life 
photo spread on Lee from 1953. 

Best of all is a plaque from Columbia (Lee was also on Coral, 
Dot and WB) which is inscribed, "To Liberace, in commemo- 
ration of his (four) albums which have sold more than 100,000 
copies." In the early '50s, that was spectacular. 

En route to AVI's production wing, Producer's Workshop, 
Heller shares his philosophy about management: "I like to be 

second or third. I never say Lee is the No. 1 draw in Las Vegas. 
Then people are intent on knocking you off. Second is fine 
with me." 

"He's in the top five," says Heller, "and he's the only act 
from 1955 who's still there. 

We opened the Riviera in 1955 with Liberace in the main 
showroom and the Treniers in the lounge. Lee broke the price 
barrier when he got $50,000 a week." What does Lee make 
now? "More than double," is Heller's cagey reply. 

From the Riviera, Liberace went to the Sahara and then to 
Caesars Palace, moving over to the Hilton 3'/2 years ago when 
then entertainment director Dave Victorson switched hotels. 

The Producers Workshop was founded eight years ago for 
AVI productions, but now is frequenty used for outside as- 

signments. In the unassuming facility at Hollywood Blvd. and 
Gower ( "right in the heart of the porno district," as Cobb 
says), are gold and platinum plaques for the recording or mix- 
ing of Fleetwood Mac's "Rumours," Steely Dan's "Aja," Leo 
Sayer's "Endless Flight," Joan Baez's °'Diamonds And Rust," 
"Alice Cooper's Greatest Hits" and Carly Simon's "Hot - 
cakes." 

As Heller enters the complex, Jim Ed Norman is producing 
Jackie DeShannon's second album for Amherst, and Alan 
Abrahams is producing the Memphis Horns for RCA. 

At about 4 p.m. Heller and Harris are back in the car, 
headed for a meeting at the Beverly H lis Hotel. The conversa- 
tion turns to punk rock, and Heller dismisses it by saying, "I 
hate it. I think it's going just a little too far." 

Reminded that AVI has one punk act, the Baby Rockers, 
formerly the L.A. Bullets, Heller says, "Well, you slipped one 
by me, Ray." He thinks for a moment and says, "I don't mind 
if the record company does this as long as it doesn't go over- 
board; as long as the acts aren't immoral or dirty." 

Soon after, Heller arrives at the Beverly Hills Hotel bun- 
galow of Lou Benjamin, boss of the London Palladium and 
chairman of the board of Pye Records, which distributes AVI 
in England. 

Liberace's two week engagement at the Palladium soldout 
and Heller wants him to add a couple more shows. "Do we get 

Heller meets with Liberace in his dressing room at 
the Las Vegas Hilton after the midnight show. 

Heller and Ray Harris, 
right, chat with client Paul 
Delicato after his lounge 
act at the Hacienda in the 

wee hours. 

It's 4 a.m., but Heller 
manages a quick hustle at 
the Hilton discotheque 
with an obliging young 

lady. 

you sell Roger Williams. If they don't want Al Martino, you 
pitch them Tony Bennett. A manager develops just one act, or 
maybe a few." 

In his 39 years in the business, Heller has managed many 
name acts: Ted Fio Rito (who brought Heller west in 1940), 
Frankie Laine ( "my first big star "), Zsa Zsa Gabor ( "she drove 
me crazy "), Lawrence Welk, Al Martino, Betty & Jane Kean, 
Pepper Davis & Tony Reese, Skitch Henderson, Jimmie Rod- 

gers, Tex Beneke, Helen O'Connell and June Haver. 

Two recent clients were Debbie Reynolds ( "Now she's man- 
aged by her boyfriend; I can't compete with boyfriends ") and 
Ginger Rogers ( "In all the years that's the only relationship 
that ended on a wrong note. She made $800,000 on the road 
and wouldn't pay me. It's the first time I've had to sue an 
act." His remuneration: "50 grand. ") 

Backstage at the Silverbird, Heller chats with the 
Treniers, a group he has managed since 1945. 

And Paul Delicato is in the lounge at the Hacienda. Heller 
says he'd never put Delicato on the Liberace show. "We never 
use men singers or standup comedians. Lee can't go up 
against a comic; he has his own homespun humor. We use a 

girl singer or a young kid." 
Heller more than once during the day recalls that one dis- 

covery Lee used in his act was a girl singer named Barbra 
Streisand. Heller's story: "The Riviera Hotel had signed her 
for Las Vegas, but we introduced her in Tahoe, where she 
opened our show. 

"Bill Harrah, the club owner, said, 'Get her out of the show. 
Let's pay her off; she's not going over.' But Lee said, 'Mr. Har- 
rah, you can't do that; she's going to be a big star. Let me rear- 
range the show.' So Lee integrated her into the show and she 
was a smash." 

Because of the plane delay, Heller misses Delicato's show, 
but visits with him afterwards. He then heads over to the Hil- 
ton, where he has a late supper. Son Bruce approaches the 
table and says, "Can you call in and verify our comps for the 
show tonight? I don't have pull here; you do." "Yes, I know," 
says Heller, adding, "You're going to take over for me some- 
day, but not yet." 

When a member of Heller's party orders just a salad a la 

carte for dinner, the waitress says, "I'll have to add a $6 serv- 

ice charge for that." Heller interjects, "No you don't; just let 
me see the captain." Another waitress overhears this ex- 

change and hastily intervenes, "No, no, it's okay." Heller 
beams, enjoying the privileges of his position and power. 

This is Heller's third trip to Las Vegas this week, which per- 
haps explains why he slips out of Liberace's midnight show 
after the first few numbers and returns five minutes before 
the final curtain. 

After the show he goes to Lee's dressing room with a couple 
of requests. He wants Lee to autograph six copies of his au- 
tobiography "for people who have been good to us." And he 

arranges for a photo to be taken with Lee and Johnny Green & 
the Green Men, an odd- looking group of four men with hair 
dyed green who are a lounge act at the Aladdin. "They're 
managed by my son," says Heller proudly. 

But Lee, who at 57 is a year older than his manager, has one 
request to make of Heller: "We have a five -day vacation in Eu- 

rope. Don't book it. I want to visit Paris and Rome." 

Heller heads over to see the Treniers, but leaves when Redd 
Foxx comes on ("It's just one dirty joke after another ") to visit 
with his group backstage. 

He then returns to the Hilton about 4 a.m. and stops off at a 

discotheque there for a nightcap and a quick bump on the 
dance floor. Graphic layout: Bernie Rollins 
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Talent 

200,000 Attend Festival 
Of Jazz In New Orleans 

By KELLY TUCKER 
NEW ORLEANS -The ninth an- 

nual New Orleans Jazz and Heritage 
Festival drew 200,000 spectators this 
year, making it the most successful 
ever. The previous attendance mark 
was last year's 150,000. 

The attendance would have been 
even higher but all outdoor concerts 
scheduled for April 14 were rained 
out. 

Quint Davis, director and copro- 
ducer, says it cost $500,000 to put on 
the festival this year. He says it made 
a profit, but he won't know the exact 
figures for at least a week. George 
Wein, who created the Newport Jazz 
Festival, is the other coproducer. 

The 10 -day festival began April 7. 

It consisted of two weekends of out- 
door concerts at the New Orleans 
Fair Grounds Race Track (April 7-9 
and 15 -16) and seven evening con- 
certs in music halls and aboard the 
S.S. Admiral steamship. 

Just a few of the 250 acts who per- 
formed at the Fair Grounds were 
Bobby Bland, Odetta, Freddie King, 
Irma Thomas, Roosevelt Sykes, Doc 
Watson, Doug Kershaw, Exuma and 
Professor Longhair. Their sets lasted 
an average of 50 minutes each. 

Among the musicians who per- 
formed at the evening concerts were 
Grover Washington Jr., Hubert 

OK For Concert Pending 
LITTLE POND, Pa. -If Eric Son - 

steby, concert promoter from Prince- 
ton, N.J., can arrest the fears of resi- 
dents and the Tunkhannock 
Township supervisors, he will be 
able to complete plans for a major 
country-rock concert he would like 
to promote July I at the Pocono In- 
ternational Raceway in this Pocono 
Mountains resort area. 

As a result of havoc created in the 
wake of a 1972 rock concert at the 
raceway, all promoters must first ap- 
ply for a permit from the township 

O supervisors. 
< Told by Sonsteby of his plans, the 
O supervisors already joined with resi- 
n dents in indicating they are not anx- 

ious to roll out a welcome mat. 
m Sonsteby insists the concert he is 

planning will attract only about 
a> 50,000 fans. Among the bands he 

có 
has already set to perform at the 6 

} p.m. to midnight country-rock festi- 
ác val are Charlie Daniels and the Out- 

laws. 
He tried to assure the supervisors 

his concert would not attract the 
large numbers and the type of 
people who came here in 1972 for a 
rock concert, adding that his concert 
would be properly controlled. 

Township supervisors and resi- 
dents fear a repeat performance of 

ITS RECORD TIME 

Pull off "RECORD TIME" 45 
display, press on your favorite 
45 record, which rotates as a 
second hand. Electric wall 
clock, raised gold notes, gold 
hands, on 33 LP record. 

-Limited Offer - 
RECORD TIME 

(213) P.O. Box 9791 
N. Hollywood, 

769 6095 Ca. 91609 

Ca. Sales Tax 
Shipping 

$21.95 
1.32 

1.25 

$24,52 
Del. -10 days with money order. 

the 1972 concert when a crowd of 
200,000 rock fans left behind tons of 
trash, substantial property damage 
and other undesirable after effects. 
Since then, the township has 
adopted an ordinance calling for a 
permit requirement that calls for 
strict controls, including a license 
fee, liability insurance and a security 
bond. 

In recent years, several rock pro- 
moters failed to get permits after 
prematurely announcing the concert 
lineup and even selling advance 
tickets. There have been a few coun- 
try music concerts which attracted 
only a few thousand fans and 
created no problems for the town- 
ship or its residents. 

While the supervisors didn't turn 
Sonsteby down completely, he will 
still be able to submit a formal appli- 
cation for a concert permit, either for 
July 1 or some other date. The super- 
visors also stated they want his 
permit to be accompanied by a letter 
from the state police assuring them 
traffic will be properly controlled. 
Lack of such controls in 1972 turned 
the highways leading to the raceway 
into a nightmare coming and going. 

Apart from the license fee, the 
township stands to gain financially 
in a substantial way from such an 
event since it also collects a 3% 
amusement tax on all admissions to 
the Pocono International Raceway - 
just about the only source of income 
the township enjoys. Income from 
Sonsteby's promotion could bring 
the township, it was estimated, a tax 
bite of from $15,000 to $22,000. 

Unsurpassed in Quality 
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Laws, Muddy Waters, B.B. King, 
Allen Toussaint, the Dixi -Kups, 
Count Basie, Eubie Blake, Dave 
Brubeck and McCoy Tyner. 

Tickets to the outdoor portion of 
the festival were $2.50 advance and 
$3 at the gate. Ducats for evening 
concerts ranged from $7.50 -$9. 

At the Fair Grounds, the musi- 
cians played simultaneously on 10 
stages from 12 -6 p.m. Electro Voice 
and JBL speaker systems were used 
along with Crown, Cerwin -Vega 
and Phase Linear power amplifiers. 
Yamaha mixers were also used. 

The festival is produced by the 
New Orleans Jazz and Heritage 
Foundation, Inc. in cooporation 
with the Joseph Schlitz Brewery Co., 
and is also supported by a $15,000 
grant from the National Endowment 
for the Arts. Schlitz provides the fes- 
tival with more than $100,000 in fi- 
nancial backing which includes a 
$62,000 grant, printing the festival's 
brochures and programs and help- 
ing out with the advertising. 

The Jazz and Heritage Founda- 
tion is a non -profit organization 
which raises funds to support fur- 
ther exposure of jazz. 

Davis hopes that one day the 
foundation can operate "something 
like the National Endowment for the 
Arts." He feels if more grants were 
available to jazz organizations it 
would markedly increase the growth 
of jazz. 

Besides the music, the festival of- 
fered three other big attractions; 
beer, food and crafts. 

The first festival, held in 1970, was 
started by a local committee which 
felt New Orleans should have a jazz 
festival because it's the birthplace of 
jazz. The committee asked Wein to 
produce the event since he had been 
so successful with the Newport con- 
certs. 

Wein placed the festival in Beau - 
regard Square, a small park here. 
There were 300 performers, and 
ironically, only 150 in the audience. 

(Continued on page 72) 

Foghat Tour At 

Mark Of $3 Mil 
NEW YORK -Foghat is on the 

largest tour of its career, and so far, 
between Feb. 14 and April 18, the 
tour has grossed $3,028,944.27, ac- 
cording to figures supplied by ATI, 
the band's booking agency. 

Current projections call for the 
band to gross more than $5.5 million 
when it completes it's 75 -date tour at 
the end of June. After that Foghat 
will rest a month before embarking 
on a European tour. 

The tour is in support of the 
"Stone Blue" LP on Warner Bros. 
that ships this week. It is an all -head- 
line trek, "in the biggest venues in 
the towns," says manager Tony Out - 
eda. Supporting the band on its tour 
are such acts as Wet Willie, BTO, 
Bob Walsh and Eddie Money. 

To keep up with the pace of the 
tour the four band members travel 
by a leased Lear Jet. Coordinating 
their activities is Ronnie Smith, Fog - 
hat's road manager. 

Though the band drew its original 
strength from the Midwest, Outeda 
claims recent sellouts in Dallas and 
San Francisco (where 29,000 seats 
were sold for two shows) attest to 
Foghat's drawing power around the 
nation. 

Billboard photo by Randy & Nancy Aloise 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY -Rock manager Dee Anthony (second from left) cele- 
brates his 52nd birthday at a party backstage at the Morris (N.J.) Stage fol- 
lowing an appearance by client Al DiMeola, far left. On the right are members 
of DiMeola's band who are in the process of popping the cork on a bottle of 
champagne. Anthony's Bandana Management also handles Peter Frampton, 

among others. 

BREAKS 6 -YEAR TACIT 

Carly Simon's Fear 
Of Touring Ending? 

LOS ANGELES -Carly Simon, 
noted for her fear of performing, is 
in the midst of her first tour in six 
years. 

The East Coast tour consists of 11 

performances between April 10 and 
May 7. It opened and will close with 
three -day runs at 400 -500 seat met- 
ropolitan clubs -the Paradise in Bos- 
ton and the Bottom Line in New 
York. 

In between those bookings are 
five Friday and Sunday one- night- 
ers at college facilities in Pennsyl- 
vania, New Jersey and New York, 
where the maximum capacity is 
2,500. 

Simon was supposed to open in 
Boston a day earlier, but became ill. 
Her husband, James Taylor, filled in 
for her on opening night. Simon's 
malady, according to Arlyne Roth - 
berg, her manager since 1970, was 
stomach flu, but she acknowledges a 
bad case of the nerves didn't help 
matters. 

"It's difficult to get over that feel- 
ing of anxiety," says Rothberg. "She 
has shown great courage to do the 
tour, knowing how painful it is for 
her." 

Does this mean Simon will not ap- 
pear later this year in other regions 
of the country, as was earlier an- 

nounced by her press office? "She 
was sick during the Boston shows; 
we'll have to see if it's any easier for 
her now that she's well," says Roth - 
berg. 

All of the dates are within 90 miles 
of Manhattan, because Simon wants 
to be able to drive home every night 
to be with her children, Sarah, 4, and 
Benjamin, 1. 

Taylor is accompanying his wife 
on the tour, and in Boston joined her 
onstage to duet on "Devoted To 
You," an old Everly Brothers song 
which is on Simon's new album. (Si- 
mon usually accompanies Taylor on 
his tours, and has gone onstage with 
him on some dates.) 

Rothberg, who has also managed 
recent Oscar -winner Diane Keaton 
since 1970, says Elektra /Asylum has 
always been aware of Simon's fear 
of performing and has never applied 
any pressure on her to tour. 

The opening act on the tour is 
A &M's David Spinozza, who has 
guested on past Simon albums. His 
six -man band also backs Simon dur- 
ing her set. 

The remaining college dates are at 
State Univ., Stonybrook, N.Y., Fri- 
day (28); and Orange Center Corn - 
munity College, Middletown, N.Y., 
April 30. 

`THEY KNOW ALL MY SONGS' 

Haggard U.K. Tour a Major Success 
By TONY BYWORTH 

LONDON -To numerous British 
country music enthusiasts, Merle 
Haggard's debut tour here was the 
event of the decade while, for the 
U.S. superstar, it provided the first 
opportunity to taste audience reac- 
tion outside his native homeland. 

The eight -city round of concert 
dates clearly proved that Haggard 
has a following on this side of the At- 
lantic. 

"I couldn't have asked for better 
audiences," Haggard said towards 
the completion of the tour. "They've 
been great show audiences and have 
completely accepted all that I do. 
But what really amazes me is they 
know all of my songs." 

Upon examination, however, it's 
not really so amazing as Haggard 
has built up a loyal following from 
the days when he first commenced 
recording for the Capitol label in the 
mid- 1960s. 

Even though his British concert 

tour was long overdue, an ever in- 
creasing band of devotees has kept 
up with his material through special- 
ist airplays and the album releases. 

Haggard's first appearance came 
as the headlining act for promoter 
Mervyn Conn's 10th International 
Festival of Country Music at Wem- 
bley's Empire Pool, and the slot 
added up to one of the most memo- 
rable moments in the festival's 10- 
year history with the 10,500- capacity 
audience rising to its feet at the con- 
clusion of the 60- minute set. 

Equally enthusiastic response 
greeted his performances at inter- 
national festivals in Gothenburg, 
Sweden, and Rotterdam, Holland. 

Following a couple of days rest, 
Haggard then commenced his Brit- 
ish round of concert dates with 
shows in Southampton, Brighton, 
Coventry, Dublin, Belfast, Ipswich 
and Liverpool. 

(Continued on page 88) 
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AES Convention 
Tom Stockham 
Talks On Digital 

Continued Iron' page 62 

B.: What about set -up time for re- 
mote recording? 

S.: It's much less time than for a 
conventional machine, because on 
the conventional machines they 
open up the racks and start tweaking 
all the equalization. getting the me- 
ters to zero VU up and down the 
rack. And we don't do any of that 
equalization, we don't touch any- 
thing that has to do with equal- 
ization because it doesn't exist with 
this type of recording. People re- 
mark when we go to location from 
miles away -they live there -`My 
god, you're ready already.' 

B.: Was your system recently made 
compatible with the half -speed cut- 
ting process being used by many of 
the audiophile labels? 

S.: Yes. You play the tape back at 
half speed, and all the digital logic 
has to run at half speed, that's very 
easy to do. You slow everything 
down by a factor of two, the digital 
electronics has to be slowed down 
too. 

B.: Are the ternis "digital" and 
"pulse code modulation (PCM)" sy- 
nonymous? 

S.: Scientifically, yes. The term 
pulse code modulation was used in 
the 40s when these ideas were devel- 
oped at Bell Labs to describe this 
method of modulation. PCM means 
the kind of thing that we're doing 
now. 

Disk Awards 
Continued liront page 66 

25. Janet Baker, etc. London Sym- 
phony, Colin Davis, conductor 
(Philips). 

Borodin, The Complete Orches- 
tral Music. National Philharmonic 
Orchestra, Loris' Tjeknavorian. 
(British RCA). 

Boulez Conducts Varese, Ame- 
riques: Ionisation: Arcana. New 
York Philharmonic, Pierre Boulez, 
conductor (Columbia). 

Brahms, Symphony No. 3 in F, 
Opus 90. Chicago Symphony, James 
Levine, conductor. (RCA). 

Bruckner, Symphony No. 7 in E: 
Wagner; Siegfried Idyll. Berlin Phil- 
harmonic, Herbert von Karajan. 
(Deutsche Grammophon). 

Haydn, String Quartets Nos. 3 

and 4, Opus 76. Quartet Italiano. 
(Philips). 

Haydn, Trios. Amade Trio. (Ti- 
tanic). 

Liszt, Faust Symphony; Bolto; 
Mefistofele Prologue. Boston Sym- 
phony /Vienna Philharmonic, Leon- 
ard Bernstein; conductor. (Deutsche 
Grammophon). 

Mahler, Symphony No. 9 in D. 
Chicago Symphony, Carlo Maria 
Giulini, conductor. (Deutsche 
Grammophon). 

Tchaikovsky, The Six Sym- 
phonies and Manfred, Opus 58. 
London Philharmonic. Mstislav 
Rostropovich. (EMI). 

Benita Valente and Richard 
Goode, Song Recital. (Desmar 
1010). 

Displays Up Venture Accessory SS 
Continued from page 64 

the gamut of kits, cloths, adapters. 
head cleaners, record centers, oil. 
tape and so on. 

Mike McCay, equipment buyer in 
St. Louis, is making a quality-up- 
grading move in the stereo division. 
In the past, Venture has stayed with 
low fi largely with the $99 to $199 
imported and domestic packages 

. comprising the bulk of the business. 
Now a potential is seen for merchan- 
dising mid ti gear in the $300 to $350 
range. 

Says Sam Laboi, stereo sales man- 
ager at the Independence store: 
"Until now the turntable, receiver 

`Prd Mart Up 
Continued from page 63 

were six studios listed in the Yellow 
Pages. Now there are 30 recording 
studios in the area." 

A Tascam 8000 recording studio 
package is set up in both stores, he 
indicates, for bands to use in a 
"hands on" way and that is proving 
an effective promotional tool. 

"Basically," he adds, "we offer the 
TEAC Tascam 8000 package which 
includes the 80 -8 8- channel deck, an 
8x4 mixing board and a 2- channel 
mixdown deck and that averages 
$10,000. We also offer a Tascam 
package for $4,000. 

"We have after hour sessions for 
bands who might be prospective 
buyers," he adds. 

Beatty's has also been using the 
semi -pro recording system in -store 
to merchandise high end stereo. The 
store brings in a local jazz act on 
Sunday which plays live with the 
signal being fed into each listening 
room. It's also recorded on the Tas- 
cam system with the signal later sent 
into the listening rooms. 

"That's a pretty original way of 
merchandising audio," says Ave - 
Lallamote, "and that way consumers 
can get a feel of what the recording 
and mixing process is all about at the 
same time." 

and two- speaker package for, say 
$115, has been our big gun. Now 
we're adding Panasonic to our two 
other main lines, Sondesign and 
Lloyds, and giving mid fi a big play. 

"We're seeing outfits like Sears 
and Penneys stocking $279 mid fi 

stereo that is incredibly well -de- 
signed and styled. You can't tell it 
from the `chi -chi' equipment." 

Nonetheless, this past winter the 
promotional emphasis was on the 
lower ticket goods in the $1 19 to 
$135 bracket for turntable, two - 
speakers and receiver. Christmas 
business got a big lift from a $139 
Sound Design speaker, receiver and 
turntable plus a cabinet as a throw - 
in. Another $139.88 Soundesign 
package for $119 landed a lot of 
business. All price specials benefit 
from display positioning on that 
"race track" aisle that extends 
around the stores. 

It's obvious Venture's stereo mer- 
chandisers aren't kidding them- 
selves. They see an opportunity to 
move mid fi but have no intention of 
reaching any higher. But they like 
very much their chances to do some 
healthy volume in that range. With 
the styling coming off production 
lines in that bracket they see it as a 
can't -miss proposition. 

Panasonic Ups Clegg 
NEW YORK -Almon Clegg has 

been named assistant general man- 
ager, product engineering division, 
at Panasonic headquarters in Se- 
caucus, N.J., general manager Adam 
Yokoi announced. He joined the 
firm from GE in 1974 as audio engi- 
neering department manager, and 
prior to that was at Illinois Central 
College. 

Name is B.I.C./Avnet 
WESTBURY, N.Y.- B.I.C. /Av- 

net is the new corporate name of the 
former British Industries Co. head- 
quartered here. Established 42 years 
ago to market British hi fi products, 
B.I.C. was merged with Avnet Elec- 
tronics in 1960 to form Avnet, Inc. 

Sound Business 
Illinois Studio 
Also Operating 
Equipment Store 

REEL MAGIC -Tom Clark, professional products salesman for Ampex Corp.'s 
magnetic tape division, hands out Golden Reel awards at Jack's Tracks Stu- 
dios, Nashville, in honor of Crystal Gayle's "We Must Believe In Magic" LP. 

Gayle received the plaque because the album was mastered on Ampex profes- 

sional audio recording tape and the firm donated $1,000 in her name to Bud- 

dies of Nashville. From left: Garth Fundis, Jack's chief engineer; Clark; Gayle; 

Allen Reynolds, producer; and John Donegan, assistant engineer. 

Studio Track 
By JIM McCULLAUGH 

LOS ANGELES -At Filmways /Heider: Esther 

Phillips recording an upcoming Mercury album 

with Peter Chaiken and David Gertz handling 

engineering chores; Kim Carnes doing some 

work on her debut EMI America LP with Danny 

Moore producing with engineers Larry Hirsch 

and Geoff Howe; Curtis Mayfield recording his 

next Curtom LP with Steve Hirsch engineering 

along with Les Cooper; Sy Mitchell and Chris 

McNary mixing the first single to be released on 

the new Opus label by Debbie Miller; and Gro- 

ver Helsley engineering the theme for the up- 

coming motion picture "Spree." 

The Filmways /Heider remotes also spent 

three days at San Francisco's Great American 

Music Hall cutting Sonny Rollins in concert for 

Fantasy with Orin Keepnews producing the 

dates with Jim Stern at the board. Heider re- 

motes also cut Alice Coltrane at UCLA's Schoen- 

berg Hall with Ed Michel producing and Baker 

Bixby engineering. 

Activity at ABC Studios: Producers Chuck 

Jackson, Gene Barge and Marvin Yancey mixing 

Natalie Cole's upcoming line Capitol LP, Zoli 

Johnson at the board; Thelma Houston doing 

tracks, Barney Perkins and Zoli Johnson at the 

board; Livingston Taylor recording for Manhat- 

tan Island Records, Nick De Caro producing, 

Hank Cicalo and Al Schmitt Jr. behind the 

board; Blue Mitchell in for ABC doing overdubs 

on his second LP, Bruce Brown engineering; and 

for ABC and At Home Productions, Roland Bau- 

tista in with Wayne Henderson producing and 

Reggie Dozier behind the console. 

Kendun action: A &M artist Les McCann work- 

ing on vocal and instrumental overdubs with Joe 

Laux and Terry H. More engineering and Paul 

Risner supervising; Greg Venable in to supervise 

a new Andy Kim single with John Golden cutting 
for Epic Records; producer Glen Spreen working 

with automated mixdown in studio 2 on a single 

for Tyler, a new CBS artist, Terry H. More assist- 
ing; Bill McEuen in to cut a new Dirt Band al- 

bum for UA, Geoff Sykes cutting; and tracking 
dates held for Shaun Cassidy with Michael Lloyd 

supervising and Humberto Gatica, Geoff Sykes 

and Jim Sinteros engineering. 

Crazy Horse Productions also initiated a new 

album project at Kendun, co- produced by Kirby 

Johnson and Rick Heenan with Heenan also en- 

gineering assisted by Jackson Schwartz. 

John Klemmer mixing his next ABC LP at 

Mama Jo's Recording Studio with Steve Gold- 

man producing and Billy Taylor at the board. 

John Lee and Gerry Brown also completing their 

upcoming Columbia release there with Don Mur- 

ray at the engineering controls. 

Richard Simpson opens a new mastering fa- 

cility in Burbank called the Reference Point with 

Neumann equipment.... Bob Monaco produc- 

ing Tina Turner for UA /Roadshow at Conway. 

He's also finishing tracks on Darcus for RCA. 

* * * 
Out Of Town Notes: 

Michael Chapman finishing a new Rick Der- 

ringer LP for Blue Sky at New York's Hit Factory. 

... The Fanta mobile truck set to cut the "Rebel 

Jam" at Atlanta's Fox Theatre with artists Sea 

Level, Dixie Drogs and Stillwater, Kurt Kinzel 

the mixer. 

Harvey Brooks will manage International Mu- 

sic Marketing's 24 -track Axis Sound Studios in 

Atlanta. In addition to his studio duties, he will 

be producing new acts for Big Peach Produc- 

fions as well as for his own production com- 

panies. 

At Woodland Sound, Nashville: Kyle Lehning 

producing the Wilson Brothers as well as Vicky 

Lehning, Mike Porter engineering; Joe South 

producing himself, David McKinley and Bob 

Langford engineering; Dave Burgess producing 

Cathy Barnes for Republic, Les Ladd engineer- 

ing; Tybark producing themselves; and the Oak 

Ridge Boys finishing an LP with Ron Chancey 

producing and Rex Collier engineering. 

Michael Henderson at United Sound Sys- 

tems, Detroit, overdubbing for an Arista project, 

Michael lacopelli engineering. Also there: Ray 

Parker Jr., of Raydio in to edit a new single for 

Arista, Michael lacopelli at the board; George 

Clinton working on an album project with Bernie 
Worrell for Arista and another Funkadelic LP for 

Warner Bros.; and the Dramatics in working on 

overdubs for Great Lakes Productions, produced 

by Tony Hester for ABC with engineering by 

Gerry Estes. 

Al Stone producing Sundiblue, and Indianap- 

olis -based rock group at Neon Cornfield, a new 

16- tracker in the Indianapolis area, Kirk Butler, 

and Michael Ebert engineering.... Former Mi- 

chael Stanley Band member Jonah Koslen and 

his new band Breathless cutting at Suma 

Recording Studio, Painesville, Ohio. 

CHICHAGO -A new retail outlet 
specializing in semi -pro recording 
equipment has been opened here in 

the form of a functioning recording 
studio. 

Tracks, which opened its doors 
recently in suburban Brookfield, Ill., 
combines the functions of retail 
store and operational 16 -track 
recording site. Owners are Larry 
Millas and John Pavletic, profes- 
sional musicians, who are promoting 
the semi -pro recording concert to 
managers, booking agents and musi- 
cians. 

"We're telling managers and 
booking agents to go ahead with that 
8 -track studio for their bands," 
Millas explains. "It makes a lot of 
sense for management companies to 
own studios and to crank out demo 
tapes all week." 

Millas says Teac's Tascam series 
recorders are the backbone of sys- 
tems promoted by Tracks, Equip- 
ment by Eventide, MXR, BGW, 
Sony, JBL, Symetrics, SAE and 
Soundcraftsman also is demon- 
strated in the 1,000 square foot stu- 
dio. 

kl 
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A DIVISION OF 

SOLD SALES Imo. 

Route 37, Sherman, Conn. 06784 U.S.A. 
(203) 354 -9395 TWX 710 467 -0030 

Music Industry Seminar 
"This Business of Music" 

by distinguished author - 
M. William Krasilovsky 

Topics include: record 
company and record artist 

relations, songwriter contracts 
& publisher rights, international 

aspects of publishing and 
recording - and much more - 

Classes meet Monday 
evenings 6:30 -9:30 PM June 

19th through August 7th 

This course is designed for: 
producer, artist, engineer and 

the serious student. 
for information contact: 
institute of audio research 
64 University Place 
New York, New York 10003 
212 -677 -7580 

Licensed - New York State Dept. of Education 
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68 Seymour Heller has managed the Treniers for 33 years and 
Liberace for 28. His publicly held company is strictly involved 
with music projects. At 56, Heller is a dynamo, zipping in and 
out of Las Vegas with regularity to visit his clients around the 
clock. Billboard's Paul Grein learned that being with Heller 
means starting a day early and ending around 4 a.m. This is his 
report: 

When you're the manager of an international celebrity like 
Liberace, you have to learn to cope with unexpected emer- 
gencies. 

Seymour Heller had just returned from lunch when his sec- 
retary gave him the bad news: "David Lazar called; there are 
problems with the Muppets show." 

Las Vegas." It was a gift from the Famous People Puppets of 
Canada, who toured with Liberace in 1972. 

The Heller family's Christmas cards going back to 1951 - 
the year Seymour married his wife Billie -are lined up on the 
wall and also reveal a show business connection. 

The 1951 card, taking off on the Rosemary Clooney hit of 
that year, reads, "Come on -a our house." The greeting from 
1952 says, "Going on record to wish you the greetings of the 
season." And the 1956 card, marking the birth of the first of 
the Hellers' three children, says "Introducing! World Pre- 
miere! Continuous performance at 11268 Homedale St. . . 

Personal management: Billie and Seymour." 
And matching directors chairs marked "Seymour" and 

A Day In The Life Of Seymour Heller 
Veteran Personal Manager For Liberace 
And The Treniers Lives Musical Life 

Seymour Heller: 39 years in 
the entertainment business 

working with performers. 

Billboard photos by Bonnie Tiegel 

Heller takes a call behind his pi- 
ano- shaped desk (below) in his 

Los Angeles office. 

Inside the building, Heller takes a look at some footage of 
"In Search Of ..." a syndicated prime time access series 
which is to begin its third season in the fall. Its music is by 
AVI's Rinder & Lewis. 

The episode that's being screened deals with reincarnation, 
and it prompts Harris to ask Heller if he believes in the phe- 
nomenon. "Sure," says Heller. "What were you before," asks 
Harris. "Julius Caesar's manager," comes the lighthearted 
reply. "He made one wrong booking and they crucified him." 

Jokes over, Heller looks at some footage of "Secrets Of The 
Bermuda Triangle," a Warner Bros. film which opens in May 
in 1,000 theatres. It also features music by Rinder & Lewis. 

After that, he heads out to Almo Publishing on the A &M lot 
on La Brea. En route he passes a building at Gardner and Bev- 
erly which he says Liberace has just bought to be his L.A. 
home. Lee is in the process of selling his opulent Hollywood 
Hills home, which he has owned since 1958, because his 
neighbors wouldn't let him turn it into a museum. "We fought 
for two years on this," says Heller. "The case went before the 
L.A. City Council and the mayor, but we finally lost about a 

year ago." 
At Almo, Heller meets with Joe Carlton, director of the firm, 

to check on the sheet music art work for the "In Search Of 
.." theme and disco hits "Cocomotion" and "Le Spank." 

Heller also picks up 25 copies of each to take with him. 
While there, Carlton gives him a quick tour of the ever -ex- 

panding Almo offices. "We had two people in the stock room 
and now we have seven; we just can't get enough men," says 
Carlton. "Can you use one more? I've got an 18 -year old I have 
to get into the business," quips Heller. 

Heller had been looking forward to Liberace's appearance 
on the show: it would be one of the showman's rare television 
appearances. "We cut out guest spots on variety shows four 
to five years ago," he explains, "after Lee did a Dean Martin 
show. You have to be in corny sketches where you're the butt 
of their jokes. They'll kid some controversial areas and all you 
can do is stand there." 

But Heller figured the Muppets show would be a good show- 
case for his top act, and he immediately returned Lazar's call. 

The problem centers around the music'selections Liberace 
is to perform on the show. The producers want him to do 
"Feelings" and "Fascinating Rhythm," which he knows, a 

boogie woogie piece of his choice, "Roll Over Beethoven," 
which he does not know, and "Gymnopedie," which he hasn't 
even heard of. 

"We can't do those numbers," Heller says when he gets La- 
zar on the line. "Lee won't do a number unless he's studied it. 
It may be very pretty, but he has no time to woodshed it. It's 
not like having somebody read something off an idiot sheet. 
He doesn't use sheet music and you can't expect him to 
memorize three numbers in two days." 

Obviously Lazar is putting up a protest, because Heller is 
forced to run down Liberace's tight schedule over the next few 
days. "Saturday morning he closes in Las Vegas, Sunday 
morning he flies to Palm Springs to visit his mother, Tuesday 
morning we get on a plane to London and Wednesday morn- 
ing you pick us up at the airport. 

"I'm not going to throw that at him," Heller insists. "It's no 
fair to throw Liberace a number he doesn't know after we gave 
you a bunch of numbers he does know." Heller is growing im- 
patient. "David, you better warn them that I don't think this is 
going to happen." 

But he agrees to listen. "Well I'll go over it with him and call 
you. But if he doesn't know it, we've got problems -you've got 
problems. You better tell your choreographer to start thinking 
of another number we can use." 

Before hanging up, Heller tries to put the problem in per- 
spective. "David, my main job as a manager is to protect my 
client. We're looking forward to the show and don't mean to 
be difficult." 

Off the phone Heller exclaims: "I hate uncalled for prob- 
lems. They're ridiculous; there's no reason for it." But after 
taking a moment to reflect he adds, "Don't make it sound like 
I'm mad at the Muppets." 

* * * 
The belongings in Heller's home on Camden Drive in Bev- 

erly Hills tell a lot about him. A sign just inside the front door 
says, in careful embroidered lettering, "Our Father Who Art In 

"Billie" adorn the den, where at 8:30 a.m., Heller is chairing a 

breakfast executive board meeting of American Variety Inter- 
national. Also present are Ed Cobb, head of Producer's Work- 
shop, the parent company's production wing, and Ray Harris, 
president of AVI Records, which has 14 pop acts and three 
jazz acts. 

Harris and Cobb first merged with Heller and his long -time 
partner Dick Gabbe in 1965. When Gabbe died in 1967, the 
firm became Seymour Heller & Associates, diversifying into all 
aspects of the music business instead of just concentrating 
on management. Two years later it became AVI, and in 1972 
it became a public company, the only one in the industry 
which doesn't have non -music sidelights, according to Heller. 

The breakfast meeting is important because it is the last 
time the three men will be together for six weeks. Heller is to 
accompany Liberace to London where Lee has his first ex- 
tended engagement at the Palladium since 1961, and he's 
then going to remain in Europe for IMIC. 

Harris explains to Heller that most of AVI's Apr I releases 
are acquisitions made at MIDEM. He also brings the good 
news that the label has two records on the disco chart: "What 
Shall We Do When The Disco's Over" by the Richard Hewson Or- 
chestra and "Seven Deadly Sins" by Laurin Rinder and W. Mi- 
chael Lewis, who have produced big AVI disco hits by El Coco 
( "Cocomotion ") and Le Pamplemousse ( "Le Spank" and the 
infamous "Get Your Boom Boom (Around The Room 
Room) "). 

At the breakfast meeting, Heller sits near the phone and at 
9:20 he takes his first call of the day from Roger Vorce of APA 
in New York, Liberace's agent since 1961. 

"You're late," Heller jokes. "You usually wake me up at 7 

a.m. 
"He looks great and feels great," Heller is later heard to 

say, answering a question about how Liberace is holding un- 
der the strain of a 32 -day booking at the Hilton in Las Vegas. 

Heller is planning to fly to Vegas this afternoon and before 
he leaves his office he calls Krons, an exclusive Beverly Hills 
confectioner, to arrange for gifts to bring employes at the Hil- 
ton. At the close of every Liberace engagement, he gives 
presents to the girls in the entertainment office, the tele- 
phone operators and the girls who take show reservations. 

Sometime after 10 a.m. Heller arrives at Alan Lansberg Pro- 
ductions at Doheny and Wilshire in L.A. He is walking ahead 
on the sidewalk with Howard Lipstone, president of the tv pro- 
duction factory, when he suddenly stops and turns. 'Tell Paul 
what you just called me," Heller says. "Seymour's the king in Las 
Vegas; he gets the royal treatment wherever he goes," re- 
peats Lipstone, as Heller beams. 

Ed Cobb, Heller and Ray Harris, principals of AVI, have a break- 
fast board meeting in the den of Heller's Beverly Hills home. 

Actually two of his three children are already following his 
lead into the entertainment industry. Bruce, 22, is managing 
Johnny Green & the Green Men; after having sold Liberace al- 
bums, tapes, books, songbooks, pins, pendants and rings on 
the road for eight months last year. Elizabeth, who will be 21 
this year, is taking entertainment classes at UCLA, leaving 
only 18 -year old Hugh to catch the show business bug. 

When they leave Almo, Harris remarks to Heller, "They 
would love to have Lee's songbook." The collation of tunes 
Liberace has performed over the years went to Charles Han- 
sen Publishing after Harris was impressed with the sales the 
firm achieved with a Buddy Greco songbook. Harris claims 
Lee's songbook has sold more than 300,000 copies in less 
than eight months. 

At about 12:30 p.m., Heller heads for his new offices, one 
block east of La Brea and Hollywood, and receives a call from 
Susan Daniels, the entertainment buyer of the Broadmoor 
Hotel in Colorado Springs who wants to book Liberace. 

"I'm sorry," Heller explains, "but July 5 to Aug. 5 is Lee's 
holiday, and I can't dishonor that. He's a hard -working star, 
and I don't want to overwork him. He's too nice a client to 
make him work all the time .," Ever thinking, Heller pitches two 
of his other acts. "When are you going to buy the Treniers 
again or Vince Cardell ?" 

Heller explains that Lee used to work 42 weeks a year and 
that it has gradually nudged down to 30. "It will eventually go 
down to 20, but Lee never wants to retire," says Heller. Of this 
total, 13 weeks are in Vegas at the Hilton, two at Del Webb's 
Sahara Tahoe and three at John Ascuaga's Nugget Casino in 
Sparks, Nev., for a total of 18 weeks a year in Nevada show- 
rooms. 

But Liberace never works L.A. or New York. "We don't book 
him where he doesn't like the city or the promoter," says Hel- 
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ler. "Lee's best fans aren't city folks -we don't feel it there. 
We've turned down Radio City Music Hall and one -man shows 
on Broadway." 

Before and after lunch, Heller places some last minute 
phone calls. He calls the Hilton to check for messages and to 
see how tickets are selling that day. "For the dinner show, 
1,200; and almost 1,000 for the second show," he says. "Not 
too bad; they might hold us over another day." (The room 
holds 1,500 on the main floor and 400 in the balcony.) 

Heller also arranges VIP seating arrangements for a fan of 
Liberace's who wrote in saying, "I made reservations -can 
you see that I get a good table ?" If they're that interested," 
says Heller, "I'll take care of them." 

Heller's office is decorated with furniture and trappings 
from Liberace's museum which never came to be. There is a 

Heller and Lou Benjamin, boss of the London Pal- 
ladium, negotiate bookings for Liberace in Benja- 

min's bungalow at the Beverly Hills Hotel. 

the two shows ?" Heller asks. "You can have four," replies 
Benjamin. "No, just two," says Heller. "It's too much work. 
Next year we'll do the extra two shows. You've got the agree- 
ment now -except for the money." "No," quips Benjamin, "I 
won't let you take less." 

Heller starts kidding his relationship with Liberace, his 
client since 1950. "I shine his piano keys," he says. "I tune his 
piano- shaped swimming pool. He relates a story of a costume 
party at Liberace's house where Lee walked right past him and 
didn't even recognize him. "And that was just last week at the 
Hilton," cracks Benjamin. 

"Somewhere I lost control here." says Heller, who must 
leave to go to the airport. In the car he explains why he prefers 
managing to booking, which he did for a time in the early '40s. 

"An agent deals with many artists: if you can't sell Liberace, 

At AVI's Producer's Workshop in HoII'wooc, Jackie DeShan- 
non listens to a playback of her upcoming album for Amherst. 
Rear, from left: Heller, producer Jim Ed Norman and engineers 

Eric Prestidge and David Ruffo. 

(At lunch his long -time assistant, Betty Rosenthal, observes 69 
that Heller is stronger with male clients. "The girls love him, 
but they walk all over him. He can be tough with a man, but 
the girls ..." "I'm putty," says Heller, finishing the thought.) 

For his 10 % -15% fee he works what he terms "doctor's 
hours." He tells his acts, "When you're mad at somebody, I'll 
be the bad guy." And he is always protecting his acts, as when 
he turned down offers for Liberace to inaugurate Atlantic City 
showrooms. 

"I'm past the guinea pig stage," he says. "I won't put my 
clients in jeopardy. If they're hungry they should tighten their 
belt, not take something that could be detrimental, just to 
work." 

Friday rush hour traffic in L.A. is heavy, so Heller arrives at 
the airport at 5:40 for a 5:45 flight. He is whisked to the load- 
ing gate in a cart beeping away pedestrians in its path, but ar- 
rives at the gate moments too late nonetheless. His seats had 

been given away to standbys. 
Rainy weather also delays the next flight, slated for 7:15, 

which means Heller is grounded until 8:45. This must be irri- 
tating for a man who is used to having things fall into place, 
but Heller remains calm, rationalizing, "I guess this was 
meant to be. Lee takes a nap between shows; the late show 
will be looser." 

Finally the plane arrives in Las Vegas at 9:45 p.m. and Hel- 
ler is met by Eddie Fox, AVI's liaison there. 

Heller has three acts on hotel marquees, not quite up to his 
record of a dozen acts about 10 years ago, but impressive 
nonetheless. 

The Treniers, whom Heller has managed since November 
1945, are opening for Redd Foxx at the Silverbird. (They 
worked with Foxx about 15 years ago at a club in L.A. when 
they were the headliners.) Four of the nine members of the 
soul vocal group have been in it since 1949. 

Heller rushes to catch a flight to Las Vegas to 
visit with several of his performers working 

there. 

A brief nap during the eve- 
ning flight to Vegas. 

desk made out of a piano, a 1975 award to Lee from the Amer- 
ican Guild Of Variety Artists for best instrumental act of the 
year, a photo of Lee at the Royal Albert Hall in 1956 and a Life 
photo spread on Lee from 1953. 

Best of all is a plaque from Columbia (Lee was also on Coral, 
Dot and WB) which is inscribed, "To Liberace, in commemo- 
ration of his (four) albums which have sold more than 100,000 
copies." In the early '50s, that was spectacular. 

En route to AVI's production wing, Producer's Workshop, 
Heller shares his philosophy about management: "I like to be 
second or third. I never say Lee is the No. 1 draw in Las Vegas. 
Then people are intent on knocking you off. Second is fine 
with me." 

"He's in the top five," says Heller, "and he's the only act 
from 1955 who's still there. 

"We opened the Riviera in 1955 with Liberace in the main 
showroom and the Treniers in the lounge. Lee broke the price 
barrier when he got $50,000 a week." What does Lee make 
now? "More than double," is Heller's cagey reply. 

From the Riviera, Liberace went to the Sahara and then to 
Caesars Palace, moving over to the Hilton 3' years ago when 
then entertainment director Dave Victorson switched hotels. 

The Producers Workshop was founded eight years ago for 
AVI productions, but now is frequently used for outside as- 
signments. In the unassuming facility at Hollywood Blvd. and 
Gower ( "right in the heart of the pomo district," as Cobb 
says), are gold and platinum plaques for the recording or mix- 
ing of Fleetwood Mac's "Rumours," Steely Dan's "Aja," Leo 
Sayer's "Endless Flight," Joan Baez's "Diamonds And Rust," 
"Alice Cooper's Greatest Hits" and Carly Simon's "Hot - 
cakes." 

As Heller enters the complex, Jim Ed Norman is producing 
Jackie DeShannon's second album for Amherst, and Alan 
Abrahams is producing the Memphis Horns for RCA. 

At about 4 p.m. Heller and Harris are back in the car, 
headed for a meeting at the Beverly Hills Hotel. The conversa- 
tion turns to punk rock, and Heller dismisses it by saying, "I 
hate it. I think it's going just a little too far." 

Reminded that AVI has one punk act, the Baby Rockers, 
formerly the L.A. Bullets, Heller says, "Well, you slipped one 
by me, Ray." He thinks for a moment and says, "I don't mind 
if the record company does this as long as it doesn't go over- 
board; as long as the acts aren't immoral or dirty." 

Soon after, Heller arrives at the Beverly Hills Hotel bun- 
galow of Lou Benjamin, boss of the London Palladium and 
chairman of the board of Pye Records. which distributes AVI 
in England. 

Liberace's two week engagement at the Palladium soldout 
and Heller wants him to add a couple more shows. "Do we get 

Heller meets with Liberace in his dressing room at 
the Las Vegas Hilton after the midnight show. 

Heller and Ray Harris, 
right, chat with client Paul 
Delicato after his lounge 
act at the Hacienda in the 

wee hours. 

It's 4 a.m., but Heller 
manages a quick hustle at 
the Hilton discotheque 
with an obliging young 

lady. 

you sell Roger Williams. If they don't want Al Martino, you 
pitch them Tony Bennett. A manager develops just one act, or 
maybe a few." 

In his 39 years in the business, Heller has managed many 
name acts: Ted Fio Rito (who brought Heller west in 1940), 
Frankie Laine ( "my first big star "), Zsa Zsa Gabor ( "she drove 
me crazy "), Lawrence Welk, Al Martino, Betty & Jane Kean, 
Pepper Davis & Tony Reese, Skitch Henderson, Jimmie Rod- 

gers, Tex Beneke, Helen O'Connell and June Hauer. 

Two recent clients were Debbie Reynolds ("Now she's man- 
aged by her boyfriend; I can't compete with boyfriends ") and 
Ginger Rogers ( "In all the years that's the only relationship 
that ended on a wrong note. She made $800,000 on the road 
and wouldn't pay me. It's the first time I've had to sue an 
act." His remuneration: "50 grand.") 

Backstage at the Silverbird, Heller chats with the 
Treniers, a group he has managed since 1945. 

And Paul Delicato is in the lounge at the Hacienda. Heller 
says he'd never put Delicato on the Liberace show. "We never 
use men singers or standup comedians. Lee can't go up 
against a comic; he has his own homespun humor. We use a 

girl singer or a young kid." 
Heller more than once during the day recalls that one dis- 

covery Lee used in his act was a girl singer named Barbra 
Streisand. Heller's story: "The Riviera Hotel had signed her 
for Las Vegas, but we introduced her in Tahoe, where she 
opened our show. 

"Bill Harrah, the club owner, said, 'Get her out of the show. 
Let's pay her off; she's not going over.' But Lee said, 'Mr. Har- 
rah, you can't do that; she's going to be a big star. Let me rear- 
range the show.' So Lee integrated her into the show and she 
was a smash." 

Because of the plane delay Heller misses Delicato's show, 
but visits with him afterwards. He then heads over to the Hil- 
ton, where he has a late supper. Son Bruce approaches the 
table and says, "Can you call in and verify our comps for the 
show tonight? I don't have pull here; you do." "Yes, I know," 
says Heller, adding, "You're going to take over for me some- 
day, but not yet." 

When a member of Heller's party orders just a salad a la 

carte for dinner, the waitress says, "I'll have to add a $6 serv- 
ice charge for that." Heller interjects, "No you don't; just let 
me see the captain." Another waitress overhears this ex- 

change and hastily intervenes, "No, no, it's okay." Heller 
beams, enjoying the privileges of his position and power. 

This is Heller's third trip to Las Vegas this week, which per- 
haps explains why he slips out of Liberace's midnight show 
after the first few numbers and returns five minutes before 
the final curtain. 

After the show he goes to Lee's dressing room with a couple 
of requests. He wants Lee to autograph six copies of his au- 
tobiography "for people who have been good to us." And he 
arranges for a photo to be taken with Lee and Johnny Green & 
the Green Men, an odd -looking group of four men with hair 
dyed green who are a lounge act at the Aladdin. "They're 
managed by my son," says Heller proudly. 

But Lee, who at 57 is a year older than his manager, has one 
request to make of Heller: "We have a five -day vacation in Eu- 

rope. Don't book it. I want to visit Paris and Rome." 
Heller heads over to see the Treniers, but leaves when Redd 

Foxx comes on ( "It's just one dirty joke after another") to visit 
with his group backstage. 

He then returns to the Hilton about 4 a.m. and stops off at a 

discotheque there for a nightcap and a quick bump on the 
dance floor. Graphic layout: Bernie Rollins 
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200,000 Attend Festival 
Of Jazz In New Orleans 

NEW ORLEANS -The ninth an- 
nual New Orleans Jazz and Heritage 
Festival drew 200,000 spectators this 
year, making it the most successful 
ever. The previous attendance mark 
was last year's 150,000. 

The attendance would have been 
even higher but all outdoor concerts 
scheduled for April 14 were rained 
out. 

Quint Davis, director and copro- 
ducer, says it cost $500,000 to put on 
the festival this year. He says it made 
a profit, but he won't know the exact 
figures for at least a week. George 
Wein, who created the Newport Jazz 
Festival, is the other coproducer. 

By KELLY TUCKER 

The 10 -day festival began April 7. 

It consisted of two weekends of out- 
door concerts at the New Orleans 
Fair Grounds Race Track (April 7 -9 
and 15 -16) and seven evening con- 
certs in music halls and aboard the 
S.S. Admiral steamship. 

Just a few of the 250 acts who per- 
formed at the Fair Grounds were 
Bobby Bland, Odetta, Freddie King, 
Irma Thomas, Roosevelt Sykes, Doc 
Watson, Doug Kershaw, Exuma and 
Professor Longhair. Their sets lasted 
an average of 50 minutes each. 

Among the musicians who per- 
formed at the evening concerts were 
Grover Washington Jr., Hubert 

OK For Concert Pending 
LITTLE POND, Pa. -If Eric Son - 

steby, concert promoter from Prince- 
ton, N.J., can arrest the fears of resi- 
dents and the Tunkhannock 
Township supervisors, he will be 
able to complete plans for a major 
country-rock concert he would like 
to promote July 1 at the Pocono In- 
ternational Raceway in this Pocono 
Mountains resort area. 

As a result of havoc created in the 
wake of a 1972 rock concert at the 
raceway, all promoters must first ap- 
ply for a permit from the township 
supervisors. 

Told by Sonsteby of his plans, the 
supervisors already joined with resi- 
dents in indicating they are not anx- 
ious to roll out a welcome mat. 

Sonsteby insists the concert he is 
planning will attract only about 
50,000 fans. Among the bands he 
has already set to perform at the 6 
p.m. to midnight country-rock festi- 
val are Charlie Daniels and the Out- 
laws. 

He tried to assure the supervisors 
his concert would not attract the 
large numbers and the type of 
people who came here in 1972 for a 
rock concert, adding that his concert 
would be properly controlled. 

Township supervisors and resi- 
dents fear a repeat performance of 
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the 1972 concert when a crowd of 
200,000 rock fans left behind tons of 
trash, substantial property damage 
and other undesirable after effects. 
Since then, the township has 
adopted an ordinance calling for a 
permit requirement that calls for 
strict controls, including a license 
fee, liability insurance and a security 
bond. 

In recent years, several rock pro- 
moters failed to get permits after 
prematurely announcing the concert 
lineup and even selling advance 
tickets. There have been a few coun- 
try music concerts which attracted 
only a few thousand fans and 
created no problems for the town- 
ship or its residents. 

While the supervisors didn't turn 
Sonsteby down completely, he will 
still be able to submit a formal appli- 
cation for a concert permit, either for 
July 1 or some other date. The super- 
visors also stated they want his 
permit to be accompanied by a letter 
from the state police assuring them 
traffic will be properly controlled. 
Lack of such controls in 1972 turned 
the highways leading to the raceway 
into a nightmare coming and going. 

Apart from the license fee, the 
township stands to gain financially 
in a substantial way from such an 
event since it also collects a 3% 
amusement tax on all admissions to 
the Pocono International Raceway - 
just about the only source of income 
the township enjoys. Income from 
Sonsteby's promotion could bring 
the township, it was estimated, a tax 
hite of from $15,000 to $22,000. 
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Laws, Muddy Waters, B.B. King, 
Allen Toussaint, the Dixi -Kups, 
Count Basie, Eubie Blake, Dave 
Brubeck and McCoy Tyner. 

Tickets to the outdoor portion of 
the festival were $2.50 advance and 
$3 at the gate. Ducats for evening 
concerts ranged from $7.50 -$9. 

At the Fair Grounds, the musi- 
cians played simultaneously on IO 

stages from 12 -6 p.m. Electro Voice 
and JBL speaker systems were used 
along with Crown, Cerwin -Vega 
and Phase Linear power amplifiers. 
Yamaha mixers were also used. 

The festival is produced by the 
New Orleans Jazz and Heritage 
Foundation, Inc. in cooporation 
with the Joseph Schlitz Brewery Co., 
and is also supported by a $15,000 
grant from the National Endowment 
for the Arts. Schlitz provides the fes- 
tival with more than $100,000 in fi- 
nancial backing which includes a 
$62,000 grant, printing the festival's 
brochures and programs and help- 
ing out with the advertising. 

The Jazz and Heritage Founda- 
tion is a non -profit organization 
which raises funds to support fur- 
ther exposure of jazz. 

Davis hopes that one day the 
foundation can operate "something 
like the National Endowment for the 
Arts." He feels if more grants were 
available to jazz organizations it 
would markedly increase the growth 
of jazz. 

Besides the music, the festival of- 
fered three other big attractions; 
beer, food and crafts. 

The first festival, held in 1970, was 
started by a local committee which 
felt New Orleans should have a jazz 
festival because it's the birthplace of 
jazz. The committee asked Wein to 
produce the event since he had been 
so successful with the Newport con- 
certs. 

Wein placed the festival in Beau - 
regard Square, a small park here. 
There were 300 performers, and 
ironically, only 150 in the audience. 

(Continued on page 72) 

Foghat Tour At 

Mark Of $3 Mil 
NEW YORK -Foghat is on the 

largest tour of its career, and so far, 
between Feb. 14 and April 18, the 
tour has grossed $3,028,944.27, ac- 
cording to figures supplied by ATI, 
the band's booking agency. 

Current projections call for the 
band to gross more than $5.5 million 
when it completes it's 75 -date tour at 
the end of June. After that Foghat 
will rest a month before embarking 
on a European tour. 

The tour is in support of the 
"Stone Blue" LP on Warner Bros. 
that ships this week. It is an all -head- 
line trek, "in the biggest venues in 
the towns," says manager Tony Out - 
eda. Supporting the band on its tour 
are such acts as Wet Willie, BTO, 
Bob Walsh and Eddie Money. 

To keep up with the pace of the 
tour the four band members travel 
by a leased Lear Jet. Coordinating 
their activities is Ronnie Smith, Fog - 
hat's road manager. 

Though the band drew its original 
strength from the Midwest, Outeda 
claims recent sellouts in Dallas and 
San Francisco (where 29,000 seats 
were sold for two shows) attest to 
Foghat's drawing power around the 
nation. 

Billboard photo by Randy & Nancy Aloise 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY -Rock manager Dee Anthony (second from left) cele- 
brates his 52nd birthday at a party backstage at the Morris (N.J.) Stage fol- 
lowing an appearance by client Al DiMeola, far left. On the right are members 
of DiMeola's band who are in the process of popping the cork on a bottle of 
champagne. Anthony's Bandana Management also handles Peter Frampton, 

among others. 

BREAKS 6 -YEAR TACIT 

Carly Simon's Fear 
Of Touring Ending? 

LOS ANGELES -Carly Simon, 
noted for her fear of performing, is 
in the midst of her first tour in six 
years. 

The East Coast tour consists of 11 

performances between April 10 and 
May 7. It opened and will close with 
three -day runs at 400 -500 seat met- 
ropolitan clubs -the Paradise in Bos- 
ton and the Bottom Line in New 
York. 

In between those bookings are 
five Friday and Sunday one- night- 
ers at college facilities in Pennsyl- 
vania, New Jersey and New York, 
where the maximum capacity is 
2,500. 

Simon was supposed to open in 
Boston a day earlier, but became ill. 
Her husband, James Taylor, filled in 
for her on opening night. Simon's 
malady, according to Arlyne Roth - 
berg, her manager since 1970, was 
stomach flu, but she acknowledges a 
bad case of the nerves didn't help 
matters. 

"It's difficult to get over that feel- 
ing of anxiety," says Rothberg. "She 
has shown great courage to do the 
tour, knowing how painful it is for 
her." 

Does this mean Simon will not ap- 
pear later this year in other regions 
of the country, as was earlier an- 

nounced by her press office? "She 
was sick during the Boston shows; 
we'll have to see if it's any easier for 
her now that she's well," says Roth - 
berg. 

All of the dates are within 90 miles 
of Manhattan, because Simon wants 
to be able to drive home every night 
to be with her children, Sarah, 4, and 
Benjamin, 1. 

Taylor is accompanying his wife 
on the tour, and in Boston joined her 
onstage to duet on "Devoted To 
You," an old Everly Brothers song 
which is on Simon's new album. (Si- 
mon usually accompanies Taylor on 
his tours, and has gone onstage with 
him on some dates.) 

Rothberg, who has also managed 
recent Oscar -winner Diane Keaton 
since 1970, says Elektra /Asylum has 
always been aware of Simon's fear 
of performing and has never applied 
any pressure on her to tour. 

The opening act on the tour is 
A &M's David Spinozza, who has 
guested on past Simon albums. His 
six -man band also backs Simon dur- 
ing her set. 

The remaining college dates are at 
State Univ., Stonybrook, N.Y., Fri- 
day (28); and Orange Center Com- 
munity College, Middletown, N.Y., 
April 30. 

`THEY KNOW ALL MY SONGS' 

Haggard U.K. Tour a Major Success 
By TONY BYWORTH 

LONDON -To numerous British 
country music enthusiasts, Merle 
Haggard's debut tour here was the 
event of the decade while, for the 
U.S. superstar, it provided the first 
opportunity to taste audience reac- 
tion outside his native homeland. 

The eight -city round of concert 
dates clearly proved that Haggard 
has a following on this side of the At- 
lantic. 

"I couldn't have asked for better 
audiences," Haggard said towards 
the completion of the tour. "They've 
been great show audiences and have 
completely accepted all that I do. 
But what really amazes me is they 
know all of my songs." 

Upon examination, however, it's 
not really so amazing as Haggard 
has built up a loyal following from 
the days when he first commenced 
recording for the Capitol label in the 
mid- 1960s. 

Even though his British concert 

tour was long overdue, an ever in- 
creasing band of devotees has kept 
up with his material through special- 
ist airplays and the album releases. 

Haggard's first appearance came 
as the headlining act for promoter 
Mervyn Conn's 10th International 
Festival of Country Music at Wem- 
bley's Empire Pool, and the slot 
added up to one of the most memo- 
rable moments in the festival's 10- 
year history with the 10,500- capacity 
audience rising to its feet at the con- 
clusion of the 60- minute set. 

Equally enthusiastic response 
greeted his performances at inter- 
national festivals in Gothenburg, 
Sweden, and Rotterdam, Holland. 

Following a couple of days rest, 
Haggard then commenced his Brit- 
ish round of concert dates with 
shows in Southampton, Brighton, 
Coventry, Dublin, Belfast, Ipswich 
and Liverpool. 

(Continued on page 88) 
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Johnston Of Doobie Bros. 
Tapes His Own WB Album 

By ED HARRISON 

LOS ANGELES -Tom Johnston, 
former lead vocalist of the Doobie 
Brothers who penned many of the 
group's most successful songs, is fi- 
nally fulfilling his long time ambi- 
tion-a solo album. 

"I wanted to do a solo album for 
years but couldn't," says Johnston, 
who was with the group when its 
first album was released in 1971. "I 
was apprehensive about leaving the 
group but I'm doing what I want." 

He makes it clear there was no 
friction between himself and the 
band, but dissatisfaction in the mu- 
sical direction the Doobies were tak- 
ing. Johnston, says the "Takin' It To 
The Streets" LP was the beginning 
of the end for him as a group mem- 
ber. 

A self -proclaimed r &b freak, 
Johnston expresses disappointment 
over the Doobies' r &b- accented 
"Livin' On The Fault Line" album, 
although he admires Mike Mac- 
Donald, the former member of 
Steely Dan who took over the 
Doobies' vocal chores. 

"Mike's writing is totally differ- 
ent. It's r &b- oriented, but in another 
way. We were sort of pulling at each 
other," he says. 

Another reason for his departure 
was an incompatibility in guitar 
styles. Johnston has always been a 
blues guitarist while Doobie Jeff 
Baxter is more jazz- oriented. 

Johnston explains that his album, 
scheduled for June release on 
Warner Bros., will be a mix of up- 
beat rock'n'roll and r &b. He is striv- 
ing to create an album that will ex- 
cite the listener with the same energy 
as a live show. 

The Doobie Brothers have always 
been a group that has a greater iden- 
tity as a collective unit than as indi- 
viduals and Johnston is faced with 
carving out his own identifiable 
image. "People identify my playing 
and singing as the Doobie Brothers 
sound. 

"I just play the way I've always 
played. When I go on the road I 

might have to play one or two 
Doobie songs so people know who I 

am," he states. 

Tom Johnston: Former Doobie 
Brother doing it alone. 

. Much of the material to be con- 
tained on his album are songs John - 
ston has written over the years but 
never had a chance to record. At 
first, says Johnston, he thought 
working with a lot of different musi- 
cians would put him "through 
changes," but he finds himself en- 
joying it. Different session players 
have joined him on the tracks al- 
ready completed, although he as yet 
doesn't have a touring band. 

Handling production on the al- 
bum is Ted Templeman, the man 
who has produced all of the Doobies 
albums. Working with Templeman 
has been an asset because of the past 
affiliation. 

"Ted knows what he wants. We 
know each other well and work to- 
gether well," says Johnston. "But it's 
different than working with a group. 
I listen to what he says but some- 
times I have to remind him that this 
is my album." 

Johnston hopes the momentum 
will start happening when he tours 
Europe in July. The Doobie Broth- 
ers have garnered wide popularity 
there so it seems as if it's a logical 
place to start. 

Johnston has not lost touch with 
his former band members. They are 
still good friends, many live nearby 
Johnston's Mill Valley home, they 
continue to jam together and root for 
each other, he says. 

U.S. Act For U.K. Label 
By ADAM WHITE 

NEW YORK - Robert Johnson, 
an American musician boasting lead 
guitar credits on the Staple Singers' 
"Respect Yourself"' and Ann 
Peebles' "I Can't Stand The Rain," 
plus on- the -road experience with 
Isaac Hayes' band, has signed 
worldwide to a British label -with- 
out a U.S. outlet. 

Johnson's pact with Ensign Rec- 
ords represents the second Yank in a 
year to join the London -located out- 
fit. 

Ensign chief Nigel Grainge was in 
New York recently to talk to several 
U.S. companies about deals for 
Johnson, Ray Tissier (the label's 
other American act) and the Boom- 
town Rats. 

The last -named act, currently en- 
joying its third consecutive top 20 hit 
in Britain, was signed to Mercury for 
the U.S., but that link was quietly 
dissolved after one album. 

Grainge points out the irony of 
Johnson's case. A couple of years 
ago, he claims, the musician was 
unable to attract the attention of any 
American labels. Now several are in- 
terested. 

His British connection began 
when a top London session man 
Chris Spedding, to whom he sold a 
guitar in Memphis, invited him to 

join a new band, Sharks. Johnson 
declined, but crossed the Atlantic 
anyway when long -time friend Dave 
Cochran took up Spedding's offer. 

Once there, Johnson enlisted with 
John Entwhistlé s Ox, touring and 
recording with the Who member's 
combo. Then, after cutting some 
demo tracks, he returned to Mem- 
phis. 

Shortly afterwards, Nigel Haines 
of Fuse Music in London took John- 
son's demos to Ensign. "It was dy- 
namite," recalls Grainge, "and we 
signed him for the world." 

Now, while Grainge is finalizing 
an American deal, Johnson is work- 
ing in his hometown's Ardent Stu- 
dios on a debut album. 

Ensign's London -based Tissier 
also is working on his debut LP for 
the label. Grainge plans to place that 
one with a U.S. company, too. 

ONLY 10,000 ATTEND 

Giant L.A. Country Fest Fizzles 
LOS ANGELES -The proverbial 

bomb dropped on Jess Jewett and 
his son Michael, promoters of the 
star- dotted event tagged the Giant 
Country Spring Festival held at the 
Riverside International Raceway, 
Riverside, Calif., April 22. 

The mile -long outdoor arena was 
expecting scores of thousands to 
spread their blankets on the grass 
starting at 10 a.m. to absorb 12 hours 
of topnotch country entertainment. 
A minimum of 60,000 persons was 
expected but less than 10,000 (paid) 
actually showed. 

The event was designed to be 
country music's answer to Cal Jam 
II, which drew about 300,000 at 
nearby Ontario just a few weeks be- 
fore. And with the array of talent 
booked (17 acts), it indeed could 
have been: 

Johnny Paycheck, Crystal Gayle, 
the Kendalls, Hank Williams, Com- 
mander Cody, Tim Hayfield & 
Shameless, Molly Bee, Ira Allen, the 
D.C. Maimbo Band, Danny Casa- 
nova, Robbie Lynn, Mickey Gilley, 
Susie Allanson, Howdy Glen, 
Johnny & Colette Thunder, Phan- 
tom Herd and Paul Greenwood 
comprised the luminescent lineup, 
with Paycheck closing the show with 
a 75- minute set of his own, ending at 
10 p.m. as scheduled. 

The Jewetts head up the newly - 
formed Anaheim -based Grand 

N. J. HOTEL 
FACES DELAY 
ATLANTIC CITY -The planned 

May 19 opening of the new Resorts 
International Hotel here with Steve 
Lawrence and Eydie Gorme fea- 
tured in the main showroom may be 
delayed. 

The state gaming commission has 
ruled that 20 days must elapse be- 
tween the granting of a temporary li- 
cense and the hotel's opening. If an 
exception is granted Resorts Inter- 
national, it will be the only hotel /ca- 
sino operating in the city. 

The hotel, which reportedly will 
be paying large Las Vegas -type fees 
to its main showroom acts, will 
charge patrons a $20 -$25 cover 
charge. 

A second showroom will be added 
later so that two headliners will be 
able to offer four shows nightly. 
With Lawrence and Gorme, other 
names are expected to be announced 
shortly. 

A second hotel by the same firm is 
. slated to be started by the end of the 
year. 

Ron Henry In L.A. 
NEW YORK Ron Henry, man- 

ager of the Dwight Twilley Band, 
has opened a West Coast office and 
is expanding his operation with a 
consulting service. 

Ron Henry Management Con- 
sultants will be a division of his Star- 
corn company. The West Coast of- 
fice, headed by Fiona FitzHerbert, is 
located at 1438 N. Gower, Los An- 
geles, Calif., 90028. (213) 461 -3466. 

Free Concerts Are Offered In L.A. 
LOS ANGELES -A free pop con- 

cert series at the John Anson Ford 
Theatre here (formerly the Pilgrim- 
age Theatre) began Saturday (29). 

The concerts, which will be held 
on Saturdays only from 2 -4 p.m. will 
offer as its first guest performer Billy 

Falcon on Manhattan Island Rec- 
ords and Crysalis' Nick Gilder. 

Tickets for the concerts may be 
obtained through K -WST and by 
calling the station's concert line 
(213) 659 -9911. 

By JOE X. PRICE 
Rock Productions. Though it was 
their first flirtation with show busi- 
ness (they normally operate a sheet 
metal shop) they managed to get vet- 
eran country agent Bill Boyd to do 
the booking, scaled the tickets at $10 
and $2 pre -sale and $13.50 and $4 at 
the gate -and spent a total of 
$250,000 promoting the overall 
package -$80,000 on talent alone. 

The logistics were also accounted 
for, including the installation of a 
food concession called Servomation. 

But for those in attendance, it was 
money and time well spent. Of the 
acts caught, Hank Williams Jr.'s ren- 
dering of his "The New South," the 
Kendalls' "Heaven's Just A Sin 
Away," Susie Allanson's new 
Warner release "Maybe Baby" and 
Mickey Gilley's hilarious current 
disk "The Power Of Positive Drink- 
ing" were outstanding -and the au- 
dience response proved it. 

Special sound devices -many of 
which were the work of the younger 
Jewett, a part -time sound equipment 

specialist -gave the outdoor per- 
forming an almost interior -like so- 
nority. The large, specially erected 
stage was at the proper elevation for 
optimum distance viewing and night 
lighting effects were superb. 

While this concert venture was 
unsuccessful, Michael Jewett notes 
his firm plans to promote two con- 
certs a year -with the next one tak- 
ing place around Thanksgiving. 

At the same time, he says the con- 
cert will probably not be at the Riv- 
erside Raceway and will more than 
likely be a rock event. 

Jess Jewett admits "We really took 
a bath -and no water." He assuages, 
however, by the fact that with the ex- 
ception of one act, the entire show 
was videotaped. 

He hopes to sell the rights to South 
America or to British Broadcasting 
Corp. or both. Crystal Gayle was the 
exception, her manager refusing to 
allow her to go before the lenses, 
says Jewett. He notes that Gayle re- 
ceived $18,000 for her stint. 

WHEN YOU THINK 

PLAQUES 
CALL 

DEJAY 
Plaque Manu facturer to the Entertainment Industry 

WHY WAIT MONTHS TO SAY 
"THANKS A MILLION" 

PRESENT YOUR 

GOLD & PLATINUM 
RECORD PLAQUES 

WHILE YOUR HIT 

IS STILL HOT! 

Keep quality up and cost down 

$40- SINGLE * $60 -ALBUM 
WE SUPPLY THE GOLD OR PLATINUM 
RECORDS AT NO ADDITIONAL COST 

ALSO AVAILABLE 

Charts & Album Covers Mounted 

Custom Awards Designed 

Everything for your 
Convention or Promotion Campaign 

Rush Jobs Our Specialty 
Quantity Discounts 

DEJAY PRODUCTS 
3010 W. Burbank 

Burbank, CA 91505 

(213) 845 -0744, 849 -5347 
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Talent 
Theatre 
Reopens 

NEW YORK -The historic Stan- 
ley Warner Theatre in Jersey City, 
N.J., across the Hudson from Man- 
hattan, is reopening May 12 as a mu- 
sic venue. 

The 4,336 -seat, Italian Renais- 
sance theatre, had been threatened 
by the wrecker's ball, before Falcon 
Productions Inc. of East Rutherford, 
N.J., offered to stage live shows at 
the former movie palace. 

"We hope to host the full range of 
entertainment at the Stanley, with 
contemporary shows, classical music 
and ballet, comedians, new talent - 
whatever the people want," says 
Dominick Donofrio, president of 
Falcon Productions. 

First show at the theatre will be a 
"'60s Rock Show" featuring such 
acts as the Union Gap, Grass Roots, 
Sam the Sham & the Pharohs, and 
Gary Lewis & the Playboys. The fol- 
lowing night there will be a "Disco 
Fever Show" starring Gloria Gay- 
nor, Andrea True Connection and 
the Saturday Night Fever Dancers. 

Ralph Rood, of Meyer Davis Mu- 
sic who serves as talent buyer for the 
theatre, says the venue will go after 
not only a New Jersey audience but 
New Yorkers as well, since the 
theatre is well situated near a PATH 
train station with a direct link to 
Manhattan. 

Brazilian At 
2 Vocal Peak 
0 By MARV FISHER 

LOS ANGELES- Though his ca- 
reer spans more than a decade and a 

m half, Brazilian pop singer /song- 
writer Roberto Carlos is riding the 

rn peak of his commercial success and 
hoping to broaden his popularity 

} still further by recording in Italian 
< and English. 

The CBS artist already stands out 
as among the greatest disk sellers in 
Latin America, compiling since the 
early 1960s a total figure of more 
than 20 million LPs sold in both his 
native Brazil and the rest of Latin 
America, Spain, Italy and the U.S. 

For years, Carlos has been turning 
out single and album hits annually, 
becoming one of the few pop Brazil- 
ian artists to capture both Portu- 
guese- speaking fans in Brazil as well 
as Spanish -speaking fans (through 
vocal track overdubbing of trans- 
lated lyrics) in other parts of the 
world. 

His latest LP, simply titled "Ro- 
berto Carlos" and containing the 
single hit "Amigo," at last count in 
February had sold 900,000 units in 
Brazil alone during a period of only 
three months. 

(Continued on page 77) 
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Sinatra Center 

In Jerusalem 
Draws Sinatra 

JERUSALEM -Frank Sinatra 
and a group of about 200 of his 
friends, including some of the most 
influential names in entertainment, 
recently concluded an eight -day 
junket here to mark the dedication 
of the new Frank Sinatra Inter- 
national Student Center on the He- 
brew Univ.'s Mount Scopus campus. 

Each member of the Sinatra 
group came up with a minimum of 
$2,500 towards the Center. Some of 
those on the junket included Totie 
Fields, the Ed McMahons, produc- 
ers Lee Guber and Shelley Gross of 
Music Fair Enterprises, William S. 
Weinberger, head of Bally Corp's 
Atlantic City operation; Holmes 
Henricksen, vice president, Har- 
rah's, Reno; Sinatra's daughter 
Tina; Joanna Carson (Mrs. Johnny 
Carson); Jilly Rizzo; attorney Mil- 
ton Rudin and the Gregory Pecks. 

On more than one occasion. Si- 
natra with his friends met with Israel 
president Ephraim Katzir and prime 
minister Menachem Begin. The trip 
also included a dinner within the 
Knesset (Parliament). 

The dedication ceremony was 
presided over by Hebrew Univ. 
president Abraham Harmon, a 
former ambassador to Washington. 

Jazz Event In 
Crescent City 
Draws 200,000 

Continued from page 70 

"It was a total flop," admits Wein. 
"We lost $40,000 and some people 
wanted to run me out of town." 

The festival has grown steadily ev- 
ery year since. In 1972, it moved to 
its present home at the Fair Grounds 
and in 1974 it became a two -week- 
end event. 

Music lovers aren't the only ones 
who appreciate it. 

"Performing in the festival is over- 
whelming, it's just like one big, 
grand party," says pianist -vocalist 
Irma Thomas, who has worked the 
festival the last three years. 

"Among jazz musicians it's con- 
sidered about the best exposure you 
can get. There has been a noticable 
difference in my career since I per- 
formed in it," she says. 

Local performer- composer Allen 
Toussaint agrees. "There's no place 
like playing the jazz festival," he 
says. "The spirit is incredible for a 
performer." 

However, some people aren't 
happy about the loose, carefree at- 
mosphere. 

"Some people think it has become 
too much fun," claims Davis. "But, 
this is New Orleans, not the Newport 
Festival where audiences used to sit 
in chairs and listen." 

New Board Elected 
By Directors Assn. 

NASHVILLE -The Nashville 
Assn. of Talent Directors has elected 
a new board of directors to serve 
from May 1978 to May 1979. 

The new directors for the five - 
year old association, comprised of 
representatives from 14 Nashville 
talent agencies, include Billy Deaton 
of the Billy Deaton Talent Agency, 
president; John McMean of 
McMean Talent, vice president; Ted 
Fuller of Music Park Talent, secre- 
tary; Tandy Rice of Top Billing, 
Inc., treasurer and Alan Lawler of 
Jack D. Johnson Talent, sergeant at 
arms. 

Talent 
In Adion 

HELEN REDDY 
JOSE FELICIANO 

Los Vegas Hilton 
Doing a complete turnabout April 18, Capitol 

Records' Helen Reddy unveiled a new stage 

warmth and did what she's best known for, sing- 

ing her hit songs, old and new. And opening act, 

guitarist- singer Jose Feliciano made it a double 

musical bill, leading his talented five -man 

rhythm section. 

Pop- anchored "Chico And The Man," perhaps 

Feliciano's best known melody second only to 

his past hit "Light My Fire," opened his nine - 

song, 45- minute show. Barry Manilow's "Looks 
Like We Made It" as a nice ballad effort by the 

artist, who notched impressive instrumental 
spots -the first on "Disco Flam," a mix of Span- 

ish and American dance floor rhythms. Rocker 

"Kiss And Say Goodbye" also demonstrated Fe- 

liciano's uncanny abilities at blues and some 

comedy on the electric guitar. 

"Takin' It To The Streets" found Feliciano in 

an energized, dynamic state, notching more gui- 

tar picking efforts. The 20 -odd piece Jimmy 

Mulidore orchestra provided backup to the 

band, consisting of bassist Ted Arnold, pianist 
Rush Robinson, drummer Marcus Terry, Sartuse 

on congos and musical conductor Barry Fasman. 

Presley's "It'a All Right" contained a rhyth- 

mic percussive section, followed by "I Write The 

Songs" in a reworked arrangement. "Light My 

Fire" closed Feliciano's soulful efforts. 

Reddÿ s 13 -song, hour -plus program in- 

cluded all her past hits, from opener "Rhythm 
Rhapsody" to closing number "I'll Be Your Au- 

dience." What made this date a success was her 

new friendly approach to each song, making ev- 

ery selection come alive musically. 

Singing safely within her pop realm, Reddy 

shared Leon Russell hits "Bluebird" and "Mas- 
querade" in her steady, unwavering man- 

ner. "Hold Me In Your Arms" showcased the tall 
Australian turned American on the keyboards, 
prior to Oscar nominee "Candle On The Water" 
from her film role in Disney's "Pete's Dragon." 

Letting her music speak for itself, Reddy 

rocked with "Angie Baby," "The Westwind Cir- 

cus" and latest single release from the album of 

the same name, "We'll Sing In The Sunshine." 
Another recycled hit, "You're My World," An 

thony Newley's bittersweet ballad "The Enter- 

tainer" and a lenghty hits medley were next, 

prior to her finale. But by that point, it was evi- 

dent Reddy was enjoying her new burst of stage 

savvy, having illuminated several selections as 

mini -dramas, musical skits and individual, des - 

tinctive portions. HANFORD SEARL 

WAYLON JENNINGS & 
WILLIE NELSON 
JESSI COLTER 

Nassau Coliseum, Long Island, N. Y. 

It was two shows in one when Waylon and 

Willie played to a 1/a capacity house at the Nas- 

sau Coliseum April 22. 

Though both come from the so- called "out- 
law" school of country music, the sets by Jessi 

Colter and Jennings appeared almost country 
traditional when contrasted to the honky tonk 

boogie supplied by Nelson and his hippie look- 

ing band. 

The concert started slow with Jennings and 

Colter's backup band playing alone. The 15 -min- 

ute warmup set was mostly forgettable except 

for the brief appearance of ABC artist Carter 
Robertson, the backup vocalist for the band 
whose vocal skill was matched by her beauty. 

Colter appeared for a half -hour act in which 

she performed six of her songs. Accompanying 
herself on piano, she seemed lost in the cav- 

arnous coliseum. That the band played louder 

than she did didn't help matters any, either. 

Nevertheless Colter had her fans in the au- 

dience, and toward the end of fter set, when she 

performed "I'm Not Lisa," skeptics were begin- 

ning to be won over. 

There was a brief intermission after Colter's 

set, and then the band returned and with them 
was Jennings. He played 14 songs in 45 minutes 
before being joined onstage by Nelson for an- 

other 15 minutes. 

Though Waylon and Willie together have been 

successful as a recording duo, in their live ap- 

pearance they limited their time together to 

only that brief 15- minute stretch. 

Jennings began his solo set with "Are You 

Ready For The Country?" He has one of those 
big -as- the -sky country voices. which was not 

(Continued on page 73) 
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Promoter, Facility, Dates 
SELLOUT PERFORMANCES 

Ticket 
Price Gross 
Scale Receipts 

Arenas (6,000 To 20,000) 

1 PARLIAMENT /BAR -KAYS /CAMEO -Feyline Presents 19,406 $6.50 -$8.50 $156,151 
Inc. /R &B Prod., Tarrant County Convention Center, 
Fort Worth, Tex., April 17 & 18 (2) 

2 JACKSON BROWNE /KARLA BONOFF- Casablanca 17,688 $6.50 -$7.50 $116,741* 
Concerts, Civic Center Arena, St. Paul, Minn., April 
18 

3 FOGHAT /NO DICE -John Bauer Concerts, Col., 15,000 $7.50 -$8.50 $113,108* 
Seattle, Wash., April 19 

4 REO SPEEDWAGON /BABYS /HOUNDS- Sunshine 18,250 $6 -$7 $112,231* 
Promotions, Market Square Arena, Indianapolis, 
Ind., April 21 

5 BOOTSY'S RUBBER BAND /CON FUNK SHUN/ 11,726 $6.50 -$8.50 $95,333 
RAYDIO -Feyline Presents Inc. /Lewis Grey Prod., 
Kemper Arena, Kansas City, Mo., April 21' 

6 WAYLON JENNINGS /WILLIE NELSON /JESSI 11,121 $6.50 -$8.50 $91,175 
COLTER -Feyline Presents Inc., Nassau County Col., 

Uniondale, N.Y., April 22 - 
7 RUFUS -Frank 1. Russo, Civic Center, Providence, 

R.I., April 21 

10,458 $7.50 -$8 $81,279 

8 BOOTSY'S RUBBER BAND -Sound 70 Prod., 

Municipal Aud.; Nashville, Tenn., April 23 

9,700 $6.50 -$7.50 $68,762 

9 BLUE OYSTER CULT /BEE BOP DELUXE -Gulf Artists 10,038 $5.98 -$6.98 $67,755* 
Prod., Civic Center, Lakeland, Fla., April 21 

10 BLUE OYSTER CULT /BEE BOP DELUXE -Fantasma 15,274 $3 -$4 $53,691 
Prod., Sportatorium, Hollywood. Fla., April 22 

11 JACKSON BROWNE /KARLA BONOFF- Landmark 6,982 $6.50 -$7.50 $52,365 
Prod. /Jam Prod., Hilton Col., Ames, Iowa, April 19 

12 JACKSON BROWNE /KARLA BONOFF- Landmark 6,290 $7.50 -$8.50 $48,423 
Prod. /Jam Prod., Univ. Of Iowa Field House, Iowa 

City, Iowa, April 20 

13 RUFUS -Frank J. Russo, Civic Center, Springfield, 5,689 $7 -$7.50 $45,286 
Mass., April 20 

14 JOURNEY /RONNIE MONTROSE /VAN HALEN -Gulf 6,919 $4.98 -$5.98 $39,794* 
Artists Prod., Curtiss Nixon Hall, Tampa, Fla., April 
22 

15 JOURNEY /RONNIE MONTROSE /VAN HALEN -Gulf 5,385 $6 -$7 $34,915 
Artists Prod., Sportatorium, Hollywood, Fla., April 21 

16 GRATEFUL DEAD -Sound 70 Prod., Municipal Aud., 4,883 $6 -$7.50 $33,161 

17 

Nashville, Tenn., April 22 

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND /WET WILLIE- Monarch 5,853 $5.50 -$6.50 $32,943 
Entertainment, Cornell Univ. Field House, Ithaca, 
N.Y., April 23 

18 WAYLON JENNINGS & THE WAYLORS /JESSI 3,983 $7 -$8 $31,679 
COLTER -Feyline Presents Inc. /Gemini Concerts, 
Cumberland County Civic Center, Portland, Me., 
April 19 

19 REO SPEEDWAGON /BABYS /HOUNDS -Brass Ring 4,788 $6-$7 $29,748 
Prod., Grand Valley State Col., Allendale, Mich., 
April 19 

20 REO SPEEDWAGON /BABYS /HOUNDS- Sunshine 4.767 $6-$7 $29,597 
Promotions, Col., Fort Wayne, Ind., April 23 

Auditoriums (Under 6,000) 
1 DAVID BOWIE -Jam Prod., Arie Crown, Chicago, III., 

April 17 & 18 (2) 
8,555 $9.50- $10.50 $87,022" 

2 REO SPEEDWAGON /BABYS -Brass Ring Prod., IMA, 10,426 $6.50 -$7.50 $76,525" 
Flat, Mich., April 17 & 18 (2) 

3 GEORGE BENSON /JOHN HANDY -Artists 5,130 $7.50 -$8.50 $40,712" 
Consultants, Bridges Aud., Claremont, Calif., April 
21 

4 REO SPEEDWAGON /BABYS -Brass Ring Prod., 5,384 $6 -$7.50 $35,739 
Central Mich. Univ.. Mount Pleasant, Mich., April 22 

5 SMOKEY ROBINSON /STARGARD -Jam Prod., Arie 4,227 $7.50 -$8.50 $34,557" 
Crown, Chicago, III., April 22 

6 WAYLON JENNINGS -Frank J. Russo, Civic Center, 4,889 $6.50 -$7.50 $34,289 
Portland, Me., April 19 

7 RUFUS /HEATWAVE -Carwyn Entertainment /GD 3,875 $6.50 -$7.50 $28,542 
Prod., Mich. State Univ., East Lansing, Mich., April 
17 

8 HARRY CHAPIN -Northwest Releasing, Opera House, 4,901 $5.50 -$7.50 $26,405 
Seattle, Wash., April 19 (2) 

9 JOURNEY /RONNIE MONTROSE /VAN HALEN -Alex 3,344 $7.50 $25,080 
Cooley Inc., Fox Theatre, Atlanta. Ga., April 23 

10 DONNA SUMMER /JANE CARTER -Brass Ring Prod., 2,722 $7.50 -$8.50 $22,983 
Music Theatre, Royal Oak, Mich., April 18 (2) 

11 LEON & MARY RUSSELL -Jam Prod., Uptown 2,708 $7.50 -$8.50 $22,792 
Theatre, Chicago, III., April 22 

12 DAVID BROMBERG /MARIA MULDAUR- Barnett 2,595 $7.95 -$8.95 $22,580 
Lipman, Morris Stage, Morristown, N.J., April 21 (2) 

13 WAYLON JENNINGS & THE WAYLORS /JESSI 2,660 $7.50 -$8.50 $22,456 
COLTER -Feyline Presents Inc. /Gemini Concerts, 
Music Hall, Boston, Mass., April 20 

14 AVERAGE WHITE BAND /JIMMIE MACK -Brass Ring 2,577 $1.50 -$8.50 $21,722 

15 

Prod., Music Theatre, Royal Oak, Mich., April 19 (2) 
BOB JAMES /MARK COLBEY -Brass Ring Prod., 2,561 $6.50 -$7.50 $21,615 
Music Theatre, Royal Oak, Mich., April 23 (2) 

16 LOU REED /IAN DORY & THE BLOCKHEADS- 2,958 $6.50 -$7.50 $21,479 
Monarch Entertainment, Capitol Theatre, Passaic. 
N.J.. April 22 

17 WAYLON JENNINGS & THE WAYLORS /JESSI 2.744 $6.50 -$7.50 $20,466 
COLTER -Feyline Presents Inc. /Jack Utsick 
Presents, Municipal Aud., Bangor, Me., April 18 
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curt at all by the echoing acoustics of the Nas- 

sau Coliseum. 

Jennings takes his counter -country posture 

seriously. His song Are You Sure Hank Done It 

[his Way" sounded a strong protest note against 

country music conventions. 

But the highlight of the show were those brief 

15 minutes when the two outlaws were together. 

Coming in as Jennings was doing "Honky Tonk 

Heroes," Nelson joined in to sing such recent 

hits as "Mamas Don't Let Your Sons Grow Up To 

Be Cowboys," and the classic "Luckenbach, 

texas." 

By then it was 10:15 p.m. and the show 

should have been over. But it wasn't. Forty min- 

utes later Nelson came back for his own set and 

kept the audience past midnight. (Nelson was 

reviewed here recently.) ROMAN KOZAK 

RUFUS 
CHIC 

Fell Forum, New York 

This April 22 date was easily the most satis- 

!ying show Rufus has ever given the Apple. 

Since its last New York appearance the group 

has added an extra girl singer, another guitarist 

and a percussionist to fill out the previously dis- 

appointing live sound. 

The set was also improved visually as lead 

guitarist Tony Maiden has become a more domi- 

nating stage personality and lead singer Chaka 

Khan seems to have shed her detached stage 

manner. 

The one -hour, 12 -song set moved quickly and 

had no dead spots as the nine -piece group kept 

the crowd interested throughout. 

Set highlights included two newer songs, 

"Street Player," which featured vocals by 

Maiden, and "Don't Let Them Get The Best Of 

Your Heart." Also outstanding was an older tune 

"Once You Get Started" which the band has 

rearranged as the show's climax. 

Opening was Chic, a New York -based group 

whose initial Atlantic album has been successful 

in discos. 

The group's material is boring and repetitive 

but Chic's rhythm section of bassist Bernard Ed- 

wards, drummer Tony Thompson and guitarist 

Nile Rodgers is so good that no one seems to 

notice. Chic was able to keep much of the sell- 

out crowd on its feet for the six -song, 45-minute 

set. ROBERT FORD JR. 

RAY BARRETTO 
pknbot Club, New York 

This was an unusual gig for both the club and 

the veteran conga player as Barretto held forth 

n the 140 -seat section of the Playboy complex 

anown as Lanie's Room (for songstress Lanie 

Kazan). The audience for the April 17 opening 

set was a far cry from the type of crowds that 

turn out to see Barretto at more traditional salsa 

tenues like the Corso. But by the end of the set 

it seemed as if everyone in the house had been 

Barretto fans for life. 

The six -song, 50- minute set started slowly as 

Barretto's six -piece band seemed uncomfort- 

able with the surrounds. But Barretto only plays 

at one intensity and by the third song, "Summer 

Sun," the band had caught its leader's con- 

tagious fire. 

While this particular unit is not as accom- 

plished as past Barretto bands, it is the most 

tasteful and disciplined group "Mr. Hard 

Hands" has ever fronted. Guitarist Jeff Rich- 

mond and saxophonist Todd Anderson were par- 

ticularly impressive as both soloists and com- 

posers. 

The show came to an explosive climax with 

"Dumbao Africano" an old Barretto tune that ig- 

nited the 3/4 full house and caused even the non 

hispanics in the room to clap along with the 

clave. ROBERT FORD JR. 

PETER ALLEN 
Rancho Nicasio, Nicasio, Calif. 

Allen showed clearly at four performances 

here April 14 and 15 why he has the reputation 

as one of the most dynamic and animated per- 

formers in the business. His zesty collection of 

songs was accented by much comraderie with 

an audience that was with him totally from the 

moment he stepped onstage. 

Dinner shows at the 300 -capacity room were 

soldout both nights, and the late shows also 

drew almost a full complement of patrons, to 

whom Allen offered generous performances of 

13 songs in an 80- minute show. In fact at the 

late show Saturday night, Allen and the crowd 

were so turned on, the performance continued 

after the 2 a.m. pickup of alcohol. 

The Allen dates were the most auspicious 

bookings yet, for this club sits in a unpopulated 

area in the middle of Marin County about a 50- 

minete drive from San Francisco. 

The new owners have remodeled the interior 

and established a respectable dinner service. 

The club is now in fact -aside from the Fair - 

mont's Venetian Room -virtually the only place 

in the allegedly sophisticated San Francisco 

market where one could see a performer of Al- 

len's stature in a dinner show atmosphere. 

It was probably the incongruity of finding a 

dinner spot set in a rustic country atmosphere 

that prompted Allen to make the date, and he 

remarked goodnaturedly upon the situation sev- 

eral times. "This is just like a 1940s road- 

house," he enthused. "I feel like I should be 

opening for Barbara Stanwyck and Barbra Strei- 

sand." 
The singer backed by a very tasty guitar - 

bass -drums trio, opened with "Love Crazy" the 

tune which opens his live LP "It's Time For Pe- 

ter Allen." 

During the course of the show Allen offered 

favorites like "I'd Rather Leave While I'm In 

Love," "Everything Old Is New Again," "I Hon- 

estly Love You," "Don't Cry Out Loud" (where 
he : early broke things open), "The More I See 

You" and the set closer, "I Go To Rio." Encore 

numbers were "There's A Lady On Stage" and 

"Harbour." 
At various points the audience sang along 

quire strongly and -amazingly enough -on key. 

JACK McDONOUGH 

ED SHAUGHNESSEY'S 
ENERGY FORCE 
Dome's. Los Angeles 

Propelling their way through a vigorous hour- 

long set, long -time "Tonight Show" drummer Ed 

Shaughnessey and his group Energy Force show - 

cased their high energy performance before a 

responsive SRO crowd that jammed the small 

Hollywood nightspot. 

Into its third year, Energy Force, an explosive 

15 -piece big band along with Shaughnessey, the 

powerhouse nucleus behind the unit, ripped off 

a total of 15 numbers, featuring mixtures of 

funk, bossa nova and swing. 

Kicking off the set with an uptempo swing 

tune entitled "Bash," Shaughnessey opened the 

piece playing time slowly creating the feeling 

needed to make his unit swing into high gear. 

Most of the set April 7 featured compositions 

written within the high -powered unit like "The 

Nutty Grind," a funky rocker featuring the im- 

pressive talents of guitarist Pete Woodford. 

The patriotic looking band, dressed in red 

shirts with white stars, also featured other se- 

lections such as "This Is Not The Time," "De 

Riverboat Shuffle," "Painful Proof" and a Crusa- 

der original "My Momma Done Told Me So." 

Turning his sax section loose on "Five Play," 

a straight ahead composition, enabled each 

member to express himself on his axe, taking 

solos through the changes. 

Displaying his diverse technique around the 

set, Shaughnessey closed the night with a three - 

part movement of a Bill Holman tune "Burning 

Bush," a number that nearly swept the au- 

dience right out of its seats leaving it with great 

appreciation of the group's total output. 

BRUCE BOGUCKI 

MARY O'HARA 
Carnegie Hall, New York 

Versatile she was not, but after 26 songs, in 

both Gaelic and English, O'Hara proved that she 

can hold the attention of an audience. The 

crowd that flooded into Carnegie Hall on April 

14 to hear the former nun "do her thing" was a 

menagerie of tourists, nuns, priests, subur- 

banites, construction workers, children and sen- 

ior citizens. 

Her sweet and extremely clear voice was 

complemented by the songs she chose to sing. 

She opened the first half of the show, which 

lasted 50 minutes, with several Gaelic numbers 

followed by such songs as Carole King's 'Tapes- 

try," "Bridge Over Troubled Water, "Morning 

Has Broken" and a composition of her own, in 

which she accompanied herself on the harp, en- 

titled "The Snail." She even went as far as sing- 

ing a song entitled "You're A Lovely Cow." 

After a brief intermission she began the sec- 

ond half, which also lasted for 50 minutes, in 

the same fashion as the first, with the harp as 

Ater only instrumental background. After seven 

numbers, four in Gaelic, and Gordon Lightfoot's 

"A Winter's Night," her five -piece backup group 

and conductor joined her onstage for such num- 

bers as a French version of "Scarlet Ribbons," 

as well as "Scorn Not His Simplicity" and 

"Oceans Away." 

Her backup group, which consisted of a pian- 

ist, percussionist, guitarist, a bass player and a 

one -man woodwind section, blended well with 

her strong resonant voice. Neither overpowered 

the other. 

Mary performed more than enough Gaelic 

numbers, but the tunes were catchy enough to 

hold one's attention without having the faintest 

idea of what she was saying. She possesses a 

fantastic sense of humor and maintains a de- 

lightful rapport with her audience. 

Her closing number, "Lord Of The Dance," 

was followed by a standing ovation, and pleas 

for more. Mary obliged with one fast number, 

"Sligo Fair," and a slow one "Spinning Wheel" 

thus extending the show 15 minutes. 

JANICE NORRIS 

JACK DEJOHNETTE'S 
DIRECTIONS 

Lighthouse, Hermosa Beach, Calif 
Directions, a four -man energy force, took 

control from start to finish of its April 19 per- 

formance leaving the full house crowd buzzing 

in its seats. 

Leader Delohnette's past success as part of 

the Charles Lloyd Quartet and his contributions 

to Miles Davis' early fusion sessions have estab- 

lished him as one of today's leading drummers. 

He was joined with John Abercrombie on 

electric guitar, the other primary member of Di- 

rections. Also in accompaniment on acoustic 

bass and trumpet were the unparalleled talents 

of Eddie Gomez and Lester Bowie. 

Starting with an untitled composition begin- 

ning with free interplay among players, Aber- 

crombie slowly slid his fingernail along his 

strings, Gomez scratched out notes with his bow 

and Bowie created effects blowing tonal colors 

through his horn. 

Switching from drums to piano, DeJohnette 

began running his finger along the bottom of his 

snare drum snapping snares against plastic 

then moving over to the piano to pluck the 

strings as if it were a harpsichord. 

Directions demonstrated precision and imag- 

ination, starting as a subtle hum, then building 

to a roaring blast, from ostinatto patterns to free 

improvisation and always complementing each 

other. 

Deiohnette's six -tune, 70- minute show in- 

cluded "Summertime," a sentimental standard, 

and featured a selection off the group's most re- 

cent LP "New Rags" entitled "Rags," a number 

built on an ascending phrase, a series of en- 

semble stops and then a calypso take -out 

chorus. 

DeJohnette displayed his own talent, taking 

an extended solo over a funk -styled groove. 

Matching precision and imagination along with 

responsive and accomplished players, DeJoh- 

nette concluded his set with a bluesy shuffle 

leaving a responding crowd with an entertaining 

evening. BRUCE BOGUCKI 

JONATHAN RICHMAN & 
MODERN LOVERS 

RUBINOOS 
Totwt Hall, New York 

While aging hippies were reliving memories 

of the late '60s at Carnegie Hall with Mary Trav- 

ers, Country Joe MacDonald and Ritchie Havens, 

their younger brothers and sisters were redis- 

covering rock'n'roll of the early '60s. 

It was what must have been the quietest rock 

show in New York history, the two acts provided 

an off -beat but thoroughly entertaining evening 

for a near SRO crowd. 

First on were the Rubinoos, a quartet of well 

scrubbed young men whose music was about 15 

years behind the times. But, as they sang in 

their best -known song, "'Rock'n'Roll Is Dead 

And We Don't Care." 

Basically what the Rubinoos is, is an old -time 

singles band. It sounds as though music has not 

gone past a "Hard Day's Night." 

It relied primarily on its vocals, and even if 

some members of the audience asked for "more 

guitar," they didn't get it. Not that anybody 

complained when the Rubinoos entertained with 

such ditties as "Wouldn't It Be Nice," "I Wanna 

Be Your Boyfriend," "Please Please Me," "Think 

We're Alone Now," and for the finale, "Sugar 

Sugar," in the band's 45- minute, 12 -song set. 

Jonathan Richman was a little more complex 

in his music and execution, though even lower 

in volume. So quiet was his music that fre- 

quently Richman sang without his microphone 

without all that much difference. 

Richman sang in a plaintive, endearing man- 

ner, sometimes bringing to mind a young Randy 

Newman. His is the type of talent who attracts a 

huge cult following. 
ROMAN KOZAK 

Campus 

Committee Born To Book 
Talent At Arizona Univ. 

By ED HARRISON 
LOS ANGELES -In an at- 

tempt to foster the development 
of up- and -coming talent, the 
Univ. of Arizona has established 
a new concert committee called 
the UA Rising Star group which 
will book promising new acts. 

The program was officially . 

launched at the end of January 
with the Hometown Band on 
A &M as the initial act on March 
2. 

The Rising Star series, accord- 
ing to committee chairperson El- 
len Nisenson, was an outgrowth 
of the university's Associated 
Students UA Concerts com- 
mittee, which involves itself in 
major events in the UA main au- 
ditorium, 2,500- seating or the 
15,000 -seat McKale Arena. 

"We needed to provide a com- 
mittee to do these new acts," says 

Nisenson. "We were getting calls 
on them but because ASUA 
doesn't handle small shows we 
couldn't do them. 

It's a shame to bypass all this 
new talent, some of whose rec- 

ords will climb the charts in a few 
months," Nisenson says. 

"We're providing a different 
type of entertainment, another 
place to go. It's a challenge get- 
ting people to see new acts." 

Because the school year is 

reaching its end, and there are 
numerous other shows coming 
into the Tucson market, Nisen- 
son has decided to hold off book- 
ings until next semester when she 

promises a "good full semester." 

The initial show, says Nisen- 
son, was kind of a feeler to meas- 
ure student response to the pro- 

gram. "Tucson is an 
unpredictable city," she says. 
"We didn't know if the students 
would pay to see someone 
they've never heard. Also, we 

don't serve liquor oncampus." 
Nisenson views the Rising Star 

series as "Tucson's answer to 
showcasing" and an ideal stop- 
ping point for acts on the way 
from Phoenix to Los Angeles. 

The only prerequisite for an 

act to qualify for the series is for 
the group to have at least one al- 
bum that is getting airplay. 

The program is receiving an- 
nual funding of $1,800 although 
Nisenson is expecting a budget 
hike next year. She reports she 
has a price range of $750- $2,000 
to pay for an act. 

Tickets for the Hometown 
Band were relatively inexpen- 
sive, $ I for students, $ I.50 for 
non- students. Rising Star con- 
certs take place in the 400 -seat 
Arizona Ballroom. Nisenson says 

future shows will be priced at $3- 
$4. 

Student response has been 
"enthusiastic" with the Home- 
town Band sellingout. 

Nisenson is in the process of 
contacting booking agents for 
date availabilities although 
many agents are holding off until 
September to confirm dates. She 

adds that another reason for the 
minimal schedule this year was 

limited dates at the time the pro- 
gram commenced. 

The Rising Star series is a joint 
venture between the associated 
students and the student union 
activity board. 

PROTEST ALL -CLASSICAL RADIO 

South Florida Students Crave Rock 
TAMPA -In response to students 

protesting the school's all- classical 
radio programming, Univ. of South 
Florida president John Lott Brown 
has announced on local television 
that there is a possibility that a rela- 
tively small AM station, operated 
entirely by students, will be formed 
on campus. 

Students have been actively corn - 
plaining about WUSF -FM's all - 
classical programming. The station, 
formed in 1963 with an operating 
power of 10 watts, played both clas- 
sical and rock until 1973 when the 
rock stopped. 

Students have staged protests 
since, but they were intensified with 
the appointment of Brown as new 
president in February, hoping the 
new administration would change 
the situation. 

"I believe the students interests 
should be respected," commented 
Brown on WTVT's local public af- 
fairs program "Insight." 

"But at the same time, if it means 
giving them something that is of- 
fered on the commercial rock sta- 

tions, and taking away something 
that is not offered anywhere else, so 

that the community misses out, then 
it doesn't make sense to me and I 

think the students would agree," 
said Brown. 

Says station manager John 
Young: "The management felt that 
there were a lot of rock stations 

which students could listen to and 
we didn't want to compete with 
those commercial stations. 

"There were protests and quite a 

few meetings and confrontations, 
but our decision was final. We were 
up to 85,000 watts by 1971 and no 
longer just a campus station." 

Young refers to WUSF as a "com- 
munity service station" with 20% of 
its annual income from listeners. He 
says that income pays two salaries 
and covers printing costs of the sta- 
tion program guide. 

When WUSF was playing rock, 
students were employed in all facets 
of the station's operation. Since the 
switch to all- classical that has 
changed. 

"Our purpose isn't to be a station 
training ground for students," says 

Young. "Our staff is small so we 
can't train. All of our full -time paid 
employes are professionals." 

Meanwhile, a handful of students 
have formed their own progressive 
noncommercial station, WKUM- 
FM, but because the station doesn't 
have a license, and its power is 

greater than the five -watt limit, the 
FCC is investigating. The station is 

operated during daytime hours from 
various campus locations. 

Brown is now considering options 
that would satisfy everybody. He is 

working closely with both the stu- 
dent body president and officials 
from WUSF. LORI LONDON 
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1978 
JUNO 

AWARDS 
By DAVID FARRELL 

Dan Hill emerged a clear 
winner at the 15th annual 
Juno Awards program, 
held in Toronto on March 
29. The singer -song- 
writer, signed to GRT in 

Canada. was named com- 
poser, male vocalist and 
Canadian album seller of 
the year for his highly 
successful LP "Longer 
Fuse." The hit single 
"Sometimes When We 
Touch" was co -com- 
posed by Barry Mann. 

o Canada's 15th annual Juno Awards show brought together the larg- 
os est assemblage of record industry movers and shakers from across the 
4 0 country ever to meet under one roof at the same time. A total of 1,500 
m were in attendance for the two -hour award ceremony in Toronto March 
-I 29, staged at the Harbour Castle Convention Centre and televised live, 
op nationally by the CBC network. 
o From the international marketplace, Rupert Perry from Capitol in 

rn Los Angeles was in attendance, as was country superstar Charley r Pride, and Shelley Siegel from Mushroom Records. Mick Fleetwood 
cc; was, apparently, all set to fly in for the show on the premise that } Fleetwood Mac was going to win the international best selling album 

Juno for sales in Canada on the "Rumours" LP, but he had a 

change of mind at the last moment when he learned that the CBC 
was not televising this particular category. Similarly, Veronique 
Sanson had made seating reservations for the dinner -show, but 
was delayed at the last minute in Paris. 

None the less, Burton Cummings flew in from Los Angeles, 
commenting on stage that it was his first time back in the country 
this year "and it feels great to be here." Cohort Randy Bachman 
was tied up in a Vancouver studio with Trooper, but other major 
stars such as Gordon Lightfoot, Oscar Peterson and Dan Hill pro- 
vided the affair with a sense of purpose, dignity and cohesive- 
ness. 

If the show was a triumph for the Canadian Academy of 
Recording Arts and Sciences (CARAS), charged with helm ing 
the annual affair, so it was an even bigger one for pop singers 
Dan Hill and Patsy Gallant. Both were singled out in multiple 
categories: Hill as male vocalist of the year, as well as winner in 
the best selling album category for the platinum -plus "Longer 
Fuse" work. Montrealer Patsy Gallant won in the best selling 
single category for her disco- crossover hit "Sugar Daddy," as 
well as being voted female vocalist of the year for the second 
consecutive time. 

Hill, who records with GRT in Canada, utilized his prime 
(Continued on page 76) 

CANADA'S PRIZE 
OUTGROWS ITS 

CONTENTIOUS PAST 
The creation of Canada's award system has been as contentious an issue for 

the Canadian record producing and talent management community as the 
status of Quebec has for federal politicians. 

The awards program's first beginnings can be traced back to May 18, 1964, 
when Canada's only existing trade magazine, RPM, ran a small house ad, indi- 
cating that the publication was interested in establishing an awards program 
to deserving members of the Canadian music industry, both in the artistic and 
business circles. 

Initially, there were seven categories set out: recording artist of the year, 
content LP of the year, radio personality, Canadian man of the year award 
(obviously before the days of equal rights for women), and Canadian radio 
station of the year award, awarded to the radio station that had done the 
most to promote Canadian talent that year. As it turned out, all the cate- 
gories were scrapped when the show was finally pulled together and in their 
place were 16 separate categories. 

Each category was voted on by the subscribers to RPM and the awards 
presentation was first made on Dec. 31 of that year. 

The awards continued along these lines more or less, until 1968, RPM 
established the Gold Leaf Awards, the predecessor of the Canadian Record- 
ing Industry Assn.'s platinum and gold certification system. Under the 
Gold Leaf system, record manufacturers were allowed to purchase the 
award when they had reached the required sales figures for an album or 
single to qualify as a "million" seller in this country. The money derived 
from these sales of awards was then funnelled back into a fund to finance 
the annual awards program. 

In 1969 it was decided that a contest should be held to re -name the 
pyramid -shaped Gold Leaf Award, a decision made by the magazine's edi- 
tor and publisher Walt Grealis. The name that caught everyone's fancy 
was the Juno Award, a homonym for the former chairman of the Cana- 
dian Radio and Television Commission, Pierre Juneau, who was instru- 
mental in the instigation of the 30% Canadian content regulations for 
Canadian AM radio stations. 

The program went on uninterrupted until 1974 when a falling out oc- 
curred between the trade magazine editor and Arnold Gosewich, then 
president of the Canadian Recording Industry Assn. (CRIA), and of 
Capitol Records -EMI of Canada Ltd. The disagreement centered 
around taking the show onto television, Gosewich batting in favor and 
Grealis sharply critical of the suggestion. CRIA went ahead, however, 
in announcing its intention to take the awards onto national tv and, at 
this point, the true beginnings of today's show came into being. It was 
the end of a chapter in the development of Canada's music industry. 
The end of the "old testament" as it were, and the beginning of the 
"new." 

Threats of boycotts by oldtimers and some artists who had been 
nurtured by the trade magazine brought a cloudy sky over the whole 
show for several years, but by 1977, the show was becoming a major 
event. For some, it was a major event to be criticized, and for others 
a moment to wait for with much anticipation. Whatever the point of 
view, it was by now big. 

The 1978 awards program found much of the pioneering prob- 
lems ironed out and virtually unanimous support from the artistic 
community in Canada. One area that still remains a thorn in the 
side of the Canadian Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences, the 
organization now charged with putting together the awards pro- 
gram, is finding a compromise with the Quebec community, 
whereby Quebec's artists can be recognized without having to 
complicate the program itself by making it wholly bilingual. More 
than anything else, the resolution to this issue is to be found in 
increased talks with Quebec's numerous producers and artists 
and with increased acceptance nationally of French language 
recordings by acts such as Harmonium. Ultimately, the two in- 
dustries will find their answer to this problem. 

All in all then, Canada's Juno show has grown up to become a 
major international event, and one that each year takes an- 
other giant step toward becoming the springboard for new art- 
ists to jump from when acclaimed in the annual show. 

DAVID FARRELL 

A surprise winner this 
year was A &M recording 
artist David Bradstreet 
who won his Juno for 
best new male vocalist 

Geddy Lee and Alex Lifeson (left to right) from Rush accept- 
ing the group of the year award and thanking their manage- 
ment team of Vic Wilson, Ray Daniels and Tom Berry from 
SRO Productions. 

Montreal songstress Patsy Gallant wins for best female vocalist for 
the second consecutive year; as well, her disco single "Sugar Daddy" 
was winner in best selling single this year.. 

Now negotiating a 

record contract, Lisa Dal 
Bello looks ecstatic as 
she accepts her Juno as 
best new female vocal- 
ist, given her for her de- 
but album on MCA. The 
19 year -old singer was 
dropped by the label 
shortly following the 
LP's release. 
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1977 Juno Awards 

Cana( UsTop Female Vocalist 

Patsy Gallant 
CanacVs Top Selling Si ngle 

Sugar Daddy 
STAY AWHILE WITH ME 
the new hit single from 
her latest LP 
WILL YOU GIVE ME YOUR LOVE 

Attic Records Limited 
98 Queen Street East, suite 3 

Toronto,Ontano, Canada, M5C 1Se, 

(416)862-0352,Telex 06-219815 

BrESTGALLINT 
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1978 JUNO AWARDS 
time exposure well, giving an impromptu performance of his 
recent smash hit "Sometimes When We Touch." Gallant, 
meantime, performed a medley of hits by five different art- 
ists, and was almost successful in upsetting Burton 
Cummings' own suave pose onstage as the two joined 
to present the best new female vocalist award to new- 
comer, Lisa dal Bello. 

The "Longer Fuse" album, by Dan Hill, went on 
by itself to win a production award for the team of 
Mat McCauley and Fred Mollin, while the single, 
"Sometimes When We touch," earned Hill his 
third Juno for the night as composer. The song 
was co- written with Barry Mann, with whom Hill is 
seriously considering working again on the next 
album. 

Anthem recording trio Rush was voted 
group of the year, a title that had evaded it 
in the recent past, despite collosal record 
sales at home. For rock'n'rollers, the 
group's winning marked a milestone for 
the Junos, in that considerable bias has 

An impromptu performance by Dan Hill at 
the show, which was televised nationally 
by the CBC network, live, had him singing 
the song that broke his career wide open, 
"Sometimes When We Touch." 

been obvious in the past against heavy metal acts. Drummer 
Neil Peart and bassist Geddy Lee were present to pick up their 
award, Lee quipping on stage: "We'd like to thank Dan Hill for 
not being a group." 

A short video clip was run of the trio performing the title 
track to its "Farewell To Kings" album, prior to its accepting 
the Juno as group of the year. The footage was shot on loca- 
tion at the Rockfield Studio in Wales, where it was recorded. 

Country female vocalist, group and folksinger of the year 
awards all found winners repeating their victories from the 

Veteran Juno winner Gordon Lightfoot was 
heard to murmur from the stage "I can well 
do without this," but he looked pleased as he 
accepted the best folk singer award. The 
singer -songwriter now has 16 Junos to his 
credit, a record of sorts. 

Burton Cummings looking prosperous. Cum- 
mings attended the award ceremony and 
played several tunes on piano midway through 
the show. 

1977 show. Carroll Baker, recording for RCA, picked up the 
country female vocalist award; fellow label act the Good 
Brothers, the country group award and perennial winner Gor- 
don Lightfoot was voted folksinger of the year. Lightfoot 
caused a ripple of mirth from the audience when, on accept- 
ing the plexiglass Juno, commented "This I don't need." He 
has won 15 in the past, since the award ceremony was estab- 
lished in a much simpler form in 1964. 

If Dan Hill and Patsy Gallant were the obvious winners this 
year, 19- year -old Torontonian Lisa dal Bello proved to be the 
surprise star of the evening. Voted best new female vocalist by 
the academy (in a non -sales category), for her debut album on 
MCA, the voluptuous songstress collared everyone's attention 

when she performed a song set aside for her as yet 
un- recorded second album. 

The team of Mat McCauley and Fred Mollin was 
voted best producer in the single and album cate- 
gories and, in both cases, for their successful work 
on Dan Hill recordings. The engineering category 
was the only area where a tie vote was cast: the 
two winners were Terry Brown for his work on 
the album "Hope" by Klaatu, and to David 
Green for the "Big Band Jazz" album, cut di- 
rect -to -disk by Rob McConnell and the Boss 
Brass at Nimbus 9. 

The instrumental composer of the year 
selected was Andre Gagnon, winner last 
year in the best selling album category. 
Gagnon joined with Patsy Gallant as the 
only two Quebecois acts to win in this year's 
show, as in last year's show as well. The composer and pianist 
thanked the acadmey in broken English and said backstage 
that winning the award renewed his "confidence" and that, 
hopefully, it will lead other Quebecois acts to perform outside 
of their province." 

In the classical recording category, the Toronto Symphony 
Orchestra's recordings of the "Three Borodin Symphonies" 
on CBS were honored with the top vote. The sessions, re- 
corded in Toronto, were produced by CBS staff producer An- 
drews Kazdin. 

Two A &M acts were named in best new male vocalist and 
group categories. From Western Canada, the Hometown 
Band was voted best new group. The only western winners 
this year, the band had just finished touring and was not able 
to attend, but mentor and former Juno winner Valdy accpted 
on its behalf. 

In the best new male vocalist category, Toronto folksinger 
David Bradstreet won with stiff competition from Peter 
Pringle who, at the time, was riding high with a hit on the na- 
tional airwaves. 

Ronnie Prophet, recording for RCA, was named top country 
vocalist of the year, and had his Juno picked up from the 
stage by Nashville superstar Charley Pride who was in town 
for the show, among other things. 

In the two international categories, Fleetwood Mac won 
best selling album with "Rumours," with close to one million 
sales registered in Canada now. The award was picked up by 
Don Grant, vice president, marketing, for WEA Canada. WEA 
also had a winner in the singles category with "When I Need 
You," by Leo Sayer. Again, the 
award was picked up by Grant. 

Contrary to many expecta- 
tions, the newly introduced hall 
of fame award was not to go to es- 
tablished pop acts that have, in the 
past, proved to be perennial win- 
ners, such as Anne Murray and Gor- 
don Lightfoot. In fact, the CARAS ex- 
ecutive board selected two legends in 
Canadian music for the special trophy 
award. The pronouncements were 
made by the show's host, David Stein- 
berg, who introduced the first of two 

given this year by saying: "And to Canada's ambassador of 
jazz, a man whose music has spanned 27 years and five conti- 
nents, ladies and gentlemen, Qscar Peterson." The surprise 
brought thunderous applause from the audience and having 
Peterson present to accept the award marked a truly high 
point in the show. The second hall of fame award was 
presented to Saul Richman in memory of the late Guy Lom- 
bardo. Richman had managed the London, Ont., leader's af- 
fairs for 30 years, until the leader's death last fall. 

This then was the content for Canada's 1978 Juno Awards 
program. What set this year's program apart from previous 
ones was the solid turnout and support of the major stars in 
Canada, and a list of winners that both made sense to most 
present and, in turn, gave a number of acts climbing the lad- 
der to stardom recognition. There were surprises: Burton 
Cummings, winner in two categories last year, was usurped in 
the artist of the year category by Dan Hill and the recognition 
of Oscar Peterson confirmed suspicions in many people's 

In from Vancouver for the show, A &M folk 
singer Valdy accepts the Hometown 
Band's award for best new group. The 
West Coast band is led by Claire Law- 

rence, formerly of Chilliwack and is 
signed to A &M with credits on a num- 
ber of Valdy albums as a backup band. 

minds that the Juno Awards were more than just sales accla- 
mations, but also a vehicle that could award recognition to the 
"artistic" community as well. As for Cummings, he was given 
eight minutes of prime time tv exposure as a performer and 
in his own words after the show: "What more could I ask for? 
It was eight minutes of uninterrupted playing, more time 
than even host David Steinberg got in one shot." 

CREDITS 
Editor: Earl Paige; Assistant Editor: Susan Peterson; Canadian correspon- 

ent: David Farrell; Photography: Plum Studio /Bruce Cole; Art direction: 
Salvatore Scorza. 

Montrealer Andre Gagnon proudly holds his first 
Juno as an instrumentalist. Last year a winner for 
best selling album, Gagnon thanked the mostly Eng- 
lish audience, and his record company, London, for 
making it all possible. 
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Latin 
OUTDATED RADIO SERVICE REVISED 

Restructuring Of Caytronics' 
Promotion a `House Cleaning' 

Continued from page 34 

personnel with service tailored to 
each outlet's programming. 

Rinel Sousa, Caytronics vice pres- 
ident to whom Ortiz reports, de- 
scribes the improvements this way: 
"You can't really say we've created a 
new department, but this is the first 
time we've given the publicity and 
promotion functions such a formal 
structure. 

"We used to do what most other 
Latin labels do," Sousa adds. "We'd 
send out promotional samples but 
there was rarely any followup." 

That seems to be an under- 
statement, for in the course of Ortiz' 
list updating, he discovered the firm 
was sending samples in some cases 
to stations which had gone off the air 
years before. 

Parallel to the work in radio, Ortiz 
also revamped the firm's service to 
the working Spanish press in the 
U.S., requesting branch promotion 
directors to submit the names of key 

publications and writers in each 
market. 

The national press list, says Ortiz, 
now has some 82 names on it. 

Last February, the firm hired Ivan 
Gutierrez as publicity director to 
bolster that function which was also 
spot effective at best. 

Ortiz' radio list revamping re- 
quired "a month and a half of being 
on the phone five days a week, nine 
to 10 hours a day," he says. 

In that canvass of the country's 
Spanish stations (either full or part 
time), Ortiz unearthed the cobwebs 
which were hindering the firm's pro- 
motion effectiveness. 

Some stations had gone off the air, 
others were no longer programming 
Spanish shows, others were not get- 
ting the specific Caytronics material 
they wanted for their format while 
getting material they couldn't use. 

Particularly in Texas where many 
English language stations air occa- 
sional Latin programs, Ortiz discov- 
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MIAMI (Salsa) NORTH CALIF. (Pop) 
This TITLE -Artist, Label & This TITLE- Artist; Label a 
Week Number (Distributing Label) Week Number (Distributing Label) 

1 CELIA CRUZ /WILLIE COLON 1 ROCIO DURCAL 
Only They Could Have Made This Album, 

Vaya 66 
2 

Canta A Juan Gabriel, Pronto 1031 

IRENE RIVAS 
2 OSCAR D'LEON Vida Mia, Cara 004 

El Oscar De La Salsa, Top Hits 2026 
3 VICENTE FERNANDEZ 

3 PACHECO /MELON Joyas Rancheras, Caytronics 1503 
Llego Melon, Vaya 70 

4 JULIO IGLESIAS 
4 CHARANGA 76 A Mis 33 Anos, Alhambra 38 

Encore, TR 128 

5 JOHNNY PACHECO 
5 CAMILO SESTO 

Rasgos, Pronto 1025 
The Artist, Fania 503 

6 LA DIMENSION LATINA 
6 ROBERTO CARLOS 

Amigo, Caytronics 1505 
780 Kilos De Salsa, Top Hits 2025 

7 LOS ANGELES NEGROS 
7 LOS KIM BOS 

Serenata Sin Luna, International 925 
The Big Kimbos, Cotique 1091 

8 TITO ALLEN 8 RIGO TOVAR 

Ahora Y Siempre, Alegre 6012 
Dos Tardes De Mi Vida, Mericana /Meoldy 

9 CONJUNTO IMPACTO 
5610 

Conjunto Impacto, Teca 3004 9 JOSE JOSE 

10 HECTOR LAVOE 
Reencuentro, Pronto 1026 

De Ti Depende, Fania 492 10 CHELO 

11 CELIA, JOHNNY, JUSTO & PAPO 
La Voz Ranchera, Musart 10638 

Recordando El Ayer, Vaya 52 11 LOS FELINOS 

12 CHARANGA 76 
Estos Son Los Felinos, Musart 1735 

Charanga 76, TR 119 12 LOS TIGRES DEL NORTE 

13 CELIA CRUZ /JOHNNY PACHECO 
Vivan Los Mojados, Fama 554 

Celia & Johnny, Vaya 3I 13 LOS HU RACANES DEL NORTE 

14 VITIN AVILES 
Son Tus Perjumenes Mjjer, Luna 1018 

Con Mucha Salsa, Alegre 6011 14 LUCHA VILLA 

15 CELIA CRUZ /JOHNNY PACH ECO 
No Me Dees Nunca, Nunca, Musart 1705 

Tremendo Cache, Vaya 37 15 COSTA CHICA 

16 JOHNNY PACHECO 
Sensacional, Fama 559 

El Maestro, Fania 485 16 JULIO IGLESIAS 

17 ORQUESTA BROADWAY 
A Mexico, Alhambra 21 

Pasaporte, Coco 126 17 CHELO 

18 CHEO FELICIANO 
Con Mariachi, Musait 10585 

Mi Tierra Y Yo, Vaya 69 18 LOS TIGRES DEL NORTE 

19 CHEO FELICIANO 
Numero 8, Fama 564 

The Singer, Vaya 48 19 YOLANDA DEL RIO 

20 JOHNNY PACHECO /PUPI Tradicionales Al Estilo De Yolanda Del 

3405 
LEGARRETA 

Rio, Arcano 

Los Dos Mosqueteros, Vaya 63 20 LOS BUKIS 

21 WILLIE COLON /RUBEN BLADES 
Los Alambrados, Mericana /Melody 5611 

Metiendo Mano, Fania 500 21 LUCHA VILLA 

22 LA DIMENSION LATINA 
Interpreta Akan Gabriel, Musart 1731 

Presentando A Andy Montanez, Top H its 22 VARIOUS ARTISTS 
P018 Super Salsa Singers, Fania 509 

23 OSCAR D'LEON 23 NAPOLEON 
Two Sets With Oscar. Top Hits 2017 Hombre, Ratf 9066 

24 EL GRAN COMBO 24 LOS PASTELES VERDES 
El I5vo Aniversario. EGC 014 M i Amor Imposible, M icrofon 

25 THEFANIAALLSTARS 
Rhythm Machine, Columbia 34711 

25 PUNTO SUR 
lu vete Caro, Jaguar 5023 

ered that the Caytronics promo 
copies were being confiscated by the 
Latin show DJ, who took them 
home. 

Since many of the DJs worked 
part -time programs at several sta- 
tions, that meant a good number of 
broadcasters were not able to build 
internal Latin record libraries. 

So pervasive was the control of 
these Latin segment DJs that many 
program directors at these outlets 
were totally oblivious to the station's 
own Latin programming. 

To correct that failing, Ortiz ar- 
ranged for programmers to receive 
the material themselves at post of- 
fice boxes (or at their own homes in 
the cases where Caytronics material 
was being intercepted by station em- 
ployes). 

Ortiz in some cases also estab- 
lished a Latin contact within these 
stations to help keep internal control 
of the programming. 

Already, Ortiz claims, many of 
these English broadcasters have in- 
creased the number of hours dedi- 
cated to Spanish programming be- 
cause of the better service. 

Also as a result of the promotion 
blitz, Ortiz says Caytronics' airplay 
has increased markedly across the 
country. He notes that complaints 
from outlets about lack of service 
were not only directed at Caytronics 

(Continued on page 78) 

Global Man: Roberto Carlos strums out tunes for future works which will not 
only be in Spanish and Portuguese, but Italian and hopefully English as well. 

Carlos Adds English And 
Italian To Recording Base 

Continued from page 72 

By limiting his output of product 
to just one LP and a couple of singles 
per year, CBS has been able to do a 
concentrated job with Carlos in dis- 
tribution and promotion. His cata- 
log has grown considerably in im- 
portance since the mid -60s. 

Fritz Hentschel, who heads up the 
marketing division of Latin Ameri- 
can operations in Miami under Co- 
lumbia Records International, re- 
ports the continued sales clout of 
Carlos as a rare accomplishment for 
any performer. 

"Instead of his legion of fans di- 

minishing with time," Hentschel 
states, "it is just the opposite." 

Whether Carlos will be able to 
gain even more fans in the U.S. 
through English -language record- 
ings remains to be seen. There is in- 
dication that an initial effort to 
record an LP in English last year fell 
short of success. 

"I know I'm going to have to per- 
fect the language a lot better than at 
present," Carlos admits, "but it's just 
one of those details of progress." 

Carlos has always had aspirations 
to record in English, and he feels this 
fall should be the right moment to 
try again. (Continued on page 78) 

1968 1978 

In 10 beautifully rewarding years ... It would 
have taken all of the trade magazines put together 
... And many more ... Just to list the number of 
hits ... We have moved to the top of the charts .. . 

Not only here in Mexico ... But throughout all of 
Latin America ... We are looking forward towards 
the same accomplishments ... And then some .. . 

Into the next decade of the 1980's. 

Editorial Musical Latino Americana, S. A. 
LAGUNA DE MAYRAN 258 (2o.PISO( MEXICO 17. D.F. TELS. 5- 31 -32 -65 Y 66 

General Manager: Mario De Jesus 
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Latin 

Latin Scene 
NEW YORK 

Regarding the New Rican Village, word from 

some of the more knowledgeable industry heads 

is that this club is shaping up, incredibly, as the 

"showcase for tomorrow's talent" in Latin mu- 

sic. "House bands" at the unique non -profit 

venue are Libre and Mario Rivera's Salsa Refu- 

gees. Record company scouts have started to 

come down and add to the word of mouth al- 

ready building around such talent as pianist Hil- 

ton Ruiz and vocalist Brenda Feliciano of the 

Refugees and, in fact, Fania and Caytronics have 

given contributions to the Village. ... Back to 

Havana: The upcoming Festival in July has the 

entire music biz abuzz with rumors. Speculation 

centers around a possible joint distribution deal 

of Cuban product by major salsa companies, 

though this is all strongly denied at this time. 

"Besides," one vice president says, "before any 

deal goes down, there's the small matter of 

straightening out U.S. -Cuba relations, as well as 

settling the Cubans' claims on royalties for al 

the songs we've lifted." 

Ralph Mercado Management sends a "Salsa 

package" (is that like a-CARE package ?) to Cali- 

fornia May 12 and 13 that includes Cheo Feli- 

ciano, Roberto Roena, and Bobby Rodriguez Y La 

Compania. The industry is watching the recep- 

tion of La Compania's new single, "Latin From 

Manhattan," carefully. Released to selected 

"crossover" stations this week, the Jolson tune 

features English lyrics and a mambo beat spiced 

with a dixieland swing feel, courtesy of Bobby 

Rodriguez' clarinet. If the single breaks out of 

the salsa market, every company is prepared to 

follow up with crossover -oriented product of its 

own.... Crossover, till now, has been almost the 

sole province of Fania, whose new All Stars' LP 

on Columbia gets "previewed" this week. The 

disc features one track that blends salsa with 

reggae. 
PABLO " YORUBA" GUZMAN 

Carlos At His Peak 
Continued from page 77 

He has a good start since he has 
been familiarizing himself with the 
style of recording in the U.S. Several 
tracks of his last six LPs have been 
done in CBS studios either in Los 
Angeles or New York. 

Also, Carlos has surrounded him- 
self with an artistic team that could 
help steer him towards his goal of 
entering the English- language mar- 
ket. 

Jimmy Wisner, Al Capps and Ben 
Lanzarone have been doing his ar- 
rangements while sound engineer- 
ing has been handled by Lenny 
Roberts and Tim Geelan. 

"I'm not saying the studio facil- 
ities in Brazil are bad," Carlos com- et 

cc ments, "it's just that I want to get 
more variety, different people work - 

ming with me." 
At one time, Polydor (Polygram) 

m in Rio de Janeiro had a lock on Car - 

co los, but after his initial recording 
with the firm, it let him go. 

"That was in 1961, and a few 
co months later I found myself tied up 
>- with CBS. Things started to move 

f or me slowly, but in 1964 it all came 
together. 

"Evandro Ribeiro, my producer 
and today one of my closest friends, 
came up with the idea of doing a 
song in Argentina called 'La Curca- 
chita.' We did it -and it turned out to 
be not only a surprise but a smash 
hit which started to break all over 
Latin America. 

"Spain came later, and, when I 

started to work closely with Buddy 
and Mary McCluskey doing the 
Spanish lyrics in Buenos Aires, one 
success followed another. Perhaps it 
was the formula, perhaps it was the 
timing, I have no ides. 

"Of course, once CBS got behind 
me, the thrust of my penetration into 
these countries got bigger and big- 
ger. So did my personal appearances 
when I followed up with the release 
of the product in the various coun- 
tries. 

Says Hugo Lopez, the impresario 
who for the past few years has 
presented Carlos in the Northern 
sphere of Latin America (Marcos 
Lazaro handles him for the bulk of 
the South American continent): 
"There's just no denying his sure- 
fire success everytime I bring him 
here, to Puerto Rico or co- promote 
him (basically with Joe Cayro) in 
New York's Madison Square Gar- 
den." 

Lopez, besides booking him ev- 
erywhere conceivable in the Mexi- 
can Republic, slotted him for the 
first time in Los Angeles' Shrine Au- 
ditorium on April 9. 

It's the seventh or eighth time for 
Carlos here in the past decade, and 
he is racking up his fifth successive 
year of working this country via Lo- 
pez's Artimexico. Dates are not just 
confined to nightclubs, but every- 

thing including. bull -rings, indoor 
arenas and theatres to performing 
before private organizations to the 
taping of television specials. 

Carlos generally blocks out an av- 
erage of four months each year for 
working outside of Brazil. 

"The rest of the time I'm working 
the interior of Brazil, and practically 
every club, theatre and arena in and 
between Sao Paul and Rio. There 
are a lot of places to perform down 
there, especially in the latter two lo- 
cales," he says. 

"Lately, I started to record in Ital- 
ian, as well," Carlos adds, "and 
therefore certain dates are necessary 
to cultivate that territory. 

"How I will apportion my time if 
things start to go well for me after 
recording in English, I don't know at 
this point. But a few others have 
done it before, and at my age (he's in 
his mid -30s), there's no reason I 

can't as long as my energy and ideas 
sustain. 

"Actually, I find all kinds of faces 
in the audiences wherever I per- 
form," he remarks in answer to what 
kind of people follow Robert Carlos 
today. "Apparently, I still appeal to 
my same age group, have started to 
make some in -roads to the older 
generation and have picked up 
numbers of the younger crowd." 

As for any friction which might 
arise because of Julio Iglesias join- 
ing the roster of Columbia Records 
International, Carlos stresses, "Julio 
has his style and public -1 have 
mine. Besides, there's room for ev- 
erybody." 

Caytronics Changes 
Continued from page 78 

but almost all other Latin labels as 

well. 
As part of the restructuring, Ortiz 

surveyed each station to determine 
the type of music it was program- 
ming -rancheras, ballads, salsa, etc. 

The promo mailing (which is 
being done by computer he says as 
of three weeks ago) is now tailored to 
each station's format. 

That job was not clear -cut by ter- 
ritory, says Ortiz, who found stations 
in Puerto Rico which wanted Mexi- 
can music and stations in Texas 
which wanted only international - 
style ballads. 

The bulk of the overall improve- 
ment from this effort came in the 
secondary markets which Ortiz says 
were neglected in favor of the major 
centers. 

"There are Spanish stations in 
Washington, some as far North as 
the Canadian border," Ortiz ob- 
serves. "And a great number in New 
Mexico that weren't receiving any- 
thing." 

Of the 1,150 stations on his revised 
list, Ortiz estimates only 30% are for- 
matted full -time Spanish. 

Conodo 
MUSIC MARKETING IS THEME 

Randleman Holds Annual Meet 
TORONTO -"Marketing Music" 

was the theme that tied together 
branch managers, national promo- 
tion directors and chain store buyers 
at the second annual Handleman 
Co. of Canada convention, April 14- 
16. 

The three day confab turned out 
to be a high -powered affair, with 
over 24 hours of meetings packed 
into the Friday noon to Sunday 
noon agenda. Topics ranged from 
inventory control and return rates, 
to the benefits of national buying 
and ways of increasing profitability 
on national rack promotions. 

National reps from all the major 
record companies hosted sym- 
posiums that keyed in on marketing 
procedures and doubled as new - 
product presentations. The highlight 
of the weekend came late on Satur- 
day when Polydor Records 
presented Handleman staffers with 
a platinum album for sales on the 
"Saturday Night Fever" package. 

The Ontario branch of Handle- 

GRT Finds 
TV Sells 
MOR Disks 

TORONTO -GRT Records in 
Canada is aggressively using tele- 
vision as a medium for mass -mer- 
chandising MOR product and is 
now test -marketing five new titles 
for national consumption. 

Special product manager Len Gill 
has found success in the past with tv 
promotions centered around a Mom 
and Dads package, "The Best Of," 
which achieved platinum status and 
allowed the label to recoup the 
enormous ad costs involved in mass 
marketing it. Now GRT is digging in 
its heels and making a firm commit- 
ment to remain in the tv advertising 
section of the industry. 

Says Gill: "In the past year the 
two major tv packagers have moved 
out of the MOR and country field 
and into the pop market. Suddenly 
the MOR or geriatric crowd is find- 
ing itself overlooked, and this is the 
type of product we intend to market 
on tv." 

Gill is using Southern -Alberta 
and Manitoba as testing grounds be- 
fore moving ahead and buying na- 
tional time on packages. He bicycles 
promotions across the country so 
that there is never two of his own 
packages competing for the same 
audience at the same time in a mar- 
ket. 

Of the five compilation albums set 
for release this summer, two could 
reach a consumer market untapped 
by the label in previous tv promo- 
tions. The first package is titled "The 
Best Of Gospel," a 20 song package 
of "faith and inspiration" standards 
( "Rock Of Ages," "Give Me That 
Old Religion," "The Lord's 
Prayer "). Currently there is only one 
religious label in Canada that seri- 
ously attempts to market this kind of 
product, Praise Records. 

The second package that offers a 
different direction is a "summer -ori- 
ented" album of 20 original rock 
classics. The thought behind putting 
together the album, titled "Sizzlers," 
was to compile a selection of songs 
that are on gold rotation during 
summer, but difficult to find in retail 
stores. Included on this package are 
songs such as "Joy To The World," 
"Eve Of Destruction," "Magic Car- 
pet Ride" and "Born To Be Wild." 

By DAVID FARRELL 

man was also presented a gold al- 
bum for the same package. The pres- 
entations were made by Polydor's 
vice president of sales and market- 
ing, Deiter Radecki, who noted that 
"this is the first time, to our knowl- 
edge, that a platinum album has 
been awarded to any one distributor 
for sales of 100,000 units in Can- 
ada." 

Accepting on behalf of the com- 
pany were Handleman's general 
manager Aileen Browning, national 
buyer Jane Bell and Leonard Ken- 
nedy, director of marketing for Han- 
dleman and Midland Sales. 

National buyers for the Zellers 
(Bruce Roberts), Woolworths/ 
Woolco (Dave Fanning) and Tower 
(Ken Eason) chains were present for 
the seminars and discussed mer- 
chandising, inventory and promo- 
tional procedures that are funda- 
mental to the operation of their 
respective retail outlets. 

One of the things to emerge in dis- 
cussions was the new awareness and 
"willingness" of the chain outlets to 
become more involved in in -store 
promotions and give up wall space 
for promotional materials, such as 
mobiles and posters. 

One of the most commonly dis- 
cussed topics throughout the semi- 
nars was the Warner Communi- 
cations survey, with national label 
reps keying in on the demographic 
shift from teens to adults and the 
market potential of record sales in 
chain type outlets. 

While the general ambience of the 
meetings was positive, MCA's na- 
tional sales manager Alan Reid of- 
fered Handleman staffers a cold 
shower in his seminar, suggesting 
that the industry, in general, was 
preoccupied with sales figures, and 
not paying enough attention to the 
bottom line. 

Citing information contained in 
the WGT survey, Reid pointed out 
that country and MOR product can 
sell at full suggested list price and 
"will sell if given the promotion and 
display space in retail outlets." 

The CBS meeting was much more 
low keyed, but cleverly made its 
point. Eddie Collaro, director of na- 
tional accounts for CBS, ran down 
the numerous gold and platinum 
certifications the label has achieved 
in the past 14 months, then ran three 
video clips to demonstrate the power 
of the video cassette in in -store pro- 
motions. 

"The next step," Collaro said, "is 
to get the video material onto tv 
where it can be viewed by a mass au- 
dience." 

It was also noted in the CBS meet- 
ing that the label now has the ability 
to customize display materials for 
specific accounts, with the retailer's 
name on posters, banners, et cetera. 

Polydor Records utilized its time 
to break down the components that 
lead up to the actual exercise in- 
volved in "marketing music." The 
audio presentation was both hu- 
morous and informative, beginning 
with two fictitious characters meet- 
ing after school and forming a base- 
ment band, leading up to the search 
for a record contract, landing one, 
recording the album and then find- 
ing out all of the finer details needed 
to get the product on the street. 

The Polydor suite was papered in 
RSO materials, ranging from the 
Gibb brothers to Eric Clapton and 
Yvonne Elliman. 

A &M provided delegates with an 
audio visual display which high- 

lighted product just on release, 
product to be marketed in the corn- 
ing months in conjunction with 
tours and introduced material from 
new signings to the label. National 
sales manager and A &M vice presi- 
dent Joe Summers also presented 
Handleman staffers with T- shirts 
with the inscription "Superteam" on 
the back. The personal touch has be- 
come synonomous with A &M's 
name in Canada. 

Mike Fallows, store manager for 
the Handleman retail outlet, Sunrise 
Records, discussed his operation 
with Handleman staffers, noting the 
heavy competition that the new out- 
let faces on the Yonge Street strip. 
But he said that he was "optimistic" 
that the future of the store (and 
chain, under planning) is one of ma- 
jor growth. 

The Sunrise outlet is geared 
towards young adults. The interior is 
designed to promote customer 
browsing with earth colors through- 
out, wood bins and potted plants 
hung to give non -rock oriented cus- 
tomers a soft -sell approach. 

Another division of the Handle- 
man Company in Canada is Mid- 
land Music, operated by Leonard 
Kennedy, which buys and sells cut- 
outs to Handleman accounts across 
the country. Kennedy was general 
manager of Sutton Records in Can- 
ada previously, and introduced the 
cutout line to Handleman a year 
back. Kennedy said that Midland is 
now No. 7 in the cutout business in 
Canada, with the ability to get first 
bids on product from the major la- 
bels. 

He said Midland is now moving 
into an aggressive expansion period, 
seeking to turn inventory at a fast 
level and bicycle returns across the 
country at an ever faster pitch. The 
profit margin on cutouts for retailers 
is the key to gaining more bin space, 
Kennedy said, and stressed to Han - 
dleman's branch managers the need 
to get reorders on lots when an ac- 
count's stock is running low. 

RCA Is Selling 
Smiths Falls 
Pressing Plant 

TORONTO -RCA is divesting it- 
self of its record manufacturing 
plant in Smiths Falls, Ontario and is 
to change its manufacturing proce- 
dures shortly, according to Denton 
Clark, chairman and president of 
RCA Canada. 

Negotiations are currently under- 
way with an automated manufac- 
turing plant in Toronto to provide 
pressing capability to RCA, with the 
possibility that RCA may operate 
the facility itself beginning in 1979. 

Clark notes that RCA is now ac- 
tively seeking a purchaser for the 
Smiths Falls plant, which currently 
employs 290 people, including part - 
timers. 

The decision to give up the plant 
is based on extensive studies of 
RCA's future involvement in the 
manufacturing of phonograph rec- 
ords and tapes in Canada, Clark 
says. "Automation is the only way to 
survive as a manufacturer of rec- 
ords, and to automate in Smiths 
Falls would be highly impractical." 

The president noted that every ef- 
fort is being made to maintain the 
highest possible employment, pro- 
duction and quality levels at the 
plant, while a buyer is being sought. 
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You don't have to go 
to Italy for authentic 

Italian cuisine 
Our talented kitchen is always ready to serve you 

these Famous Italian specialties 
ZUPPA di PESCE (Assorted) 
FETTUCCINE ALFREDO 
COMBINATION 

BAKED SEAFOOD VESUVIO 
BROILED SEA BASS LIVORNESE 
VEAL SCALOPPINE SORRENTINA 

BONELESS CHICKEN ROSEMARIE 
MEDALLION of BEEF PIZZAIOLA 

with MUSHROOMS or PEPPERS 
SPIEDINO di MOZZARELLA 

alla ROMANO 
ROGOSTINE VESUVIO 

and others 

Some of the personalities from stage, screen, 
and politics who have dined with us . . . 

EDIE ADAMS 
MICKEY J. ADDY 
ERIC ALBERTSON 
V.P. SPIRO AGNEW 
WOODY ALLEN 
GENE ARMAND 
SHIRLEY BASSEY 
TONY BENNETT 
JOHNNY BIENSTOCK 
DEBBY BOONE 
PAT & 

SHIRLEY BOONE 
JOHN CASSAVETTES 
GEN. MARK CLARK 

PERRY COMO 
VIC DAMONE 
MURRAY DEUTCH 
LOU DI BIASI 
DANNY DI MINNO 
JOSEPH ENDE 
PETER FALK 
RALPH FRIEDMAN 
AL & GRACE GALLICO 
FRANK GARCIA 
PETE GARRIS 
JOHN GOMEZ 
ROCKY GRAZIANO 
FRANK GUANA 

All major credit 
cards accepted. 

ENGELBERT 
HUM PERDINCK 

WILLIAM D. 
LITTLE FORD 

JOSEPH MANSI 
ZUBIN MEHTA 
WALT MICHAELS 
ARTIE MOGULL 
SCOTT MUNI 
TOM NOONAN 
JOEL NOVAK 
TONY ORLANDO 
AL PACINO 
DAVID PROWETT 

BOB RENO 
CLIFF ROBERTSON 
JIMMY ROSELLI 
GINA ROWLANDS 
BERNARD J. RUGGIERI 
RUSSELL SANJEK 
RICK SMITH 
JIM SOLT 
JACK SPINA 
MIKE STEWART 
ROBERT WAGNER, SR. 
BILL WARDLOW 
RON WILLMAN 
LEE ZHITO 

NEW YORK'S FINEST ITALIAN RESTAURANT 

Open daily 
for Lunch, 
Dinner, and 
after Theatre 

RESTAURANT 

163 West 48th Street N.Y.C. For reservations 245 -6138 
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ords and tapes, 
and fears about 
the "unfairly privi- 
leged position" in 

which the state -owned Fonit -Cetra 
record company finds itself. 

Yet while he also accepts the fact 
that future political and economic in- 
fluences are essentially unpre- 
dictable, his personal view remains 
optimistic. 

He says: "Albums have increased 
the overall sales picture. Singles have become a 

much more selective market. Tapes, unfortunately, have not 
enjoyed an increase similar to albums, but piracy and boot- 
legging are involved here. The 8 -track cartridge has virtually 
disappeared. 

On piracy, I don't want to be accused of exces- 
sive optimism but the actions of the police, and 
our association, of the professional press and the 
copyright society have all helped change the cli- 
mate rapidly from what it was two years ago. Then, 

the act of piracy was somehow compared with that of tax eva- 
sion. It was not considered so much an offense but more a 

smart action. 
"Now all our efforts are leading to it being seen as a crime. 

But it is obviously hard to erase. Profits are immense for the 
pirates, so risks are taken, and it is impracticable to expect 
the authorities, in these difficult times, to direct great efforts 
towards the piracy problem. 

"After all, 33 years after World War II, many Italians are still 
smoking smuggled cigarettes! But what we can see coming is 
the reduction of piracy to an extent where the legitimate in- 
dustry will not suffer to the same extent as it is now. 

"The amount of pirated product is hard to define, but esti- 
mates here range from 6-10 million pieces every year." 

He says that includes product in a situation probably pecu- 
liar to the Italian music business, where some retailers are 
prepared, for a small fee, to create "compilation" cassettes, 
featuring tracks from a series of different albums. This is no 
money- spinning act of "piracy" but is a worthwhile favor for 

Despite all the problems which beset 
it, the record industry in Italy is less af- 
fected by the economic situation than 
general trading areas and business 
has constantly increased over recent 
years, even if not to the extent regis- 
tered in other European industrialized 
countries. 

The Italian industry, says Guido Ri- 
gnano, president of AFI, the country's 

record companies' organization, can be satisfied with the in- 
creased turnover and, more importantly, look to similar or 
better improvements in the future. 

Rignano, also managing director of G. Ricordi and Co., an 
Italian complex which includeS Dischi Records, publishing, re- 
tail outlets and graphic printing works, readily acknowledges 
the deep- rooted problems which affect the industry: piracy, 
bootlegging, home taping, the disorderly growth of free radio 
and television in Italy, the prospect of price increases for rec- 

Guido Rignano, presi- 
dent of AFI, the Italian 
record industry organi- 
zation. 

wide differences in spending power 
the south. 

"In the south, you do not find a European economy but 
more one as typified in many South American territories. But 
the problem of piracy can be resolved in the long run, as all 
other local phenomena, by better overall organization, not 
simply through police repression." 

Home taping, he says, is of a dimension which can hardly be 

imagined. "Lads who would never deal in piracy, or take ad- 
vantage of it, will buy an album and pass it along to their 
friends. It is difficult to explain to the public, or even those 
around the industry fringes, the concept of copyright and in- 

tellectual property. It is a simple idea, but hard to get across. 
"Maybe soon, as a result of our efforts, some of the young- 

sters will be restrained from taking part in what is a little crimi- 
nal act and which harms those who made and created the 
original music." 

Rignano's view on combatting home taping is that a tax on 
hardware would be one form of compensation and one on 
tapes perhaps even fairer. But he is against the idea of an an- 
nual license issued to householders to cover home taping. "It 
would harm the industry image and would be regarded as just 
a moneymaking practice. It would also seem to give permis- 
sion to 'steal,' to give permission for doing something which 
should not be done." 

On the radio and tv explosion, in which estimates show 
nearly 2,000 free radio stations at local level, and not far off 
100 television transmitters, Rignano says: "In recent years 

(Continued on page 1 -11) 

customers. 
Rignano says that to 

understand what he 
calls the "Italian phe- 
nomenon" calls for an 
analysis of the politi- 
cal, cultural and eco- 
nomic situation in the 
country as a whole. To 
be taken into account 
is the financial level of 
the people, with the 

between the north and 

n I] LI STI19 
with international 

growth 
repertoire. 

The of the classical music 
sales has also been an important fac- 
tor in the market evolution in the last 

up 513 miwon couple of years, so that many record companies have im- 
proved their classical catalogs, or created new lines in this 
field in order to meet the increasing demand. Sales are keg- . mentary, though, shared as they are by hundreds of new re- 
leases and frequent re- releases and it is very seldom that a 

classical music album reaches hit status in Italy. 
Record and tape distribution adopts the manufacturer-to - 

wholesaler-to retailer system, but major companies have been 
switching increasingly to the direct manufacturer -retailer sys- 
tem, as wholesalers have concentrated more and more on the 
singles trade. 

There is no rackjobbing in Italy now, after the failure of the 
Rack Italia Co., led by Roberto Galanti, now a full-time jounal- 
ist as editor -in -chief of the Musica e Dischi trade magazine. 
Discounting varies from 20% to 30 %, with the higher dis- 
counts concerning wholesalers generally, depending on the 
fact that industry prices are in most cases kept high. 

In general, returns are equal to 12 -15% of the transaction 
value. Reliable buyers often get a fixed returns deal from the 
industry, otherwise returns are considered as sales promo- 

The latest available figures show 
Italy's music market is not developing 
at the same speed as that registered in 
other Western countries. 

Singles dropped to 21 million units 
sold in 1977, from 22 million the previ- 
ous year, while albums reached 16 mil- 
lion units sold in 1977 from 15 million 
the year before. 

Pre -recorded cassettes also grew, in 
the same period, from 12.5 million units sold in 1976 to 13.5 
in 1977, though this estimated figure includes pirate cas- 
settes, accounting for nearly half the sales. But pre- recorded 
8 -track cartridges went down to a million in 1977 from two 
million in 1976 and more than three million in 1975. 

The total record market turnover amounted to $150 million 
in 1977 from $137 million the year before, so that the in- 
crease registered proved inferior to the current rate of infla- 
tion in Italy. 

The actual growth of the total record market diminished 
from a 2% rate in 1976 to just 1 % in 1977 as to the quantity of 
records and tapes sold, and from an 11.6% rate in 1976 to a 

9.1% in 1977 in terms of economic value. 
Increasing sales of budget and mid -price albums deter- 

mined the growth in units for both albums and cassettes but 
did not contribute to the expansion of the market as to its eco- 
nomic value. While costs soared, prices did not rise according 
to the inflation rate. Average consumer prices, including 
Value Added Tax (which was 12% in 1976, 14% in 1977) var- 
ied in the following way: 

Singles, from $1.41 in 1976 to $1.64 ün 1977; top price pop 
album, from $5.54 to $6.21; top price classical album, $6.78 
to $7.91; mid -price classical album, from $4.52 to $5.65; 
budget classical album, from $3.39 to $3.95. 

In repertoire terms, the $150 million figure for 1977 was 
shared: 48% domestic pop and easy listening product, includ- 
ing folk; 40% foreign pop and easy listening, including jazz 
and r &b; 12% classical music. While British and American pro- 
gressive pop and rock music seems to have lost part of its mo- 
mentum on the market during the last two or three years, a 

wide popularity has been gained by disco music, currently 
claiming a remarkable share of the record market here. 

Lately, domestic disco productions have started competing 
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With more than 56 million inhabi- 
tants, Italy is one of the most popu- 
lated of continental European coun- 
tries. The last figures available showed 
a population up to 56,245,000 in 
1977, divided into 17,275,000 family 
units. 

During last year, the average ex- 

change rate was of 885 lire to the U.S. 
dollar and that figure is used through 

this Billboard spotlight supplement in reporting all monetary 
sums. This is necessary in order to avoid confusion over 
widely varying rates of exchange over recent years. So far this 
year, the dollar has lost some ground against the lira. 

Consumer expenditure, including all purchases and ex- 
(Continued on page 1 -10) 

tional means in special campaigns. The average dealer mar- 
gin should be 33% of the consumer price (Value Added Tax 
excluded), but in fact it fluctuates from 30 -35%, depending 
on outlet area and on the consistency of business. 

Record club sales constitue a meager fraction of the mar- 
ket, around 2 %, but only recently have started operating on a 

vast scale, via Euroclub, CIL. More important, and rapidly ex- 

panding, are the special projects carried out by the mailing 
branches of major publishing houses, such as Mondadori, Riz- 
zoli and Reader's Digest, involving compilation albums or 
whole series of LPs exclusively produced through licensing by 
record companies. 

Outlets at retail level are around the 5,000 mark in Italy to- 
day, but no more than 800 are specialist, reliable and enter- 
prising shops, while 700 more are seen by the record industry 
as fair buyers. This leaves 3,500 non -specialist, often unre- 
liable dealers, who do not contribute to the market growth to 
any extent. 

Some general store chains also deal in records, mainly sin- 
gles and budget albums, while albums of cultural and social 
significance can be found on display in some bookshops. 

Major record companies are looking for new and uncon- 
ventional outlets, but at the same time it is stressed by indus- 
try executives that sales would grow at a remarkable pace if 
the retailers would turn to more advanced commercial meth- 
ods, investing in up -to -date browsers, racks and other dealer 
accessories, relying on expert personnel and generally im- 
proving in terms of professionalism and specialization. 

Publishing rights, paid to SIAE, the Italian association of 
composers and publishers, represent 8% of a record's aver- 
age consumer price, excluding Value Added Tax. The per- 
former royalties vary from 8 -22% of the average consumer 
price, again excluding VAT, depending on the artist's com- 
mercial importance and relevance. 

(Continued on page 1 -10) 
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COVER PHOTOS: 

1. CBS artist Rafaella Carra, currently 
Italy's top international attraction, has 
singles and albums figuring in many 
charts around the world and is in great 
demand for personal appearances. 

2. Carimate Castle, now the Stone Castle Studio, a 16th century castle near Milan 
which has been converted into one of the most advanced studios in Europe. 
3, Umberto Tozzi, CGD artist, has been a top Italian entertainer for many years, but 
his recent big hit, "Ti Amo," which has sold more than three million copies, has 

really put him on the map internationally. 
4. One of the biggest growth areas in the Italian music business is that of the Ro- 

magna folk dance which attracts huge audiences and a growing number of prac- 
titioners. In action: Raoul Casadei, guitarist, and his group. 
5.1978 is the bicentenary of the famous La Scala in Milan, the theatre which for two 
centuries has been a showcase for the world's leading conductors, musicians and 
singers. Picture shows the La Scala Orchestra under conductor Claudio Abbado. 
Celebrations of the bicentenary will continue through the summer. 
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THANKS... 
... to our artists who made 

the charts all over the world 
with their records.... 

Adriano Celentaro 
A WOMAN IN LOVE / ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK 

Umberto Tozzi 
TU 

Umberto Tozzi 
TI AMO 

Adriano Celentaro 
DON'T PLAY THAT SONG 

Fausto Leali 
YO CAMINARE 

Marcella 
ABBRACCIATI 

Bus Connection 
GUAPA 

111rt AIM 
I Pooh Gigliola Cinquetti 
DAME SOLO UN MINUTO WHEN YOU LOSE WHAT YOU LOVE 

Raffaella Carr-6 
DO IT, DOIT AGAIN 

...THANKS. 

... to all our licensors ABC, AVI, BAREBACK, BESERICLEY, BIG BEAR, BUTTERFLY 
CREAM, CTI, WALT DISNEY, DJM, FIESTA, PARACHUTE, VORTEX for giving 
us such good products for Italy 

MESSAGGERIE MUSICALI 
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Obviously not 
own distribution systems. Ariston and Carosello are distrib- 
uted by Dischi Ricordi; PDU by EMI; Ducale by Sciascia; Nu- 

mero Uno and Cam by RCA. But all have their own clearly out- 
lined image, either resulting from their individual commercial 
policies or from the prevailing choice of repertoire in respec- 

tive catalogs, and they stand out among the groups working 
at world level, where the partners in every country usually re- 

flect the philosophies of the international headquarters. 

Such an image can also be identified through the main 
trends peculiar to these companies' activities in recent years. 
Fonit -Cetra, which is state -owned and therefore also different 
in its structure to the privately -owned companies, enhanced 
the cultural aspect of its record production through wide - 

range initiatives in the classical, folk, didactic and documen- 
tary fields, though not neglecting the more commercial lines. 

And Editoriale Sciascia, whose catalog is favored by the 
most committed disk buyers, has concentrated it efforts on 
folk, both Italian and foreign. Saar has brilliantly pursued ef- 

forts in budget lines field, even though in 1977 great impact 
was made here by mid -price lines such as CGD's "Record Ba- 

zaar," RCA's "Lineatre," Dischi Ricordi's " Orizzonte" and 
others. 

On the other hand, the "Italian way" to market develop- 
ment does not only consist of the pursuit of autonomy from 
foreign influences, through local product with a strong na- 

tional identity, but it also aims at acquiring an international 
dimension. It either tries to break in the foreign markets, and 
one of the most active companies here is CGD whose list of 
successes abroad includes Adriano Celentano, Umberto Tozzi 
and Gigliola Cinquetti, or it releases on the national market 
the product of independent foreign labels, not linked with any 
multi -national group. This happened with Durium, which had 
excellent 1977 results with Donna Summer, Roberta Kelly 
and Boney M. 

The domestic record industry can rely on a large number of 
skilled and successful artists. To mention just a few in top 10 

status in the 1977 year's -end chart: Marcella, Pooh (CGD); 

Edoardo Bennato, Mal, Collage (Dischi Ricordi); Homo Sa- 

piens, Iva Zanicchi (Ri -Fi); Matia Bazar ( Ariston); Mina (PDU); 
Lucio Battisti (Numero Uno); Alunni Del Sole (Produttori As- 

sociati); Ornella Vanoni (Vanilla); Fausto Papetti (Durium); 
Guardiano Del Faro (Cetra); and Eugenio Finardi (Cramps). 

Each has a following and contributes to that "Medi- 
terranean Sound," which can be seen as a continuation and 
up- dating of the traditional Italian melody. This is one of the 

TO 5Tr1flGTM 
By MARIO DE LUIGI 

Publisher of Musica e Dischi 

The Italian record industry and the music publishers' atti- 
tude towards the efforts which have been recently made by 

the multi -national companies to secure a larger share of the 
Italian market can effectively be synthesized in a declaration 
made by Guido Rignano, managing director of Dischi Ricordi. 

In an interview for Musica e Dischi, after expressing his 
sense of pride in the results achieved by Dischi Ricordi in the 
domestic market, Rignano (who is also president of AFI, the 
Italian Phonographic Industry Association) showed great con- 
cern in respect of the multi -national companies' policy which 
"upsets the artist and author market" due to a continuous 
flow of new releases which is out of proportion to the real di- 
mensions of the market in Italy. 

Notwithstanding this concern, which spreads to different 
extents through all domestic industries, there is the will to re- 

act to the "offensive" through the pursuit of new and original 
ideas which could stand as alternatives to the musical pat- 
terns so far borrowed from the U.S. and U.K. 

In terms of turnover, the Italian -capital record industry cov- 

ers nearly 40% of the whole market. Such percentage in- 

creases considerably if related to the charts only, where the 
Italian -made product has greater emphasis, and holds better 
positions on average, compared with the corresponding share 
of the total sales. 

The record company which has had the highest number of 
entries in the album charts in 1977 is local company Durium, 
credited with 18.2% of the total, though such a share was 
reached thanks to a fundamental contribution of foreign 
record productions. 

The number of domestic large -scale record companies, and 
by this we refer to those with annual turnovers exceeding $3.4 
million (3,000 million lire), is limited to six: Dischi Ricordi, 
CGD (until last year linked to CBS in the CBS -Sugar group), 
Fonit -Cetra, Ri -Fi, Durium and Saar. Immediately following 
are Ariston, Editoriale Sciascia, Carosello, PDU Italiana, Nu- 

mero Uno (which, however, is affliliated w th RCA) and at least 
10 other companies which carry considerable weight in cer- 
tain specific areas within the Italian industry. 

These include Ducale, which specializes in classical and folk 

most interesting trends from the Italian record industry as op- 

posed to just importation of other musical styles. 

Giovan Battista Ansoldi, chairman of Ri -Fi, talking about 
this subject, referred to the multi -national companies' escala- 

tion in Italy and said "a record company does not live only on 

capital but also, and mainly, on work and creative intuition. 
Money does not necessarily go together with imagination and 
intelligence." 

Also the work environment is important for an artist. Al- 

fredo Rossi, Ariston managing director, opposes the multi-na- 
tional industries' large financial means by his policy of "per- 
sonal relations with the artists, in an exchange of cooperation 
and interest, in order to fulfil their expectations." 

This controversy will continue in upcoming months because 
of the all -out action by the international groups, particularly 
those like WEA and CBS which have recently entered the Ital- 
ian market, determined to acquire a large share of it. The pre- 
existing groups, RCA, Phonogram, EMI and (in the classical 
field) Decca, are now so firmly established they need not 
worry about any decrease of influence or presence in the local 

market. 
The Italian music publishing companies' situation is not all 

that different from the record company side, because most 
are linked with record arms: Sugar Music (COD); G. Ricordi 
(Dischi Ricordi); Fonit -Cetra and Usignolo (Fonit -Cetra); Du- 

rium (Durium); Ariston (Ariston); Ri -Fi Music (Ri -Fi); Curci 
( Carosello); Saar (Saar); Eliseo, IMI and Sciascia (Sciascia) to 
name some of the leading ones. 

Actually there are not many publishing groups which are 
not linked to some parallel initiative in the record field and 
their market influence is limited. 

Yet there is greater confidence in music publishing, due to 
the favorable results Italian music has always achieved on an 

international level. Ettore Carrera, general manager of Sugar 
Music, says: "Italy is surely one of the leading exporting coun- 
tries in this field, after the U.S. and U.K. and on the same level 

as France." 

Giuseppe Gramitto Ricci, president of Edizioni Curci, adds: 
"It is not true that Italy has a small importance rating on the 
international market. An example regarding Curci: between 
1976 and 1977 we have had nine of our songs at No. 1 in the 
French charts, and for one memorable month we held first, 
second and third places in that chart." 

One positive fact is that Italy's balance of payments to for- 

eign countries, as regards performing rights, is on the credit 
side. In 1975, SIAE, the Italian authors and publishers associ- 

ation, paid $2.6 million (2,310 million lire) to foreign coun- 
tries, collecting $2.67 million (2,370 million lire). 

It seems likely that the 1976 figures, not yet officially noti- 
fied, will prove even more satisfactory for Italian music. 

I CLIENTI CONTENTI 
IN TUTTO IL MONDO 

fanno 

PRICE RITE 
RECORDS 

L'ESPORTATORE 
DI FIDARSI! 

PER IL PREZZO -IL SERVIZIO-LA SUFFICENZA 

I NUOVI DISCHI e IL CATALOGO COMPLETO 

DI TUTTE LE COM3AENIE 

17 anni d'esperienza provecere 
i distributori e i commercianti in tutto il mondo. 

Per un accordo speciale con tanti fabbricanti 
dei dischi degli stati uniti, noi cffriamo i dischi 
di $7.98 per il prezzo economico di $4.14 cia- 
scuno. 

Non hesitare ci mettere in contatto per i particolari. 

Se voi vorreste essere contenti dei vostri forni- 
tori come i nostri clienti, e mclto semplice. Man- 
date a chiamare la nostra guida d'esportazione 
oggi. 

Larry Sonin, President 

PRICE RITE 
RECORD CORP. 

4245 Austin Elvc. 
Island Park, N.Y. 11558 U.S.A. 

(516) 431 -8783 
Telex: 126575 PRICERITE ISPK 

This is a complete line for a swift 
production of music - cassettes. 

1 

Tapematic 
of Luciano Perego 
Via Unione 13 
Mezzago/ Milano/Italy 
Tel. 039/692359 

1 Tailoring machine TMD 630 
2 Labelling machine TMD 530 in line with 

Packagings machine TMD 670 

2 

...and this 
is the quality 
of the line: 
TMD 700 
For a perfect quality -test of the production. 
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ITA L 
(Rt.) Jacques Ferrari, manag- 
ing director, CBS )ischi. 

Giuseppe Giannini: central general manager, CGD, 
advocate of "drastic punishment" for industry pi- 
rates. 

Backed by recent international suc- 
cesses by such local artists as Raffaella 
Carra, Umberto Tozzi and Adriano Ce- 
lentano, Italian record company heads 
feel a big breakthrough at world level 
for their product is on the way. 

But if studio techniques are improv- 
ing, if both songs and singers are find- 
ing wider appeal, the future is riddled 
with peculiarly Italian hang -ups, not 

least of which is the language barrier. A Billboard round -up of 
company bosses pinpoints the ambitions and the problems. 

Giuseppe Velona, managing director WEA Italiana: "We 
haven't yet succeeded in establishing an international via- 
bility for our artists. We have to work harder to establish our 
own image and exert our own influence. We must coach our 
singers to sing properly in English, teach them to communi- 
cate in that language. After all, we tend to resent poor imita- 
tions of the Italian language. 

"Already we see our music translated round the world into 
lovely sounds, but the lyrics create problems. Most of our local 
success, unfortunately, is due to the lyrics, which largely re- 
flect our national ethnic situations." 

While most international publishers believe in the artistic 
merit of Italian music, much of the finished product comes 
out as "too local" in appeal. All recordings now are expensive 
to make and if Italian acts are not likely to register abroad, 
then there is total dependence on the local market to recoup 
money spent. 

Velona cites Manhattan Transfer and Trampps as two acts 
which broke first in Italy and continental Europe before mak- 
ing it in the U.S., the country of origin. 'However Drupi is the 
only case I can think of where an Italian artist has first built 
popularity outside his own country." 

The future, Velona, believes is bright enough. "In serious 
moments of crisis, records don't suffer much. You still spend 
on a record what you could spend on a couple of tickets for a 

show, and you have something left to show for your money. 
But the single will disappear, because it is too expensive for 
what it is." 

He deplores the total absence of international artists in 
Italy. "They are frightened away by threats of tear gas, riots, 
and damage to their equipment. Outstanding names will no 
longer take those risks. So we look to places like Lugano, in 
Switzerland, and take acts there and film them for promo- 
tional campaigns. Or we use private places in Italy, such as a 

television studio, but definitely not the public stadiums. Pro- 
moters say they can provide security, but nobody believes them. 

"But despite the problems, in Italy the future holds good 
chances for anybody who can really sing and is not just a copy. 

"It is just a matter of really learning to communicate in the 
world language, English. I met Charles Aznavour years ago, 
when he was signing only in French. He realized he could 
widen his appeal so at the age of 45 or so he learned to speak 
and sing in German, Italian and English." 

Other problems occupying Velona's look ahead are the in- 
creasingly short-term contracts with local musicians and their 
fast -rising session rates. "The deals are short -time so 
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Giuseppe Gramitto Ricci: 
head of Curci Music and 
Carosello Records. 

Al redo Rossi, president, Ariston Records. 

D.D. Sound: Group taken up by Casablanca or the U.S., and a 

strong example of Baby Records' international thinking in pro- 
duction. 

changes can be made to meet economic problems. But we 
can no longer record with just four or five musicians. Even the 
groups now want big string sections. And not an musicians 
have a professional attitude. There is much time -wasting." 

Obsolescence of studio machinery is another worrying 
trend. He says two -track was good enough for years on end, 
then four -track. But now new developments come round 
regularly, up to 36- track. "I'd never buy a studio. It is just a 

headache situation." 
The Italian trend of selling singles in expensive four -color 

bags is, for Velona, "a burden." 
Of the proliferation of local free radio and tv stations, with 

more than 2,000 operating, he says: "In the future, when they 
are forced into paying copyright and neighboring rights, few 
will survive." 

Jacques Ferrari, managing director of CBS Dischi, points to 
how small, proportionately, the Italian market remains, at 
roughly one -sixth of the U.K. situation. "One major problem 
to overcome is improving the whole area of merchandising. 
Twenty years ago, first in the U.K. then at European level, new 
ways of merchandising records were put into operation. But 
nothing seems to have brushed off on Italy. 

"We operate on trading rules which are years out of date. 
We don't buy by telephone, but wait for the salesman to call. 
There's an average 15 -day wait between passing the order 
and getting it and that is 15 times as long as most other coun- 
tries. 

"Italy is the most bureaucratic country in the Western 
world, almost like Russia in its style. You need a license simply 
to work. Then there is the chauvinistic attitude of the locals, 
who treat Italy as a private hunting ground, even now. Then 
Italy is also the most self- critical country of all, self -critical to 
the point of masochism. 

"So when the San Remo Festival was found to be all bribes, 
the self- criticism set in and the public turned away from the 
record industry and lost the habit of buying product. 

"The economic situation now, and in the immediate future, 

Krikor Mintangian: president, Di- 
rium Records, confident that Italian 
production quality is improving to 
meet international demands. 

is no worse than England, but there is hopeless mismanage- > 
ment of youth here, via unemployment and so on. And we're 
not aiming to sell hard to the middle -aged or old, but to those 
young people. co 

"We've also suffered by sheer negligence in building good Vo 

management for our industry. Piracy is a hassle. The cassette co 
is easy to get and record for yourself. It links with the fact that F 
you go into a store and wait two weeks for the record to come W 

through." O 
But Ferrari is convinced there is a strong future ahead, a 

positive atmosphere. "Italy is suddenly a most musically crea- v 
tive area. England is dry, very dry. France has never been crea- 
tive. Germany is copying. But our role here, as a multinational 
company, is in our ability to distribute product worldwide and 
find and generate local talent such as Celentano and Carro. 

"There is real music here. Italy can genuinely become a big 
a &r center for musical works. It is also a fun market. But it is 
small. You build up dream situations for records and they 
don't materialize and you simmer down to realities." 

Mike von Winterfeldt, senior marketing director, CBS Dis- 
chi, says: "Timing is the clue in our industry. My instinct is 
that now is the time for the industry to change." 

But Ferrari adds: "I don't see many Italian companies sur- 
viving, only a handful. RCA is the uncontested leader here, but 
it would only appear in the top 10 in France. We're multi-na- 
tional, and that doesn't flatter nationalistic fervor. We weren't 
here when the Italians let the industry go wrong. We can only 
offer that international trade prospect, and we're offering a 

chance of survival to a lot of people." 
And Von Winterfeldt finishes: "Nobody can develop this 

market fast and put right what has been wrong for 15 years." 
Giuseppe Gramitto Ricci, managing director of Curci Music 

and Carosello Records, a member of the board of copyright 
society SIAE and vice -president of industry organization AFI, 
heads up a publishing company now 118 years old, a set -up 
with a very big serious music catalog, plus many big pop hits. 

His view of the future is that the record company has to 
work hand-in-glove with the publisher. "In Italy, the whole 
basis of show business is the song. The publisher has a special 
mentality. He works for the future, while others in the industry 
tend to work just for now. 

"So we work closely with our writers. We give a lot of our- 
selves to them. People don't understand what the publishing 
business is about. It has changed greatly in the U.S., becom- 
ing a kind of banking business. But here it is still very much a 

personalized service. 
"But the big problem for the future is piracy. It hits 35% of 

the market here. I am sure, however, that it will be reduced 
very substantially in the next year or so. New laws will be made 
to combat it. Our industry organization has plans and already 
member companies receive daily telegrams outlining the lat- 
est developments against the pirates. I honestly believe it will 
come down to 10-15% in a year or two. 

"What we need are higher quality cassettes. Still, high fidel- 
ity equipment and the album will go on for a long time yet." 

Curci Music continues to print an about -music magazine 
(Continued on page I -Iq) 
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CASSETTES 
HIGH OUTPUT LEVELS 

A.T.B. spa 

20030 Senago 
(Milano) Italy 
Via P. Togliatti, 30 
Tel. (02) 9989976 -7 -8 

SINGLE AND BAND 
ASSEMBLED 
COMPONENTS FOR 
CASSETTES 
DIGITAL 
CASSETTES AND 
8 -TRACK 
CARTRIDGES 
Spring pads and 
anti -friction liners. 
Full, flat and flat -foam 
shields in any magnetic 
alloy. 
Supplies on customer 
design. 

m 0 

Consumer Spending Up 
Continued from page I -3 

penses by individual citizens last year, went up to $121,073 
million as compared with a 1976 figure of $100,842 million. 
This corresponds to a per capita consumer expenditure of 
$1,800 in 1976 going up to $2,153 last year. The average in- 
flation rate increased from 17% in 1976 to 18% last year, so 
the standard of living has hardly risen over that period. 

In fact, Italy has been facing the dramatic effects of infla- 
tion and recession at the same time during the last three 
years, with unemployment reaching danger levels -at 10% of 
the labor force -particularly among teenagers and young 
adults. This is shown as one of the main causes of the increas- 
ing crime rate, together with political turbulence mainly due 
to opponents of the present regime where, for the first time in 
30 years, the two major Italian parties, the Christian Demo- 
crats and the Communists have started a hazardous co -oper- 
ation to try to solve the country's most urgent problems. 

Last year, most of the traditional religious and civil holidays 
were abolished in order to boost industrial production. A more 
flexible policy by the trade unions and wider interest in new 
technologies and the latest manufacturing trends have also 
helped to increase the industry's total yield and its exports. 

Italy is mainly an industrial country, though tourism and ag- 
riculture are important items of its global income. As it lacks 
raw materials, it depends on imports, particularly of petro- 
leum and wood. Due to the rising costs, both of raw material 
and labor, several sections of the industry are facing an un- 
precedented crisis. Still, exports of manufactured products 
have strongly increased, taken as a whole, in the last few 
months. 

After its foreign exchange value dropped heavily in 1975- 
76, the local currency, lira, found a balance even if, orbiting as 
it is around the U.S. dollar, it has been following the latter's 
ups and downs, sometimes losing ground against the Swiss 
franc and the German mark. 

Such conditioned stability of the lira contributed in 1977 to 
the gradual abolishment of the defense measures the govern- 
ment had taken in order to reduce to a minimum both im- 
ports and purchase of foreign currency. 

Most politicians here, and the economists, believe Italy still 
has good chances to recover from its economic and social ill- 
ness. But the cure should consist of a period of austerity, ex- 
tolling the virtues of efficiency and discipline. 

Industry Turnover Up 
Continued from page 1 -3 

Excepting budget and mid -price lines, records and tapes 
have no fixed consumer prices, though lately some independ- 
ent companies have introduced maximum consumer prices, 
clearly shown on the album covers. Manufacturers publish 
price lists for their customers. 

Like records, pre- recorded tapes have not registered any re- 
markable market growth, in terms of units sold, in the past 
two -three years. Cassettes are eventually winning their fight 
against 8 -track cartridges, fast disappearing from the mar- 
ketplace. 

In repertoire terms, pre- recorded tapes roughly reflect the 
sales shares of the record market, though domestic produc- 
tions gained ground on foreign pop and easy listening reper- 
toire and the classical music share is smaller. The tape market 
is threatened by piracy which erodes up to 50% of total sales, 
proving a real danger to the entire industry evolution. 

SIAE and AFI, the Italian record manufacturers' associ- 
ation, helped by IFPI, are stepping up the antipiracy action, 
through investigations, appeals for stronger legal action plus 
publicity campaigns at dealer and consumer level to pinpoint 
the illegality and immorality of the piracy practice. 

Blank cassette sales have not risen much since 1975, but 
the industry of manufacturing cassette components, shells 
and tape, has increased its export trade. New technologies are 
being adopted in a field where competition is very strong. 

Home audio equipment in use has not increased much of 
late. Record players went up to 6.7 million in 1977 from 6.5 
million in 1976. Cassette players, including car decks, were up 
to 9 million in 1977, from 8.4 million the year before. 

But expenditure on audio hardware has increased greatly in 
Italy, as demand for hi fi equipment has developed over the 
past few years. This has in turn contributed to improve quality 
in recording, record pressing and tape duplication in order to 
meet demands of the better equipment. 

CREDITS 
Editor: Earl Paige. Assistant editor: Susan Peterson. Editorial coordination: Mike 

Hennessey, European Editorial Director; Peter Jones, U.K. News Editor; Daniele 
Caroti, Italian Bureau Chief. Contributing writers: Roberto Brunetti, Carlo M. Cella, 
Alessandro Colómbini, Peppo Delconte, Mario de Luigi, Rossella Leonardi. Art di- 
rection: Bernie Rollins. 
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Industry Profitability 
Continued from page 1 -3 

we have hoped that the monopoly of the state -owned RAI -TV 

and Radio would cease. We looked for free radio and tv. But 
when somebody is hungry, he eats too much and gets indiges- 
tion, and that is what has happened to us over this area of the 
industry. 

The record industry is not really satisfied, and there is this 
disorderly growth of outlets many of which have a very small 
operating radius. It is hard for us to select areas which could 
be helpful in promotion, and there is also a general lack of 
professionalism. 

"What happens is that new records are played repeatedly, 
without taking into account parallel promotions. There is no 
coordination. It is more of a casual happening. There has to 
be government intervention to organize this industry, espe- 
cially where one station overlaps another. 

"But again this is an Italiam phenomenon. The monopoly 
of state radio was maintained right up to the final legal argu- 
ments in the Supreme Court. Once freed, radio and tv rushed 
on in a completely disorderly way." 

Now there are at least 1,500 radio stations asking record 
companies for promotional records -by no means the total 
number of outlets operating. "I'd say 500 has to be the max- 
imum number to service in this way. There are stations which 
exist just to try to get free records. This is typical of a country 
where survival is the priority, and people do incredible things 
to eke out a living." 

Rignano stresses that record /tape prices are still very low in 

Italy compared with, say, Switzerland or Germany, and are on 
the same level as France and the U.K. "But we know that 
some sectors of our business want increases in prices in the 
next month or so. 

"However my view is that a greater mass consumption can 
only come with prices which make the album the most attrac- 
tive impulse buy or gift. The proposed price rises are of the 
order of 10% -12% but I'm hopeful that the majority of com- 
panies will postpone them at least until after the summer." 

Recent industry history has shown slow sales advances 
early in the year, but greater increases after the summer holi- 
days. 

On the question of ratio of profits of the record industry 
within the Italian economy, Rignano says the net return for 
the average company is still above the average prosperity of 
other industrial areas. 

Years ago, the domestic Italian industry paid small guaran- 
tees to artists and royalties were low, leaving the industry with 
prospects of big profits on relatively sma I turnover. Now ma- 
jor artists require guaranteed figures proportionate to those 
of top international artists. But still the ratio of profit corn - 
pares well with other industries. 

Rignano expresses concern about the situation of Fonit- 
Cetra. The company is controlled by the state and subsidized 
therefore by public money, and the tax that other record com- 
panies pay. It shows a loss, not a profit. And it is deeply in- 
volved in musical areas, such as pop, which is the basis of pri- 
vate company output. 

He says: "Fonit -Cetra has been the property of the govern- 
ment through its public telephone subsidy. Recently it was de- 

cided that the record company should be controlled by RAI -TV 

and Radio. The connection of the company with this very im- 
portant promotional outlet is obviously a problem. By contrac- 
tual terms and inference, RAI has to commercialize all its 
recordable production through its recording arm. 

The private industry has been extremely worried at the 
possible and unfair privileged position in which Fonit -Cetra 
can find itself. We say there are many voids in the Italian mu- 
sical production area which should be filled by the public com- 
pany, such as classical works of local composers, or in the 
education field. 

But in its role as producer and seller of pop music, it 
should obtain from RAI and other public entities, the same 
equal opportunities as those obtained by the rest of the indus- 
try. 

"It adds up to a matter being heatedly discussed at all lev- 

els and personally I believe a solution will come. In Italy, a 

(Continued on page 1 -23) 

Recording Studios 
Continued from page 1 -5 

Specialized designing and building of recording studios, 
carried out by highly trained companies, has strongly contrib- 
uted to the improvement of the final product abroad. Usage 
of the most advanced equipment in acoustically projected en- 
vironment is giving optimum results in terms of quality. Ital- 
ian experts are aware of that, and already in Italy a new studio 
complex, Stone Castle at Carimate near Milan, has been built 
according to the latest requirements, using up -to -date design- 
ing and soundproof material. Furthermore, the studios are 
placed in the unusual setting of a Renaissance castle which 
has been perfectly preserved. Another studio especially de- 
signed with optimum acoustical characteristics is at present 
being built in Milan. 

American and British experts agree that in Italy it is now 
possible to make recordings of the highest standard. What is 

still missed here is professional quality in mastering. It is not 
only a matter of up -to -date equipment, which is becoming 
gradually available anyway, but most of all, skilled mastering 
engineers are badly needed. 

When this problem is eventually solved, several Italian 
studios will prove they deserve to be placed among the best 
in the world. 

CRAMPS 
"COSA NOSTRA' 
Cramps is a recording company that documents the choice of music's "avant- garde ". 

Cramps is a particular musical concept reflecting 
the evolution of the "Mediterranean sound ". 

Cramps is a cultural concept 

of information of the various emerging aspects within the world of music. 

Cramps is a whole, formed by notes, concepts, groups, 

composer and artist bound by one goal: 
"To turn music into an effective medium of comunication." 

collana Futura 
Una pubb_icazione,unica al 

mondo,che raccoglie e 

documenta in modo antologicp 
le più s= gnificative 
espressioni della poesia 
sonora,r_percorrendo le 

tappe più importanti della 
sua evoluzione storica,dal 
futurismo italiano e russo 
ai contemporanei. 
L'opera,curata dal poeta 
Arrigo Lora- Totino,è 
racchiusa in cofanetto 
serigrafato: 7 long -playing 
e un volume (64 pagg., 
formato 30x30) di documenti, 
informaz_oni,interventi 
critici e inquadramento 
storico degli autori, 
traduzione a fronte in 

lingua inglese. 

n.l I1 Futurismo italiano 
F.T.Marinetti,F.Cangiullo, 
G.Balla,P.Depero,Farfa. 

n.2 Zaumsmo e futurismo 
russo /Simultaneismo francese 
V.Majako.skij,V.Chlebnikov, 
V.Kamenskij,A.Krucenych, 
I1'ja Zdanevic,P.A.Birot, 
A.Petronio. 

n.3 Dadaismo 
C. Morgen_ tern, P.Scheerbart, 
H. Ball,T.Tzara,M.Janco, 
R.Huelserbeck,K.Schwitters, 
R.Hausmarn. 

n.4 L'Urlo 
Antonin t.rtaud,F.Dufréne, 
H. Chopin. 

n.5 1 Cortemporanei 
B.Heidsieck,F.Mon, 
G.Ruhm,N Einhorn,L.Novak, 
C. Claus. 

n.6 I Cor-temporanei 
B.Gysin,F.de Vree, 
B.Cobbin,M.Lema?tre, 
I.Isou,Altagor,P.Vicinelli, 
A.Spatola. 

n.7 I Cortemporanei 
D.Stratos,A.Lora-Totino, 
I1 gruppc"Concento prosodico". 

un marchio 
Memoria spa 

via Leopardi 14 
20123 Milano 

ti collana 
Nova Musicha 
La pii. completa 
documentazione degli aspetti 
e delle tenenze nei 
compositori classici 
contemporanei, senza 
priviLegiare "correnti ". 

u.l Jahn Cage 
"John Cage" 

n.2 Juan Hidalgo 
"Tamaran" 

L.3 Robert Ashley 
'In Sara,Mencken,Christ 
and Beethoven there were 

men and women" 

c.4 Walter Marchetti 
'La caccia" 

E.5 Paolo Castaldi 
' Finale" 

n.6 Cornelius Cardew 
'Four principles on Ireland 
and other pieces 

r-.7 Costin ,liereanu 
'Luna cinese" 

E.8 Martin Davorin -Jagodic 
'Tempo furioso" 

r..9 Nuova Consonanza 
'Musica su schemi" 

r.10 Miguel Angel Coria 
'En rouge et noire" 

r.11 Alvin Lucier 
'Bird and person dyning" 

r.13 Juan Hidalgo 
"Rrose selavy" 

r.14 Petr Kotik 
"First record" 

r.15 Walter Marchetti 
"In terram utopicam" 

r.16 David Tudor 
"Microphone" 

r..17 John Cage 

'Cheap imitation" 

r-.18 Horacio Vaggione 
'La maquina de cantar" 

collana 
DIVerso 
Una pubblicazione che 
documenta le molteplici 
direzioni nelle quali si 

articola l'attuale ricerca 
musicale e strumentale,con 
particolare riferimento al 
"lavoro su una diversa 
sonorità" portato avanti 
dalle ?iù significative 
"intelligenze esecutive ". 

n.1 Arta Pnaiak 
"Txalaparta 75 iraila" 

n.2 De.rek Bailey 
"Improiisation" 

11 
n.3 Fernando Grillo 
"Fluvine" 

n.4 Jesus Villa -Rojo 
"Clarinettissimo" 

n.5 Demetrio Stratos 
"Metrodora" 

n.6 Steve Lacy 

"Straws" 

n.7 Patrizio Fariselli 
"Antropofagia" 

n.8 Paolo Tofani 
"Indicazioni" 

n.9 Mario Schiano 
"And his all stars" 

Pop music 
Area 
Arbeit macht frei" 
"Caution Radiation Area" 
"Crac!" 
"Are(a)zione" 
"Maledetti" 
"Arto /logicamente" 

Eugenio Finardi 
"Non gettate alcun oggetto 
dai finestrini" 
"Sugo" 

"Diesel" 
"Blitz" 

Arti & Mestieri 
"Tilt" 
"Giro di valzer per domani" 

Alberto Camerini 
"Cenerentola e il pane 
quotidiano" 
"Gelato metropolitano" 

Claudio Rocchi 
fuoco" 

Canzoniere Del Lazio 
'' Miradas" 

Venegoni & Co. 

"Rumore rosso' 

Pino Masi 
Alla la ricerca della 
Madre Mediterranea" 

Electric Frankenstein 
''Electric Frankenstein" 

Antonietta Laterza e 

Nadia Gabi 
Allre e sorelle ritrovate" 
Bella Band 
Bell la Band" 

Lucio "Violino" Fabbri 
Amarena' 

Andrea Tich 
Tich 
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AI1oCDSjil 
nostro mestiere 

¢ costruire 
ortisti... 

Raffaella C-arre Nadine Expert 
Beba Loncar Osanna 

Luigi Tonet Andrea Lo Vecchio 
Gerard Wagner Asha Put hli 

Gianni Nazzaro Giangilberto Monti 
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We 
Celebrate 

118 Years of our company 
(but are still young and looking 
forward to continued success!) 

25 Years with Domenico Modugno 
20 Years of Volare 

8 Years with IMIC 

Thanks to our friends who trusted 
us and Welcome to all 
IMIC participants in Venice! 

EDIZIONI CURCI S.r.l. 
CAROSELLO C.E.M.E.D. 
Galleria del Corso, 4 20122 Milano 
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The demand for different kinds of products based on cul- 
tural value, alternative musical expression and experimental 
contents by domestic and international artists has been 
spreading in the last few years especially among the young 
consumers. At the same time interest was increasing in local 
and foreign ethnic /folk music, in both contemporary and an- 
dent (from the Middle Age to baroque) classical music, and in 
modern jazz. 

An important task in developing this particular section of 
the market is being carried out by the Consorzio di Comunica- 
zione Sonora (CSC), a promotion /marketing organization 
joining five independent labels, all based in Milan. The Con - 

sorzio was created in February 1977 by the Cramps, Divergo, 
Orchestra and Ultima Spiaggia labels, with Zoo entering the 
partnership a few months later. 

"First of all," explains Monica Palla, the CSC's promotion 
and press manager, "we concentrated upon establishing the 
image of the products the Consorzio was taking care of, 
through music events we promoted ourselves and by attend - 
ing various public debates and meetings concerning music. In 

the contemporary- classical music field, we attracted the gen- 
eral public's attention through U.S. composer John Cage's 
appearance at Milan's Teatro Lirico and recently through an 
important event devoted to Eric Satie's music. We were also 
engaged in explaining through the media what the Consorzio 
is and how it works, at the same time developing professional 
promotion for a selected number of artists (including musi- 
cally advanced pop acts) from the consociated labels." 

Cramps' catalog, owned by Memoria, has been distributed 
by Phonogram since March 1, 1978. In five years, Cramps 
achieved national recognition for progressive rock acts like 
Area (the group recently moved to Ascolto) and its single 
members, including lead singer Demetrio Stratos, and singer - 
songwriters Eugenio Finardi and Alberto Camerini. The label's 
pop roster has been lately expanded to include folk /rock 
group Canzoniere del Lazio and singer Claudio Rocchi, plus 
other promising instrumentalists and combos. 

Cramps' "Nova Musicha" line, devoted to contemporary- 

Marco Ferradini, 
singer/ songwriter 

on the Spaghetti label. 

classical music, now consists of 17 LPs. Another line, " Diverso" 
(eight albums), comprises solo LPs by instrumentalists. 

Divergo, also distributed by Phonogram, was mainly inter- 
ested at first in singer -songwriters; lately, it has developed an 
international folk /ethnic music line, adding some progressive 
pop acts such as guitarists Riccardo Zappa. Singers Giorgio Lo 

Cascio and Enrico Medail are extending their popularity. 
Orchestra is a cooperative society for musicians, which 

deals with musical education, artists management and con- 
cert promotion. As a record label, it has produced four LPs by 
Stormy Six, one of Italy's best progressive pop groups, several 
free jazz albums by Italian performers, a few folk records and 
a double album by British group, Henry Cow. Orchestra prod- 
ucts are licensed to Ariston and distributed by Ricordi. 

In three years, Ultima Spiaggia, distributed by RCA, has 
gathered a powerful domestic artists roster (singers Enzo 
Jannacci, Ivan Cattaneo, Gianfranco Manfredi, Ricky Gianco 
and Paola Pitagora and keyboard player Roberto Colombo) 
based on an unconventional approach to pop music, creating 
wide interest from the general public. 

Zoo, also distributed by RCA, has already issued two LPs by 
PFM, Italy's internationally best -known rock group, and is 

now adding new acts, with a view to expansion on foreign mar- 
kets. Both PFM LPs were national chart hits. More labels 
might join CSC in the near future. 

Small enterprising companies have in fact been springing 
up in the last months too. Ascolto, created in October 1977, 
started with a three -act roster but has already expanded with 
the addition of a famous progressive rock outfit, Area, and in- 
strumentalist Mauro Pagani, a former member of PFM. 

"When CBS and the Sugar group split," explains Guido Ca- 
rota, one of Ascolto's managers, "inside the newly- formed 
CGD several executives and producers felt it was time to open 
up to the new trends and therefore to create a label which 
would take advantage of CGD's powerful structures (including 
promotion and distribution) in order to properly take care of 
alternative and unconventional products. 

"Ascolto can provide progressive musicians with the best 

assistance and at the same time, inside CGD, it can show it is 

possible to achieve good sales results with high quality un- in 
usual repertoire too." 

Spaghetti is another new independent label, distributed by 
RCA. It was created by three producers, Alessandro Colombini 
(who is a leading influence in the development of Italian pop/ 
rock, having produced acts like Lucio Battisti, Edoardo Ben - 
nato, PFM, Banco); Shel Shapiro, a former member of beat 
group, Rikes, in the '60s, and an acclaimed composer, ar- 
ranger and producer in Italy; and Silvio Crippa, who worked 
with rock outfit Jumbo and then with singers Santino Roc - 
chetti, Roberto Soffici and Umberto Napolitano. 

"Due to limited assistance from the major record com- 
panies we produced records for, we got gradually more and 
more involved in the artists' promotion and in the product 
marketing," says Colombini. "So we decided we could as well 
do everything by ourselves and we formed Spaghetti, which 
looks for quality and is open to any kind of music, provided it 
is done professionally. 

"We have a disco female group, Le Streghe, rapidly becoming 
popular; a singer -songwriter in the Cat Stevens /James Taylor 
mold, Marco Ferradini, who reached the charts after taking D 
part in the latest San Remo song festival; and Simon Luca, a w 

rock singer with a vast experience." 
The expansion of the jazz market has spurred many major á 

companies to consolidate their traditional and contemporary rn 

jazz repertoire. New labels also emerged, like Horo and Black ó 
Saint. The latter has been recently acquired by Hi -Fi & Record 7 
Center, which has exclusive export rights for the label (in Italy 
it is distributed by EMI) as well as for two other jazz catalogs, 
Sergio Veschi's Red Record (distributed by Sciascia in Italy) 
and Giorgio Gaslini's Dischi della Quercia (distributed by Mes- 
saggerie Musicali in Italy). 

Hi -Fi & Record Center imports and distributes in Italy prod- 
ucts from the U.S., Sweden, Germany, U.K. and other coun- 
tries, specializing in jazz catalogs (labels like Calig, Circle, 
CJM, Delmark, Enja, FMP, IAI, Incus, India Navigation, Mo- 

saic, Nessa, Ogun, Rarities, Sackville, Spotlite, Steeple Chase, 
Timeless, Three Blind Mice, Vinyl and Xanadu) and in country 
and folk music from America (Adelphi, Alligator, Arhoolie, 
Blue Goose, Briar, Flying Fish, Mountain Railroad, Philo, 
Ridge Runner, Rounder, Yazoo and others). 

The latest jazz label to emerge in Italy has been Andrea 
Centazzo's Ictus. 

Two companies which cannot be considered as small inde- 
pendents, as they own impressive industrial complexes, but 
which ought to be mentioned due to the peculiarity of their 
repertoire, are Sciascia and Ducale. 
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titularly Argentina; Umberto Napolitano is successful in 
South America, Spain and Holland; Mia Martini, who has just 
signed after being with WEA, is very popular in France. Ro- 

magna's top folk dance music act Raoul Casadei is successful 
in Switzerland. 

Ricordi's main export market is Germany, where singers 
Milva and Drupi have have had some big hits. Promotional ef- 
forts have been recently made by the company for Edoardo 
Bennato, a No. 1 hitmaker in Italy whose unconventional 
blend of folk and pop represents a change from the ster- 
eotyped Italian melodic sound. The company is also in the 
Spanish and South American markets with pop group Collage 
and singer Franco Califano. 

Fonit -Cetra became established on the foreign markets af- 
ter selling millions of units of Domenico Modugno's early 
recordings, still in demand among Italo- Americans. This corn - 

pany, the only state -owned record company in Italy, now con- 
centrates it efforts on its leading act, pop group Ricchi e Po- 
veri, which took part in this year's Eurovision Song Festival. 
This group has created big interest in Bulgaria, Romania and 
Poland, after having toured those territories. Another Fonit- 
Cetra artist, Santino Rocchetti, sells well in Europe, South 
America and Japan. 

Umberto Tozzi, famous now through Europe, is one of 
CGD's winning acts, and his 1977 hit "Ti Amo" sold a million 
units in France, obtained two gold disks in Belgium and Swit- 
zerland, and sold several hundred thousand units in Austria, 
Holland, Germany and Sweden and also in the U.K. 

Another CGD artist well -established on foreign markets is 
Adriano Celentano, on the Clan label. His records have been 
huge sellers in France, Benelux, and Germany for many years 
now. 

Sugar Music, the publishing group linked with CGD, pulls 
high copyright income from a long list of international hits, re- 

corded by international artists, such as Dalida, Roberto Car- 
los, Mireille Mathieu, Tom Jones, James Last, Boney M., Raf- 
faella Carra, the hit titles including For The First Time," "I 
Want To Know," "Wart Auf Mich," " Amoureux da Ma 
Femme," " Puisque Tu L'Aimes Dis -Le Lui," and To The Door 
Of The Sun." 

Ariston's top export item is the pop group Matia Bazar, 
whose single "Solo Tu" was a hit in France, Spain and South 
America. The company gained sales prestige in Germany and 
the U.S. with Luciano Basso, and in Latin America with Lu- 
ciano Rossi. Among Ariston's distributed labels, L'Orchestra, 
is getting good sales returns in Europe and the Americas, a 

remarkable success considering the label's unconventional 
type of product. 

Editoriale Sciascia's pop catalog is stirring great interest in 

Germany, the U.S., France, Israel, Canada, South Africa and 
Australia. Its latest signing, Milan -based group Meeting Point 
has a single "Discofusion," moving fast into foreign markets 
where it seems the demand for Italian disco music is growing. 

Phonogram is present in foreign markets with many of its 
domestic artists. They include rock groups Le Orme and Sen- 
sations Fix, the latter being based in the U.S., where they had 
an album "Vision's Fugitives" released on the local All Years 
label. Both are successful in France, Switzerland, Germany, 
Canada and the U.S. 

Also for Phonogram, Roberto Vecchioni's "Sacaramanda" 
hit is selling in Germany and Austria, and a Spanish language 
version is being prepared for promotion on the South Ameri- 
can market. Umberto Balsamo's album "Angelo Azzurro" 
has good sales in South America and Holland. And following 
MIDEM discussions this year, Phonogram's punk duo 
Chrisma has a single "Lola" out in Germany, France, Holland, 
Greece, Canada, Austria and an album "Black Silk Stocking" 
is being especially produced to promote this duo in the U.K. 

Phonogram is also promoting domestic disco production 
such as "Taran Disco," by Pizza and Co., being exported to 
France, Brazil, Holland, the U.K., Germany, Canada, Greece 
and Japan, and there will be further promotion abroad for An- 
gelo Branduardi, plus Antonello Venditti, two of the top 

Dischi del Sole and Folkstudio are the best -known among D 
the small Italian labels which deal exclusively with folk music. < 

DANIELE CAROLI 

(D V 
singer- writers in the domestic charts over recent years, and P 
for Eugene Bennato's Neapolitan folk ensemble. CD 

Ennio Morricon (RCA) is known throughout the world for his 

r. movie soundtracks, which went platinum in Holland and oo 

topped the charts in France, Belgium, Germany and Spain. D 
His "Once Upon A Time In The West" soundtrack was in the xi 
charts in both the U.S. and Canada. Pop group Oliver Onions, 0 
with major hits "Orzowei" and "Dune Buggy" has been a 

regular hitmaker in Germany. Lucio Battisti (Numero Uno), 
distributed via RCA, and for years Italy's best -selling pop 
singer, is big in France, Germany and Spain and has promo- 
tional plans for the U.K. 

EMI Italiana's rock group Baricentro is there in the U.S. 
marketplace with a Capitol label album and the Daniel Senta- 
cruz Ensemble's hit single "Soleado" has been in charts all 
over Europe. Also, EMI's Neapolitan folk group Nuova Com- 
pagnia Di Canto Popolare has been successful abroad when 
touring with its "folk opera" "La Gatta Cenerentola." 

One of CBS's top -selling European artists is Italian singer - 
entertainer Raffaella Carra, with a massive following outside 
Italy. She has two gold disks from Canada, two from Greece 
and one from Spain. CBS singer Gianni Nazzaro is among the 
best -selling artists in South America with Spanish language 
versions of his local hits. 

LA 5E1414 CELE13ñRTE5 ßI- CE11TE11ffy BY CARLO M. CELLA 

The importance of La Scala in Milan and in the musical cul- 
ture of the whOle Italy has in fact its roots in the second part 
of last century, when Verdi's melodies reflected so deeply 
the people's feeling for music that they could be played on 
barrel- organs or whistled in the streets, amid the rattling of 
the horse -drawn tram -cars. 

But only today, after 200 years from its founding, La Scala 
is really achieving the metropolitan position it deserves, while 
the image of it as a musically reactionary theatre is at last dis- 
appearing. The apex was reached on a legendary night, in 

1952, when Dimitri Mitropoulos, conducting Alban Berg's 
"Wozzeck" for the modern masterpiece's first La Scala per- 
formance, had to face the dullness of a bunch of old tradi- 
tional opera fans, whose behavior he had to reprimand re- 

solutely, after interrupting the concert. Something had to be 

changed, La Scala should no longer be a showcase for fash- 
ionable dress and jewels. In the '60s strong demand for live 
music opened up a new attitude which brought about a wider 
interest from the town in its theatre's life. 

In 1972 special shows for workers and students were 
inaugurated; they are still on, with a lower ticket price than a 

downtown movie theatre's. Since then, up to the 1976-77 sea- 
son, audiences, for such special events only, grew from 

15,958 tickets sold to 102,555. Since the beginning of the 
'70s the audiences have increasingly consisted of young 
people. Such attention for the tradition of opera from the new 
generation is welcomed as one of the most encouraging devel- 
opments in the Italian music scene. -. 

If La Scala is no longer the theatre of the upper class, it is 

still Verdi's theatre. Its seasons' programs, notwithstanding 
the pressure from the new young audiences, have not been 
renewed in contents. Verdi's best -known works have been 
heavily featured these last few years, while not only some 
other famous musicians, but some of Verdi's less popular op- 
eras as well, were omitted. La Scala was not involved in the 
staging of Verdi's first opera, "Oberto Conte Di San Boni - 

facio," with which he debuted at Milan's theatre in 1839: it 
was performed elsewhere, in 1977, after decades of oblivion. 

Especially after the bicentenary opening play, Verdi's "Don 
Carlo," shown on television throughout the world, La Scala 
management has been accused of out -of -place lavishness 
and of forgetting to include not only modern music but also 
masters like Mozart in its bills. The bicentenary should there- 
fore give rise to a more varied and more meditated future pro- 
gramming. But polemics always indicate the matter con- 
cerned is vital and important; in this case, they mean La Scala 
is not a museum and nobody wants it to be turned into one . 
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The need of new promotion chan- 
nels is strongly felt within the Italian 
music industry these days. However 
deeper examination of this matter 
shows the basic problem is the lack of 
widespread musical culture. 

It can be argued that the mass 
media should do more, relying on pro- 
fessional knowledge, to spread love 
and respect for music, but mostly it is 

the task of the schools to provide initial musical education. 
Alain Trossat, managing director of Phonogram, explains: 

"Record promotion depends heavily on RAI -TV, the national 
state -controlled radio and television network, but RAI -TV does 
not help pop music. Once it supported the conventional Ital- 
ian pop song festivals, seen as competitions which attracted 
millions of people thanks to the sporting -contest appeal, and 
most of the promotional action by record companies concen- 
trated on such events, particularly the San Remo Festival. 

"Then RAI resolved to reduce program time, particularly on 
television, for the song contests and so this market was badly 
affected. The new wave of singer -songwriters, now the most 
popular domestic trend, developed by itself and was later 

picked up by RAI -TV, 
which contributed to the 
expansion of its market. 
But general interest in 
this domestic kind of pop 
never became as big as 
the mass appeal of the 
song contests in the 
1960s." 

RAI's radio system con- 
sists of three channels. 
Two of them, once mainly based on easy listening music, have 
lately increased the spoken word output. The third, traditionally 
reserved for classical music, only recently opening up to progres- 
sive pop, is the only RAI channel to have stood the attack of local 
radio stations. RAI's stereo broadcasting is virtually nil. 

National television, which used to turn song festival perform- 
ers into stars overnight, has gradually been relying on estab- 
lished acts for its variety shows. But it has launched some enter- 
tainers, such as Raffaella Carra, during the last few years. 

Lately, appearances of international artists, through imported 
television films or as guests in locally-produced programs, have 
increased. RAI -TV was instrumental in promoting most of the 
disco stars since 1976, and several signature tunes of tv series 
have become huge hits. 

In Italy now, there are over 2,000 local FM radio stations and at 
least 200 local tv stations working on UHF. The record industry 
has been ready to cooperate with them since the early free -radio 
boom in 1976. But results have seldom been satisfactory. "With 
a few exceptions, local radios operate confusedly, with little pro- 
fessionalism, achieving only small and fragmented audiences," 
adds Trossat. 

"Three or four chains of properly managed and organized ra- 
dio stations, able to invest in top quality equipment and to create 
a really professional structure, could actually compete with RAI. 
But as things stand now, we cannot expect reliable promotional 
assistance from the local radio stations. 

"I do not see local tv stations helping us either at present. They 
do not use suitable creative services, because of high costs, so 
they mainly screen movie films, avoiding being involved in their 

own production. Movie films are ready -made, but a music 
show requires competence, specific knowledge, ideas, 
qualified personnel, and so becomes too expensive and 
difficult for at least 90% of the television stations oper- 
ating at present. 

"The music industry belongs to the area of mass media 
of national importance, and addresses itself to millions of 
people. It cannot waste its time and money on promotion 
through fragmentary, low- appeal channels." 

Record companies assist reliable local radio and tv sta- 
tions, however, with provision of records, information and 
interviews with international and domestic acts. On cer- 
tain occasions, promotional tapes are distributed free to 
these stations. Sometimes tv companies are given video- 
tapes or film clips showing top performers in the pop /rock 
field. The legal status of local radio and tv stations has not 
yet been finally determined. 

Trossat says: "Discotheques have become an impor- 
tant, self- sustaining market instead. Concentrated disco 
music sales made them a new and lasting fashion. It is 
now essential for the industry to follow the work and tastes 
of the disk jockeys and all, provided they operate on a pro- 
fessional basis, are given help, and sent promotional rec- 
ords and information." 

Concert tours are still considered very effective promo- 
tional means in Italy. With major international rock acts 
there were audience -misbehavior problems in the past and 
this led to a drastic fall in the number of live performances, 
so causing a falling off of popularity for U.S. and U.K. 
acts -apart from those already well -established, such as 
Pink Floyd, Santana, Genesis; Emerson, Lake and Palmer;; 
the Rolling Stones, Stevie Wonder and a handful more. 

On the contrary, disco and r &b acts, appearing in clubs 
and theaters and attracting smaller but quieter audiences, 
could visit Italy more and more frequently, often taking 
part in tv shows as well. 

Domestic pop artists have also increased their touring 
activities. Says Trossat: "It is the proper way to make one- 
self known, but it is expensive and risky for non- estab- 
lished performers. In Italy, there are good opportunities 
for new talent, for out of the big cities, even discos rely on 
live shows to attract larger audiences. But a successful 
performing artist does not always become a successful 
recording artist as well. 

The pop press scene here is limited to a couple of weekly 
magazines. There is a jazz monthly and a few monthly 
magazines are entirely devoted to classical music. Only 
one trade paper, Milan's monthly Musica E Dischi, is going, 
but audio magazines have increased the space given to 
music. 

Non -specialized press areas seem to be getting more in- 

(Continued on page I -23) 
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Rassegna Musicali Curci, distributed to music enthusiasts 
round the world in a 15,000 circulation. 

Giuseppe Giannini, central general manager, CGD, is sim- 
ilarly confident about the future. "I find that every time the 
Italian is in big, big trouble, he seeks consolation in other 
fields near to him. That is why, in spite of all that has hap- 
pened, there is an increase in the sales of records. That is why 
the soccer stadiums are full every Sunday." 

He has personal doubts about the prospective rise in record 
prices. "The Italian society of composers is pressing for 
around 10 -20% increases and if that comes in June then it 
could just affect my optimism a little. An increase may not at 
this time be good for trade." 

CGD was first to admit that the mass of free radio stations 
might help the industry, not harm it. "But many of them have 
a total audience of only 2,000 people. The ideal situation 
would be to have some 50 stations with which to co- operate at 
an industry level and as to do it strongly as they do in the U.S. 

"But young people started recording from our stations on 
tape. The cassette market here, between piracy and home 
taping linked together, is equal to the official cassette trade. 
The result is that cassette sales have dropped by 50% over the 
past year. 

He thinks the radio stations do have advantages in the 
sense of promoting the songs. Television has lost ground in 
importance as a promotional tool. 

The future for CGD, Giannini says, will not be affected by 
the split from CBS, particularly as it has the distribution of 
CBS in Italy for a long period. "But we are looking for more 
diversification of product, getting more involved in instru- 
ments, hi fi and general accessories. We'll also give greater at- 
tention to our distribution side, not only our own records but 
those of others. We will provide an open door to all small inde- 
pendent record producers who can't afford their own set up. 

"On the basis of our big European hits with Umberto Tozzi 
and Adriano Celentano, we must have great optimism for the 
future. They sang in Italian and sold millions. But we must 
record in other languages. Really, though, there should be no 
language barriers as long as the melody is strong." 

The immediate future brings the first convention for the 
new company CGD- Messaggerie Musicali (May 18 -19); the 
launch of a new wave label Energy; and a progressive classical 
label Ascolto, promoting classics for young people and using 
pop marketing and promotional techniques. The latter is 
headed by Caterina Caselli, wife of CGD chief Ladislao Sugar. 
There will be more CGD activity in the compilation album field. 

Krikor and Elizabel Mintangian, president and vice- presi- 
dent of Durium Records, one of the oldest -established record 

companies in Italy, see the industry continuing at a brisk 
growth rate. Krikor Mintangian says: "Despite the social, po- 
litical and economic problems, our industry grows because 
records are still relatively cheap. 

"Italy has several records selling abroad, but they are still 
few compared with the number of disks produced here. We'll 
continue to do better at world level because our companies 
are paying more attention to product quality. However the sad 
handicap of the Italian artist has to be that language problem, 
for it is so difficult to break a singer who works in Italian. 

"Piracy links with illegal imports for us. As distributors of 
Casablanca, we had the Donna Summer double album, but 
there were so many exporters at work that there were 50,000 
units here on import before we had the LP on sale. In business 
terms, strangely enough, it would be more successful to ex- 
port from Italy, because of the current state of lira." 

Durium continues to have a big export business in finished 
product to the U.S., supplying the needs of the Italian corn - 
munity there. 

John Bush, managing director of EMI Italiana, in Italy for 
the past two -and -a -half years, says: "By the standards of 
other industrial areas, the Italian scene remains very undevel- 
oped. Less records are sold per capita, certainly than in areas 
like Germany or the U.K. There are economic and practical 
reasons, but the one great thing is the potential and huge 
scope for market enlargement. 

"But we're drastically hindered by the fact that the retail 
trade in records virtually does not exist. The arrival of free ra- 
dio and television, though extremely chaotic, has done some- 
thing to stimulate the market but the future should bring a 

settling down of the number of stations into a more rational 
form of commercial operation. 

"Large amounts of Italian product is of political content 
and unlikely to find a market outside this country. However 
there are strong signs that Italian product is selling overseas 
with, for example, La Belle Epoque making number two in the 
U.K. Certainly it is true that a great deal of really good music is 
produced in Italy. 

"At EMI we are making great efforts to promote Latin Amer- 
ican music here. We've sent people there to study marketing 
prospects." - 

Bush says: "The economic situation, of course, is far from 
rosy. There is a grave unemployment situation. Various indus- 
tries are literally in a state of collapse and there are riots and 
unstable government. Though not as badly affected as most, 
the record industry is far from immune from the difficulties. 

"But since I have been here, I've seen the industry become 
more and more competitive with the arrival of CBS and WEA 
and so on." 

Alain Trossat, managing director of Phonogram, Italy, says 
the market is most likely to improve this year. "More interest 
is being shown by the public and there is an important new 
demand for classical music which will help 1978 prospects. 

Italian young people are proving they are now able to choose 
well and they demand quality. 

"Our main aim for the future is to develop and stress new 
information techniques, such as television advertising for rec- 
ords, so we can really go all out for a new slice of the consumer 
market. We're launching Polystar compilation albums to be 
adapted for the Italian market and there is also a sizable 
opening for mail order clubs, based on book clubs like those 
of Mondadori and Rizzoli. 

"Whatever happens, we must reach that huge potential 
public in the days that lie ahead." 

Freddy Naggiar heads up Baby Records, a lively Italian "in- 
fant" company. His contract lawyer, Ivan Pedrini, says: "Our 
future will reap the rewards of Naggiar's philosophy. For each 
release he thinks in terms of international potential. He pro- 
duces in studios in Munich and never puts any limits on engi- 
neers or producers as to how long they can spend recording. 
D. D. Sound is represented via Casablanca in U.S. 

"In two -and -a -half years, acts like Tornero, Blue Dolphin, 
Amada Mia Amore Mio, Ete d'Amour and Discbass have sold 
eight million sides around the world. Baby expansion this year 
and next will center on further world deals, even though some 
countries like Peru and Portugal are notoriously slow payers." 

Graham Johnson, former drummer with European chart 
group the Renegades, is international manager of the fast -de- 
veloping Ariston company, a "complete cycle recording or- 
ganization" with the exception of sleeve printing and distribu- 
tion, the latter going through Ricordi. Its biggest group is 
Matia Bazar, which won the San Remo Song Festival. Its boss 
is Alfredo Rossi. 

Johnson sees a big comeback this year for real rock 'n' roll 
in Italy. Some of the old Renegades rock on now as Kim and 
the Cadillacs, presented as rock revivalists at a Verona festi- 
val, and there are comeback bids by old artists like Little Tony 
and Bobby Solo. 

"The whole Ariston future is one of development and ex- 
pansion. Eight recently added fully automatic presses at our 
plant gives a total of 30, working flat out through two separate 
eight -hour daily shifts. This is the real evidence that the Italian 
market, despite the pessimists, is on the increase. 

"The exporting side of Ariston is two -and -a -half times up 
for the first three months of this year, to 1977. 

"But Italian music has to be Italian music, not just a copy of 
Anglo -Saxon or American music. Therefore there is little 
chance at the disco level, but product from Matia Bazar, or 
Umberto Tozzi, is essentially Italian music, though with mod- 
em arrangements. 

"We are developing avant -garde music, but though there 
are talented groups, it is not likely to make it at international 
level. After all, there would be no point in Americans coming 
here to sell spaghetti. Punk will remain a problem, because 
this music could stimulate further the violence already inher- 
ent in our society. 
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phonogram 
The top record company 

in Italy 

Eugenio Bennato / Carlo d'Angiò 

MUSIC3NOV5 

ANGELO BRANDUARDI 

The most original Italian singer/ 

songwriter. A world of fairy tales 
and the strictest of musical rigour 
for the creation of unrepeatible 
emotions and feelings. 

EUGENIO BENNATO 

I The popular mediterranean culture 
according to a musical renewal 
extraordinary up to date. "Pop" 
as an instrument of salvation of the 
most ancient traditions of our 
country. 

.3041i4. 
ANIONEl IA) ',:'Eillrf 17 

S9th $îi'` mC40 ::O4^ eke 

CHRISMA 

Ready to rock a_l over Europe. The 
.debut album of _his irresistible 
punk duo is one of the best around. 

ROBERTO VECCHIONI 

He has an absolutely personal way of 
being romantic. Authentic poetry and 
the right music for the telling of 
tales of everyday life with a 

naive =y that fascinate even the 
biggest audience. 

¡Cl 

ANTONELLO VENDITTI 

The "involved" Italian song, with 
this artist, has found a new way of 
life. Following the period of anger 
(perhaps inherited from 1968) has 
discoverec the maturity of irony. 

TONI ESPOSITO 

A really international artist he has 
taken part in European gigs (Montreux, 
Zurich, Berne) he has played witt 
artists like Paul Buckmasher, Dor 
Cherry and the Mahavishnu Orchestra. 

IAN 
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Apart from companies traditionally 
operating in Italy, such as RCA, EMI, 
Phonogram and on a smaller trading 
scale, Decca, two n-ore multi -national 
firms, WEA and CBS, have started in- 
dependently managing their busi- 
nesses here. 

The result is tha: polemic debates 
have come up con. erning the policy 
and status of such national arms of 

U.S., U.K. or Dutch capital trusts inside the Italian record in- 
dustry. 

There is no doubt multi -nationals control a very large share 
of the national record market and are ins:rumental in intro- 
ducing foreign music into it, sometimes tb the detriment of 
domestic talent and productions. But -heir contribution to the 
development of the market has often been important. 

Apart from creating remarkable domestic artist rosters, 
they have helped make some of these acts known abroad. 
They have kept Italian music fans in touch with international 
trends, fighting against a deeply- rooted rrusical nationalism 
which had hindered the growth of public knowledge of all 
kinds of foreign music aspects. 

Additionally they have set up lasting industry structures, 
forming professional personnel and introduced new tech- 
nologies and marketing techniques. 

Following three years of independert operation, WEA Ital- 
iana is now readying its own distribution -ietwork. The com- 
pany has just moved from the previous office premises in 
downtown Milan to a new complex, indud ng the administra- 
tive, managerial and creative headquarters and a huge depot, 
in the suburbs. 

Spark 
Italiana 

record productions 

a division of the 
Peer -- Southern Organization 

Managing Director: Alberto Carisch 

A &R: Riccardo Vantellini 

Foreign Dept.: Josephine Olmi 

Marketing Manager: Romeo Frumento 

Artist roster 

Walter Chiari 
"Bulldog" 
Christian 

Loretta 

Contadini 

Led i 

Pino Leggeri 

Lucrethia Lips 

Glauco Masetti 

Taffy Quay 

Alan Taylor 

Celso Valli 

Giuseppe Velona, WEA 
Italiana managing di- 
rector. 

John Bush, managing Alain Trossat, Phono- Mike Von Winterfeldt, 
director, EMI Italiana. gram Italy managing CBS Dischi senior mar - 

director. keting director. 

done balance between advertising and sales incentives to 
salesmen and dealers. We don't want to hype our product. 
The general CBS philosophy is based on artist development 
programming first and subsequently the sales and marketing 
operations must be in the right proportion. 

"Instead of relying on the conventional label management, 
we opted or the contemporary professional marketing 
strategy, using product managers with specific respon- 
sibilities for specific products, as they are involved with pro- 
motion and distribution but most of all are entrusted with fol- 
lowing their artists' careers in every aspect. 

"Currently we have four product managers but we shall ex- 
pand to give more time to each artist. To fill these positions, 
I've also looked outside the record business, because I feel in 
Italy today the music industry needs fresh blood in terms of 
professional marketing people with an affinity for our special 
product. 

This could prove an interesting combination and is stimu- 
lating. The information exchange in such cases is useful to im- 
prove both sides' knowledge of the market." 

Like most Italian record companies, CBS plans to establish 
a new price policy. "Next to domestic a &r, we are spending 
time and energy in increasing classical sales and exploiting 
the cassette area, releasing special products and looking for 
additional cistribution channels." 

As Italy's industrial center, Milan was an obvious choice for 
the CBS headquarters. Mike von Winterfeldt says: "However 
Rome is as important because it is the promotion and creative 
center. We established an office there with five people, to be 
augmented to 10, covering publishing, a &r and promotion." 

Long established in Italy, Phonogram, of the Polygram 
group, unites the Phonogram and Polydor catalogs and has 
its own publishing, manufacturing and distribution depart- 
ments. 

Over the past six or seven years, the company has gradually 
increased its influence in the Italian market, both by estab- 
lishing its international pop repertoire and its classical cata- 

(Continued on page 1 -23) 

John Bush, managing director of EMI Italiana (center) with 
members of Italian group Doogy Degli Armonium. 

WEA, which uses an advanced stocking scheme which 
should allow orders to be filled inside 12 hours from entry, 
stárts distributing its product independently in July this year. 
Another depot will be available in Rome, serving the capital, 
its Lazio region and the island of Sardinia, this area account- 
ing for more than 20% of WEA's total turnover. The com- 
pany's catalog was previously distributed nationwide by Mes- 
saggerie Musicali. 

The policy of WEA International is to establish its own distri- 
bution networks in every country where its branches operate, 
after an initial period when the sales and creative structure is 
strengthened. 

Says Giuseppe Velona, WEA managing director here: 
"There were no particular reasons why this trend should not 
be followed in Italy, too. The economic value our international 
catalog had when we started was tripled after two and a half 
years as an independent company. It means the company 
turnover increased by 200%, only 20% due to rise in product 
prices, and this achievement alone allowed us to create our 
own distribution setup. 

By the end of the year, we shall avail ourselves of a brand 
new IBM computer which will speed up every operation. Later 
we might get into distribution of other companies' products." 

WEA's presence in Italy has given new impulse to the na- 
tional music market, not only through forming a competitive 
domestic artist roster, but also through taking advantage of 
WEA International experience and know -how. Velona says: 
"To keep up with the market demands, every industry must 
rely on research. Due to the Italian market's size, investing in 
research and experiment may involve out -of- proportion costs. 

"As a member company of a multi -national, WEA Italiana 
can learn from research already carried out elsewhere. We can 
introduce new talent and new trends so contributing to the 
development of wider musical tastes. This essential for the ex- 
change of culture and research among nations which stimu- 
lates every music market. 

"We provide the Italian consumers with a vast range of mu- 
sical choice and it has been proved the public wants to be able 
to select from different trends, each likely to attract dedicated 
fans in the long run." 

There are two ways a multi -national company can start op- 
erating in Italy. It can use its precious foreign currency capital 
to acquire structures and repertoire fast, so stirring inflation 
in the market. Or it can build a solid plateau from which 
money is drawn for investments. 

WEA chose the latter course and Velona says: We had fi- 
nancial aid from the U.S. initially but this was paid back and 
now we finance ourselves. 

This means stability, guaranteed work in the future for our 
staff and, in the long term, an improvement for the whole in- 
dustry." 

After six months of planning and organization, CBS Dischi 
is now settled in a five -story building in downtown Milan. The 
staff comprises 22, including those working in the Rome of- 
fice. CBS now concentrates on streamlining promotion, distri- 
bution (in a link with Messaggerie Musicali, which handles the 
CBS /Epic lines, and with Ricordi, which takes care of A &M 
product), administration, marketing and a &r. 

After working on the basis of the international catalog, the 
major effort now is to create a strong domestic artist roster. 
Says Mike von Winterfeldt, CBS Dischi senior director (crea- 
tive and marketing services): The initial sales and turnover 
budget was very ambitious and yet after six months we are on 
budget. We had our first No. 1 album and single with San - 
tana's 'Moonflower' and we have an average of two singles 
and two albums on every reliable chart each week, through 
Asha Puthli, Santana, Ram Jam, Philadelphia International 
acts and Raffaella Carra. 

"We have run several successful marketing and sales cam- 
paigns, including 'box lot,' a pre -package campaign in the 
Christmas period and special ones for Santana, for our classi- 
cal product, for Leonard Bernstein when he visited Italy, for 
Raffaella Carra in connection with her national television 
show. 

"We've planned these activities not just by pushing product 
out on the marketplace, but by carefully avoiding any over- 

vcr awv IA/EV 
QUALITY 
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TELEFUNKEN 
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DOLBY B 
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5.000.000 PIECES 

IN THE YEAR 

CASSETTES 
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Graphic Assistance Printing Facility 
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In Any Part Of The World 

Number one in boxing machines. 

40 companies around the 
world are using our ma- 
chine for boxing more than 
one million cassettes per 
day. 
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Vast Musical Choices 
Continued from page 1 -21 

logs, now accounting for more than 50% of total classical 
sales here. It also develops domestic artists. 

Says Alain Trossat: "Over the past two or three years, we 
could afford to concentrate on domestic repertoire, trying to 
avoid any recording deal which might contribute to inflation 
on the market and shunning any kind of artist monopoly. 
We've followed a definite plan, which includes the search for 
acts representing new trends. 

"Since the last months of 1977, the company's turnover 
has been nearly doubled thanks to success by our domestic 
artists. We're still leaders in the classical field and our pop rep- 
ertoire sales should now account for 25% of that market area. 
We look for a 15 -20% share of domestic repertoire total sales 
in Italy soon. 

"Through this kind of development, we are consolidating 
our present position as the number one company in Italy in 
terms of sales and chart action. We think it more professional 
to have a wide range of product, covering various kinds of mu- 
sic. This is reflected by our chart success, achieved through 
top 10 placing by disco acts, domestic singer -composers, folk 
artists, international and Italian pop -rock groups." 

A multi -national company like Phonogram feels it has a 

duty to blend cultural functions with commercial enterprise. 
Says Trossat: "We've always done our best to get inter- 
national recognition for our acts, and results are shown in the 
classical field by the recordings for Deutsche Grammophon by 
Claudio Abbado and Maurizio Pollini. Th s has been a worthy 
contribution at cultural level. 

"In the pop field we look for dornest c artists with some- 
thing meaningful to say, beyond mere entertainment appeal, 
and our roster now includes singer- writers like Roberto Vec- 
chioni and Angelo Branduardi and, a late addition, Antonello 
Venditti, formerly with RCA." 

Up -to -date organization to improve sales action is Trossat's 
concern, too: "We set up really professional services, specially 
developing marketing techniques and research. Each staff 
member has a precise task, but communication between de- 
partments is total and decisions are taken collectively. 

The Italian economic crisis has not affected us yet. The in- 
vestment plans we submitted to Polygram were approved and 
carried out. We've been entrusted with more expansion and it 
is felt abroad that Italy represents a large potential market." 

EMI is the multi -national which has operated longest in 
Italy, controlling its own manufacturing, distribution and pub- 
lishing. John Bush, EMI Italiana managing director: The 
word 'multi- national' has nearly become a term of abuse here, 
especially in sectors which have no multi -national links. But 
EMI is a very important part of the Italian industry. 

"We have been established here some 50 years and we 

have spent a great deal of time and money in support of Ital- 
ian artists, going back to the days of Enrico Caruso. Obviously 
the latest setting up of international companies, such as WEA 
and CBS, here means ever -increasing kmportance for multi- 
national operations in Italy. 

"The EMI system is based on a philosophy of giving auton- 
omy to local companies. We are strongly committed to devel- 
oping the catalog in Italy and outside. now spending more 
money than ever before to reach this aim. And we act as good 
citizens of each country in which we operate. I am just one of 
two Englishmen in an organization of 380 and at company 
level there is a deep obligation to find and develop business 
status of local personnel from within the organization. 

"So we send employes abroad for courses in management 
and languages and to find experience in a &r and marketing 
by working side by side with foreign colleagues." 

For several years now, RCA has been considered the leading 
company in Italy. Through careful development of a strong 
domestic artist roster, through quick exploitation of new 
trends and fashions, it has built a powerful structure which 
enables it to keep up with the times and control a wide share 
of the market. It often introduces new marketing techniques, 
such as pre- recorded tape distribution through gasoline sta- 
tions, and gives impulse to new musical ideas by bringing to 
national fame the first generation of Italian singer -song- 
writers among other ideas. 

It launched an Italian brand of beat music in the 1960s and 
was instrumental in establishing the second generation 
singer -songwriters and disco music early in the 1970s. Lately 
the company has been very active in promoting young domes- 
tic talent and punk rock. 

An important move for RCA was the creation and effective 
promotion of the Linea Tre mid -price series in 1976. The line, 
having sold five million units last winter, was the most suc- 
cessful among several similar moves developed by Italian 
companies. Linea Tre, mainly devoted to domestic and inter- 
national pop and easy listening music at first, has sub- 
sequently included a very appealing classical section, plus 
jazz and folk releases. 

RCA has recently established its domestic ads, such as 
singer -writer Lucio Battisti, abroad. Giuseppe Ornato, RCA 
managing director, says: "Internationa recognition for Italian 
music compels the industry to improve its structure with a 

view to expansion. 
"The domestic market is coming of age and we realize pure 

entertainment is no longer enough as audiences are looking 
for meaningful ideas and cultural values in music." 

Decca, though not a major company in Italy, has gradually 
introduced its high quality classical product to much wider au- 
diences in Italy. In the pop field, though it achieved vast suc- 
cess with John Miles in 1977, Decca has not improved its mar- 
ket position and still lacks domestic repertoire. Decca has its 
own distribution network. 

The Promotion Battle 
Continued Irom page 1 -19 

volved with music, the daily papers appearing particularly 
concerned with the topic, but there is still much to do to reach 
international standards as to quality and quantity of features. 

On the other hand, many books on all kinds of music have 
appeared lately, with histories of rock music and pop guide- 
books, either translated from English or compiled by domes- 
tic writers, taking up more and more space in bookshop 
shelves and in the larger news -stands. 

Sergio De Gennaro, former general manager of Messag- 
gerie Musicali, the distribution branch of the Sugar group, 
says: "Only a few daily papers carry regular record reviews, 
and they favor jazz and classical music, for cultural reasons. 
But popular songs are part of culture, too. The press here 
should not be ashamed of dealing with pop and easy listening 
music. 

"Newspapers and general information weeklies have a lot 
of room for book reviews, so why should they not concentrate 
more on music and records? In other European countries, 
where records are more expensive and where economic prob- 
lems exist as in Italy, consumers are more interested in music 
and ready to spend more money on records and tapes than in 
Italy. It means we have enormous market potential here, but 
the musical education is missing, and this is reflected, too, in 
the mass media's attitudes." 

Trossat agrees and adds: "In the press, criticism often be- 
comes a kind of censorship. There is no respect for the artists' 
work and no ability to detect real talent before it achieves suc- 
cess through other media. 

"What is more, the limited interest in music in the press has 
delayed the appearance of serious and professional music 
journalists, so that artistic and industrial issues within the 
music field are often treated with carelessness and little preci- 
sion both in the dailies and the magazines." 

Industry Profitability 
Continued from page 1 -11 

large part of the economy is already state -owned. But the po- 
sition of each one, though in some small ways it may be privi- 
leged, is that in general it acts in competition fairly with others 
in the marketplace." 

Rignano is particularly concerned that the added promo- 
tional weight promised by RAI TV and Radio backup could well 
weigh against composers and artists at contract -signing time. 

However, problems are there to be overcome, he says. The D 
Italian industry, perhaps because it has long been under -ex- -< 

ploited, is ready for a period of expansion and prosperity, ) 

given minimum political and economic hassles. 
cD 
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International 

RUSSIAN FEST- Melodiya Records w II releasing one or two LPs recorded 
at the Tbilisi '78 National Jazz Festival ii Russia; 30,000 fans saw 20 full - 
house concerts played by 23 bands from 13 Russian cities. Performing here is 

the MODO Jazz Group. 

EP SUCCESSOR 

Jazz Label Chiltern Pegs 
Future To 12 -Inch Singles 

LONDON -A new label which 
will produce nothing but 12 -inch 
jazz singles has been set up here by 
Michael Eagleton who says his Chil- 
tern Sound Records has the ultimate 
aim of getting a jazz single into the 
pop chart. 

First release is Lol Coxhill's 
"Murder In The Air," a comedy item 
in the form of a play, but with a 
strong jazz background. Among up- 
coming product is a single by the 
Barbara Thompson /Don Rendell 
Quintet. 

Eagleton's record, tape and audio 
center in Buckinghamshire has en- 
joyed trading success for some six 
years. Part of the premises was 

Capitol Revives Logo 
LONDON- Capitol Records is 

going back to its original "stars and 
dome" label on all product issued in 
the U.K. The label change here is 
part of a worldwide reversion plan. 

All future product, excluding the 
mid -price Caps series, will feáture 
the original label. Existing catalog 
items, as they are re- pressed, will 
also feature it. 

turned into a phonograph museum. 
Then the label was set up because, 
Eagleton says: "Jazz has the poten- 
tial to be appreciated by a far wider 
range of the general public than at 
present. 

"I've noted that many people 
think of jazz as obscure. We often 
use it as background music in the 
shop and people who ask what it is 
are astonished to hear it is jazz. 

"By sticking with the 12 -inch for- 
mat, growing in the pop market, I 

hope to break through the so- called 
connoisseur barrier. So much good 
jazz goes over the heads of people 
because they could never be inter- 
ested in buying a whole album of 
jazz. 

"Really I want to re- create the de- 
mand that existed some 15 years ago 
for the jazz EP. To create a demand 
for a particular piece of jazz music, 
rather than a particular musician, 
and also to produce the maximum 
fidelity of recording." 

Distribution for Chiltern Sound is 
through Lightning Records in Lon- 
don and through Jazz Services Un- 
limited, specialist distributor and 
importer. 

Cream Assigns 

Music Publishing 

To Mews In U.K. 
LONDON -Al Bennett, president 

of Cream -Hi Records and the 
Cream Music Publishing Group, has 
signed an agreement with Bill Mar- 
tin, of Mews Music here, whereby 
Cream Music Publishing will be set 
up in the U.K. under the administra- 
tion of Mews. The deal covers the 
U.K. 

The Cream group comprises the 
catalogs of East Memphis, Birdees, 
Deerwood, Churn, Butter, Jec and 
Fi. The new pact was finalized when 
Martin visited Hollywood. 

Bennett says: "It is good to be in- 
volved again in the British publish- 
ing scene. With around 5,000 copy- 
rights, the establishment of our own 
company in London was essential." 

Registration of the huge catalog 
starts immediately, with key titles 
picked for exploitation. Mews Music 
staff will be responsible for liaison 
with record companies, producers, 
radio and television in the U.K. 

EMI Will Import 
Film, Stage LPs 

LONDON -DRG Records, the 
New York -based label which spe- 
cializes in previously unavailable or 
deleted product from film and stage 
musicals, has signed a longterm 
U.K. distribution deal with EMI's 
Import Division here. 

Included in the first batch of al- 
bums is the original "Funny Face" 
soundtrack with Fred Astaire and 
Audrey Hepburn; the original cast 
LP of "Best Foot Forward," the 
show which launched Liza Minnelli; 
and Noel Coward's original demon- 
stration tapes for his last mt:sical 
score "The Girl Who Came To Sup- 
per." 

The label is the brain child of 
Hugh Fordin, DRG president, one- 
time head of casting for Broadway 
producer David Merrick. DRG now 
has a London office at 116, Shaftes- 
bury Avenue in the West End. 

NOW $250,000 

Antipiracy War Chest 
Will Double In Britain 

Continued from page ! 

stands at around $250,000 and, said 
Bridgé, there are some 80 cases "in 
the pipeline." 

On the home taping question, he 
said that though a recent industry - 
backed report put the annual loss at 
around $140 million, the actual loss 
could be as high as $250 million. 

The BPI, Musicians Union and 
Mechanical Copyright Protection 
Society are pressing for government 
action which would impose a levy on 
both hardware and blank tape. 

Dealers who objected to the fact 
that, if and when the levy is imposed 
none of the money would be distrib- 
uted to them, should make their own 
representations through the Gramo- 
phone Record Retailers Committee, 
they were told. 

When Bridge said the industry 
was still trying to develop a spoiler 
signal for records which equipment 
designers could not wipe off, he re- 
ceived an unexpectedly firm reac- 
tion from the retails at the meeting. 

They voted almost unanimously 
to ask the retailers committee to urge 
manufacturers immediately to im- 
press on product the simple spoiler 

LYTTLETON FRACAS 

signal which already has been devel- 
oped. Even though a cheap device to 
eradicate it has already been devel- 
oped by the hardware manufac- 
turers, it was felt that being forced to 
buy even a $9 -$10 extra device 
might stop some home tapers. 

One dealer, pointing out that the 
industry also made blank tape and 
in some cases hi fi equipment, 
asked: "Just how many hats can the 
manufacturers wear ?" 

Another surprising vote at the 
meeting came when independent 
dealers split over wanting recom- 
mended retail price abolished, in or- 
der to deprive chain stores of the 
ability to advertise how big their 
price cuts are. 

One -third of those present voted 
to retain the suggested retail price. 
But the majority asked the retailers 
group to urge manufacturers to 
abolish it. 

Bridge revealed that the BPI 
council had discussed asking the 
government to reinstate resale price 
maintenance on records. But law- 
yers and government officials had 
advised that there is "a snowball 
in hell's chance" of achieving that. 

Libel Suit Is Withdrawn By Freegard 
LONDON -Michael Freegard, 

general manager of the Performing 
Right Society, has withdrawn his 
writ for libel against Trevor Lyttle- 
ton, PRS songwriter member and 
longtime critic of the organization. 

Freegard and the society's general 
council agreed to the move, pointing 
out that two general meetings of the 
PRS decisively rejected Lyttleton's 
"aspersions." Legal proceedings 
brought under the Companies Act 
were also unsuccessful, "and the 
Society's management and reputa- 
tion have been vindicated in Parlia- 
ment." 

The writ was issued in July 1976 in 
respect of remarks about the PRS 
management, reported in trade 
newspaper Music Week. 

Subsequently, Lyttleton applied 
to the Department of Trade for an 
investigation into the affairs of the 
PRS under the Companies Act. 

On March 10, Stanley Clinton 
Davis, under secretary of state for 
trade, said in Parliament: "In the 
light of evidence which has been 
supplied, I have concluded that an 
investigation of the PRS under the 
Companies Act is not called for." 

Piracy, Computer Use, Trade Relations IMIC Topics 
Continued from page 1 

stellar audience here to the Excelsior 
Palace Hotel for the four days of ac- 
tivities, including 14 vital panel ses- 
sions. 

IMIC '78 festivities begin Monday 
evening (1) with a Billboard -spon- 
sored reception with the business 
sessions running Tuesday through 
Thursday, climaxed by the presenta- 
tion of the annual Billboard Trend- 
setter Awards at the closing dinner 
banquet. 

With the beauty of Italy and its 
rich cultural heritage as a backdrop, 
this eighth IMIC plunges into such 

contemporary topics as the dedica- 
tion of record companies to jazz and 
classical music -two distinct art 
forms which are in growth patterns 
around the world; methods of seek- 
ing tomorrow's industry leaders and 
the late '70s linkup between motion 
pictures and music. 

Italy's premier Giulio Andreotti is 
scheduled to deliver the keynote 
speech Tuesday (2) to open the con- 
ference, marking the first time a 
head of state has addressed an IMIC 
gathering. 

Significantly, Venice is known as 
the birthplace of music publishing, 

for as history recalls Ottaviano del 
Petrucci in 1498 secured the first 
music copyright and thus became 
the world's first music publisher. 

Petrucci, on May 25, 1498, ob- 
tained the sole right for 20 years to 
print Canto Figurato selections. 

And music publishing figures are 
a hot topic at IMIC this year. There 
is a panel devoted to the role of the 
young publisher and his competitive 
position. 

Other topics scheduled for discus- 
sion include new methods of record 
promotion, talent negotiation tech- 
niques, the role of public relations, 

the importance of the world music 
market and the niche for an inde- 
pendent label in an industry domi- 
nated by multinational companies. 

One of last year's highly popular 
sessions -a report by various inter- 
national label presidents -is being 
repeated with Jose Manual Villareal 
of CBS Mexico joining Guido Rig - 
nano, managing director of Ricordi 
of Italy who is the panel's chairman; 
Bruce Lundvall, president of CBS 
Records, U.S.; Monti Lueftner, 
president of the Ariola Records 
Group, Germany; Ken Maliphant, 
Phonograph U.K.'s a &r marketing 

director and Gerry La Coursiere, 
president of A &M of Canada. 

Importance of classical music to 
the recording spectrum is empha- 
sized by the appearance of re- 
nowned violinist Isaac Stern on a 
panel devoted to the classics. Artur 
Rubinstein, previously announced 
as a member of this discussion, has 
had to reluctantly forgo his appear- 
ance due to ill health. 

Scheduled to appear on the panel 
devoted to "New Dimensions In 
Promotion" are Rainer Schmidt - 
Walk of Polydor International, Ger- 

(Continued on page 99) 
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France And Germany 
Spur RCA Intl Gains 

By JACK TESSLER 

NEW YORK -The hefty gains of 
RCA Records' French and German 
subsidiaries spearheaded the sharp 
increases in the international reve- 
nues of the company during the first 
quarter of 1978, according to Arthur 
Martinez, the label's newly ap- 
pointed division vice president, fi- 
nance and international. 

International revenues were in 
turn a major factor in the overall 
record -breaking first quarter report 
issued by the company (Billboard, 
April 22, 1978). 

A 23% increase in sales by RCA's 
10 subsidiaries was paced by a 
whopping 68% increase in France 
and a 63% increase in Germany for 
the first quarter of this year as corn- 
pared to last. 

The French company, which be- 
gan its operation in 1970, has now 
established a solidly based group of 
local artists and repertoire. The local 
product now represents 50% of sales. 

Martinez reports that French art- 
ist Alain Souchon has sold over a 
quarter of a million units of his 
number one charted single. Chantal 
Goya, who recorded an LP com- 
memorating the 25th anniversary of 
Mickey Mouse, saw the album cross- 
over from a kiddie -treat to an adult 
market success selling over 200,000 
copies. 

The success of the company at- 
tracts not only other artists, but other 
French labels who are interested in 

O having RCA distribute them locally. 

< One of those labels is Trema which 
O has Michel Sardon, one of France's 
m hottest artists, signed to its label, the 
-I international exec says. 
GO The momentum in the French 
co company began building at the end 

of 1977 with a single, "Rock Collec- 

cri tion" by Laurent Voulzy, which 
} went to the top 5 in the charts of ev- 

< ery country in Europe. 
The German company, which 

only began its operation in 1973, 
created momentum which got it 
soaring when it recorded Baccara, 
whose single "Yes Sir, I Can 
Boogie," sold over two million 
copies worldwide, Martinez ex- 
plains. 

Bonnie Tyler, signed to RCA's 
U.K. company, was originally bro- 

ken in Germany. Her success there 
spread to the Continent, England 
and Australia and she is currently 
high on the U.S. Billboard charts. 

The Germany company attributes 
30% of its first quarter revenues to 
local repertoire. 

RCA's Latin companies in Argen- 
tina, Brazil and Mexico each con- 
tinue to hold the number one spot in 
their market, according to Martinez. 

Brazil's first quarter rose in excess 
of 40% over last year. The company 
has a 35% share of the market and 
85% of its revenue comes from local 
repertoire, Martinez reports. 

RCA's Italian company also has 
the number one share of their mar- 
ket, Martinez continues. Their reve- 
nues increased 20% over the first 
quarter of last year. 

On the international artist side 
John Denver continues to be a big 
seller in Canada, Australia and 
throughout Europe and Dolly Par- 
ton has had great success in the 
U.K.. Canada and Australia. 

Yamaha Festival 

Seeks Superstar 
As Guest Artists 

TOKYO -For the first time in its 
nine year history the annual World 
Popular Song Festival in Tokyo will 
invite one of the world's pop music 
superstars or supergroups to make a 
guest appearance. 

The guest act will be selected from 
among the top 20 top artists in the 
world. The final selection will be an- 
nounced in early June according to 
Aldo lijima, festival director. 

The festival, being held Nov. 10- 
12 at Budokan Hall, presents origi- 
nal unpublished songs from all over 
the world. Sponsored by the Yam- 
aha Music Foundation, it is ex- 
pected to draw a live audience of 
about 35,000. 

The committee expects the num- 
ber of songs submitted for consider- 
ation this year to exceed the 31,780 
songs entered last year. 

Deadline for song entries is July 
15. Entry forms and regulations may 
be obtained from: World Festival 
Committee '78, Yamaha Music 
Foundation, 3- 24 -22, Shimome- 
guro, Meguro -ku, Tokyo 153, Japan. 

PRODUCT INTERCHANGE DUE 

YEN GAIN NO FACTOR 

Dealer Interest Prods 
Japanese Import Boom 

By HARUHIKO FUKUHARA 

TOKYO -The burgeoning mar- 
ket for imported records in Japan 
cannot be attributed to the sharp ap- 
preciation of the yen against the dol- 
lar, retailers across the country 
agree. 

Much more significant, they say, 
is the fact that specialist retailers and 
general record stores handling im- 
ports for the first time or in greater 
quantities have been mushrooming 
nationwide, and that disk importers 
have tripled, especially in the Tokyo 
and Osaka areas, over the last two to 
three years. 

In addition, importers are advanc- 
ing directly into the retail business 
by setting up their own stores. 

The disk importers say that their 
retail outlets help them find out 
what albums are selling fastest and 
what albums are likely future win- 
ners, and that they enable them to 
pass on know -how to retailers wish- 
ing to handle imports. 

UA Signs Disk Pact With Soviets 
Continued from page 3 

ited Moscow several times in the 
course of the project. 

"There is tremendous potential on 
both sides of the agreement," says 
Busby. "Obviously, it is an exciting 
project to be able to market western 
music in Russia, to be in a position to 
supply quality product to a fresh, 
discerning mass market. And not 
just MOR product, either. Russian 
audiences gave a warm welcome to 
the Dirt Band which toured the 
U.S.S.R. in 1977, and there is keen 
interest in British supergroup ELO 
which we market for Jet Records." 

Busby adds: "Then on our side, 
we believe there is an enormous po- 
tential for Russian pop product in 

Costello To Europe 
NEW YORK -Rock artists Elvis 

Costello is scheduled to begin his 
first major European tour June 16. 

Europe. We are well aware that here 
is a vast nation with, in popular mu- 
sic terms, a largely untapped wealth 
of talent- composers, musicians, 
singers and groups -with a great 
deal to offer in the future." 

Product release is expected any 
time now. The first two releases that 
Russia's Melodiya label plans for 
the U.S.S.R. are Paul Anka's album 
"Time Of Your Life" (never issued 
in the U.K.), and the Shirley Bassey 
"Singles" album, one of the most 
successful of all UA's Bassey LPs. 

First product likely to be issued in 
the U.K. is an album by Byelorus- 
sian folk /pop group Pesniary, whose 
nine -piece lineup includes Leonid 
Bortkevich, the man from Minsk 
whom Olga Korbut married. 

With regard to UA's move into the 
classical market, the deal with Rus- 
sia allows a two -way exchange of 
material. The classical albums will 
have their own special logo and UA 

AMSTERDAM 
Various Dutch and international acts staged 

a special concert to celebrate the 10th anniver- 

sary of noted Amsterdam youth center Pera- 

disco.... At the same venue, two punk bands 

were featured in an eight -hour punk festival, 
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plans to build up a catalog of some 
30 albums within the next 18 

months. 

Sandy Denny Dead 
LONDON -Sandy Denny, one of 

the leading British female folk vo- 
calists of the late 60s and early 70s, 
best known for her work with Fair- 
port Convention, died April 21 fol- 
lowing a fall in her home here a 
week earlier. She had recently em- 
barked on another solo career fol- 
lowing the birth of her child. 

Denny recorded one album with 
the Strawbs and then joined Fair- 
port Convention in May 1968, leav- 
ing in late 1969 to form her own 
group which later disbanded. After 
several critically acclaimed solo al- 
bums, she married Trevor Lucas, a 
Fairport member, rejoined the 
group for a winter 1973 world tour, 
and then full -time in spring 1974. 

From The Music Capitals Of The World 
EMI -Bovema following with an album of the 

groups involved. 

Eighth anniversary of leading local music 

magazine Oor celebrated at a party featuring 

U.K. acts Nick Lowe, Wreckless Eric and Dr. 

Feelgood.... World premiere of French act Mi- 

chel Fugain and Company staged at the Carre 

Theater here. ... Local jazz quintet the Dia- 

mond Five has been re- formed to group the 

same lineup as when it started 20 years ago. 

Local dixieland band the Harbour Jan took 

part in an agricultural exhibition in Tokyo.... 
Wim Winsemius representing Holland at the Eu- 

ropean Broadcasting Union's International Jazz 

Quiz '78 in Paris (May 26).... AVRO TV made a 

50- minute special on German producer Frank 

Farian and his acts Boney M., Eruption and 

Gilla, and the same company did a special on 

local producer Eddy Ouwens and the many acts 
he has worked with in recent years. 

Singer -guitarist Boudewijn de Groot back in 

Holland after nearly a year in the U.S., but he 

moves soon, for tax reasons, to Belgium.... 
Rene Sleeswijk, for 40 years one of the most 

prominent Dutch cabaret promoters, died here 

aged 70. ... TROS radio did a series on the 

Walker Brothers. ... BNB in Los Angeles now 

handling U.S. management of the group Kayak 

and an American tour is in the making. 

Producer Hans Vermeulen has bought the 

GTB Studio in The Hague.... Religious -slanted 

station NCRV boycotted Peter Koelewijn's "KL 

204" because the single contained the line If I 

Were God." ... Singing Amsterdam writer - 

painter Tot Hansse received both gold and plati- 

num disks for his debut album and also received 

the Silver Harp '78 from the Dutch Conamus 

Foundation. 

Singer -guitarist Herman Brood and members 

of his band Wild Romance have started a cam- 

paign to gain free admission to rock concerts for 

girls. ... Much media response for local duo 

Neerlands Hoop, which kicked off an anti- Argen- 

tina boycott, hoping the Dutch football team will 

boycott the World Cup series there this summer. 

Vocal duo Rosy and Andres split, Rosy to sing 

solo and Andres to concentrate on his Cheese 

Music Productions outfit.... Thijs van Leer re- 

corded his solo album "Nice To Have Met You" 

in the U.S. for early May release by CBS.... 
"Saturday Night Fever" double album went gold 

here before the movie went out on release. 

WILLEM HOOS 

MOSCOW 
The Slovak Philharmonic orchestra was here 

on a five -city visit, and other recent classical 

acts include the Belgrade Philharmonic, under 
Zivojin Zdravkovic, the Pro Arte Brass Quintet 

from the U.S., and the Fitzwilliam String Quartet 

from the U.K. 

Wera Schnaidenbach, German Democratic 

Republic top singer, and Manfred Ludwig's rock 

group, visited on an extended concert tour.... 
According to latest research figures, there are 

60 million television sets in use in the U.S.S.R. 

and 50 different models of color and black and 

white sets currently manufactured by national 

companies. 

The Leningrad Dixieland Jazzband celebra- 

ting its 20th anniversary this month with a spe- 

cial show at Kvadrat (The Chorus) Jazz Club in 

Leningrad. The band was the first Russian group 

to play improvised traditional jazz and released 

four albums and several singles through Melo- 

diya, as well as taking part in jazz festivals in 

Russia, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria and 

East Germany. Its founder, trumpet -soprano 

saxist Vsevolod Koroliov, died of a heart attack 

four years ago. VADIM YURCHENKOV 

HELSINKI 
Finnscandia's annual dealer conference was 

held in Ahtari, some 300 miles north of Helsinki, 

and top brass present included John -Eric 

Westoe and Gugi Kokljuskin. ... Box -office 

smash "Saturday Night Fever" premiered here 

(April 1) to rave press reviews. 

Stan Getz and the Bob Brookmeyer Sextet ex- 

pected in for a Metronome -promoted Helsinki 

concert. ... A national final of Twist dancing 

staged at the local Tavastia Club recently, also 

featuring film clips of Chubby Checker, Joey Dee 

and Elvis Presley. 

Hirotoshi Gotoh, president of 
Disc Center Co., one of the nation's 
big importers headquartered in 
Osaka, gives another reason why re- 
tailing figures so prominently in his 
company's activities: "One of our 
main objectives is to make people 
more aware of our existence. That's 
why as long as we have the capital, 
we're going to set up more retail out- 
lets." 

Shinsei Service Co. and Phenix 
Trading Co., also based in Osaka, 
think the same way, as do Tokyo's 
Nichibei Cardinal which handles 
mainly the classics, and Nishi -Ni- 
hon Dream of Kyushu. 

Whether imported disk specialists 
sink or swim depends on the speed 
and accuracy of their ordering and 
on their pricing, which remains a 
headache despite the appreciation 
of the yen. 

The yen has not made disks 
cheaper and spurred the spread of 
imported disks, say the retailers, be- 
cause purchasing prices in the U.S., 
at least, have gone up a dollar. 

That prices have not come down 
has evidently been a disappointment 
to disk buyers. "The yen would have 
to shoot up pretty high for an appre- 
ciable drop in retail prices," says 
Disc Center. 

On an average, albums imported 
from the U.S. sell at between $8.60 
and $10.50, compared with a price 
range of $10.50 to $11.40 for U.K. 
and other European disks. 

Retailers say the profit margin on 
imports is invariably a low 17% to 
18 %. Some outlets make less than 50 
cents on a sale, much less than the 
margin on locally made disks. But 
even if they are not such a sparkling 
financial attraction for retailers, im- 
ports pull in the customers, espe- 
cially younger buyers, and in some 
cases stimulate the sales of local 
disks. 

Almost all the imports are rock 
and jazz, which appeal to the 
younger fans, and in the big cities. 
60% to 70% of the disks are bought 
by regular customers. 

New album "Lost Children" from Hector 

(Love), an artist rated one of the most talented 

of contemporary Finnish singer- composers.... 
A 45- minute program from BBC -TV on Leo Sayer 

to be seen here (30), recorded live and featuring 
11 Sayer hits. KARI HELOPALTIO 

LISBON 
Sell -out concert here by viola player Ana Bela 

Chaves and pianist Olga Prats at the Gulbenkian 
Foundation performing music by Brahms, Mil- 

haud, Bach and Paul Muller. Following her suc- 
cess at the Geneva Festival, Ana Bela Chaves re- 

ceives countless offers to play abroad but 
prefers to help promote music in Portugal. 

More than 100 young singers and musicians 

of the Orquestra Sinfonica Juvenil and Coral 

Publia Hortensia performed in a concert at 

Teatro academico Gil Vicente in Coimbra.... 
Gold disk for Philips group Gemini for sales of 

the album "Pensando Em Ti." 

Diadagua, Roy Harper, Adriano Oliveira and 
Veronica were the first guests of the new Sun- 

day televison series "Festa Da Musica," pro- 

duced by Joao Marfins and dedicated to the Por- 

tuguese music industry. Upcoming visitors 
include Coro Dos Amadores de Musica, Lenita 

Gentil, Jose Jorge Letria, Kate Bush and com- 

poser Vitorino de Almeida, the latter talking 
about the soundtrack of the movie "Close En- 

counters Of The Third Kind." 
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BEACH BOUNTY -The Beach Boys are presented with 30 gold and 24 plati- 
num albums by, right, Stephen Shrimptor , managing director of EMI Records 
(Australia) during their recent tour of that country although they are now re- 

leased by WEA Australia. 

GERMAN DISK AWARDS 

`Best Of Year' Selected 
By WOLFGANG SPAHR 

Opus 6," (EMI Harmonia Mundi). 
Organ music: Vierne, Symphony 

No. 6, Nicolas Kynaston (Mitra). 
Songs and vocal recitals: Schubert, 
"Songs," Gundula Janowitz and Ir- 
win Gage (DG). Concertos: Saint - 
Saens, "Complete Works For Violin 
And Orchestra," Ulf Hoelscher and 
Pierre Dervaux (EMI). Modern mu- 
sic: Henze, "Tristan," (DG). 

Opera: Beethoven, "Fidelio," 
Herbert Blomstedt (EMI); Mus- 
sorgsky, "Boris Godounov," Jerzy 
Semkow (EMI). Choral works: 
Mendelssohn, "Paulus," (EMI); 
"Music of the Romantic and Ba- 
roque," (Throfon). Chamber music: 
Beethoven, "The Late String Quar- 
tets," La Salle Quartet (DG). Piano 
music: Beethoven, "The Late So- 
natas," Maurizio Pollini (DG). 

Folk music: "25 Years of the 
Schwarzwald Musikanten," (Tel - 
dec). Dance music: "For You, 
Cherie," Jeff Conway and his Ball- 
room Orchestra (Hansa). Musical: 
Offenbach, "La Grande Duchesse" 
(CBS). 

German pop: "Gefeuert," Udo 
Juergens (Ariola). International 
pop: "Hotel California," the Eagles 
(WEA); "You're In My Heart," Rod 
Stewart (WEA). Folklore: "The 
Guitar From The Anden," Ata- 
hualpa Yupenqui (Plaene). German 
chanson: "Das Geht Sein," Wolf 
Biermann (CBS). International 
chanson: "Daniel Viglietti (Plaene). 
Spoken word: Damals /Tritte "Two 
Dramas" (DG). 

Rock: "Aja," Steeley Dan 
( Ariola). Black music: "Exodus," 
Bob Marley (Ariola). 

Classical historical recordings: 
"Last Recital," Dinu Lipatti (EMI). 
Historical entertainment: Comedian 
Harmonists" (EMI). Traditional 
jazz: "Hanshen Weiss Quintet" (In- 
tercord). 

Modern jazz: "The Survivors' 
Suite," Keith Jarrett Quartet. Histor- 
ical jazz: "Complete Duke Elling- 
ton, Vol. 9 -1937" (CBS); "Savoy 
Session," Charlie Parker (EMI). 

HAMBURG -Jacques Brel (Bar- 
clay), rock group Foreigner, singer - 
songwriter Carole Bayer Sager and 
U.K. band Fleetwood Mac, all WEA 
acts, are among international artists 
honored in this year's Phono -Akad- 
emie record awards. 

Others named in the "artists of 
the year" section were: Konstantin 
Wecker (Polydor), the Zupfgeigen- 
hansl Duo (Plane), jazz trombonist 
Albert Mangelsdorf, guitar duo 
Larry Coryell and Philip Catherine 
(WEA), girl singer Caro (Pinball), 
Heinrich Schiff (Deutsche Gram - 
mophon), rock band Orexis (Inter - 
cord), and the Young Philharmonie 
(DG). 

A jury of journalists from radio, 
television and newspapers made the 
recorded product awards from more 
than 1,000 nominations. Results: 

Symphony: Bruckner, Symphony 
No. 5, Cologne Radio Orchestra, 
conducted by Guenter Wand (EMI 
Harmonia Mundi), Mahler, Sym- 
phony No. 9, Chicago Symphony, 
conducted by Carlo Maria Giulini 
(DG). 

Ancient music: Nicolas Gombert, 
"Sacred Music," (DG); Victoria, 
"Missa Pro Defunctis," (EMI Har- 
monia Mundi); Bach, "Goldberg 
Variations," with Alan Curtis 
(EMI); Corelli, "Concerti Grossi 

Columbia Label 
EMI's In EEC 

PARIS -Pathe Marconi -EMI here 
has won a legal dispute against CBS 
in a hearing before the European 
Economic Community (EEC) 
Court. The pleas was that the use of 
the Columbia label by CBS inside 
the Common Market is illegal, and 
that Pathe Marconi -EMI alone is 
permitted to use the label. 

A statement on behalf of the court 
stresses that though CBS owns the 
label in the U.S., it does not have 
that privilege in European terri- 
tories. CBS was said to have been 
marketing imported disks and cas- 
settes under the Columbia label. 
which was the reason for Pathe's 
court plea. 

At the hearing, it was further 
stressed that the famous trademark 
showing a dog and a gramophone 
(RCA's Nipper in the U.S.), with His 
Master's Voice title, were also Pathe 
Marconi -EMI's properties in Eu- 
rope. 

Top Spot To Minchin 
PARIS- Francois Minchin was 

elected president of SNEPA, the 
French record company organiza- 
tion. 

Minchin, president of Pathe -Mar- 
coni EMI until last January, is now 
responsible for that company's oper- 
ations in southern Europe. 

EUROVISION CONTEST 

Israeli Entry An Easy Winner f 
PARIS- Israel's scoop of first 

place in the Eurovision Song Con- 
test here April 22 will take the 1979 
event to the politically sensitive 
Middle East. 

Contest custom dictates that the 
winning country plays host to the 
following year's event, and despite 
the political hot potato involved, Is- 
raeli television chiefs are adamant 
that Eurovision '79 will play either 
in Tel Aviv or Jerusalem. 

The country does not yet have 
color tv, but it does have the equip- 
ment ready for transmission on the 
U.S. line system. 

This year's Eurovision, beamed 
from here, reached an estimated 400 
million tv viewers worldwide. 

Winners were onetime soldier lz- 
har Cohen and his Alphabeta quin- 
tet (three women, two men) with "A- 
Ba-Ni-Ba." The group, formed espe- 
cially for the contest but now to re- 
main a team, spent the week of the 
event closely guarded by security 
men in the French capital. 

With next year's contest in Israel, 
participation by certain "interested" 
Arab states can now effectively be 
ruled out. 

Cohen and his team went ahead 

LAUNCHES PUBLICATION 

IFPI Recaps Intl Gains At 
Close Of Centennial year 

By ADAM WHITE 
NEW YORK -IFPI considers 

that its campaign celebrating the 
centenary of sound recording, con- 
cluded in March, has been a major 
success. 

It also claims that, provided the 
success is "skillfully and diligently" 
exploited, the organization will 
achieve its twofold goal: to win for 
the phonogram worldwide legal pro- 
tection as an art form, and public re- 
spect for the medium and its produc- 
ers. 

The views are stated in the first is- 
sue of "IFPI News," a quarterly 
launched this spring by the record 
industry group to provide regular in- 
formation about the body's inter- 
national activities. 

Produced from its London head- 
quarters, the publication is being 
distributed to members, national 
groups and affiliated organizations, 
as well as to other interested parties. 

Referring again to the centenary 
campaign, IFPI says that "the con- 
certed efforts of all members have 
resulted in an increased awareness 
among the public and governments 
alike, of the immense contribution 
made by the record industry and the 

problems it faces in giving service to 
society -piracy and high point -of- 
sale taxation being of most immedi- 
ate concern." 

The new publication also details 
IFPI's current activities, covering pi- 
racy, video, the image of disk manu- 
facturers, and relations with authors 
societies, performers and broad- 
casting organizations. 

A number of feature articles are 
included, tackling topics such as 

protection for the phonogram, its 
history over the past 100 years, the 
sociological impact of recorded 
sound, the 30th anniversary of the 
LP and an analysis of disk produc- 
tion. 

Looking back at the centenary cel- 
ebrations, there is a six -page break- 
down radio, tv and press coverage, 
gala concerts, public functions, pub- 
lications, exhibitions and confer- 
ences. 

Next issue of "IFPI News" will be 
published in June, containing re- 
ports on the continuing light against 
piracy and on the Board and Coun- 
cil meetings being held in Oslo dur- 
ing the last week of this month. 

Unternational TurnIobIe] 
Herman Franz, former managing 

director of the Siemens subsidiary 
Vacuumschmelze, joins Polygram in 
Hamburg as vice president. Dr. 
Franz takes over special respon- 
sibilities in manufacturing, record- 
ing and development. 

Among appointments made at 
Polydor in London: Nigel Reveler 
from deputy personnel manager of 
the Polygram Group to singles mar- 
keting manager; and Jon Pope 
named product development man- 
ager, reporting to George McManus, 
and concentrating on development 
of selected contemporary artists. 
Alec Byrn is the new product man- 

Two U.S. `Hits' LPs 
For Swedish Mart 

STOCKHOLM -Grammofon AB 
Electra is launching a big campaign 
for two two -set compilation albums 
featuring U.S. hits from the 1950s 

and 1960s. The LPs are called 
"Graffiti USA" and each has 32 
tracks, one from the ABC and Dot 
catalog and the other from RCA. 

The albums, selling at $10.85, 
were compiled and coordinated by 
Klas Burling who, in the 1960s, was 
the first disk jockey at Swedish Ra- 
dio to have a regular radio show of 
rock music. Now he is label manager 
at Elektra. 

ager, concentrating on the EG label. 
Fran Papier has moved from the 

Decca press office to handle press 
for Private Stock in London. Maggie 
Ross has switched from State Rec- 
ords press officer to work for Con- 
temporary Music Consultants in 
London. 

Alf Wager, managing director of 
Wager Musiikki, Helsinki, has been 
named new chairman of Suomen 
Musiikkikauppiasliitto ry, a local 
music dealer organization. He re- 
places Mosse Seera, from Turku. 

Ian Wright has been appointed in- 
ternational coordinator for Cham- 
pion Entertainment, based in Lon- 
don. He will be responsible for the 
coordination of all international art- 
ist activities for the company's art- 
ists. Wright is a director of MAM 
music division, and heads its agency 
and concert promotion unit. 

Manhattan Intl Deal 
NEW YORK -Manhattan Rec- 

ords here has signed its overseas dis- 
tribution to Phonogram Inter- 
national, for all territories outside 
the U.S. and Canada. 

First product under the deal is an 
album by Billy Falcon's Burning 
Rose. 

Manhattan is distributed in the 
U.S. by United Artists. 

from the start, 32 points ahead of 
Belgium in second place, with host 
country France in third. The hotly 
fancied U.K. entry, "Bad Old Days" 
by Co -Co, was never in the running, 
and finished in I I th position. 

The Israeli success, first for the 
country in an event usually domi- 
nated by the North European na- 
tions, triggered off hectic action at 
Polydor, which has rights to the 
record in most Continental terri- 
tories. 

The company's international 
manager in London, Adrian Rudge, 
and a &r chief Jim Cook captured 
"A- Ba- Ni -Ba" just two days before 
the contest from Litratone Israel, a 

joint owned Polygram outfit. 
Pressing started at Polydor's U.K. 

factory less than 36 hours after the 
final vote, and copies weYe distrib- 
uted the following day. 

Publishing rights to the song, sub- 
titled "A Love Song In The B Lan- 
guage," is owned by writers Ehud 
Manor and Nurit Hirst, who run 
their own company and are signing 
individual territory deals. U.K. 
rights went to Heath Levy Music, 
while U.S. rights (and to the disk it- 
self) have still to be finalized. 

Izhar Cohen and his backing 
group are managed by Shlomo 
Zack, co- producer of the disk, 
through his Orot Management and 
production company in Tel Aviv. 

Says Cohen: "We feared it would 
be too much like Israeli music for 
Europe to understand or appreciate. 
We were pretty sure we would have 
a language problem." 

Adds composer Hirsh: "We be- 
lieved we wouldn't win because of 
political reasons. But already we're 
working on a follow -up song." 

Juries in 20 countries voted for Is- 
rael's entry (only Norway failed to 
attract a single contest vote) and the 
main results are as follows: 

1, Israel, "A- Ba- Ni -Ba," by lzhar 
Cohen and Alphabeta (157); 2, Bel- 
gium, "L'Amour Ca Fait Chanter 
La Vie," by Jean Vallee (125): 
France, "II Y Aura Toujours Des 
Violons," by Joel Prevost (119); Mo- 
naco, "Les Jardins De Monaco," by 
Caline and Olivier Toussaint (107): 
Ireland, "Born To Sing," by Col C.T. 
Wilkinson (86); 6, Germany, 
"Feur," by Ireen Sheer (84); 7, Lux- 
embourg, "Parlez -Vous Francais," 
by Baccara (73); 8, Greece, "Charlie 
Chaplin," by Tania Tsanaclidou 
(66); 9, Spain, "Bailemos Un Vals," 
by Jose Velez, and Switzerland, 
"Vivre," by Carole Vinci, both tying 
at 65. 

PRS Donates $35G 

To Musical Causes 
LONDON -The Performing 

Right Society here is donating 
$35,000 in gifts to 50 organizations 
to help various musical causes. 

Notable among them is a new 
seven -year agreement in support of 
the British Music Information Cen- 
ter. It has increased its major assist- 
ance for the Composers' Guild and 
Songwriters' Guild and has contrib- 
uted to the appeal on behalf of the 
National Center for Orchestral 
Studies. 

Other recipients include the 
Young Musicians' Symphony Or- 
chestra, a PRS prize for a new elec- 
tronic composition (in conjunction 
with the University of East Anglia), 
a 1978 double bass contest and 
workshop, the Dublin Festival of 
20th Century Music, the Dublin Arts 
Festival and the Barry Summer 
School for Jazz. 
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BRITAIN 
(Courtesy Music Week) 

SINGLES 

This Last 
Week Week 

1 2 NIGHT FEVER -Bee Gees, 

(RSO 002) 
2 1 MATCHSTALK MEN & 

MATCHSTALK CATS & DOGS - 
Brian & Michael 

3 3 I WONDER WHY- Showaddywaddy- 
Arista ARIST 174 

4 4 IF YOU CAN'T GIVE ME LOVE -Suzi 
Quatro, RAK 271 

5 7 TOO MUCH, TOO LITTLE, TOO 

LATE- Johnny Mathis /Deniece 
Williams, CBS 6164 

6 6 NEVER LET HER SLIP AWAY - 
Andrew Gold, Asylum K 13112 

7 9 FOLLOW YOU FOLLOW ME- Genesis 

8 5 WITH A LITTLE LUCK -Wings, 
Parlophone R 6019 

9 8 BAKER STREET -Gerry Rafferty 

10 20 LET'S ALL CHANT - 
Michael Zager Band 

11 11 SINGIN' IN THE RAIN -Sheila 
B. Devotion 

12 18 EVERYBODY DANCE -Chic, 
Atlantic K 11097 

13 27 AUTOMATIC LOVER -Dee D. 

Jackson (Mercury 6007 171) 

14 14 MORE LIKE THE MOVIES -Dr. Hook, 

Capitol CL 15967 
15 19 SHE'S SO MODERN - Boomtown 

Rats (Ensign ENY 13) 

16 39 BAD OLD DAYS -Coco (Ariola -Hansa 

AHA 513) 
17 21 IT TAKES TWO TO TANGO- Richard 

Myhill, Mercury TANGO 1 

18 13 SOMETIMES WHEN WE TOUCH - 
Dan Hill 

19 12 WALK IN LOVE- Manhattan Transfer 

20 10 DENIS -Blondie, Chrysalis 
21 - RIVERS OF BABYLON -Boney M 

22 28 JACK & JILL- Raydio, Arista 161 

23 22 TAKE ME I'M YOURS- Squeeze, 

A &M AMS 7335 
24 23 CHELSEA -Elvis Costello 

and Attraction 
25 34 DO IT DO IT AGAIN -Raffaella Carra 

(Epic 6094) 
26 42 THEME FROM HONG KONG BEAT - 

Richard Denton /Martin Cook 
(BBC RESL 52) 

27 BECAUSE THE NIGHT -Patti Smith 
Group 

28 15 WUTHERING HEIGHTS -Kate Bush 

29 40 BACK IN LOVE AGAIN -Donna 
Summer (GTO GT 117) 

30 - COME TO ME -Ruby Winters 
31 17 I CAN'T STAND THE RAIN- Eruption 

32 29 WHENEVER YOU WANT MY 

LOVE -Real Thing 
33 45 MOVE YOUR BODY -Gene Farrow, 

Magnet MAG 109 

34 31 I'LL GO WHERE YOUR MUSIC 

TAKES ME -Tina Charles 

35 35 EGO -Elton John 
(Rocket ROKN 538) 

36 25 I LOVE THE SOUND OF BREAKING 
GLASS -Nick Lowe 

37 16 EVERY 1'S A WINNER - 
Hot Chocolate 

38 37 HAZEL -Maggie Bell 
(Swansong SSK 19412) 

39 41 I MUST BE IN LOVE -Rutles 
(Warner Brothers K 17125) 

40 24 EMOTIONS- Samantha Sang 
41 46 HEY LORD DON'T ASK ME 

QUESTIONS- Graham Parker 
(Vertigo Park 002) 

42 32 THE ONE AND ONLY -Gladys Knight 
& The Pips, Buddah BDS 470 

43 - WHEN YOU WALK IN THE ROOM - 
Child 

44 48 (I Can't Get Me No) 
SATISFACTION -Devo (Stiff 
Boy 1) 

45 - LOVE IS IN THE AIR -John Paul 

Young 
46 36 FOXHOLE -Television (Elektra 

K 12287) 
47 JUST FOR YOU -Alan Price 

48 WHAT A WASTE -Ian Dury 
49 THE DAY THE WORLD TURNED 

DAYGLOW -X -Ray Spec 

50 DANCE A LITTLE BIT CLOSER - 
Charo & The Salsoul Orchestra 

LPs 

This Last 
Week Week 

1 1 20 GOLDEN GREATS -Nat King 
Cole, Capitol EMTV 9 

2 2 SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER -Various, 
RSO 2658 123 (F) 

3 3 AND THEN THERE WERE THREE - 
Genesis (David Hentschel), 
Charisma CDS 4010 (F) 

4 4 LONDON TOWN -Wings (Paul 
McCartney), Parlophone PAS 

10012 (E) 

5 5 THE ALBUM -Abba (B. Andersson/ 
B. Ulvaeus), Epic EPC 86052 (C) 

6 9 CITY TO CITY -Gerry Rafferty 
(Hugh Murphy /Gerry Rafferty), 
United Artists UAS 30104 (E) 

7 - ADVENTURE -Television, Elektra K 

52872 

photocopying, recording. 

8 8 KAYA -Bob Marley & The Wailers, 
Island ILPS 9517 

9 6 20 GOLDEN GREATS -Buddy Holly 
& The Crickets, MCA EMTV 8 (E) 

10 56 THE STUD -Various, Ronco RTD 

2029 (B) 
11 7 THE KICK INSIDE -Kate Bush 

(Andrew Powell), EMI EMC 

3223 (E) 
12 14 THE RUTLES -The Rutles (Neil 

Innes), Warner Bros. K 

56459 (W) 
13 10 THIS YEAR'S MODEL -Elvis Costello 

& The Attractions, Radar RAD 3 

14 16 20 CLASSIC HITS -The Platters, 
Mercury 9100 049 

15 11 OUT OF THE BLUE -Electric Light 
Orchestra (Jeff Lynne), Jet UAR 

100 (E) 
16 13 RUMOURS - Fleetwood Mac 

(Fleetwood Mac /Dashut /Caillat), 
Warner Bros. K 56344 (W) 

17 17 PASTICHE- Manhattan Transfer 
(Tim Hauser), Atlantic K 

50444 (W) 
18 YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE -Johnny 

Mathis, CBS 86055 
19 18 PENNIES FROM HEAVEN -Various, 

World Records SH 266 
20 12 PLASTIC LETTERS -Blondie (Richard 

Gottehrer), Chrysalis CHR 
1166 (F) 

21 15 FONZIES FAVOURITES -Various, 
Warwick WW 5037 (M) 

22 21 VARIATIONS- Andrew Lloyd Webber 
(Andrew Lloyd Webber) MCA MCF 

2824 (E) 

23 19 999 -999, United Artists UAG 30199 
24 23 BAT OUT OF HELL -Meat Loaf, Epic 

EPC 82419 
25 26 THE SOUND OF BREAD -Bread 

(David Gates, Griffin, Royer), 
Elektra K 52062 (W) 

26 22 REFLECTIONS -Andy Williams 
(Various), CBS 10006 (C) 

27 20 25 THUMPING GREAT HITS -Dave 
Clark Five (Dave Clark), Polydor 
POLTV 7 (F) 

28 31 NEW BOOTS AND PANTIES -Ian 
Dury (Peter Jenner /Lauria 
Latham /Rick Walton), Stiff SEEZ 

4 (E) 

29 34 GENERATION X- Generation X, 

Chrysalis CHR 1169 

30 39 EVERY 1'S A WINNER -Hot 
Chocolate, RAK SRAK 531 

31 28 GREATEST HITS -Abba (B. 
Andersson /B. Ulvaeus), Epic EPC 

69218 (C) 
32 29 THE STRANGER -Billy Joel, 

CBS 82311 
33 - VIBRATORS -Epic EPC 82485 
34 36 EASTER -Patti Smith (Jimmy 

Lovine), Arista SPART 1043 (F) 

35 38 ARRIVAL -Abba (B. Andersson /B. 
Ulvaeus), Epic EPC 86018 (C) 

36 25 LIVE AND LET LIVE -lOcc (Eric 
Stewart), Mercury 6641 698 (F) 

37 51 GREATEST HITS -Donna Summer, 
GTO GTLP 028 (C) 

38 44 01' BLUE SUEDES BACK -Carl 
Perkins (Felton Jarvis), Jet UATV 
30146 (E) 

39 27 EXODUS -Bob Marley & The Wailers 

(Bob Marley & The Wailers), 
Island ILPS 9498 (E) 

40 CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE 
THIRD KIND -Original 
Soundtrack, Arista DLART 2001 

41 41 SIMON & GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST 
HITS -Simon & Garfunkel, CBS 

69003 (C) 
42 24 BOOGIE NIGHTS- Various, Ronco 

RTL 2027 (B) 
43 - ALL THIS AND HEAVEN TOO - 

Andrew Gold, Asylum K 53072 
44 30 ANOTHER MUSIC IN A DIFFERENT 

KITCHEN- Buzzcocks, United 
Artists UAG 30159 

45 - THE MUPPET SHOW VOL. 2 -The 
Muppets, PYE NSPH 21 

46 33 ALL 'N' ALL -Earth, Wind & Fire 

(Maurice White), CBS 86051 (C) 
47 35 FOOT LOOSE & FANCY FREE -Rod 

Stewart (Tom Dowd), Rivia RVLP 
5 (W) 

48 - A LITTLE BIT MORE -Dr. Hook, 
Capitol EST 23785 

49 - 20 GOLDEN GREATS -Diana Ross & 
The Supremes, Motown EMTV 5 

50 - MISPLACED IDEAS -Sad Cafe, RCA 

PL 25133 
51 - THAT LOVING FEELING -Vince Hill, 

KTel NE 1017 
52 - HEAVY HORSES- Jethro Tull, 

Chrysalis CHR 1175 
53 60 ZARAGON -John Miles -Decca 

TXS 126 
54 32 DARTS -Darts (Richard Hartley/ 

Tommy Boyce), Magnet MAG 
5020 (E) 

55 58 THE JESUS OF COOL -Nick Lowe 
(Nick Lowe), Radar RAD 1 (W) 

56 47 FLEETWOOD MAC -Fleetwood Mac 

(Fleetwood Mac), Reprise K 

54043 (W) 

57 45 MOONFLOWER -Santan, 
CBS 88272 (C) 

58 MOTEL CALIFORNIA -Eagles, 
Asylum K 53061 

59 - TELL US THE TRUTH -Sham 69, 

Polydor 2354 401 

60 - GREEN -Steve Hillage, Virgin V 

2098 

CANADA 
(Courtesy of Canadian Recording 

Industry Association) 
As of 4/19/78 

SINGLES 
This 
Week 

1 STAYING ALIVE -Bee Gees (RSO) -POL 
2 NIGHT FEVER -Bee Gees (RSO) -POL 
3 EMOTION- Samantha Sang (PRIV) -QUA 
4 WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS -Queen 

(ELEK) -WEA 
5 GOODBYE GIRL -David Gates (ELEK) -WEA 
6 DUST IN THE WIND- Kansas (Kirshner) 
7 LOVE IS THICKER THAN WATER -Andy 

Gibb (RSO) -POL 
8 IF I CAN'T HAVE YOU- Yvonne Elliman 

(RSO) -POL 
9 CAN'T SMILE WITHOUT YOU -Barry 

Manilow (ARIS) -CAP 
10 OH PRETTY LADY -Trooper (MCA) -MCA 
11 LAY DOWN SALLY -Eric Clapton (RSO)- 

POL 
12 GIRL'S SCHOOL /MULL OF KINTYRE -Paul 

McCartney & Wings (CAP) -CAP 
13 WITH A LITTLE LUCK -Paul McCartney & 

Wings (CAP) -CAP 
14 EBONY EYES -Bob Welch (CAP) -CAP 
15 NAME OF THE GAME -Abba (WEA) -WEA 
16 YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE -Debby Boone 

(WARN) -WEA 
17 THUNDER ISLAND -Jay Ferguson (ASYL)- 

W EA 

18 SWEET TALKIN' WOMEN- Electric Light 
Orchestra (UA) -RCA 

19 RUNNING ON EMPTY -Jackson Browne 
(ELEK) -WEA 

20 JUST THE WAY YOU ARE -Billy Joel 

(COL) -CBS 
21 HOT LEGS -Rod Stewart (WARN) -WEA 
22 DON'T LET ME BE MISUNDERSTOOD - 

Santa Esmeralda (STIR) -TCD 
23 DANCE DANCE DANCE -Chic (ATLA) -WEA 
24 WONDERFUL WORLD -Art Garfunkel 

(COL) -CBS 
25 SHORT PEOPLE -Randy Newman 

(WARN) -WEA 
26 UNCHAINED MELODY -Elvis Presley 

(RCA) -RCA 
27 CIRCLE IS SMALL -Gordon Lightfoot 

(WEA) -WEA 
28 SOMETIMES WHEN WE TOUCH -Dan Hill 

(GRT) -GRT 
29 PEG- Steeley Dan (GRT) -GRT 
30 HAPPY ANNIVERSARY -Little River Band 

(CAP) -CAP 
31 THEME FROM CLOSE ENCOUNTERS -John 

Williams (ARIS) -CAP 
32 HOW DEEP IS YOUR LOVE -Bee Gees 

(RSO) -POL 
33 SWEET SWEET SMILE- Carpenters 

(A &M) -A &M 
34 SWEET MISERY -Teaze (AQUA) -LON 
35 PUT YOUR HEAD ON MY SHOULDER -Leif 

Garrett (ATLA) -WEA 
36 WALK RIGHT BACK -Anne Murray (CAP) - 

CAP 
37 ROCK AND ROLL IS A VICIOUS GAME - 

April Wine (AQUA) -LON 
38 THE WAY YOU DO THE THINGS YOU -Rita 

Coolidge (A &M) -A &M 

39 HEY DEANIE -Shaun Cassidy (WARN) - 
W EA 

40 RUNAROUND SUE -Leif Garrett (ATLA)- 
WEA 

41 THANK YOU FOR BEING A FRIEND - 
Andrew Gold (ASYL) -WEA 

42 POOR POOR PITIFUL ME -Linda Ronstadt 
(ASYL) -WEA 

43 HERE YOU COME AGAIN -Dolly Parton 
(RCA) -RCA 

44 DESIREE -Neil Diamond (CBS) -CBS 
45 THEME FROM CLOSE ENCOUNTERS - 

Meco (MILL) -QUA 
46 I'M COMING HOME -Ian Thomas Band 

(GRT) -GRT 
47 YOU'RE IN MY HEART -Rod Stewart 

(WARN) -WEA 
48 YOU'RE THE ONE THAT I WANT -John 

Travolta /Olivia Newton-John (RSO)- 
POL 

49 BABY COME BACK -Player (RSO) -POL 
50 THE WAY I FEEL TONIGHT -Bay City 

Rollers (ARIS) -CAP 

LPs 

This 
Week 

1 SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER -Various 
(RSO) -POL 

2 BAT OUT OF HELL -Meatloaf (EPIC) -CBS 
3 ENDLESS WIRE- Gordon Lightfoot 

(WARN) -WEA 
4 THE STRANGER -Billy Joel (CBS) -CBS 
5 NEWS OF THE WORLD -Queen (ELEK)- 

WEA 
6 SLOW HAND -Eric Clapton (RSO) -POL 
7 RUMOURS -Fleetwood Mac (WARN) -WEA 
8 FOOTLOOSE & FANCY FREE -Rod Stewart 

(WARN) -WEA 
9 SIMPLE DREAMS -Linda Ronstadt (ASYL)- 

WEA 
10 THE GRAND ILLUSION -Styx (A &M) -A &M 

11 SHAUN CASSIDY-Shaun Cassidy (WARN)- 
W EA 

12 LONGER FUSE -Dan Hill (GRT) -GRT 
13 SANTA ESMERALDA -Santa Esmeralda 

(TCD) -TRC 
14 RUNNING ON EMPTY -Jackson Browne 

(ASYL)-WEA 
15 THE ALBUM -Abba (ATLA) -WEA 
16 BORN LATE -Shaun Cassidy (WARN) -WEA 
17 BOSTON - Boston (EPIC) -CBS 

18 AJA- Steely Dan (ABC) -GRT 
19 HOTEL CALIFORNIA -Eagles (ASYL) -WEA 
20 CRIME OF THE CENTURY -Supertramp 

(A &M) -A &M 
21 EVEN IN THE QUIETEST MOMENTS - 

Supertramp (A &M) -A &M 
22 SOMEONE LOVES YOU HONEY -Charley 

Pride (RCA) -RCA 
23 FLOWING RIVERS -Andy Gibb (RSO) -POL 
24 WAYLON & WILLIE -Waylon Jennings/ 

Willie Nelson (RCA) -RCA 
25 ALIVE II -Kiss (CASA) -POL 
26 WATERMARK -Art Garfunkel (CBS) -CBS 
27 LIVE -Barry Manilow (ARIS) -CAP 
28 I'M GLAD YOU ARE HERE -Neil Diamond 

(CBS) -CBS 
29 OUT OF THE BLUE -Electric Light 

Orchestra (UA) -RCA 
30 EMOTION -Samantha Sang (PRIV) -QUA 
31 LONDON TOWN -Wings (CAP) -CAP 
32 GREATEST HITS -Paul Simon (CBS) -CBS 
33 MY AIM IS TRUE -Elvis Costello (CBS) - 

CBS 
34 TEN YEARS OF GOLD -Kenny Rogers 

(UA) -RCA) 
35 ROCK 'N' ROLL MACHINE -Triumph 

(ATLA) -LON 
36 I, ROBOT -Alan Parsons (ARIS) -CAP 
37 WEEKEND IN LA- George Benson (WEA) - 

WEA 
38 EARTH- Jefferson Starship (GRT) -RCA 
39 ASTRAL PROJECTOR-Zon (CBS)-CBS 
40 A FAREWELL TO KINGS -Rush (ANTH)- 

CAP 
41 FLEETWOOD MAC - Fleetwood Mac 

(REPR) -WEA 
42 STAR WARS- Soundtrack (20th) -GRT 
43 KNOCK 'EM DEAD KID -Trooper (MCA) - 

MCA 
44 FOREIGNER- Foreigner (ATLA) -WEA 
45 DRASTIC PLASTIC -Bebop Deluxe (CAP) - 

CAP 
46 LIBRE -Angele Arseneault (TCD) -TCD 
47 GREATEST HITS -Olivia Newton -John 

(MCA) -MCA 
48 HERE YOU COME AGAIN -Dolly Parton 

(RCA) -RCA 
49 BOOK OF DREAMS -Steve Miller (CAP) - 

CAP 
50 LET'S GET SMALL -Steve Martin (WARN) - 

WEA 

JAPAN 
(Courtesy of Music Labo, Inc.) 

As of 4/24/78 
.Denotes local origin 

SINGLES 
This 
Week 

1 SOUTHPAW -Pink Lady (Victor) -MTVM 
2 HOHOEMIGAESHI -Candies (CBS /Sony)- 

Watanabe 
3 TOKINIWA SHOFU -NO YONI- Toshio 

Kurosawa (Columbia) -Nichion 
4 MAYOIMICHI -Machiko Watanabe (CBS/ 

Sony) -PMP 
5 TIMH TRAVEL -Shinji Harada (For Life) - 

Burning 
6 LOVE LETTER FROM CANADA -Masaaki 

Hirao, Yoko Hatanaka (Victor) -Daiichi 
Music 

7 DON'T LET ME BE MISUNDERSTOOD - 
Santa Esmeralda (Philips) -Inter Song 

8 NAMIDA -NO CHIKAI -Alice (Express) -1CM 
9 VIBLATION -Hiromi Go (CBS /Sony)- 

Burning 
10 YADONASHI -Masanori Sera & The Twist 

(Aardvark)- Yamaha 
11 SAMURAI -Kenji Sawada (Polydor) - 

Watanabe 
12 FUYU -NO INAZUMA -Alice (Express) -JCM 
13 ANATA -TO AI -NO TAMENI -Hideki Saijo 

(RCA) -Geiei Music 
14 KAMOME -WA KAMORE -Naoko Ken 

(Canion)- Yamaha, Yanabe 
15 OTOMEZAKYU -Momoe Yamaguchi (CBS/ 

Sony) -TOP 
16 UFO -Pink Lady (Victor) -NTVM 
17 MEZAME-NO CARNIVAL -Ikue Sakakibara 

(Columbia) -TOP 
18 ANTA -NO BALLAD- Masanori Sera & The 

Twist (Aardvark)- Yamaha 
19 HANASHIGURE -Mizue Takada (Union) - 

Fuji Music PMP 
20 TOGYUSHI -Char (SeeSaw) -Nichion, Inter 

Song 

ITALY 
(Courtesy of Germano Rusicitto) 

As of 4/18/78 
SINGLES 

This 
Week 

1 UN'EMOZIONE DA POCO -Anna Oxa (RCA) 

2 FIGLI DELLE STELLE -Alan Sorrenti (EMI) 
3 GIANNA -Rino Gaetano (IT -RCA) 
4 LA PULCE D'ACQUA -Angelo Branduardi 

(Polydor -Phonogram) 
5 PENSIERO STUPENDO -Patty Pravo (RCA) 

6 SINGIN' IN THE RAIN -Sheila & B. 

Devotion (Carrere -Fonit /Cetra) 
7 STAYIN' ALIVE -Bee Gees (Phonogram) 
8 ...E DIRSI CIAO -Matia Bazar (Ariston) 
9 STORIA O LEGGENDA -Le Orme (Philips - 

Phonogram) 
10 A MANO A MANO -Riccardo Cocciante 

(RCA) 

11 HEIDI- Elisabetta Viviana (RCA) 
12 QUEEN OF CHINATOWN- Amanda Lear 

(Polydor -Phonogram) 
13 IL BUIO E TU -Ciro Sebastanelli (CGD -MM) 
14 THE HOUSE OF THE RISING SUN -Santa 

Esmeralda (Philips -Phonogram) 
15 1-2-3-4 GIMME SOME MORE -D.D. Sound 

(Baby Records) 

SPAIN 
(Courtesy of "EI Gran Musical") 

As of 4/22/78 
SINGLES 

This 
Week 

1 BALLADE POUR ADELINE -Richard 
Clayderman ( Hispavox) 

2 TE AMO- Umberto Tozzi (Epic /CBS) -April 
Music 

3 VETE -Los Amaya (RCA) -Talisman 
4 POCO A POCO ... ME ENAMORE DE TI- 

Collage (Hispavox) 
5 AMOR MIO? COMO ESTAS ? -Miguel Bose 

(CBS) -Sugar Music 
6 STAYIN' ALIVE -Bee Gees (Polydor) 
7 GIRLS SCHOOL /MULL OF KINTYRE - 

Wings (EMI) -Clipper's 
8 SORRY, I'M A LADY -Baccara (RCA) - 

Notas Magicas 
9 MOONFLOWER- Santana (CBS) 

10 UNLIMITED CITATIONS -Cafe Creme 
(EMI) -Clipper's 

LPs 
This 
Week 

1 SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER -Banda Sonora 
Pelicula (Polydor) 

2 MOONFLOWER- Santana (CBS) 
3 EVEN IN THE QUIETEST MOMENTS - 

Supertramp (A &M /CBS) 
4 DISCOMANIA- Varios Interpretes (K -Tel) 

5 I'M GLAD YOU'RE HERE WITH ME 

TONIGHT -Neil Diamond (CBS) 
6 EL MEU AMIC EL MAR -Lluis Llach (Ariola) 
7 OUT OF THE BLUE -Electric Light 

Orchestra ( Ariola) 
8 I ROBOT -The Alan Parsons Project (EMI) 
9 ENTRE AMIGOS -Camilo Sesto (Ariola) 

10 STAR WARS -Banda Original Pelicula 
(Movieplay) 

MEXICO 
(Courtesy of Ortiz -Mexico) 

As of 4/14/78 
SINGLES 

This 
Week 

1 BLUE BAYOU -Linda Ronstadt (Asylum) 
2 JAMAS ME CANSARE DE TI -Rocio Durcal 

(Ariola) 
3 STAYING ALIVE -Bee Gees (Polydor) 
4 VOLCAN -Jose Jose (Ariola) 
5 EL NEGRO JOSE -Los Venturosos de la 

Salsa (Gas) 
6 SI TU TE VAS -Camilo Sesto (Ariola) 
7 POR QUE TU NO ME QUIERES -Miramar 

(Accion) 
8 AMIGO- Roberto Carlos (CBS) 
9 AUNQUE TE ENAMORES -Juan Gabriel 

(Ariola) 
10 EL PASADISCOS -Diego Verdaguer 

(Melody) 

SWITZERLAND 
(Courtesy of Radio -Television 

Suisse Romande) 
SINGLES 

This 
Week 

1 MULL OF KINTYRE -Wings (Paul 
McCartney) 

2 MAGNOLIAS FOR EVER -Claude Francois 
3 STAYIN' ALIVE -Bee Gees 
4 DON'T PLAY THAT SONG -Adriano 

Celentano 
5 BELFAST -Boney M 

6 WAY DOWN -Elvis Presley 
7 OU SONT LES FEMMES ? -Patrick Juvet 
8 IT'S SO EASY -Linda Ronstadt 
9 SINGIN' IN THE RAIN -Sheila + B. 

Devotion 
10 DON'T LET ME BE MISUNDERSTOOD - 

Leroy Gomez & Santa Esmeralda 

SOUTH AFRICA 
(Courtesy of Springbok Radio T) 

As of 4/15/78 
`Denotes local artists 

SINGLES 
This 
Week 

1 MULL OF KINTYRE -Wings (Parlophone) 
2 HOW DEEP IS YOUR LOVE -Bee Gees 

(RSO) 
3 STAYIN' ALIVE -Bee Gees (RSO) 

4 DESIREE -Neil Diamond (CBS) 
5 SUBSTITUTE -°Clout (Sunshine) 
6 IT'S A HEARTACHE -Bonnie Tyler (RCA) 
7 MELLOW LOVIN' -Judy Cheeks (Ariola) 
8 RUN BACK -Carl Douglas (Pye) 
9 NEEDLES AND PINS -Smokie (RAK) 

10 IF YOU EVER COME TO AMSTERDAM - 
Pussycat (EMI) 
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4TH ANNUAL 
INTERNATIONAL 
RECORD & MUSIC 
INDUSTRY MARKET 

NOVEMBER 4-8, 1978 KONOVER (HYATT) HOTEL, MIAMI BEACH, FLA., USA 

Who Attends 
Record and musicirdistry executives and profes- 
sionals from around tre world ircluáng: Major and Inde - 
pendant Record Cpmpanies Music Publishers Inde- 
pendent Record P-oducers Radio & -V programming 
Directors Songwriters & Composers Arrangers Art- 
ists Managers Agents Concert Promoters Invest- 
ment Bankers & Venture Capital Firms Record & Music 
lidustry Associations Recordiig Studios Attorneys 
Music Trade Press - Pack Jobbers Whoesalers Re- 
ccrd & Sheet Music D stributors Retailers Equipment 
Manufactu-ers Rccrd Promoters Tape Manufactur- 
ers Tape Accessories Recorc & Music Magazines 
Pressing Plants Custom Services Record Clubs 
- Marketing Services - Music Performance & Licensing 
Organizations etc... 

Participating Companies 
A3C ATLANTIC ATV ARIOLA ACUFF ROSE A 8 M ASCAP 
8Ml BELLAPHON CBS CAYTRONICS CAM CAPITOL 
CARRERE CASABLANCA CHAPPELL COLUMBIA PICTURES 
PUBLICATIONS CM4 DJM DECCA D SCOS COLUMBIA EPIC 
FANTASY FESTIVAL GRT /JANUS- GALLO SAM GOODY, INC. 
HANSEN HOUSE INTEFSONG IRVING ALMO ISLAND 
JEM /PASSFORT JE- K -TEL MCA MEISEL /HANSA 
MELODIE DER WELT- NIPPON PHONOGRAM PANASONIC 
PEER SOUTHERN PRIVATE STOCK PYE RADIO SHACK RCA 
fRIFI RSO SANSUI G. SCHIRMER SCREEN GEMS /EMI 
SESAC SHINKO SONET SWEDEN MUSIC SEIGEL TELDEC 
TOSHIBA EMI TK 20th CENTURY UNITED AFTISTS 
VANGUARD VICTOR VOGUE P.I.F WATANABE YAMAHA, etc.. 

TRADE 
PUBLICATIONS: 

BILLBOARD BLACK RADIO EXCLJSIVE CASHBOX DER 
MUSIKMARKT HALL RADIO REPORT MUSIC LABO MUSIC 
WEEK ORIGINAL CONFIDENCE PER= ORMANCE RECORD 
WORLD SHEET SHOW, etc.... 

ASSOCIATIONS & LICENSING 
ORGANIZATIONS: 

ASCAP BMI CMS CMF F.O.R E. HARRY FOX AGENCY 
MCPS MPA N A. R.D. NMPA N.R.E.A R IAA SESAC. etc. 

Why Participate 
To meet under one roof executives and prcfes- 
sionals from around the wo-Id, especially those 
you are unable to meet or have nc time to meet 
during the year. 
Acquire record catalogues and masters for our 
own territory. 
Make licensing deals for your catalogues and 
masters. 
Acquire new catalogues and copyrights. 
Make sub -publishing agreements worldwide. 
Meet Radio and TV programmiig d rectors -o 
promote your artists and rerorc'rigs. 
Keep abreast of radio p'og-amming, A &R, mar- 
keting and publishing in the U.S.P and internation- 
ally. 
Meet wholesalers and retaiers irnoorters and 
exporters. 
Meet international attorneys. 
Promote your company, prxfuc:, =artists anc 
catalogues to the U.S.R. and 44 countries at 
America's only world marketplace for music 
Save time, effort and money -'none place, at 
one time, you establish personal contact so vital in 

the music business today. 
Initiate, or expand your act vibes, as well as in- 

crease your markets, sales and profits. 
Contact concert organizers and artist managers 
to line up future concert or gala appearances. 
Play your product to top a & r exutives. 
Keep ua to date with the latest equipment hard- 
ware and software. 

. Exhibit, sell, license, discover, tu,, meet in :he 
largest music market in the wor d and in four days 
cover the whole world of music. 

. Covering all categories of music, ncluding pop, 
rock, R &B, disco, new wave, ccu -try, latin, classi- 
cal, jazz, educational and easy liEfening, 
MUSEXPO '78 provides tte idea annual show- 
case for your company and product. 
Contact members of the general cress, music and 
radio trade press and promote vcur activities, 
company or trade name worldwice. 

IF YOU'RE ACTIVE IN THE MUSIC BUSINESS 
YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO BE THERE! 

NOTE: Register now before cost increase (May 30) 

r 
Musexpo '78 
720 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, N.Y. 10019 

1 

1 

1 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City 

State or Country 

Telephone Cable Tele. 

Zip Cade 

IExecutive responsible for Musexpo '78 

IPosition 

We wish :o participate in International 
Musexpo 78. 

How To Participate 
YOU fVLS T RENT AN OFFICE STAND 
The most effective way to transact business. 
Ar Cff is a must: 
lb xii kit and showcase your product 
To x3sent your company, your activities, 
Fr_ducts and services in the U.S.A. and world 
markét 
Fcr qN ck contact with other participants who 
wart to get in touch with you 
Pravàes the conduch.e setting to meet and 
re =ei./e your clients, attending buyers and 
I oensees 
AI wE rou and your clients to conclude 
re>goti3ions in complete privacy 

B'. RENTING YOUR OFFICE BOOTH. 
YOU B= JEFIT WITH: 

The FREE Registration of 5 of your permanent 
EmJlcv3es for the entire MUSEXPO 
-he listrtg of your company in the Official Directory 
come e with address as well as the names and titles 
cf riev3r:ous members of your company attending 
IAr_SEXFO 
l-rla icnto the V.I.P. operang cocktail reception 
crpri d by MUSEXPO 
Free a-_rr fission to all MUSEXPO activities such as 
tmewx <Ehop /seminars international galas and artist 
E tDw ias as. 
AI se rms offered by MUSEXPO including Hotel Res- 
erioaticies, flights from key ttittes. Hospitality 
Desk Etc. 

OFF CE 3DOTHS- FULL" FURNISHED 
AfJCE]J PPED 
TI - ltulYy ' urnished office /booths are: 
Scunicioof 

Ai condi ioned 
Ca-pe-ec 
FLIy trrished with arm -chairs, chairs, desks. 
tele-phcii s for incoming and outgoing cal s and 
Ecuixec with professional record and /or tape 

la.backequipment 
Ecuipped with one or several company name signs 

EEC- oii.e /booth measures approximately 10 ft. x 12 ft. 
(3'n z 4r)- It is possible to i icrease the size requirement 
byrma'.irg two or more adjoining office booths. (See 
PErc.paion Form) 

ATTENSNG ONLY (WITHOUT AN OFFICE): 
Pa. tr_ipsreta wishing to attend only may do so by filling 
in PE 7 B of enclosed Participation Form. The 
Re3..trafnl Fee per indivicual of S250 (S325 after May 30: 
Rey.CEd' F egistration Fee or spouses 

A PARTICIPATING WITH OFFICE /BOOTH 
Each office (stand) is fully furnished, carpeted and air con- 
ditioned and is equipped with record and /or tape playback 
equipment as well as telephone for incoming and outgoing 
calls. Office booth rental cost includes Registration Fee of 
$250 per individual and permits FREE Registration for five (5; 
members of the company. 

Please check the appropriate box: 
Number 

One Office /Booth $1,000 
($1,500 after May 30) 

Double adjoining Office /Booth 2,000 
( 2,500 after May 30) 

Triple adjoining Office /Booth 3,000 
( 3,500 after May 30) 

Four adjoining Office /Booths 4,000 
( 4,500 after May 30) 

Five Office /Booths 5,000 
( 5,500 after May 30) 

B. PARTICIPATING WITHOUT BOOTH 
Number 

Registration Fee per Individual $ 250 
(Spouses $175) ($325 after May 30) 

TOTAL 

TOTAL 

1 

1 

II= MIN MIN t= MI1 1 ta 

MUSCXPO 78 
INTERN 4T1ONAL MUSEXPO '78 
720 Fif-h Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019 U.S.A. 
Tel: (212) 439-9245 
Cable: Veitintal, New York Telex: 234107 
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Cates Productions 
Duo Responsible 

For 28 Specials 

Over Networks 
Continued from page 34 

and offer them the first variety min- 
iseries. 

"We originally planned "Fifty 
Years Of Country Music" as six 
hours -Wednesday night, 10 -I1 
p.m. -for six weeks. It was NBC that 
said 'hey, we might like to try two 
nights of three hours each'." 

The concept was a success and 
brought NBC to an all -time high for 
its Sunday night ratings. 

"NBC has run third all season on 
Sunday night," Cates claims. "Sun- 
day night is usually dominated by 
CBS with the situation comedies 
with ABC running second with the 
big movie. 

"They put 'Fifty Years Of Coun- 
try Music' on and it was the only 
Sunday night that NBC was number 
one -all three hours. At 9 p.m. Dolly 
Parton (host of the second hour seg- 
ment) beat 'All In The Family' and 
the start of the James Bond movie. It 
was 37% share throughout." 

Cates stresses country's crossover 
appeal through his hosts and special 
guest stars such as Glen Campbell, 
Parton, Roy Clark, Cash, Loretta 
Lynn and Ray Charles in the first 
"Fifty Years Of Country Music," 
and leaves the bulk of the program 
to "genuine" country artists. He lets 
the historical value of these pro- 
grams flow through music rather 
than using what sometimes turns 
into dull dialog. 

"While we don't deal with these 
programs in a documentary or his- 
torical sense, you get a certain histor- 
ical contrast by opening a show with 
Roy Acuff and then going to Crystal 

Gayle, for example," Cates explains. 
"It speaks for itself through the 

music and the artist and we're able 
to eliminate a lot of the small talk 
that audiences today tune out." 

In Nashville during April working 
on their next two -part country music 
extravaganza titled "Country Night 
Of Stars," the team expressed certain 
peculiarities in dealing with country 
talent and their reluctance to adapt 
to the necessities of network tele- 
vision. 

"The most peculiar thing in coun- 
try music is the unavailability of art- 
ists to rehearse," Hagen points out. 
"We really need about three days 
with these artists, but here we usu- 
ally have to deal with them on a one 
day basis, partly due to their lack of 
understanding of the demands of 
doing network television. 

"You don't find this in Broadway 
or Hollywood because rehearsals are 
such an integral part of the way 
these people live." 

For the most part, network tele- 
vision requires three days of music 
rehearsals, blockings, dress rehears- 
als and tapings, as well as much 
exactness to make sure it comes off 
effectively. 

"They get irritated with all the 
fussing and don't know why you 
don't just turn a camera on them, let 
them do their thing and go home," 
Cates adds. "They all do syndicated 
shows where it's done that way. 

"They need to understand that 
when you're doing network tele- 
vision, appearing in 200 cities and 
competing with the Olivia Newton - 
John, Bing Crosby and Perry Como 
specials that you have to come up to 
it- you've got to fuss with the sound, 
the scenery, the camera moves and 
the sets." 

Cates also points out that some 
country artists tend to consider 
doing television in terms of how 
much money they'll lose by staying 

Country 

Gears For Prime Time TV 
New York Pair 
Rely On 20 -Year 

Experience Bank 

TV Workers: Producer Chet Hagen, left, and Columbia artist Bobby Bare 
pause backstage during a break in the taping of NBC's "Country Night Of 

Stars" at the Grand Ole Opry House. 

in town rather than going out on the 
road for concerts. 

"You can't think of television in 
those terms," he explains. "It's vital 
promotion and can do a lot of dam- 
age if it's not done correctly. But it 
can help enormously in terms of rec- 
ords sales and concert dates if it is 

done well." 
"Country Music Night Of Stars," 

parts 1 and 2, are set to air on NBC 
May 23 and 30. Each of the two hour 
telecasts will be hosted by such no- 
tables as Charley Pride, Tenessee 
Ernie Ford, Crystal Gayle and Eddy 
Arnold. 

Taped at the Grand Ole Opry 
House in Nashville, both will tell the 
story of country music's hits -past 
and present -via performances by 
31 acts such as Roger Miller, Jimmy 
Dean, Tom T. Hall, Johnny Pay- 
check, Freddy Fender, Patti Page, 
Jimmy Davis, Asleep At The Wheel, 

laper+ UNVEILS NEW PLANS 

April Blackwood Bows Offices 
Continued from page 19 

house ceremonies on Tuesday, plus 
luncheons hosted by ASCAP and 
BMI. 

"We're involved in some 80 -90 
different situations -administration, 
co- publishing or full writers," ex- 
plains Smith, vice president and 
general manager of April Black- 
wood. "At these meetings, we take a 
wide open view of those relation- 
ships to see what's happened in the 
last three months, how do we stand 
now, and what is our game plan for 
going forward." 

A professional contact from the 
staff is assigned for each situation in 
an account executive type of rela- 
tionship. "They're responsible to 
lead the discussion and give a re- 
port," says Smith. 

The Nashville session will draw 
nine staffers from New York and 
four from Los Angeles, plus the 
Nashville crew, advises Smith, who 
adds that the next meet is slated for 
Los Angeles in July where joint 
meetings will be held with inter- 
national affiliates attending the CBS 
Records convention. 

"Without question, we've been ex- 
tremely delighted with our progress 
in Nashville," comments Smith. 
"Charlie Monk (head of the Nash- 
ville office) and Judy Harris (assist- 
ant) are new to the CBS family and 
they're already an integral part of 
our organization. The office is an 

important outlet and an important 
additional source of talent." 

Smith sees two main objectives for 
the Nashville operation which was 
revitalized last year with the addi- 
tion of Monk and his new staff. "It'll 
provide an additional outlet for the 
promotion and exploitation of the 
copyrights in our catalog. One of the 
great things about Nashville is that 
as a musical community, it's open to 
doing cover records. 

"The second wave is to be in- 
volved as a publisher with the song - 
writing community -people based in 
Nashville and writing perhaps pri- 
marily for Nashville, but always 
with the prospect of a pop cross- 
over." Smith hopes to develop "na- 
tionwide copyrights" cut of this 
crossover cauldron. 

"We're appealing to the music 
business on an across the board type 
of basis in exactly the same way that 
our strategy on the label side of CBS 
Records puts us in all repertoire 
areas. You can't be a family of music 
if you're not operating out of Nash- 
ville." 

Will April Blackwood be seeking 
pop writers out of Nashville, as well 
as country? "Absolutely," answers 
Smith. "If we hear a great pop writer 
who happens to like living in Nash- 
ville, we'd be delighted to enter into 
a relationship if we felt we heard cre- 
ative excellence and the we could do 
a job with the material." 

April Blackwood's major national 

commitment is now "getting on top 
of all our deals and making them 
productive relationships," says 
Smith who has headed the operation 
for four months. 

New affiliations include Russ Bal- 
lard, who used to be with Argent and 
is now a solo artist with Epic Rec- 
ords; a new deal concerning the 
Broadway play "Runaways;" and a 
partnership with Brute Productions, 
the filmmaking arm of Faberge. 

April Blackwood will supply mu- 
sic for its various theatre and tele- 
vision film projects. The Manhat- 
tans, CBS artists, are working with 
the firm on the first Brute project. 

April Blackwood has built up a 
Nashville roster including Jerry Fos- 
ter and Bill Rice -Nashville's lead- 
ing ASCAP award winners -along 
with Roger Murrah, Jerry Fuller, 
Harvey Middlebrooks, Dottie West, 
Larry Butler, Andrae Willis, Larry 
Paxton, Chris Waters and Carol 
Chase. 

Waters is also on the Nashville 
professional staff with Monk, Harris 
and Bob Mather. 

Recent chart records scored by the 
company include "I'd Like To See 
Jesus On The Midnight Special" by 
Tammy Wynette, "Angel Of The 
Morning" by Melba Montgomery, 
"I've Got To Go" by Billie Jo 
Spears, "Lonely Hearts Club" by 
Spears, "Rising Above It All" by 
Lynn Anderson, "Unchained Mel - 

(Continued on page 88) 

Conway Twitty, Dottie West, Bar- 
bara Mandrell, Bill Anderson, Dave 
& Sugar, Ronnie Milsap, George 
Jones, Bobby Bare, Anne Murray, 
Janie Fricke, the Kendalls, Eddie 
Rabbitt and the Charlie Daniels 
Band, among others. 

In addition, there will be special 
salutes to five legendary artists in- 
cluding Elvis Presley and Country 
Music Hall of Fame members Tex 
Ritter, Linde Dave Macon, Red Fo- 
ley and Jim Reeves. 

Looking toward the future, the 
production team feels that it's now 
time to approach country special 
programming a little differently by 
adding a little more imagination and 
creativity. 

"We're ready now to do a more 
complicated show," says Cates. 
We've commissioned two writers to 
write a 90- minute book musical 
called 'A Country Christmas Carole' 

based on Charles Dickens' Christ- 
mas carole. It will be set in 1978 
Nashville and parallel that story 
which should be pretty interesting. 

"Another simple thought is that 
there are two or three major artists 
who we think deserve their own spe- 
cial because they have something 
more to say or contribute than their 
current hit. 

"For instance, like the show we 
recently completed with Cash, we 
don't consider that to be a country 
music show. The networks consider 
him as a star personality and there's 
always room for someone like that 
whether it's Dean Martin, or Johnny 
Cash." 

Concerning network television in 
general, both Cates and Hagen feel 
that the networks need to be more 
aware of their responsibility to the 
entire populace rather than just the 
40 million needed for high ratings. 

"It looks as though they're going 
completely comic strip with the kind 
of programming they've moved into 
the 9 -10 time slot," Cates says. 

"Network television should feel 
the obligation to serve all segments 
of society, at least the sizeable seg- 
ments. For instance, we don't have 
any ballet or concert programming 
to speak of on television because 
that will only draw 11 million view- 
ers and we have to draw 40 million. 
for good ratings. 

"However, with that sort of atti- 
tude, there are II million people not 
being served by network television. 
If the only measurements are profits 
and ratings then sit -coms and comic 

(Continued on page 88) 

Halsey Sets Nov. 3 -5 
For Tulsa Intl Fest 

By ELLIS WIDNER 

TULSA -The second annual 
Tulsa International Music Festival 
will be held Nov. 3 -5 at the Tulsa As- 
sembly Center. Hosted by the Jim 
Halsey Co., the musical extrava- 
ganza is a showcase for talent buyers 
and press representatives from all 
over the world. 

Last year's festival generated 
more than $2 million in business for 
the Halsey Co. 

"We hold the festival for two rea- 
sons," says Halsey. "First, it gives 
our company and our artists a 
chance to say thanks in person to the 
many talent buyers and promoters 
with whom we've worked in the past_ 
year. There are many social events 
planned around the city to comple- 
ment business meetings and talent 
showcases. 

"Secondly, the impressive lineup 
of live talent allows prospective buy- 
ers to experience the various acts for 
their booking consideration next 
year." 

The event's showcases are also 
open to the public and more than 
8,000 persons attended last year's 
two full nights of entertainment. 

This year, all of the performers 
listed on the Jim Halsey Co. roster 
will be seen onstage at the festival, 
including Roy Clark, Tammy Wy- 
nette, Mel Tillis, Donna Fargo, the 
Oak Ridge Boys, Freddy Fender, 
Don Williams, Barbara Mandrell, 

Hank Thompson, Joe Stampley, 
Minnie Pearl, Jody Miller, Johnny 
Tillotson, Barbara Fairchild, LeRoy 
Van Dyke, Roy Head, George Lind- 
sey, Randy Gurley and Jana Jae. 

In addition, Halsey has an- 
nounced that El Condor Pasa will 
also appear, along with several top 
foreign acts. 

The festival attracts talent buyers 
and promoters representing state 
and county fairs, rodeos, amusement 
parks, theaters, clubs, major network 
and syndicated television shows, 
concert halls, the Nevada night club 
circuit, including Las Vegas, Reno 
and Lake Tahoe hotels, record com- 
pany executives and international 
press. 

KVOO radio of Tulsa aired last 
year's music festival, which was also 
taped for international broadcast on 
the Armed Forces Radio Network 
and Voice of America. 

The festival was also syndicated in 
the U.S. on more than 100 radio sta- 
tions. Additionally, the Buick Deal- 
ers Assn. taped a tv special emanat- 
ing from the Philbrook Art Center, 
featuring Clark, Tillis, Vikki Carr 
and the Oak Ridge Boys. 

The Tulsa International Music 
Festival is an outgrowth of the 
Ranch Party, started by Halsey in 
1971 on the 5,000 -acre Circle R 
Ranch. 
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. s s Another Capitol Gain! 

The Original Version of 

"THE GAMBLER" 
by Don Schlitz 6 

Joining Our Winners Circle ... 
The Album 

ST-11758 

MEL McDANIEL 
The Farm 

ST-11779 

ANNE MURRAY 
Let's Keep It That Way 

ST-11743 

ST-11762 

c 1979 CAPITOL FECOHDS, INC 

The Single 

"I've Been 
Too Long 

Lonely 
Baby" 

(4575) 

The Album 

ST-11713 

ST-11724 

COLLEEN PETERSON 
Colleen 

ST-11714 

S--11715 

...From Capitol Country! 

The Single 

"Dim Lights, 
Thick Smoke 

And Loud 
Loud Music" 

(4567) 

"Cowboys 
Don't Get 
Lucky All 
The Time" 

(4556) 
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so VINE 

(Written by Charlie Craig) 

SD 188 

Listen to Red's new release 

'cause - - - there's a little magic 

in this one 

MIKE 

LUNSFORU 

Qa 

il 
(Written by Conway Twitty) 

SD 187 

FIRST WEEK OUT - 
Pick: \../`1J1 1 Box 
Pick: O MORD 
Recommended: 

Billboard 

LDD 

Watch for the new 

JOHNNY DARRELL release 
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EXCLUSIVELY ON 
GUSTO RECORDS 

SALES: PETE THOMASON 
(615)226 -6080 

PROMOTIONS: GENE HUGHES 
(615)226 -6080 
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ITS ALL WRONG, 

BUT IT'S ALRIGHT/ 
TWO DOORS DOWN -Dolly Parton 

(D Parton), RCA 11240 (Velvet, BMI) 

SHE CAN PUT HER SHOES UNDER MY 

BED (ANYTIME) -Johnny Duncan 
(A. Schroeder, B. HAlley), Columbia 3 -10694 (Dandy 
Dittys Unlimited, ASCAP /Super Songs Unlimited, BMI( 

HEARTS ON FIRE -Eddie Rabbis 
(E. Babbitt. E. Stevens, D. Tyler), Elektra 45461 
(Briarpatch /Deb Dave. BMI( 

I'M ALWAYS ON A MOUNTAIN 
WHEN I FALL -Merle Haggard 
(C. Howard), MCA 4080 (ATV /Shade Tree, BMI) 

EVERYTIME TWO FOOLS 

COLLIDE -Kenny Rodgers & Dottie West 

(1. Dyer, 1. Tweet), United Artists 1137 (United Artists, 
ASCAP /Window, BMI( 

UNCHAINED MELODY /SOFTLY, AS I 

LEAVE YOU -Elvis Presley 
(A. North, H. Zaret) /(A. deVita. H. Shaper), RCA 

11212 (Frank, ASCAP) /(Miller, ASCAP) 

MAYBE BABY -Susie Altanson 
(N. Petty, C. Hardin), Warner/Curb 8534 
(McCartney, BMI( 

DO YOU KNOW YOU ARE 

MY SUNSHINE - Statler Brothers 
(D. Reid, H. Reid), Mercury 55022 ( Phonogram) 
(Cowboy. BMI) 

THE POWER OF POSITIVE 

DRINKING - Mickey Gilley 
(B. Kiang. D. Ptrimmer), Playboy 85826 (Epic) 
(Singletree. BMI( 

COME ON IN -terry Lee Lewis 

(B. Braddock), Mercury 55021 (Tree, BMI) 

I'LL NEVER BE FREE- 
Jim Ed Brown /Helen Cornelius 
(B. Benjamin, G. Weiss), RCA 11220 (Chappell, 
Abilene, ASCAP) 

IF YOU CAN TOUCH HER 

AT ALL - Willie Nelson 

(L. Clayton), RCA 11235 ( Resaca, BM!) 

GEORGIA ON MY MIND-Willie Nelson 

(H. Carmichael, S. Correll(, Columbia 310704 
(Peer, BMI( 

RED WINE AND BLUE 

MEMORIES -Joe Stampley 
(B. Sherrill. C. Taylor, M. Sherrill), Epic 8 -50517 
(Alger. BMI( 

NO, NO, NO (I'd Rather Be 

Free) -Rex Allen Jr. 

(W. Holyfield, B. McDÍIp, Warner Bros. 8541 (Hall- 
Clement/Maple Hill /Vogue, BMI( 

WHISKEY TRIP -Gary Stewart 
(W. Carson D. Tankersley). RCA 11224 (Screen Gems- 

EMI /Rose Bridge. BMI) 

THIS IS THE LOVE -Sonny lames 
(B. Springfield, L. Wood), Columbia 3 -10703 (Bobby 
Goldsboro, ASCAP /House of Gold, BMI) 

GOTTA' QUIT LOOKIN' AT YOU 

BABY-Dave &Sugar 
(1. Foster 8. Rice). 11251 (lack and Bill, ASCAP) 

PUTTIN' IN OVERTIME AT 

HOME - Charlie Rich 
Peters). UA 1193 (Ben Peters, BMI) 

I'M GONNA LOVE YOU 

ANYWAY- Cristy Lane 

(L. Martine (r.), LS 156 (Ahab, BMI( 

BORN TO BE WITH YOU -Sandy Posey 
(D. Robertson), Warner Brothers 8540 (Edwin H. 

Morris, ASCAP) 

NIGHT TIME MAGIC -Larry Gatlin 
(L. Gatlin), Monument 45249 (First Generation, BMI) 

FOUR LITTLE LETTERS - Stella Parton 
(D. Tyler, E Stevens). Elektra 45468 (Deb Dave/ 

BMI) 

COWBOYS DONT GET LUCKY ALL THE 

TIME -Gene Watson 
(D. Harms), Capitol 4556 (Doubleday, BMI) 

TWO MORE BOTTLES 

OF WINE- Emmylou Harris 
(D. McClinton). Warner Bros. 8553 (ABC Dunhill. BM!) 

GEORGIA IN A JUG /ME AND 

THE IRS - Johnny Paycheck 
(B. Braddock, P. Thomas, R. Scaife, G. Suite), 
Epic 850539 (Tree, BMI( 

I WISH I LOVED SOMEBODY 

ELSE -Tom T. Hall 
(TT. Hasp, RCA 11253 ( Hallnote. BM)) 

I'LL BE TRUE TO YOU- Oakridge Boys 
(A. 

LIKE LADIES LONG 

BMI) 

I LIKE LADIES IN LONG BLACK 

DRESSES -Bobby Borchers 
(R. Bourke). Playboy 85827 (Epic) (Chappell, ASCAP) 

RUNAWAY -Hanel Felts 
(D Shannon, M. Crook), ABC 12338 (Mole Hole/ 
Belinda, BMI) 

MAYBE I SHOULD'VE BEEN 

LISTENIN'- Rayburn Anthony 
(B. Rabin), Polydor 14457 (Screen Gems EMI, BMI! 

NOW YOU SEE 'EM, 
NOW YOU DON'T -Roy Head 

(S. Whipple), ABC 12346 (Tree. BMI) 

SLOW AND EASY -Randy Barlow 
(F. Kelly, B. Muir), Republic 017 (Frebar and Taylor 
Made, BMI) 

WE BELIEVE IN HAPPY 

ENDINGS - Johnny Rodriguez 

(B. McDuff), Mercury 55020 (Phonogram( 
(Hall.Clement, BMI) 
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I'VE GOT TO GO- Billie Jo Spears 

(L. Buller. R. Bowling). United Artists 1190 

(Blackwood /ATV, BM 

IT ONLY HURTS FOR A LITTLE 

WHILE -Margo Smith 
(M. David /F. Spielman), Warner Bros. 8555 
(Warner Bros.. ASCAP) 

DIRTY WORK- Sterling Whipple 

(S. Whipple), Warner Bros. 8552 (Tree, BMI) 

SOMEONE LOVES YOU 

HONEY- Charley Pride 

(D. Devaney), RCA 11201 (Music City, ASCAP) 

SHADY REST -Mel Street 
(B. McDilp. Polydor 14468 (Hall,Clement, BMI) 

BABY ITS YOU -Janie Fricke 
(T. Gmeiner, 1. Greenebaum). Columbia 3.10695 
(Sawgrass, BMI( 

LAY DOWN SALLY -Eric Clapton 
(E. Clayton, M. Levy. G. Terry), RSO 886 (Polydor) 
(Stigwood /Unichappell, BMI( 

SWEET SWEET SMILE- Carpenters 
(1. Newton. 0. Young), A &M 2008 
(Sterling /Addison, ASCAP) 

SWEET LOVE FEELINGS-Jerry Reed 

(J. R. Hubbard). RCA 11232 (Vector. BMI( 

I CAN'T WAIT ANY LONGER -Bill Anderson 
(B Anderson, B Killen). MCA 40893 (stallion. BMI) 

LET ME BE YOUR BABY -Chariy McClain 
(1. MacRae, B. Morrison), Epic 8 -50525 
Music City, ASCAP) 

DON'T EVER SAY GOODBYE -T. G. Sheppard 
(P. Dempsey). Warner /Curb 8525 (Lowball, ASCAP) 

IT DON'T FEEL LIKE SINNIN' 
TO ME -The Kendalls 
(M. Kosser, C. Putnam). Ovation 1106 (Tree, BMI) 

I'VE GOT A WINNER IN YOU -Don Whams 
(W- Holyfield, 0. Williams), ABC 12332 (Maple Hill/ 
Vogue. BMI( 

I'LL BE THERE (When You 

Get Lonely) -David Rogers 

(D. Burgess), Republic 015 (Golden West 
Melodies, BMI) 

I CHEATED ON A GOOD WOMAN'S 
LOVE -Billy 'Crash" Craddock 
(D Bryant), Capitol 4545 (Onhisown. BMI) 

STARTING ALL OVER AGAIN -Don Gibson 

(P. Mitchell), ABC /Hickory 54024 

(Muscle Shoals. BMI) 

READY FOR THE TIMES TO GET 

BETTER - Crystal Gayle 

(A. Reynolds). United Artists 1136 (Aunt Polly s, BMI) 

TOO MANY NIGHTS ALONE -Bobby Bare 

(S. Silverstein, E. Stevens), Columbia 310690 (Deb 
Dave /Evil Eye, BMI( 

A LOVER'S QUESTION -Jacky Ward 
(B. Benton. 1. Williams). Mercury 55018 
(Times Square /Eden /Unichappell, BMI) 

IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR A 

FOOL- Freddy Fender 
(Thomas, McRee, Thomas), ABC 12339 

(Crazy Cajun, BMI) 

I'D LIKE TO SEE JESUS (On The 

Midnight Special) -Tammy Wynette 
(R. Seay, D. Smith). Epic 8 50538 (Blackwood /Magic 
Castle. BMI) 

I CAN'T GET UP BY 
MYSELF - Brenda Kay Perry 

(R Pennington). MRC 1013 (Dunbar, BMI) 

BUCKET TO THE SOUTH -Ara Barber 
(G. 

ckDasons), Ra 

wood 1083 (Beechwood/ 

COUNTRY LOVIN'-Eddy Arnold 
(Bernstein. Adams), RCA 11257 (Silver Blue, ASCAP) 

I WOULD LIKE TO SEE YOU 

AGAIN - Johnny Cash 
(C. Craig. L. Atwood). Columbia 310681 
(Gee Whiz, BMI) 

A SWEET LOVE SONG THE WORLD CAN 

SING -pate McBride 
(D. King. D Woodward), Con Brio 131 (NSD) 
(Willex. ASCAP) 

MAMAS DONT LET YOUR BABIES GROW 

UP TO BE COWBOYS /I CAN GET OFF ON 

YOU - Waylon & Willie 
(E. Bruce, P. Bruce) /(W Nelson, W. Jennings). 
RCA 11198 (Tree /Sugarplum, BMI)/(Willie 
Nelson /Waylon Jennings) 

IT'S A HEARTACHE - Bonnie Tyler 
(Scott. Wolfe). RCA 11249 (Pi Gem. BMI) 

ONLY YOU - Freddie Hart 
(A. Rand, B. Ram). Capitol 4561 (TRO.Hollis. BMI) 

HERE COMES THE REASON I 

LIVE- Ronnie McDowell 
(B. Peters). Scorpion 1159 (GRT> 

(B. Peters & Slimbull, BMI) 

BABY I'M YOURS -Debby Boone 
(V- McCoy). Warner Bros. 8554 (Blackwood, BMI) 

WALK RIGHT BACK -Anne Murray 
(S. Curtis). Capitol 4527 (Warner- Tamerlane, BMI) 
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EASY -John Wesley Ryles 
(T Skinner) ABC 12348 (Narvel the Marvel, BMI) 

HANG ON FEELIN' /BOB'S GOT A SWING 

BAND IN HEAVEN -Red Steagall 
(M Kosser, R. Mainegra) /(R. Steagall(, ABC 12337 

(Screen Gems-EMI /Tree, BMI( /(Texas Red Songs, BMI( 

I'M ALREADY TAKEN -Steve Wanner 
(5. Wanner. T. Ryan, C. Atkins). RCA 

11173 (Stubbs, BMI( 

RISING ABOVE IT .ALL-Lynn Anderson 
(1 Foster, B. Rice). Columbia 3-10721 (April. ASCAP) 

NO TELL MOTEL -David Houston 
(R. Jenkins. L. Shell). Starday 184 (Gusto) 
(Power Play. BMI) 

CASH ON THE 

BARRELHEAD- Ronnie Sessions 
(I & C Louvin), MCA 40875 (Acuff-Rose. BMI) 

SUNSHINE MAN -Kenny Price 
(R Pennington), MRC 1012 (Tree, BMI( 

SLIPPIN' AWAY - Bellamy &others 
(F Savlino /1. Valentina), Warner Bros. 8558 

(Colgems -EMI. ASCAP) 

THE NINTH OF SEPTEMBER -Jim Chestnut 
(S Collom), ABC /Hickory 4027 (Milene. ASCAP) 

THE REST OF MY LIFE -Kenny Starr 
(R. Mainegra). MCA 40880 ( Unart. BMI) 

(The Truth Is) WE'RE LIVIN' 
A LIE -R.C. Bannon 
(R. C. Bannon, 1. Bettis), Columbia 310714 (Warner. 
Tamerlane, BMI/Sweet Harmony. ASCAP) 

IT JUST WON'T FEEL LIKE CHEATING 

(With You) -Sammi Smith 
(1 Vest. D. Chamberlain), Elektra 45476 
(Galleon. ASCAP) 

DON'T YOU THINK ITS 
TIME -Tommy Jennings 
(13.L. Morns, H. Shedd, M Johnson), Monument 45248 

(Dixie Queen /Haystack, ASCAP /Dawnbreaker, BMI) 

THREE NIGHTS A WEEK -Ruby Falls 

(A. Domino). 50 States 60 (Travis, BMI) 

THINK I'LL GO SOMEWHERE (And Cry 

Myself To Sleep) -Billy "Crash" Craddock 
(B Anderson). ABC 12357 (Johnny Bienstock, BMI) 

THE GAMBLER -Don Schlitz 
(D. Schlitz), Capitol 4576 (Writer's Night. ASCAP) 

NEVER KNEW (How Much I Loved You 
'Til I Lost You) -Dawn Chastain 
(K Bach, B Jones), Prairie Dust 
7623 (Annextra. BMI) 

THE LOSER -Kenny Dale 

(D. McCall /L. Morris), Capitol 4570 (Aud -Lee, BMI) 

BROTHER -De Wayne Orender 
Orender), Nu Trays 920 (WIG) (Acuff -Rose, BMI) 

I WANT A LITTLE COWBOY -Jerry Abbott 
(Abbott, Jackson). Churchhill 7712 (Valence. BMI) 

IF THERE'S ONE ANGEL MISSING (She's 
Here In My Arms Tonight) -Billy Parker 
(W. Morse), SCR 157 (White Wing /General, BMI) 

I DON'T WANNA CRY -Maury Finney 
(L. Gatlin), Soundwaves 4566 (First Generation. BMI) 

SONG MAN -Rick Jacques 
(R Jacques). Caprice 2046 (Sound Corp . ASCAP) 

WAYS OF A WOMAN IN LOVE -Tom Bresh 
(D Cook), ABC 12352 (Cross Keys, ASCAP) 

ITS NOT OVER TILL ITS 
OVER -Billy Walker 
(R. Pennington). MRC 1014 (Almarie. BMI) 

TO LOVE A ROLLING STONE -Jan Howard 

co King). Con Brio 132 (Willer, ASCAP) 

WHEN MY ANGEL TURNS INTO A 

DEVIL -Del Reeves 
(B Peters) United Artists 1191 (Ben Peters. BMI) 

THE GAMBLER -Hugh Mofón 
(D Schlitz), Mercury 55024 (Writer's Night. ASCAP) 

RAG MOP -The Drifting Cowboys 
(1. Wills. D Anderson), Epic 850543 (Belinda, BMI) 

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE THE 

LOVE BETWEEN A WOMAN AND A 

MAN -Linda Cassady /Bobby Spears 
(D. Hice. R. Hice), Cinkay 036 (All- American) 
(Mandy. ASCAP) 

I HEAR YOU COMING BACK -Brent Burns 
(Y. Smith), Pantheon Desert 79 /NSD (EV. ASCAP) 

PUT ME OUT OF MY 

MEMORY-Johnny Bush 

(J. Bush). Starday 165 (Gusto) (Power Play, BMI) 

I'M ON MY WAY -Captain & Tennille 
(M. Satan), A&M 2027 (Pink Flower, BMI) 
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"Chain" reaction. 
When Johnny sings Waylon, word gets around. 

"There Ain't No Good Chain Gang:'t The new Johnny Cash single, 
3 10742 from the album "I Would Like to See You Again:'** 

On Columbia Records. KC35313 

JOHNNY CASH 
I WOULD LIKE TO SEE 

YOU AGAIN 
including: 

I Would Like To See You Again 
There Ain't No Good Chain Gang 

I Don't Think I Could Take You Back Again 
I Wish I Was Crazy Again/I'm Alright Now 

tProduced by Johnny Cash and Waylon Jennings, *Produced by Larry Butler. *Also available on tape. "Columbia;' ® are trademarks of CBS Inc. © 1975 CBS Inc. 
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Country 

WASHINGTON PERFORMANCE -Tom T. Hall, left, and Conway Twitty, right, bring "down home" country to Presi- 
dent and Mrs. Carter during a recent White House reception for the CMA's board of directors. 

Merle Haggard Gets 
Big U.K. Reception 

Continued from page 70 

Playing two houses at the majority 
of dates, Haggard attracted strong 
crowds throughout with the only ex- 
ception being the newly constructed 
Brighton Centre. Here a little more 
than half of the 5,000 seats were sold 
but, in terms of audience support, it 
wasn't as bad as it initially seemed as 
the previous night's concerts were 
played only 40 miles away. 

On the other hand the Irish con- 

the concert appearances, have 
helped increase attention on the 
existing product ... and, undoubt- 
edly, will be of vital importance for 
forthcoming releases." 

Away from the time on the road, 
Haggard discovered that the British 
visit gave a fresh impetus to his 
songwriting skills. Prior to the visit 
he admitted that he had written only 
one song in the preceding six 
months. 

Key Time: signing autographs at the MCA Records stand at the 10th Inter- 
national Festival of Country Music in London. 

certs proved a phenomenal success 
with the two shows in Belfast -a city 
generally avoided by visiting artists 
due to the area's problems- adding 
up to one of the most talked about 
events in recent months. 

At the same time the tour gave the 
British press and media its first op- 
portunities for interviews as Hag- 
gard flew into London a couple of 
days prior to the festival appearance 
for that specific purpose. It proved a 
very worthwhile exercise, as during 
that period, he collected slots on 12 

network and local radio shows and 
spoke with five music journalists. 

In addition to the media coverage, 
Haggard made an exception to his 
usual rule and staged a personal ap- 
pearance on the MCA Records 
stand at the Wembley Festival. 
There, in a 30- minute autograph ses- 
sion, the crowds brought all other 
activities to a standstill in the adjoin- 
ing exhibition area. 

The result of the visit has in- 
creased considerably the sales of 
Haggard product. 

"It is only a pity that we didn't 
have a new album to coincide with 
the visit," comments Stuart Watson, 
MCA's marketing manager. "Never- 
theless I am happy with the results, 
and the interviews, combined with 

"I guess it's the environment that 
makes the difference," Haggard ex- 
plained. "After all, Shakespeare did 
pretty well here, didn't he? Eng- 
land's a great place to write and I 

managed to come up with five songs 
in my first week here." 

He also wanted to record in Lon- 
don during his stay and, on two sep- 
arate occasions, had booked Trident 
Studios for sessions. Unfortunately, 
the tight time schedules didn't allow 
for the studio work to materialize. 

Nevertheless, time did allow for a 
surprise birthday party to be held in 
Haggard's honor April 6 at Lon- 
don's Holiday Inn. Organized by 
Leona Williams, the party rapidly 
developed into a late night jamming 
session where Haggard and his mu- 
sicians, the Strangers, joined forces 
with the tour's support act, the Joe 
Ely Band, and musicians from the 
visiting Marty Robbins /Don Everly 
package. 

Golf May 12 -14 
NASHVILLE -The Bill Ander- 

son -Provo Open Golf Tournament 
will be held May 12 -14 at the Tim- 
panogos course in Provo, Utah. A 
36 -hole regional contest, prizes will 
be awarded totaling $13,000 to both 
professional and amateurs. 

Nashville 
Scene_ 
By PAT NELSON 

Johnny Rodriguez will be special guest of the 

Statler Brothers' ninth annual Happy Birthday 

U.S.A. Celebration, July 3.4, in the group's 
hometown of Staunton, Va. An admission-free 

event, the celebration gives local charities an 

opportunity to raise monies through individual 

booths and stands. In the past, the festivities 
have drawn more than 50,000 fans from across 

the country. 

On June 6 the Statlers will co -host, along 

with Lynn Anderson and Mel Tillis, the 12th an- 

nual Music City News Popularity Awards to be 

telecast live from the Grand Ole Opry House. 

Larry Gatlin appears with Steve Martin at 

Harrah's in Lake Tahoe the last week of May.... 
Don Schlitz's single "The Gambler" has been re- 

released on Capitol Records. Capitol picked up 

the master after it wás originally issued on the 

Crazy Mama label.... Prior to the group's ap- 

pearance at the annual KTOW Radio party and 

concert, the Oak Ridge Boys took time out to 

sign autographs at the Sound Warehouse in 

Tulsa. 

Asleep At The Wheel introduced Nashvillians 

to material from the group's next Capitol LP 

"Collision Course" during a showcase perform- 
ance at the Exit /In. The 11 -piece group is play- 

ing a lot of jazz these days and its new sound 

brought the full house to its feet clammering for 
more. Produced by Joel Dorn and set for release 

Monday (8), the album will emphasize the 
group's musical evolvement with selections in- 

cluding "Pipedreams," "Louisiana," "The Wan- 

derer," and "Ruler Of My Heart." 

Dr. Hook begins an extensive two -month tour 
of New Zealand, Australia, Thailand and Japan 

Saturday (6). The internationally popular group 

has four million selling singles to its stateside 

credit including "Sylvia's Mother," "Cover Of 

The Rolling Stone," "A Little Bit More" and 

"Only Sixteen." The Australian tour coincides 

with the Australian success of Dr. Hook's LP 

"Makin' Love And Music," and the single "What 

A Way To Go." 

The Roy Clark show and Tammy Wynette 

grossed a reported $67,000 from 9,000 attend- 

ing their April 12 concert at Kemper Arena in 

Kansas City.... While in Washington, D.C.. for 

the CMA's White House Dinner, Tom T. Hall 

presented a special concert for President Carter 

at a luncheon sponsored by the Potomac Broad- 

casting Co. 

April Blackwood 
Continued from page 84 

ody" by Elvis Presley, "Twelfth Of 
Never" by David Houston and 
"Jesse" by David Frizzell. 

Keith Green hit the gospel charts 
with "For Him Who Has Ears To 
Hear" while Billy Joel gained the 
pop charts with "Just The Way You 
Are." 

Other artists who have cut April 
Blackwood songs recently are 
Johnny Cash, Jody Miller, Dottie 
West, Kenny Rogers, T.G. Shep- 
pard, Gene Cotton, Oak Ridge Boys, 
Jim Ed Brown & Helen Cornelius, 
Freddy Fender, George Hamilton 
IV, Charlie Rich, England Dan and 
John Ford Coley, Ronnie Milsap, 
Engelbert Humperdinck and Nat 
Stuckey. 
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* Star Performer -LPs registering proportionate upward progress this week. 
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WAYLON & WILLIE Waylon Jennings & Willie Nelson, RCA AFL 12686 

TEN YEARS OF GOLD Kenny Rogers, United Artists UA LA 83511 

EVERYTIME TWO FOOLS COLLIDE Kenny Rogers & Dottie West, 

United Artists UALA86411 

QUARTER MOON IN A TEN CENT TOWN Emmylou Harris, warner Bros. 

BSA 3141 

SOMEONE LOVES YOU HONEY Charley Pride, RCA APLI -2478 

HE WALKS BESIDE ME Elvis Presley, RCA AFL! 2772 

HERE YOU COME AGAIN Dolly Parton, RCA APL12544 

SON OF A SON OF A SAILOR Jimmy Buffett, ABC 1046 

TAKE THIS JOB AND SHOVE IT Johnny Paycheck, Epic KE 35045 

LOVE IS JUST A GAME Larry Gatlin, Monument MG 7616 (Phonogram) 

SIMPLE DREAMS Linda Ronstadt, Asylum 6E104 

HEAVEN'S JUST A SIN AWAY The Kendalls, ovation ov 1719 

THE BEST OF THE STATLER BROTHERS, Mercury 5RM 11037 (Phonogram( 

WE MUST BELIEVE IN MAGIC Crystal Gayle, United Artists UA LA 771 G 

LET'S KEEP IT THAT WAY Anne Murray, Capitol ST 11743 

ENTERTAINERS ... ON AND OFF THE RECORD The Statler Brothers, 
Mercury SRM15007 (Phonogram) 

VARIATIONS Eddie Rabbitt, Elektra 6E 127 

IT WAS ALMOST LIKE A SONG Ronnie Milsap, RCA APLI -2439 

Y'ALL COME BACK SALOON Oak Ridge Boys, ABC /Dot D02093 

DAYTIME FRIENDS Kenny Rogers, United Artists LWLA 754G 

EASTER ISLAND Kris Kristofferson, Monument 12 35310 (Columbia) 

THE BEST OF THE OAK RIDGE BOYS Columbia KC 35302 

BILLY "CRASH" CRADDOCK, Capitol ST 11758 

OLD FASHIONED LOVE The Kendalls, Ovation 0V1733 

ENDLESS WIRE Gordon Lightfoot, Warner Bros. BSK 3149 

WANTED: THE OUTLAWS Waylon Jennings, RCA AFL 11312 

GREATEST HITS Linda Ronstadt, Asylum 7E 1092 

OL' WAYLON Waylon Jennings, RCA APL 1 -2317 

THAT'S THE WAY LOVE SHOULD BE -Dave & Sugar, RCA APLI 2477 

ELVIS IN CONCERT Elvis Presley, RCA APL22587 

COUNTRY BOY Don Williams, AOC %Dot D0 2098 

REDHEADED STRANGER Willie Nelson, Columbia KC 33482 

I WANT TO LIVE John Denver, RCA A1112521 

ELEVEN WINNERS Merle Haggard, Capitol ST-11745 

OUT OF MY HEAD AND BACK IN MY BED Loretta Lynn, MCA 2330 

KENNY ROGERS, United Artists UA -LA689 G 

BURNING THE BALLROOM DOWN Amazing Rhythm Aces, ABC 1063 

GREATEST HITS Tanya Tucker, MCA MCA 3032 

I STILL BELIEVE IN LOVE Charlie Rich, United Artists UALA876-11 

CRYSTAL Crystal Gayle, United Artists UA LA614G 

GEORGIA KEEPS PULLING ON MY RING Conway Twitty, MCA 2328 

YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE Debby Boone, Warner Bros. BS3118 

GREATEST HITS Olivia Newton -John, MCA 3028 

SOFT LIGHTS AND HARD COUNTRY MUSIC Moe Bandy, Columbia KC 35288 

A LOVER'S QUESTION Jacky Ward, Mercury 55018 (Phonogram) 

SHAME ON ME Donna Fargo, Warner Bros. BS 3099 

SWAMP GOLD Freddy Fender, ABC 1062 

FLYING HIGH Mickey Gilley, Playboy KZ 35099 (Epic) 

STELLA PARTON, Elektra 6E 126 

RED HOT MEMORY Kenny Dale, Capitol ST 11762 

Cates Productions 
Continued from page 84 

strip type shows will continue to 
dominate network prime time tele- 
vision and they'll continue to lose 
large segments of the audience. 

"That wasn't true in the heyday of 

In Nashville 
the radio networks," Hagen adds. 
"They accepted the responsibility of 
providing some kind of decent mu- 
sic, such as the symphony, to the 
general public. And that probably 
wasn't their biggest rated show." 
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?n Pop n Oó 

SEALS 8 CROFTS -Takin' It Easy, Warner Bros. BSK3163. 

Produced by Louie Shelton. The consistently popular duo ex- 

plores some new territory on this LP, with the help of some 

musical guest stars. Tanya Tucker and Jim Gilstrap guest on a 

gentle country tune, "Nobody Gets Over Lovin' You." And 

three members of the Carpenters' band do background vocals 

and a pretty MOR arrangement of One More Time," a song 

from a recent Carpenters LP. The album mixes dynamic rock- 

ers with slower ballads featuring string arrangements by 

Gene Page, Jimmie Haskell and Lee Holdridge. There is even a 

solemn tribute in the form of a poem in Persian to the son of 

the founder of the Baha'i Faith. 
Best cuts: "One More Time," " Takin' It Easy," "You're The 

Love," "Midnight Blue." 
Dealers: Group is a steady seller. 

THE SPINNERS -The Best Of Spinners, Atlantic SD19119. 
Produced by Thom Bell. The veteran group had a live album 

several years ago spotlighting some of these songs, but this is 

the first collection of studio versions of its many hits. Five of 

the cuts are from the group's 1973 Atlantic debut album; the 

other five are from more recent LPs. The songs were all ar- 

ranged, conducted and produced by Bell, and several stand 

among the best singles of the decade. The album has across 

the board appeal to pop, soul, MOR and even disco, on some 

of the more danceable tracks like "Rubberband Man." 
Best cuts: "Games People Play," "I'll Be Around," "One Of 

A Kind," "Ghetto Child," "Then Came You" (with Dionne 
Warwick). 

Dealers: Six of these tunes were gold singles. 

ALVIN LEE /TEN YEARS LATER- Rocket Fuel, RSO 

RS13033. Produced by Alvin Lee, Bob Johnston. One of the 
fastest and accomplished of rock guitarists, Lee returns with 
a new band that captures the progressive vision that Ten 

Years After did in the late '60s. Lee's rifling guitar is the al- 

bum's centerpiece with its energized, stinging riffs standing 
out over the rhythm section. The music is a fusion of solid 

rock and blues that reflects the cream of '60s and '70s blues 

rock influences, and also reinforces Lee's prominence among 

virtuoso rock guitarists. Comprising Ten Years Later is Tom 

Compton on drums, Mick Hawksworth on bass, Bernie Clarke 

and Mick Weaver on keyboards. 

Best cuts: "Rocket Fuel," "Gonna Turn You On," "Ain't 
Nothin' Shakin'," "(The Battle) The Devil's Screaming Pt. 2." 

Dealers: Lee is on a nationwide tour. 

RARE EARTH -Band Together, Prodigal P710025R1 (Mo- 

town). Produced by John Ryan. This six -man white soul group 

follows up last year's comeback LP with this impressive effort 
which includes the Bee Gees' tune "Warm Ride," tailor -writ- 

ten for the group. The striking quality of this work is its versa- 

tility with cuts ranging from the driving funk of "Love Do Me 

Right" to the melodic pop texture of "Love Is What You Get" 
to the burning rocker "Rock'N'Roll Man." Vocals are the 

group's strong point, with tight harmonies supporting the 
gritty, growled, r &b- styled lead of Peter Hoorelbeke. The 

slightly Latin feel to percussion in parts is provided by Eddie 

Guzman on congas and timbales. Production team of Lambert 
& Potter contribute one cut, and the Hudson Brothers are 

credited for assistance. 
Best cuts: "Warm Ride," "Maybe The Magic," "Love Do 

Me Right," "Love Is What You Get." 
Dealers: The Bee Gees' tune already hit the single charts. 

Soul 
NORMAN CONNORS -This Is Your Life, Arista AB4177. 

Produced by Norman Connors. Connors lays down a solid per- 

cussive base and contributed occasional vocals on this latest 
package to feature his musicianly Starship plus the soaring 
talents of singer Eleanor Mills. Content is contemporary soul - 

flavored jazz, mixing the upbeat and the mellow, and show- 

casing some stellar instrumentation by guests such as Pha- 

roah Sanders, David T. Walker and Richard Tee. 

Best cuts: "You Make Me Feel Brand New," "The Creator," 
"Captain Connors." 

Dealers: Connors has a built -in following. 

Country 
VERN GOSDIN -Never My Love, Elektra 6E124. Produced 

by Gary S. Paxton. Gosdin's second Elektra LP outing with 
Paxton is a collection of ballad and midtempo material sensi- 

tively delivered and accentuated by strings, soulful steel and 

electric guitar renderings, dobro and backup vocalists. Utiliz- 

ing both country and pop material, including tunes by Wayne 

Bradford and Cathy Gosdin, both of whom have previously 

supplied Gosdin with top 10 country hits, Gosdin is able to 

display his versatile and soulful delivery. 
Best cuts: "Never My Love," "Catch The Wind," "Break 

My Mind," "Something's Wrong In California." 
Dealers: Gosdin has developed a strong following from his 

first LP, and his second will gather more. 

Sptlight 

ORIGINAL MOTION PICTURE SOUNDTRACK- Grease, RSO RS24002. Produced by Louis St. Louis, John Farrar, Barry Gibb, 

Albhy Galuten, Karl Richardson. RSO follows its record breaking "Saturday Night Fever" soundtrack, vrth anofhwr apparent 
smash film track. The double pocket set contains 24 cuts of original Broadway material as well as sew material written 

specifically for this contemporized version. Olivia Newton -John and John Travolta shine with their be& vocal eforts, espe- 

cially Newton -John on the rapidly rising single "You're The One That I Want." Bee Gee Barry Gibb wrote the title cut, 
performed by Frankie Valli with Peter Frampton on guitar. Sha -Na -Na performs on six golden oldies and Frankie Avalon. 

with Louis St. Louis, Stockard Channing and Cindy Bullens featured as soloists. 

Best cuts: "You're The One That I Want," "Grease," "Sandy," Hopelessly Devoted To You," "Summer Nights." 
Dealers: RSO will certainly keep its blazing streak intact with this monster. 

KISS -Double Platinum, Casablanca NBLP71002. Produced by Kiss, Sean Delaney. Casablanca is hono -ing Kiss vith this 
special two -record set of Kiss classics and a new song called "Strutter '78." Packaged in an attractive eee- catchiig silver 
jacket, all tunes were remixed for clearer sound reproduction, so the cuts do sound clearer. Nonethele:s, Kiss fans, and 

there are a double platinum amount of them, will get off on this package which includes a platinum plaque. AI of the 

band's often raw energy and hard rocking guitar licks are at its peak as Kiss comes at you in blazing intensity 
Best cuts: Kiss fans, any cut will do. 

Dealers: Kiss is a platinum-selling act. 

RAUL DE SOUZA -Don't Ask My Neighbors, Capitol 
SW1174. Produced by George Duke. De Souza returns here 

with a set of eclectic pop /jazz that moves from the mellow 

easy -flowing opening mood of the title cut to the decidedly 

discoish "Fortune" to the wailing rock guitar on "Beauty And 

The Beast." On most cuts, De Souza is showcased on an in- 

strument liner notes call the "Souzabone," as well as on 

tenor -base trombone. A small, tight group backs De Souza, 

grounded by the potent percussion of Harvey Mason, Leon 

"Ndugu" Chancier, Manolo Badrena, and Airto on various 

cuts. Most cuts are instrumental but occasional vocals are 

handled by a soft -spoken female chorus. 
Best cuts: "Don't Ask My Neighbors," "Daisy Mae," "I Be- 

lieve You," "Jump Street." 
Dealers: De Souza's previous LP for the label did quite 

well. 

WOODY HERMAN -Road Father, Century CRDD 1080. Pro- 

duced by Woody Herman, Glen Glancy. Herman's Herd 

doesn't swing as it once did, but there isn't a better combo 

around in the 1978 jazz field. In his first direct -to -disk en- 

deavor, Woody's six trumpets (doubling flugelhorns) and four 
reeds blow up a powerful musical program, combining the 

best in contemporary sounds with the old. Eight tracks in all, 

one featuring Woody shouting a humorous old bues. 
Best cuts: "Duke Ellington's Sound Of Love " "Sunrise 

Lady," "Woodchoppers' Ball." 
Dealers: This will be Herman's biggest in years. Emphasize 

the clean sound of direct -to -disk. 

WILFRIDO VARGAS & SUS BEDUINOS -Punto Y Aparte, 

Karen 37. Produced by Wilfrido Vargas. )f all the groups on 

this Fania -distributed label which hit he New York salsa 

scene last year, this is perhaps the mist successful. The 

amazing thing about this LP is that Vargas an his "Be- 

douins" do so much with the Dominicar rhythm merengue 
which can be tedious. But over the naturally festive and exu- 

berant rhythmic base, the group focuses on ever -changing vo- 

cal patterns which make for fascinating istening as well as 

irresistable dancing. 
Best cuts: "Desiderio Arias," "El Bartaraso," 'El Candi- 

dato." 
Dealers: With some push, Vargas should be able to extend 

his popularity foothold beyond New York 

CARLOS JAVIER BELTRAN - Cavilan 0 Paloma, Microfon 

76099. Produced by Jorge Calandrelli. A new figure in the 
U.S., composer /vocalist Beltran offers a set of soft love tunes 
with engaging melodies but routine content. His vocal work is 

smooth and expressive, but relaxed rather than dramatic. The 

nicely tailored acoustic arrangements are by veteran Calan- 
drelli who spotlights certain instruments unobtrusively. The 

LP's drawback (besides its annoying surface noise) is the in- 

clusion of the title cut and "Siempre En Mi Mente," two of 
last year's big Latin hits to which new versions here add noth- 
ing. 

Best cuts: "Son Cosas Del Olvido," "Si Es Mi Amigo Quien 

Te Miente," "Tu Nombre En La Arena," "Deja Por Dios De 

Llorar." 
Dealers: Beltran deserves the backing required to break 

him in the U.S. market . 

THE LEBRON BROTHERS -Tenth Anniversary, Gotique 
JMCS1093. Produced by Johnny Pacheco. This family salsa 

unit celebrates its 10th year on the salsa scene with an excel- 

lent offering of 10 varied cuts. Despite its early reputation as 

exponent of soul and salsa fusion, the group here sticks to 

straight material without even the usual English- language 
cut. The fact that this is a self -contained unit gives this work 

a character distinct from much of the rest of Fania product. 
Angel on bass, also does arrangements and the elder Pablo 
on lead vocals is joined by sister Maria for the first time on 

one cut. 
Best cuts: "El Cantante," "Quien Quirere," "Las Piedras 

Cantan," "Inconciente." 
Dealers: The LeBron's previous LP was one of their most 

successful. 

Billboard's 
Recommended LPs 

pop 
THE ALPHA BAND -The Statue Makers Of Hollywood. Arista 
AB4179. Produced by Larry Hirsch, Alpha Band. Third album 
from this five-piece band is a fuller extension of the group's 
strong points -alluring lyrics, melodic and textured musical 
structures, and strong vocal presence. The band is aided ad- 

mirably by a cast of fine players who add horns, percussion, 
bass and guitar to many of the progressive rock tracks that 
are mostly mid to uptempo. Best cuts: "Tick Trick," "Mighty 
Man," "Perverse Generation," "Back In My Baby's Arms 

Again," "Thank God." 

SERGIO MENDES -Brasil 88, Elektra 6E134. Produced by 

Sergio Mendes. The keyboardist's latest features more pop 

and soul numbers than previous efforts, and thus should 
draw more airplay than most of his recent albums. Jazzy MOR 

still dominates, though, with the cool, stylish horn and string 
arrangements (some by David Grusin) making this a multi - 
format delight. Best cuts: "Waters Of March," "Misturada," 
"Life Goes On," "One More Lie." 

KEVIN LAMB -Sailing Down The Years, Arista AB4166. Pro- 

duced by Gary Lyons. Lamb conjures up powerful and sensi- 

tive images in this outing. While his lyrics and evocative tenor 
voice are at the fore, the music on what is predominantly up- 

tempo rock stands out with acoustic and electric guitar, 
drums, keyboards, percussion bass, brass, string and wood- 

wind interplay. Plenty of musical hooks and bright musical 
texture abound throughout. Best cuts: "Sailing Down The 

Years," "Too Late Now," "On The Wrong Track," "Night 
Hours," "Sign Of My Times." 

TELEVISION- Adventure, Elektra 6E133. Produced by John 

Jansen, Tom Verlaine. Second album by this four -man new 

wave -type band is a more accessible rock effort. Putting a tag 

on Television would do them an unjustice since the music is 

often structured within mainstream rock parameters. Writer/ 
guitarist Tom Verlaine's lyrics are reminiscent of Patti Smith's 
except not as dark and foreboding, and not as intense. Best 

cuts: "Glory," "The Dream's Dream," "Foxhole," "Carried 
Away." 

BEN SIDRAN -A Little Kiss In The Night, Arista AB4178. Pro- 

duced by Ben Sidran. A stellar pianist, Sidran serves up a 

marvelous synthesis of jazz, rock and blues here. Aiding him 
are such giants as Phil Woods on sax and Blue Mitchell on 

trumpet. Many of the tunes, skillfully written and arranged by 

Sidran, have a barroom feel but are funkily arranged in catchy 
and inviting fashion. And Sidran's vocal style is just perfect - 
easy and smooth -for the set. Best cuts: "Kiss In The Night," 
"You Got The Power," "That's Life I Guess," "Tell Old Bill," 
"Face Your Fears." 

PEZBAND- Laughing In The Dark, Passport PB 9826 (Arista). 
Produced by Jesse Hood Jackson. This band defines the best 

elements of power pop with scorching guitar breaks, driving 
tempo, strong melodies and energized vocal harmonies. All 

the charged tracks have plenty of hooks and the group's fine 

base of guitars, keyboards, bass. drums and percussion are 

(Continued on page 92) 

Spotlight -The most outstanding new product of the week's releases 

and that with the greatest potential for top of the chart placement; 

picks- predicted for the top half of the chart in the opinion of the 

reviewer; recommended -predicted to hit the second half of the 

chart in the opinion of the reviewer, or albums of superior quality. 

Albums receiving a three star rating are not listed. Review editor: 

Ed Harrison; reviewers: Eliot Tiegel, Gerry Wood, Is Horowitz, 

lean Williams, Dave Dexter Jr., Pat Nelson, Sally Hinkle, Agustin 

Gurza, Roman Kozak, Dick Nasser, Jim McCullaugh, Paul Grein, 

Ed Kelleher. 
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'-7n Pop n 
BARRY MANILOW -Even Now (3:28); producers: Ron 

Dante, Barry Manilow; writers: B. Manilow, M. Panzer; pub- 

lisher: Kamakazee, BMI. Arista AS0330. The king of big- build- 

ing ballads follows the goodtimey "Can't Smile Without You" 

with a more stately, dramatic record, the title track of his top 

10 album. From the trademarked soft piano opening to the 

booming build, it is one of Manilow's classiest efforts. And he 

has hit the top 30 with all 10 of his previous Arista singles. 

ERIC CLAPTON -Wonderful Tonight (3:13); producer: Glyn 

Johns; writer: Eric Clapton; publisher: Stigwood, BMI. RSO 

RS895. This is perhaps Clapton's prettiest and mellowest love 

ballad in some time and a tasty followup to "Lay Down Sally." 

Clapton's guitar is the instrumental centerpiece, especially 

effective on the vocal interludes. Marcy Levy adds back- 

ground harmonies. 

CHICAGO -Take Me Back To Chicago (2:57); producer: 

James William Guercio: writers: D. Seraphine, D. "Hawk" Wo- 

linski; publisher: Balloon Head /Big Elk ASCAP. Columbia 

310731. The third single from the veteran group's eleventh 

album is a cool, easy tempo number which is perfect radio 

fare for summer. A soft, smooth opening gives way to a hotter 

sound of horns and soulful female voices, as the nostalgic 

storyline unfolds. 

DONNA SUMMER -Last Dance (3:17); producer: Giorgio Moro - 

der. writer. Paul labara; publisher: Primus Artists /Olga BMI. 

Casablanca NB926D1. This cut opens deceptively with a soft 

and slow segment that suddenly bursts into the pulsating, 

driving, disco -based heart of the song. Summer's vocals are 

strong and expressive on this irresistible number that stead- 

ily builds. Cut is from "Thank God It's Friday" soundtrack. 

PAUL DAVIS -Darlin' (2:59); producers: Phil Benton, Paul 

Davis; writers: Mike Love, Brian Wilson; publisher: Irving, 

BMI. Bang BDJ736. As a followup to his Top 10 "I Go Crazy," 

Davis does a fine remake of this Beach Boys classic. The vo- 

O cals are smooth, clean and the instrumentals solid. The 

cc record has a strong summertime upbeat sound. 

O 

recommended 
m LE BLANC & CARR- Midnight Light (3:30); producer Pete 

05 Carr; writers: Lenny Le Blanc. Eddie Struzick: publishers: 

N- Carrhorn, BMI /Music Mill, ASCAP. Big Tree BT16114. (Atlan- 
cn tic). 

cc REO SPEEDWAGON -Roll With The Changes (3:49); produc- 

>- ers: Kevin Cronin, Gary Richrath: writer: K. Cronin; publisher: 

< Fate, ASCAP. Epic 850545. 

MELANIE -Knock On Wood (3:29); producer: Peter Scheke- 

ryk: writers: Eddie Floyd, Steve Cropper; publisher: East 

Memphis, BMI. Midsong International MCA40903. 

MANFRED MANN'S EARTH BAND- California (3:55); produc- 

ers: Manfred Mann, Earth Band; writer: Sue Vickers; pub- 

lisher: WB ASCAP. Warner Bros. ABS8574. 

MIKE FINNIGAN -Just One Minute More (3:32); producer: 

Ron Nevison; writers: A. Kooper, R. Supa; publishers: loans 

Bones, BMI /Colgems -EMI /Glory, ASCAP. Columbia 310741. 

MICHAEL MURPHEY- Nothing Is Your Own (2:59); producer: 

John Boylan; writer: M. Murphey; publisher: Timberwolf, 
BMI. Epic 850540. 

JOHN STEWART- Promise The Wind (2:28); producer: Mentor 

Williams; writer: John Stewart: publishers: Bugle / Stigwood. 
BMI. RSO RS894. 

JIMMIE MACK -There Was Love (3:07); producer: Michael 
Tschudin; writer: Jimmy Mack: publisher: Beechwood, BMI. 

Big Tree BT16115. (Atlantic). 

JIGSAW -Only When I'm Lonely (3:20); producer: Clive Scott, 

Des Dyer; writers: C. Scott, D. Dyer; publisher: Belsize, 

ASCAP. 20th Century TC2369. 

HORSLIPS -Sure The Boy Was Green (3:50); producers: Alan 

O'Duffy, Horslips; writer: Horslips; publisher: Dick James. 

DJM DJUS1036. 

STARBREAKER -The Sound of Summer (2:38); producer 
John Carter; writers: Carter. Shakespeare; publisher: Moth, 

BMI. Chrysalis CHS2133. 

KRISTY & JIMMY McNICHOL -He's So Fine; producers: P. 

Margo, M. Margo; writer: Ronnie Mack; publisher: Bright 

Tunes, BMI. RCA PB11271A. 

NO DICE -Why Sugar (3:45); producer: Robert Waco; writer: 

Gary Strange; publisher: Anglo-Rock, BMI. Capitol P4579. 

THE PLANOTONES W /Prof. LaPlano -Rock And Roll Is Here 

To Stay (2:45); producer: Kenny Vance; writer: D. White; 

publishers: Kenny Vance; writer: D. White; publishers: Sing- 

ular /Golden Egg, BMI. A &M 2040S. 

KRIS KRISTOFFERSON- Forever In Your Love (3:17); pro- 

ducer: David Anderle; writers: K. Kristofferson, M. Utley, S. 

Bruton; publishers: Resaca, BMI /Music City, ASCAP. Colum- 

bia 310731. 

LANE CAUDELL- Hanging On A Star (3:18); producer: Rick 

Jerrard; writers: Lane Caudell, Phyllis Molinary; publisher: 

Blue Monday, BMI. MCA MCA40901. 

PAUL EVANS -Hello, This Is Joannie , (The Telephone Answer- 

ing Machine Song); producer: Bill Spitalsky; Spring SP183. 

z\, 
Soul * 

RAYDIO -Is This A Love Thing (3:28); producer Ray Parker 

Jr.; writer: Ray Parker Jr.; publisher: Raydiola, ASCAP. Arista 

AS0328. This quasi -novelty cut asks that timeless musical 

question, "Do you want me just for my body ?" Clever dialog 

between a sassy female and a male is the hook. Center break 

features an interesting electronic twang of a solo. Strong fol- 

low-up for the group's Top 10 pop hit "Jack And Jill." 

LOU RAWLS -One Life To Live (3:10), producers: Kenneth 

Gamble, Leon Huff; writers: K. Gamble, L. Juff; publisher: 

Mighty Three, BMI. Philadelphia International ZS83643 

(CBS). Rawls powerful and deep voice is clearly evident on 

this effort. a string -laden, soulful uptempo number. Funky 

rhythm section, including brass, and background female vo- 

calists, add a zesty. solid foundation. 

recommended 
MAZE -Travelin' Man (3:30); producer: Frankie Beverly; 

writer: Frankie Beverly; publisher: Pecie, BMI. Capitol P4580. 

ASHFORD & SIMPSON -By Way Of Love's Express (3:34); pro- 

ducers: Nickolas Ashford, Valeria Simpson; writers: Nickolas 

Ashford, Valerie Simpson; publisher: Nick -O -Val, ASCAP. 

Warner Bros. WBS8571. 

PRINCE PHILLIP MITCHELL -One On One (4:47); producer: 

Prince Phillip Mitchell; writer: Prince Phillip Mitchell; pub- 

lisher: Hot Stuff, BMI. Atlantic 3480. 

LEROY HUTSON -In The Mood (3:40); producer: Leroy Hut- 

son: writer: J. Mendall; publishers: Bring It Back Home /Si- 
lent Giant /Aopa, ASCAP. Cutrom CMS0139. 

CARRIE LUCAS -The Edge Of Night (3:04); producers: Dick 

Griffey, The Whispers; writer: M. McCurtis; publisher: Spec- 

trum, ASCAP. Solar 11111263. 

HUBERT LAWS -False Faces (3:49); producer: Hubert Laws; 

writer: H. Laws; publisher :: Hulaws, BMI. Columbia 310736. 

BOBBY BLAND -Love To See You Smile (3:41); producers: Al 

Bell, Monk Higgins; writers: David Ervin /Kenny Pierce: pub- 

lisher: Alvert. BMI. ABC AB12360, 

JEAN TERRELL -Don't Stop Reaching For The Top (3:39); pro- 

ducer: Bobby Martin; writers: James Davis, Jeffrey Osborne; 

publishers: Irving /McDorsboy, BM I/Almo/McRovscod, 
ASCAP. A &M 2039S. 

MELBA MOORE -I Don't Know No One Else To Turn To (3:40); 

producers: G. McFadden. V. Carstarphen, J. Whitehead; 

writers: G. McFadden, V. Carstarphen, J. Whitehead: pub- 

lisher: Mighty Three. BMI. Buddah BDA596. 

Country 
MEL TILLIS -I Believe In You (2:25); producer: Jimmy 

Bowen; writers: Buddy Cannon -Gene Dunlap; publishers: Sa- 

bal, ASCAP /Sawgrass, BMI. MCA MCA40900. Tillis moves to a 

more MOR country sound with this ballad that's backed with 

full vocal accompaniment. Climatic strings, piano and brief 

flute interludes enhance his smooth vocal delivery. 

BILLY "CRASH" CRADDOCK -I've Been Too Long Lonely 

Baby (2:04); producer: Dale Morris; writer: John Adrian: pub- 

lisher: Pick A Hit, BMI. Capitol P4575. Shifting gears from his 

last Capitol release, Craddock slows down with this 60s style 

ballad that relives the sound of that era. Backup vocals com- 

bine with piano and strings to tastefully heighten the feel. 

JACKY WARD & REBA McENTIRE -Three Sheets In The 

Wind (2:45); producer: Jerry Kennedy; writers: Sharon 

Thompson -Randall L. Thompson; publisher: Jidobi, BMI. Mer- 

cury 55026. This first duo effort for Ward and McEntire allows 

their complementary vocals to take prominence with electric 

guitars taking intermediate breaks. Side two of this one 

should be a strong consideration for airplay as well. Flip Side: 

I'd Really Love To See You Tonight (2:19); producer: Same; 

writer: Parker McGee; publisher: Dawnbreaker, BMI. 

VERN GOSDIN -Never My Love (2:51); producer: Gary S. 

Paxton; writers: Don and Dick Addrisi; publisher: Warner - 

Tamerlane, BMI. Elektra E45483. Guitars, piano and strings 

provide soft accompaniment as Gosdin performs this tune 

first made a hit by the Association. Columbia artist Janie 

Fricke adds vocal accompaniment blending well with Gosdin's 

easy delivery. 

LINDA RONSTADT -I Never Will Marry (3:12); producer: 

Peter Asher; writer: Fred Hellerman: publisher: Sanga. BMI. 

Asylum E45479. Simple acoustic guitars surround Ronstadt's 

sensitive and interpretive presentation of this mellow ballad 

reflecting the heartbreak of love. The cut is also enhanced 

with Emmylou Harris' harmonizing vocals. 

BARBARA FAIRCHILD -The Other Side Of The Morning 

(1:59); producer: Billy Sherrill; writers: P. Tillis-S. O'Brian; 

publisher: Sawgrass, BMI. Columbia 310607. Fairchild's vo- 

cals add vitality and sincerity to this mid -tempo offering 
while strings, piano and guitars accentuate the song's flowing 

and relaxing mood. 

DON KING -Don't Make No Promises (You Can't Keep) 

(3:05); producer: Bill Walker; writers: Don King /Dave Wood- 

ward; publisher: Wiljex, ASCAP. Con Brio CBK133. Lively pi- 

ano and guitars set the rocking tempo for this foot -tapping 
tune. King's enthusiastic rendering combined with vivid vocal 

accompaniment make this an energized contender. 

recommended 
JOHNNY RUSSELL -You'll Be Bach (Every Night In My 

Dreams) (2:44); producer: Jim Vienneau; writers: Wayland 

Holyfield- Johnny Russell; publishers: Maplehill /Vogue /Sun- 
flower Country songs, BMI. Polydor PD14475. 

LA COSTA -#1 With A Heartache (3:00); producer Doug Gil- 

more; writers: N. Sedaka -H. Greenfield; publisher: Neil Se- 

daka, BMI. Capitol P4577. 

JERRY NAYLOR -Rave On (2:17); producer: Ray Ruff; writers: 

B. Tilghman -S. West-N. Petty; publisher: McCartney, BMI. MC 

Records MC5010F. 

STONEWALL JACKSON- Spirits Of St. Louis (2:56); producer: 

Aubrey Mayhew: writers: R. Bowling -R. Jones; publisher: 
Little Darlin' Sound and Picture Co. Little Darlin' LD7800. 

LOIS KAYE -I'll Leave In The Middle Of The Night (2:25); pro- 

ducer: Brien Fisher; writer: Harry Middlebrooks; publisher: 

Blackwood /FulMess /Center Stream, BMI. Ovation OV1105. 

JIMMIE PETERS -I Will Always Love You (3:07); producer: 

Jerry Gillespie; writer: Dolly Parton; publisher: Owepar, BMI. 

Mercury 55025. 

RED SOVINE -The Days Of Me And You (2:36); producer: 

Tommy Hill; writer: Charlie Craig; publisher: Power Play, BMI. 

Gusto SD188. 

BIG BEN ATKINS -We Don't Live Here, We Just Love Here 

(3:27); producers: Sonny Limbo & Mickey Buckins; writer: 

Mickey Buckins; publisher: Lowery, BMI. GRT GRTI61. 

LARRY CURTIS -It Feels Like Love For The First Time (3:15); 
producer: E. J. Gurren; writers: L. C. Lynum -T.A. Wargo; pub- 

lishers: E. J. Gurren & April, ASCAP. Scrimshaw 5131515. 

Disco 
recommended 

SHEILA & B. DEVOTION- Singing In The Rain (3:28); pro- 

ducer: Claude Carrere: writers: Nacio Herb Brown, Arthur 
Freed: publisher: Robbins, ASCAP. Casablanca NB923DJ. 

Jozfl 
recommended 

RALPH MacDONALD -The Path (Part Two) (3:00); producers: 
Ralph MacDonald. William Salter, William Eaton: writers: 
Ralph MacDonald, William Salter. William Eaton; publisher: 
Antisia ASCAP Marlin 3319. 

Easy Listening 
recommended 

NANCY WILSON -I'm Gonna Let Ya (3:04); producer Clar- 

ence K. McDonald; writers: Baskett, McDonald, Groves; pub- 

lisher: Olde World. Capitol P4578. 

Picks -a top 30 chart tune in the opinion of the review panel which 

voted for the selections released this week; recommended -a tune 

predicted to land on the Hot 100 between 31 and 100. Review editor - 
Ed Harrison. 

Billboard's Recommended LPs 
Continued from page 92 

mellow, the horns upfront, backed by a solid rhythm section. 
with the vocalists providing the color and the string section in 

back filling the holes and smoothing it all. There is not much 
room there for solo work, but the pieces hold together very 
well. Best cuts: "Hot Stuff," "You Think Of Her," "Mysterious 
Maiden." 

PHIL WOODS QUINTET -Song For Sisyphus, Century 
CRDD1050. Produced by Norman Schwartz. Eight-tune entry 
by the veteran Woods shows him cavorting effortlessly on alto 
and soprano saxophones with a solid rhythm section featur- 
ing Mike Melillo's pretty pianistics. Cut in NY. direct -to -disk, 
Woods and combo offer five unhackneyed standards in addi- 
tion to three contemporary instrumentals and all are per- 
formed excitingly. Best cuts: "Summer Afternoon," 
" Nuages," "Change Partners." 

FRANK STROZIER SEXTET- Remember Me, Inner City 2066. 
Produced by Nils Winther. His first LP in some 15 years, Stro- 
zier reasserts his talents as an alto saxophonist with this pro- 
gram of seven tracks, five of which are his own compositions. 
A strong plus is Harold Mabern's piano. Tuba by Howard 
Johnson also complements the Strozier group's jazz. Best 
cuts: "Get Out Of Town," "Remember Me," "Hit It." 

disco 
D.C. LaRUE- Confessions, Casablanca NBLP7098. Produced 

by Bob Esty. This is charged up disco music at its best. Seven 

tracks and each possess a dynamic, rhythmic structure 
helped by Chuck Rainey's bass lines, Mike Baird's drums, 
fancy synthesizer work from Esty and strings. Other standout 
musicians round out the package. LaRue's seductively invit- 
ing lyrics and vocal presence is a big plus and he's helped by 

gutsy background vocalists. Best cuts: "Ill Wake Up Scream- 
ing In The Middle Of The Night," "Let Them Dance," "Danc- 
ing With Strangers," "Lady In Atlanta." 

LIPSTIQUE -At The Discotheque, Tom 'n' Jerry TJ4701. (Sal - 
soul). Produced by Jurgens Korduletsch. All the disco ingredi- 
ents are here- thumping rhythm, chant vocals, zippy instru- 
mentation -but they are displayed with rather more flair than 
usual. Repertoire choice is interesting, too, particularly on the 
flashy, bouncy danceable 17- minute medley which takes up 

the first side, and the segue of "Venus" and "Light My Fire." 
Best cuts: Those named. 

VOYAGE- Marlin 2213 (TK). Produced by Roger Tokarz. Voy- 
age is a group of four French musicians who play a funky 
brand of disco. With a heavy percussive base, and three vo- 

calists, a variety of sounds come through. Strings, horns. syn- 
thesizers back the stand rhythm section. Best cuts: "From 
East To West," "Ladyn, America," "Scotch Machine." "Orient 
Express." 

lat in 
DANIEL TORO -Esta Cancion Habla Por Mi, Microfon 76097. 
Produced by Jose Carli. In this set of 12 tunes, Toro's haunt- 
ing and engrossing South American folkloric base provide 
personality and distinctiveness within a polished orches- 
trated package. His excellent acoustic guitar work and ar- 

ranger Carli's attractive folkloric instrumentation add to the 
work's appeal. Best cuts: Take your pick. 

NELSON GONZALEZ & HIS BAND -TR 133X. Produced by Ira 
Herscher. Gonzalez is a young tres virtuoso and veteran salsa 
sideman with Ismael Miranda, Tipica 73, Grupo Folklorico and 
Los Kimbos. His first solo effort is somewhat disappointing. It 
suffers from uneven material, a lifeless horn section and 
muddy recording quality. Still, there's good, solid salsa here 
and a promise for improved future efforts. Best cuts: "Toi- 
tico," "Distancia," "Sabrocito Bongo." 

LAS HERMANITAS PONCE -Arriba ARS5001. No Producer 
listed. This Mexican folk duo offers a dozen pleasant tunes all 

penned by Angel Barragan except one by duo member Maria 

Felix Ponce. All cuts are under three minutes with simple but 
attractive guitar accompaniment. Liner notes say the young 
sisters record for Musart in Mexico and licensed to this new 

label in the U.S. Best cuts: "Perch A Mi Madre," "Derecha La 

Flecha," "Juntemonos," "Sendero Triste." 

classical 
LEONTYNE PRICE: PRIMA DONNA, VOL.4 -New Philhar- 
monia, Santi, RCA ARL12529. Price moves from one high 
point to another in this chronology of big arias from Mozart to 
Menotti. The bigness of the program is matched by her big, 

still- resplendent voice and the bigness of her interpretations. 
"Marietta's Lied" from "Die Tote Stadt," "Song to the 
Moon," from "Rusalka," "La Luce Luna," from "Macbeth" 
and others are in a class by themselves. 

BEETHOVEN: VIOLIN -PIANO SONATAS, COMPLETE -Perl- 
man, Ashkenazy, London CSA2501. Ashkenazy and Perlman 
have brought the full measure of their enormous technical 
and intellectual faculties to bear on this cycle, and there are 
enough interpretive riches here for a lifetime. The set, ac- 
corded sound of great warmth and clarity, is one of the major 
chamber music achievements of the 70s, arguably the best of 
the many integral recorded editions of this music. 
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Anyone 

who's been to a disco 

or listened `to 

the radio latelytknows 

about Linda afford. 

They know er 

back-to-back s sh hits 

-If My Friends Could See Me Now" 

and her latest, 

iaWay l(ove:' 

t'\ \\ant.,, know more 

Plcv find it 

on Linda's latest \album, 

full of tasty, 

cookin' R &B the likes 

of which are 

making her one of 

the year's brigl t c, l 

new talents. 

Linda Cliffoid. 
If Mr Friends Could See Me Now 

Produced and arranged 
by Gil A4kty. 

On Curtom reel xtnt3 .a ¡7( 

DistriLuted by Warner Bros. Records 
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ONE STOP POSTERS 

ALL NEW 
SUPER POSTER DISPLAY 
THIS BEAUTIFUL POSTER UNIT CONTAINS 

8 DOZEN GIANT POSTERS (42x58) 

WITH SUCH SUPER STARS AS KISS, 

FLEETWOOD MAC, QUEEN AND MORE. 

BEE GEES 
BOSTON 

TED NUGENT 

ROCK STAR POSTERS 
THIS UNIT CONTAINS 12 DOZ. (144) ASSORTED 

ROCK STAR POSTERS WITH SUPER STARS LIKE 

LINDA RONSTADT, BOSTON, KISS, FLEETWOOD MAC, ETC. 

KISS SUPER PACK 
THE HOTTEST RICK STAR POSTERS 

OF THE YEAR CONTAINS 12 DOZ. (144) 

ASSORTED KISS POSTERS 

FOR INFORMATION CALL TOLL FREE *800 421 -4199 
ONE STOP POSTERS 2619 W. EXPOSITION BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CA 90018 (213) 733 -2101 
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Music Execs In Venice 
Continued from page 79 

many; Tom Rounds of Watermark 
Productions, Los Angeles, a radio 
syndication firm, and John Cohen, 
owner of Disc Records of the U.S., a 
major retail chain. Mort Nasatir of 
Billboard Broadcasting Corp. is the 
chairman. 

Scheduled to appear on a panel 
devoted to "New Techniques In Tal- 
ent Negotiations" are Bob Krasnow, 
Warner Bros. Records talent vice 
president; Terry Connolly, manag- 
ing director of Chrysalis Music, 
U.K.; attorney Michael Balÿn and 
U.S. attorney Fred Gaines, the panel 
chairman. 

Scheduled to appear on the panel 
"Movies And Music" are Barney 
Ales, president of Motown Records, 
U.S.; Stig Anderson, Sweden Music, 
Sweden; Sam Trust, president of 
ATV Music, U.S.; Don Ellis, Co- 
lumbia Records vice president, U.S.; 
Al Coury, president, RSO Records, 
U.S.; Mike Stewart, president of In- 
terworld Music Group, U.S., is the 
chairman. 

Scheduled for the "Retailing 
Around The World" panel are John 
Cohen of Disc Records, U.S.; Dave 
Rothfeld, vice president, Korvettes, 
U.S., and chairman Russ Solomon, 
president of Tower Records, U.S. 

Scheduled for the panel "Bridging 
The Gap Between East And West" 
are Des Brown, Chrysalis Records, 
U.K. international director; Roman 
Waschko, Billboard's Polish corre- 
spondent and Paul Drew, U.S. radio 
consultant, the chairman. 

Scheduled for a panel on the im- 
portance of public relations are Her- 
bert Winter, head of group public 
relations for Polygram, Europe and 
Bob Altshuler, vice president for 
press and public affairs, CBS Rec- 
ords, U.S.; Norman Winter, U.S. 
public relations executive, is chair- 
man. 

Moody Blues 
Continued from page 22 

uct and catalog items by the Moody 
Blues. It contains 10 songs, two each 
written by Lodge and Thomas, one 
by Pinder and four by Hayward. 

The Moody Blues' worldwide disk 
sales todate exceed a reported 26 
million. Its first seven concept al- 
bums, from "Days Of Future 
Passed" (1968) to "Seventh 
Sojourn" (1972), have spent a total 
of 472 weeks on the Billboard Top 
LP and Tape chart. 

RIM 
Certified 
Records 

Gold LPs 
"FM" soundtrack on MCA. 

Singles 
Parliament's "Flashlight" on 

Casablanca. Disk is its second gold 
single. 

Platinum LPs 
Samantha Sang's "Emotion" on 

Private Stock. Disk is her first plati- 
num single. 

Queen's "We Are The Cham- 
pions" on Elektra. Disk is its first 
platinum single. 

Scheduled for a panel on "The 
Jazz Market" are Bruce Lundvall, 
president of CBS Records, U.S. and 
CBS artist Herbie Hancock. Mike 
Hennessey, Billboard's European 
editorial director, is chairman. 

Pencilled for a panel on "Special- 
ized Marketing" are Chris Peters of 
Peters International, U.S:; Barry 
Collier of Ronco Teleproducts, U.S., 
and Ray Kives of K -tel, Canada. 

"The Importance Of The World 
Music Industry" is the theme of a 
speech by David Horowitz, office of 
the president of Warner Communi- 
cations Inc., U.S. 

Tabbed for the session on training 
tomorrow's executives are Leslie 
Hill, EMI managing director, U.K.; 
Don Dempsey, senior vice president 
and general manager of Epic /Por- 
trait /Associated Labels for CBS. 
U.S.; Lillian Bron, managing direc- 
tor Bron Records, U.S.; Angela 
Singer, operations manager, Associ- 
ated Distributors, U.S.; Misa Wa- 
:anabe, president, Watanabe Music, 
Japan. Mickey Granberg, executive 
director of NARM, U.S., is the 
chairman of the latter segment of the 
panel devoted to growth potential 
for women. 

Scheduled for the panel "Har- 
nessing The Computer" are Bob 
Summer, president of RCA Records, 
U.S.; and Shelly Harrison, chairman 
of Symbol Technologies, U.S. 
Charles Smith, president of Pick- 
wick International, U.S. is chairman. 

Scheduled for the panel on "How 
The Young Publisher Views The 
Future" are Geoffrey Heath, Heath 
Levy Music, U.K.; Roland Kluger, 
president, Roland Kluger Music, 
U.K.; Gilbert Marouani, manager, 
Les Editions Marouani, France; Pe- 
ter Meisel, director, Meisel Music of 
Germany; Ralph Peer II, vice presi- 
dent, Peer -Southern Music, U.S. 
and Kuni Muri, president of Alfa 
Music, U.S. 

Tucson Police 
Hold Beach Boy 

PHOENIX -Beach Boys' drum- 
mer Dennis Wilson was arrested in 
his Tucson motel room Monday (24) 
and charged with contributing to the 
deliquency of a minor. 

Police said they arrested Wilson, 
32, after finding him in his room 
with an unidentified 16 -year old 
girl. Police went to the room after re- 
ceiving a telephone call from the 
girl's mother. Officers said there was 
evidence that alcoholic beverages 
had been in the room. 

Wilson pleaded innocent to the 
charge and was released on $1,000 
bail. Arraignment was set in Pima 
County Superior Court on Friday 
(28). 

Wilson's attorney, Tom R. Clark, 
said he would try to have the charge 
dismissed. "He is charged with a 
misdemeanor and every lawyer 
wants to get a misdemeanor 
dropped," Clark said. 

Wilson faces a maximum one - 
year prison sentence and $350 fine if 
convicted. 

Wilson's arrest came at the end of 
a 10 -date Beach Boys concert tour to 
cities in the Southwest. The group 
had appeared before 11,000 persons 
at the Univ. of Arizona the night be- 
fore the arrest. AL SENIA 

Lyons Goes Epic 
NEW YORK -Epic Records has 

signed an exclusive production deal 
with Gary Lyons, whose production 
credits include Foreigner, Crawler, 
Wet Willie and the newly signed 
Epic roup, Champion. 

General News 

PEACE CONCERT -Island Records' reggae artist Bob Marley, center, ecstat- 
ically joins hands with Jamaican Prime Minister Michael Manley and opposi- 
tion leader Edward Seaga during the benefit concert at Kingston's National 
Stadium April 22 as bodyguards look on. Concert brought together artists Dil- 

linger, Peter Tosh, Big Youth, Donna and Althea, Denis Brown and others. It 

was Marley's first Jamaican appearance since an attempt on his life last year 
and it symbolized his hope for a lasting peace on the island. 

ABC's First Quarter 
Continued from page 6 

gospel and jazz exposure. Diener 
maintains that ABC's independent 
distributors have helped greatly in 
these areas. "With jazz, we recently 
dug into our archives and found a 
lot of old reissue jazz material 
mainly by Sonny Rollins and John 
Coltrane which we have found is in 
demand." 

He notes that ABC's New York of- 
fice, managed by Barbara Harris,js 
also a vital link in the chain, explain- 
ing that the office is the label's pub- 
licity and artist relations liaison. 
"We need that because so many 
things are happening in the East." 

ABC is also taking major steps in 
terms of changing the production of 
some of its established acts such as 
Bobby Bland, who is being pro- 
duced by Al Bell and B.B. King pro- 
duced by the Crusaders. Diener says 

the idea is to give both King and 
Bland a more contemporary feel. 

Although the company cut its art- 
ists roster, it is also signing new acts. 
"Now that we can see the results of 
the past six months, we're starting to 
selectively go back to signing acts." 

As for where Diener's getting 
these performers, he says, "A lot of 
people have been watching this la- 
bel closely and they're starting to re- 
alize we are selling and bringing 
home a lot of records. For example, 
this week we have three LPs in the 
top 25. 

"We're generating a lot of energy, 
people are looking at Tom Petty and 
the Amazing Rhythm Aces and sens- 
ing that there is a lot of energy here. 
We have a smaller roster and may do 
smaller volume than some other la- 
bels at this time but the industry is 

beginning to know that we have a lot 
of dedication." 

New CBS $50 Mil Georgia Plant 
Continued from page 10 

(for the new plant to meet our own 
current and future needs as well as 
the anticipated strong growth of the 
U.S. record industry in the years 
ahead," says Walter Yetnikoff, pres- 
ident of the CBS Records Group. 

"To satisfy our share of the ex- 
ploding industry demand, we have 
determined that the expansion of 
our own facilities was the most ef- 
ficient approach to solving the prob- 
lem of shortfall in manufacturing 
capacity that has developed in the 
U.S. record industry." 

The new facility, announcement 
of which has been expected since the 
summer, became necessary when 
demand for records began to over- 
take the industry's capacity to pro- 
duce them. 

One of the major issues in the Pit- 
man strike has been mandatory 
work on Sundays. 

Chris Sickles, federal mediator in 
the strike says that the union mem- 
bership rejected Saturday (22) the 
latest proposals from the company. 
She says no new meetings are 
presently scheduled. 

Though CBS is insisting that it is 
business as usual despite the strike, 
its effects are making themselves 
felt. Priority accounts and releases 
are being serviced through the com- 
pany's other pressing facilities and 
outside facilities. However, there 
have been some delays on second 
line product, sources say. 

"We are getting some of our prod- 
uct pressed at the Terre Haute plant, 
and we are also utilizing some out- 

side pressers," says Bob Fead, senior 
vice president and marketing and 
distribution director for A &M, one 
of the labels whose product is nor- 
mally pressed at Pitman. 

Probably the greatest difficulty 
was in the initial period, when we 
had to get our customers adjusted to 
longer waiting periods," he contin- 
ues. But now they (CBS in Terre 
Haute and independent pressers) 
tend to give us the flexibility that we 
need, so it's not too bad. 

"It's one big pain," says Marvin 
Schlachter, president of Prelude 

(Continued on page 105) 

Country Gala 

On ABC-TV 
Continued from page 3 

with Capitol's Asleep At The Wheel 
as touring band of the year. 

The career achievement award, 
for "hanging in there," went to 
Johnny Paycheck, who struck a uni- 
versal chord last year with his Co- 
lumbia smash "Take This Job and 
Shove It." 

Mercury's Statler Brothers won as 
top vocal group, and Billy Parker of 
KVOO in Tulsa was named best 
country disk jockey for the second 
time in three years. 

Topping the instrumentalist 
awards, Billy Armstrong won his 
13th straight prize as best fiddle 
player. Larry Booth and Curtis 
Stone tied for best bass; Archie 
Francis and George Manz tied on 
drums. Roy Clark won for guitar, 
Hargus "Pig" Robbins for key- 
boards, Buddy Emmons for steel 
guitar and Charlie McCoy, the har- 
monica player, for specialty instru- 
ments. 

The show was cohosted by mul- 
tiple winner Kenny Rogers and 
Donna Fargo & Barbara Mandrell, 
neither of whom was nominated this 
year. All three performed, as did 
Charlie Rich, Doug Kershaw, 
Freddy Fender, Stella Parton, Eddie 
Rabbitt and Mickey Gilley, who 
won all five top awards last year, one 
more than Rogers' haul this year. 

The show will air May 23 as a 90- 
minute late -night special on ABC - 
TV. 

[Lifelines] 
Marriages 

Ronnie James Dio, a member of 
Ritchie Blackmore's group Rainbow, 
to Wendy Gaxiolo April 7 in New Ca- 
naan, Conn. 

* * * 

Marty Kuritz, president of the Hit 
machine music and record com- 
panies, San Diego, to Sandi Grant 
April 22 in San Diego. 

Deaths 
Roy E. Minninger, 71, former New 

York agent for Music Corp. of Amer- 
ica and Consolidated Radio Artists 
and later West Coast agent for Pan - 
tages Theatre Corp., April 9 in Allen- 
town, Pa. Before entering the book- 
ing field, he was vocalist in the late 
30s with such bands as Isham Jones, 
Johnny Mesner, and Teddy Black. 
He is survived by his widow, a son, 
two sisters and a grandchild. 

College Concerts Improve 
Continued from page 3 

but also a fewer percentage of sell- 
outs. 

"We had Billy Joel the day his al- 
bum was released," says Lobel, "and 
we only sold 1,700 tickets in the 
2,500 -seat Mackey Auditorium. 
Randy Newman was here two weeks 
after his album was out and sold 
2,000 tickets. It was a matter of bad 
timing." 

At Florida State Univ. at Talla- 
hassee, Mark Striffler, assistant di- 
rector of the Leisure program office, 
says that while the quantity of shows 
remained the same, the quality was 
upgraded due to more diversity and 
an emphasis on attracting other than 
students to the shows. "We've 
geared ourselves more towards the 
community in generating ticket 
sales," he says. Bob Davies, of the 

Univ. of Michigan's major eJt:nts of- 
fice, also reports more and better 
shows with an increase in big name 
acts like Linda Ronstadt, Jackson 
Browne, John Denver, Steve Miller, 
Earth, Wind & Fire and America. 

Rob Light, concert coordinator at 
Syracuse Univ. in New York, be- 
lieves Syracuse's concerts improved 
partly because of more experience 
on his part in coordinating shows. 

He states: "It takes a few semesters 
to get your feet wet. But agencies feel 
more comfortable now coming to 
Syracuse. The radio station and con- 
cert committees are also more in 
tune with what students want." 

Syracuse has doubled its shows 
and diversified its programming to 
incorporate acts such as Larry Cor- 
yell, Talking Heads, Bonnie Raitt, 

( Continued on page 105) 
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TITLE- Artist 
(Producer) Writer, Label & Number (Distributing Label) 

NIGHT FEVER -Bee Gees 

(Barry, Robin, Maurice Gibb, Karl Richardson, Albhy Geistes), 
B. Gibb, R. Gibb, M. Gibb. RSO 889 

IF I CAN'T HAVE YOU - Yvonne Elliman 
(Freddie Perses), B. Gibb, R. Gibb, M. Gibb, RSO 884 

CAN'T SMILE WITHOUT YOU -Barry Manilow 
(Ron Dante, Barry Manilow), D. Martin, C. Arnold, J. Morrow, 
Arista 0305 

12 THE CLOSER I GET TO YOU - Roberta Flack 
(Rubin Flake, Joe Ferla, Eugene McDaniels), 1. Mtume, R. Lucas, 
Atlantic 3463 * 5 7 * 1 

9 

11 

6 19 

7 15 

12 9 

8 17 

14 ; 10 

15 13 

22 4 

19 12 

20 9 

17 17 12 

18 16 13 

W 

Itr 

25 

23 8 

WBM 

WBM 

WBM 

HAN 

WITH A LITTLE LUCK -wings 
(Paul McCartney), P. McCartney, Capitol 4559 WBM 

TOO MUCH, TOO LITTLE, TOO 

LATE- Johnny Mathis 8 Denim Williams 
(Jack Gold), N. Kipner, 1. Vallins, Columbia 310693 WBM 

YOU'RE THE ONE THAT I 

WANT -John Travolta 8 Olivia Newton -John 

(John Farrar), 1. Farrar RSO 891 WBM 

LAY DOWN SALLY -Eric Clapton 
(Glyn Johns), E. Clapton, M. Levy, RSO 886 (Polydor) WBM 

DUST IN THE WIND -Kansas 
(Jeff Glixman), K. Liugren, Kirshner 84274 WBM 

COUNT ON ME- Jefferson Starship 
(Larry Cos 8 Jefferson Starship), J. Banish, RCA 11196 CPP 

JACK & JILL- Raydio 
(Ray Parker Jr.), R. Parker Jr., Arista 0283 CPP 

IMAGINARY LOVER- Atlanta Rhythm Section 
(Buddy Buie), Buie, Nix, Daughtry, Polydor 14459 CPP 

FEELS SO GOOD -Chuck Mangione 
(Chuck Mangione), C. Mangione, A8M 2001 

SHADOW DANCING -Andy Gibb 
(Barry Gibh, Carl Richardson, Albhy Galuton). B. R.M.BA, Gibb. 
RSO 893 WBM 

DISCO INFERNO- Trammps 
(Baker. Harris and Young), L. Green. R. Kersey, Atlantic 45 -3389 CPP 

THIS TIME I'M IN IT FOR LOVE - Player 
(Dennis Lambert 8 Brian Potter), S. Pippin, L. Keith, RSO 890 CPP 

SWEET TALKING WOMAN - Electric Light Orchestra 
(Jeff Lynne), 1. Lynne. Jet 1145 (United Artists) B -3 

FLASHLIGHT - Parliament 
(George Clinton), G. Clinton, B. Worrell, W. Collins. 
Casablanca 909 ALM 

ON BROADWAY - George Benson 
(Tommy L. Puma), B. Mann, C. Weil. 1. Leihe,, M. Stroller, 
Warner Bros. 8542 CPP 

TWO DOORS DOWN -Dolly Parton 
(Gary Klein), D. Parton, RCA 11240 CPP 

28 12 LOVE IS LIKE OXYGEN -Sweet 
(Sweet), A Scott, T. Grillen, Capitol 4549 

30 ! 11 BABY HOLD ON -Eddie Money 
(Bruce Botnick), E. Money, 1. Lyon, Columbia 3 -10663 

29 8 MOVIN' OUT -Billy Joel 

WBM 

ALM 

(Phil Ramone), B. Joel, Columbia 310708 ABP 'BD 

26 7 { WEREWOLVES OF LONDON -warren Zevon 

(Jackson Browne 8 Waddy Wachtel), L Marinell, W. Wachtel, W. 

Zevon, Asylum 45472 CPP 

31 7 t IT'S A HEARTACHE - Bonnie Tyler 
(David Mackay /Scott 8 Wolfe), Scott 8 Wolfe RCA 11249 

13 , 22 STAYIN' ALIVE -Bee Gees AIL 
(Bee Gees, Karl Richardson, Albhy Galateo For 

Karlbyh Productions), B.R.M. Gibb, RSO 885 WBM 

11 ': 13 RUNNIN' ON EMPTY - Jackson Browne 
(Jackson Browne), J. Browne, Asylum 45460 WBM 

18 17 ( OUR LOVE - Natalie Cole 

(Charles Jackson 8 Marvin Yancy For lay's Enterprises), 
C. Jackson 8 M. Yancy, Capitol 4509 CHA 

21 21 GOODBYE GIRL -David Gates 
(David Gates), D. Gates, Elektra 45450 WBM 

50 3 TAKE A CHANCE ON ME -Abba 
(Benny Andersson, Bjorn Ulvaeus), B. Andersson 8 

B. Abacus (Atlantic 3457) ALM 

58 4 YOU BELONG TO ME -Carly Simon 
(Aril Mardin), C. Simon, M. McDonald, Elektra 45477 WBM 

33 12 MORE THAN A WOMAN - Tavares 
(Freddie Perren), B. Gibb, M. Gibb, R. Gibb, Capitol 4500 WBM 

36 7 { DO YOU BELIEVE IN MAGIC -Shaun Cassidy 
(Michael Lloyd), J.B. Sebastian, Warner /Curb 8533 CPP 

EGO -Elton John 
(Elton John, Clive Franks), E. John, B. Taupin, MCA 40892 MCA 

CPP 

35 

37 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

27 27 

40 8 

38 

41 

42 

45 

47 

43 

10 

6 

7 

10 

5 

7 

49 5 

48 6 

46 5 

44 12 

32i 10 

1 

24 11 

34 25 

*i 60 3 

61 5 

52 35 15 

53 67 3 

54 39 13 

66 4 

68 4 

59 19 

58 62 : 5 

59 55 33 

TITLE -Artist 
(Producer) Writer, Label & Number (Distributing Label) 

<W ; :>< 

*Chart Bound 
WONDERFUL TONIGHT -Eric Clapton 

(RSO 895) 
LAST DANCE -Donna Summer 

(Casablanca 926) 
SEE TOP SINGLE PICK REVIEWS. 

page 96 

TITLE -Artist 
(Producer) Writer, Label & Number (Distributing Label) 

LOVE IS THICKER THAN WATER -Andy Gibb 

(Barry Gibb, Albhy Galuten, Karl Richardson), 8. Gibb 8 A. Gibb, 

RSO 883 WBM 

TWO OUT OF THREE AIN'T BAD -Meat Loaf 

(Todd Rundgren), 1. Steinman, Cleveland International 
850513 (Epic) 

LET'S ALL CHANT -The Michael Zager Band 
(Michael Zager), A. fields, M. Azgor, Private Stock 45184 CPP 

DEACON BLUES - steely Dan 

(Gary Katz), W. Becker, D. Fegen, ABC 12355 CPI' 

EVERY KINDA PEOPLE - Robert Palmer 
(Robert Palmer), A. Fraser, Island 100 WBM 

DANCE WITH ME -Peter Brown 
(Cory Wade), P. Brown, R. Rams, Drive 6269 (TK) CPP 

BECAUSE THE NIGHT -Patti Smith 
(Jimmy !ovine), P. Smith, B. Springsteen, Arista 0318 WBM 

SHADOW IN THE STREET -Allan Clarke 
(Spencer Proffer), A. Clarke, G. Benson, Atlantic 3459 ALM 

HEARTLESS -Heart 
(Mike Flicker), A. Wilson, N. Wilson, Mushroom 7031 CPP 

AIN'T GONNA EAT OUT MY HEART 

ANYMORE -Angel 
(Eddie Leonetti), P. Sawyer, L. Burton, Casablanca 914 WBM 

MAKE YOU FEEL LOVE AGAIN -wet Willie 
(Gary Lyons), G. Jackson, T. Jones Ill, Epic 850528 HAN 

FOOLING YOURSELF -Styx 
(Styx), T. Shaw, A&M 2007 

FANTASY -Earth, Wind 8 Fire 
(Maurice White), M. White, E. del Barrio, 
A. White, Columbia 310688 ALM 

WE'LL NEVER HAVE TO SAY 

GOODBYE - England Dan 8 John Ford Coley 

(Kyle Lehning), 1. Comanor, Big Tree 16110 (Atlantic) B -3 

EMOTION -Samantha Sang 
(Barry Gibb, Albhy Galuten, Karl Richardson), B. Gibb, R. Gibb, 
Private Stock 45178 WBM 

69 

72 

73 9 

ict=0 
81 

76 

83 

84 

90 

2 

* 11=3* 
ßj 87 

I CAN'T STAND THE RAIN - Eruption 
(Frank Farian), D. Bryant, A. Peebles, B. Miller, Arida 7686 CPP 

THE GROOVE LINE- Heatwave 
(Barry Blue), R. Temperton, Epic 850524 ALM 

YOU'LL LOVE AGAIN -Hotel 
(Dain Eric), M. Phillips, Mercury 73979 

DANCE ACROSS THE 

FLOOR -Jimmy "Bo" Horne 
(Casey /Finch, R. Finch), H.W. Casey, Sunshine Sound 1003 (TK) CPP 

USE TA BE MY GIRL- o'Jays 
(K. Gamble, L. Huff), K. Gamble, L. Huff, Philadelphia Inter - 

national 83642 (CBS) 

WARM RIDE -Rare Earth 
(John Ryan), B. Gibb, M. Gibb, R. Gibb, Prodigal 0640 (Motown) WBM 

CPP 

EVEN NOW -Barry Manilow 
(Ron Dante 8 Barry Manilow), B. Manilow, M. Panzer, Arista 0330 B-3 

3 BLUER THAN BLUE - Michael Johnson 
(Brent Maher, Steve Gibson), R. Goodrum, EMI.America 
8001 (Capitol) CPP 

OH WHAT A NIGHT FOR DANCING -Barry White 
(Barry White), 8. White, U. Wilson, 20th Century 2365 

78 78 6 YANK ME, CRANK ME -Ted Nugent 
(Tom Werman, Lew Futterman), T. Nugent, Epic 8 -50533 

79 86 3 I'M ON MY WAY - Captain 8 Tremule 
(Daryl Dragon), M. Satan. A&M 2021 

95 2 CA PLANE POUR MOI - Plastic Bertrand 
(Lou Lacombiez), B. Lacombiez, Sire 1020 (Warner Bros.) 

istr 91 3 CHATTANOOGA CHOO CHOO -Tuxedo Junction 
(W. Michael Lewis, Laurin Rinder), M. Gordon, H. Warren, 
Butterfly 1205 

82 85 3 WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN ALL MY 

ALM -v4t_ 

TUMBLING DICE - Jinda Ronstadt 
(Peter Asher), M. Jagger, K. Richard, Asylum 45479 WBM 

STAY -Rufus /Chaka Khan 
(Rufus, Roy Halee), R. Calhoun, Chaka Khan, ABC 12349 CPP 

EBONY EYES -Bob Welch 
(John Carter), B. Welch, Capitol 4543 CPP 

BAKER STREET -Gerry Rafferty 
(Hugh Murphy, Gerry Rafferty), G. Rafferty, United Artists 1192 CPP 

THANK YOU FOR BEING A 

FRIEND -Andrew Gold 

(Andrew Gold 8 Brock Walsh), A. Gold, Asylum 45456 CPP 

SINCE YOU'VE BEEN GONE -Head East 

(Jeffrey Lesser), R. Ballard, A&M 2026 WBM 

YOU'RE THE LOVE -seals 6 Crofts 
(Louie Shelton), D. Batteau, Warner Bros. 8551 CPP 

ALWAYS & FOREVER- Heatwave 
(Barry Blue), R. Temperton, Epic 8-50490 ALM 

WHEEL IN THE SKY -Journey 
(Roy Thomas Baker), D. Valory, N. Schon, R. Fleischman, 
Columbia 3-10700 CPP 

HOW DEEP IS YOUR LOVE -Bee Gees 

(Bee Gees, Karl Richardson, Albhy Caluten /For Karlbhy 
Productions), B. Gibb, R. Gibb, M. Gibb, RSO 882 WEM 

I WAS ONLY JOKING -Rod Stewart 
(Tom Dowd), R. Stewart, Granger, Warner Bros. 8568 WBM 

FOLLOW YOU, FOLLOW ME- Genesis 
(David Hentschel, Genesis), R. Banks, Collins, Atlantic 3474 CPP 

LADY LOVE -Lou Rawls 

(Sherman Marshall, Von Gray, Jack Faith), V. Gray, S. Marshall, 
Philadelphia International 83634 ABP /BP 

CHEESEBURGER IN PARADISE -Jimmy Buffett 
(Norbert Putnam), 1. Buffett, ABC 12358 WBM 

THE WANDERER -Leif Garrett 
(Michael Lloyd For Mike Curb Prod.), E. Maresca, Atlantic 3476 

I WANT TO LIVE -lohn Denver 
(Milton Okun), 1. Denver, RCA 11267 

ALMOST SUMMER - Celebration 
(Ron Altbach), B. Wilson, M. Love, A. Jardine, MCA 40891 CPP 

MUSIC, HARMONY & RHYTHM - Brooklyn Dreams 
(Skip Konte), S. Esposito, Millennium 610 (Casablanca) ALM 

EVERYBODY DANCE -Chic 
(Bernard Edwards, Nile Rodgers, Kenny Lehman), Edwards 
8 Rodgers, Atlantic 3469 WBM 

83 

84 

86 

90 

91 

LIFE - Fotomaker 
(Eddie Kramer /Fotomaker), J. Cawley, Atlantic 3471 

I GO CRAZY -Paul Davis 
(Paul Davis), P. Davis, Bang 733 (Web IV) 

GIMME SOME LOVIN'- Kongas 
(Cerrone), S. Winwood, M. Winwood, S. Davis, Polydor 14461 

THANK GOD IT'S FRIDAY -Love And Kisses 

(Alec R. Costandnos), A. Costandinos, Casablanca 925 

4 DO YOU WANNA DANCE- Ramones 
(Tony Bongioui, T. Erdely), Frieman, Sire 1017 (Warner Bros.) 

YOU GOT IT -Dia Ross 

(Richard Perry), 1. Ragousy, 
na 

L Laurie, Motown 1442 

YOU KEEP ME DANCING - Samantha Sang 
( (Nick DeCaro), D. Randell, S. Linter, Private Stock 45188 

WEEKEND LOVER- odyssey 
(Sandy Linter P. Charlie Calello), S. Linzer, D. Randell, RCA 11245 

54 14 BEFORE MY HEART FINDS OUT -Gene Cotton 
(Steven A. Gibson), R. Goodrun, Anela America 7675 

96 32 BABY COME BACK - Player 
(Dennis Lambert, Brian Potter). P. Beckett, J.C. Crowley, 
RSO 879 (Polydor) 

JUST THE WAY YOU ARE -Bitty Joel 

63 

88 

37 

5 

Ica=0 
89 

woo ENfay 

92 92 ( 26 
(Phil Ramone), B. Joel, Columbia 3.10646 ABP /BP 

93 RUNNIN' WITH THE DEVIL -van Halen 

) 

(Ted Templeman), E. Van Halen, A. Van Halen, M. Anthony, 
D. Ruth, Warner Bros. 8556 

94 52 ¡ 21 THUNDER ISLAND -lay Ferguson 
(Bill Szymczyk), 1. Ferguson, Asylum 45444 
(Elektra /Asylum /Nonesuch) WBM 

95 56 ! 11 t LET ME PARTY WITH YOU -Bunny Sigler 
(Bunny Sigler), 8. Sigler, K. Miller, R. Earl, S. Miller, 
Gold Mind 4008 (Salsoul) CPP 

96 64 11 t I'M GONNA TAKE CARE OF 

EVERYTHING - Rubicon 
(Richard Podolor), M. Haskett, 20th Century 2362 CPP 

97 65 28 i DANCE, DANCE, DANCE, YOWSAH 
YOWSAH -Chic 
(Nil Rogers, Kenny Lehman 8 Bernard Edwards), K. Lehman, 
B. Edwards, N. Rodgers, Atlantic 3435 WBM 

98 69 4 YOU GOT THAT RIGHT - Lynyrd Skynyrd 
( Lynyrd Skynyrd), S. Gaines, R. Van Zant, MCA 40888 MCA 

99 79 9 DON'T COST YOU NOTHING - Ashford 8 Simpson 
(Nickolas Ashford and Valerie Simpson), N. Ashford, V. Simpson, 
Warner Bros. 8514 

WBM 

CPP 

WBM 

CPP 

WBM 

WBM 

ALM 

CPP 

CHA 

CPP 

100 

CPP 

72 5 MAMA LET HIM PLAY - Doucette 
(R. Hennemann), J. Doucette, Mushroom 7030 CPP 

STAR PERFORMERS: Stars are awarded on the Hot 100 chart based on the following upward movement. 1 -10 Strong increase in sales / 11 -20 Upward movement of 4 positions / 21 -30 Upward movement of 6 posi- 
t ons / 31-40 Upward movement of 8 positions / 41 -100 Upward movement of 10 positions. Previous week's starred positions are maintained withou a star if the product is in a holding period. This will, in some cases, 
block out products which would normally move up with a star. In such cases, products will be awarded a star without the required upward movement noted above. Recording Industry Assn. Of America seal of certi- 
fication as "million seller." (Seal indicated by bullet.) Recording Industry Assn. Of America seal of certification as "two million seller." (Seal indicated by triangle.) 

Sheet music suppliers are confined to piano /vocal sheet music copies and do not purport to represent mixed publications distribution. ABP = April Blackwood Pub.; ALF = Alfred Publishing; ALM = Almo Publications; A -R = Acuff -Rose; B -M = Belwin Mills; 
BB = Big Bells; B -3 = Big Three Pub.; BP = Bradley Pub.; CHA = Chappell Music; CLM = Cherry Lane Music Co.; CPI = Cimino Pub.; CPP = Columbia Pictures Pub.; FMC = Frank Music Corp.; HAN = Hansen Pub.; IMM = Ivan Mogull Music; MCA = MCA Music; 
PSP = Peer Southern Pub.; PLY = Plymouth Music; PSI = Publishers Sales Inc.; WBM = Warner Bros. Music 

HOT 100 A- Z- (Publisher- Licensee) Dust In The Wind (Don Kirshner, How Deep Is Your Love ( Stigwood. 
BMI) 9 BR) 59 Ain't Gonna Eat Out My Heart Chattanooga Choo Choo (Leo Fiest, Ebony Eyes (Glenwood /Cigar. 

Anymore (Web IV, MI) 44 ASCAP) 81 ASCAP) 
Almost Summer (Duchess /New Closer I Get To You (Scarab/ Ego (Jodrell /Leeds, ASCAP) 

Executive /Challove, BMI) 66 Ensign, BMI) - 4 Emotion (Barry Gibb /Flamm/ 
Always & Forever (Almo /Rondor, Count On Me (Diamond Back/ Stigwood, BMI) 

ASCAP) 57 Bright Moments, MO 10 Even Now (Kamakazee, BMI) 
Baby Come Back (Touch Of Gold/ Dance Across The Floor (Sheryn/ Everybody Dance (Cotillion/ 

Crowbeck / Stigwood, MO . 91 Herrick, BMI) 72 Kreimers /Chic, BMI) 
Baby Hold On (Grapnca, BMI) 22 Dance. Dance, Dance, Yowsah Every Kinde People (Island/ 
Baker Street (Hudson Bay, BM]) 53 Yowsah (Cotillion /Kreimiers. Restless, BMI) 
Because The Night (Ram Rod, BMI) 97 Fantasy ( Soglire BMI) MI) 41 Dance With Me (Sherlyn /Decipel, 
Before My Heart Finds Out MO 40 

(Sadmaker/Cheppell, ASCAP) 90 Deacon Blues (ABC /Dunhill. MI)... 38 
Bluer Than Blue (Spnngcreek /Let Disco Inferno (Six Strings /Golden 

There Be, ASCAP) 77 Fleece, MI) 15 
Ca Plane Pour Moi (Bleu Distue, Don't Cost You Nothing (Nick.O. 

ASCAP) 80 Val, BMI) 99 
Can't Smile Without You (Dick Do You Believe In Magic (Hudson 

James, BMI) 3 Bay, BMI) 33 
Cheeseburger In Paradise (Coral Do You Wanne Dance (Clockus, 

Reefer /Outer Banks, BMI) 63 BM!) 86 

52 

A reflection of National 

I Can't Stand The Rain (Burlington, 
BMI) 69 

It I Can't Have You ( Stigwood/ 
49 Unichappell, BMI) 2 
76 I Go Crazy (Web IV, BMI) 83 

Imaginary Lover (Low-Sal, BM) 12 
68 l'm Gonna Take Care Of Everything 

3 (Fox Fanfare /No Cibur. BMI) 96 

47 I'm On My Way (Pink Flower, 
Feels So Good (Gates, BMI) 13 

ASCAP) 79 
Flashlight (Rick's / Malbiz, BMI) 18 It's A Heartache (Ti -Gem, BMI) 25 
Follow You, Follow Me (Gelring/ I Want To Live (Cherry Lane. 

Run It. BMI) 61 ASCAP) 65 
Fooling AYourself (Almo /Stygian, 

I Was Only Joking (Riva, ASCAP).._ 60 

Gimme Some Loon' (Island, BMI/ 
Jack 8 Jill (Raydiole. ASCAP) 11 

SACEM, Cermne, 8MI) 84 Jusstt The Way You Are (Joelsongs, 
Goodbye Girl (WB /Kipahulu. 

29 Lady love (Mighty Three, BMI) 62 
Heartless )(Andorra, ASCAP) 43 Lay Down Sally ( Stigwood. BMI) 8 

Sales and programming activity by selected dealers, one -stops and 

Let Me Party With You (Lucky 
Three /Henery Suemay, BMI) 95 

Let's All Chant (Sumac. BMI) 37 
Love Is Like Oxygen (Sweet /Warner 

Bros., ASCAP) 21 
Love Is Thicker Than Water 

Barbara Gibb/Unichappell, rbba MI) 35 
Mama Let Him Play (Andorra, 

ASCAP) 100 
More Than A Woman (Stigwood/ 

Unichappell, BMI) 32 
Movin' Out (Joelsongs, BMI) 23 
Music, Harmony & Rhythm (Rick's, 

BMI) 67 
Night Fever (Stigwood /Unichappell, 

BMI) 1 

Oh What A Night For Dancing (Sa 
Vette, BMI) 75 

On Broadway (Screen GemsEMI, 
MI) 19 

Our Love (Chappell, ASCAP) 28 

radio stations as compi 

Runnin' On Empty (Swallow Turn, 
ASCAP) 27 

Runnin' With The Devil (Van Halen, 
ASCAP). 93 

Shadow Dancing ( Stigwood, 
Unichappell, BMI) 14 

Shadow In The Street (Inter/ 
Timotobe /Midsong International 
ASCAP) 42 

Since You've Been Gone (Island, 
MU 55 

Stay (American Broadcasting. 
ASCAP /High Seas, BMI) 51 

Stayin' Alive ( Stigwood/ 
Unichappell, BMI) 26 

Sweet Sweet Smile (Sterling/ 
Addison, ASCAP) 

Take A Chance On Me (Artwork, 
ASCAP /Polar, AB) 30 

Thank God It's Friday (Cafe 
Americana /O.P. Fetee, ASCAP) 85 

Thank You For Being A Friend 
(Lucky /Special, BMI) 54 

led by the Charts Dept. 

The Groove Line (Almo /Tincabell, 
ASCAP) 

The Wanderer (Rust /Schwartz, 
ASCAP) 

This Time I'm In For Love (House 
Of Gold /Windchime, BMI) 

Thunder Island (Painless, ASCAP) 
Too Much, Too Little, Too Late 

(Homewood House, IMO 
Tumbling Dice (Colgems, ASCAP, 

Two Doors Down (Velvet Apple, 
BMI) 

Two Out Of Three Ain't Bad 
(Edward B. Marks /Nevenand/ 
Peg. I3M0 

Use Ta Be My Girl (Mighty Three 

We'll Never Have To Say Goodbye 
70 (Dawnbreeker, BMI) 48 

Wheel In The Sky (Weed High 
64 Nightmare, BMI) 58 

Where Have You Been All My Life 
16 (Fourth Of July. BMI) 82 
94 With A Little Luck (A.T.V.. BMI) 5 

6 
Yank Me, Crank Me (Magicland, 

ASCAP) 78 

50 
Sou Belong To Me (Snug /C'Est, 

ASCAP) 31 

20 You Got That Right (Duchess /Get 
Loose, Mn 98 

You Got It (Society Hill /Brooklyn, 
36 ASCAP) 87 

You Keep Me Dancing 
73 (Featherbed /Unichappell, 8MI)... 88 

Warm Ride ( Stigwood, MI/ You'll Love Again (Blair/ Hotel. MI).. 71 
Unichappell, BM!) 74 You're The Love (Dawnbeeaker/ 

Weekend Lover (Featherbed/ ASCAP /Oaktree, BMI) 56 
Desidorata /Unichappell, BMI) 89 You're The One That I Want 

Werewolves 01 London (Polite, (John Farrar/Stigwood/ 
ASCAP / Zevon, MI) 24 Unichappell /Ensign, MD 7 

of Billboard. 

www.americanradiohistory.com

www.americanradiohistory.com


George Duke. He reached gold once. 
Now, he won't let go. 

Last time out, George Duke's out-ageous talents lifted 
him to a new level of success -his first gold record for 
the hi: album, "Reach for It' 

He tasted what it's like at the top. And now Dukey's 
given us the follow -up that's going to keep him there. A 
new album called "Don't Let Go" With the fast -rising single 
"Dukey Stick: Already, it's making all the right moves to 
take George Duke even higher. 

E "Don't Let Go;' featuring the hit song,"Dukey Stick:' 
New from George Duke, on Epic Records and Tapes. 

GEORGE DUKE 
DON'T LET GO 

including: 
Dukey Stick/TheWay I Feel 

Morning Sun/Movin On/Yeah, We Going 

5/12 Oklahoma City, 5/13 St. Louis, 5/14 Dayton, Ohio, 5/16 Mor-istown, N.J., 5/19 Atlarta, 5/20 Dallas, 5/21 Austin, 5/24 Milwaukee, 5/25 Indianapolis, 5/27 

Chicago, 5/28 Toledo, 5/29 Detroit, 6/2 Kansas City, 6/3 Denver, 6/9 Houston, 6/11 St. Petersburg, 6/16 Nashvil e, 5/17 Greensboro, 6/22 Philadelphia, 

6/23 Cincinnati. 6/24 CleNeland, 6/25 Hampton, Virginia, 6/28 NewYork City, 6/29 Boston, 7/1 Saratoga, N.Y., 7/7 P ttsburgh, 7/8 Washington, D.C., 

7/15 Memphis, 7/21 Minneapolis, 7/22 Milwaukee, 7/28 Oakland, 7/29 Phoenix. 

Produced by George Duke. ' are trademarks of CBS Inc. C 1978 CBS In( 

www.americanradiohistory.com

www.americanradiohistory.com
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24 SOUNDTRACK 
Saturday Night Fever 
RSO RS-2-400I 12.98 

A 
7.98 

AL 

7.98 

7.98 

798 

7.98 

12.98 

12.98 1298 

36 28 

42 

13 RAYDIO 
Arista AB 4163 z% 

11.98 

- 

7.98 

11.98 

7.98 

7.95 - -- - 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

-- 

- - 

- 

z% 

11.98 

7.98 

7.95 
- 

7.98 

7.98 - -- 
7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

`- 

- 

8.95 

72 

* 

'- 
76 

77 

* 
79 

80 

81 

87 

69 

83 

$Q 

56 

65 

112 

58 

64 

2 

24 

3 

4 

10 

14 

3 

12 

MAYS 
So Full Of Love 
Philadelphia International 1Z 35355 (CBS) 7.98 738 738 

7.98 

5 SOUNDTRACK 
American Hot Wax 
AMA 6500 

4 

24 

30 

8 

WINGS 
London Town 

SW 11777 7.% 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

798 

7'98 

7.98 

z9a 

_7.98 

12.98 

QUEEN 
News Of The World 
Elektra 6E -112 

AL 

7.98 

7.98 

7.% 

7.98 

* 
39 

40 

y 
i+f 

42 

43 

39 

40 

79 

44 

49 

4 ELVIS COSTELLO 
This Years Model 
Columbia 1C 35331 7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

ERIC CLAPTON ERIC 
Slowhand 
RSO RS] -3030 

REO SPEEDWAGON 
You Can Tune A Piano, But You 
Can't Tuna Fish 
Epic IF 35082 

NA 

7.98 
28 

9 

3 

7 

28 

DOLLY PARTON 
Here You Come Again 
RCA APLI-2544 

KANSAS 
Point Of Know Return 
Kirshner 1Z 34929 (Epic) SOUNDTRACK 

The Rocky Horror Picture Show 
_ODE OSU 21653 (1EM) 7.98 7.98 

14.98 

7.98 

YVONNE ELLIMAN 
Night Flight 
RSO RS_1.3031 

CARLY SIMON 
Boys In The Trees 
Elektra 6E -128 

JEFFERSON STARSHIP 
Jefferson Starship Earth 
Grunt BXL] 2515 (RCA) SOUNDTRACK 

FM 
MCA 212000 13.98 

6.98 

14.98 4 

5 

31 

13 

BILLY JOEL 
The Stranger 
Columbia IC334987 

GEORGE BENSON 
Weekend In L.A. 
Warner Bros. 2WB 3139 

STARGARD 
MCA 2321 7.% 7.98 VILLAGE PEOPLE 

Macho Man 
Casablanca NBLP 7096 

MEAT LOAF 
Bat Out Of Hell 
Epic /Cleveland International PE34974 

122.98 

7.97 

KENNY ROGERS 
Ten Years Of Gold 
United Artists UALA 835 7.98 7.% 7.98 

10 19 JACKSON BROWNE 
Running On Empty 
Asylum 6E113 7.98 7.97 

BOB MARLEY & THE WAILERS 
Kaya 
Island ILPS 9517 738 7.98 7.98 

44 47 63 FLEETWOOD MAC 
Rumours 
Warner Bros. BSI( 3010 7.98 

11 

13 28 CHUCK MANGIONE 
Feels So Good 
ALM SP-4658 7.98 7.98 7.98 

CAMEO 
We All Know Who We Are 
Chocolate City CCLP 2004 (Casablanca) 7.98 7.98 7.98 

45 5 45 6 ROBERT PALMER 
Double Fun 
Island ILPS 9476 7.98 7.98 

12 11 WARREN ZEVON 
Excitable Boy 
Asylum 6E -118 7.98 7.98 7.98 

7.95 

50 BARRY MANILOW 
Live 
Arista AL 8500 

AL 

11.98 11.98 1138 
46 25 49 BEE GEES 

Here At Last ... Live 
RSO RS-2-3901 (Polydor) 11.98 12.98 12.98 

9 11 BARRY MANILOW 
Even Now 
Arista AB 4164 

AL 

7.98 7.95 
81 33 LINDA RONSTADT 

Simple Dreams 
Asylum 6E -104 

n 

7.98 7.98 7.98 
52 6 CAROLE KING 

Her Greatest Hits 
ODE s 34967 (Epic) 7.98 7.98 7.98 

15 6 ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION 
Champagne Jam 
Polydor PO 16134 7.98 

7.98 

7.98 7.98 

7.95 

82 82 21 CHIC 
Atlantic SD 19153 7.98 

6.98 

7.98 7.98 
37 19 EDDIE MONEY 

Columbia I'r 34909 6.98 7.98 7.98 
1 1 

14 

16 5 JIMMY BUFFETT 
Son Of A Son Of A Sailor 
ABC AA 1046 7.95 

83 85 14 MAZE FEATURING FRANKIE 
BEVERLY 
Golden Time Of Day 
Capitol ST 11710 7.98 7.98 

55 9 PEABO BRYSON 
Reaching For The Sky 
Capitol ST 11729 98 6.98 . 7.95 7 . 7 . 

8 19 ROBERTA FLACK 
Blue Lights In The Basement 
Atlantic 5D 19149 7.98 7.98 7.98 W 94 

- 
85 70 

86 72 

5 

9 

HUBERT LAWS 
Say It With Silence 
Columbia IC 35022 

- - -- - 

7.98 - - 7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

- 
7.98 
- 

798 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

738 

7.95 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

6.98 

f 

50 53 23 

12 

EARTH, WIND & FIRE 
All 'N' All 
Columbia IC 34905 

AL 

7.98 7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

__ 

- 

15 11 30 

3 

STEELY DAN 

ABC AB 1006 7.98 7.95 7.95 

_ 

51 46 ABBA 
The Album 
Atlantic SD 19164 7.98 

11.98 

7.98 

- 
7.98 7. 

81.98 

8.98 

7.98 

7.98 

SAMANTHA SANG 
Emotion 
Private Stock 7009 7.98 l 

W 21 

20 

ISLEY BROTHERS 
Showdown 
T-Neck 1Z 34930 (Epic) 7.% 7.98 7.98 

7.98 

9.98 

52 38 24 ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA 
Out Of The Blue 
let ITLA 823 (United Artists) 11.98 

12 JOHNNY PAYCHECK 
Take Take This Job And Shove It 
Epic NE 35045 6.98 

7.% 

7.98 

6.98 

7.98 

6 JOHNNY MATHIS 
You Light Up My Life 
Columbia 1C 35259 7.98 7.98 53 

_ 
54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

41 

54 

33 

22 

32 

LOU RAWLS 
When You Hear Lou, You've 
Heard It All 
Philadelphia International lZ 35036 8.98 

7.98 

7.98 

87 

' 

89 

90 

W ' 
W 

94 

95 

* 
- 1 

. 

- 

98 

99 

- 

100 ' 
102 

103 

78 

98 

9 

7 

HEAD EAST 
A8M 4680 

FOTOMAKER 
Atlantic SD 19165 

BUNNY SIGLER 
Let Me Party With You 
Gold Mind GZS 7502 (Salsoul) 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

18 

19 - 
20 

21 

1 
Tai 

27 

- 

29 

30 

31 

- * 
33 

-- 

34 

- 

35 

18 9 LITTLE FEAT 
Waiting For Columbus 
Warner Bros. 2BS 3140 918 

AIL 

7.98 

7.98 

9.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

14 

17 

41 STYX 
The Grand Illusion 
A&M SP 4637 7.98 

7.98 

VILLAGE PEOPLE 
Casablanca NBLP 7064 7.98 

7.98 

77 

93 

11 

9 ROY AYERS UBIQUITY 
Let's Do It 
Polydor PDI 6126 

31 BOB WELCH 
French Kiss 
Capitol 5W 11663 

5 MICHAEL FRANKS 
Burchfield Hines 
Warner Bros. BSK 3167 7.98 

7.95 

57 

59 

19 

4 

GROVER WASHINGTON JR. 
Live At The Bijou 
Kudu KUX 3637 M2 (Motown) 

7.98 7.98 

22 

24 

26 

60 

29 

36 

19 

34 

31 

27 

23 

50 

32 

- 
30 

-- 
35 

13 JOURNEY 
Infinity 
Columbia IC 34912 7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

9.98 

9.98 

7.9.8 

- 
101 

_ 

5 LOU REED 
Street Hassle 
Arista AS 4169 

- 

ALEC COSTANDINOS & THE 
SYNCOPHONIC ORCHESTRA 
Romeo & Juliet 
Casablanca NBLP 7086 

7.98 
- 

7.98 

FRANK ZAPPA 
Zappa In New York 
Discreet 2D 2290 (Warner Bros.) 7.98 

17 

4 

PETER BROWN 
Fantasy Love Affair 
Driv_e_104(TN) 

102 

103 

80 

92 

106 

130 

-- 

100 

- - 
104 

- 

105 

111 

51 

97 

7 

1.98 
48 13 TED NUGENT 

Double Live Gonzo 
Epic KE2 -35069 11.98 11.98 

14.90 

7.98 

7.98 

7.95 

8.98 

7.95_ 

7.% -- 
7.9.8 

7.98 -- 

7.98 

_ 

_7._95 

- -- 

11.98 

-- 
4.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.95 

8.98 

7.98 - 
7.98 

7.98 
- 

7.98 

7.95 

GENESIS 
And Then There Were Three 
Atlantic SO 19173 

13 

21 

7 

4 

2 

- 

10 

- 
24 

30 

2 

27 

73 

2 

4 JOHN 
I 

HERB ALPERT /HUGH 
MASEKELA 
Horizon 
A &M SP 728 

LEIF GARRETT 
Atlantic SD 19152 

JAY FERGUSON 
Thunder Island 
Asylum 7E 1115 

CHARLIE 
Lines 
Janus AS 7036 

STANLEY CLARKE 
Modern Man 
Nemperor 1Z 35303 
- - 

FAZE -O 
Riding High 
SHE SH140 (Atlantic) 

DONNA SUMMER 
Once upon A Time 
Casablanca NBLP 70762 - -- - 

ASHFORD & SIMPSON 
Send It 
Warner Bros. BS 3088 

SHAUN CASSIDY 
Warner Bros. BS 3067 

PLAYER 
650 RS-1.3026 

LINDA RONSTADT 
Greatest Hits 
Asylum 6E 106 

- -- 
AL DIMEOLA 
Casino 
Columbia IC 35277 T DENVER 
Want To Live 

RCA AFL1-2521 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

6.% 

7.98 

7.98 

127 2 

10 

9 

5 

7 

BAND - - - 
The Last Waltz 
Warner Bros. 3WS 3146 14.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

8.98 

7.98 

6.98 -- 
7.98- 

7.98 

AL 

7.98 

_ 

3 HEATWAVE 
Central Heating 
Epic JE 35260 7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

9.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 

9.% 

7.98 

7.98 

'' 
61 

. 

63 

- 

64 

68 

61 

74 

63 

62 

RALPH MacDONALD 
The Path 
Malin 2210 (TN) 

CHICK COREA 
Mad 

6r130 

PATTI SMITH 
Easter 
Arista As 4171 

THE RUTLES 
Warner Bros. HS 3151 

-- - 

JOE SAMPLE 
Rainbow Seeker 
ABC AA 1050 

THP ORCHESTRA 
Two Hot For Love 
Butterfly FLY 005 

- - 
STANLEY TURRENTINE 
Westside Highway 
Fantasy F-9548 

9 

3 

45 

6 

7 

13 

20 

2 

22 

- 
24 

- - -- - 
11 

VAN HALEN 
Warner Bros. Mk 3075 

6.98 

1_.98 

7.98 

7.98 

11.98 -- 

6.% 

6.98 

7.98 

HEART 
Magazine 
Mushroom MRS 5008 

ANDY GIBB 
Flowing Rivers 
RSO RS I -3oí9 ( Polydor) 

AVERAGE WHITE BAND 
Warmer Communication 
Atlantic SD 191 %2 

OUTLAWS 
Bring It Back Alive 
Arista AL8300 

RUFUS /CHAKA KHAN 
Street Player 
ABC AA 1049 

PARLIAMENT 
Funkentelech Vs. The Placebo 
Syndrome 

Y 

Casablanca NBLP 7084 

JETHRO TULL 
Heavy Horses 
Chrysalis CHR 1175 

738_ 

7.98 

7.98 

1.98 

7.98 

11 

14 

8 

- - 

1.98 

11.98 
- - 

7.98 

65 

1 
w 
- 1 
jÿ 

68 

' 
* 

67 

71 

73 5 ENGLAND DAN /JOHN FORD 

Some Things Don't Come Easy 
Big Tree BT 76006 (Atlantic) 

WAYLON JENNINGS & WILLIE 
NELSON 
Waylon & Willie 
RCA AFL 12686 

6.98 

1.98 

7.98 

7.98 

6.98 

-- - 

7.98 

7.98 

- - 

7.98 

- -- 
7.98__ 

7.98 
- 

7.98 

7.98 

NATALIE COLE 
Thankful 
Capitol SW 11708 

- - - 
ROD STEWART 
Foot Loose & Fancy Free 
Wamer Bros. BSA 3092 

- - 
- 

-- - 

7.98 

7.98 

7.98 
- 

7.98 -- 
7.98 

66 

75 

14 AL 

7.98 
- -- 

7,98 

7.98 

7.98 
* 
* 

183 

115 

7 RENAISSANCE 
Song For All Seasons 
Sire SRK 6049 (Warner Bros.) 7.98 7.95 - -- - - 

BOOBY'S RUBBER BAND 
Bootsy? Player Of The Year 
Wamer Bros. BSK 3093 

- 

7.98 

- -- 

7.98 

76 12 
- 

TUXEDO JUNCTION 
Butterfly FLY 007 6.98 7.98 7.98 

7.98 

STAR PERFORMERS: Stars are awarded on the Too LP's & Tape chart based on the followina upward movement. 1 -10 Strona increase in sales / 11 -20 Upward movement of 4 positions / 21 -30 Upward movement of 
6 positions / 31 -40 Upward movemen of 8 positions / 41 -100 Upward movement of 10 positions. Previous week's s arred positions are maintained without a star if the product is in a ho ding period. This wil , in some 
cases, block out products which would normally move up with a star. In such cases, products will be awarded a star without the required upward movement noted above. Recording Industry Assn. Of America seal for 
sales of 500,000 units. (Seal indicated by bullet.) Recording Industry Assn. Of America seal for sales of 1,000,000 units. (Seal indicated by triangle.) Recording Industry Assn. Of America seal audit available and optional 
to all manufacturers. 
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Allan Clarke 
(I WILL BE YOUR) 

SHADOW IN THE STREET 
Gary 3enson /Allan Clarke 

Atlantic 3459 

Jimmy Buffett 
SON OF A SON OF A SAILOR 

COAST OF MARSEILLES 
THE LAST LINE 

KaiIh Sykes 
ABC AA1046 

Silver Convention 
SPEND THE NIGHT WITH ME 

M Boerklund & K. Forsey 
MCA -40896 

VIDSONG MSC, \C. ASAP, 

D ACONAL VJ9C, \C.,aM, 

BAS LO\E M.,SIC, \C. , sESAC, 

1650 Broadway, Sute 706, N.Y., N.Y. 10019 212 -541 -5100 
Cable IV'idmus 422308 

Vice President 
Ed Oloughlin 

Professional Manager 
Bob Cobb 
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ros . l yi 
1 153 

ltr( 

ODD RUNDGREN 
ermit Of Mink Hollow 

Bearsville BSI( 6981 (Warner Bros.) 7.% 7.98 

169 158 r05 PINK FLOYD 
Dark Side Of The Moon 
Harvest SMAS 11163 (Capitol) 7.98 7.% - 7.92 

5 SA- EUROPEAN CONNECTION 
orne Into My Heart 
arlo 2212 (TI() 7.98 7.9$ 

170 170 31 ODYSSEY 
RCA APU 2204 a% 

6.98 

7.95 7.95 1 
1CQ 

- 
107 I 

4 

24 

OT TUNA 
louble Dose 
Grunt CYL2 -2545 (RCA) 1.98 1.98 1.98 

7.98 

L98 

7.98 

172 

n. nrn GERRY RAFFERTY 
City To City 
United Artsts UALA840 6.98 6.98 

138 

139 1 

j 5 

32 

: E GEES 
hildren Of The World 

'.0 RS-1 3003 7.98 
HAUN CASSIDY 

:orn Late 
arner /Curb BSI( 3126 143 5 MARIA MULDAUR 

Southern Winds 
Bros. BSI( 3162 7.98 7.98 7.98 

7.% 

;__96 

7.% 

RLA BONOFF 
olumbia PC 34612 7.98 108 91 24 ISS 

live II 
sablenca NBLP-1016-2 

140 I 

1 
O 

142 

: 47 .TAR 
rOth 

3 

59 

WARS /SOUNDTRACK 
Century 21 541 

LOATERS 
agic 

BC AA 1041 

OREIGNER 
lantic SD 19109 

9.98 

7.98 

7.98 

9.98 

6.98 

173 177 22 BAR -KAYS 
Flying High On Your Love 
Mercury SRM 11181 7.% 738 7.98 

e 

119 3 OWER OF POWER 
Came To Play 

Columbia IC 34906 
l 
Y4f 

184 2 LADIMIR HOROWITZ 
Rachmaninoff Piano Concerto #3 
RCA CRL12633 6.% a% age 110 114 27 YNYRD SKYNYRD 

street Survivors 
MCA 3029 7.% 738 175 179 6 RUPTION 

0033 ro a SW 5 7.98 7.% 7.% 143 136 OMMODORES 
ve 
otown M9 894 A2 1 

7.96 

ll 
II 

Ar 5 OYAGE 
Marlin 2213 (DC . 7.98 . 7.98 

7.98 

äME BROWN 

Polydor PD1.6140 7.98 7.911 7.98 
112 15 ONIC BOOGIE 

Polydor 106123 

144 95 E BOP DELUXE 
r rustic Plastic 
anest ST 11750 (Capitol) 

113 96 14 MMYLOU HARRIS 
uarter Moon In A Ten Cent 
own 
arner Bros. 8511 3141 7.911 

' ' 
7.91 

YY 

178 

188 

122 

2 

ZO 

I ICKY BETTS AND GREAT 

I UTHERN 
tlanta's Burning Down 
isle AB 4168 

EROS 
The Line r raw The Line 

l 

Columbia 1C 34856 

7.98 , 
7.% 

7911 

1.% 

, 7.98 

2 RITISH LIONS 
SO RS -1 -3032 7.% 

. 
7.% 

! 
1 
16 

4 HAZING RHYTHM ACES 
turning The Ballroom Down 

BC M 1063 7.98 

6.% 

, , z% 

ilii 

114 118 4 ERRYnder 
The ats Under The Stars 

sta AB 4160 7.% 

, 
7.% 

, 
7.98 

I 12 ,WEFT 
eve! Headed 
pool sI(AO m44 

7.98 

90 24 I B LAMES 
eads 

Columbia /Tappan Zee 1C 34896 738 

, 
7.% 

179 159 7 I a UCETTE 
mb Let Him Play 

Mushroom MRS 5009 7.98 7.% 7.98 

148 
i 

I 16 ' AUL DAVIS 
roger Of Songs, Teller Ot Tales 
tang 410 7.% 

, 
7.% 

108 14 IßDON UGHTFOOT 
ndless Wire 
arner Bros. BSI( 3149 7.98, , 7.98 

Y1f 
190 2 OTGUN 

ood, Bad And Funky 
C M 1060 7.% 7.95 7.95 

149 
I 72 GLES 

otel California 
hum 6E103 7.% 113 16 NCHANTMENT 

r nce Upon A Dream 
Roadshow RSLA 8116 (United Mists) CA 698 6.911 

* 1 EE DEE BRIDGEWATER 
ust Family 

Elekha 6E 117 7.9* 7.911 7.98 
150 99 6 ICHAEL MURPHEY 

one Wolf 
plc JE 35013 

118 116 40 EATWAVE 
no Hot To Handle 

Epic PE 34761 7.98 7.98 

7.98 7.% 
I VID BOWIE NARRATES 

a KOREY'S 
eter And The Wolf 

RCA ÁR112743 7.98 7.98 151 I I 6 1 EXTER WANSEL 
oyager 
iladelphia International JZ 34985 (Epic) 7.98 7.98 % 

798 

119 110 11 NTA 
House The 

2 

he House Of The Rising Sun 
Casablanca NBLP 7088 7.98 7.98 

183 187 8 OEL POINTER 
old On 

United Mists BALA 848 7.9$ 7.9I 7.98 
YY * I : 2 ICK LOWS 

'ure Pop For Now People 
umbia JC 35329 7.98 7.% % 120 124 3 ONNIE USTON SMI111 

oveland 
umbia JC 35332 7.% 1.96 

184 

185 

144 

185 

23 

11 

AR 

ataxy 
Mal 3030 

NDREW GOLD 
II This And Heaven Too 

Asylum 6E116 

7.% 

198 

798 7.% * ES DUDEK 
host Town Parade 

Columba JC 35088 796 171,8 . 121 126 4 RUSH 
Archives 
Mercury SRM3.9200 13.98 154 145 22 IAN HILL 

Longer Fuse 
20th Century 1-547 7.98 

7.98 

, 
7.911 

7.92 

,! 
,38 

132 4 GARLAND JEFFREYS 
One Eyed lack 
ALM SP4681 7. %, 7.% 7.98 

798 7.98 

M WEISBERG 
Rotations 
united EIS UALA 857H 7.% 7.% 7.98 

155 150 46 RIVER BAND 
riamantinaCocktail 
Capitol SW 11645 123 117 

7.98 8.98 191 

7 LSOUL ORCHESTRA 
p The Yellow Brick Road 
boil SA 8500 

190 

191 

196 

191 

2 

5 

UN 
unburn 

GDitol ST 11723 

OHNNIE TAYLOR 
Ever Ready 
Columba ll 35340 

N DURY 
New Boots & Panties 
tin cool (Arista) 

E HACKETIf 
Please Don't Touch 
Chrysalis CHR 1176 

. I DI 
Millennium MNLP 8003 (Casablanca) 

7.98 

7.% 

1.% 

738 

7911 

796 

7.% 

1.% 

736 

7.98 

Y. * INBOW 

olná r iise6R43 
k & Roll 

796 7% 9g 
7.96 

7.% 

7.98 

7.98 

124 86 6 RIS KRISTOFFERSON 
aster Island 

amend 1135310 (Columbia) 7.% 7,% 7.98 
YY 

167 4 MOKEY ROBINSON 
ove 

7Breez 1 7.96,7.% 135 5 :EE GEES 
old Volume 1 

o Rs -13003 7.% 7.98 7.98 
161f 

168 3 ICHAEL LAGER BAND 

evate SrckhPS 7013 7.98 

7.98, 

, 
, 

7.96 

7.98 

7.96 

7.% 

, 
.98 

126 123 14 RT GARFUNKEL 
atermark 
lumbia 1C 34975 7.98, 

TM 

7.541 7.98 

7.98 

159 160 31 TEVE MARTIN 
et's Get Small 
arner Bros. BSI( 3090 127 129 11 MMPS 

r isco Inferno 
!antic ATL 18211 

.7.98 160 10 ANHATTANS 
here's Good In Goodbye 
Iumbia IC 35252 128 128 23 LVIS COSTELLO 

y Aim Is True 
'lumbia 1C 35037 7.98 7.98 

192 192 23 AUL SIMON 
realest Hits, Etc. 

Columbia 1C 35032 7.% 161 161 13 :'I B WEIR 
eaven Help The Fool 
isia AB 4155 129 109 21 AT TRAVERS 

along It Straight 
16121 7.% 7.98 

193 154 4 ATSONIAN INSTITUTE 
aster Funk 
mherst DJLPAI3 7.95 

Y'1i 
28 I EBBY BOOGE 

ou Light Up My Life 
arner /Curb BS 3118 6.98 7.48 ' 38 

130 120 8 

olydor 

ONGAS 
fricanism 

ydor PD1 -6138 

194 

195 

22 

2 

a Z SCAGGS 
own Left 
umbia 1C 34729 

TANKY BROWN 
ire SRI( 6053 (Warner Bros.) 

1 
117 

i TATLER BROTHERS 
:est Of Statler Brothers 
erciiry SRMI -1037 NA 

7.98 

NA NA Ul 2 LIMAX BLUES BAND 
shine On 
.ire SRI( 6056 (Warner Bros) 

I a EODATO 
uve Island 
arner Bros. BSI( 3132 7.98 

z% 

.98 

% 

196 HONES 
ocket To Russia 
ire SR 6042 (Warner Bros.) 132 134 51 TEVE MILLER BAND 

:irk Of Dreams 
puoi so 11630 , . 

7% 

.- 

798 

165 I 11 ;J. EXPRESS 
shout, Shout It Out 
oadshow /Columbia IC 35010 7.% 

197 DDIE KENDRICKS 
intage 78 
sta AB 4170 II 133 133 EA LEVEL 

ats On The Coast 
pricomCPA0196 

166 14 
hèuEGreatest Hits 1971 -1975 

mm 6E 105 1.98 7.% .98 
198 UBICON 

0th Century r-552 
134 89 EIL DIAMOND 

m Glad You're Here With Me 

onight 
olumbia IC 34990 1.% 17.98 

167 I 12 : I I SCAGGS 
.ilk Degrees 

olumbia JC 33920 7.% 

1.98 

1.% 

1.98 

r.% 

199 165 4 

4 

INGS 
logs Over America 

Capitol SWCO 11593 

135 138 11 ONDIE 
lastic Letters 
hrysalis CHR 1166 1.98 7.98 7.98 

168 39 29 NDY NEWMAN 
ittle Criminals 
arner Bros. BSI( 3079 

200 186 ALTER EGAN 
of Shy 

, lumbia IC 35071 

, 

TOP LPs &TAPE 
Jimmy Buffett 13 Fleetwood Mac 44 Kiss 108 Player 102 Star Wars 14C 

Cameo 79 Floaters 141 Kongas 130 Noel Pointer 183 Lonnie Liston Smith 120 
w.:. w. :1..Ndenn 174 n..m. 72 Patti Smith 62 

A-Z (LISTED BYARTISTS) 

Abba 51 

Aerosmith 178 

Herb Alpert 93 
Amazing Rhythm Aces 146 
Ashford &Simpson 100 
Atlanta Rhythm Section 12 

Average White Band 28 
Roy Ayers 55 

Band 59 

Bar -Kays 173 

Be Bop Deluxe 144 
Bee Gees 46,125,138 

George Benson 7 

Dicky Betts 177 
Bionic Boogie 112 
David Bowie 182 
Blondie 135 

Karla Bonoff 139 
Debby Boone 162 

Bootsy's Rubber Band 35 
Dee Dee Bridgewater 181 

British Lions 145 
James Brown 176 
Peter Brown 23 
Jackson Browne 8 
Bryson 49 
B.T. Express 165 

Shaun Cassidy 167, 101 

Charlie 96 
Chic 82 
Eric Clepton 3 
Stanley Clarke 97 
Climax Blues Band 131 
Commodores 143 
Chic Corea 61 

Alec Costandinos 92 
Elvis Costello 38,138 
England Dan /John Ford Coley 67 
Paul Davis 148 

John Denver 105 

Deodato 164 

Neil Diamond 134 

Al Dimeola 104 
Ian Dury 189 

Doucette 179 

Les Dudee 153 
Eagle 149, 166 
Earth, Wind &Fire 5.0 

Walter Egan 200 
Yvonne Elliman 40 
Electric Light Orchestra 52 

Enchantment 117 
Eruption 175 

Faze-0 98 
Jay Ferguson 95 
Roberta Flack 14 

Foreigner nt 
Fotomaker 88 
Michael Franks 90 
Jerry Garcia 114 
Art Garfunkel 126 
Leif Garrett 94 
Genesis 22 
Andy Gibb 27 
Godz 191 

Andrew Gob 185 
Steve Hackett 190 
Emmylou Harris 113 
Head East 87 
Heatwave 24.188 
Heart 26 
Dan Hill 154 
Vladimir Horowitz 174 
Hot Tuna 106 
Isley Brothers 16 

Bob James 115 
Jefferson Starship 5 

Garland Jeffreys 122 
Waylon Jennings 68 
Jethro Tull 32 
Billy Joel 6 
Journey 21 

Kansas 4 
Eddie Kendridts 197 
Carole King 47 

Hubert Laws 84 
Gordon Lightfoot 116 
Little Feat 18 
Little River Band 155 
Nick Lowe 152 
Lynyrd Skynyrd 110 
Ralph MacDonald 60 
Chuck Mangione 9 
Manhattans 160 
Barry Manilow 11, 80 
Bob Marley 78 
Steve Martin 159 
Johnny Mathis 17 

Maze 83 
Meat Loaf 43 
Steve Miller 132 
Eddie Money 48 
Maria Muldaur 172 
Michael Murphey 150 
Randy Newman 168 
Ted Nugent 58 
Odyssey 170 
O'Jays 71 
Outlaws 29 
Robert Palmer 45 
Parliament 31 
Dolly Parton 39 
Johnny Paycheck 86 
Pink Floyd 169 

Every care for the accuracy of suggested list prices has been taken. Billboard does not assume responsibility for errors or omissions. 
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Rainbow 156 
Ramones 196 
Lou Rawls 53 
Gerry Rafferty 171 

Raydio 36 
Lou Reed 91 
Reo Speedwagon 73 
Renaissance 69 
Smokey Robinson 157 
Kenny Rogers 77 
Linda Ronstadt 81,103 
Rubicon 198 
Rufus /Chaka Khan 30 
Todd Rundgren 136 
Rush 121 
Rutles 63 
Salsoul 123 
Santa Esmeralda 119 
Joe Sample 64 
Samantha Sang 85 
Boz Scaggs 167,194 
Sea Level 132 
Shotgun 180 
Bunny Sigler 89 
Carly Simon 41 
Paul Simon 192 
SOUNDTRACKS 

American Hot Wax 37 

Rocky Horror Picture Show 74 
Saturday Night Fever 1 

Stanky Brown 195 
Stargard 76 
Statler Brothers 163 
Steely Dan 15 
Rod Stewart 34 
Sun 187 
Donna Summer 99 
Sweet 147 
Johnny Taylor 188 
THP Orchestra 65 
Tower Of Power 109 
Trammps 127 
Pat Travers 129 
Stanley Turrentine 66 
Tuxedo Junction 70 
USA -European Connection 137 
Van Halen 25 
Village People 42.54 
Voyage 111 
Dexter Wansel 151 
War 184 
Grover Washington Jr. 56 
Watsonian Institute 193 
Tim Weisberg 186 
Bob Weir 161 

Bob Wekh 20 
Wings 2,199 
Michael Zager Band 158 
Frank Zappa 57 
Warren Zevon 10 
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General News 

'77 -78 Term Sees Campus Concerts 
Continued from page 99 

Chuck Mangione, Billy Joel, Ren- 
aissance and others. 

At Washington State Univ., Pull- 
man, a survey was conducted to pin- 
point student tastes. Harder rock 
proved the most popular, so shows 
by the Doobie Brothers /Pablo 
Cruise, Steve Miller and Eric Clap - 
ton did well attendancewise. 

Cyril Matthews, chairperson of 
the school's performing arts com- 
mittee, adds that the city has become 
more music -oriented as younger 
persons are taking more interest in 
live music. 

Says Paul Szczesiul of the Univ. of 
Houston program council where city 
venues are handicapping college 
dates: "Because we're in a big city 
market, we can't do big name shows 
and compete with promoters. We 
might as well work with them." 

With more co- sponsorships with 
promoters, the university has in- 
creased its number of shows, and 
that trend should continue into next 
year. "We had a good variety, but we 
still could have hit other audiences," 
says Szczesiul. "We're not promot- 
ing just for the campus. Our campus 
is like a city venue with 80% of our 
audience from Houston." 

Steve Cohen of the Univ. of Ari- 
zona, Tucson, cites the development 
of the school's concert program as a 
prime reason for its strong concert 
year. The university, which discon- 
tinued big shows seven years ago - 
when it incurred $9,000 worth of 
damages at a Frank Zappa concert 
in its 15,000 -seat McKale Arena, 
presented the Eagles as well as a 
benefit featuring Fleetwood Mac, 
Marshall Tucker and Kenny Log - 
gins before 67,000 patrons. 

In addition to Billy Joel, Harry 
Chapin, Yvonne Elliman /Santa Es- 
meralda and the Beach Boys, there 
has been little activity, due to a con- 
cert war in the Tucson market. Ac- 
cording to Cohen, 26 shows in a five - 
week span forced the concert com- 
mittee to turn down a number of 
shows. 

However, he feels this was a solid 
year, with the Fleetwood Mac date 
attracting agents' attention and so- 
lidifying the school's credibility. 

Max Vest, director of student ac- 
tivities at the Univ. of Richmond of- 
fers a contradicting point of view, 
claiming many major acts didn't 
tour this spring. 

"Last year was better," he states. 

ASCAP Offering 
New Grant Program 

NEW YORK -ASCAP is spon- 
soring a new grant program for com- 
posers under 30 years old, funded by 
a bequest from the late Jack Nor - 
worth, composer of "Shine On, Har- 
vest Moon" and "Take Me Out To 
The Ballgame," among others. 

The grants will range from $500 to 
$2,500 and will be for all manner of 
composition, including electronic 
music. 

Georgia Plant 
Continued from page 99 

Records, who also has his pressing 
done at the CBS plant. "There are 
problems in shipping, in capacity, 
and one is in a quandary about 
when one's order will be filled. We 
have had a long and close associ- 
ation with CBS, so we are going to 
outside plants through CBS." 

To take care of some of the de- 
mand for tape, CBS has recently as- 
sumed the lease on Ampex's Elk 
Grove Village, Ill. tape duplicating 
plant (Billboard, April 22, 1978). 

"It seemed like more acts were out 
touring." 

The Univ. of Kentucky at Lexing- 
ton is experiencing some turbulence 
in its concert program to the point 

where a complete study of its pro- 
gram is planned to possibly change 
its concept, according to MaryJo 
Mertens, director of the student cec- 
ter. 

Despite shows with Jimmy Buf- 
fett, Kris Kristofferson & Rita Cool- 
idge, Ozark Moutain Daredevils, 
Dave Mason /Bob Welch and Harry 
Chapin, most have been financially 

Improve 
disastrous. 

"We're not sure we have a feel for 
what's right," says Mertens. "We try 
different things, some work. It's hard 
deciding which is the right music." 

AVI -195-s 
12-196D 

0 

- 
_ , 

- --- 

A New Hit Single From AVI Records 
Hits charted and breaking: 
153-S MONKEY SEE, MONKEY DO 
by Le Pamplemousse 
from the album LE SPANK, AVI 6032. 

205-S ENVY (Animal Fire) 
by Rinder and Lewis 
from the album SEVEN DEADLY SINS, AVI 6035. 

New Releases: 
193-S 

I2-194D 
ENTER INTERSIDEREAL MESSAGE 
by Starbow 

1975 I'M GLAD YOU'RE MINE 
I2-198D Davis Import 

SOUL IS FREE 
Dave Williams 

AVI Record Distributing Corp. 
7060 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California 90028 
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0 Late General News 
.4TRIGGERED BY SIMON- 

Mercury Marketing 
Undergoes Facelift 

CHICAGO - An overall 
strengthening of the company's 
sales position with greater em- 
phasis on distributed labels is ex- 
pected from last week's restruc- 

- luring here of Mercury's 
marketing department. 

Realignment of the marketing 
arm came with the announce- 
ment that Lou Simon, who 
recently resigned as general man- 
ager of sister label Polydor, 
would be returning to Chicago 
and Mercury's executive ranks. 
Simon served Mercury for 17 

years before departing for Poly - 
dor in 1975. 

Under the restructuring, Si- 

mon was named senior vice pres- 
'ident /marketing director, with 
responsibility for the total mar- 
keting operation. It comes as a 

major expansion of the depart- 
ment since all of the existing staff 
is remaining. 

In the realignment, a new post 
was created for Jules Abram- 
son- senior vice president /as- 
sociated labels. Companies such 
as De -Lite, First Artists and 
Monument -along with others 
Phonogram hopes to snare -re- 
ceive Abramson's full -time sales 

and development attention now. 

Both Abramson and national 
sales vice president Harry Losk 

will report to Simon under the 

new regime. 

Charlie Fach, general man- 
ager of the label, will devote less 

of his time to marketing because 
of the addition. "I'll spend more 
time on artists promotion, give 
more time to promotion and 
a &r," Fach states. 

Fach says the company is ag- 
gressively seeking to line up ad- 
ditional independents for mar- 
keting through Phonogram. 

3 IN 4 MONTHS 

Hot 1978 Pace for Platinum Singles 
LOS ANGELES -The RIAA has 

ready ocertified as many platinum 
singles in the first four months of 
1978 as it did in all of 1977. 

Last week's certifications for 
Queen's "We Are The Champions" 
(Elektra) and Samantha Sang's 
"Emotion" (Private Stock) follow 
the previously announced award to 

the Bee Gees' "Stayin' Alive" 
(RSO). 

This ties the total of three plati- 
num awards given last year to Rose 
Royce's "Car Wash" (MCA), Debby 
Boone's "You Light Up My Life" 
(Warner -Curb) and Heatwave's 
"Boogie Nights" (Epic). 

Also, the Bee Gees' "Night Fever" 
(RSO) is awaiting platinum certifi- 
cation, having topped the two mil- 
lion sales mark required for the 
award, according to label president 
Al Coury. 

This would make four platinum 
singles for 1978 -tying the number 
awarded in 1976, the first year of the 
program. Honorees that year were 
Johnnie Taylor's "Disco Lady" (Co- 
lumbia), the Manhattans' "Kiss And 
Say Goodbye" (Columbia), Wild 
Cherry's "Play That Funky Music" 
(Epic /Sweet City) and Rick Dees' 
"Disco Duck" (RSO). 

The Queen smash is the best sell- 
ing single in Elektra /Asylum's his- 
tory, according to the label. E /A's 
previous top seller was Carly Si- 

mon's 1972 -73 smash "You're So 
Vain." 

Rockoff Holding Off 
On KTNQ Change 

NEW YORK -If KTNQ Los An- 
geles changes formats it won't be 
soon, and it will only be if the station 
does poorly against RKO's L.A. AM 
outlet KHJ. 

New Storer radio vice president 
Neil Rockoff tells Billboard he will 

not change Storer's AM L.A. station 
unless it does poorly against KHJ, 
and he adds he does not expect this 
to happen. 

This means Rockoff will wait at 
least until the April /May Arbitron 
book, which will be out in June be- 
fore he makes any changes at the 
contemporary station. 

Rockoff, in discussing KTNQ, 
suggests that a sports talk format 
might make sense because KABC 
"is number one in revenue for the 
market." 

ExecutiveTurntable 
Continued from page 4 

dent of business affairs. ... Florence Cohen named general manager of oper- 

ations at Ellis Distributing Corp., Owings Mills, Md.... Al Altman now gen- 

eral manager of Silver Blue music publishing operation in New York. He has 

been with the company for six months and has also been associated with 

Screen Gems /Columbia Music, Chappell Music and ran Barry Manilow's 

publishing company, Kamakazi Music. ... Atlantic Presentations, New - 

buryport, Mass., makes Donald Montrose director of creative services. He 

formerly served as advertising director. At the same time, Margot Abramson 

tagged director of special projects and promotions after serving as assistant di- 

rector of publicity. ... Ex- Billboarder Bill Sachs, recovered from two major 

operations, has returned to QCA Records, Inc., Cincinnati, to head up its pub- 

licity /promotion. Sachs, who joined QCA three years ago, retired from Bill- 

board in 1969 after 44 years' service. 
Kenneth Meinken is named president of Magnavox Consumer Electronics, 

Fort Wayne, Ind., a subsidiary of North American Philips. He was president of 

Advance Transformer Co., also a Philips unit, and replaces Alfred di Scipio, 

who resigned last month. Louis Duman, chairman of Advance, assumes the ad- 

ditional post of president.... Joe Gennaro becomes national sales manager for 

Audio Dynamics Corp., New Milford, Conn., a BSR company. He was field 

sales manager of ADC phonograph cartridges for BSR's consumer products 

group. 

Insidelrock 
Lieberman Enterprises of Minneapolis was reported at 

presstime to be negotiating to acquire the assets of ABC 

Record And Tape Sales, the national rackjobber. But it 

was learned that the Handleman Co., a rival jobber, had 
temporarily stalemated the negotiation by submitting a 

last- minute bid hoping to top the Lieberman offer. Com- 

pany officials were not available for comment. ... 
Meanwhile, the Lieberman Convention will take place 

again at the Playboy Club, Lake Geneva. But the dates 
for the confab are Sept. 19 -22. They were reported in er- 

ror here last week. 
Look for United Artists to release a Warren Zevon LP 

in the next few months now that he's become so hot with 

Elektra /Asylum. Zevon had cut an album several years 

back on Liberty, but word is that it was well before the 
boy became excitable. United Artists also said to be 

planning five album releases May 5 by Crystal Gayle. 
Earl Klugh, Winners, the soundtrack to "F.I.S.T." and 
Shirley Caesar. They'll be distributed through Capitol's 
branches in the U.S. 

Capitol reports that a group of peace officers armed 
with a search warrant and shotguns invaded the hotel 
room of the road crew for Sweet which had just arrived in 

Wichita, Kan., for the group's concert with Bob Seger. 
While a couple of the officers held the road crew at rifle - 

point, others "ripped apart the rooms looking for illegal 

drugs and under -aged women." Turns out the warrant 
was for a search of Seger's crew's rooms. In the Sweet 

search, officers carne up empty. 
WINGING IT: The new Paul McCartney and Wings 

LP looks like the strongest contender to knock the Bee 

Gees' "Saturday Night Fever" LP out of its No. I spot. 
Since January, Rod Stewart, Billy Joel and Eric Clapton 
all tried and failed. Over on the Hot 100 chart, the Bee 

Gees' "Night Fever" holds at No. 1 for the eighth straight 
week, making it onof the three longest -lived No. 1 hits 

of the past 10 years. Debby Boone's "You Light Up My 

Life" is first with 10 weeks, and the Beatles "Hey Jude" is 

second with nine. 
As part of a merchandising campaign for McCartney's 

"London Town," a Spectacolor spot will be appearing in 

Times Square in New York. The 10- second spot will run 

seven times per hour for a month. That's a total of 3,045 

spots. Right? 
Optimist Club: Russ Regan (Parachute Records), Da- 

vid Shakier (Chalice Music Group), Norman Winter, 
Emile Petrone (Polygram Distributors) all bought new 

Beverly Hills pads recently. Optimist Terry Ellis (Chrys- 

alis) moving into new Pacific Palisades pad motored by 

his new custom Aston -Martin. 
Chrysalis new wave group Blondie drew a celebrity - 

studded crowd to its L.A. Starwood appearance Tuesday 
(25). Looking on were Bruce Springsteen, Shaun Cas- 

sidy, Daryl Hall and John Oates, and members of UFO, 
the Runaways, and the Dwight Twilley Band. Down the 

street at the Chrysalis office, senior vice president Sal Li- 

cata was busily adding up April's receipts which he says 

totaled in excess of $3 million, the largest month in the 

firm's history. 
The Doobie Brothers plan to go ahead as hosts of an 

all -star special tribute to their close friend, the late Will 

Geer, grandpa Walton of the tv series. With the date set 

for Santa Cruz, Calif., July 1 and the titled changed to 

"The Doobie Brothers Tribute To The Late Will Geer - 
Rockin' On In His Memory" the show will benefit Geer's 
Theatricum Botanicum, a non -profit agency set up as a 

workshop for acts. Scheduled to be on hand are David 
Soul and the entire Walton tv clan. 

A press card didn't have any clout at Studio 54 

Wednesday night (26). Reporters invited to cover the 

disco's first anniversary party ($20 admission) were 

pushed, shoved, kicked and verbally abused at the door. 
A woman from WPIX, presenting a working press card, 
was told by one bouncer, "We don't care what you have, 
you're not on the list." 

Included on Helen Reddy's upcoming Capitol LP is a 

tune called "Poor Little Fool," penned by ELO's Jeff 
Lynne. It's the first time he's written for other than the 

group. Seems Helen is Lynne's favorite warbler. ... 
Speaking of which, Debby Boone and dad Pat, Barry 
Manilow and Sammy Davis Jr. have , all been set to 
warble at the entertainment gala May 7 at L.A.'s Do- 
rothy Chandler Pavilion to celebrate Israel's 30th birth- 
day party. Also scheduled for the event are ballet per- 
formances -one to a rendition of "Star Wars" performed 
by L.A. Philharmonic under direction of composer John 
Williams. Marvin Hamlisch and Zubin Mehta also 

scheduled for the event which is to air over ABC -TV the 

following night May 8 as "The Stars Salute Israel At 30." 

A constellation of film and tv luminaries were also re- 

portedly scheduled to appear. 
Russ Bach, WEA vice president, marketing develop- 

ment, now has two Masters degrees: the one he holds in 

music from De Paul Univ. and the one he earned in busi- 
ness administration April 15 from Pepperdine Univ... . 

Singer Anne Murray didn't have to work so hard for her 
diploma, a Doctor of Letters conferred honorarily by 

Canada's Univ. of New Brunswick. The Canadian song- 
stress did earn her bachelor's in 1966 from the Fred- 

ericton U niv. Music her major? No, physical education. 
. Burning questions of our time: Is Thin Lizzy leaving 

Mercury for Warner Bros., and is Barry White to be 
signed by Parachute? 

Will Columbia Pictures Publications' sheet of the 
theme from "You Light Up My Life" become publish- 
ing's first million seller (under one arrangement)? ... 
George Benson's five- nighter May 3 -7 at Broadway's Re- 

lasco Theatre is soldout. Ron Delsener and Ken Fritz are 
promoting. ... New York's Lt. Gov. Maryanne Krup- 
sak's plans for Radio City Music Hall don't depend 
upon an office tower being built atop the hallowed Hall, 
insiders say. However, she is adamant in her demands 
that new blood be introduced into the Hall's manage- 
ment and that future plans include zestier talent. promo- 
tion and programs. She's also seeking cooperation from 
tour bookers to draw fresh tourist business.... Bleu 
Disque, the publishing arm of Sire Records, has acquired 
subpublishing rights to "A Little Emotion," one of the 
winners of this year's San Remo fate.... Arista claims its 
first gold r &b disk for Raydio's "Jack & Jill" debut 
single. ... Rod McKuen feted by poetry students from 
Gotham's Emerson School prior to his 10th annual 
birthday concert Friday (28). ... Bobby Goldsboro was 

hit in the face by a cream pie on a recent Dinah Shore 
segment. Dinah pitched it herself.... Carole King will be 
the subject of a forthcoming made - for -TV film. Cine- 
matographer Mike Spera says he has another pop star in 

mind for a similar treatment.... Delaney Bramlett joins 
Commander Cody on a coast -to -coast tour soon. The two 
will play in the same band, yet to be formed.... Japan's 
hot Pink Lady group signed to the Las Vegas -based Mar- 
quee label.... Mick Jagger named special consultant to 
the N.Y. Cosmos soccer team. Consulting what? ... Jane 
Friedman, president of Wartoke public relations, and 
composer /performer John Cale formed Spy Records, 
with Nona Hendryx and French punk band, Marie Et 
Les Carcons as artists.... Hot item is the report that Jet 
Records will be going to CBS after leaving UA, per 

owner Don Arden's direction and public exclamation 
that he had the option to go elsewhere if UA was sold 

to anyone. 
The Eagles will play softball against the staff of Roll- 

ing Stone May 7 at Dedeaux Field, Los Angeles, with 

UNICEF benefitting. ... George Benson, Leonard 
Feather and Norman Granz did Tom Snyder's NBC -TV 

"Tomorrow" show Thursday (27).... Composer Andrew 

Lloyd Weber ( "Jesus Christ Superstar ") premiered his 

new "Variations" Wednesday (26) at Gotham's Newman 

Theatre, part of Joe Papp's Public Theatre complex 
where jazz and new music are becoming staples of the 

entertainment diet. ... Henry Mancini scoring the film 

version of "Someone Is Killing The Great Chefs Of Europe." 
Michael Tilson Thomas, conductor of the Buffalo 

Symphony, will be arraigned on charges of possessing co- 
caine, grass and amphetamines Tuesday (2) in Queens, 
N.Y., criminal court. He was arrested March 23 at Ken- 
nedy Airport, New York, on arrival from London. 

Arista has a new design for its 8 -track tape packaging, 
with a geometric pattern of checkerboard squares on a 

silver background. Sides and top are solid silver. First re- 

leases in this format, featuring Norman Connors and the 

Alpha Band, will ship by early May. 
The Peaches record store in Atlanta has been asking 

recording artists to plant their hands in cement for pos- 

terity, a la Hollywood. 
Lou Reed was among the latest recruits, and gladly 

gave his imprint. But when Peaches left the monument 
outside overnight to dry, it was gone. And the title of 
Reed's latest Arista album? "Street Hassle." 

Tommy Vig, jazz vibist, percussionist, arranged all the 
music used by Jimmy Webb at his recent L.A. concert 
at the Music Center on the bill with Art Garfunkel. 
It was the first time that Webb and Vig have worked to- 

gether. Webb's background group included cello, harp, 
flute and the attempt was to create a quasi -classical fla- 
vor, Vig admits. Vig is one of L.A 's most in- demand stu- 

dio sidemen. 
Expect some of New York's leading rock impresarios to 

be among the group of show business types that will be 
named to oversee an upgraded entertainment policy for 

Gotham's Radio City Music Hall, which, as announced in 

Billboard, won't be shutting down after all. Contemporary 
pop acts are expected to be definitely a part of the old 

hall's future bookings. 
Producers Albhy Galuten and Karl Richardson have 

been represented in the Hot 100 top rank for the past 14 

weeks. They had all the Gibb family smasheroos.... Bar- 
bra Streisand wails the theme for the soundtrack of 
"Eyes Of Laura Mars," produced by her friend, Jon Pe- 
ters. ... Manhattan Transfer did some juggling o its 

present European junket when Janis Siegal underwent 
minor surgery. ... Ron Zalkind's "All About The Music 
Business" closed circuit video instructional course which 
ran recently drew nearly 300 registrants. Several indus- 
try mahoffs who participated in the taped series showed 
up in the flesh. Several major labels bankrolled the New 
York series, designed to furnish much needed informa- 
tion for young people entering the industry. 
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Ariola Records Is Proud To Announce 
The Second Album By 

MAC McANALLY 
/lap 

Produced by Clayton Ivey & Terry Woodford for Wishbone, Inc. 

Available on Ariola Records and Tapes 9100 wilshire blvd # 460 
beverly hills, californio 90212 

(213) 273 -9710 
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Allan C1ako 
Was77 bo2n yeseda. 

For the past fifteen years, Allan Clarke has been the lead vocalist, writer 
and guiding force of the Hollies. His was the voice that led to their more than 30 
international hits. Yesterday's Allan Clarke was the singer on tunes like "He 
Ain't Heavy, He's My Brother,' "The Air That I Breathe," "Bus Stop," "Long Cool 
Woman In A Black Dress," "On A Carousel" and "Stop, Stop, Stop" to just 
name a few. 

But today, Allan Clarke steps out on his own, with a stunning solo album, 
"I Wasn't Born Yesterday." The album consists of ten Clarke originals, including 
his rapidly breaking single, "(I Will Be Your) Shadow In The Street." And the 
legendary Allan Clarke appeal is evident throughout. 

Includes the hit single, "(I Will Be Your) Shadow In the Street" (3459). 
Produced by Spencer Proffer for the Pasha Music Organisation 

Allan Clarke. "I Wasn't Born Yesterday." An album for today and tomorrow on Atlantic Records and Tapes. 

4 : 1918 Agar, Recortlng Coro OA Warner Commun.cohons Co 
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